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, I come now to the cases of individual accused and in deRli~g with ~fi~,~ll. 
snaIl Iollo.W'the.same order in ~;hichitheir eases were argued·ilj. the final SIlDlIIlmr-""·· 
IIp on beUa If of the prosecutio~&s t.hiS ordef was .selected with a· view· to the 
avoidance' as far as possible ot.~~~tion, 'In· the light of the' statenulpt by. 
Nimbkar· accusecl..at page 261~1;~ sta:tEmiel.lts of the accused where, speaking 5'· 

t. 

of the bblU'geois democratic revolution which twill achieve the complElte freedom 
of Indiaff8pt the.control of British impericlism and,will result in the elltablish
ment oran Independent democratic republic, he said that". this is th~ rev;olution 
f01' which "'~ were workipg ", it would seem almost unaecessary to ge into the 
cases of the individuill accused who put1n an application to the Court declaring 10 
that this statement by 'Nimbkar embodied their considered -views. But it is not 
possible unfOltun.at~ly to dismiss the cases o~ these 19 accused In this suinmary; 

'fashion. ·We have of course.in the 90urs\{of th~ history of the conspiracy been 
able to get some ,idea of the pari taken: by each accused liut in the first placo , 

. that idea is· Ulo rflafge number or cases very jncomplete; which might lead ·ono 15 
to .take a fuss' seqeus view M'their ac.tivities than :is· really·justifiable, and 
secOlidly the pre~ent l'ositioIJ,' p~ o!le or two llceused as set for~ in the joint statc
ment does'llot tllllye.xactly wit.n wbat we already 1!:riowfrom the evidence or with 
the conclusions which we would naturally denve from their original individual " 
statements to ·this Court, The"best example ·of this is the case of Radha.Raman .20 
Mittra nccused~ j;a which I shall come in due course, . 

. . .,. ' - . 
I come first nieI! tQtl:fe case Qf Philip Spratt accused. I think ·it will be safe 

to deal fairly.pummarUy with SpraJl accused's case. His name his been men. 
tioned so frequently· ¥ready' that· it iidmpossible to ieel any doubt that he 
parti~ipllted in the conspiracy" descriped. a~ove. This: accused was educated· 25 
at Downing College Cambridge and lefr'CAmbridge in 1925. .After that we hav\! 
it on his own lIuthority-that h(}joined the C01UIDupist Party. of Great Britain aud 
the N"auonal Minority. Mo;ve:mell.t and was i. ni.embtlr~flit~~fthe Workers' UWon _ • 

. and .Jate~ of the. Shop .Asilisitants: ,Union.~ This was apparently' while he was 
working as 1m l'riJ.ployee in thp book·selling firm. of Birrell and Garnett. During 30 

. this period ill England he wa~ 'also .connected ,iith the"J..abourResearch Depart
ment for which he says he 'us~d to do voluntary work,· Spratt accused arrived 
in India in December 1926. .Aceording .to his own statement he. cam.eout~with 
twu 'pU¥p08<'S in mind; one was to do business for Messrs. Birrell and ~nett 
andtheotlJer to d<1work for the Labmit R~sear_ch.Dep'!Irtment, to collect tna~'al $5 
Io;r it Oll tM Indian La:bDur Movement andii\:gosslble to'illitiate. work on .. 
same lines in India. ~.It is howe'l'el' Qlvte blear that '.that "statement of his two 
main purposes is absolutely false; Had it .beenthe trnth th'ere is no reason """
why there, should not be evidence to show that he worked for those two mnin ' 
purposes .. Bllt what the *idence does show it'that he came out as a CODlIIlunist' '4;0 
agent to· help in the orgllrusation of the Co=unist Movement. I have already , 
indicated hO¥' Spratt accused on arrival in Bombay gat into touch with Mirajkar, .... 
Jhabwala, Shah Iftld others. He was also in touch with Saklatvala 'Whom he must 

O. P.796. . have met both af-Bolnobay and.Iater at Delhi and again at Bombay before his 
return to Eng1ana, see P. ]If)60 and P. 1961. I haVe also alluded already to the 45 
evidence that he took a!l. important part in the foundation and organisation of" 
the 'Vorkers'·and Peasants' Party of Bombay. His next activity was the visit 
to Delhi for the l'rllde Union Congress and the melrting of Indian· Communists· ~ 
wilh Saklllty:iJa, and it was from Delhi that he wrote the letter to Ghosh accused 
in regurdoto·lho Can±onConference to.which I have referred.·already. I"have 50 

. already dealt with the remittan<les received by Spratt· accused from ;England. 
throughout bis,stav in India and particularly. the large sums received by him 
('arly in 1927 for 'which he has~ot really attempted to give ,8J,J.Y' explanation. ' 
Spratt's attitude in regard to the .why and wherefore of .tae receipt· of money 
by him and the demands for money made by him is most damaging to him. .All 55 
he says is 'I if I sent·requisitions for money and &CknoVlled~ents of recllipts. 
of money to thl' Se<lretary of the L. R. L\ that waS Dnly because it was a con- , 
venient address.· The L. R. D. did not pay me anything; . It could not affor1t-
t.o do 80. ". But he does :;ot ever say who it was who really did send him money, : 
·and although he says that Messrs. Parsons and Rathbone are well off,· 60 
~e never suggests any r~son why"~hey should send him money. The irresistible 
mference fit; \ that the money whIch was actually c;e!1f'to Spratt accused was ""'~ 
mouey sent' for the purpose of the work which he actuaJly did, a.nd that would 
meim, an<1. I do not think 'Spratt himself has ever denieliit .. Co=unist work. 
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It would folfow even if uncorroborated by otlier evidelfce (though there is 
actually some \"ery suggestive 'evidence) that the money came from Communist 
sources. As a matter of fact knowing, as we do, the financial difficulties of thp. 
Communist Party of Great Britain, there can be no doubt that even if the money 
came from the C. P. G. B. it emanated ultimatelv from the Communist Inter
national by rea~on of whose subsidies alone the C. P. G. B. was able to avoid 
bankruptcy. Spratt himself in his own letters implied quite clearly that what 
he was receiving was II.. salary; and when a man receives a salary it is obviously 
because Le holds an appointment of some kind. But what th~ appointment waR 
that Spratt accused was holding he has been most careful not to !lxplain. l( 

In March 1927 Spratt accused returned to Bombay and while there made 
an atte~t to have an interview with Allison alias Donald Campbell in Yeravdll 
Jail. In the following month he was seen in the middle of the night talking to 
Fazl Elahi, a man who was subsequently convicted Jlnder section 121-A at 
Peshawar. Spratt accused next went to Ahmedabad and thence to Lahore 11 
where he stayed for a considerable time with Dewan Cbaman Lal and got into 
touch with, for example, Majid accused. He also accompanied Dewan Chaman 
Lal to Peshawar in connection with the trial of Fazl Elahi, a~d I have already 
mentioned the letter in which he speaks of FazlElahi as if he were a person whom 
~e had never seen before and in whom he'took nothing l!lote than an intelligent 2C 
mterest. ' 

1!'rom Lllhore Spratt accused came back to Bombay in September 1927 when 
his property was searched and some of the mo~t interesting documents 'in this 
case were r,ecovered, namely the letters P. 1007 to P. 1012, and the diary P. 1006, 
beside' the general file ~. 1013. This search was in connection with the book 2a 
"India and China" and the witness to it is P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. 
Patwardhan. Spratt accused made some attempt to question this search and 
pa.rticularly to cast some sort of a cloud over the draft letter P. 1009. His chief 
point was that this document was n~,shown to P. W. 277, Mr. Stott, the hand
writing expert. But the document was 'not one which there was any need to 30 
show to Mr. Stott. for there is in regard to it the evidence of Colonel Rl;ijilllall, 
P.~. 133, and moredver it ig one allbut which it is impossible for any 0l1ll who 
has had, as the Court and the Assessors have had, to inspect a large !lUmber of 
documents in Spratt accused's handwriting, to feel any doubt. In this connec-
tion it was argued that it was not legitimate to compare this docnment with '35 
any other document px:oved to be the work of Spratt 'accused because it does 
net tmrport to have been written by him, and reliance was placed on the rnling 
reported in I. L. R. 37 Cal. page 467 at rage 502. But this rnling has been 
dissented from in-a.Madras case. reported 'in 35 Madras Law Journal at page 
608 which was followed in a Bombay case reported ill 14 Bombay Law Reporter 40 
at page 310. Both of. these rulings agree that the word" purports" does not 
limit the scope of the section (73 of the Evidence Act) to snch documents only 
as are signed 01' contain intri:nsj,g.statements of the iqentity of the writer. Any 
document alleged by a party to be in the handwriting of a particular person 
may for purposes of proof be compared with other writings or signature!! 45 
admitted or proved. Spratt accused asserted that the handwritittg in P. 1009 
did not res(>mble his handwriting at all closely, but at the time of argument Crown 
Counsel laid the document before the CouI't along With "tk'e .documents all 
tendered by Spratt accused himself, namely D.142 (20), ~.13? (30),.P. 544 .(2) D. 
Spratt, 1'. 548 (5) D. Spratt, and P. 525 (3) D. Spratt, and It was unpossible to 60 
avoid the conclusion that not only was there a general resemblance in the appear- . 
ance of the hand,ITiting but also that there was the closest possible agreement-::.
in detail. In addition I have already given at an earlier stage other reasons for' 
being satisfied that this document is the work of Spratt accused. 

On the 15th September Spratt accused was arrested and his room was 55 
searched. At ,this search another diary P. :ul47 was recove~ed from Sp~a~t's 
possession from which I have quoted already and also two SUit cases contaInIng 
miscellaneous properties were taken possession of but opened at a later stage 
in the presence of,the solicitor's clerk. It was only on their being opened then, 
at Spratt accused's own roouest, that there. were fonnd the thrM; bottle.s con- 60 

-'taining Tincture of J odine, Hydrogen Peronde and Vegetable 011, co~les of 
" Modern India" and .. The Golden Treasury ", and the envelope With the 
address of D. J. F. Parsons on it. In addition there were six files of mis
cellaneous papers, a nupber of which have been pnt ~ e.videpce and are of very 
considerable interest. For example P. 1948, consistIng of 4 blank slips of 65 
paper each of them haYing a genuine si!!Dature of Donald Campbell at foot and 
P. 1949, some malluscnpt.notes in Donald Campbell's handwriting are a clear 
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indication' of the connection betWllen Spratt accused and Donald' d'ampbell which 
we have already found in Spratt'e letter to Kishorilal Ghosh accused about the 
latter's going a~ a delegate to Canton. There is further evidence of this close 
connection in Spratt's own, letter to Page Arnot, P. 1955 (F. C. 193) dated 10th 
March 1921. This document P. 1949 is a clear indication of Campbell's 
Communist interests of which of course there is other evidence to which I have 
alluded already. But the fact of Spratt's possession of this slip of paper also 

, gives l"ise to an inference that Spratt as it were took over the ministry frolD. 
Donald CampbeLl. when that unlucky man became incap~acitated by his" illness 
in a foreign eountry,"; Other documents recovered in these files are 1>. 1976, 
a typed document entitled" Party Training" which includes a syllabus for an 
elementary trairung group and also a bibliography which includes along with 
some other books those named in P. 1949 referred to above. P. 1978 isa 
membership car~ of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay. P. 1979 
contains the' notes of - Spratt 'sspeech on "Revolutions and India" to the 
Bombay Student's Brotherhood which has been mentioned earlier. P. 1980 con
sists of notes in Spratf's handwriting on the" Contemporary political situation 
in India" in August 1927, and contains a suggestion for the capture of the 
Congress by thl opposition to t.he capitalist section, the idea being that if such 
a capture were to be successfully carried out the Congress' organisation could 
then be s'o altered as t& admit of the affiliation. of labour unions and peasant 
organisations. The paragraph concludes with the following words: "If the 
Congress remains under bourgeois control it will be necessary" to establish a 
new national organisation on these lines which will embody the alliance of the 
petty bourgeoisie,-the peasants and ·the workers." P. 1981 consj.sts of type
written notes on Trade Union work ; a copy of this was found in the pl1!session 
of Theng-di accused also. P. 1982 are manuscript notes in Spratt liccused's 
handwriting perhaps made for the purpose of P. 1981. P. 1983 is Spratt 
accmled's review of Shah's book "One hundred per cent. Indian"; which 
characterises Gandhi as reactionary. p,. 1984 contains a. typed copy 'and a 
manuscript copy in Spratt's handwriting of the review of " Modern India " 
and the" Future of Indian Politics" whiej;t was subseque~tly published iD. Kranti 
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• and Galli-vani arid a copy of. which was also found at 211 E. A. Lane and ft! in 
'evidence as P. 415 (10). P. 1985 contains a manuscript copy in Spratt's hand
writing of an article on May Day, other copies of which are P. 407 found at 
211 E. A. Lane and P. 482 found with Thengdi accused. It also contains a 
typed and also a manuscript copy in Spratt accused's 'handwriting of an article 
entitled "The meaning of May Day". These documents and the letteb "re
covered in this search were in the main not admitted by Spratt aecused in his 
statement, but the ans:wers in cross-examination of Inspector Desai, P. W .. 215, .j1.Q 
who conducted the search, certainly do not cast any doubt on the genuineness 

35 

of their recovery. In thiesearch a number of draft letters in Spratt's hand
writing were recovered namely P. 1967, P. 1968, P. 1971 and P. 1975 "Bbou.all 
of which there is the evidence of Col. Rahmli'!l P. W. 133 who has recognised 
the handwriting. As regards the tyPe-written letters namely P. 1954, P. 1955, 
P. 1956, P.1962 (2) and P. 1974, these have been compared with the type
writing in P. 1005, tbe search list of the 6th September which was typed on 
Spratt's machille' and> it has been shown satisfactorily that the,se letters were 
typed on tha'1; machine. BUt that is not the only evidence that they emanated 
from Spratt accused. -In the case of all these letters we find certain, tricks of 
typinA' which show that they all emanate from the same person. In nearly all 
these letters the writer types the word " Dear" in the opening words ' Dear 
Robin ' or ' Dear X ' to the left of the margin of the body of the letter. Second-
ly, instead of, a.s is.more usual, going back 'a space or two when starting the 
second line after the opening words he always goes forward a space to the right 
of the comma. Thirdly he has a trick which appears in four of these letters 
of typing the address with the .. Writing in the different lines not set, as is 
commonly the case, in a kind of ,echelon but with the first letter of each line 
directlv under the first letter of the line abo.ve. Then the contents of these 
letters" give clear indications that they or some of them emanate from Spratt 
accused himself. aS,indeed one would naturally infer in the case of any draft 
letter found in his possession. For example P. 1954 suggests plainly that in 
speaking of a report th~ ope Professor S:pratt addressed a meeting, the writer 
is referring to a report, which concerned hunself. In the same letter he speaks 
of attending" yesterday" an extraordinary general meeting of the G. 1. p, 
Railwav Workmen's Union. The letter was written j1n the 18th-and Spratt's 
diarY mentions that on the 17th he went to Mahmga to attend such a meeting. 
P. 1955 which has the same two characteristics in r(lgard to the opening words . .. 
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and the address, is .actually admitted by Spratt accused himself. P. 1956 also 
~as them and mentions ~rtain resolutions which the writer says that he sent 
ill .rough last week, an~ ill the previous week a letter purporting to have been 
wntten by ~pratt was illte!cepted and copied and is P. 1828 C (F. C. 197), and 
that letter Itself has definIte support for its authenticity in the fact that it 
mentions Spratt's having been ill in bed with a temperature of 102 a fact 
which is corroborated by Majid accU)!ed at page 527 of the stateme~ts of the 
accused, and also in the fact that Spratt accused himself was seen by P. W. 269. 
Deputy. Insy;>ector Chawan post.ing the original. P. 1974 again contains the 
same. trIcks ill. rega!d to the typmg of the opening words and the address and 
~entlOns the mtention to go to Ahmedabad, an intention which Spratt's own 
diary P. 1947 shows was put into effect. And that diary is also corroborated 
by Dange's letter P. 1973 (I. C. 48), also recovered in this 'search in which 
Dange mentions on the 24th June having seen a report of Spratt's Ahmedabad 
speeches in the Times (of India). In this letter P. 1974 there is also a men
tion of the receipt of a letter from Burton and the writer asks Robin to tell 
Burton that he will write to him as soon as possible~ This was written on the 
6th May 1927 and on the 21st July in P. 1968, a letter in Spratt's own hand
writing, we find him saying that" the paper" Kirti " which Burton mentioned 
to me is conducted from Amritsar.". So that we have two letters one in 
Spratt's own handwriting and one type-written both in his possession and 
both mentioning or implying the receipt of a letter from Burton. And finally 
in P. 1975 we find Spratt himself writing in manuscript to Burton from Lahore 
and sayiI!g that he had promised to write him some months earlier. This 
leaves no room for doubt that P. 1974 has emanated from Spratt accused. 
But th&'e is still another point. In the last paragraph we find the writer 
saying: " Mahatma Gandhi was unfortunately the chief .hero celebrated in this 
way (that is with" Jai's "), but Jhabwala Sahib got a good showing, and I am 
afraid Mr. Spratt Sahib gid also." 

Then there are one or two other' type-written letters in regard to which 
.there is evidell(~e that the typewriting was done on Spratt accused's machine. 
and it will be convenient here to mention the concomitant proof in support of 
that conclusion which is to be derived from circumstantial evidence .. P. 2328P 
(2) is a letter of the 14th June addressed to Dear Douglas and intercepted 
ell ronte to Iyengar. I have already indicated at an earlier stage the coincidence 
of subjects and expressions between this and other letters. Moreover in the 
course of the search on the 6th September it letter P. 1008 (F. C. 232) wa~ 
found in Spratt's possession which is addressed to Des (P. 2328P (2) was 
signed Des jn typewriting) and mentions receipt of " your letter dated 14!6." 
This letter also deals with the same subjects as P. 2328P (2). It is of course 
a fairlv clear inference that if a letter or letters addressed" Dear Des" are 
found In Spratt accused's possession, Des is a namll which is being used for 
him. and in that case it is impossible to doubt that a draft letter found in his 
possession signed Des is his and no one else's. Another letter coming under 
the same category is P. 2329P (1) dated 15th August: (F. C. 235). This is 
another letter intercepted en ronte to Iyengar and -like P. 2328P (2) was 
accompanied bv a covering letter signed George. It is obvious from the fact 
that it is signed Des, and from the evidence which I have already mentioned in 
regard to the connected letters P. 1010 and P. 1011, that this letter also ema-
nates from Spratt accused. • 

Coming; back to the letters found in the search, P. 1962 (2) is or course 
unsignen. hut it. was found In company with r. 1962 (1) and. P. 1962 (3), two 
letters from Mr. Meherally .on thc same sub,wet both of whICh are addressed 
to Dear Mr. Spratt. . 

P. 1829 (F. C. 190) is another typed letter in regard to the typing of which 
there is evidence which liS in the other cas~ is 1).ot the only evidence fixing Spratt 
accll~cd with responsibility for it. For instancc the letter is signed Des, and 
there is the cvidence of P. W. 269, Deputy Inspector Chawan, to the effpct that 
Spratt accllsed was .secn posting it. This is also a letter ,in the case of w:hich 
there is a corroboratIon from the contents, namely, the mentIon that the" umver
sities convocation" "'ill be held next week couplr.d with the fact that in the fol
lowing week, as Spratt himself says, he did hurry off to Delhi for the T. U. C. 

As ~cg;lIrds the identification of the typewriting it will be sufficient I think 
to say that Mr. Stott the handwriting expert P. W .. 277 gave a detailed explana
tion of the resemblances and so on at pages 14 and 19 (a) of his statement. All 
the~e documents were carefully ~xamined in the company of the a.'lSessors and 
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I cannot see any reason to dffi'er from Mr. Stott's opinion even had there been 
no corroboration from outside cireumstances. Spratt accused contended that. 
there was no evidence that Desmond was a name for himself, a fact about which 
1 do not feel that after a full consideration of the documents there is room for 
the smallest doubt. He also contended for example that there was no evidence 15 
that anyone in Colombo knew anything about the accused or was likely to supply 
them with money. It is not necessary for me to repeat the evidence in regard 
to arrangements at Colombo to which I have refprred .already. In regard to 
P. 2002 C. Spratt accused denied that he ever received the original and drew atten
tionto the fact that the letter though attributed to Dutt was not alleged actually 10 
to be in hi!' handwriting but to have been written by Glyn Evans. Consistently 
with this denial he also denied the receipt of P. 2189, the Orm Massel telegram 

. and when he came to P. 2190 which is his own reply slgned Spratt and is proved 
flo be in his· own handwriting he merely says that he could not have answered 
P. 2189 because he never. received it, Rnd he says that his supposed replies are 111 
not necessarily the replies to this telegrllm. It can only be said that it is curious 
that in reply to a telegram about confidence in certain persons Spratt accused 
should have replied ,. no confidence," if the alleged reply was not really what it 
seems to be. 

In the course of his statement Spratt accused went on to deal with the num- 20 
ber ciphllr with which he entirely failed to come to close quarters, and then-with 
the invisible ink writing .. He began by denying that P. 1009 was in his hand
writing, a point which I have dealt with already. He further denied that he 
had ever nsed invisible writing or developed such writing written by others. So 
far as the use o£ it goes I have. mentioned at an earlier stage letters which'imply 25 
that Spratt accused had used invisible ink writing himself, and there is good 
reason to think that he made use of it in the letter, of which P. 1009 is a draft. 
There is no other apparent reason why the portion of this letter, which relates 
plainly to invisible writing in letters received by the writer, should have been 
written between the lines, when thero was plenty of room to have written it all 30 
either at the top of the page or in the margin at the side. In regard to P. 1859 
he commented on the absence of evidence as to the actual subRtance used for the 
purpose of this supposed invisible writing. I see no force in this argument. 
The writing is there,. and it is 'obvious that it canllot originally have been visible, 
because DO one but a lunatic would have written the words, as they now appear, 35 
between the lines as part oflhe original letter. Spratt accused devoted four and 
a half printed pages of foolscap to argument on the subject of the invisible writ-
ilng; how it was done or how it eould have been done and the defects in the 
proseeution theory. It appears to me to be useless to argue at any length on the 
subject of this wriiting. We have on the record tWo instances of letters with botll 40 
of which Spratt accused is conccrned, in which there is writing, about whicli 
we. can feel no doubt that it was originally invisible and subsequently became 
more visible, some of which has since faded. We do not know what the material 
was with which this writing was done, or what process was used to develop it. 
We do know. and Spratt accused hinlself agrees, that one method is to write 45 
with a starch solution and develop with Tincture of Iodine. It would seem that 
another possible method is to :write with Potassium Iodide and develop witll 
Hydrogen Peroxide. The references to developing and iuten:Slifi.cation in P. 1009 
clearly relate to writing;- and are not compatible with the theory that the refer-
ence is to ordinary photographs. Again there is a clear reference to Spratt 50 
accused's having written something which the recipient was unll ble to make any
thing of. It is no anSwer to say that the prosecution ought to have proved' what 
substance was used 01' to say that the prosecution. have been stupid. What the 
accused has failed to do is to deal with the facts. But that of course is the 
method which he has filllowed throughout his defence .as put :t;oNard in the 56 
course of his stat~ment. 

The sequel to the search in which so many of these documents were reccver
ed was Spratt accused's prosecution in COll1lection with" India and China ",. 
which resulted in his acquittal. After that he went to the Cawnpore Session ot 
the A. I. T. U. C., where he was elected to the Council of Action and as a member 60 
and convenor of the sub-committee for drafting a !./abour. Constitution. From 
Cawnpore he went on to Calcutta and after a short stay thore to Madras for the 
Indian National Congress. He then returned to Bombay and attended the 
Bombay Presidency Youth Conference and the Enlarged E. C. of the Workers· 
and Peasants' Party,at which Muzaffar Ahmad was also present (P, 1348 (41) 65 
and P. 1348 (50». It was at this tinie that the main resolutions appearing in 
" A Call to'Action " were drafted, vine thll remark .~t the foot of the first page 
Lo2J]ICO 
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of the preface of ".A: Call to Action ", w~~re it is stated that .. th~ five mail 
resolutions were ongmally drafted by a Jomt committee of the Workers' and. 
Peasants' Parties of Ben&,al and Bombay." Mter the Enlarged E. C. meeting 
Spratt a(!cused .took part m .the· organisation of the demonstration on the 00081-
sion of the arr~val of the ~Imon ComInission. P. 548 (5), an exhibit, rejected 
?y the prosecutIOn but put l~ by Spratt accuse~ himself as a defence document, 
mc!udes a copr of a lett~r. ~lgned by Spr~tt, Nlmbkllr lind Joglekar IIccused, in 
whICh they claIm resp~nslblhty for arrangmg the one day strike of the Municipal 
workers on that occaSIOn. Another document of this date in his handwriting i8 
P. 1348 (46) (printed as P. 827 (1», a draft. circulllr letter for issue to Trade 
Unions, snggesting opposition to the proposal to affiliate the A. I. T. U. C. to the 
1. F. T. U. and suggesting that if any affiliation is to be considered, it should be 
in favour of the R. I. L. U. This document is dated the 11th February 1928, 
lind contains a portion in the handwriting of Bradley accused also. P.545 (3), a 
letter of 6th December 1928, shows that Spratt. accused also circulated at this time 
copies of n note on the " Functions of the Constitution Sub-ComInittee" and 
also of It draft of a proposed statement--" Labour & Swaraj ". P. 545 (1) is 
apparently the original draft of the .circular letter and the two enclosure&. 
C. P. Dlltt alludes to this draft on " Labour and Swaraj ".in his letter to Spratt 
aecused, P. 526 (43) (F. C. 445) on the 14th June 1928, from which it is eVident 
that Spratt ~ccused sent Dutt a copy. Mter this Spratt accused went to Delhi 
for the fIleetmg of the E. C. of the A. I. T. U. C., about which be wrote'a letter 
to MuZaffar Ahmad, P. 479, (1. C. 120), on tbe 6th of March. There are also 
on record some manuscript notes ill his handwriting put in by Spratt himself a8 
D. 145 (30). After the meeting at Dellii he went to I,ahore, and took part iu a 
meeting at the Bradlaugh Hall in company with Dange, Sahgal and Majid 
accus('d, after which he returued to Bombay, whence on the 9th March he wrote 
the letter, P. 526 (46), to Page Arnot, in wijich he mentions this visit to Lahore. 
He did not stay long in Bombay, but left there before the general meeting of 
the Bombay Party and proceElded to Calcutta. There he took part in a whol~ 
series of a('tivities in the course of the summer of 1928, to all of which I have 
made rpferen('es earlier on in this judgment. During this period we find corres
pondence between him and Basak accused. We find him taking an interest in 
the Chengail union and strike, in the East Indian Ra.ilway strike and particularly 
in its extension to Ondal and Asansol, and working in association with Mittra, 
Goswami. Ghosh and Muzaffar Ahmad accused. During this period he sent 
a letter. P. 526 (11), dated the 20th of May, to the" Forward" urging that the 
only possible policy for Indian Labour was a revolutionary one. There i8 no 
evidence, such as evidence of handwriting, to show that Spratt accused was 
personally re8ponsible for thi.~ letter, but it is found in a personal file, which 
contains numerous ~etter~ addresRed to Spratt, and a large number of letters 
which are in his handwri.ting, and its ('ontents make it fairly clear that he must 
be the author. In June of thi~ year Spratt 8.(,eused is referred to by the name 
of' Des' in C. P. Dutt's letter to Bradley accused, commonly called the Sandwell 
letter. P. 674. (F. C. 425), where Dutt says: "It is a pity that it has not yet 
been found possible to restart the paper" ",obviously .the Kranti); "I had 
hoped that something of what Des has got mIght be available for thIS purpose. 
Anv way.I hope you will keep preparations in mind so that the ground is pl"ll'
pared." The~e remarks Elhow quite clearly that what money Spratt ~secl 
received was not by any means merely a Sfl.lary. He must have been teeelVlng a 
good deal more than a salary, if C. P. Dutt could have hoped ~~t.part of what h~ 
was receiving would be available fol"' the purpose of subsldlslng the Krang. 
Knowing, as we do, the purpose of the Kranti as the official. orga~ of a ~evolu
tionary party deliberately set on foot and run by Commbmstll With a View to 
furthering the aim of bringing about a revolution in India, we ean fee]· no 
doubt that Spratt ac)eUsed was receiving mone)" from EtH"ope for that \"ery 
purpose. 
. Much abnnt the ~ame time Spratt accu!led ill Calcntta and Br8.(J~ey accused in 
'Bomhay both re!'cived money for use in ~onnection with the sendmg of a (le~e
gate' to the llllnchl'stel' Conference, that 18 the 6th Congress of the CommuDlRt 
International at lIIo~ow. Closely connected with this was the Oo,!ference of the 
Young ('ommunist International. which was to be held at Moscow m AUgDl!t., for 
whichC. P. Dutt iu P. 526 (43), referred to above, pressed Spratt nrgent,ly to fin~ 
11 suitable representativE', .. a real factory rank and ~.,t"who knows what 81 what. 
Unfortunately no-l!lleJi representative WaR fortheommg, as we learn from Spratt 
.accused'sletter to Mr~. Mellonie, P. 546 (10) (F. C. 456). Not long after thIS we 
1ind Spratt aeensed in touch withSohan Singh acmsed, with whose ~eque8~ for an 
atticle for the Kitti he complied "by sending IRtl'l' on (>.()Jlif'A of hiS article~ on 
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I have already dealt at considerable length with the pari taken froiii July 
~lnwa~d8 by Spratt -~ecused in the orlf8nil3ation of the Y (lung Comrades' League, 
In which he was asslsted by GoswalI!l and Chakravarty accused. The organisa- 5 
tiOIl of this League resulted ultimately in a fiaseol hut it began well and its capture 
by others was not the fault of Spratt accused. .1t was very much about this time 
that Spratt received from Europe enquiries about Rhuden and Uke-Rhug and 
also about Orm and Massel, in connection with which we have on the record the 
letters from Glyn Evans in London to Clemens Dutt in Berlin. 10 

The next and ycry important transaction in which Spratt accused took ~art 
was the Party consultation at Bombay from tihe 6th to the 10th September. rhiB 
was a real Council of War, in which the whole of the work of the previous year 
was considered and plans for the future discussed, particularly in regard to the 
part to be taken and the resolutions to be put up at the Trade trnion Congress, 
the Indian National Congress and the First All-India Workers' and Peasants' 
Party Conference .. There was also, it will be remembered, that very interestitlg 
and importnnt discussion about Party organs. When these. discussions were 
over, Spratt aooused'tetllrned to Calcutta and continued to take an active part in 
Trade Union activities. One of these activities, though not very successful, was 
his visit toJllmshedpur in company with Shamsul Huda accused. In October 
Spratt accused was one of the party, which came to Meenlt to attend the Confer-
ence, the result of which was the inauguration of the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party of the U. P. Of course Spratt accuse<l says that he does not remember 
definitely now whether the U. P. W. P. P. was formed at this Conference. lind 
says it may have been his impression at that time, but as he did not know the 
language at all, he could have had only Ii very vague idea of the proceedings; but 
this is, as I have already pointed out, a very feeble explanation of the various 
admissions made by him in the course of correspondence. One of these admis
sions occurs in a very interesting letter, P. 2419P., (}'. C. 607) of the 23rd October 
1928, a letter in Spratt accused's own handwriting to Page Arnot, giving him- in
formation about the Lillooah strike, about J amshedput, about his visit to Meerut, 
about research work and a number of other matters, and it is worth noting that 
in discussing this letter at page 406 of the stateIllllnts of. the accused Spi;att 
accused makes no attempt to deny it. He merely say/j that the conclllsiB'it ara,Wit 
by the Magistrate from it is quite without foundation which is a tacit admission 
of its authenticity. Two of the letters which resulted from this visit, namely 
Joshi accused's letter to R. P. Dutt, P. 2409, (F. C. 633), and his letter to Muzaffar 
Ahmad, P. 452, (1. C. 351), both relating to thi! sending- of Joshi's credentials 
to England, give au important indication of the position of Spratt accused 809 A 
link between workers in India and the Communist organisations in Englan4. 

Early in November we get Spratt's visit with Goswami to Malda and some 
letters indicating how preparations were being made for Jharia. Early in Decem

. bel' he ~endEJ a Bum of money to Bradley aeeuse.d, although there is no evidence of, 
his having reeeived any money for several months before this time, and only 
a month or so eatliet he had been complaining to Robin (Page Arnot) .about the 
irregularity of thE! reeeipt of cash by him, and asking Robin if he could managll 
that it should eoIIie rather more regularly. The. he takes part in the A. Ii T. U. C. 
Conference at Jhal"ill and the A. I. W. P. P. Conference ,at Calcutta, in the col11'8e 
of -which the firs't signs of a split in the Bengal Party began to appear. Just 
tbout the etld of the year hE! should have received (and no doubt did receive by 
lIome other channel or at a latcr date) a copy of the E. Cj C. I. letter, P. 478, 
-Which was !!ellt to him thtough Ghosh ilClllliled in Pi 2001 but was intercepted 
and withheld. The tett:llii of the coveri:ng letter from C. P. Dutt are worth noting. 
He says: "I ant sending With this note a copy of tht' l~ttet addressed ~o ~e 
A. 1. W. po. P. OonteJ'I!DCe in Calcutta. You would he dOlng a grea.~ setVlce, If 
10tt would make $Ute that Philip gets this letter with the least possible OOla1, lUI 

- I do not know how to IH'nd it to him ", and this letter is signed" C "j a fli.ct which 
18 perhaps of !treater impol'tance in considering the individu-al case of GMsh 
Aeculled. But the tact that O. P. Dutt in England is very anxious that this letter 
frOM the head<tuaTters of the Cotmnunist International should reach Spratit 
aC!culled 8.11 early as possiblE! cannot possibly lead to anr inference except thn,t 
Spratt accused was the recognised agent of the Conmiurust International at CaI
.611tta a' that momellf,. Abou,t this tinte there were also held in Calcutta the three 
~Iltings' Qf the (JolllmUtlist PartY of Indi&, HI. regard to which we have,. number 
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o! notes in the handwriting of Ghate accused. One of these notes, P. 1295, men.
tIons that Spratt and Bradley accn~ed were deputed to look into the complaint 
made b~ S~ams~ Huda accused .agamst Muzaff~r. Spratt accused himself says 
th~t w!ille m India he worked WIth the COIllII!UDlst Party of India, an admi~9ion 
which It was scarcely necessary for him to make. . 6 

. Coming next to 1929 Spratt accused took part in the Anti-Simon Demondtra
tion on t~e 19th J alluary and in the Lenin Day meeting on the 20th. Towards the 
en4 of this ';llonth he received the letter from C~ P. Dutt, P. 526 (42) (F. C. 744), 
~hich eontams a :.:eference. to " the long statement arrived at after a full discus-
SIOn of the eolomal questIons at Manchester ", which cannot be other than a 10 
reference to P. 90. About a week later he must have received another letter from 
C. P. Dutt, P. 526 (44) (F. C. 749), dated the 10th Januarv, which was addressod 
t.o Spratt clo. Kishori Lal Ghosh and was apparently delayed for a couple of 
weeks, .because Ghosh accused was away from home at the time. This letter 
had w1'1tten at the top the words" Please forward.", from which it would seem lIS 
th.at Dutt intended originally to address the envelope to Ghosh but ooanged his 
II!~d. In Pebruary and March there is n?t acmally any evidence of public acti
VltIes on Spratt accused's part. but tbere IS evidence that in answer to a request 
from Desai accused h(l wrote an artic11) on the Puhlic Safety Bill for the" Spark", 
see the letters P. 526 (4) (equals P. 1249), (1. C. 362), P. 2006P. (equals P. 1251), 20 
(I. C. 363) and its endosures P. 2006P, (1) (equals P. 526 (40». 

Finlilly we come to the search of the office of the Workers' and Peas8nt!f' 
Party of Bengal on the 20th March 1929, in which there were recovered a few more 
articles in Spratt ROoused 's handwriting, for example," The Role of the Workers' 
anel Peasants' Party", P. 526 (41), " Tlle Manifesto of the C. P. I. to all Work- 25 

O. P. S15. ers", P. 527 (9), " The Power of Labonr ", P. 526 (36)· and others founel in the 
same file, which was evidently a personal file of Spratt accused ; so that we can 
safely infer that other articles found in it, even if not in his handwriting or typed 
on his machine, were his work, as for example, P. 526 (25) " Russia and India ". 

Now before I take up Spratt accused's statement to this Court in whi()h 30 
we should hope to find his explanatjon of the documents in evidence against him, 
I should mention .thnt. on a rough calculation there are on the record as prosecu-
tion exhibits approximately 151 documents, which are in Spratt accused's own 
handwriting, and 10 which nre proved to have been typed on his typewriting 
machine. Uut this gives only a very inadequate idea of the number of documents 36 
which are ineyidence against him, I find from my notes that there are upwards 
of 400 documents having some hearing on the case against this accused, and 
all going to iudieate the very important and active part taken by him in the 
organisation of the revolutionarY movement, whie.bwas the objective of tbis 
conspiracy.' 40 

. I may now turn to consider Spratt accused's statement to this Court when 
he was refen-ed to all this evidence and asked to say anything he wished to say 
in explanation of it as provided by section 842 of the Criminal Procedure Code. 
Re began by giving some account of hmv he came to become a Communist, from 
which he went on to a defence of Communism. Then coming to certain points 45 
dealt 'I'ith in the. Committal Order he discu.qsed the position of the Labour 
Research Depart.ment, in dealing with which he of course stated the prosecution 
case in terms quite different from those in which it has. been stated by the 

O. P. S16. prosecution themselves. He then went on to discuss the sums of money received 
by him and as J have already pointed out he deliberately abstained from giving 50 
any explanation on the subject at all. Next he dealt with the cryptic corres
pondence and I ha~e probably mentioned in the course of this judgment. m~~ of 
the suggestions WhICh have been put forward. Then he went on to the lUVlslble 
ink writing amI I have said all that is necessary in regard to his argume~ts 
OIl this subject a page or so back. All this was in answer to a general questIon 55 
in which there- were put to him a series of documents relating to his co~ng to 
India and his activities in correqpondenee with persons named as co-co!1Bplrato!s 
in Europe or his connection with them. The next question put to hIm was m 
regard to his association ,vith the Work!'rs' and Peasants' Parties of Bengal. 
Bombay, U. P., and Punjab. In regard to the W. P. P. of Bombay he replied 60 
that it was not correct toaay that he was instrnmelltal in establishing that Party:. 
He went on as follows::" So far as I understood the W. P. P. was in existence . 
in fact if not in name, and I think actually in llame also, before I met any of it!' 
members. I joined it fairly soon after I came in contact with it." In .my 
opinion this statement is not true-. On th'e contrary Spratt accused unquestlOn- 65 

.. ably-took an important part in establishing the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
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of Bombay in the place of the Congress Labour Party which at the time of his 
arrival was still only in its infancy .. 'rhen he went on to the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party of Bengal about which he said that it was not correct that he 
induced that Party to change its name. Ahout this he said further: " I was 
present at the Bhatpara Conference of the W. P. P. of Bengal. But I had only 5 

o. P. SIT. just arrived iu Bengal at that time and I remember it had already been decided 
to move a resolution to change the name before I went there." That is indeed 
quite possible because we know that Muzaffar Ahmad was at Bombay for the 
meeting of the Enlarged Executiye Committee of the Bombay Party at which 
the theses incorporated with some modifiratiolls in " A Call to Action " were 10 
drafted and it is more than- likely that the decision to change the name of the 
Bengal Pariy was made at that timp.. I have already mentioned his remarks 
about the U. P. Party and dealt with them. As regards the Punjab Party he 
says that so far as he remembers it did not exist when he was in the Punjab 
and so he had nothing to do with it. The former is certainly a fact so far· 15 
as the evidence goes. The Punjab Party was inaugurated on the 12th of April 
1928 and Spratt accused's last appearance in the Punjab was early in March 
that year when he spoke at the meeting at the Bradlaugh. Hall. It does not 
of course follow that he had nothing to do with the fact that the Party came into 
existence a month later. He admits that he took part in the proceedings of the 20 
1i.rnt A. 1. W. P. P. Conference Rt Calcutta. At the top of page 408 he says 
withont commellt, " There is evidence that I associated with the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party and worked with it. Previous statements by the accused with 
which I agree have shown thRt the policy of the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
was a national revolutionary policy." (It is interesting to put this remark in 25 
the balance against the general line of arguments of the counsel who appeared 
for Ii few of the Communist accused). - Then he goes at some length into an 

Jlrgument to the effect that both the immediate economic interests and the general 
political interest.s of the British working clRRs are such that it mllst sUPl?ort the 
Indian national revolution Rnd R180 thnt that policy is in the highest mterest 30 

O.P. S18. of civilisation itself and he goes on as follows: " I did what I. cOllld to carry 
out that policy in the name of the British working class and the Communist 
Party, by cooperating '\\ith what I thought was the only body actively and 
effectively working for the national revolution in India at that time, that is the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party." All that I need remark about this is that. 35 
Spratt accused makes a very grave understatement of the case when he talks 
about himself as merely cooperating with the W. P. P. as if the W. P. P. were 
not a body for whose establishment he was himself largely responsible and 
which was brought into being undpr the direct instruct,ions of comrades in Europe 

. who were merely passing on to those in India the instructions received from 40 
~ thc Communist International itself. He then goes on to make an attempt, rather 

a feeble attempt as it appears to me, to show by an argument derived from 
the Political Resolution laid before the first A. I. W. P. P. Conference that the 
policy of the W. P. P. was not inspired by the Communist International. As a 
matter of fllct he really gives his case away in the middle of page 419. On page " 
421 he says ~ "Now this course of events confirms the analysis of the Communist 
International and the Colonial Thesis (P.90) and is contrary to the view of the 
Political Resolution" (that is, in regard to industrialisation) " and shows very 
clearlv that the difference between them was important and that it is unlikely 
tLtat the one was inspired by the other." But on page 419 he had already said: 50 
" But in this case we did not know what the Vlews of the Communist Inter
national on the'matter were," and that is the actual fact. The points about 
which deviation arose were the question of the industrialisation of India and 
the British policy in regard .to it and the nature of the W. P. P. itself and the 

GoP,Slll, desirability of retaining such a party. (Page 419). Crown Counsel dealt wtth 55 
this matter at some length and showed that the views on the former of these 
subjects ~xpre8sed in the Political Resolution tallied, speaking generally, with 
the views held iu Europe up to the middle of 1928. It was only in the Sixth 
Congress of the .Co~unist. Int,,:rnational ~hat th~ ~en~ral view .that British 
policy was ChaUglllg lU the dire('tlon of the mdustnalisation of IndIa and there- 60 
fore of it~ decolonisation, from which the national inference would be that India 
would get independence by a process of evolution, was seen to be full of danger 
from a Communist point of view since it would completely deprive the Com
munist Movement of Rny hope of support from the Nationalists. Once this was 
relllised the attitude of the Communist International on the subject changed at 65 
once, the dccolonisation theory was stamped upon with a very heavy foot, and 
its. supporters ejected from any positions they held, and the support of the 
Communist International was given whole-heartedly to the theory that British 
policy is opposed in general to the indlllltrial development of India and that 
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t1l.e t?lerlm~e which the British showed towards industrial development during 
anq nnmed!l!.tely after the war was only a temporary relaxation of the usual 
polIcy. It II! n?t necessary for me to discuss which of the two views is the true 
011e. ~e .only Importan~e of the matter is in regard to the specific point whether 
the deviatIOn from the Vlew expressed in P. 90 and in Kuusinen's report to the 
'6th Congress and in many of the speeches at that Congress is due to the fact 
that the J>plitical Resolution was not inspired by the Communist International. 
The rea~ point here of course is at what date did the members of the Worken' 

o. P. 820. and Peasants' Party become aware of the change of view. I have discussed that 
to some extellt in connection with the Colonial Thesis (P. 90). It will be suffi
cien~ to say tha! it is exc~edi~gly doubtful whether any of the. accused, except 
possibly Usmam and Adhlkan, were aware of the change of view prior to the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference. It is also doubtful whether Adhikari was able to 

. get. into to~ch with the leading memb~rs of the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
unbl the COllference was. actually gomg on. No doubt the thesis probably 
throngh the agency of Adhikari accused, came up for consideration 'before the 
meetings of the C. P. I. at Calcutta just after the A. I. W. P. P. Conference. 
But by then it was too late. In fact a~ usual what appears is that Spratt 
accuRlJd bas been stating something with an element of truth in it but suggesting 
thereby something quite different. What he says is that this course of events 
shows that it i~ unlikely that the Political Resolution was inspired by the 
Colonial Thesis which is no doubt perfectly true. What he was suggesting 
was fllat it was unlikely that the Political Resolution was inspired by the views 
of the Communist International so far as they were known in India at that time. 
On the ~onj,l'ary it is clear that the views of the Communist International changed 
in the course of th(' year 1928 and that it is most unlikely that at the time when 
the Political Resolution was drafted and equally when it was actually moved the 
members of Workers' and Peasants' Party would have been aware of the change 
of view. The same of course is true in regard to the change of view in regard 
to the type of organisation necessary for the Communist Movement in India. 
Crown Counsel quoted a number of references in Inprecorr and elsewhere show
ing how the change of view on both these points took place or was announced 

o. P. 821. 'at the Sixth Congress of the Communist International. But I think it will be 
sufficient for me merely to mention the 'references. For the earlier view that 
there had been a definite change in the British policy in regard to the indus
trialisation of India reference has been made to a speech by Roy at a meeting 
of the Enlar/!,'ed E. C. C. I. reported in Inprecorr Vol. 3 No. 46 of the 28th June 
1933 part of P. 2491 (a) at page 451. 'rhe same view is expressed in R. P. Dutt's 
" Modern India" P. 290 at pages 52 following, and again in P. 85, the Manifesto 
of the O. 1'. I. to the Indian National Congress 1926. Some time perhaps early 
in '1928 comrade Varga wrote an article in Inprecorr suggesting that this post
War indn~triali~ation policy was only temporary and this was discussed by 
R. P. Dutt in the notes of the month in the Labour Monthly for June 1928, a typed 
copy of which forms part of P. 1220, recovered in the search of the Kranti offi('c. 
Dutt was n!>t satisfied that Varga's view was correct and concluded by saying: 
'~ But this is no ground for drawing from the present situation, a conclusion 
of the abandonment of industrialisation or reversion to the pre-war period, with 
the consequent politi('al corollary which this would mean of abandoning our 
central political perspentivc for India based on the certainty of the growth of the 

t" industrial proletariat." 'l'his article by Varga and no doubt Dutt's comments 
on it had clearly been seen by Spratt aCl'ueed, who mentioned Varga's article 
in the letter to which I referred just now (P. 2419, F. C. 607 dated 23-10-28). As 
late as July 1928 the Communist International hesitated to accept Varga's view, 
as is shown by the discussion in p .. 2365, " The Communist International between 
the Fourth .and the Sixth World Congress ", at page 464 where the conclusion 

o. P. 822. is stated as followp. : " It is not however necessary to conclude that the policy of 
industrialisation has been abandoned," (and replaced by the old policy of exploit
ation as a source of raw products and a market for British goods). And the 
same view was taken in " The Communist International ", the official or~an of 
the E. C. C. I. dated 15th Jnly 1928 (P. 1218) at page 328_ It was only m the 
Sixth CongreRs itself that the danger of the industrialisation theory was b.roug~lt 
to light. In this connection reference was made to the speeches of Kuusmen lD 
Inprecorr Vol. !! No. 68 part of P. 1204 of tLe 4th October 1928 at page 1226, of 
Sikandar at page 1247 of Bennett (G. B.) in Inprecorr Vol. 8 No. 72 of the 

, 17th October at page 1321, of Martineau in Inpreco~ Vol.,8 No. 7~ of the 25th 
October at page ]352, of Cox (G. B. \ at page 1365, of Narayan m Inprecorr 
Vol. 8 No. 76 of 30th October at page 13~O. of Pepper at page 1395, of Murphy 
at page 1409 and of Lozovsky at page 1412. All these would of course naturally 
sue:e:est to readers of Inprecorr in India that some change of view might be 
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taking place but that would not show what the final and considered view of the 
Communist International was. And that would be sufficient to account for the 
difference between the view expressed iii the Political Resolution and that which. 
we find in P. 90. 

The same ill true 01' the changed view of the Co=unist International in 
regard to the Workers' and Peasants' Party. There can be no doubt whatever 

. that the orgallisation of these parties had the approval and in fact was done 
under the direction of the Co=unist International. The changed view that such 
parties were dangerous things, -and must be replaced by something different 
would have been a great shock had it reached members of the Party before t1:te 
Calcutta Conference. But there is no sign of any such shock occurring. As 
late as July H128 inP. 2365 the Commllnibt lnteruational was satisfied with the 
Workers' and Peasants' Parties as such although it desired certain changes. in 
their policy which would make them take a more independent position. T1J.e 
first suggestion of n doubt in regard to these Parties appears in an. article heaqed 
" Organisational Problems in Eastern Countries" at page 336 of " The Com
munist Int~rnational " dated 15th July 1!l28, P. 1218. This article is noted as 
published for purposes of discussion and it mentions in connection with the 
W. P. Ps. in India the inevitability of dissensions and splits etc. On the other 
hand I have quotpd earlier in another cOllnection the passage in Kuusinen's 
report in wJlich he drew attention to the defects and dangers inherent in such 
Parties. This report resulted in a considerable discussion, parts of which I have 
mentioned already. It may be that Kuusinen and the Co=unist Internationllil 
were right although Dutt thought they were tryin~ to dismiss the whole problert:J. 
in a few curt phrases which he considered most madequate and unsatisfactory. 
But it matters little in view of the fact that the conspirators in India were certain
ly not IIware of the final considered view of the Co=unist International until 
after the Calcutta Conference. . . 

III answer to questions put to him Spratt accused went on to deal with the 
part taken by him in the Trade Union Movement, that is in connection with trade 
unions, strikes and the A. I. T. U. C. I do not think that his replies in this con
nection contain any attempt to explain the fuets in evidence from a relevant point 
of view. Ilis discussion of the strikes however leads him to 8; discussion of non
violence about which he taklls care to get rid of any possible doubt which might 
arise from some things said by him in the course of the speeches. He concluges 
by saying: " The correct attitude is to say that cven if we cannot use force very 
effectively 11011' and it is therefore usually though not always wiser not to try 
it, it is one of our principal duties to see that this situation does not conti-nue 
and that we are as soon as possible in a position to use force effectively." And 
from this he gOAS on to dilate on the hypocrisy of the preachers of non-violence, 
both ~ociaJists and imperialists.' And iIi this connection he concludes by say
ing : " There ill only one more point about this, that is the violence we propose 
to use. The ])hgistrate has quoted one of my speeches in which I said some
thing abont the brutal and violent side of our policy. I have nothing to re
tract from that. We admit that we shall have to use violence." And on the 
previous pag-Il be had said : " It seems to be a matter of co=on sense to cop.
elude that if we lire going to get rid of this regime, it must be done by violence." 
But he goes on of course to the usual old story about the violence which he pro
poscs being only a temporary violence which will put an end to all violence. 

After this he dealt with the C. P. I., about which he said that while in India 
he worked with the C. P. I. and on a nnmber of occasions did various sII\l\ll 
pieces of work at the decision of the C. 1'. I. " as one is required to do as H 

Co=unist in a foreign country." He goes 011 to explain the necE>ssity of a 
Communist 1'nrty in India and explains that" that is why I considered it neces
sary to estahlish and strengthen the Co=unist Party in India." In this con-

O. P. a&. 
nection the pro~ecution referred to a passage in Kuusinen's report which appears 
in Inprecorr Vol. 8 no. 68, dated 4th Octobcl'.1928 part of P. 1204 at page 1232 
where he enid: " The British Party itself cunllot of course create a Communist 
Party either in India or in Ireland. The task of the British and French com
rades in the respective colonies is that of helper and adviser to the Co=unist 
Movement and bv no means of a leader of this movement. Their tasks consist 
in educating and" training the comrades in a colonial movement so as to enable 
them to become the leaders of their movement." And thai is exactly what 
Spratt accused implies in his statement that he had been sent out to do, and as 
to the object hE' says at page 431 : .. The only alternative (to a highly improbable 
national movement for Independence) is the m!\ss national revolution which 
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.can be earried out only with a Communist policy and under Communist leader
ship ", the veTy kind of revolution which the Communist Party aims at in India, 
as shown by the programme it supports and the Colonial Thesis of the Sixth 
World Oongre~s, as a Democratic National Revolution. So that we mav take 
it that it WIIS with the object of bringing about such a revolution that Spratt 
accused wanted to establish and strengthen the Communist Party of India. 
Ami if there could be any doubt as to whether this is or is not a correct interpre
tation those doubts were finally set at rest by his statement at page 454 where 
he says, " 1 harl been doing the things, 01' some of them, which I am charged 
with, helping to f(Jl'm a Communist Party, with the:> ultimate object of bringing 
about a revolution and so on. But one is not accustomed to look upon theue 
things as being illegal." It is a curious explanation to put forward and is only 
understanrlable:> in the light of a fanatical belief in Communism which renders a 
man (!(Jmpletely unable to judge things from an ordinary standpoint. 

To sum up I am quite satisfied from the evidence that Spratt accused was 
sent out to T.nrlia by the Communist International through the agency of the 
Communist Party of Great Britain to work as an agent and carry out the polley 
of the Communist International formulated with a view to bringing about a 
revolution in India. I am equally satisfied that throughout the whole period 
from the time of his arrival in India np to the date of his arrest on the 20th of 
March] 929 the whole of his activities were dire:>cted and the whole of his energies 
given to the business of forwarding the work for which he came. I feel n,o 
doubt that he was the moving spirit or perhaps I might better sa., the inspira
tion of thll Workers' and Peasants' Parties, so much so that 111 everything 
important throughout this period except possibly the inauguration of the Punjab 
Party and the direction of the Textile Strike in Bombay his hand is traceable. 
It is not necessary in the light of all Spratt accused's writings, speeches, and 
activities alld in the light of his statllment to this Court to discuss the question 
whe:>ther he could have been under any misunderstanding as to the object of the 
conspiracy. Whatever Spratt accused has done he has done with the fullest 
understanding of the thing& which he was doing and the obje('ts with which he 
was doing them. Agreeing with 4 out of the 5 assessors I am quite satisfied 
that Spratt accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King of his 
sovereignty of British India and I convict him accordingly of an offence under 
section 121-.0\ I. P. C. 
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PART XVII. 

~P ... 827. Bradley accused states that he first began to work in a factory at the age 
BiuDLEY. of 14 and. after. a short time set~led: down t? learn the engineering trade (he 

II. had descrIbed himself at the begmnmg of his statement as by occupation a 
Journeyman Engineer). In the course of the Great War he was, he says led 
astray by falling a prey to propaganda about fighting for the freedom of all 5 
countries and joined the navy in 1916. He 'Was demobilised in 1919 and says 
that he then found himself in the thick of the " class war". In 1920 'he took 
part in the " Hands off Russia. " campaign and in October 1921 after a long 
spell of unemployment came to India fOT the first time under a contract with 
the Government of India. He returned to England the following year and in 10 
consequence, he says, of what he had seen in India and his experiences in England 
began to take a deeper interest in the class ,struggle. In 1927 he was offered 
an opportunity to return to India by his elder brother, who was the proprietor 
of the firm "The Crab Patent Under-Drain Tile Company", in order to 
develop the firm's business in this country. He goes on to say: "At the same 15 
time I saw an opportunity to render some practical assistance to my fellow 

, workers in India ; to further study their conditions, to be in clo,se contact with 
them and to participate in their' struggle along with them. I seized this 
opportunity and in September 1927 I came to India on the P. and O. boat 
Ranpura using my own name, my own passport and. quite, openly. " I suppose 20 
that Bradley accused is emphasising the use of his own naine and his own 
passport in order to suggest a contrast between his case and that of Donald 
Campbell As' regards the Tile Company there is, no evidence on the record as 

o. P. 828. to whether it does or does not exist and thore is no evidence whatsoever avail-

O.P.829. 

able to show that Bradley accused ever did an hour's work on behalf of· the 25 
Company throughout the whole of his stay in India. On the' contrary all the 
evidence goes to suggest that through9ut the period of his re.sidence in India 
prior to his arrest the only work in which he interested himself was trade uuion 
work of One kind or another. Had it beel!- possible for him to do so there was 
nothing whatever ~o prevent. him from producing evidence of work done on 30 
behalf of the. firm in India during this period,. 

In this counection I should note that Bradley accused has sugge,sted in the 
course of his statement at ,page 579 following that the money which I mentioned 
earlier in this judgment at. origin!,-l pa~e 734 following as received by .him fro~ 
England was salary for his seTVlces on behalf of the firm; sent to hirrI by his 35 
brother or by his mother on his brother'S behalf. It appears to me that Bradley 
accused's explanation in this counection is most inadequate. He has never 
stated what his salary was. The following are the snms proved ta have been 
received by him while he was in India : 

(1) £ 70 on 21st December 1927 from L. O. Bradley. .a 
(2) £ 80 on 13th March 1928 from L. C. Bradley. 
(3) £ 100 on 3rd May 1928 from H. P. Rathbone. 
(4) £ 40 on 12th June 1928 from Len with a message" towards sending 

delegate ". ' 
(5) Rs. 500 on 30th December 1928 from Spratt accused. 4,5 
(6) £ 80 on 12th March 1929 from Mrs. B~adley with a message" irom 

mother wire receipt League ". 
For the two remittances with which were received the messages "towards 
sending delegate" and" wire receipt League" Bradley accused's explanation 
is th1llt he understood that he was to send the receipt for this money to a hotel 50 
in Birmingham which was the headquarters of the Commercial Travellers' 
Association and some other organisations of which his brother wa,s a member, 
because his brother was on tour in the Midlands and had fixed that as an address 
to which eJl correspondence should be sent. (See the paragraph in the middle 
of the page 580 and the short paragraph in the middle of page 582.) The only 50' 
reasonable meaning which could be given to the words It towards sending 
delegate" in these circumstances. would be that Bradley's brother se~t £. 40 ~o 
Bradley in June 1928 to enable him to send a delegate to some orgamsation m 
Birmingham. To sa,y the least of it such a suggestion unsupported by evidence, 
tai1~ to carry conviction. On the other hand the coincidence that llI;0ney (a 60 
similar sum of £ 40) was remitted from a post office only about half a mile away 
to Spratt accused at Calcutta on the same dny with a message" For representa-
tive Manchester Conference Robin", and the fact that this would have been 
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dated mO,st eonveniently for the sending of a delegate to the Sixth Congress of 
the Communist International, seems to be highly suggestive in view of the fact 
that both Spratt and Bradley are members of the C. P. O. B., see Bradley's 
statement at page 578 of the statements' of the accused. Then in regard to the 
sum of £ 100 sent by Rathbone all that Bradley can say about it is: "It is 
quite possible that he (Rathbone) was asked by my people to forward thi.s 
amount to me." Bnt unfortunately we know the circles in which Bradley 
accused moved in India, we know his association with Spratt accused and we 
know that this same gentleman Rathbone sent a sum of £ 200 to Spratt accused 
at very much about the same time. It looks much more likely therefore that the 
purpose of Rathbone's sending money to Bradley was not very different from 
his purpose' in sending money to Spra,tt. In this connection reference may be 
made to P. 1505 (F. C. 410) which shows that Rathbone remitted £ 100 to 
Bradley through Thos. Cook & Son Ltd. 's chief office (that i~ their London 
office) on the 30th of April 1928, aud P. 2474 Series (F. C. 411 to 413) which 
shows that he remitted the sum of £ 200 to Spratt through the same London 
office on the 3rd May. The truth of the matter is, I feel no doubt, that this 
salary had nothing to do with the alleged tile eompany. On the contrary it is 
much more likely that it had something to do with the real object of his visit 
to IndiSJ which is perhaps that stated (or rather partially .stated) by him in his 

. speech at a Mill Strike meeting on the 16thSept,ember 1928, P. 1729 (2), 
at page 77 of the new volume of speeches. In this he says, " I came to India 
from England with the object of making the workers realise the importance of 
unity, of uilion 'and i:tJ. order that the people in India, the railway workers, the 
mill workers, the dock workers should organise 'themselves JUBt as unions of 
lakhs of men have been formed in our country (England)." 

I naIVe al1'eady alluded to a number of references in the conspiratorial 
correspondence which it is reasonable to assume were meant to forecast Bradley 
accused's arrival in India. I am of eourse for thl' moment assuming the eon
elusion ,to which the evidence about this accused inevitably leads. These refer
ences are as follows. In P. 1012 (F. C. 227) C. P. Dutt's letter of the 25th 
July J,927 Dutt says to Desmond (Spratt): ". It is very unfortunate thrut 
Nelson is ih'noeondition to travel. On the other hand there is an engineer who 

. will be going to Glasgow soon, who should help the university there as you will 
bl! glad to learn." It is obvious that there can be no reason why Spratt in 
India should be glad to hear that an engineer will shortly be going to Glasgow 
to help the univer.sity, and there are good reasons for supposing that by the 
university Dutt means the Trade Unions. In the circumstances it. is fairly 
reasonable to infer that by Glasgow he must be meaning Bombay. Again on 
the 9th August Dutt writing to Des and acknowledging Spratt's letter 
P. 2328P (2) of the 14th June says: "I have heard that there is a univer
sity fellow going out before long ..... he should try to follow the example of his 
friend who preceded him. That is the latest advice we have for him and I think 
you will be able to convey it." Another obvious reference to Bradley accu,8ed 
as the" engineer" is to be found in Dange's letter written at the beginning of 
1930, P. 2512, where there can be no doubt whatever that it is Bradley accused 
who is being referred to. 

He actually arrived at Bombay on the 23rd September 1927 on the P. and O. 
S.S. " Rnnpura " as he himself says, see also the passenger list, P. 672. Within 
a few days of his arrival he wrote a. letter P. 1673P (F. C. 303), dated 29th 
Septllmber 1927, to one Asa! of Hyderabad, Deccan, and itwlIs through this 
letter that Deputy Inspector Chaudhri, P. W. 262, was able to identify the 
letter P. 1671P addressed to. E. J. Horseman, 10 Hitching's Avenne, 
Walthamstow, London, which with its envelope was written in block capitals and 
contained two passages in number cipher, one of which gives the cover address 
of Karanth. I have, I think, dealt sufficiently with the reasons for thinking 
Bradley to have been responsible for this letter at an earlier stage. In the 
course of his statement as an IIccused Bradley denied that he had written this 
letter and said that when in P. 1673, the letter to Asaf he said "I have 
written a letter to Mac" he was referring to one M. Ellis whom he aiDd Asa! 
had both known on the boat. He said that he would call evidence to prove his 
contention, but when the time came he like all the other Communist accused 
preferred to deprive the Court of the valuable assistance which according to 
him his witnesses might have given. Apart from the circumstantial evid~nce 
supporting the view that the letter to Mac emanates from Bradley there IS a 
curious eoincidence of phraseology between this letter and the letter 
P. 1673P to Asa! which Bradley admits to be his. In both we find the 
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phrase "I am keeping well " and there are other i.n$tances of the same kind. 
Then again the writer of this letter says he has been in touch with F. H. which, 
applying the transposition code (remembering that this letter is in block capitals 
throughout so th8Jt we cannot get " Fho"), would stand for G. H. (or Gh) that 
is Ghate, and there is evidence to show that thi,s cover address Karanth was IS 
used by Ghate accused, in fact that it was he who approached the witness' 
Karanth to let him use it. Then again if it was not Bradley who wrote this 
letter it is difficult to understand why Dutt in P. 674 (F. C. 425), the Sand-
well letter, should write to Bradley that he was afraid that the recovery of 
P. 1686 (F. C. 348) from the lascar Abid Ali meant that Karanth (written 10 
in number cipher) was no longer any good. As to the. applicability of the 
transposition code to the. case of this letter, that is of courso supported by 

. P. 674 in the mauner which I have just indicated, and further by the fact 
that in P. 674 Dutt asked Fred (Bradley) to wire whether the Social 
Service League gave its Consent to his using Jliurdekuq (Khardikar) for the 15 
New York meeting, to which a reply was sent in P. 2186 (F. C. 489) to the 
effect that" inquiries show university gives no powers". This reply was 
addressed to Dutt, 162 Buckingham Palace Road, but the- person who sent it 
was not Bradley but Ghate from which it is· reasonable to infer the existence 
of'8 close connection between Bradley and Ghate accused. There is one other 20 
point in connection with this letterP. 1671P., namelY' that in 'writing the 
number cipher the writer has used ,towards the end a figure 7 which is'veT'Y 
distinctive and which is to be found in the date at the head of the admitted letter 
P. 1673P. and of course elsewhere in Bradley's writings. It is also wort;h 
noting that the same desigu of capital R, M and K and a very smaJl capital 0 25 
are to be found in this lett~r P. 1671 as appear.in ,Po 2411P. etc., which 
are proved by the evidence of Colonel Rahman to' be in Bradley accused's hand
writing. ·Bradley ,accused was'inclined to suggest that the supposed reason 
for the identification of this letter given by the intercepting officer, P. W. 262, 
l'Iamely that the covet was of the same size and colour as P. 1673P. etc., 30 
was not correct, ,and the two envelopes were not really the same. He based 
this on the fai'lure to produce phll'tographic copies of the' envelopes. But this 
is a very feeble argument because it would ,have been. obviously absurd fO:l1' 
F. W. 262 to report in P. 1672 that the cover was of the same size and colour 
as that of yesterday's letter of Bombay when he waR submitting the letter to. 35 
the very officer to whom he had submitted the original of P. 1673P.' the 
previous day. So we have Bradlev within a week of his arrival in India writing 
a letter obviously intended for C:P. Dutt and using a number cipher which in 
a very slightly different form we have found already to have been used by 
C. P. 'Dutt, by Fazl Elahi, an alleged co-conspirator, and by Spratt accused. 40 

Bradley accuser]'11 next appearance was at the' Cawnpore Session of the 
A. I. T. U. C .• where he says that he came in contact with many of the accused 
in the dOl'k and made friends with many of them. In his statement to this ,Court 
he comments on the action of the Government in not permitting the delegate of 
the All Russian Trade Union Council to attend this Congress,' and says that 46 
British Imperialism knows the harmless British T. U. leaders, and only they 
may be allowed to enter India. I do not understand him to include himself amc.ng 
harmless British Trade Union leaders. That he was closely in touch with some 
of the accused in the months which followed the Cawnpore meeting is shown tly 
the fact that his handwriting appears in the last paragraph of the circular letter 60 
dated 11th l!'ebruary 1928, addressed by the W. P. P. of Bombay to the Trade 
Unions regardin!l' the proposed affiliation of the A. I. T. U. C. to the L F. T. U. 
P.1348 (46) (equals P. 827 (1». Another piece of evidence leading to the same 
conclusion is the entry in the minutes of the meeting of the E. C. of the Party 
held on the 25th March, where we find a sub-committee consisting of the Presi- 55 
dent, the Secretary and Comrade Bradley (as adviser) with power to vote, 
appointed to discuss the Municipal elections and submit a report within three 
weeks. 'Phe report submitted by this Sub-Committee appears in evidence as 
P. 1348 (7). The Committee thought that the Party should trv to secure 2 01' 3 
seats in the Corporation, where a certain amount of propaganda could be done 60 
anlidst the petty bourgeois section. It might not bear much weight at the outset 
but the Corporation could be used to a certain extent as a " loud-speaker" of the 
Party. 

In the COUI'se, of the summer, that is .during the strikes, Bradley accused 
spoke in public from time to time, for example on the 24th of April and again ou 65 
May Day, 'when he is said to have advocated a Labour Raj. He was away from 
Bombay for a short period in May, when he presided at a non-Party Peasants' 
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afd Worke~~' Con.ference at .Nagpur. On the 2~st of May he made a spe{'ch at 
N ~gtl SaY,~Jl Wadi, P. 223~,. ill the course of which he talked about Swaraj lind 
s!lld tIl/~t ,the real. SwaraJ 1S of the workers." Then speaking of the constitu
bOll bmlders be. said: " ~hey are talking of framing a constitution, but they 
have lIot yet ltnd foundatlOn for Swaraj. Let them apply their mind to the 6 
pro.bl~ms of the peasants facing them in Bombay, Calcutta and Lahore. By 
a~slstlng you. workers they would lay the foundation of the mass movement and 
will free India from the bond of capitalism and Imperialism." On the 24th of 
May he spoke again at a strike meeting and said in P. 2240 (2) : " I have no 
love for the empire though I had fought for it. Since then I have learnt a l{'sson. 10 
The empire must be international of the workers. The present empire is con
structed on ('xploitation." He spoke again on the 30th of May in P. 2241 (2). 
In the course of this speech we find him saying : "Englishmen like Spratt 
Purcell, Hallswor~h and myself are like nuisance to the Bara Sahibs, because w~ 
:want to help you ill your struggle to free yourself from the bondage of capital- 10 
Ism. _. . . . . .... Further, this struggle is not yours only. Financial and moral 
support is going to come from the Textile International of Russia and the workers 
of the world. .......... You have got to organise a machine from this 
struggle so that your machine might become a part of the International move
ment." On the 4th of June in P. 2244 he contradicted the report that he was a 20 
member of the W. r. P. which had no doubt arisen from his close association 
with its members as an adviser to the G. K. M. M. and subsequently a member of 

o. P. 836. the Managing Committee of the G. K. U. He however said that he had watched 
with interest what the Workers' and Peasants' Party had done and added: 
" I S{'~ in the Workers' and Peasants' Party a party that will lead the workers 26 
of India to freedom." 

The next event of importance in Bradley accused's case must have been the 
receipt by him of the letter, P. 674, which was found, after his arrest, in an 
almirah in a room which had been in his occupation up to a date not very long 
before he WIIS arrested. This almirah was in a room in the house of Mr. Sand- 30 
well, which was not occupied by anyone else between the time when Bradley 
accused vacated it and the time when this letter was found. I have already dis
cussed tbis letter, P. 674, and the circumstances of its recovery at considerable 
length, and I need say no more than that I see no possible reason for disbelieving 
the evidence in regard to i,ts recovery. It is further well proved that this letter 36 
was typed on one of C. P. Dutt's typewriters. I have dealt to some extent with 
the contents of this letter before, but tbere are one or two more points, which 
are worth bringing out. First of all the writer C. P. Dutt mentions the receipt 
of four letters and a report, none of which have neen intercepted. 'After men-. 
tioning these he says: " Can you let us know if any letters are missing ". ob- 40 
viously implying that in view of interceptions it is quite likely that some migbt 
be. Then he comes to a mention of having had a long talk with Jack, a talk 
which is also mentioned in a letter written by Dutt to Spratt a week later, P. 526 
(43) (F. C. 445), .lated tho, 14th June 1928. The next paragraph relates to the 
New York meeting and the question of using the young fellow, Jhurdekuq 45 
(Khardikar), the reply about which was addressed to Dutt as I mentioned a 

o. P. 837. liitle earlier. In a later paragr-aph he talks about having someone for "the 
young fellows in August" whatever is possible i.e. even if nothing is possible 
for the N. Y. July meeting. Here again the same subject is referred to in the' 
letter to Spratt accused, P. 526 (43). In the next paragrapb we have the remark 50 
about arrangp.mc,uts llaving hepn made for the supply of carbons, to which he 
adds : " But just at the momen~ we are faced with difficulties reo despatch. It 
would be good to get some idea how you use them also ", which is a plain request 
for an account of the use made of monies sent to comrades in India. Then he 
goes on to refer to Alec and Nelson and to express satisfaction in regard to t~e, 55 
" news of events in your region ", which is presumably a reference to the Textile 
strike in Bombay. In subsequent paragrapbs there are the references to the 
cotton shipments, the re-starting of the paper (the Kranti), the meeting of the 
young fellows (Young Communist International) in August, the supply of 
" boost" and the discontinuance of the " mail," and to the unfortunate affair 60 
in cOlmection with the search of the lascar Abid Ali. Just about the end of June 
Bradley accused Plust 'have J"ceeived a letter from Mrs. Mellonie, P. 654, (F. C. 
459) which is identical with P. 546 (9) (F. C. 454), from the same lady to Spratt 
flccu~ed to which he replied in P. 546 (10). There is no evidence as to whether 
Bradley accused ever replied to it. Towards the end of July and in Angust we 65 
come across a number of letters in which Sohan Singh Josh accused presses for 
the attendance of Bradley at the second session of the Workers' and Peasants' 
Conference of the Punjab to be held at Lyallpur on the 28th, 29th and 30th 
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September. P. 549 (18) (equals P •. 12M) (L C. 201) and P. 1&4:1 {I, Co 216) are 
letters of this kind issued by Sohan Singh accused al\ Secretary of the W. P. p: 
of the Punjab. In these letters we have it proved that Bradley accused Was U. 
~uch with members of the W. P. P. not only in Bombay but also i:a the Punjab. 

The Bext speec1Y of' Bradley accused. which is on the record. is P: 1703 (3), I 
dated the 24th July, whicb is llrinted at page 49 of the new volume of Rpeecb(osj 
He begins by saying :~. Now-a-days I cannot come every day. The cause of b 
is that the other matters in connection with the strike have been placed before 
the o,vners, and so also I have been fighting out the question of the G. I. P. ~ 
waymcn. . . . .• . . .. Both yOUl' struggle and that of the G. I. P. Railwaymsn is 10 
similar. . . . . . . . •. Both are fighting against capitalism to keep their wages 
ll1fficient. The G. I: P: Railwaymen are fighting against the Government and 
the Railway Board and we are fighting against the owners. That is both ot us 
are also fighting with capitalism.". Later on he says:" It is proved that 
wherever the Government exists, it is the Government of Capitalism." Bradley 11 
accused spoke agirin on the 29th July in P.1705, which appears at page 55 of the 
new volume. In this speech he says : .. The owners thov.ght that no one will help 
these workmeu. They (the owners) were undeceived. At this time a cheque of 
Rs. 3,000 has come for helping you from our Saklatwala Sahib, who is in 
Britain. " This is presumably a sum sent by the W. W. L. I., though it would be 20 
interesting to know where that organisation was able to obtain so large a Slim 
of money. Later on in this speech he says: " Today outsiders have begun to 
raise It llubbub alrninst us about Communism. .They want to make it appear as' . 
a big hogey." Then he preaches the worthlessness of the law as it stands at 
present. He says : .. We say that these laws are wrong. . . . . . . . . . But we are 211 
prepared to disregard even laws themselves. We do not respect these laws. 

0. P. 839. The world is coming to form the opinion that that law is necessary which will 
provide Cor our livelihood. The laws after this will be framed by us, so that 
arrangements will be made for providing for the livelihood of every person." 
And further on he says: " The power of changin~ these laws lies in our wrists. ~O: ... 
We shall make such arrangements as would proVlde livelihood for every work. 
man. That strength has begun to bring about unity among nB. We shall not 
fail to improve our conditions by 'UIlifying our strength." 

This rl'[l!\,cnce to /I sum of Rs. 3,000 has", particular interest in connection 
"ith the correspondence between Glyn Evans' at the office of the W. W. L. I. in 311 
London snd C. P. Dutt clo Badhuri in Berlin. On the 9th Augnst 1928 in P. 
2401P. (F. C. 515\ AU" (G1yn Evans) wrote to J. '(C. P. Dutt) adknowledging 
Dutt'sletter which he had received on the 2nd August and saying that he did the 
requests therein contained, one of which, it will be remembered, was evidently 
tIle despatch f.f' the letter, P. 2002 C. (F. C. 513) dated the 2nd August 1928 to 40 
Spratt, enquiring about Rhuden and Uke-Rhug. The letter goes on as folloWS :.....: 
.. The little sum we had to send over was sent and I had a reply from Fred on the 
4th aclmowledging same." It would seem highly likely that this is a referenc~ 
to this particular sum of money. In his next lett.er to C; P. Dutt, P. 2402P. 

- (}'. ·C. 526), dated the 21st August 1928, Alf said towards the end: " By the way 411 
I have bad a few letters from Fredt . of a g. eneral nature for the W. W. L. con.' 
taining receipts mostly, with a few lines {)f comments on the general POSiti011. ,. 
Now it is important to note the date of this letter, 21st August 1928, because only 
two days later P{)tiel;' :Wilson, Secretary of the.'W. W. L. J.,wrote to Bradley 

·o:P. Md. accused in P. 1860 as follows :- . . . 60 

. .. Dear Comrade-I have to''tthank you for the very interesting letters yo. 
have sent to me ...... also the receipts for the moneys the League bas beeu 
abIo to collect :I'rom -the Britisl. workers for the st-rike at Bombay;" Thes& 
two letters when put side by side clearly ;suggest ·the identilication of Fred ,with 
Bradley. 

I have aln·ndy shown the connection between Bradley accused lind' the: 
Workers' and Peasants' Parties of Bombay and .the Punjab. InP:' 16160. 
a letter from Mnzaffar Ahmad accused to Ghate accused, we get evidence that fh~ 

511 

:.1 Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bengal also. knew all about 'Bradley accused'. 
and regarded him as one of their friends. In this 'lette~ Muzaffar Ahmad 60 
accused states that he has sent 50 copies of "A'Call to Action'" to Ghate, of' 
which 25 are for distribution and the rest for sale. He asks Ghate to give free 
copies to Shah, Parvate and others, and to Mirajkar, Nimbkar, J oglel!:ar and' 
Bradlev accused. This was on the 3rd of August 1928. On the '5th August 
Bradley attended the AU-India Rnilwaymen's Federation 'meetin[ !.l.t 'Mad. rail; 66 
which he mentioned to Potter Wilson in his letter, P. f861P. {F. IJ. 568) datc4 

r.2.JlIOO ' ... 
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the 8th September written at a time when, as he said himself he was terribly 
busy, and which he had to close rather hurriedly, because, as' he said he had 
got an engagement which he must attend. Both these are no doubt r~ferences 
to his very important engagements at the Party office for the September Coun-' 
cil of. War, of, which we have his own notes. In this let~er Bradley accused II 
proDllsed to send a further report, but that report is not in evidence. There is, 
however, a reference to this meeting of the Federation in the report, P. 2416P .. 
(61), which Bradley accused sent to Potter Wilson with his letter, P. 2416P, 
(F. C. 762) on the 18th January 1929. This is a copy of the Administration 
report of ~he 4-. I. R. F. 1927-28 and mentions that on the 5th August 1928 the. 10 
General Council of ~h~ Federation met at Madras and resolved that a pro
gramme of c,!Ulmor. deJ?lltllds. of all the Railwaymen should be prepared. so 
that every rrulwayman m India should put up a common fight on the lines of 
the ~rogramm~. 9n his way back Bradley accused visited Sholapur, a fact, 
~entlOned by hun m a speech made on the 9th of August after his return. This 111 
IS P. 17.10 (2) at page 81 of the new volume. Apart from the reference to Shola-
pur and the strike there, there is another passa~e of interest towards the end, 
where afte! speaking of the Public Safety Bill he says : .. The Legislative 
Assembly IS of the Government and not of the workmen. The, Legislative 
As~embly is of the King. If any bill whatsoever, is passed in it we do not 20 
accept that law. What you people ought to do is to build up a legislature of 
your own by starting a big union. And Government must be confronted with 
this our legislature .............. We shall place forth our law through Union, 
and thus we shall ,create two rnling powers (Kingdoms) in India, one of the, 
Government and one of the workmen." Bradley accused spoke again on the 211 
25th of Angus,t in P. 1721, which is printed at page 140 of the new volume. In 
th~s speech again talking about the Public Safety Bill as a law framed to drive 
him out of India he said : " Bolshevism is not a bad thing. What it means is 
Raj of the people, of the workers, Raj of the peasants, Raj of the whole people. 
That means Bolshevism. Bolshevism is not bad." Meanwhile though not a 30 
member of the Bombay Party Bradley accused had still been acting in that 
caparJty. At the meeting of the E. C. held on the 19th August, (see P. 1344), 
it was decided that the Trades Council and the W. P. P. should co-operate in 
carrying on a campaign against the Trade Disputes Bill. It is further stated 
in the minutes that" a resolution was to be drafted by Bradley and .Joglekar, 36 
to he circulated to different Unions to be adopted by them at their protest 
meetings against Trade Disputes Bill." No doubt the meeting of the 4th 
September referred to in Bradley's diary, P. 645, was a meeting of that kind. 

From the 6th to the '10th September Bradley· accused was, as he said to, 
Mr. Potter Wilson, very busy indeed with the Council of War at the Party office, 40 
of which we have his notes, P. 670. Incidentally the letter to Mr. Potter Wilson, 
P. 1861, is dated the 8th September, which was actually mail day, and Bradley's 
diary shows that on that day he had two engagements at the Party office at 
9 ... M. and 2 P.M. Presumably the reference to an important engagement which 
he mentioned to Potter Wilson in this letter was the 9 A.M. meeting. Bradley j6 
accused made further speeches on the 10th, 1ft-th, 16th and 18th September. 
The .first of these P. 1725 (page 155 of the new volume) consists almost entirely 
of an attack on Mayekar. The second P. 1728 (page 170 of the new volume) 
contains numerous references to the Public Safety Bill. It is a speech from 
which I have quoted at an earlier stage. In it he says : " What a big offence 60 
I have committed fop which I am to be sent to jail! .... Referring to what I 
taught, told you during these four or ,five months, the effort which I made to 
tell you that the workers should organise themselves, should make unity, should 
not "wim in such a defective mann,er, should fight with the owners, should secure 
their own rights from the owners, the capitalists have begnn to say that I ~ve, 6' 
committed this offence. The capitalists are to-day in the Assembly as legIsla
tors. Therefore by making such laws they may be intending to send .me either 
to jail or to my country." Then he goes on to say that his deportatIon would 
not be sufficient to stop the Labour Movement. Further on he says: .. Rem.em-
ber that if that happens" (that is, if the owners and the rich are thro~ mto GO 
the sea) "then alone will the labourers' movement stop, then alone Will the 
movement of Communism, of Bolshevism, stop, then alone will the Union move
ment stop for a time. When do Communism and Bolshevism come' This mo~e
ment begins to increase only when a condition of extreme penury prevails 
anIong the workers, when workers pass d~ys .in mffering. I~ this movement is Cli 
to be stopped drive out first these caPltahsts, owners, IDlll-owners, factory 
owners. " Th~n he concludes this speech by urging the w?rkers .to ~nild ~p, 
after the strike is over, a very big Union, and to fight With capItalism, With 
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ownerism and with Government. :In his speech on the 16th, P. 1729: (2), he 
repeats this behest for the formation of a big Union of mill-workers, and then goes 
on to state the objeot with which he had oome to India in the passage whioh I have 
quoted before. There is an interesting llassage towards the end of Bradley's 
speech on the 18th September, P. 1730(2) (page 185 of the new volume), a speech 
translated into Marsthi by Dange accused for the benefit of the audienoe. In this 
he speaks of the General Strike in 1926 in England and says : "Two years back, 
that is in the year 1926, an effort for revolution was made there (in England), 
but owing to the treaohery of some leaders it was frustrated; But it is certain 
that the next effort will not now be frustrated. Therefore it is oertain that we 
shall soon bring about a revolution in our country and that will be successful 
While we are making that rev.olution there, the workers here also--whatever 
be the result of this strike--must organise a tremendous Union and must mak~ 
preparations for gaining c.()ntl'ol over the whole of ownerism. " Braclloy 
accused was present at further meetings on the 21st and 25th September, see 
the entries in his diary, P. 645. On the 4th October the strike came to an end, 
not so the activities of the aocnsed who had been taking an active interest in it. 
On the same day there was a meeting of the W. P. P. Trade Union Group at 
2 P.M., which is mentioned in Bradley's diary. This meeting was apparently 
occupied with consideration of the resolutions for the A. I. ·T. U. C. Jharia 
meeting which I have mentioned before. On the 12th of October the Managing 
Committee of the Girni Kamgar Union issued a leaflet, P. 967, calling for in
creased enrolment, for a special fund for agitation about the new two sides
three looms system, and for special efforts to raise a Red Army of 5000 men, a 
company of 100 lecturers and a fund of 2 lakhs for the strike fund. This leaf
let was signed by Bradley, Alwe, Joglekar, Kasle, Dange, Nimbkar and Mirajkar 
accused and one Gadkari. 
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All this time, as we have seen from various little bits of evidence, Bradley 
accused was also occupied with work iu the Railway Unions. Throughout 
October he was out on tour attending meetings along the G. I. P. line. This 30. 
fact is mentioned in his letter to Mr. Potter Wilson, P. 2412P (~'. C. 616), dated 

0. P, fN6. 'the 26th in which he says that " although I am not working with Jhabwala in 
his mill union, I am still working with him organising railway workers. The 
G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union is goJng strong. I often have to leave Bombay 
for a 'day or two and attend meetings up the line at places." This ·letter also 36 
gives a good idea of the position at the end of the Mill strike and of the work 
which was being done and its object. He says at one place : " Anyway it is not 
a good settlement for the workers, and so the slogan that it is only a truce is 
used. " After speaking of organisational work in connection with the G. K. U. 
and Ihl! opening of centres in th!' mill area he says: "We are holding meetings 40 
throughout the mill area, and these are well attended. The spirit of the 
workers is still good. 'l:he slogan of preparation for next May is being accept. 
ed bv all." And again : " The union is organising the workers rotPld a definite 
programme of demands, and if organisation goes on, as it is going, in a short 
time a very strong union will come into being and the workers will be prepared. " 45 
From 1111 of this it is qnite clenr that in everything that was being <lone, in all 
the work of organisation which was going on, Bradley accused was taking the 
olosest possible interest. He was in fact, as Jack Ryan wrote to his friend in 
Australia in P. 1806 (F. C. 630) doing "magnificent work." The fact that 
this work earued him oredit in Ryan's eyes has its own value. His efforts on 50 
the G. I. P. were also not without fruit resulting as they did in' a deputation of 
Railway workers waiting on the Agent of the G. I. P. on the 7th November, vide 
the diary .P. 638 and the article "Worker Leads Deputation to the Agent " 
in Bradley's own handwriting and f.Qund in his possessiori, which shows that 
-the deputation was led by Kulkarni and included Joe:lekar, Jhabwala" and 55 

O.P.iK& Bradley accused. A copy of this was enclosed by Bradley in his letter of the 
17th November 1928 to Potter Wilson, P. 2411P. (F. C. 660). That letter also 
included a copy of Bradley's own article entitled" Brief History, Bombav Mill 
Strike," a typed copy of which was found in the possession of Hutchinson 
Rccnped: ' " 60 

This document P. 1035 brin,gs me to a consideration of the relations be'tweeIi 
Bradley and Hutchinson accused, which perhaps has really greater importance 
for the ease of Hutchinson than it has for that of Bradley. Still it may be con
venient to dispose of it here. First of all we have this fact of Hutchinson's' 
possession of a typed copy of Bradley's short history of the mill strike. Then 65 
there is an entry in P. 638 on the 25th November of the Khar ·visit. The next 
piece of evidence is a letter, P.1669P, from Hutchinson accused to Bradley, which 
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was intercepted and photographed by P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Chaudhri on 
the 18th January 1929. It is dated Khar, Wednesday and must have been 
mitten on the. 1.6th. ~ it Hutchinson ~ays that he co'uld not come yesterday 
because Suhasml Namblar went down Wlth malaria. He would, however, come 
a!o~g (to see Br~dley) either the next day or Friday. Bradley aecused himself 
Vlslted Khar agam on the 27th January, (see P. 638) a day on which as appears 
fro!f1 P. 1029, there was a meeting of Hutchinson's Circle of Progre~sive Yonth, 
whlch would hav~ e~ed abou~ the time of Bradley's arrival there. Bradley 
aecus(ld also had m his posseSSlOn three of Hutchinson aecused's visiting cards. 
Two of these are included in P. 639 and one in P. 658, and each of them has on the 
back the address of some third person. The connection between Hutchinson and 
Bradley accused is also.shown bt Hutchinson's possession of P. 1026, P. 1027 and r. lQ28. all three of :whlch con~am a word or two in Bradley accused's handwrit. 
~g, ~nd he was also m posseSSlOn of P. 158~ (1). a photograph of Bradley bearing 
his slgnature. It would seem from all thIS that there was a closer connection 
between Bradley and Hutchinson aecused than has been admitted by either of 
them. . 

10 
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Bradley's diary, P. 638, shows for the early days of December much activity 
in connection with the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union. On the 11th there was 
trouble in the mill area and on the 12th firing took place there. On the 14th 20 
there is an entry showing that he left Bombay for Itarsi en route for Calcutta 
and Jharia at 10-30 P.M. This fact was also mentioned in his letter, P. 2414 P, 
(F. C. 719) dated the 14th December 1928 to Potter Wilson. 

The same diary P. 638 contains a whole serics of entries in regard to the 
A. I. R. F. and the A. I. T. U. C. meetings at Jharia. On the first evening after 25 
his arrival at Jharia Bradley accused took part in the session of the All India 
Railway FI'.deration about which he remarks in his diary P. 638 that" the reso
lution for action was defeated in the open session". On the following day he 
took part in the E. C. meeting and open session of the Trade Union Congress. 
At some stage of the proceedings he made a speech which has been reported and 30 
is P. 2249, in which he speaks of having had great pleasure in associating him· 
self with the constitntional and continned struggle of one section of the oppressed 
people of the world. Towards the end he says! " I am always for a milit!lnt 
policy because I believe there is only a militant policy that is going to win .the 
·workers' emancipation from Capitalism and Imperialism!' In· his diary on 35 
this date he mentions speaking with J. Ryan (P. P. T. U. S.)., Johnstone and 
Spratt and he also notes the arrest of Johnstone. On the following day that is 
the 19th he notes that at the E .. C. meeting some resolutions were agreed for the 
''Open session. The open session took place in the evening and also a fnrther 
meeting'of the A. I. R. F. at which 'he himself was elected Vice President. On 40 
.the 20th E. C. meetings 'Of the T. U. C. lasted all day and at the open session 
he notes :' " Some of onr resolutions passed. T. Councils. T. D. Bill action. 
Affiliation to L. A. Imperialism etc. end of T. U. C.elected to E. C. of T. U. C.-
Left for Calcutta 1-30 A.M." J have quoted earlier extracts from a number of 
Bradley aecused's reports and articles on the Jharia Session of the A. L T. U. C. 4,5 
His comments quite clearly indicate his own position. For instance in P. 650 
in his notes of the second day's proceedings he writes: " It was clear by the 
action of certain delegates on the E. C.' to this first resolution (relating to 
Johnstone's arrest) that any resolution SllVourlD.g-of a fighting or militant policy 
wall going to be vigorously opposed by them." Again in his notes of the third 60 
dllY's proceedings he speaks of a ter~(l scramble of those wh4;l :wanted a f!ee 
trip to Geneva, and goes on to say a little later : " The OPPOSItIon to sending 
del(,gates by those in favour of severance with this imperialist ~rgan wa~ carried 
on in a definite and organised l:DaDner .. Tho~ who spoke .. agamst sending de~., 
gates were K. N. J oglekar, D. B. Kulkarm, Shibnath Banel'Jl, myself and others. 55. 
The vot.e went against the 'Opposition and the delegates :were. el~::ted.. He .says 
about the election : " our people refused to take part 1D this.. ff!s attitude 
comes 'Out even more clearly in an article written "by him, P. 661, 1D whick he says 
fol' example that " the attemp~s that were ma~e a~ Jharia to lead ~e young 
Trade 'Union Movement of India on to refOrmIst Jines must be Vlgoronsly 60 
fou"'ht." . The last paragraph of this article runs as foll~ : "On the inter· 
national question the workers' organisation (i.e. the T. U. C.) must sever eonnee-
tions. with all pro-imperialist bodies,. that is the L L. O .. and the Seeon~ ~ter. 
national and other subsidiary organisations, and. link up Wl!h ~hose QrgamsatioDS 65 
which are carrying .on a fearless struggle agalnst Impenali~ and for the 
freedom of the exploited masses 'O~ the world. to ~~e a,:unted fr~t of all 
oppressed colonial peoples to effectively fight Impenalism. Bradley 11 &CIlO1IDt 
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of the A, I. R. J!'. meeting at Jharia will be found in P. 2416 P. (4~(F. C. 763). 
The item of business to which the greatest amount of importance IS attached in 
it is the resolution in favour of a general strike failing the satisfaction of demands 
by a certain date, moved by Kulkarni, seconded by Joglekar accused and sup
ported by Bradley and Banerji accused and Fernandes of the B. B. & C. I. The 
resolution Was ultimately defeated by a small majority and, as Bradley puts it, 
" II policy of no action and 'Wait and see 'Was adopted by the Federation." 

Bradley reached CalclUtta on 21 st December and took part in the sessions of 
the A. 1. W. 1'. P. Conference on the 21st, 22nd, 23rd & 24th as a delegat.e of 
the Bombay W. &P. P., see P. 468 (2) (I. C. 321). There are notes in his 
diary about eRch of the four days and on the 23rd he mentions the proces
sion of workera to Congress PandRI about which we' have evidence. On the 
24th he notes : " Split of Bengal over position of E. C. and office." Bradley 
accused took an active part in the preparation. of the report of this confereuce 
and there is a note in his diary on Saturday the 5th January, "Party Office 
9-30 A.M. Prepare Report." This no doubt explains the appearance of his hand
writing in P. 1764, a file containing manuscript notes for the report, and P. 1771 
a manuscript copy of the constitntion of the A. I. W. P. Party. At the thpe of 
the search of his property he was found in possession of a copy of the report 
P. 669, and another copy P. 1373 (9) found in the search of the Bombay W. P. P. 
office contains some corrections in his handwriting. 

. On the 25th December Bradley attended the first session of the All India 
Youth League Congress. On the 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th and 31st his diary 
P. 638 contains a series of notes in regard to the Subjects Committee and the 
open session of the Indian National Congress. During the same period, that 
is on the 27th, 28th and 29th the meetings were held of the Communist Party of 
India to which I have referred not infrequently already. In the meeting of the 
28th Bradley was deputed with Spratt to look into the complaint made by 
Shamsul Huda accused that he was neglected by Muzaffar Ahmad. During all 
this period Bradley was also from time to time attending the Party office. as for 
ellID.ple on the 26th, 28th, 30th and again -on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th of 
January. On the 1st of January he also had an engagement to.attend a meeting 
of the 'fransport Workers' Union (If Bengal at Holliday Park at 5 P.M. On the 
3rd he had an. engagement to attend a meeting of strikers of the Bauria jute 
workers at 5 P.M., and again on the following day the· entries in his diary show 
thRt he went to Bauria and attended a meeting of strikers there, besides going 
round the workers' chawla. It was on this occasion that he made the speech 
P. 2226 in which he asked the workers not. to submit to the damnable conditions to 

. which they were put by the capitalists.' He also said that the workers should 
organise themselves and put pressure upon the Mill Owners' Association to 
realise the demands on the pain of the general strike all over the jute area. The 
a~si8tallce given by Bradley in organisational work during his short stay in 
Calcutta is illustrated by the two documents P. 489 and P. 490 which were rejected 
by the prosecution but put in by Spratt accused as defence documents. P. 4~ 
which is- incorrectly dated 4th J auuary 1928 instead of 4th January 1929 IS 
apparently in Bradley's handwriting and is a draft letter on .the letter paper of 
thp. Transport Workers' Union of Bengal, Temporary Head Office, 211 European 
Asylum Lane, Calcutta, stating that the members of the Union had at a mass 
meeting agreed upon several demands which were stated. The manager of the 
firm to which this letter was addressed was asked to consider these demands. and 
furnish a reply. P. 489 is an oftiiCe·copy or possibly an original letter not actually 
iSdued based word for word· on Bradley's draft. and signed by Shamsul Huda 
accused as General Secretary of the Union. 

Bradley accused left Calcutta for Bombay on the evening of the 5th January 
and eu route noied in his diary" Article for Kirti, Amritsar". On the follow
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ing day we find II. similar entry in his diary" Article on Strikes and Methods 
for P. C. Joshi 34 Holland Hall, Allahabad." On the following days we find 
mentions of Editorial Committee (presumably for" Kranti " though the possi
bility that this may have been a reference to the ., Sp!!,rk " cannot be neglected, 
particularly in the light of a remark by Bradley which we shall come across 
later) Girni Kamgar Union, G. I. P. Office Railwaymen, Girni Kamgar Union 
Office'Tramwllymen's Union Meeting Dadar Jhabwala play mischief, G. I. P. 
Rail~aymen Office, Oil Worker!! Strike Meeting, Jan Mill Sewri Strike, Mill 
Worker!! Meet.illg~ at La! Baug and Worli, G. K. Union Managing CoIrimittee,. 65 
G. I. P. Railwnymen's Union Managiug Committee, Mill Workers' Meeting 
Tardea. Mill WorkerI" Meeting Poibaodi Parel, Wadi BunderG. I. P. Meetiug 
and s(oon. After this we find daily engagements at the Girni Kamgar Office. 

60 
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During this time he wrote to Spratt on the 14th in P. 526 (2) (I. C. 346) men
tioning that " the question of financial assistance to the Bauria jute workers 
will be dealt with at the Managing Committee of the G. K. U. on Wednesday 
the 16th." He also wrote on the 18th the letter P. 2416P (F. C. 762) to Potter 
Wilson enclosing the reports on the A. I. T. U. C. and A. I. R. F. Conferences 
at Jharia, and on the 19th another letter P. 2415 dealing partly with the Indian 
National Congresl< and partly with t4e Oil Strike and the Mill Inquiry Com
mittee. On the 20th he mentions in his diary a mass meeting at Chowpatti 
Sands and 0]1 the 21st" W. P. P. meeting Lenin Anniversary Jinnah Hall 
6-30 P.M." There is a report of this meeting on the record P. 1690. (P. W. 180 
B. R. Mankar, shorthand reporter). This speech is not a very logical affair, 
and it is difficult to know whether Bradley himself or the reporter is responsible 
for that fact. The last few sentences however are clear enough. He says there : 
"War is inevitable between the workers on one side and Imperialism and 
Capitalism Oll the other and I warn you that we have to approach a greater war 
than that of 1914-1918. I want to appeal to you that if that war comes and 
when that war comes you will take up your stand in the right place, you will take 
your stand against Imperialism. I appeal to you tonight to realise this principal 

. factor. and sec that if and when the next war comes you side with the masses of 
India, seize the opportunity of freeing India from the bonds of Imperialism and 
Capitalism and bring about the freedom of the masses of India." On the 2nd 
February, that being mail day, he wrote again to Potter Wilson a letter P. 2417P 
(F. C. 799) acknowledging C. P. Dutt's letter of the 10th January, P. 1659P 
(F. C. 747). He describes this merely as a letter from the League of last mail 
but later on he quotes as follows: " You say in your letter the position is un
clear" and that is exactly what C. P. Dutt had said in the first paragraph of 
his letter where he remarked that" the situation still continues to be unclear ", 
and theTe arc other similar references, from which it is quite clear that C. P. 
Diltt is to be identified with the W. W. L. I. just as much as are Potter WilHon 
and Saklatvala. At the top of F. C. 800 Bradley states that" we will start pro· 
paganda against the suggested Government inquiry into the conditions of labllUr 
(the Wllitley Commission) ", and there is indirect evidence that he did so ill 
the lettEo'r D. 251 from Ghosh aeeused to N. M. Joshi in which Ghosh writes thaI 
"Bradley has already contributed an article to the " Forward" of 26th 
February under thEo' title" A Labour Leader" asking that it (the Whitley Com
mission) should be boycotted". Towards the close of this letter he mentionR 
Jhabwala accused as still playing mischief in the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union, 
and the fact that the Oil Strike is still dragging on. But more interesting still 
is his P. S. in which he writes : " Enclosed find the Spark, a new paper that 

. has come out. It has got to be improved." It seems to me difficult to suppose 
that a. man would write about somethin~ that " it has got to be improved" 
unless he was to some extent at any rate In a position to secure or to work for 
the desired improvement. From the 4th to the 13th Bradley notes daily in his 
diary, P. 6il8, that the Bombay riots were proceeding. Soon after this his name 
appears in the last minutes of the E. C. of the Bombay Party, those of the meet· 
ing of the 17th February. In this we find a mention of" Bradley's statement ". 
There is nothing to show with certainty what the statement was about, but 
Bradley's diary, P. 638, shows that he attended the Party office at 2 P.M. that 
day. The diary closes with a note apparently dated 22nd February " LEo'ave 
for Manmad 9 P.M." There is no evidence of any activities on his part after 
this date. 

In addition to the above there is in his case a certain amount of miscellaneous 
evidence such ~s the group photograph P. 459, probably taken at the time of the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference, which shows Bradley in company with Mirajkar, 
Nirnbkar, .Toglekar and Ghate aeeused. At the time of his search he was fonnd 
iu possession of a few other articles of interest besides those referred to already- : 
for example a copy of the" Pan Pacific Worker" P. 643, a copy of .. A Call 
to Action" P. 644, " India and the Next War" by Agnes Smedley P. 646, a 
copy of the" Labour Monthly" P; 647, an article or propaganda leallet headed 
.. T. U. C. must call for action" P. 659, a group photograph of the Execntive of 
the G. K. U. which shows Bradley in company with Dange, Ghate, Joglekar, 
Alwe, J\firajkaT, Nimbkar, and Kasle accused and others, P. 662, copies of tWI) 

issues. of the" Spark" P. 667, a copy of the " ~olitical Resolution" P. 668, 
and hlS nntes of the Party Council of War to whlch I have alluded frequently 
beforc, P. 670. Another piece of evidence of some interest is Dange's notebook 
P. 971 containing· entries showing payment of small 8ums to Bradley. 

The prosecution have sought to establish that there is in Bradley's correl'· 
pondcnce with his family support "for the view that his salary waa being pairl, 
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not as he suggested by his brother's firm, but by the Workers' Welfare League 
representing ill this instance no doubt the C. P. G. B. In this connection the 
prosecution have referred to the following passages in the letters which passed 
between Bradley and his mother and brother which it is necessary to examine 
and consider. The first letter we have is P. 1862P. (F. C. 372) in which Bradley (; 
on the 25th February 1928 writes to Mam and Dad: " My salary is rather a 
long tilnc coming through, I don't know what the delay is! I have written to the 
firm about it." Only a few days iater on the 4th March III P. 2188 (F. C. 380) 
he wired to his brother L .. C. Bradley at 4 Elmsdale Road, Walthamstow, 
London as follows:" Salary not received to date please wire same urgent Ben " .. 10 
Curiously enough this telegram IS not in Bradley's handwriting at all and tbe 
evidence of Colonel Rahman is that it is in handwriting of Ghate accused as 
indeed appears from an examination of it. In answer apparently to this tele
gram Bradley accused received a sum of £80 from Len on the 15th March and 
this was acknowledged in P. 1827C. (F. C. 394) on the 17th March which ib 15 
addressed to Mrs. Bradley at the same address as the telegram and contains the 
following remark : " I ,received that item I cabled for and I hope things have 
been put right and by now the office must be disorganised (f reorganised)." 
Then on the 3rrl May 1928 Bradley received a remittance of £100 from Rathbone 
which I haye ment.ioned earlier. This is followed by a transaction which clearly 20 
indicates that Bradley was· not receiving a salary from his brother at all. 
P. 1541 (F. C; 423) shows that on the 18th May 1928 Bradley accused remitted 
by It'oreign Sterling Money Order a sum of £5 to his brother L. C. Bradley 
at 4 Elmsdale Road, Walthamstow, London, and the money order form bears 
his signature which has .been proved by the evidence of Colonel Rahman. I lay 25 
some strells on this point because either P. W. 210, V. J. Raghavachariar who 
produced tins form made a mistake in his statement or I.myself made a slip in 
recording his statement which now reads as follows:" Ex. P. 1541 Foreign 
Money Order form relates to a sum of £5 sterling sent by L. C. Bradley London 
to B. F. Bradley Bombay and paid to the latter on 18th May 1928." I ilnagine 30 
that this was a slip on the part of the witness because the document relates to 
the payment to the post office by the remitter and not to the payment of the 
amount to tIle payee. Moreover P. 640 (F. C. 424) found in Bradley accused's 
o'wn posse!'sioll ill the receipt given to him by the Money Order Clerk in .the 
G. P. O. Bombay for the equivalent of £5 being the amount of Money Ord!.'!' 3/5 
payable to L. C. Bradley. In the face of this only a month later Bradley accuRPd 
receives nominally from his brother on the 12th June a sum of £40. Bradley 
accused has never offered to explain why out of his supposed salary he should 
return £li to his brother on the 18th May only to have it wired back to hiln within 
about a week of its reaching England. On the 20th July Bradley again wired to 40 
his brother for money in P. 2181 (F. C. 496) which runs as follows: " Len for
ward my money urgent Ben". Bradley refers to this telegram in a letter to 
Maru alld Dad datllll 18th August P. 2405P. (F. C. 518) in which he says, II I 
/Sent l.en a cablc for my salary on 2017128, hope it has been dealt with as I am 
short .. , ..... 1 must close now, tell Len to see to that." On the 5th December 46 
a letter P. 1670C. which was intercepted and copied by P. W. 262, Deputy 
Inspector Chandhri on the 21st September, was sent by Mam from E1ms<1ale 
(Road) (Walthamstow) E. 17 London, the authenticity of which can well he 
inferred from the references. In it the writer says, " So pleased to receive yom' 
welcome letter .this mail" ; that would be P .. 2405P. The letter goes on : ".I 60 
am pleased to lilay that by the tilne you receive this you will have received the 
books we sent, also the other you asked for. I hope to hear in your next vou 
havt; reccived all, the cable you sent on the 20]7128 for your salary we never 
recelveil, we sent on your S and hope you have had it long before you receive 
this. I should inquire about it." On the 16th November 1928 Sub-Inspector 6/5 
Kothari, P. W. 253, intercepted and photographed a letter P. 1857P. which is 
signed Len and contains the address 4 Elmsdale Road, Walthamstow E. 17 and 
thc date 1st November 1928 and begins Dear Ben. ThiR lettcr evidently emanates 
from Bradley accused's broth('r I,. C. Bradley and contains the following 
remarks : " 1 was pleased to get your letter and hear you were well. I saw the 80 
people yon mention and registered a strong protest and was told that in future 
things will be di~erent." : Late~ on in the ~etter he s.ays, " Well Ben r hope you 
got your salary rIght on time thIS quarter, If not I WIll gee them up again. And 
if you could possibly spare me a bit r would be obliged no end." The first pas
sage ('c.rtainly looks as if it is Ii reference to an irregularity in the despatch of CI6 
80methmg or other, most likely the salary, while as to the second if Len himself 
was responsible for the despatch of this salary why should he gee some one 
else up ahout it' And what is the explanation of Len 'Who ex hypothesi is pay-
ing Bradley his lilalary asking him for a loan' This letter was followed a week 
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later by P. 1856P. (F. C. 637) from Mam which is from the same address Rnd 
is dated 6th ::-iovember and contains the remark: " We have seen to what you 
asked. Let me know if it is alright." Apparently it had not been alright, 
because before this letter reached India Bradley accused had on the 17th 
November in P. 2182 (F. C. 661) wired to L. Bradley at the same addres!! : 0 
" Advance on salary urgent wire reply Ben". I imagine that this telegrnm 
was slightly delayed in transmission because it is not mentioned in the lettc1' 
writtch by Mam to Ben on the 20th November, P. 1813C. (F. C. 662) (P. W. 
271, Sub lnspector Ketkar), in which Mam says: " You should have received 
what you asked for long before this letter reaches you, if there is not somethil1C: 10 
very wrong somewhere, let me know at once." And the letter ends with the 
expression of a hope that Ben has received" what we have sent ".On the 24th 
Nov~mber in P. 1826P. (F. C. 674) Bradley accused writing to Mam and Dad 
ackhowledges his mother's letter P. 1856P. but in this letter too he complains 
of non-receipt of his salary and says : " I have not yet received what 1 had asked 15 
for, my sal,ary. I cabled to Len about it last week on the 17th urgent, ask Ll'u 
to let me know by return if he received my cable, also to see that what I want iN 
despatched at once if not already done." This letter crossed the letter P. 1815C. 
(F. C. 677) (P. W. 271, Sub Inspector Ketkar) dated 28th November 1928 froI/l 
Mam in which she writes to Ben: " I hope by this you have received what we 20 
sent. Leu saw to it at once from the first time your asking, I cannot understand 
it." The same witness proves interception of the letter P. 1812P. (F. C. 689) 
written by Bradley accused to Mam and Dad on the 1st December in which he 
says, " I am sorry to say I have not yet received any sign of my salary, yet as 
you know Ly last week's mail I had wired you, but I expect you did not receiH' 25 
it ..... ,.. 1.'eU J~en to get a move on with that." This letter again crossed 
a letter from his mother P. 1667C. (F. C. 697) (P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector 
Chandhri) dated the 4th December 1928 in which she says:" I hope you received 
what came for you, which I enclosed in one of my letters, what you asked me to 
send on to YOll." This remark about something coming for Ben obviously from 30 
someone else reads curiously in the light of P. 1668P. (F. C. 703) (P. W. 262, 
Deputy lnspectol' Chaudhri) in which Len writes to his brother from the usual 
address on the very next day, the 5th December: " I went and reminded them 
about YOllr salary again yesterday. I expect you received it by now. You seent 
to be ha"irig a lot of trouble about it ; " a.very curious remark for Len to make 30 
if the salary emanated from his own firm, and I may note here that there has becn 
never any ~ugge8tion that Bradley accused had more than one brother. The 
next letter on the subject is P. 1858C. (F. C. 721) dated the 18th December 1928 
from Mam to Ben (P. W. 253, Sub Inspector Kothare) in which after acknow
ledging Bradley's letter P. 1812P. of the 1st December she says, "What you .0 
mentioncd in the letter has been sent to you long ago, it was seen to at OUCI' 
when we I'cceh-ed. the wire. I cannot understand its delay." About a fortni.g'ht 
later,' on the 22nd 'of January, Bradley wired again to his brother in P. 2187 
(F. C. 796) " Money not received urgent cable reply Ben". This telegram again 
like P. 2188 is in Ghate's handwriting (Col Rahman was doubtful but we have 411 
the evidence of Mr:Stott and also the curious fact that it contains a spelling fault 
which is shown in other writings of Ghate accused of the same date, namely that 
in spelling the word" received" he writes it with the" i·' before the" e ., 
" recieved " a mistake which also appears in P. 2188). This telegram is men
tioned by implication in P. 1816C. (F. C. 803) (P. W. 271, Sub-Inspector Ketkar) 50 
dated the 5th February in which Mam writes to Ben: " I was disappointed in' 
not hearing you had received what w~s sent, I hope to in your next, everythillg 
was seen to at once." This letter was crossed by P. 2406P. (F. C. 805) dated 
the 8th February in which Bradley wrote to his parents : " The remittance that 
you say yon sent in your letter has reached Bombay and I shall make an effort 50 
to obtain it." Then on the 12th March a sum of £40 was ('ablcd to Bradley vide 
P. 1514 and P. 1515 (F. C. 839) with a message" From mother' wire receipt 
League". It was not delivered until a considerably later date probably becau!!e 
Bradley was away from Bombay at the time of its arrival and was arresterl 
before it ('ould be delivered to him at Bombay. Finally on the 19th March we 60 
get a letter P. 1817 (F. C. 857) from Mam to Ben, .This is an original letter 
and contains the following interesting passage: " Len is writing to you this 
mail, and I want him to explain things to you much better than I am able to. My 
dear Ben, I did explain in one of my letters that what you asked for was sent 
every time and its all gone to one place. . . . . . .. Any way let me know how I 115 
am to send money to you so as you may gct it. I will send it as you direct." 

'. Now 1 think it is obvious on reading through all these letters that there is 
a curious attempt on the part of "Mam ,If to' avoid talking about Bradley's 
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l.aaJary, She is careful as far as pOllSible to ilse such ,phrases as ." what you 
r.asked tor" and so on and Bradley accused does the same. Another important 
.point, for which Bradley accused fails -to offer any. explanation, is the fact that 
J.n tile' whole of this correspondence there ia not a single reference either_ by 
Bradley in his letters or by Len or anyone else at home in their letters to 
Bradley's flver having done anything whatsoever on behalf of the firm. It.ill 
perfectly obvious iliat had Bradley really come out to India in order to do work 
for a Tile Company with which his brother was connected there must from 

,time to time, in the course of correspondence between him and the persons at 
hOine who might be taken to be interestl>d in that :lirm, be references to ord!lrs 

.obtained by Bradley in India or the efforts made by him to obtain such orders. 
We have nothin..~ of this kind at all. On the contrary I have failed to find a 
Bingle reference to the Tile Company in any letter and if it is to be supposed, 8S 

,indeed one must suppose from the fact that so many reminders are addresse~ 
to him, that Len was the person interested in the Tile Company then it is only 
necessary to read through the letters written by Len himself to realise that Len 
has notiIing whatsoever to do with tiles at all. On the contrary it appears from 
-his letters that he is a journeyman engineer of some kind who occasionally 
works as a fitter and who spent a good deal of time out of employment during 
t.he year 1928. The whole suggestion of a tile company is obviously a complete 
fabrication merely intended to give some sort of apparent justification for the 
receipt by Bradley in India of a salary from England. 

I have already mentioned and disposed of a number of the suggestions an4-
explanations offered by Bradley accused in connection with' this salary. On 
page 582 of the statements of ilie accused Bradley proceeded to work out an 
account of what he received or ought to have received during. the period he was 
fu India prior to his arrest, and calculated that adding it all together and divid
ing the total by 18 (the number of montlls during which he was working in 
India) his s..'\lary would come to only Re. 298-1-5 per month or say a iOlind :lignre 

-of RB. 300" month: 'He went onto say: .. On this huge sum according to.the 
-prosecution yon are to believe that I was hired by Moscow to create the machi-
neryand to finance the movement to overthrow the sovereignty of the King 
Emperor in India." He goes on to Ray that he was short of money even to pay 
his ordinary expenses such as hotel. bills and travelling expeusl'S as is shown 

-by his letters alld telegrams, and therefore it is sheer nonsense to suggest that 
he had' money for other purposes. 13nt I do not think that it has eVer been 
contended by the prosecution that Bradley accused did have money to spen~ 
for other purposes or that he was hirl'd (as he puts it) .. to finance the move
'ment" for revolution. On the contrary' the suggestion is that he was' hired 
to do Communist work in the tl'a:de unions in India, and in that case it does not 

_appeal' to me that there is any justificatioll for his pouring scorn 011 a: salary of 
Re. 300 a month, as taking llis own figures as to ,vhat he might have earned in 
England he would at best have reCeived. about £17 a month or more probab),z, 
:after the ratell of wages for his class. of work fell off, about £12 a month. And 
_ that is on, the aSR1Ullption tiIat he was never unemployed, a very large assump
tion as the letters of his brother Len indicate. It would be rather like looking 
a gift-horse in ,the mouth for a keen Communist like Bradley accused, who had 
_ already spent some little time in India, to refuse a salary of. between £2Q and 
.£22 a mouth for doing Commn¢st ,worlt in this country. . - . -

- I may now turn to some -more' general points in Bradley accused's state
ment, Bome of which go a good waf towards clearilig np the purpose of his coming 
to India, particularly when they are read with his own remarks in his speecheR 
to which I have drawn attention a little earlier. On page 575, after speaking 

. with admiration of the policy of the Communist Party of Great Britain in regard 
to the revol1ltion in China, he goes on to speak of India and says, II On this 
_basis" (the clear cut demand for the withdrawal of troops from India and the 
colonies and the recognition of their complete independence) "the C. P. G. B. 
is forging the link that will unite the struggle of the British proletariat with the 
struggle 'of the colonial masses against Imperialism, and lead them. to over
throw this P,Teat organisation of exploitation and oppression as represented- by 
tho Blitish 1<Jmpire. It is our aim, the aim of the working class movement to 
overthrow Capitalism' and to substitute in the place of the ·dictatorship of the 
capitalists the dictatorship of the workers." . At the top of the next page (576) 
he says, " This" (the emancipation of the Indian masses from British Imperial.
ism) " can only be successfully achieved by the linking up of the revolutiolll!.ry 
working cla~s movement of Britain and India along with the revolutionary 

. worl-ing clMs movements throughout thc world on the basis of the programme 
LdJIlOO ,. -
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'of the Oomintern.......... The fact that I am in the dock to-day cha.rged 
along With my Indian comrades shows that we workers in the metropolis are 
'beginning to reali~e more and more that it is in our interest to Bec that the domina
tionof our own bourgeoisie ever the wor-kerB in the oppressed and colonial 
cOlmtries 'ofthe Empire within which. we live must be abolished once and for 6 
all." 1'1Ien at page 577 he goes on to say: " I claim that the only way out of 
the present 'world eeonomic crisis is the re.volutionary way, capitalism mnlt 
be smashed and socialism built up from .the ruins thereof, upon this must be 
,taken into cOIlllideration the position of the British Empire." He concludes 
this scction of his statement as follows: " I stand here today to register the right 10 
'Of Ule worker~ of Great Britain·to'cooperate with th!=l workers of India in the strug-
gle against Capitalism and Imperialism. lnaoing so there is no conspiracy, it is 
open coopcration in the class struggle .against our common enemy, and come 
what may'we are determined ultimately to march forward together shoulder to 
shoulder to o11f',emancipatiOlI under the banner of the Communist International." 16 
That is to 81\y Bradley accused in :so many words claims that he stands before 
the Court to register the right to take part in a conspiracy to bring about tJ.!e 
abolition of 1:he e;xiHting form of Goverument in India by means of a violent 
revolution, 'and indeed there is plenty of confirmation throughout his statement 
for this conclusion. For in~tance at the foot of page 598 he says, " Whilst it 20 
is the COITeot policy of the Trade Union Movement to have before itself the 
programme for the "improvement" ·of the workers' llondition within the 
. system of Capitalism, both by economic means and by legislation, neverthcless 
it is a fact that there can be no real or lasti,ngimprovemcht under Capitalism. 
Therefore it is our policy to consider the means for attaining socialism and to 25 
this end we work ,for the mobilisation of thc masses of workers for the revohi
tion.· In u colonial country this takes the fOlm of the revolutionary light fOI' 

Independence and the overthrow of Imperialism." 
That is ,their theory and at page 704 he says, " Ol1r activities (spceches, 

trade union meetings etc.) in connection witll the movement have been in accord- 30 
ance with OIl!' theory. That is a snfficicnt defence for them." 'Vhen question-
oed about his oonnection with the C. P. J. and rl'ferrod to .certain exhibits at page 
'706 Bradley~s Teply was: "I know nothing nbout these exhibits. Nevertheless 
IlS I was a member of the C:P. G. B. in India I worked with the members of the 
C. P. I., and this of course naturally follows being a member of the same organi- 35 
sation." And he went on further to say ill answer to the next question! "I 
worked with the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay and I attended the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference at Calcutta in December 1928." Finally on page 712 
Bradley expreBBed the opinion fuat there 'was no evidence before the Court to 
support the partjcular .eharge of the prosecution and added: " Neverthelells I 40 
do not shirk the responsibility of anything that I have done while I have been 
in India. On the other hand, as '8 Communist, I am proud of the fact that 1 
have been afforded an opportunity of participating in the clasa struggle with 
my Indian comrades." In the ·circumstances it 800ms a pity that he should 
Itavl' been so evasive in his replies in n>gsl'd to the evidence in support ·of that 46 
participation. 

There arc only two other points to which I need draw attention in Bradley's 
case. The :first i:l that the above is of 'course only a brief summary of the evi
dence against him. There arc actually on record some 62 documents in his own 
handwriting and approximately'150 documents affecting his case apart from dOelI- 60 

:menta relating to :r. M. O. 's and the like. The second is that he is a signatory t.o 
.the joint statement made on behalf ·.,-,f all -the Communillt aooosed by Nimbkar 
8OOused, a statcment to which he made a reference in srgning his ease saying that 
it gave the wholp. l){)sition from the Comnmnist point of view and that he himself 
adhered to it. 56 

It appears to me that the case against Bradley accused dces not admit of 
allY doubt yhate~er. It is clear that under the cloa~ of being an agent fO.r t~e 
sale of tiles lIe WIIS eent out to India by the Commumst Party of Great Bntam, 
working pt'rnaps mainly through the agency of its subordinate organisation the 
Workcrs'"Welfare Leagne of India, to do Communist work in the trade unions, 60 
in fact to follow in the footsteps of Donald Campbell. It appears to me from the 
evidence that lIe did what he was intended to do and did it very well and that be 

'took an active part as a Communist fraction i~ a numbe,r of ~rade unions. H~s 
bellt work was certainly done in the. G. I. P. Rallwaymen 8 Umon .but he al!M did . 8" 
8 lot of work in the B. B. C. I. Umon. . He also took a very active part ln the " 
Textile Mill Strike and an interest in the Po~ Trust Railway and Port T1"!'st em
ployees, the Municipal workers, on workers and Tramwaymen and also m Jute 
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workers and TransPort workers in Bengal lIe has himself e~lained what hill 
objects were in all that he did. In addition to this he served to some extent (of 
oourse to nothing like the same extent as Spratt accused) as a link between the 
European and Indian ends of the conspiracy. The correspondenee of his which 
we have on the record is on the whole fairly innocuous with the exception of II 
P. 674. But it is obvious that a great many of his letters escaped censorship, and 
if we may judge from the fact that immediately on his arrival !he took steps to 
secure that correspoudence should reach him without undergoing censorship the 
remainder of his eorrespondenee must have been of a kind which he did not wish 
to come to the eyes of the authorities. That he occupied aD. important position in 10 
the conspiracy is evident from his presence at the Council of War in September 
1928, his notes at which show a full understanding of everything that was going 
on or that was intended to be done in future. In addition to the above he did not-
able fraction work in the A. L R. F. and in the A. I. T. U. C. and the fruit of the 
work done by him and others of the accused in the latter organisation was seen 15 
in the split mentioned in the statements of the accused which took place in a year 
or BO later.' . 

Agreeing with four and disagreeing with one assessor, I hold that Bradley 
accused has participated in a conspiracy to deprive the King of the sovereignty 
of India and I convict him accordingly of an offence under section 121-A., I. P. C. 20 
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PART XV:Uk: .' 
. . , '. 

" 'Ghate accused's first appearance in'the e~dE\nee.m this'ease Is in connection 
With the Communist Conference held at CawnPIlt:e in Deceinber1925. P.1287 
(11), a document recovered in the search of Appoji Rag (see the search list P.1283 
and the evidcn~e of 1:'. W. 2.12, DeP!lty Inspect!l~:P~ Souza), contains an account 
of the proceedings of the First Indian Commurust Conference held in Cawnpore 5 
on the 26th Dccember 1925 and of the meeting bf the Central Execntive held on 
the ~8th. Of .tlle accus~d, Muza~ar Altinad, J oglekat and Ghate were present 
at this Executive Comnnttee meeting. The docliine'D.t !ihows that J oglekar; Ghate, 
Nimbkar, Mnzaffar Ahmad and Abdul Majid accused' wet~ all elected to the 
Executive Committee of the Party on this oCCRsion, as also were J. P. Begerhotta' 10 
and Krishna S,wamy Iyellgar (Madras), and that Begerhotta and Ghate were 
elected General Secretaries of the Central Executive. Iyengar (Madras) and 
Muzaffar Ahmad (Calcutta) were among those appointed as Secretaries for the 
circles noted against their names. It was also resolved at this meeting that the 
Central Office of th(> Committee be transferred to Bombay for the ensuing year, 15 
and that Ghate be paid Rs. 60 a month for his own private expenses and be placed 
in charge of the Head Office at Bombay. Early in the following year there WIIS 
a considerable amount of correspondence between Joglekar, Muzaffar Ahmad 
and Ghate accused, who were endeavouring to recover from V. H. Joshi the 
balance left over from the fund collected in 1924 for the defence of the a<'Cuse(l 20 
in, the Cuwnpore Communist Conspiracy Case, see P. 1140 (I. C. 1), P. 1836P 
and 1837P (I. C. 2), P.1139 (I. C. 4), P. 1287 (12) and P. 1141 (I. C. 6). ' 

We then come to a series of letters illustrating Ghate accused's main activity 
throughout the whole history of the case, namely the successful maintenance of 
communications ~ith conspirators abroad. It will be found that nearly all the 25 
letters in this connection are letters, to which I have referred earlier, and the 
proof of which I have already indicated. The first of these is P. 2321P. (F. 0. 
115), dated 17-2-26, a letter from Sipassi to Iyengar under the cover address 
, N. Swamy', in which Sipassi says: " Fh. receives papers, please get all the 
numbers from him and read them all. If every comrade does the same, it i8 110t 30 
necessary to write instmctions in letters." Further 011 he says: "To form a 
new party and conduct the movement on right lines it is necessary to read and 
have the literuture ;" and in a P. S. at the end he says: "I request you again 
to read our Paper UIl to date before going in March to take part in the Party (lon' 
ference." By" our paper II it is obvious that Sipassi must mean either the 35 
" Vanguard" or the" Masses ", at this date probably the former. 

The next letter in Which Ghate accused is referred to is P. 2322 (1) (F. C. 132) 
daied the 31st May 1926 from Iyengar at Madras to Begerhotta' at Delhi, the let
ter which came into the hands of the Police through the Dead Letter Of!ice., Iii 
this lettet Iyengar writes: "What made you shift the office to Delhi' HeTI!' 40 
with yon will find my promised quota of Rs. 50. Is Com: Ghate to be with yon 
there' Poor cbap please have him." The reference here is plainly ~o the mov> 
ing of the office of the C. P. I. from Bombay to Delhi. This change of the PartY 
headquarters is mentioniid in P. 1207 (1), where the relevant passages are fis 
follows :=- 45 

" immediately after we parted from Cawnpote, a meeting was caned by 
Comrade Muzaffar Ahmad at Calcutta. of all the Provincial organisers and other 
JIlembers with the idea of ¢hanging the headquarters of the Party from BomQRj, 
to Delhi, since it wail found diffil!ult to go on with it at Bombay, as was decided at 
Cawnpore ..... ; ...... , .,Later a regular office was started at Delhi with Comrade 50 
Begerhotta in charge. He wa.s later joined by Com. Ghate' and organisatiOll 
work was started." 

The next reference is in, i'. 2121:1> (1), a letter dated 20th October 1926 from 
Iyengar at Madras, forwarding to Muzaffar Ahmildaccused at ,Calcutta, the 
letter P. 2121 P. (F. C. 171) which had been received from Sipassi along with the 55 
English letter, P. 2315 P. (F. C. 142), dated 29th September 1926. This Urdu 
letter is the one which wall sent by Iyengar to Muzaffar Ahmad twice over and was 
intercepted on the second occasion at Calcutta. The> first of Iyengar's forward-
ing letters, P. 2121 P. (1) is dated 20th October 1926 and the second, P. 2121P: 
(2) is dated the 2nd November. In the first Iyengar writes to Muzaffar Ahmad: 60 
" While in Bombay I saw your letter to Ghate." In the second he mentiona 
Ghate three times. First he says" that Englishman Mr. Campbell who is in 
Bombay and who met Com. Ghate twice has been asked by them" (apparently 
comradesllbroad) " to speak at this Conference of ours. We can also hear what 
wmoo ' 
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he has to ~ar." Th~n later on he" says, speaki?-g of the proposed Conference, " I 
have acoo.rdinglr wntten to Ghate all about thIS and asked for his opinion. Since 
J. B. too IS co~g to Bombay at Ghate's call I too shall have to go once more to 
Bombay, so that !Ill of us could assemble and discu~s. " As we know a good many 
of the accused did actually go to Bombay at the time of Saklatwala's arrival to . 5 
discuss the proposed Conference. 

We also get a direct reference to Ghate accused by Sipassi in his letter of 
the 1st December 1926, P. 2324 (F. C. 163), which closes with the following 
words: "Greetings to Beg, Ghate and other comrades. Communicate the 
contents of the letter to alL" " 

On the 1st January 1927 Ghate in his capacity of Joint Secretary of the 
C. P. I. wrote the letter, P. 1287 (14) (F. C. 175), to meet Saklatwala at Aden. 
An office (?Opy of this letter and the reply to it from Saklatwala, P. 1287 (6) were 

10 

both recovered in the same Appoji Rao's search. Another copy of Ghate's'lettcr 
to Saklatwala was also found with Begerhotta in the file D. 375. The members 15 
of the Party meL Saklatwala on his arrival in Bombay on the 14th January and 
were very dissatisfied with the way in which he treated them. I have aheadY 
mentioned the subsequent events in this connection. As far as Ghate accused 
is concerned, the only important point to note is that Ghate accused was one 
of those who went to Dellii and met Saklatwala on the 14th March and again 20 
at a meeting held the following day in room no. 33 at the Royal Hotel, for 
which a notice, P. 781, was issued over his and Begerhotta's signatures. 

The occasion of this meeting was the Dellii Session of the A. I. T. U. C., 
at which Ghate waR elected Assistant Secretary of the T. U. C. along with Bakhle. 
It will be conv('nient to mention here that, although Ghate had in February been 25 
complaining that he was in hopeless straits financially, an offer was made to 
the T. U. C. soon after the Dellii Session that he and Thengdi were prepared 
to go at their own expense to Canton to attend the Pan-Pacific Conference as 
delegates on behalf of the A. I. T. U. C. (vide P. 2517). It is of course obvious 
that a man like Ghate, who was merely a clerk in the paper trade, working for 30 
the firm of Acharya & Co. (see P. 809 (1. C. 36), P. 2128 P. (1. C. 45) and P. 1011 
(I. C. 62», would not have been likely to be in a position to pay his own way 
to Canton anll back. It is more than likely, as I suggested earlier, that the offer 
that the delegates would go at their own expense was rendered possible by the 
fact that by this time Spratt accused had received some eight thousand rupees 35 
from England. There is also evidence on the record that Ghate accused applied 
without success for a passport to enable him to go to Canton, as also did 
Thengdi, but with equal lack of success. -

Reverting to Ghate accused's correspondence the next letter of importance 
from him which we come across is P. 2326 P. (F. C. 187) a letter dated 19-2-27 40 
obviously in his handwriting (see also P. Ws. 133 and 277) to Iyengar under the 
cover address of Kannan. This is the letter in which he mentions" that " we 
have started the W. & P. Party." An even more interesting remark is about 
.. the boy" (Ajudhia Prasad accused) when he says: " The boy is quite alright. 
He may write to you separately. The arrangements are being completed on his 45 
behalf." Then a few months later we come to P. 2127 P., a letter to Muzaffar 
Ahmad accused, dated the 10th May 1928, (misdated 1928 for 1927 as it was 
intercepted by P. W. 54, S. I. R. N. Gupta on 12th May 1927), in which he men
tions that" our Vernacular orll'an" (Kranti) "has been started-a specimen 
issue has been out, and a copy must have been sent to you already. Our work 50 
here is progressing satisfactorily." 'At the end he says: " Have yon heard from 
Madras Comrade' What about our Party's working C. P. L f" A fortnight 
later in P. 2128 P. (I. C. 45) .Ghate accu~ed wrote agail?- to Muzaffar Ah~ 
saying: .. You may have receIved the notIce of the meetmg. Are you commg 
over here' Really speaking I did'ilt expect that enough nnmber of people 55 
will attend ... Madras friend is expecting to hear from you soon." The reference 
to a meeting here is no doubt to the general meeting of the C. P. I. held at 
Bombay on the 31st May 1927, of which we have the full report, P .. 1207 (1). It 
is moreover to be noted that a copy of this report was also found ill the search 
of Ghate accused's own property, and is in evidence as ~. 1324. I may perhaps 60 
in this eonnection draw attention to the passage describmg the record of work 
done in Bombay during the period under report. The important part is as 
follows :-" Bombay-Here a strong left wing organisation was found ~eces~ry 
against the present leadership, and our comrades have been successfulm ~avmg 
a W. & P. organisation, which has already commenced work amol?gst the mdns- 65 
trial workers with their organ' Kranti '. A n~mber ~~ Trl!-de Umona have beeu 
formed, and they could command an influentIal pOSItIon m the A. L T. U. C. 
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recently held at Delhi. With- the help of the comrades returned from other 
provinces, they succeeded in getting Comrades Thengdi and Ghate elected as 
administrative and Assistant Secretaries respectively." In this meeting of the 
C. P. L Ghate accused was elected General Secretary of the Party. Before I 
leave this report, it may be as well to note that, as is suggested by the above 5 
record of work done by the members of.the C. P. I. in Bombay, Ghate accused 
took by no means a negligible part in the organisation of the W. P. P. of Bombay 
in January and February 1927. His name appears among the E; C. members and 
in the provisional list in P. 1355 (1) 0, and P. 1355 (7) A &(7) B are both 10 
partly in his handwriting. 

Thc next apparent reference to Ghate accused is in P. 1007 (F. C. 213), a 
letter from C. P. Dutt dated the 9th June 1927, found in Spratt accused's posses-
sion in September in which Dutt says: " I believe your old friend Fh. knows 
someone in Colombo who would write something." Next on the 15th August 
Spratt aecused writing to C. P.Dutt in P. 2329 P. (1) (F. C. 235) mentions Ghate 15 
accused three times. At the beginning he says: " I am asking rhusa to tell yon 
about his affairs, as I have been out of touch with them for some time." In the 
middle he says: " Re. the Bible, which nobody has seen here for years, it is 
safe to say that we do not know half a dozen men who would read it. Neverthe-
less half a dozen copies would be valuable, and L. is arranging with Fh. about 20 
getting them if they arrive. Similarly for the Bulletin and the C. Times." 
Then again towards the end he says: lIOn the subject of books I have not 
heard from Fhus lately, but unless there has been an unexpected development 
things will by now have almost reached a crisis." This is a letter which Ghate 
accused, signing himself" George" in P. 2329 P., forwarded to Iyengar under 25 
the cover address" Chakravarty " on the 26th August. Meanwhile on the 22nd 
August he had written to Spratt accused in P. 1011 (I. C. 62) a letter signed 
, S. V. G.' and recovered from Spratt's possession in September 1927. The letter 
contains a good deal of information. It begins with a reference to the covering 
letter under whieh he must have received P. 2329 P. (1) from Spratt. As to 30 
this he says: " The main points with regard to the information that you require 
are being dealt with by Mirajkar in his letter" (P. 1010). Then he goes on to 
refer to the despatch of Spratt's letter to C. P. Dutt and says: " I have, there-
fore, only to add that I am sending your matter to the Party concerned, with my 
·remarks in the form of a report." Then he proceeds to discuss the matter of the 35 
organisation of the W. P. P. and says that he stands for the affiliation of Unions 
with the 1V. & P. Then we get a passage about remittances and Majid which 
is as follows :-" I have arranged with Majid regarding future remittances, but 
still I am doubting whether it would be a safe method. He will tell you himself 
what method it is. ". The last remark decidedly suggests that this particular 40 
letter will be delivered to Spratt by Majid. Ghate accused goes on to say that he 
is sending some copies of the" Masses" received through I the boy' (Ajudhya 
Prasad) and a letter which he brought with him. That letter would certainly" be 
C. P. Dutt's letter, P. 1012 dated the 25th July. Then he mentions F. E.'s 
father, obviously a reference to Fazl Elahi's father. Then there is an interesting 45 
paragraph about the Party organ. He says : " I think we would seriously con
centrate on bringing out an English paper-I have begun to doubt our wIsdom 
in coming out with the Vernacular paper first." After that he goes on to dis-
cuss the strike in the Apollo and Manchester mills and its conduct by Joglekar 
accused and Mayekar. 50 

Ghate accused is next referred to in Spratt's draft letter of the 4th 
September 1927, P. 1009. The-'reference is as follows :-" About MSS. Fhusa 
spoke to me on the subject. I think his will be a good scheme." It looks very 
much as if iliis was a reference to the arrangements mentioned by Ghate accused 
in P. 1011, as having bl'en made by him with Majid regarding future remittances; 55 
In the middle of this letter there is R passage in number cipher which when 
decoded gives the cover address "N. S. Mudkatte, Wharf Superintendents 
Office Sewri, Bombay Fifteen," in connection with which we have the evidence of 
N. S. Mudkatte, P. W. 264, showing that he was asked by Ghate accused to allow 
him to use his address for the receipt of letters. ,. 60 

, . 

On the 14th September 1927 a meeting was held in Bombay to welcome 
USlll8ni accu~ed on his release from jail, and in Ghate accused's search there was 
recovered P. 1312 which is a copy of a resolution passed on this occasion, which 
bears the signature of Spratt accused and a note" passed unanimously 14-9-27."'· 
On the 24th of this month Ghate accused wrote a letter, P. 2137 P. to Muzaffar 65 
Ahmad, in which he mentioned Spratt's case, that is his ,trial in connection with 
co India and China" and the formation of a Defence Comn;littee 'With Mirajkar 
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'as Secretary. This was wlitten the day after Bradley accused lImded at Bombay. 
It is clear'that nQ time was lost by Bradley accused in getting in touch with 
Ghate sccuRed, vide Bradley's letter, P. 1671, the letter written in block capitals 
in which Bradlev wrote: " I have been in touch with F. H. so that is all right ", 
and went on to' put in a portion in the number cipher, which when decoded, IS 
'gives the cover address' Karanth " an address in corroboration of whi~h we 
have the evidence of the 'witness, R. K. Karanth, P. W. 239. And that eVldence 
again is corroborated by the letter, P. 1686, (F. C. 348), whose recovery from 
the possession of Abid Ali, resulted in the remark by Dutt in P. 67~ (F. C. 425) 
that" I am afraid that it means also that 8113 etc. (Karanth) IS no longer 10 
good." 

On the 5th October 1921 Ghate accused wrote a letter, P. 1470, to the 
Superintendent Yeravda, Central Prison, Po(ma, inquiring about a letter address-
ed by him to D. Campbell alias George Al~ison and asking for an interview with 
Campbell, au act which seems obviously to suggest some connection between 15 
them. In November he took part in the meeting held to celebrate the 10th 
Anniversary of the Russian Revolution, vide P. 1685, the report of Deputy 
Inspector Chaudhri, P. W. 262. Later ou in the same month he attended the 
Cawnpore Session of the A. I. T. U. C. and was also one of those present at the 
informal meeting at Gowaltoli, an account of which is given in Dange's letters 20 
to Majid and Muzaffar Ahmad, P. 1878 C. and P. 2097 C. (I. C.72). 

011 the 9th December Ghate accused wrote a letter, of which P. 2101C is Ii 
copy, to Muzaffar Altmad, in regard to a proposal made by Singaravelu to hold 
a Communist Conference at Madras during the Congress week. In this letter 
he said that he was telling Singarav,elu that he was consulting all the comrades 25 
for their opinions. He also said that friends in Bombay had suggested that an 
ordinary meeting of the Party be held at Madras and no Conference. This 
letter i~ corroborated by P. 1287 (4), an original letter from Majid, which men
tions a circular letter of Ghate dated the 10th December with reference to 
Singaravelu's suggestion. The ultimate result was that a meeting of the 30 
Party was held at Madras in the last days of 1927. In connection with this 
meeting there are in evidence P. 1285, a letter from Dange to Ghate, accepting 
lippointment on the Presidium of the Party, P. 1287 (1), an application for 
membership of the C. P. I. from Mirajkar with a note on it in Ghate's hand
writing" recommended by S. V. Ghate to be considered in March ", P. 1287 (2). 35 
not(>~ on the meeting of the E. C. of the C. P. I., Madras, 29-12-27, the bulk of 
which is in Dange's handwriting, only the first two or three lines being in 
Ghate's handwriting, and P. 1287 (5), an application for enrolment in ,the 
C. P. I. from Usmani accused with a note in Ghate's handwriting" Enrolled as 
member, & Elected to the Presidium." 40 

After this meeting at Madras Ghate was apparently accompanied to 
Bombay by Spratt accused, who wrote to Muzaffar Ahmad on the 16th January 
a letter. P. 2096 P. (I. C. 87), in which he gave his address as clo Ghate. Then 
at the end of January Ghate as a member of the W. P. P. of Bombay very , 
naturally took part in the Enlarged E. C. meeting of the Party (vide P. 1348 4IS 
(50) and P. 1348 (41». It may perbaps be as well here to refer also to the 
minute book of the meetings of the Executive Committee of the Bombay W. P. P., 
P. 1344, which gives a good idea of Gbate's position in the Party. Prior to this 
Enlarged E. C. meeting we find the minutes of four meetings only. Ghate 
accused was present at all four of 'them. At the first, held on the 30th April 50 
1927, he was elected to the Editorial Board of the" Kranti". At the second, 
held on the 4th May, his name again appears in the Editorial Board, and he 
was also appointed to the Financial Committee, which was to look after the 
general financial affairs of the Party and the management of the paper in par
ticular. The actual editorship of the" Kranti" was assigned to Joglekar and 55 
Mirajkar accused. At the other two meetings he merely appears as being 
present. As a matter of fact, Ghate accused was present at all the meetings of 
the E. C. held prior to the annual general meeting held on the 18th March 1928, 
at which he was elected Secretary for the following year. After this meeting 
the names of those present at the E. C. meetings were not commonly recorded, 60 
but Ghate's name appears frequently, and as Secretary he would naturally have 
attended all such meetings as far as possible, and in fact a large portion of the 
minutes is in Ghate's own handwriting. As to the actual part taken by Gbate 
accused in the Enlarged E. C. meeting, Mirajkar's letter, P. 835, (I. C. 94), 
shows that he moved the Youth resolution, a copy of which is on the record ~ 65 
P.833. ,,_, 
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. Subsequent to this meeting Muzaffar Ahmad returned to Calcutta, and we 
find some correspondence between him and Qhate accused in regard to the 
failure of the copies of the Enlarged E. C. resolutions to reach Calcutta.' I 
have given the references in this connection in dealing with the matter in the 
first volume of this judgment. I . 

On the 18th March the First Annual 'Conference of the Bombay W. P. P. 
was held at the Congress House, Bombay. Accounts of this Conference are to 
be found in P. 1344 and also in P. 1348 (24), which is in Ghate's handwriting, 

. and is apparently an account despatched by him to the newspapers on the 20th 
March. It is interesting to note that among the messages received on thiil 10 
occasion were messages from the C. p, G. B. and the Peasants' League of 
Moscow or Krestintern, and that.following the method of the Co=unist Inter" 
national itself the Conference " instead of passing resolutions adopted anum. 
bel' of theses analysing each problem in its historica,l'and present aspect, in the 
light of the Party's principles and arriving at a conclusion and progra=e of 15 
work to be followed during the next year.". ' 
, P. 1344 shows that Ghate accused was a member of the Sub-Committee, 
appointed by the E. C. on the 25th March to discuss the question ·of putting up 
candidates for the Municipal elections. , P. 1348 (7) contains the report of thl'! 
Sub-Committee, . which was considered at the meeting held on the 8th April. 20 
At this same E. C. meeting Ghate was elected with Spratt and Dange to the Pro
visional Executive of the A. I. W. P. P. It is clear' that information of these 
appointments was co=unicated to the Bengal Party, because on the 28th May 
we get Muzaffar Ahmad writing to Ghate in P. 1348 (22) suggesting that the 
Provisional Committee should meet and asking if it is convenient for Ghate and 25 
Dange to come to. Calcutta, as, Spratt is already there. This letter is men
tioned in the minutes of the E. C, meeting. of the 3rd June, in which it waE! 
decided that Com. Muzaffar be informed that the two representatives could 
not leave now for Calcutta in view of Com. Dauge's arrest, and hence the ques-
tion was to be deferred. A whole series of letters and telegrams, to which I 30· 
have referred earlier on, passed between Ghate and Muzaffar on the subject of 
this meeting of the Provisional Executive Committee. The whole .thing .cule 
minated in the Party discussions, which I have called the Council of War, held 
at Bombay from the 6th to the 10th September 1928. . 

-On the 8th June 1928 P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Chaudhri, intercepted a 35 
letter in German, P. 1597, (F. C. 424), from one Max Ziese, who writes from 
131132 Wilhelmstrasse, Berlin Sw. 48, to Ghate which according to P. W. 274, 
Major Fisher, reads as follows: "I am sending to you Postanweisung, (i.e. by 
some postal method, the witness did not know what the technical term stood for) 
£20, please acknowledge receipt." On the 6th July P. W. 262 intercepted 40 
another letter, P. 1598 (F. C. 462) in almost exactly the same term.s from the 
same writer also 'addressed to Ghate, and on the same day he intercepted a 
letter in English, P. 1599, (F. C. 463) from the same Max Ziese to Ghate dated 
the 19th June, in which the writer says: "r was ordered to send a telegram as 
follows: • Three months' money for textile workers paper wire receipt. 45 
Tagore.' However I found it very critical to' wire this wording and therefore 
I send it by letter. About the amount I have written you separate and I am 
awaiting your receipt." Another letter of the same kind in similar term.s is 
P. 1600, (F. C. 470), dated the 30th June 1928, and in the same connection we 
have two Foreign Sterling Money Orders, P. 1538 (F. C. 472) dated 5th July 50 
192~. and P.1540 (F. C. 500) dated 21st July 1928. The whole, of these relate 
to a subsidy of £20 a month, which Soumyendra Nath Tagore got sent by some 
German Trade Unionists for a Textile workers' paper. I shall deal with 
Tag(lre when I come to the case of Muzaffar Ahmad accused. 

Some time early in July Ghate as Secretary of the W. P. P. received the 55 
letter, P. 1348 (27), recovered subsequently from the office of the Bombay 
Party. This is a letter dated the 20th June 1928 from the League against 
Imperialism'signed by Chattopadhyaya. This is the first evidence of relations 
having been established between the Bombay Party and the League. It acknow
ledges Ghate's letter (not in evidence) of the 1st June, wit;h reference to which 60 
the }Vri,ter says : " We shall look forward to your announcement that the E. C. 
of the W. P. P. has decided to affiliate to the League.~' , Ghate's letter of the 
1st June was no doubt a reply to P. 1348 (23), which was addressed to Nimbkar 
and suggested the affiliation Qf the W. P. P. to the League. That letter was' 
put up before the E. C. 'on the 3rd June and its consideration deferred. Fur- 65 
ther on Chatto says: " We are following the strikes in India'.and especially 
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the Textile and Railway strikes with very deep interest" and have noted with 
pleasure the very active part that the W. P. P. has been taking in giving a 
proper lead to the workers. The League can unfortunately not give any 
financial assistance to the strikers, because no political question is directly 
involved ", though of course Chatto clearly recognised that indirectly a poli- 5-

O. P. 881. tical question was undoubtedly involved. This letter was put up before the 
E. C. on the 8th July, and it was decided that it be suitably replied to and filed 
(P. 1344). Towards the middle of July Ghate received a letter, P. 1348 (34) 
(F. C. 467), from C. P. Dutt writing as London Secretary of the W. W. L.'1. 
in regard to Nimbkar's speech on the Bardoli movement, and also referring to 1& 
his reports on the progress of the Textile Workers' strike and asking for 
fuller information. An interesting point about this letter is that it was 
addressed ta Ghate clo Dr. Narayan Rao and P. W. 264, Mudkatte,who was 
called to depose to the use of his own address as a cover address for Ghate, 
stated that Ghate had told him that he had been using Dr. Narayan Rao's address Ii
but that this had been discovered by the Police. and that was why he wanted 
to use Mudkatte's address instead. This letter was put up before the E. C. 
on the 15th July (P. 1344), and .the Secre'tary was asked. to reply to the other 
points raised in the letter. The reply which Ghate accused sent is on the record 
8S P. 2408P. (F. C. 496) dated the 20th July 1~8. . 2()-

Iminediately after this we find .Ghate in correspondence with Sohan Singh 
.rosh accused from whom· he receIved two letters P. 1638 (I. C. 199) and 
P. 1640 (r. C.211) in each of which Sohan Singh asked for an article for 
"Kirti '''. in the first case on " Freedom and the Indian Youth" and in the 
second on "Bardoli struggle 'from the Co=unist point of view". On the 2. 
'1th July Ghate despatched a telegram P. 2186 to Dutt, 162 Buckingham Palace 
Road,' London, to the following effect :" Inquiries show university· gives no 

o. P. 882. powers Ghate". The evidence shows that tlWl telegram was discovered as the 
result of inquiries instituted after the recovery in April 1929 of P. 674 in the 
room which had been occupied by Bradley till shortly before' his arrest. 36-

e. P. 883. 

In the minutes of the E. C. meeting held on the 19th August we hear for 
the first time of the Roy letter and it is,stated that" the Secretary was ashd 
to reply to the Roy letter that appeared in the papers taking a stand that the 
letter was R. fabrication." The consequence of this decision was the issue of 
the statement contained in P. 549 (20) which also includes II letter from Ghate 3i
to Muzaffar Ahmad dated 27th August in which he explains that he is enclosing 
the cuttings from the papers the statement on Roy letter and the Trade Dis
putes Bill for Muzaffar Ahmad's information. -This original statement issued 
by the Party evidently did not satisfy Thengdi &caused as appears from the 
minutes of the E. C. meeting held on the 29th August. 46-

The next event of importance was the Council of War held at Bombay 
and apparently participated in by the members of the Provisional Co=ittee 
of the A. I. W. P. P. representing the Bombay and Bengal Parties. Ghate 
accused must therefore have been participating in it, especially as it was he 
who conducted the bulk of the correspoudence in regard to the convening of it. 45 

Towards the end of this month another letter P. 1348 (29) (F. C. 561) was 
received from the League Against Imperialism over the sIgnature of Chatto
padhyaya. It asks for an official statement in regard to the- affiliation of the 
W.· P. Party to the League as early as possible. This letter was disC1lssed d 
the E. C. meeting held on the 14th October (P. 1344) and it was resolved that 56-
" this E. C. do reco=end that the Party be ilffiliated to the League". The 
next reference to Ghate is in P. 2211, F. C. 638, a letter from Chattopadhyaya of 
the League Against Imperialism to Jhabwala dated 7th Novem~er 1928. In 
this letter he says he hopes that Jhabwala and other comrades will work ener
geticallv this veal" to overcome all the objections to the affiliation of the Indian 55 
T. U. C. to the League and he goes on: .. Please ask Dange, Ghate, and other 
comrade!! to devote especial attention to this question and canvass personally in 
<?rder to ensure a majority of votes in favour of affiliation." 

Much about the ~ame time we find Muzaffar Ahmad getting more and more 
agitated about the A. 1. W. P. P. Conference. Writing to Ghate on th, 4th 60' 
November in P. 1849P. (I. C. 278) he says," Please prepare a report of the 
Bombay Party dealing with all possible particulars and send us a typed copy 
of the same. In this way we want to have a report from other Parties also." 
P; 421. (I. C. 285) dated the 11th November is Ghate's reply to this letter in 
which he says" I shall prepare the report of the Bombay Party's work and 6{;, 

~ 
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'Send it on to you by the end of this month. Will'that do 1" Up to the 30th 
however it had clearly not reached Muzaffar .A.lUnad who wrote to Ghate on that 
date in P. 1348 (35) (F. C. 312) saying, " Your report should have reached us 
1>y this time. Please send it at once imder an insured cover. I believe no 
separate report will be necessaty to be read by you." P. 420 to which I have it 
-referred once before and wlrichwas, rooovered in the search at 211 E. A; Lane 
and has with it a regiStered envelope .ddressed to MuZaffar Ahmad appears 
to be the report for which Muzaffar Ahmad was asking although it is 

o. P. 884,. a document without any date on _ it. It however contains internal evidence 
of having been written in 1928 as it speaks of the arrival of comrade ' Sak' 10 
last year. ' 

Some time in the first half of December Ghate must have received :the 
oriO'inal of P, 1658 P. (F. C. 677), a letter from C. P. Dutt on the letter 
'pal~er of the' W. W. L. L thanking Ghate for his llttelrs 'and ';notes 
on t.he mill strike and other information. In, this letter C. P. Dutt says 15 
he had been away for some time but he hopes from now on to pe 'Vriting to 
Ghate regularlv and will try to be of assistance t'o him as regards books and BO 
eD.. He !roes on to ask for extra copies of " Kranti .. which are required for the 
purpose, purely economic nG doubt,_ of propaganda among Indians as well all 
f(lr stud'\" and information on the movement. There is another suggestive re~ 2& 
mark towards the' end where he asks for the maximum possible of literature and 
.. if possible in more than one copy. so that I can send a file elsewhere." By 
this time Muzaffar Abmad was getting even more nervous about the A. L W. 
P. P. Conferene-t.·, see his letters to Ghate P. 1348 (35) (I. C. 312) and P. 1348 
(36) (I. C. 318). It was probably as a result' of this last letter that on the '8th lil6 
'Deet'mber Ghate wrote to GOswami,. Secretary of the' Reception Committee of 
the A,I. W. P. P. Conference sending the names of the Bombay Party delegatOll 
whieq include Joglekar, Mirajkar, Nimbkar, Bradley, Da.'nge, Spratt' and him-
eelf. 

It appears that in the middle of December Nimbkar accused resigned his 3t) 
post as Secretary of the M1lllieipal Workmen's Union and in consequence the 
Union eleeted Ghate to represent it on the E. O. of the A. I. T. U. C. vide D. 512. 
This was discussed at a later date in the E. C. of the W. P. P. vide the remarks 
in P. 1344 in the minutes of the meetings of the 13th and 15th January 1929. 

o. P.885. The Party decided that Nimbkar' had adopted the wrong method and laid it 35 
down that no }>arty member 9honld withdraw (presumably from q.' Union) with-
out the Party'ssanclion,. Ghater certninly attended 'the Jharia' Congress al
though it does not appear that he did !1nything worth note there. 

Going on from Jharia to Calcutta Ghate took part in the A. I. W. P. P. 
Conference where he opposed the, amendment in regard to the attitude to be 4.0 
adopted towards the Independence League and seconded the resolution for the 
formation of an' AlI-India Party.. After .that he took part in the meetings of 
the O. P. I. and we have on the record his own notes P. 1295, P. 1300, P. 1303, 
P. 1309, and also some notes which may have been written a little earlier P. 
1310. 45 

Towards the end of January a letter was received in India which was foUnd 
in a torn condition in the SJearch' of O. G. Shah's property on the 20th March 
,1929 (P. W. 237, Sergeant Watkins).. This docnment P. 1281 (F. C. 760) is 
dated the 15~h ~anuary 1929 an~ is a letter fro~ A. B. Khardikar, who writell 
.from 24 Friednchstrasse, BerlIn (the addres~ of the League Against Imps- 6& 
',rialism) to Shah, and contains a mention of Ghate. In it he says, " I am very 
much desirolill of hearing about you and other friends of ours. Please, therefore, 
write to me how yourself and Ghate, Juvekar, Mantri and others are doing." 
This letter coupled with. P.: 1348 '(50) in which in both lists we get the names ot 
Mantri, Shah, Juvlikar and Khardika;r together explains to some extent why 155 
C. P. Dutt thought of using Kha.rdikar 811 a p,elegate for the. Sixth Congress of 
the C. I. ' 

P. 1346 (1. C. 349Y a letter frOm lIuzaffai' Ahmad to Ghate dated 22nd' Janu
ary 1929 containS' two points of interest. Fil'9t of all it mentions the receipt 

o. P.II8O. by Muzaffar Abmad of Rs: 500 sent by the G. K U. for the Bauria Strike and M 
sec&ndly, after a reference to the Simon Commission boycott demonstration and 
the part taken therein. by the Bengal Party, it closes with the remark" Ajudhi,. 
is here ", a remark which obviously indicates that Ghate would be glad to hear 
flf Ajudhia Prasad's movements. Allother letter of interest written about this 
date is P. C. Joshi's letter P.1304! l'ecovered in Ghate's search m which he asks U 
Gha.te to ooDtribute, to-" KtantikaciJ" This . letter was in~ .. route 01l 
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the 301:h Jan!lary and with it a letter from P. C. Joshi to Shah also asking for 
an article (vIde P. 1854 P. and P. (1» .. It was in January also that Ghate sent 
off the second of the h'o telegrams whIch are in his handwriting addressed to 
L. Br~dley on be!talf of Br:adley accused. I do not know if it is really necessary 
to go ?Ito the eVidence. whIch s.howR how the ho hit of writing the word" receiv-
ed " mcorrectIy grew on Ghate accused, but it may be convenient to give the 
references. Apparently the first occasion on which this mistake is ilOticeable iIi his 
~tings is on the 4th ~arch 1928 in P. 2188, the first of the two telegramll 
wrItten for Bradley. PrIOr to that date he had been in the hahit of writing the 
word correctly but aftel" it he consistent.lv writes the" i " hefore the" e " ; sce 
for instance P. 449 (I. C. 142) dated 5th April 1928, P. 2408 P. (F. C. 496) dated 
20th July 1!Y.l8, P. 488 (I. C. 212) dated 6th August 1928,P. 416 (4) (I. C. 225) 
dated 2nd September 1928, P. 1901 P. (I. C. 238) dated 2nd October 1928, P. 421 
(~. C. ~85) nated llt.h November 1928. P. 2187 (F. C. 796) the telegram under 
.discu8slOn dated 2:lnd .January ]929.· P. 474 (I. C. 400) dated 14th March 1929 
and P. 2280 a letter written in the Meerut Jail dated 1st April 1929 (P. W. 138, 
N. Abdul Aziz). . .. 

10 

. Just at the end of the period covered by the case we find Ghate accused in 
correspondenre with P. C.Joshi accused. P. 1099 C. (I. C. 406) is a copy made 
by P. W. 126 P. S. I. Mangal Singh of a letter dated 15th March 1929 from Ghate 20 
to Joshi in which Ghate informs Joshi that the N. E. C. is to be called in April. 
P. 1800 (I. C. 410) is an undated letter, postmarked Allahabad 19th March lfi29, 
from P. C. Joshi to Ghate which was intercepted and withheld on the 21st by 
P. W. 271 S. I. Ketkar. Tllere is nothing of great importance in this, merely a . 
request that the " Spark" should be sent regularly and that the meeting of the 25 
N. E. C. shOuld be held by the first week of April at the latest. Indirectly of 
course it sugf.!"ests a close connection between Ghate and the persons responHible 
for the ., Spark". The last activity other than by way of letter writing of 
which we have evidence in Ghate's case prior to his arrest is his participation iII 
the C. P. I. meetings held from the 17th to the 19th March of which we have notes 30 
~n Ghate's own handwriting, P. 1296 and P .. 1297. G:Qate was present at both 
these meetings and his notes of the second meeting show that he was elected to 
the Sub-C01nnrittee consisting of himself, Adhikari, Khan and U smani which 
was to draft out a detailed plan of work. His name also appears .of course in 
Adhikari's note in the same connection, P. 1171. 35 

There are one or two other points in regard to Ghate m P. 1344 which I have 
not mentioned.· On the 20th May 1928 he was asked to draft a statement on the 
Party's action in voting against the resolution of -the A. P. C. and we find in the 
mmutes of the adjourned urgent meetmg held on the 22nd that the Committee 
heard the draft Rtatement which WAS prepared m connection with the Party's 40 
vote m the A. P. C. which was passed for publication. At the E. C. :neeting on 
the 24th June he was appointed to look into the management side of the Kranti, 
the official organ of the Party, when it was decided that that paper should be re
vived. Finaliv on the 14th October his was one of the names on the List of Party 
members sugiested for membership of the E. C. of the Bombay Provincial 45 
Congress Committee. 

In Ghate's p<>ssession at the time of the search on the 20th March a good many 
items of interest were recovered, many of which have probahly been mentioned 
already. He had, for example, P. 1294, an article on " The Communist Inter
national and the Subject Peoples" and an article, P. 1325, on " The National 50 
Congress ", which is taken from the" Masses of India" for December lfJ21. 
P. i306 and P. 1307 are sheets of note-paper of the Communist Party of India. 
P. 1330 is a visiting card with Ghate's name on it and his description" General 
Secretary--The Communist Party of India." P. 1328 is a piece of paper with 
Ryan's address on it. P.1324 (equals P.1207 (1» is the report of the Communist 55 
Party of India, mciuding the report of the ~eneral. meeting of the 31st May 19?7. 
P. 1320 is a eopy of the R. I. L. U. bulletm entitled "Easteru and Colomal 
Bulletm". P. 1313 is an mvoice from the Vanguard Press for a series of books 
all relating to Russia. P.1314 is a letter from the Vanguard Press and P. 1316, 
a statement of account from the same. P. 1317, P.1318 and P.1319 are all news- 60 
paper cuttinl!"S dealing with the R. I. L. U. Congress of 1928. 
- Another search touching Ghate accused very closely was the search of 
Appoji Raa (P. W. 215, Inspector Desai). I~ this search, besides other items. to 
which reference has been made already, a diary, P. 1284, was recovered which 
cOntains Ghate's name ill. it, and there are some other entries of interest obvk'1ll!- 65 
ly m hi~ handWriting. For mstance, on the 17th Jannary there is an entry 
" C. P. meeting 9 P.M.-to write manifesto~! the Municipal elections ", an~ we 
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bdwlhiit the MnniCiJ»i.f e1ectiotls were then just' ab<ittt to 'be held. 'Ott the i9tti 
o. P. 88\1. :there iii nnaddreAs whlen ,the search of .Amir 'Haidar Kllari shows, to b~ that 

gentJcJDltn'a address (P.W. 204, Suh Inspector Savant and search lisi,P. 105n~ 
On the 23rd January there is an entry" Phone to Karant " and also something-
about Ul!Tllani. Usmani's name ,appears again on the 29th, and on the 30th there IS 

o. P. 880. 

o. P.89I. 

is a 1I0te .. To write an article on Trade Disputes Bill~(Copy of the Bill to bit 
;mpplied by DeRai)." And in this conneotion it may be noted that an article on 
, .. The Trade Disputes Bill " appeared in the" Spark" on the 20th February, and 
!lliother one in the" Spark" of the 24th February. On the same date there ill 
an entry" Hell Fonnd-'-review in next issue ", and in this connection it may be 10 
noted that at page 1447 of the statements of the accused Mirajkar aceused says ~ 
" I remember to have sent a copy of " Hell Found" to the " Spark" for re
view", and Desai's search list, P; 1240, shows that a copy of " Hell Found ,~ 
W8S found in his search, vide item 71. 

We have now to consider Ghate accused's statement to this Court. At tM 15 
top of page 1573 he admits that he was the General Secretary of the C. P: I, up 
to the date of his arrest. He talks rather at large about the Party, but cQmes ta 
something which is more useful at page 1582, ,where he saYI! : ", An honest 
genuine revolutionary working-clliss party is therefore necessary, and that illthl'! 
Communist Party of India. which alohe.can truly represent the interest~ of the 20 
toiling masses." A little further on, speaking of " The role of the C. P.", he 
says: " 'i.'he period of reformist compromises comes to an end with the develop
ment of th.e capitalist cla"s itself. It becomes impossible for the workers to fight 
constitutionally in a labour reformist manner-through compromise and conci
liation. During the ,last phase of Capitalism-Imperialism-when the e~ploit~ 2It 
lug class is unahle to ('Ome to any compromise with the working class, because it 
is itself ina .decaying state; hence during this decline the struggle will have to 
be fought on a revolutionary hasis." On the next page he says : " The world 
,Communist Party. that is the Communist International. is perhaps the most 
organised force of the working class and the oppressed peoples." And further 30 
on :." It lB the dynamic force which organises the workers by participating in 
their daily struggle. and leads them to. the final seizure of power." TheIl he 
comes to the attitude of the Communist Party to the State and says: .. The pra
secution have made much of the questioI\ 'Of 'smashing of the existing State 
machinery' and have quoted from the .thesis of the Fifth World Congress and 35 
also frOID Lenin. We have no quarrel about this. They have only stated thll 
correct thing. Communists want to smash the existing State machinery and 
build a new one in its place during the transition to Communism." A little fUJ;:~ 
ther on be says : " The State machinery in India exists in the interests ,of the 
British bourgeoisie and as such is suited oilly to serve their interest. The I.ndian 40 
masses ean have no use from such a machinery at all. The establishment of a 
new State euited to and standing for the wide masses of the workers and peaSRIlf:$ 
will essentially mean the smashing IIp of the present State, and the party of the 
working class can accomplish this." He goes on to talk about the C. P. I. and 
eames to the Roy letter, which he says the Government of India received in 4,5 
December 1921 •. presumably by cable I He also says about this letter: " It is 
not difficult for the Government to forge any signature ", suggesting that th\! 
Roy leiter bears a signature, which of course it does not. 

Coming to the question of the affiliation of the C. P. I. to the C. I; he says: 
',' I want to state that the C. P. I. was not at the time of our arrest affiliated to the 60 
C, t. .. But on thc next pag" he says : " Not that we would have hesitated to afli.. 
liate the C. P. I. to the C. 1. I think we were actually wanting to affiliate the Party 
to the C. I. ; because the C. I. is a fighting organisation for directing the Interna.
tional movement of the working class and oppressed peoples." And at the end 
of this section on page 1588 he says : " The Party accepted the tasks laid dOWll 55 
by the Comintern though it was not formally affiliated to it." Further on down 
this page he proceeds to set out the tasks laid down by the C. I., following which' 
the C. P. I. Pllt forward certain demands. Of these no. 1 is " The complete inde
r.endenee of India by the violent overthrow of British rule " etc., and no. 2 is 
• Establishment of a Soviet Government" etc. On the following page he ex- 60 

plains the motive for putting forward partial demands in the fight for these mam 
demands. He ~II:YS : ': At the s8J!1~ tiJ.ne the C. P. I. puts forward certain partial 
aeffi!lnds to faeill~te ~ th~ mobilisatIon of t~e masses f,?r rev~lutionary. insur. 
rechon for emanCipatIOn.' Then on page 1:>90 'when discussmg terrorism he 
says:" The C. P. I. considers that the road to victory is nut the method of indi-' 65 
viduR1: terrorism, but the stru~gle and. the revolutionary armed insurrection of 
the Widest masses of the Indianw.9:r.IWUt,l\lass and peasantry. ~nd the Indian 
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·,oldiers under its own leadership." I take it to be a reasonable inference tba' 
this is what all the members of the Communist Party of India were working 
lor ; and indeed that follows from what he says at the top of page 1591 : .. In 
·spite of diJlif.,'lllties; sacrifices and partial defeats, in spite of all the efforts of the 
Imperialist and the Indian bourgeoisie to separate the revolutionary movement. 
·of India from the international proletariat, the C. P. I. will lead the struggle for 
the complete overthrow of British rule and the feudal system, in order to marcl,t 
forward towards the struggle for the establishment of a socialist system through-
out the world." . 

Dealing with foreign correspondence Ghate denied that the witness Karanth 
Teceived any letters for him. In the circumstances it is curious to· note that 
:although Karanthdeposed that he had received letters for Ghate, the whole of 
his cross-examination runs to less than three lines, and nothing whatever of value 
was elicited from him. Ghate . accused has supplied some useful information 
about the P. P. T. U, S. On page 1599 he says: .. The P. P. T. U. S. happens to 
.be a revolutionary organisation fighting for the interests of the workers in all 
,Pacific countries," and on page 1601 ihe says : " Ryan came to India as a repre
sentative from the P. P. T. U. S. to the Trade Union Congress asking the T. U. C . 
. to affiliate itself· to the P. P. T. U. S .• which is the only militant organisation of 
revolutionary Trade Unions in the East,~ordinating and assisting in all the 
,revolutionary struggles of the workers in the Pacific countries." 

. Coming to the A. I. W. P. P. he admits that he was elected a member of the 
Central Executive. In regard to the W. P .. P. of Bombay he says that he was 
a member of this Party ever since its incepti()n in 1927 and was also a member 
of the Congress Labour Group which was the predecessor of this organisation. 
He goes on to claim for the W. P. P. of Bombay the credit for the orglj.nisation 
and direction of the Trade Union movement in Bombay. He says: " In fact its 
origin". (that is the origin of the T. U. Movement) " is to be found in what waH 
known as the Congress Labour group-the Left section in the B. P. C. C.-wbich 
later transformed itself into a W. P. P. with a'Programme of action. It worked 
within the Oongress. it worked in different Trade Unions, and it organised the 
workers to fight their bosses in militant Trade Unions. Its work in Bombay 
during 1928 is too well known. The organisation known as the G. K. U. was 
formed under the leadership of the Party". And all of this is exactly what the 
prosecution have been contending all along. . 
. As in the case of Spratt and Bradley the above is 'only a much abbreviated 
summary of the evidence against Ghate accused. There are on the record some 
74 documents which are in Ghate's- own handwriting and I find from my notes 
that there are 280 or more documents which affect his case more or less directly. 
The evidence in his case leaves. no room for even a shadow of doubt. He has het"B 
connected wilh the Communist Party of India throughout, he was the leading 
spirit in the Cl)ngress Labour Party and the Party which in other directions re
ceived from Europe was founded in succession to it namely the Workers and 
Peasants Party of Bomhay. He participated in all· the activities of this Party 
throughout its history. Further he was an important member of the Provisional 
.Committee of the All India Party and as such took part in the Council of War 
in September 1928. Throughout the period covered by the case he was in close 
touch with Spratt and Bradley accused. Finally there can be no room for doubt 
qnihe evidence that he was a member of the conspiracy mainly responsible for 
the maintaining of communications with the conspirators in Europe. As such 
we find him in touch with the Madras Pondicherry post office, we find him equip
ped with a series of cover addresses, we find him said to be in touch with some 
one in Colombo and we find him making the arrangements for Ajudhia Prasad 
to work as a courier by enlisting as a lascar under the name of Abdul Hamid 
(P. 2326J>., }<'. C. 187) and making arrangements with Majid for the receipt of 
remittances through some route probably the north-west of which no fuller expJa. 
nation lIas come on the record. With the papers in his possess-ion, the letters 
and so on wrii.ten by him and his statement to this Court indicate that everything 
he did with his eyes open and with the object of furthering the organisation of a 
violent revolution in this country. Agreeing with 4 and disagreeing with one 
·assessor I am Quite satisfied that Ghate accused has taken part in a conspiracy 
to deprive the King of the sovereignty of British India and I convict him aooord-
jngly of an offence under sect~on 121-A I. P. C. _. 
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PART XIX. 

o. P. 896. Coming to the case of Mirajkar accused the first we hear of him is on ilie s... Wth November 1926 when a letter P. 1835 P. (LC. 13) signed" D "; evidently 
I1Ul~KAB"emanating from Donald Campbell (I have dealt with the reasons for this coil-

" clusion earlier), was intercepted by P. W. 250, Inspector Dost Mohammad and 
photographed (and reposted) because, as the witness states, the- Police had fj 
information: that the addressee of the letter V. S. Pawar, Shilotri Bank, Girgaon 
BTanch was being used as a cover address for S. V. Ghate. This letter begins 
•• Dear M ". and enclosed with it was a copy of. another letter dated, like this 

" one, the 26th November from D'to J. That letter WRS found in Joglekar'. 
possession on March 20th, 1929 and is in evidence as P. 1144 (I. C. 7). There 10 
can be no question that P. 1835 P. was meant for Mirajkar because P. 1144 ends 
with the remark : " 1 am sending a' copy of this letter and the resolutions tQ 
Mirajkar." In any case there would have been little difficulty in deciding whe 
,M was because the letter' speaks of the suggested constitution for the Bombay 
Labour League ,obviously another name for the Congress Labour Party with 16 
Which Mirajkar himself says he was closely counected. Enclosed with the letter 
to Joglekar P. 1144 were a series of draft resolution, for the A. I. T. U. C., the 
A. L C. C. and the National Congress to which 1 have a:lluded at an earlier stage. 

Mirajkar also appears to have written a letter to Saklatvala- at Aden as 
Ghate had done as the next document in evidence against him in chronological 20 
order is P. 1235 (F. C. 177) a letter from Saklatvala found in Mirajkar's posses. 
sion in March 1929. Apart from showing Mirajkar's affiliations (so to speak) 
with Ghate and Saklatvala the letter is not of any particular importance. 

O.P.8t16. On the 22nd January 1927. as we find from P. 826. the Secret~ry's report 
presented to the First Annual Conference of the Bombay W. P. P. on the 18th 25 

, March 1928, a report which is presumably the work of Mirajkar himself as he 
was the Party's Secretary at that date, the Party celebrated Lenin Day by 
holding a public meeting in the Marwari Vidyalaya Hall " recognising the fact ! .' 

that as a working class party it is our duty to observe' the day of the leader of 
the world's working class and freedom." This was a little premature because ,30 
at that date the W. P. P. had certainly not yet come into existence. ' 

At any rate the birth of the Party was not long delayed and in that interest-
ing event Mirajkar accused took a very active part. A number of the documentli 
in thiS connection are at any rate partly in Mirajkar's handwriting, as for 
example the letter of the 26th January 1927 written by him as Provisional See:- 35 
retary Congress Labour Party to Thengdi accused (P. 855),P. 1355 (7) F, 
P. 1355 (7) B and P. 1355 (7) A, the last of which' is a noticc issued by Mirajkar 
as Secretary of the W. P. Party calling a meeting of ·the E. C. for Monday the 
13th February to consider the preliminary working of the Party. Subsequent' 
to this meeting he consulted Mr. Patel as to the legality of the programme of the 40 
Party and communicated the result to Thengdi accused on the 15th February in 
P. 854 (L C. 22) to which Thengdi accused replied in P. 853 dated the 17th Feb
ruary. An interesting document no doubt drafted in the very early days of the 
Party is P. 1017 which 1 havc called earlier on the" Whereas" document. In 
regard to this we have the evidence of P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. Patwardhan 45 
who deposes that P. 1017 was given to him by Mirajkar accused himself early 

o. P. 8l!'1. in the year at his own house. He says, " It. appeared first in the newspape:c.' 
Then 1 went and saw him and he took out this copy- in his own house and signed 

'" it and gave it to me." It must have been drafted very early indeed because 
paragraph no. 6 and the demands which follow it were included in the account 50 
of the foundation of the Party sent to the newspapers and found later in Thengdi 
accused's possession, P. 851. One of Mirajkar's first acts as Secretary of thtl 
Party was to send, in reply to P. 1355 (1) (F. C. 177) the letter from the League 

• Against Oppression in the Colonies dated 12th January 1927 and received 
through Jhabwala. accnsed, the telegram P. 1355 (2) (F. C. 334) .. Another 55 
interesting fact is that at the time when the proposal to change the Congress 
Labour Party into the W. P. P, was under consid.eration he must have written 
to the C. P. G. B. for a copy of the statutes and rules of that Party as P. 1355 (5) 
(F. C. 182) is a letter dated 14-2-27 in which Albert Inkpin writing for the SeC' 
retariat of the C. P. G. B. sends him a copy of those statutes and rules "as per 60 
your request". The same Secretary's report for which Mirajkar is responsible, 
P. 826, also mentions a meeting of welcome to Saklatvala in February 1927 and . 
this is also mentioned in the body of the report at page 70 of the printed exhibit 
where it is stated that " Mr. Saklatvala by visiting this country tried and BUC' 
eeeded a great deal in fighting th~ prejudice" (spread by the ,intellectuals against 65 
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workers' interests) " and the Parly'ga~e rum welcome, helped him and was 
~JlIP«;.d by him during.hiutay here in 1927." . . . 

': Mirajkar accused was one 'of those who went to Delhi for the meetingbf 
-the'A. 1. T. U. a.,in March: He was staying in room no. 33 along with Ghate.· 
:Joglekar, Nimbkar and Muzaffar Ahmad (P.·1494) and must presumably have I 
bt'en present at the meeting of the Communist Party of India although he was 
II.Ot 11 member until a very much later date. Then he too appears to have had 
l!oineidea. of going abroad as he applied oil. the 8th April for the renewal of hi. 
'Passport (P; 1511, F. C. 204). Later on in April', as appears fI:om P. 1838, 
P. 1839 and P. 1840, thr(>o tlarcels of books addressed to him were received from 10 
London none of which contained the name of the sender and all of which were 
>Wit.hheld under the Sea Customs Act. It is reasonable to suppose that these 
bbOks which are neady all on Communist subjects were sent either at Mirajkat'. 
1i'Wti l'equest or tmder thO' direction of someone in London who knew that the 
young Party was in need of literature. In the light of P. 2418 P. (F. C.233) 11. lIS 
letter written b)t Mirajkar to' comrade Pollitt on the 12th August 1927 in whicb: 
he asks Pollitt to send him some pamphlets of the L. R. D. and two copies of 
.. Modern India" the probability is that Mirajkar had written for these books. 

Mirajkar was a very active member of the W. P. P. throughout the whole 
period covered by this case. He himself said to Spratt in P. 1010 (I. C. 60) on 20 
the 21st of A ugnst that he had become Secretary of the Bombay Port Trust Rail. 
waymen's Union and was also working in the Bombay Port Trust Employees' 
Union. He had also been making some attempt to organise a Clerks' Union. 
Thele .. is further evidence that in spite of his disclaimer in P. 1010 he took a 
fairly aetive interest in the strike in the Apollo and the Manchester Mills., 25-
T. U. activities were in fact keeping him busy, and in addition, as Ilppeart 
from P. 1344, he wali with Joglekar Joint Editor of the" Kranti " which was 
etil.rted from the 7th May. And it was he who was actually the official Manager 
and Puhlisher (see P. 1349 (2); P. 1010 again shows that in August he wa. 

. Ilhno$t solely responsible for the paper. Somewhat earlier than this in P. 839 3Q> 
(I. C. 46) on the 10th June, a letter written by Mirajkar to Thengdi aecused, we 
find the clearest possible indication that all that Mirajkar aecused was doing 
was part of a plan. In the third paragraph of this letter he says, .. Re Party 
work. It is proceeding slowly and steadily. We are now making our contaet 
in the 'l'rade Union Movement. We are attending all the meetings of the Uniona ~ 
in the city along with Mr. Jhabwala." And we have confirmation of this letter 
from the hest possihle judge, namely Spratt aecused, in P. 2328 P. (2) (F. C. 217) 
dated June 14, 1927 in which writing to C. P. Dutt Spratt says, "University 
affairs Ilre better. Huz is improving. Organisation is going better and our con· 
tact is growing mainly because of the good work of Ler." .0-

On the 4th Jul, 1927 in P. 1472 (I. C. 51) ( . P. 1349 (1» Mirajkar sought 
t" obtain an interview with Donald Campbell at the Yeravada Prison, Poona. 
The attempt was of course unsuccessful. Next, oil the 28th July, as we learn 
ftom the evidence of P. W. 244 R. S. Patwardhan, Mirajkar's premises were 
ilearched and a searchlist P. 1014 drawn up. That list shows that at the time of '-S 
this search' Mirajkar was in possession of three issues of "The Communist 
Interuational" and 35 copies of the" Masses of India". P. 1830 (P. W. 269, 
Deputy Inspector Chawan) shows that a number of books were retutned to 
Mirajkar accused. This search was, according to the statement of .Mirajkar in 
hill letter to Spratt accused P. 1010,' rather helpful to the" Kranti". He says 50 
about it, " Advertisement side is also hopeful since the recent raid on the office 
and also our paper is well advertised." There is a good deal more of interest 
in this letter. For example, like Ghate's letter P. 1011 written at the same time, 
it mentions the retUrn of Ajudhia Prasad in the following passage: " God's 
messenger has come from brother and wants to meet you here. He will go first • 55 
wcek of the next month (5-9-27). Please come and meet him." (Ghate also 
mentioned that the boy brought some copies of the Masses and a letter for 
Spratt.) This letter was clearly being written under Ghate's instructions 8S 
Ghate himself says in the first sentence of his letter to Spratt: .. The main 
points with regard to the information that you require are being dealt with by 60 
Mirajkar in his letter." Both these two letters also refer to the birth of 
},{ita~'kar's son and heir whom MiraJ'kar describes as a .. Bolshevik babe " and 
Gbate as " Mirajkar's Communist BOn ". . 

'. On the 28th Angust1927 the W. P. P. organised a Sacco-Vanzetti protfllt 
D't~ting, vide P. 826 nnd P. 2311, tlle latterJ)f wlrichmentionl that S. S. Mimjkar " , 
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'!Uso spoke ill Marat,hiel:plainiD.g why the meeting was convened under the attlJ
'pices of his Party (P. W. 262, .DellutyInspector Chaudhri); Another activity 
.in which Mirajkar accused took part was the welcOme to U smani on his release 
.from jail P. 1684 is·the.report.of.this meeting prepared by P. W. 262, Deputy 
Inspector .chaudllri, and shows that the meeting was held under the auspict's of IS 

. the C. P. I., but it .will be .remembered that there is evidence that the Hall was paid 
for by the W. P. P. Mirajkar (as also Nimbkar) spoke exhorting the people to fol- • 
low the acth'ities of the C, P. I. and the W. P. P. and not to be frightened by the 
¢sleading propaganda of. the Government and the capitalist press against the 
Communist activities. 10 

Mirajkar was arrestecJ. in connection with the publication of "India and 
China " on the 20th Septcmber and for some reason he has used this arrest as. the 
basis for a dcliberately false allegation in the course of ms statement to this 
.court. In P. lOll .Ghate had written to Spratt as follows: .. Sad' Tale to 
tell-Mirajkar is likely to be asked to go away and I think he is leaving it him- 15 
self-and I have severed connection with Acharya and Co." And in P.I01O Miraj-
kar says, .. More in person when we meet and the meeting must be arranged at 
once since I am once more free I free I Today (23·8-27) I am no longer the slave 
of Frcnch Bank. Although I have obtained leisure ; yet I must know that my 
bread is gone." It seems enraordinary that in the face of this statement he 20 
should say to the Court at page 1377 of the statements of the accused: "Fright
ened by my arrest and trial my French employers who had already been insti~ 
gated by the C. I. D. officials to deprive me of my job at last asked me to quit, 
which I did.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . At last I lost my job in September 1927 and with 
it my bread and butter was also gone. Thereafter constant unemployment and 25 
its consequent resultants were 'worrying me and my family. I suffered very 

. miserably as a result of all these ... I tried to get another job ; but the omnipotent 
and omnipresent police would always interfere and would not enable me to get 
an employment." It appears to me that all this is mere propaganda and all the 
more objectionable because as his own letters show it is entirely false. In the 30 
same connection Mirajkar aooosed sent on the 24th September a cable P. 1350 (5) 
(F. C.304) which appears to be in Ghate's handwriting but bears Mirajkar's sig
nature to Page Arnot, Labour Research Department, London in the following 
terms: .. Spratt defence arrangements made through Ginwalla, Cable assis. 
tance to Mirajkar Workers' Peasants Party Bombay Mirajkar." It was in the 35 
same connection again that about the end of October Mirajkar as Secretary of 
the Spratt Defence Committee received fromC. P. DRtt 1he letter P.1233 (F. C. 
305) in which C. P. DRtt so disingenuously says that he ,has been interested in 
.the matter having met Mr. Spratt when he was working at the Labour Research 
Department, as if that was the only reason for his interest. 40 

Mirajkar accusE:d seldom missed an opportul1ity of making a speech, so as 
usnal we find him taking part in the meeting held under the auspices of the W ork-
ers' and Peasants' Party to celebrate the loth Anniversary of the Russian Revo
lution, vide the report of P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Chaudhri, P •. 1685, which 
shows that Mirajkar el:plained the object of the meeting and said that the workers 45 
and peasants should be organised for the overthrow of British Imperialism that 
was dominating over them. Another document in this connection isP. 1358, 
a slip of paper, on w~ch the resolution moved at this meeting appears with the 
names of the speakers, including that of Mirajkar accused. 

His n,ext appearance was at the Cawnpore Session of the< A. I. T.U. d. 50 
Mirajkar accused dealt with this Session of the T. U. C. at page 1449 of the 
IItatements of the accused where he said: "In Cawnpore our Party made an 
effort to consolidate the Left Wing of the T. U. C. and organised it on the proper 
basis to coordinate the activities of the various groups in difi'er.ent provinces 
[Po 1878 (1) C.]. The result of this consolidation was that at Jharia in 1928, li5 
our Party showed great strength and J osbi, Bakhle and company felt convinood 
that the days of their Trade Union leadership were numbered." This is a very 
dear acknowledgment of the authenticity of Dange's letters, P. 1878 C. and 
P. 2097 C .. with which P. 1878 (1) C. was forwarded. 

At the end of the year we fi'nd that Mirajkar applied for membership of the .60 
C. P. I. His application, P. 1287 (1), is dated Bombay the 29th Decemb~ 1927~ 
and as I have mentioned already it bears an endor~ement in Ghate's handwriting 
" recommended by Ghate, to be considered in March." Some attempt was mad~ . 
.to cast doubt on the Madras meeting of the C. p, L by reliance on this document. 
I think however that there is little doubt that the el:planation of the endorsement 65 
on it is that it was'written by Mirajkar at Bombay too late to be put,up before 
the meeting 'at Madras (he probably remembered that he ought to have put it 
~oo ' 
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.in after the ~em?ers of the P~tty had lefnor.Madras}, 'and'mthe absence 6f 
.a.formallipplicatIon the Co~t~ee of the C.- P. I: 'felt it.to be impossible to :enrol 
hun as a meml?er. The apphcahon was not considered m March presumably-be
\lause no me~tmg o! the C. P. I. was held then. The next meeting of which we 
hav? any ~Vld~nce IS the one held at Calcutta in December 1928, at which Miraj. 5 
kar s application was accepted, and he was appointed a member of the Executive 
Co~ittee or Central Executive. Mirajkar accused took part in the Bombay 
Presidency Youth Conference early in 1928, vide D. 587. After that he took 
part, as he must naturally do, in the Enlarged E. C. of the Partyi for which 
Muzaffar Ahmad came to Bombay, and in consequence of Muzaffar Ahmad's 10 
pres~nce we get evidence of associ~tion between Mirajkar and Goswami accnsed, 
who In P. 548 (8) (I. C. 95) sent his love to Spratt, Ghate Mirajkar Dange and 
0!hers. In this Enlarged Execu~ive qommittee meeting1lirajka.r appears from 
his own letter, P. 835, (I. C. 94), In which he reported the proceedings to Thenrrdi 
accused, to have moved the resolution on Organisation, P. 833. On the 11th 15 
February Mirajkar wrote two more letters to Thengdi accused. One of these 
is p, 827, in which he I'nclosed a copy of the circular letter of the same date address-
ed by the E. C. of tJ-oe W. P. P. to all Trade Unions and their Executive Com
mittees recommending that the proposal to affiliate the T. U. C. to the I. F. T. U. 
be rejected, and that if any affiliation is considered, it should be in favour of 20 
the R. I. L. U. The other is P. 1831 C. in which he encloses a copy of the open 
letter addressed by tile E. C. of the W. P. P. to the All Parties' Conference calling 
for a National COllstituent Assembly, elected by Universal Adult Suffrage. On 
the same day in P. 1109 Mirajkar called upon Joglekar as Trade Union Group 
leader to submit a brief report of the work done by the Trade· Union Group dur:- 25 
ing the years 1927-28 for inclusion in the report to be laid before the Annual 
General Meeting. of the Party. Then on the 18th March there was held the 
general meeting of the Party, for whic4 Mirajkar had issued notices on the 15th 
February, vide P. 1348 (13). I have already alluded to the Secretary's report, 
P.826. The same file in which P.1348 (13) was found also contained a manuscript 30 
copy or draft of the Secretary's report P. 1348 (14) in Dange's handwriting with 
a note on it by Mirajkar " accepted S. S. M." Mirajkar now ceased to be the 
Secretary of the Party, being replaced by Ghate, and instead became Group leader 
in charge of Education and Propaganda.· . 

The next aLotivity on the part of Mirajkar of which we hear is an article 35 
which appeared in.tho Gurmukhi Kirti for March 1928, P. 746; entitled: "The 
second step towards liberty", which.. suggests the necessity of shedding ·oue's 
O:wn blood. From this ·time onwards he was fully occupied with the Mill strike, 
about which he wrote letters to Aftab Ali .and Muzaffar Ahmad, P. 129 and P. 
2080 C., (I. C. 1581159) on the 5th May .. In,proof of the au~enticity of the latter 40 
of these two letters we have the mention in P.·1322 (I. C. 165), the letter from 
Spratt to Ghate, of the rumour spread in Bombay that Bradley accused was an 
agent of the Lancashire mill-owners. ' 

At the beginning of June five copies of a pamphlet containing the re,solutions 
of the General Council of the League against Imperialism, P. 1634, reached ~ 
Bombay addressed to Jhabwala accused, and we find from P. 1633, a letter from 
Chattopadhyaya intercepted on the same date that one of these· was in~nded 
for Mirajkar accused. Unfortunately both P. 1633 and P. 1634 were mter
cepted and withheld. At about the same time Mirajkar accused sent to the 
Secretary of the Party the report of the Propaganda Group, P. 1348(2); which 50 
mentions the activities of Party members in the mill strikes in the following 
terms : " The Party members are enthusiastically busy with the strike work in 
Bombay and doing everything in their power to make the struggle a success. 
Our Party member Comrade Spratt is conducting the strike of the Railway 
workers at Lillooah with the assistance of the Bengal comrades.": I think that 55 
this is perhaps putting the part taken by Spratt accused in the Lillooah strike 
a little .high. This report also mentions that " Comra~e Joglekar- has been 
steadily organising the Railway workers on the G. I. P. lines and at BhusavaL 
Comrades Jhabwala and J(l!dekar successfully organised. the Railwaymen'8 
Confere'D.ce at Bhusaval recentlv. Our influence is slowly and steadily increas- 00 
ing amongst the G. L P. Railwaj-men. The other Unions' activities are pr~ed-
ing well." A similar report by Mirajkar sent to the Secr~tary perhaps a little 
earlier than this one is P. 1373(16), which deals mainly With May Day celebra
tions and lays stress ou the fact that the Party members at May !?ay celebra
tions explained to the workers how it was necessary to ~~ve an ~n~ependent 65 
political· organisation of the workers; It fn~h~r s.ays : In a~d~tion to t~e 
above the Party members are actively parhClpatmg m the enstmg TextIle 
Itriktt' and are consistently pushing. on the Patty _propaganda." Dnriug this 
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period Mir!1Jk:ar ~ecuSe(l )tal!t8.king.~·,~~· active: part in the: niill;Strike. . .rf(}
wards the end of J1in~'lVe';6.nd from :J?; 1344,that the need· for ,the Party;pro'
paganda was held, to. ~jjl'g~t a~. this:. stage in the mill strike. situation, and it 
was unanimously agreed tha~. th~ " Kranti· 'I, official organ! of the Party; 'be 
(evived within the following week, with Dange<as Editor, Pendse to assist Danga 6 
in Editorial work, and Ghate to look in~o the management side of the paper. 
At the next meeting of the E. C, on the' 1st July it was decided that the name of 
S. S. Mirajkar be added to the Editorial Committee of the " Kranti ".Through-
out this period Mirajkar accused was, also, making· speeches.. In fact ·we 
:find from the evid~ce of P. W., 245, Inspector Hassan Ali, that ill the period 10 
f:.:om the 16th April to the 30th June Mirlljkar accused was present at 60 meet-
ings and spoke at 59, and of course his eloquence did not by any means cease 
on the 1st of July. Of all the speeches made by him throughout, the period of 
the mill strike, there are some 30' in evidence, but as I have quoted freely from 
these at an earlier stage of this, judgment, I will not do so again. It will be 15 
remembered that he mentioned ,Russia very frequeIitly and laid great stress 

o. P. 907. on the necessity for a Workers' Raj, such- as has been established in that 
country. Mirajkar accused was of course invited by Sohan Singh Josh te 
attend the Lyallpur Conference in September, but for the same reason as other 
Bombay accused 'he was unable to do so. In October he distinguished himself 20' 
by attempting to send a telegram to greet Sir John Simon and the Statutory 
Commission. Fa.ili:D.g to' get it accepted he sent a copy iIi a ,covering letter, 
P. 1946, (I; C. 248). In this telegram he says': "Revolutionary' Indian masses 
are determined to achieve oomplete iridependence ........ " The telegram is 
signed'S. S. Mirajkar Communist '. A few days later Mirajkar was asked 25 
by Kadam (signing himself L. N. Kadam) to attend the Bundelkhand Peasants' 
and Workers' Conference to' be held on the 28th and 29th. October; He did 
not, however, do SQ. He did, however, attend the A. I. W. P. P. Conference at 
Calcutta in December. His name appears in P. 669 in the report of the first 
day's proceedingS as a member of the Drafts Committee. On the second day 30 
he spoke against Joglekar's amendment to the Political Resolution, and on the 
3rd day he moved a resolution condemning the Trade Disputes' Bill, At the 
C. P. I. meetings which' followed he was on the 27th admitted as a member of 
the Committee and elected a 'memb"er of tpe Cenfral Executive, after which he 
returned to Bombay. There on the 30th December he' attended a meeting of 35 
the Girni Kamgar Union, at which he' was elected a captain of the corps of 
volunteers~ vide resolution no. 7' passed at the meeting of the G. K. U. on 
Snnday the 30th December 1928 in P. 954. His last activity before his arrest 
was his'participation in the meetings ofthe·C. P. I. held at Bombay .on .the 17th 
and 19th March. At the latter meeting he is merely noted as present, but at the 40 

O. P. 908. .former he ,appears to have taken an active part in the discussion in regard to 
what should be done with the W. P.P. 

In the search of his rooms ilOnducted by Insp-ector Fern, P. W. 208, some 
items .of interest appear. For example he had in his possession 129 copies of 
the first issue of the" Spark" P. 1225, two issues of" The Communist Inter- 46 
national" P. 1226, a copy of" 'Dhe Thesis on the Revolutionary Mo~ment in 
the colonies" P.'1228, a copy of Sohan Singh Josh's Pres.id~ntialaddress 
P'. 1231, Lozovsky's "Lenin and the Trade Union Movement~' P: 1230, 'and 
'l'lQtsky'a (I The defence .of Terrorism" P. 1236. 

me most of the accused Mirajkar B.ccused made a verY lengthy state1Dent 50 
t!lldeJ: Section342C. P. P .. He began by dealing with his early history,1ntbe 
allUrse of which he admitted a gDod many of the, facts, :which I ha~e 1DentiQned 
earlier. At page 1384, he c.ame to tbe subject of his alleged foreign' c;onmictionl\. 
On thia subject".on page. 138~ he !!aid :' "In the strike wave t)J.at.swept over 
the country during the years 1927, 19l!8. and 1929, the Ind.ial!- working class W(lS 55 
very snbstantially assisted, by the foreign (lrgan.isa~qns '!luch as ~. I. "J,.. ,U., 
League against Imperialism, Pan Paci$.c Trade Union Secretariat" the. W orke~s' 
Welfare Lea~e in England etc. as a result of which th,e Indlan wo~ng'class 
has :very rapidly gral!:t'ed the fact, that, these organis(ltio~s',ll,lone, are our. true • 
supporters in our antl-Imperialist,and anti-Capitalist struggle." Th.at ,IS, an 60 

. admission which is to be read along with the dOC1;unep.t ".Red Money" t6 Which 
I have alluded once before, and is a ,strong corroboration ~of. the prosecution 
cont,entions, in regard to the work being done by those organisations in this 
country .. On the ·~ollowin:g page he gives a frank statement of his own attitude, 

o. P.809. where he says: ." And I frankly admit that I am out to destroy the ,sovereig'I!ty' 65 . 
of Capital, c:all it" His Majesty'ssQvereignty-" if you'please Qt'.whatever else 
you like." Again on the following page he says about the organisations 'men~. 
tioned : ' " I unliesitatipgly ~dl:nit my c~mnections with these organisations' and 
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I feel very proud about it. I unfalte!ingly ~aintain that it is our right to carry 
on suoh corresponde~ce and keep 'contact WIth the revolutionary organisation. 
abroad by any possIble means:" In the next paragrlllph he makes a rather 
absurd suggestion 'that the evidence in connection with P. 1838 P. 1839 and 
P. 1840 is fabricated, but his reasons for coming to that conclusion' are obviously IS 
inadequate. In regard to all except a very few of the documents put to him in 
~nn!'lction with his foreign. !lOnnections he says at ~he foot of page 1387 : 

WIth regard to other exhibits put to mc I do not thmk that any explanation 
is necessary. I do not want to admit them, nor do I want to say anythmg parti
cular about them." In answer to a question in reference to his connection with 10' 
the W. P. P. of Bombay, other W. P. P.'s and the A. I. W. P. P. he said that 
he would deal with these documents later, and he proceeded to deal with what 
he called the fairness of the trial and other matters. On page 1390 we find him 
referrin&" as he did so often in his speeches, to the glorious example of Russia 
and saymg: "The revolutionary experience' of the working class and the lIS 
peasantry of RlQssia is .the coillmon heritage of the workers of the world. It 
teaches them methods aild tactics of dealing with their oppressors-of ushering 
in an era of a new society." And on the following page he says: "Most 

O.P.DIO. 
certainly we are pledged to overthrow the rnle of British Imperialism in India ", 
but he proceeds to justify this aim. Then he reverts to the subject of the fair- 20' 
ness of the trial and talks at length about what he calls" Propa&,anda against 
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the accused ", and mentions a whole series of matters, with WhICh the Court 
could not possibly have been acquainted, if he had not taken such pains to bring 
them to its notice. In the course of this he brings up all those old complaints 
about the selection of Meernt as the place for trial, tbe refusal of a transfer to 25 
Bombay or Calcutta., the refusal of trial by Jury, with which I have dealt al
ready, censorship of correspondence, with which I am not concerned, the refusal 
to call foreign witnesses, the refusal of bail and so on. But to anyone who is 
acquainted with the facts of the case, it is perfectly obvious that the whole of 
this long dissertation is not given for the purpose of explanation or defence but 30' 
for the purpose of propaganda. A good example of the absurdity of the pleas 
put forward in defence is his statement at page 1409 about Mr. J. Ryan. He 
says: "So also it was he who would have deposed as to what the Pan
Pacific Trade Union Secretariat was, and his evidence would have helped us as 
well as the Court to determine whether the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat 35 
was a conspiratorial body." Bearing in mind the documents of that organis8.-
ti(lU, which are before' the Court, the futility of this contention is only too 
palpable. ,"'~ "H"-'<or." ,,' ,;;,..i."; If'; '.'J ,(:.,., ..... 

.... ' At page 1424 Mtrajkar accused. said .that he would explain some of. the 
documents put to him at the very outset. He denied the receipt of P. 1835 40 
and said that he was not at all connected with an organisation called the Bombay 
,'Labour League which is mentioned in the body of this letter. This is typical 
of the half-truths which we so often get from the accused in this case. Possibly 
he was not connected with any organisation called the Bombay Labour League, 
but it is impol<sible to doubt that Donald Campbell in writing of the Bombay 45 
Labour lJeague was really writing about the Congress Labour Party.. Then he 
went on to talk about the Lenin Day. meeting,-at which he admits he was present, 
and of which, he says, he was the principal organiser. Then he goes on to ex
plain why it is celebrated, and savs on page 1425 that it was natural for the 
Congress Labour Party and the Workers' and Peasants' Party, which is the 50' 
Party of complete Independence, to celeorate Lenin Day and try to give pra.c
ticallessolls in the methods of complete liberation from the bondage and slavery 
of. Imperialism. This is a fairly plain admission of the object with which he 
had orgamsed this meeting. At page 1426 he explains the occasion of Thengdi 
accnsed's jocular remark in P. 1355 (4) about the Marwaris supplying the 55 
sinews of war to Mirajkar and his Peasants' and Workers' Party followed by the 
'Words: ., Now we shan't be long in getting the Dictatorship of the Proletariat 
when the~pitalist class comes forward to help the Workers' Party." But the 
suggestion that in making these remarks Thengdi accused was making f~ of 

• the idea of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat and taunting those who. believed 60' 
in it is fatuous in the ~rlreme. It was the Marwaris at whom Thengdi accused 
was laughing. At page 1427 he comes to a section headed" Activities among 
the Bombay Dock Workers".' Abont them at page 1428 he says:' "I· decided 
to m"ganise these workers into a union with a view to improve their condition. 
-I began to move about the dock side in the small hours of the morning in the IJ5. 
'early part of the year 1929.1 used to talk to ~h.em and explain ht?w they were 
deceived by the contractors by the dock anthonties and by the SOCIal system of 
-capitaliilIIL' I used to addr~ss them in smaU gronps. Soon I gathered round a 
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the time for the actual revolution had not arrived. Before the actual revolution 
c0';I1es I was trying ~o impre~s upon the workers the necessity of preparing and 
gomg through the mtermediate stages of the revolution and the necessity of 

· organi,sation of such a workers' revolution." A little further on down the same 
page speaking of P. 1717 (1) he said that what he had said was due to the fact 5 
that at this time some of the workers had become very impatient about harass
ment by the Police: "In order to pacify these impatient workers we had to 
explain to them all things and persuaded them to maintain peace which we had 
succeeded in doing throughout the mill strike, because we knew that the time for 
~reaking peace .had not arrived ", whieh implies of course that in their plans a 10 
tIme wouldarnve when the peace would have to be broken. On the following 
page (1454) speaking of P. 1719 he says that the report is not correct, but he 

, goes on: "The general sense conveyed in the passage I do not want to deny. 
I do maintain that we want to establish Workers' Raj in India. And I was 
trying to explain to the workers how our Russian comrades had brought about 15 
such a ~aj in their country." Then on the next page (1455) speaking of P. 17140 
he says 'L' " The oppression of Imperialist role and its allies, the Indian capi
talists, I was impressing upon the workers, cannot be removed till the raison 
d 'etre of this oppression is destroyed. This could easily be done, if the masses 
were to rise in revolt in an organised manner, and the power of British 20 

0.11.1116. Imperialism would collapse like a house of cards, if such mass rising were to 
"materialise. This point is emphasised in the latter part of the speech." Then 
"he goes on to speak of violence and non-violence and says: "Communists do 
'''not hesitate to advocate violence. We believe, as all sane people do, that it is 
'not possible to be ind~endent by non-violence, much less it is possible to destroy 25 
· the capitalist social order by doing penance and by non-violence. The capitalist 
State and social order is based on violence, is maintained and will continue to be 

-maintained by violence. It will have to be over-thrown also by violence. I was 
acquainting the revolutionary working class of Bombay with some of the.se 

,fundamental principles, nothing more, nothing lcss." A little further on on 30 
· page 1460 we come to the policy of exposing reformist leaders, about which 
-speaking of P. 1696 (2) he says: "Our policy with regard to these leaders was 

I to expose them in the eyes of the workers ", and he goes on to sar that he also 
'criticised Bakhle, another reformist leader. At. page 1465 speaking of women 
'Workers he says: "It is very necessary to carryon propaganda amongst them, 35 
, and its importance ha'8 been stressed in the thesis adopted in the Third Congress 
of the Communist International ", by which it is obvious that he feels hinlself to 
be bonnd. At page 1468 he comes to the Anniversary of the Rnssian Revolution, 

'and sums up his explanation as to why this anniversary is celebrated on page 
1471, where after quoting a passage from Lenin he goes on to say: .. There .0 
is no turning back. Workers and peasant,s of all conntries have to march forward 
to their November and so have the workers and peasants of India. That is why 

o. P. 1117. we celebrate the Anniversary of the. November Revolution. ,That is why we 
instil into the workers the significance of the November Revolntion. The Russian 
workers have given the lead to the workers of the rest of the world ; that is why 45 
we send revolutionary greetings to their representatives on the 14th birthday 
Of the First Workers' Republic of the world." This inspired utteran~ was 
of course made on the 7th November ]932 .. At page 1475 he deals Wlth the 
" Kranti " and in so doing admits the truth of what I have shown earlier to be 

_ proved by the evidence. In the course of this short section he says: "The 50 
paper was an official organ of the W. P. P. up to the time of our arrest ...... The 
views representeq in this paper were the views and the policy of the W. P. P. 
'which we wanted to propagate amongst the workers." Further on after speak
, ing of the vilification of the .. K ranti " by the .. Times' bf India: '. an~ other 
papers he says: "But in spite of all this propaganda and vd.i~cation the 55 

. workers' papers like the" Kranti .. will continue to give the revolutIonary lead 
· to the growing workers' movement in this country." . 

Then on page 1476 he comes to the Communist Party of India and in the 
.hort paragraph on this subject shows thnt he iA well acquainted with the ,;MasloW 

• ·ease •• He says: .. I have already told this Court that I was a member of tbe 60 
C. P. I. at the time of my arrest. The C. P. I. was an open Party and worked 
also openly and IE'gally ........ I have nothing to say about the exhibits put to 
me in this connection. Communists npver discuss Party matters outside their 
Party mectings, and this court has no right to expect me to explain those docu
ments which are alleged to relate to Party matters." He seems to have for- 65 

0: P. illS. gotten that this Conrt is in no way bound by the pronouncements of the inter
national eontrol Commission, but his statement implies that he !s so bound, 
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and that he is, therefore, equally bound to carry out all the rules, regulations and 
instructions wbich emanate from tbe Communist International. A little fur-
ther on in answer to a Question in regard to connections he says : " I have ad
mitted that I was the member of the C; P. I. and the W. P. P. I was also con
nected with and actively worked in the Trude Union Movement. As a membor 
of the C. P. I. and the W. P. P. I would naturally have connections with my 
oomrades who associated with those Parties. I re~ard it a proud privilege to 
be connected with them and fight hand in hand, wIth the revolutionary deter
mination to aohieve the lofty ideal, namely, the ideal. of the establishment of 
the Communist society. As far as I am concerned I have not the slightest 
hesitation in admitting those connectiona." Then he goes on to a passage 
about White Terror, which is mostly irrele\'ant and is full of deliberate lies. 
From this he comes to Red Terror, which brings him to individual terrorism, 
in a passage about which at the fool of page 1496 he makes some interesting 
remarks. Here he says : " The Communists discard the weapon of individual 
terrorism, because they believe that nothing can be gained by the destruction 
of the individuals who form part of the State machinery." (The old question 
of expediency again) "Communists aim at the complete destruction of tbe 
existing State machinery of Imperialism ; hence they must rely on the strength, 
discipline and organisation of that class, which alone can accomplish that task 
and crect its own State machinery in its stead. That class is the proletariat i 
its machinery is the revolutionary Democratic Dictatorship' of the workers and 
peasants, which alone can guarantee the carrying out of bourgeois democratie 
tasks, such as independence from forei~u rule, aholition of landlordism, freedom' 
of organisation for workerS'and peasants ete. It alone can open the road towards 
socialism. The Communistlt therefore agitate, organise and discipline their 
forces on oll11's fines only to prepare for an armed uprising of the toiling masses, 
which alone can bring independence to India, freedom, land and bread to the 
workers apd peasants." He concludes by saying that the purpose of his 
defence statement was to tear the mask of the so-called" abstract justice". It 
I8Il only be said that he has been very successful in tearing off the mask with 
which be and other accused have at time, sooght to conceal their real aims and 
objects. 

So Dlut'h for Mirajkar accused's statement. It may perhaps be as well to 
add that there are some 59 documeilts, which are either wholely or partially in 
his handwriting, or bear his signature, and quite apart from the writings in the 
" Kranti " there are upwards of 150 documents on record in evidence, which 
directly affect his case. To put the case shortly, the evidence against Mirajkar 
accused shows that he has been in close touch with the Communist Party of 
India from a very early stage, though not actually elected a member until the 
end of 1928. He was also an active participator in the organisation of the 
Congress I,abour Party and the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay. He 
took a very active part indeed in Trade Union. work, and particularly in 1928 
was one of the leading speakers of the Party at strike meetings, no doubt be
cause his tongue, as Alve accused once suggested, rattles on like the Punjab 
Mail, a fact which was apparent in his stalement to this Court. His work on 
the " Kranti " in 1927 and as a speech-maker in 1928 would almost justify his 
being described as one of the leading propaganda workers of the Bombay Party, 
and there can be no doubt that in every speecb he made, in every letter he wrote 
lind in all his organising' and other work, he was perfectly aware throughout 
of what he was dlling, and he was working, and working strenuously, to estab
lish, train up and strengthen an organisation., which would in good time be able 
.to bring ahout an armed revolution in India. 
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Agreeing with four assessors and disagrf!eing with one, I hold that Miraj-
kar accllsed has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of hi. 50 
I!overeignty of British India, and I convict him accordingly under Section 121-,& 
I. P. C. . 
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PART XX. 

0. P.lil. . Joglekar accused was the editor, printer and publisher in 1924 of a paper 
&. •• ealled " 'l'he Socialist" ·and appears also to have been running a press called 
~OG~KAR.The Labour Press, see P. 1493, P. 1131, P. 1106 and his own statement at page 

. 2038 of the statements of the accused. This paper, " The Socialist ", published 
some time iu 1924 an open letter from Begerhotta on the subject of the Com- 6 
muni.l!t Party and when this open letter came to the notice of M. N. Roy, he wrote 
a reply to it for pUblication in " The .socialist " which is in evidence as the 
enclosure to P. 1138 (F. C. 3) a letter dated November 6th, 1924 addressed to 
Begcrhotta which was recovered from Joglekar accused's possession on March 
20th, 1929. Another copy of this article was sent by Roy direct to the editor, 10 
"The Sociali~t", but was intercepted and withheld, and is in evidence as 
P. 1868 (1) (It'. C. 7). I may perhaps note that Begerhotta's open letter was 
also mentioned in a letter from M. N. Roy to Begerhotta ,dated October 22nd, 
1924 which was put in by the defence from Begerhotta's search and is D. 374. 
All of these papers have of course been dealt with at an· earlier stage. At the 15 
end of July 1925 Joglekar accused must have received the letter of which 
P. 1843C. (F. C. 59) is a copy from one Arthur Field, B. G. Horniman and 
Shapurji Saklatvala President and organiser of the East-West Circle inviting 
him to a conference in September. This is the letter which has at the foot all 
endorsement from N. M. Joshi, Diwan Chaman Lal and Goswami. The only 20 
importance of this document is that it shows that people in Engl811d knew of 
Joglekar accused as early as the middle of 1925. 

J oglekar accused was of course one of those who took part in the first Indian 
0. P. 922. Communist Conferenc~ at Cawnpore on 26th December 1925, on which occasion 

0. P: 923. 

he was elected with Ghate, Nimbkar and Begerhotta to represent Bombay on the 25 
Central Executive Committee. In J 8lluary and February 1926 he was in corres
pondencp. with Ghate and Muzaffar Ahmad in regard to the recovery of the 
balance of the Cawnpore Communist Conspiracy Case Defence Fund, see P. 1140 
(F. C. 1), P. 1836P, P. 1837P (C. 2) 8lld P. 1139 (I. C. 4). In February 
Begerhotta writing to Ghate accused in P.1287 (10) suggested a means of getting 30 
rid of Satya Bhakta from the Central Executive of the Party and proposed that 
Joglekar accused be put in as President and somebody else as Secretary. These 
letters 8lld Nimbkar accused's letter to Begerhotta dated 4th August 1926 
(P. 780) in which Nimbkar says that he has asked Joglekar to write to Begerhotta 
about the propol'al to accord a reception to comrade Shafiq all go to .show that 35 
Joglekar a(',cused occupied an important position in the Communist Party of India 
'from its very earliest days. 

In dealing with Mirajkar accused's case I mentioned P. 1144 (I. C. 7) the 
letter in which Donald Campbell sent to Joglekar a number of draft resolutions 
for the A. I. '1'. U. C., A. I. C. C. and the National Cpngress, 8lld a copy of which 
he sent to Mirajkar in P. 1835. In this connection it may be noted that P. 1835 
shows a very close association between J oglekar and Douald Campbell, evidenced 
by the fact that writing to Mirajkar about an article which he wants S. (presum
ably Shah) to writc he says, " Ask him on my behalf to do it in at least two copies, 
give them to J., he is in charge of my personal affairs." And of course it is 
obvious that if a letter like P. 1144 addressed" Dear J I, is found in Joglekar's 
pos8('ssion it is impossible to suppose that J could st811d for anything but 
Joglekar, and in these circumst811ces it seems certain that J. appearing in a letter 
to Mirajkar (who it will be remembered was mentioned in the l/lst sentence of 

. P.1144) must also be Joglekar. . 

40 

46 

50 

At the end of 1925 we get in evidence the document P. 85 the Manifesto to 
the ~ll India NatiOl~al Congr~ss d~ted December 1st, 1926, is'sued by the Com
mumst Party of IndIa and prmted m London, a fact for which Muzaffar Ahmad 
accused has given an obviously false explanation. There is evidence to sbow 
!hat Joglekar accused attended this Gauhati Session of the Congress. In fact 51S 
II!- P. 1844C, It letter from Muzaffar Ahmad who was then at Labore to Joglekar 
himself at Bombay, Muzaffar Ahmad says," I read in papers about your 
activi,ties in Gau~ati and I.really feel myself proud that one of us took somo 
promment part m the NatIonal Congress." This letter goes on to speak of 
tho proposed Communist Conference at Lahore at which comrade Saklatvala has 60 
beeu as~ed to preside. Muzaffar Ahmad proceeds to suggest giving Saklatvala. 
!' recpption m B<!mbay on behalf of the C. P. I. and says that if Joglekar thinks 
It necessary be hImself may also come to Bombay (as indeed he did Bee P. 1129 
I. C. 2.0). This letter is a copy but it derives some support froni the fact that 
there IS on tile record a copy of another letter from Muzaffar Ahmad written 66 
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from Lahore and containing the same address clo M. A. Majid, Mochi Gate, 
Lahore, on the 15th December 1926 (P. 2125C). Saklatvala actually reached 
'Bombay on the 14th January and as we know the position after his arrival was 
,not entirely satisfactory. 

Joglekar's next recorded activity was his participation in the Lenin Day 5 
meeting held on the 22nd January 1926 at the Marwari Vidyalaya Hall, Bombay, 

o. P. 924. under 1he auspices of the Congress Labour Party. In the report of this meeting 
prepared by P. W. 215, Inspector Desai, there is a short account of a speech 
by Joglekar iu which he paid a tribute to Lenin etc. and ended by appealing to 
the audience" to go beyond the arena of limited politics and cultivate the new 10 
doctrine of socialism as against landlordism and capitalism". Joglekar also 
took some part in the inauguration of the W. P. P. of Bombay in the closing days 
of January and the first weeks of February. We find his signature for instance 
on P. 1355 (7) A in token of his having received the notice issued by Mirajkar 
accused calling a meeting of the E. C. of the new Party for the 13th February to 16 
consider the preliminary working of the Party. His name also appears in 
P. 1355 (7)B, P. 1355 (7)C and P. 1355 (7)F. He was ultimately elected to the 
E. C. of the Party as Trade Union Group leader, see P. 1017, P. 851, and the 
report of the working of the Trade Union Group made by Joglekar himself as 
T. U. leader to the Secretary of the Party on the 21st April 1927, P. 1348 (12). 20 

In March 1926 Joglekar along with other accused went to Delhi for the 
A. I. 1'. U. C. Conference and also for the meeting with Saklatvala to which that 
gentleman had now agreed, vide P. 1846 (I. C. 26), P. 1232 (I. C. 27) and P. 1143 
{1. C. 29), the last of which is a wire from Saklatvala himself to Joglekar. Other 
documents ill connection with this meeting at Delhi are P. 781 and P. 1494, the 25 
laHer of w_hich shows that Joglekar was one of the occupants of room no. 33 in 
tile Royal Hotel, Delhi, in which the meeting of the C. P. I. was actually held. 
After his return to Bombay we find Joglekar lik~ a number of other members 
of the Party evidently interested in the question of the sending of delegates to 

o. P. 926. the Pan-Pacific Conference at Canton. P. 1853C is a copy of a letter dated 6th 30 
April 1927 in which he made an enqniry from Thos. Cook Ltd. in regard to pass
I1ges for Hong-kong. On the 21st of April Joglekar put in as the Trade Union 
Group leader the report P. 1348 (12) to which I have alluded already. That 
:report mentions some further items of interest. It says that" Messrs. Ghate, 
Mil'ajkar and Joglekar were the important Party men put forth by the Textile 35 
Union on the A. I. T. U. C. floor. This Union is also conducting the vernacular 
paper "Kumkari" for which two of onr Party men Mr. Joglekar and 
Mr. Mayekar ar(' working." In the next paragraph we find that" Mr. Joglekar 
has been engaged in the formation of the Bombay Press Workers' Union and 
this Union hilS been successfully organised on the 6th March last and its position 40 
is slowly being worked up and it is completely under the control of our Party. 
Mr. J oglekar is busy in the formation of its local branches in different presses ; 
two such committees are formed and four more are in the formation. This is 
l.he other TInion that contributed equally to the success of the Party in the 
A. I. T. U. C." Then Joglekar gives himself a pat on the back and says in his 45 
report : " The Group Leader has done everything that he could to start the 
working of this group. He managed to get all the men on the floor of the 
A. I. T. U. C. and his work was chiefly responsible for the success of our Party 
in the A. T. 1'. U. C." The report later mentions Joglckar's election on the newly-
formed Negotiations Committee of the A. I. T. U. C. 50 

I The activities of .Toglekar accused are very closely interconnected with those 
of Mirajkar accused and it is not necessary therefore to quote in each case the 

..0. P. 926. - evidence in support of the facts which I have to mention. At the end of April 
Joglekar was appointed Joint Editor with Mirajkar of the" Kranti " so that 
for all that appears in'the "Kranti " during its first period which ended in 55 
Septcmbcr 1927 J oglekar is equally responsible. 

In May 1927 Joglekar took Pllrt in the May Day Meeting and procession an.d 
later in a meeting of the All-Innia Congrcss Committee at Bombay. In thIS 
Clonnection we have on the record P. 843, a copy of the programme of the Party 
which is the same as P.1940 (1), the programme circulated to members of the 60 
.A;. I. C. C. by Mirajkar in P. 1940. dated 24th April with a note that" Messrs. 
K. N. Joglekar and R. S. Nimbkar m<'mbers of the A.!. C. C. and also n;'embers 
of this Party arc authorised to move the same in the A. I. C. C. MeetIng and 
my Party dd count upon your solid support thP.rcto." ~is meeting of the 
A.. I. C. C. was originally to bc held ,on the 5th of May but It would appear from 65 
D. 182 that it was not actually held until the 15th. 
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The next e\"ent of interest in which Joglekar aecused took part was the 
welcome to Dange Recused on his release from jail in connection with which 
Joglekar sent to Thengdi the telegram P. 840 (T. C. 43). It appears that on 
Dange's release Joglekar met him and took him to his residence and kept him 
almost under surveillance for some time, vide Spratt's remark in P. 2328 P. (2) 6 
(F. C. 218) where he says: "Cunfa has been disappointing, but this may be due to 
Hig. who has jealously gnarded him all the time." In this connection it may 
be noted that Joglekar apparently borrowed money from Spratt for Dange about 
this time, as there is a letter from Spratt on record. P. 2067 (1) P .. dated 15th 
November 1927, in which he says. to Joglekar :" You will remember that in April 10 
or May last I lent you for Mr. Dange sums amounting to Rs. 250.. I should be 
much obliged if you would let Mirajk:lr ha,'c the money on my account." .. 

Joglekar of course took part in the meeting of the C. P. I. at the end of 
May and was elected a member of the Executive. I notice that in the list of 
office-bearers at the end of the report of this meeting P. 1207 (1) Dange's addreslr 15 
as a member of the Presidium is given as Fanaswadi, Bombay whi('h is actually 
the address of Joglekar. Dange's address later was Wadekar Building, Girgaon, 
Bombay. So we get in this report a confirmation of the statement that Danga 
after his release lived for some time with Joglekar. This report also mentions 
in the record of work for Bombay the appointment of Joglekar to the Nego- 20' 
tiations Committee of the A. I. T. U. C. and as the Joint Secretary of the Bombay 
Provincial Congress Committee. It further mentions that in the A. I. C. C. the 
comrades had succeeded in returning comrades Nimbkar and Joglekar " who put. 
up a considerable fight for our programme at Gauhati and at the meeting of the 
A. I. C. C. held at Bombay." It will of course be remembered that the pro- 26 
gramme said elsewhere to have been put up at the A. I. C. C. was not the C. P. L 
pro,,<PI"amme but the W. P. P. programme. But of course there are .innumerable 
pieces of evidence showing that so far as the management goes the people 
behind the W. P. P. were the same people who were taking the lead in the C. P. I: 
There is an account of this meeting of the C. P. I. in the .. Kranti ., of the 4th 30 
June 1927 part of P. 989. In the following issue of the " Kranti " Joglekar's 
activities are mentioned twice. First he took part in the meeting of the G. I. P. 
Railway Workmen's Union at Matunga at which Jhabwala presided and secondly 
he took part and spoke at a meeting of Municipal Workers at which. also Jha'b-
wala presided. And this is exactly what we should expect in view of his own' 36 
earlier report to the Secretary of the Party. . 

Coming to July, the relations between Joglekar and other members of thli 
Party seem to have been rather uJlsatisfactory about this time. On the 14th 
June when he was writing P. 2328 P. (2) (F. C. 217) Spratt accused was.expect-: 
ing a rupture with him in the next day or two, and in forwarding Spratt's letter 40 
to Iyengar George speaks of the problem of publicly exposing " Sak .. and his 
relations with Jogl But there is no explanation of these complaints anywhere 
on the record and it appears that C. P. Dutt too did not quite understand what 
Joglekar's crimes were; see his remark in P. 1008 dated 9th August 1927 ~ 
" I was sorry to hear that Big. h:lR been acting so badly, though you do not 46 
specify his crimes exactly." Spratt accused does not mention him again in his. 
letters, and the next we hear of him is in the two letters P. 1010 and P. 1011 from 
Mirajkar and Ghate to Spratt writt<ln in the middle of August in which they, 
speak of Joglekar's eonductin~ the strike in the Apollo and Manchester Mills.: 
Mirajkar also speaks here of Joglekar's non-co-tlperation in the matter of 50 
" Kranti". Later on he says, " Mr .• J's attitllde is just the same I may say 
worse than before. He is practically dropped." Both Mirajkar and Ghate 
speak of the mistaken policy of .To~ll'kar in this strike, in failing to use it as a. 
means of amalgamating the two existing Unions. There are also mentions of 
this strike in the" Kranti " P. 1375 on the 13th, 20th and 27th August and the 56 
Brd September. 

(). P. 828. 011 the 14th September Jogl<>kar took part in the meeting of welcome to, 
Usmani at which P. 1684 shows that he made a speech. In this he is reported-
to have said that" the Cawnpore Conspiracy case was a got-up case to nip the 
Communist Movement ill th<> bno ill India." "But the Government ", he said, 60 
" failed in their object as this trial gave an impetus to the movement which is 
now on a firmer footing ; on the release of the four comrades communistic propa~ 
ganda was being successfully I'pr!'ad in India and the day was not far off when . 
the Imperialist Government wOllld collap8!'." He also took part in the meeting 
held to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the Russian Revolution. The repon 65 
P. 1685 shows that he attacked thl' -Congress. mainly for not allowing them t. 
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put into forcc the programme of the W. P. P:, and said they should force the 
Congress leaders to accept their demands or disown them if they failed to do BO. 
~ After this Joglekar went up to Cawnpore to attend the session of the 
A. I. '.!'. u. C. and while there he took part in the meeting of the T. U. C. Left 
of which we hav(J on record Dange's report P. 1878 (1) C. After Cawnpore it 
Bcems that Joglekar went to Madras for the session of the Indian National 
Congress. 1 have aiready mentioned the part which he took in this Congress. 
D. 182 shows that he opposed the raising of the delegates' fees and the document 
P. 1015 ~rod.uced by Inspector Patwardhan eYi:dently indicates the changes in 
the constrtutIon and the programme of the Indian National Congress which he 
wanted to put before that body. Whether it was actually given to P. W. 244 
at Madras or had been printed and used for the meeting of the A. I. C. C. at 
Bombay in May mattl'rs 1itt1(' from the point of "iew of this case. The part 
taken by Joglekar and I think Nimbl,ar (though they are of course not named) 
at this Congress is mentioned in the notes kept by Spratt and Bradley of the 
discussions at the Party Council of War in September 1928. There is another 
mention of it by Spratt Mcused towards the end of P. 550, a series of notes 
mostly dealing with CongTl'SS atl'nirs. 

In the course of this visit to Madras Joglekar also took part in the meeting 
of the C. P. I., vide the note P. 1287 (2) in Dange's handwriting and over his 
signature" K. N. Joglekar ... to be ask<.>ci to resign from the Brah. Sabha." 
Soon after Joglekar's return to Bombay the Bombay Presidency Youth Confer
ence took place, but the only evidence. of Joglekar's connection with it is the 
recovery from his possession of P. 1111 a little collection of resolutions in Spratt 
accused's handwriting evidently intended for this Conference. 

Towards the end of January Joglekar accused took part in the meeting of 
the Enlarged Executive Oommittee of the W. P. P. at which he moved the 
resolution on the boycott of thl' Simon Commis!lion, sce P. 833 and P. 835 (I. C. 
94). He also took part in the demonstration ctc. on the occasion of the landing 
of the Commission. Early the following month the E. C. of the Party selected 
four comrades to attend the meeting of the E. C. of the A. I. T. U. C. to be held 
at Delhi. These were Dange, Joglekar, Nimbkar and Thengdi accused. 
Joglekar accused however did not actually attend the meeting. Somewhere 
about this date he was seen by P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. Patwardhan in company 
with Spratt accused distributing in Bombay two leaflets P. 1016, one of which 
advises the workers to join the strike of the Sassoon Mill group and the other 
is an attack on Mayekar. Jogll'kllr WIlS present at the General Meeting of the 
Party on the 18th March (P. 1348 (17), P. 1348 (18) and P. 1348 (19)). Another 
account of this meeting is to h(' fOUDd in P. 1344 which shows that Joglekar took 
a considerable part and was r<.>sponsihlc among other things for the addition 
of the Youth Group. He was himself eleMed Group leader of the Trade Union 
Group. 

After March we find that Jog-Iekar was frequently absent from Bombay 
travelling up and down the G. I. P. line. This was probably the result of the 
resolution passed by the Managing Committee of the Union on the 27th of which 
Joglekar was officially informed in P. 1450 (I. C. 134) a letter from Jhabwala as 
Honorary General Secretary of the G. I. P. Railway EmploYlJes' General Union 
dated March 28th, 1928. This resolution is as follows: " That Mr. Joglekar'8 
appointment is confirmed. That he be paid Re. 45 per month for his personal 
expenses, for which no bills should be asked and that Rs. 30 be given to him as 
initial travelling allowances and when the fund is exhausted on his submission of 
bills a further snm be given to him to cover his travelling charges. That he 
should be on the line for three month!! commencing from the 1st of April." And 
this appointment in its turn had the effect of causing a change in the advisers of 
the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal, vide D. 420, which contains a resolution of the 
G. K. M. passed on the 30th April that" as Mr. Joglekar at present is out of 
Bombay his name should be removed from the Advisory Committee and Dange 
should be elected in his place along with Jhabwala and Nimbkar." Joglekar 
was however restored to tills Advisory body on the 15th May when a resolution 
was passed appointing 8 persons including Joglekar Oll advisers . 

. It would seem that J oglek~r accused was very fully occupied with his work 
on the G. L P.throughont the next few months. He appeared in Bombay for the 
May Day meeting and made a number of speeches in the course of the General 
Strike. He was also suggested as a candidate for the Municipal elections and 
on the 8th April was elected to inQnire into the Question of a W. P. P. Con
fercllce at Nagpnr and report (P. 1344). lfind that he was apparently present 
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. at the Party E. C. meetings on the 1st April. 8th April, 22nd May, 11J1; July, 15th 
July, 22nd July, 19th August, 22nd .A.ugust, 26th August, 27th August, 29th 
August, 9th September, 23rd September and 14th October. In October prepara
tions were begun for the Conference of the A. I. T. U. C. which was ultimately 
held at Jharia in December. P. 1344 shows that in the E. C. meeting on the I; 
21st October comrade Nimbkar stated that" the Municipal Workmen's Union 
had passed certain resolutions to be sent to the T. U. C. at Jharia according to 
the instructions from the T. U. Group leader." The passage shows that Joglekar 
had sent out instructions to the Unions to pass resolutions with a view to the 
Conference. The resolutions would of course be those which had been decided 10 
upon by the Council of War from the 6th to the 10th September. The fact that 
Joglekar had taken steps of the kind is also shown by his letter dated 12th Octo-
,bel' P. 547 (3) (I. C. 246) (equals P. 2046P) in which he wrote to Spratt accused 

~. P. 933. as follows :" I am sending you a copy of the resolutions. Please try to get them 
forwarded from different Unions to the Secretary A. I. T. U. C............. 15 

.Hoping to hear from you more often and expecting a rough report of your T. U. 
activity for the record of the 'r. U. C. Group." This letter is signed by Joglekar 
as Organising Secretary of the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union. Another letter of 

.the same kind is P. 2078P (I. C. 31) dated the 30th November in which, writing 
to Spratt about Jharia, Joglekar says, "Very soon we shall meet at Jharia. 20 
The fight of our Union over the Bhusawal demands is drifting fast towards the· 
crisis. . ........... I am sure you will bring from Calcutta good contingent for 
fraction work at Jharia." 'fhen he speaks of the fraction elements on the 
A. I. R. F. and the work which has to be done by them namely" if possible to 
thrust a policy of united front on all railways It. He goes on, " Similar pre- 25 
cautions you will have to take about getting sufficient fraction men through all 
possible Unions in Calcutta for the T. U. C. work." Then in the last paragraph 
he shows by implil'ation the object of all this. He lIays, " You will agree that 
the fie:ht between right snd left has begun. It has assumed far too bitter com
plexion on.this side (i.e. in Bombay) and we have practically to exert to the point 30 
of exl.austion to keep ourselves up against the all sided attack from the 
nationalists, moderates and trade union reformers." At Jharia in the A. I. R. F. 
ConCerence J oglpkar seconded Kulkarni's resolution in· regard to a general 
strike on all railways (P. 2416P(4), F. C. 764). At the A. I. T. U. C. Confer-

. nce J oglekar was one of those who spoke against the sending of delegates to 35 
Geneva. He also supported the W. W. L. I. unsuccessfully. After the A. I. T. 

o. P. 934. U. C. had decided to affiliate to the League Against Imperialism he and Thengdi 
accused were elected to represent the T. U. C. at the next World Congress of the 
League to be held in Paris in July 1929. All this appears from Bradley's report 
P. 650. It was as a matter of fact apparently Joglekar's job to have produced 40 
a report on the Jharia Congress for the Bombay Party, vide the minutes of the 

(). P.936. 

E. C. meeting of the 15th January 1929 in P. 1344, but there is no such report on 
the record. 

From Jharia Joglekar went on to Calcutta to take part in the A. I. W. P. P. 
Conference as a delegate on behalf of the Bombay Party (P. 468 (2), I. C. 321). 45 
The report P. 669 shows that on the first day he was elected on the Drafts Com
mittee. On the second day he moved an amendment to the Political Resolution 
to the effect that the clause forbidding the entry of Party members into the Inde
pendence of India League be deleted. This amendment was defeated. He also 
spoke on the Trade Union Movement resolution and.against the amendment to the 50 
constitution moved by Goswami accused.. At the end we find his name among 
those elected to the National Executive Committee .. Subsequently he took part 
in the proceedings of the Indian National Congress, vide the official report D.163, 
which shows that he opposed Gandhi's resolution and with Nimbkar put forward 
the Party Mass Programme as an amendment to the Future Programme pro- 55 
posed by Gandhi (D. 163, P. 550 & P. 1124). 

Joglekar accused also tMk part in the me~tings of the C. P. l; at Calcutta 
on the 27th, 28th and 29th December, and his name appears in all the exhibits in 
this counection (P. 1295, P. 1300, P. 1303 and P.1310). He acted as Chairman 
on the 28th and 29th. He was elected a member of the E. C. for Bombay and was 60 
one of those suggested as delegates to the E. C. C. I. P. 1306 contains a note in 
this connection: " Joglekar suggested-because he.is elected to L. A. I." For 
the period between the Calcutta meetings and the last meeting of the C. P. I. in . 
March we have a certain amount of evidence in P. 1344, which shows that Joglekat 
was present at E. C. meetings on the 13th, 20th and 30th of January and the 6a 
LS2JHOC 
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'!l.rd and~7th of February. In the meetin.g on the 3rd February we find a men
'tlOn of him as follows: " The G. I.~ .. Railwaymen's Union. Joglekar's report. 
Jhabwala refused to obey the decIsion of the Committee which authorised 
Joglekar to go on' the lines." 'This passage is followed by some discussion of 
'how Jhabwala's obstructive tactics should be met. Finally on the 17th March 0. 
P. 129~ sug~ests.that Joglekar took part in the meeting of the Communist Party 
oJ: India which discussed the future of the W. P. P. and the reorganisation of the 
C. P. I. 

The search of Joglekar's premises on the 20th of March was even more pro
.ductive than most of the individual searches. P. 1104 is the searchlist prepared 10. 
.by Inspector Wagle, P. W. 207, who was accompanied by Sub Inspector Kothare, 
P. W. 25.3. Among the~ocuments recover~d on this ,?ccasion were 2 copies of 
the TheSIS o~ the revolutIonary movement m the colomes and the serni-colonies, 
(P. 1115), 2 Issues of" Spark'" (P. 1112), a copy of the P. P. T. U. S. magazine 
entitled ,., The Far Eastern Monthly" (P. 1113), a copy of the" Masses of 15-
India" (P. ~117), a copy of the " Labour Monthly" (P. 1120), copies of the 
.:Bengal W. ,Po P. Constitution 1928 .(P. 1119), of the Trade Union Movement 
'Resolutions (P.I121), of the Political Resolution (P. 1122), and of 'Sohan Singh 

o. P. 936. Josh's Presidential Address (P. 1123). He also had copies of Saklatvala's open 
letter to-Indian trade unionists in regard to the A. I. T. U. C., the W. W. L. I. 20. 
,and.thel.F .. T. U. (P .. 1126),and the connected letter P. 1127, some addresses of 
;interest such.as those of the editors of the Inprecorr, the Communist Review, 

o. P.937. 

'The . Communist and Young Communist (P. 1131), some copies of Inprecorr 
.(P.J132),.tlome.more copies of the Masses (P.1133), some issues of the Workers' 
~eekly of 1924 and 1926 (P.l134), an English pamphlet called" The Communist 25-
unternational" (P. 1135), " The Reds in Congress" (P. 1136), and a copy of 
.the Constitution of the C. P. I .. (P. 1145). There were 'also copies of Roy's 
.~' .India in 'l'ransition" (P. 1152) and "India's Problem and its Solution'" 
.(P. 1153) and of Stalin's" Theory and Practice of Leninism" (P: 1154) and 
a number .. of issues of the" Communist International" (the organ of the 3~ 
iE. C. C.I.) (P. 1155). a number of issues of the" Labour Monthly" (P. 1156) 
.and of the "·Communist Review" (P. 1157) and Plebs (P.1158). We also have 
.a slip of paper P. 1106 having written on it Lux Hotel Moscow which must ap
parently·be the same thing as the Hotel De Luxe referred to elsewhere. 

I have I think already quoted to some extent from J oglekar accused'8 3& 
speeches and there is no point in repeating those quotations. Like other a('.(!used 
he has criticised the reporting and clainIed that he was a particularly rapid 
'speaker and therefore particularly liable to be misreported. But he does not 
xeally question the general correctness of the sense and he makes it quite clear 
that everything he said was what he had carefully considered and decided to ~Ry. (()
Like others he of course refers to the example of Russia and preaches the Raj 
of the workers and the peasants. 

. Bcfore I deal with Joglekar accused's statement, I may note that there are 
in evidence' against binI some 22 documents, which are either who~ely or pnrt!y 
.inhis handwriting or bear his. signature, and upwards of 170 :whICh affect hIS 
calle in someway or other. ~s statement runs t~ some 350 pnnted pag~~! I;lud 
what he-said conld have been s81d very much better m about 100, but that cntICISIn 
applies toeycrything that ,Toglekar a~cused did during t~s t~l More time 
was certainly wasted by this McuRed m useless cross-exammabon than by any 
.other aceuserl. He began his statement by refen1ng to the great amo1lD;t of sp:l(~ 
in the prosecution (\\idence taken up by evidence m regard to Trade Um~n actn:1,-
ties strikes etc. He put forward his own view of strikes by refernng .to .a 
quo'tntion from Engels. The passage quoted is valuable and is as f?llow8 :
" Strikes mby he no more than skinnishes ; some times they may be Important 
engagements. They are not de~sive combats, but ~t .is .abund~ntly clear thl;l~ a 
final conflict between the proletanat and the bourgeoIsIe IS pending. The strlk~1J 
are thc military training colleges of the workers ; they are the scho.oIs :w~erCl?i 
t1IC proletariat is prcpared for its entry into ~he .~eat stru&,gle which IS men
table' they are the proclrunations whereby the mdiVldual sections of the workers 
iIJlnou'nce their adhe~ion to the Labour Movement as a whole." He .then g?e8 
on to discuss 'what he calls a deliberate confusion made by the pros~tion, whICh 
hc says, identified the General Strike with insurrection. But that IS, of c!)Urs!l. 
by' no molaDS the fact. The General Strike as contemplated by ~ommuDlsts IS 
preparatory to insurrection, an!i'that is I think how the prosecution has always 
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•• P. 938. ;regarded it. But the accused,is endeavo~ to ,suggest ,that the prosecution 
lie charging the accusl'llwith .working for iimmedillte insurrection, hence this 
.attempt to support that theory. He goes 'On at page' 1120, following the same 
dine of argument,to eay: "It,js·ol1lywhen there ,exists an objectively rcvolll-
-tionary situation that a communist is called upon to give a call to the working IS 
,class to join issue directly for a revolutionau overthrow of the social forces of 
Imperialism." What the prosecution contend, is that the accused have been 
>working tllronghout the periodeovered.by the,case.to.bring.about such an objeo. 
,tively revQlutionary situation. The question .what prf;lgress they have actually 
.made is of comparatively 'little importance. DiBl!u8sing part struggle and 10 
.partial demauds he comes at page 1725 to ,the Communist tactio in respect of 
.partial demands, and in this conneetion quotes the .prononncements of the Third 
.congress of the C. I., The ,rellWantpassage is as follows l-" On the contrary, 
litis essential to make use of allthe economio needsof,the masses, as issues in the 
;revolutionary strnggles, which, .wben united, form ,the,fiood 'Of "the social revoln- 15 
,tion. For this stmggle the Communist Parties have no :minimum programme 
':for the strengthening of this reeling .world ,strtBltnl'e ~thin the system of capi
·talism. 'fhe destruction of this system ,is the.task.of all.Communists. But 
.in order to achieve this task they must put forward,demands and they must iipt 
'With the masses for their fulfilment, regardless ,of whether they are in keepmg 20 
;with the profit system of the capitalist class or.not. What.the Communists have 
.to consider is not whether capitalist· :industry ,is able .to.continue to exist and 

o. P. 939. _pete, but rather whether the proletariat has reached the limit of its endurance. 
If these demands are in accord with:the·immediate,naeds of the:great proletarian 
JIIWIses, 'and if they are convinced that thllY' cannot .existwithout -the xealisation 25 
.of these demands, the struggle for these·,demands .;will.become an issue in too 
:Btruggle for 'power." And on the foUowingpIlgeJhe!8&Ys: ":No doubt.that.a 
..communist is an uncompromising enemy of capitalism,. and I make no secret ,of 
.it that if and when objective forces do ripen lahall not hesitateio strike the blow 
lthat will lay all forces of capitalism and Imperialism completely prostrate, but 30 
·to suggest, because of this, that onr work in the Trade .Unions during the period 
<of 1927-28 was with the intention of raising immediately the standard of. revolt 
:for the establishment of .the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, 'is utter nonsense." 
.It is, of course, equally nonsense for J oglekar accused to suggest that that is' the 
,charge on which he is being tried. ,At page ,1127 he. again expresses admiration 36 
.tlf the formulations of Leuill and says about one of these: ", Such is the heritage 
,that the Engineer of Revolution has, left 'to ihe world proletariat, and he must 
'be an inveterate wretch, who will disregard this heritage of rich revolutionary 
-experience." Again at tke bottom of the ,next page, (1728) he keeps on hammer-
,ing away on the same point. He says: "Now -even when it is established 40 
.that the strikes of 1927 and 1928 did occur because of economic reasons, still the 
·fact remains that we are Communists, and whatever may have been the reasons 
,of the strikes, the strike once started and the broad masses mobilised for the fray, 
.if this happily ooincides with other factors being objeotively :.:evolutionary then 

o. P. '940. 'Burely it is our duty, to quote the Third Congress, to give the slogan" for the '45 
,nncompromil'iug overthrow of adversary, the capture of political power." The 
.question therefore is not; whether or not our theory eontemplates 
a forcible overthrow of the bourgeoisie and their political instrument, the State, 
;because our theory Bnd its practice do contemplate ,the ,necessity for, such a 
"forcible overthrow of the bourgeoisie and their State; but the point at issue ',is 61). 
tthat whether or not an objectively revolutionary condition prevailed at that 
·particular time when. these strikes were being conducted by uS,so as to afford /I. 
.reaf!onablc ground to believe or'otherwise, that we the aceused concerned have 
'made use of these strikes not for the fulfilment of the actual daily needs of the 
'workers, but for tile overthrow of' the bourgeoisie, and the smash-up of their 65 
"bourgeois State." But there of course J oglekar accused is entirely wrong. The 
point at issue, which he suggests, is not the point at issue at all. According to 
'his theory nothing can be done to deal legally with a revolutiona'ty movement 
'until an objectively revolutionary situation has come into existence. Later on he 
comes to the' Political education of the working class' and to • Workers' Guards", 60 
and the relations between' the Trade Unions and the Workers' Party (Com
munist Party) '. In this connection he quotes a passage from Lenin in which Lenin 
Bays: "The Trade Unions are a part of mechanism. The Party is the engine. 
'Its cogs grip the cogl! of the Trade Union wheel and bring them into motion, and 
'in tum the Trade Unions set in motion the greater masses." Then he'goes on' 65-
·to talk about the Railway workers, the various Railway strikes. the G. I. P. 

O. P.II4J. 'Railwaymen.'s Union and his own connection with it and his difficulties with 
'iJhabwala accused, ,and • from that.to B. 'good deal .which .~ppears to be mainl,.Y 
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int~nd~d for the fl8sistanc!, of the. people who ~y be conducting a big Railway 
strike In future. From this he comes to the Political General Strike about which 
he says t.hat " the Political General Strike in general and the Political General 
Strike o!, Rail,,:aY?Den .and Transport wor~ers in p~rticular is a very powerful 
weapon , and It IS thIS fact of course which explaIns the very active interest 
taken by the Communist accused in Railwaymen and Transport workers. .In this' 
cl1nnection he makes some very interesting remarks on page 1958, where he 
says: "According to Communist view there is certainly very close connection 
between the revolution and the general strike. No revolution can be successful 
unless it is backed up and forti1ied by a general strike paralysing the entire 
machinery of the bourgeois control consisting of the telegraphs, telephones 
transport, the press, the banks and the military and the police. But that doe~ 

·not mean tha~ all ge~e~al strikes 8;re tantamouI!t to revolution." Then he pro
ceeds to explaIn why It IS that certaIn general strikes on the one hand (in Eng-land 
and Indonesia) and attempted revolutions on the other (in Germany and China) 
have failed. The clue is given in the last paragraph of page 1959, where he savs: 
" But it is not only the revolutionary situation synchronising with the General 
Strike and an II ttempt at insurrection that creates a successful revolution. Some
thing more is necessary, and that is the well organised C. P. ready to take the 
lead find carry through the revolution." He goes on to explain how it was that 
the November Revolution was successful. "There was first of all the Bolshevik 
Party with the best revolutionary experience of training and discipline. There 
were the ' Army Committees' and the Soviets. There was the revolutionary 
situation created by the War, and the working class was ready to support the 

,insurrection." He concludes: "The point therefore is that General Strike by 
itself is not the same as revolution, and yet I must repeat that no revolution can 
be successful without the backing of an actual General Strike, or full preparation 
of the proletariat for a General Strike in the eventuality of the necessity arising 
for paralysing the forces of the bourgeoisie." He concludes this section with 
the following passage on page 1961: "The Political General Strike is the best 
and most convenient method for this mobilisation and consolidation of all anti
Imperialist forces. and as good Communists who understand that the way to 
social revolution lies through the Democratic Revolution, it is our duty to 
mobilise all the revolutionary forces for such a revolution. It was for this reason 
that I suggested a resolution for the organisation of all genuinely anti-Imperialist 
forces uuder the slogan of a Political General Strike." Then he goes on to tnlk 
about the Jute workers, of whom he had no very direct knowledge himself, and 
from this circuitously to the Bombay Oil Workers' strike and the Bombay riots 
of 1929. Finally;he comes to the Bombay Textile workers and to May Day 1926, 
and from this to the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal and his own work therein. 
About this work which ended at the beginning of the General Strike he says at 
page 1990: ., By our correct lead and consistent w:ork I had now won the con
fidence of the Textile workers, and they were now In favour completely of the 
W. P .. P., Bombay and were prepared to follow the lead of the Party in their 
day-to-day struggles. The influence of the W. P. P. grew among the Textile 
workers, and I do not deny that I was systematically working towards this end. 
To put in the technical term I was doing consistently "the boring work" on 
behalf of the Party." On the following page he explains lucidly the use made 
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of the General Strike by members of the Party and says: "During the General 
Strike our Party certainly paid attention to the training of the workers, and we 
certainly used the opportunity of the strike for the general education of the 
workers. And 1 consider that we did .only the correct thing; it would have b~n 
criminal on our part to have neglected moo an education of the working class, 
it would have been rank betrayal of the working-class necessity. However the 
prosecution may make fuss about this working-class. education that .we succeS8- 66 
fully carried on, I assert that to carry on such a working-class edncatIon at every 
stage and whenever and wherever any opportunity arises is the only correct 
course that can be followed by a true working-class leader." ~ediately af~r 
this passage there is a passage which goes some way to explaIn why the s~nke 
lasted so long. He says that " the strike was fought under the leadership of 
our Party, and though there was the Joint Strike Committee, s~ the main policy 
wa~ considered and decided upon the E. C. of the Party, ~J.rich met from day 
to day to review the situation. It was due to this constant VIgilance of the Party 
that we were able to suppress all tendencies towards weakening at their very 
appearance (P. 1344), and it was due to this vigilance that we could ~in~n the 
morale of the workers and win the strike." At page 1991 he ~eals ~th hi~ work 
in the T. U. C. and says: "My attitude in the T. U. C. was In keepwg With the 
principles that I ~ropagated. As Ii Communist it is my duty to see that the 
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~ working class tit IndIa develops on the correct class-conscious basis, and whatever 
, I have done in all these Congresses I have done in keeping with tllls principle." 
: Then he comes to the W. P. P., which, he says, .. was the Party of the National 
Revolution." In this section (arising out -of the celebration of the 10th Anniver-
sary of the RUllsian Revolution) he dealt with the successful achievements of IS 

'the Russi:m Revolution, though what their value is in his defence it is difficult 
to see. Iuevilably, of course, there is a good deal of support for the prosecutioll 
case in what he has to ~ay on this subject. For example he says at page 2030 : 
.. The Russian Revolution and the building up of Socialism in one country have 
become the base of the world revolution." At page 2031 he says: "To work 10 
for the world revolution through the national emancipation of India, to build up 

·the re'Volutionary front of the workers, peasants and youths organised under the 
thegemony of the proIl.'tariat, I consider my revolutionary duty towards humani-
ty." He goes on to talk about carrying through the fight for socialism in India 
and carrying through the Indian revolution. Then he comes to May Day, and 15 
in this conne(,tion he says that " May Day still plays the role as the military 
review of the forces of revolution." That was, therefore, presumably the object 
with which he and the other Communist accused celebrated it. About the C. P. I. 
at page 2036 he sayll: ., I am a member of the C. P. I. and have been a member 
of the Party since its foundation in December 1925. , .. 1 have been a member of 20 
the Executive of thl.' C. P. I. since then." In the next paragraph he states his 

o. P. ,94/;, po~ition in the clearest terms and says: "Whatever activities I have' been 
charged of and all the Trade Union and other pnblic activities, I have done as 
a Communist. As a Communist I do believe in the principles of Marxism and 
Leninism and I have acted accordingly. - As a Communist I do stand and 25 
Bubscrib.! to ,the programme and policy that is laid down from time to time by 
the Communist International, the policy for the world revolution and reorganisa-
tion of society on principles of socialism." And on the next page he adds: 
" And as the way to socialist revolution lies through a national revolution, as 
a C(Jmmunist I undoubtedlv work for and the C. P. I. also works for national 30 
revolutioll." That is to say, Jog-Iekar accused admits in'the most unequivocal 
teIntS thai he has been working for a national revolution since December 1925. 
In tIle last paragraph of his statement he expresses his wish to take an active 
part in the Indian revolution and speaks of it as a privilege and a high honour of 
which this Court is likely to deprive him. In fact in spite of all the red herrings 35 
which he has attempted to draw across the trail, J oglekar accused has a very 
clear realisatioI)..pf the fact what he had been doing for the last three years or 
more prior to hts arrest was to work for an armed revolution, that is to work with 
the object of depriving the King of his sovereignty of British India. 

~ . ..-' 
Joglekar accused argued his own case at some length. His argnments for 40 

practical purposes involved him in a plea of guilty. In the first place he said 
that the aim of the Communist International and its subordinate bodies was to 

O. P. t46, bring about socialism 01' Communism, which was not illegal.· Coming to the 
method, however. he had to say that it involved revolution, and he went on to 
say tbat I.'onstitutional means were rejfJcted because the Communists knew that 45 
the rnJing- class would use illegal means to prevent them (the Communists) 
achieviug their aims by leJ!;al means ; and he concluded this portion of his 
arglUuent by saying that there was no intention to infringe the spirit of. the 
law, that is to say the spirit of democracy, and. the Communists only con
templated a breach of law as an alternative to far greater troubles. Then he 50 
put forward the plea that the policy was not illegal, because it was a bona fide 
political policy, and also put forward that odrl. contention of a common law 
right which he failed to support by rl'fcrence to anything except his own 
imagination. Then he asserted that the evidence was not sufficient to prove 
any IIRsoeiation between the accused and the Communist International and 55 
therefore any conspiracy between them. I can only say that I do not agree 
with him. 'rhen he contended that. the evidence did not justify the conclusion 
that the acclIsed worked in accordance with the aims of the Communist Inter
national. This was apparently bn.~ed on sume of the points which I have dealt 
with recently. In this connection he contended that the accusen themselves 60 
had not committed any illilgal act. meaning npparently acts which wllre illegal 
per se, but that does not affect the cnse: In this connection .he claimed that 
freedom of org-anisation exists UD to the stage of unlawful acts, but none of 
his arguments dealt with the real Qucstio').s at issue, namely the existence of a 
conspiracy, to deprive the King Emperor of his sovereignty of British India 65 
and his own participation therein. 
LS!.J:MCO " 
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o. P. H7. The evidence on record in regard to this accused shows that throughou' 
the whole period covered by the charge he was an active member of the Com
munist Party of India. He was certainly fully acquainted with the aims and 
policy of the Communist International, and indeed his own statement to this 
Court makes his position in that respect entirely clear. He took an active part II 
in the foundation of the W. P. P. of Bombay and in the First Conference of the 
A. I. W. P. P. He was one of the two Joint Editors of the party organ 
" Kranti " during its first lease of life. He was also an active fraction worker 
ill the Bombay Provincial Congress Committee and the A. I. C. C. But I think 
the most important work done by him was his work as Trade Union Group 10 
leader, as a member or adviser of the Girni Kamgat Mahamandal and as organis-
ing Secretary of the G. I. P. Railwaymen'a Union. Bearing in mind his know
ledge of Commnnist principles and the letters which he has himself written 
about fraction work, it is easy to realise with what objects he was working in 
these organisations. Taking into consideration this accused's associations, 16 
his activities and his own statement to this Court, there cannot be the smallest 
doubt that he knew exactly what he was doing, and that he was a party to the 
conspiracy and a very active member I)f it. 

Agreeing with four assessors and disagreeing with one, I hold that Joglekar 
accused has taken part.in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of hi. 20 
sovereignty of British India, and I convict him accordingly nnder Section 121-
AI.P.C. 
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PART XXI . 
.. P. OA. The first appearance of Nimbkar accused in the evidence in this case is in 
B. B. p. 1287 (11), which shows that in December 1925 he was elected to the Central 
'.I.~AR. Executive of the Co=unist Party of India at Cawnpore as representative of 

Bombay with Joglekar, Ghate and Begerhotta. In August 1926 he wrote the 
letter, P. 780, apparently to Begerhotta (since it was recovered in Begerhotta's i 
selU:ch) stating that he agreed to Begerhotta's proposal for a reception to be 
accorded to Comrade Shafiq, and had asked Mr. Joglekar to write to Begerhotta. 
The idea was no doubt to give him a reception on his release from jail. P. 1207 
(1), the report of the Co=unist Party Jl).eeting held on the 31st May 1927, 
llOwever, shows (see Resolution 12) that. Comrade Shafiq was interned by the 10 
Goverument of the North-West Frontier Province. He had been elected to pre-
side over the Party Conference which was to be held at Delhi in November 192/i, 
hut that Conference was abandoned because of an unexpected raid on the office 
at Delhi of Comrade Nasim, General Spcretary of the Reception Co=ittee. 
Tbe next document in Nimbkar accused's case is another Communist Party of 15 
India document, P. 782, which shows that Nimbkar accused was present at the 
Party meeting, which was held at Bombay on the 16th January 19~ at which 
Muzaffar Ahmad, Begerhotta, Krishna SWIUUY (Iyengar), S. D. l:iassan and 
Ohate were also present. This meeting was no doubt in connection with the 
alTival of Saklatwala. The only business transacted so far as appears from this 20 
report was the passing of a resolution proposed by Nimbkar himself that 
Muzaffar Ahmad should be the President for the coming Co=unist Conference 

0. 'P. 1411. to be held at Lahore. It will be convenient in this connection to mention here 
that Nimbkar accused was one of those who went to Delhi to meet Saklatwala 
rrn t.he 14th March, and who was present at tho Party meeting held in room no. 25 
33 of the Royal Hotel on the 15th. 

Turning back to events at Bombay Nimbkar accused took a oonsiderable 
part in the foundation of the, Workers' and Peasants' Party ot Bombay. ms 
name appears as one of the E. C. members and also in the list headed r Provi
sil'nal ' in P. 1355 (7) C. He also signed his nlUUe on Mirajkar's notice, 1'.1355 30 
(lJ A, calling II. meeting or the E. C. of the Party on the 13th February. P.I017 
And P. 851, a newspaper (lutting found with Thengdi which to i\ eonsiderable 
ttttent reproduces P. 1017, both mention Nimbkat as Group Leader, Education. 
Another piec& of evidence in this connection is P. 1355 (6), a draft constitu-
tion of the Congress Labour Party with amondments, which has attached to it 35 
Il slip in the handwriting of Ghate accused showing as present Ohate, Mirajkat, 
Joglekar and Nimbkar. Nimbkar accused himself was also in possession of 
P. 1747, one of the original drafts of the Progra=e of the Party, which wl1B 
gradually lUllendod, until it reached its final form in P. 1017 (equals P.1373 (20». 
This draft has a number of alterations made on it in pencil It also has against 40 
t.be demands the letters T. D. and I. D. standing for transitional demands. and 
immediate demands, which are found elsewhere onlt in the eoPt recovered from. 
the possession of 'l'hengdi accused, P. 807. 

After the Delhi meeting Nimbkar accused like many others made an appli
cation for a passport stating that he wanted it in order to enter China, Japan 45 
and the U. S. A. for, travel and journalistic studills, which I fear was not a very 

O. P. 11110. correct statement of his real object. P. 1508 is the application and P. 1791 
(I. C. 34) shows that this application was rejected. 

At the end of April 1927 we find from Mirajkar accused's letter P. 1940 
that Nimbkar and J oglekar were authorised as members of the A. I. C. C. and 50 
also members of the W. P. P. to move in the A. I. C. C. meeting which was to 
be held on the 5th of May the progrlUllIDC of the W. P. P., that is P. 1940 (1). 
~'he meeting probably took place on the 15th and there is an account which I 
hove mentioned already in the" Kranti " of the 21st May of what took place. 
Meanwhile on t~e 1st May Nimbkar accused. had taken part in the Mar 55 
Day demonstratIon and he had been seen by P. W. 244, Inspector It S. 
Patwardhan distributing leaflets on the previous· day. On the 4th May 
a meeting of the E. C. of the Party was held at which resolutions 
were passed in regard to the starting of .. Kranti". Resolution no. 4 shows 
that Nimbkar was appointed ,,:ith certain others on the editorial board. on 60 
the 31st May the Annual SesslOn of the C. P. I. was held at Bombay. The 
Secrctary's report mentions Nimbkar's name in the record of work done at . 
Bombay in connection with the matter reren'cd to above. It is stated here thai 
" in the A.. I. C. C. they (Bombay comrades 'With the help of comrades returned 
from other provinces) have succeeded in retnrning comrades ,Nimbkar an4 64 
Joglekar, who put up a considcrl\ble fight for our programme at Gauhati. IIJI.d 
lS2JlICO 
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at tl~e meeting of the A. I. C. C. held at Bombay." From the report of the pro
,eeedmgs of the Annu~l Meeting we find that coml:ade Nimbkar was appointed 
to th~ Centra} Executive of the Party and resolutlOn no. 2 which was adopted 
:on this occa81On states that" the C. P. 1. desire that a delegation composed of 
c(.mrudes J. P. Begerhotta, Muzaffar Ahmad and R. S. Nimbkar do travel in 0 
Great Brita~n and the Continent to study Illhour conditions in those countries. 

o. P. 951. ~'he (~elegatio~ sh8:11 submi~ a report to the Party." There is a special interest 
In thIS resolutlOn m the hght of the numerous pieces of evidence indicating 
how the.young Co=unist Pl!-rty and the Workers' and Peasants' Party realised 
that theIr real field of operatIons was the labour field. 10 

, During the next few months Nimbkllr accused took part in a number of 
p;tblic ~eetin~s and actiyities. For _example the report P. 2311 of the l3acco
vanze$~1 meetmg prepared by P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Chaudhri, shows 
that Nlmbkar resd out exccrpis from the statements of Sacco and Vanzetti to 
the Court and said that they were senten('en to neath becsnse they were radicals. lIS 
Another passage at the en(lof the report shows that these passages came from a 
pamphlet entitled" Sacco and Vanzetti " which was on sale at one anna per 
copy at the meeting. There is an ac('ount of this meeting in the" Kranti ", 
P. 1375, dated the 231'.3 Septemher 1927. Another report made bv the same 
wi.tnesR, P. ]684, shows that Nimbkar was present and spoke at the public meet- 20 
ing heln under the auspices of the Cl. P. I. to welcome Shaukat Usmani on his 
release from jail; Nimbkar is mentionerl on this occasion along with Mirajkar 
'as having spoken exhorting the people to follow the activities of the C. P. I. and 
the W. P. P. and not to be frightened by the misleaeling propaganda of the Gov-
ernment and the capitalist press against the Communist activities. 25 

Aome time shortly before the 15th October Nimbkar with Jhabwala took 
,part in a dl'Putatioll of the :Bombay Municipal workers which interviewed the 
.Municipal Commissioner. This appears from the" Kranti" dated the 15th 
October 1927, one of the passages which were translated at the request of th~ 
accused. . 30 

Another renort by P. W.262, P. 1685, shows that Nimbkar accused took 
,part in the public meeting held under the auspices of the W. P. P. to celebrate 

o. P. 952 .. the 10th Allniversarv of the R\l~siall Revolution. According to the report 
Nimbkar accused described the conditions of the Russian peasants, worker'S and 
soldiers before and after the revolution and pointed out how the people went 35 
-to the 'sidr of Lenin for the purpose of stopping the war. He then criticised the 
, Congress Prl'sident and others who din not allow him to move resolutions in the 

o. P. 953. 

. last A. I. C. C. meeting in Calcutta in regard to greetings to Russia, ban on 

. SaklatvaJa l\TId Kharagpur strike. 

Nimbkal"s next public activiiy was participation in the National Congr~ss 40 
,at Madras. He himself tendered in evidence the official report .D. 182 whIch 
shows that he opposed th~ resoluti()n for drafting a constituHon and seconded 
the anti-war resolution moved bv·Jawahar Lal Nehru. Nimbkar of course used 

·.the opportunity given him by ihis rc!<ollition to dilate on the subject of ~ar 
.against Russia which as we know is the only aspect of the war danger whiCh 4.5 
really has any intere~t for Communists. Nimhkar's name does not appear in 
any of the exhibits relating to the meetings of the C. P. 1. held at Madras on the 
29th and BOth December, but if he had not left Madras by then he must nece&
sarily have attended them. 

~n January 1928 there arc two oyents of ~ntel'est: Th.e first :s the ~ombay 
Presu'lency Youth Conference. The only endence of Nunbkar s havmg any 
connection with this Conference is the reco"ery from his possession of P.·1792, 
which is a copy of the Manifesto si)!,uerl by Thengni acc~lsed and addressed by 
'the W. P. P. Bombay to this Conference. '1'h~ second eyent of interest was the 
meeting of the Enlarged Executive ComlT'ittee of the Party on the. 29th Janu; 
:sry at which Nimbkar aecused presifled, vide. Mirajkar's letter t? Thengdi 
accnsed, P. 835· (I. C. 94), written tbe. snme mght afto! the c~mcluslOn of the 
jneeting. A copy of one of the resolutIOns passed at thIS meetmg, ~amely that 
on the Simon Commission which was found in the search of the offiCe. of .the 
W. P. P., ·Bombay, P. ]348 (42) (equahl the S!!COllli part of P. 833), has. on It a 
n.ote' ill' Nimbk-ar accused's handwriting .. Mr. Joglekar move8-unammo~sly 
passed, to be sent to th!! Press. R. S. N. 29-1-28.". TltiR is one of the ~AolubO~ 
which was sent to Muzaff~r Ahmad in P. 2U50, but intercepted and Withheld, a 
fact to, which, Nimbkat. II;Ccused rerers at page 29'J9. of the statements Qf the 
accused. ...... . ' , , ".': , 
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A.t the beginning of February we come to the landing of the Simon Commis
sion and t.he demonstration organised on that occasion. P. 544 (1) is a paper 
recovered at the search of the office of the W. P. P. of Bengal,.which is elearly: 

·a series of notes in regard to the orsranisation on this oec.asion, and hears a note' 
at the side" For Mr. Nimbm Municipal Union." These notes might be des- 5 
cribE'd as a sort of operation orders for the dey.and Nimbkar aced. at page 299-1 
admits that they came to him from Jhabwala aced.. In connection with them 
I may refer to P. 826, U,e Secretary's report presented by Mirajkar to 'the annual 
meeting of the Bombay W. P. 1'. on the 18th March, 19:!tl, in which under the head 
~, Congress Section" we get the following paragraph :-" In spite of that we had 10 
occasion to demonstrate the correctness of our policy on the Hartal question on 
February the 3rd, 1928. While other classes did play their part, the most active, 
prominent and organised part was undertaken and worked out successfully by 
the student Youths and the workers in Bombay. _.Mr. Jhabwala was espe
cially instrumental in linking the Simon Hartal with the workers, and the Ii 
huge workers' procession was greatly' organised by him &lonK with 
Mr. P. Spratt and Nimbkar." This report also, like the C. P. L report, P. 1207 
(1), mentions the part taken by.N'imbkar and Joglekar aflCused in putting up 
the Party programme before the A. L C. C. The passage on this point seems 
to me to be worth quoting. It runs as follows' :-" We have taken much part 20 
in the Congress work. In 1927 and 1928 we suceeeded in electing two of .our 
members to the A. I. C. C. (Messrs. Nimbkar and Joglekar), and have retained 
the secretaryship of the Bombay Provincial Congress -Committee for the two 
successive yeara We do not command an absolute majority .:in the Provincial 
'Committee and have to form alliances with the most radical groups in the 2i 
Congress to enforce our point of view. . In 1927 and 1928 the Congress Section 
tried to lay before the A. L C. C. a comprehensive programme of maBS organisa-
tion and make the Congress aceept a radical move to action'- But the bourgeois 
leadership out-voted us." Another document in conneetion with the events of 
the 3rd February is the letter signed by R. S. N., K. N. J. and P. S., which forms· 10 
part of P. 548 (5) (D. Spratt), in which the writers begin by speakirig of them
selves as " members of the Mnnicipnl Workers' Strike Committee, responsible 
for arranging the one day strike on the landing of the Commission." Another 
piece of evidence on the same subject ill' the statement of P. W. 253, Sub-Inspector 
Kothare, who in answer to questions in cross-examination stated that meetings 35 
were being held under the auspices of the Bombay Provincial Congress Com
mittee for a fortnight before the arrival of the Commission, ". in practically all 
of which Nimbkar, Joglekar and Jhabwala accused and Ginwalla and Jehangir 
Patel spoke and Spratt aceused sometimes". In support of this statement 
Nimbkar aceused tendered copies of the Bombay Chronicle, which show that he 40 
was occupied daily from the 19th January up to the 3rd February in outlining 
the programme at meetings and explaining what was going to be done. The 
statement of P. W. 225, G. F. Brabmandkar, a witness who was present at the 
Mole at the. time of the arrival of th!' Simon Commission, in answer to questions 
put by Nimbkar himself, shows that 'Nimbkar accused was present in a proces- 45 
sion of some 400 or 500 people carrying black flags, which came to the Mole. This 
was really the first oceasion on which the accused suceeeded in getting the workers 
of Bombay out into the streets on a political issue and elicited the approval of 
Communists abroad for that reason. 

At the end of February there is a little batch of exhibits showing Nimbkar 50 
accused in correspondence with the Municipal Workers' Union 'of Moscow. 
P. 1997 C. (I. C. 118) is a copy of a letter purporting to be from Nimbkar/ Secre-
tary of the Bombay Municipal Workers' Union, to the Editor of the" Khilafat ., 
intimating for favour of publication that the Bombl\Y Municipal workers had 
received an invitation from the Central Committee of the Municipal workers of 55 
Moscow to participate .in the deliberations of the 7th All U: S. ·S. R. Congress of 
Municipal workers. . The Bombay Union resolved that it was unable to partiei-' 
pate in the ,same owing to the Union leaders ha,ing much work to do in India 
dself!' in spite of Moscow's hearty offer'of defraying all expenses incidental to 
travelling etc." The Union also passed anotller resolution sending hearty 60 

o. P. 966. fraterual greetings to Russian workers and wishing .them suceess in their Con
gress .. The IJOstmark on Nimbkar's letter gave the date as 28th February 1928. 
In .corroboration of the authenticity of P . .19~7 .C.we have in evidence P. 2403 P. 
(F.C. 392), which.is a photograph of a letter Written by Nimbkar accused on 
the 16th Mareb 1928 on .behalf of the ·Hony. General Secretary of the Bombay . 65' 
Municipal Workmen's Union to tlte Chairman, Central Committee U. 8. S. R. 
Municipal Workers' Union; Moscow, which refers to a letter from the Moscow 
L82JHOO 
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Union dated the 30th December and states that the Managing Committee has 
decided not to send delegates in spite of the generous offer that their expenses 
would be defrayed "as our organisation is quite new and our services are 
wanted here". Nimbkar aceused admits in Ilffect the genuineness of P. 1997 C. 
by saying at page 3001 that " this is an intimation to the press about P. 2403 5-
which I have already explained." Nimbkar accused's explanation of the docu
ment, P. 2403, is at page 2970, where he says that it is absurd on the face of it 
that this should be cited as an example of his diract connection with Moscow. 
He further says that he does not find any conspiratorial matter in the letter. 
It is, however, a letter which has a certain value none the less. In the same 10-
connection Spratt accused tendered a newspaper cutting, D. 147 (19), which 
apparently,reproduces r. 1997, though of course it is not possible to say what 
newspaper 1t comes from. 
. Nimbkar· accused naturally took part in the annual general meeting of 
the Bombay Party on the 18th March. The report of the meeting which fol'IIlll . 15-
part of P. 1344 shows that he seconded three proposals moved by Joglekar, one 
of which was the proposal to add a fifth group called the Youth Group. He 

e. P. 'lI'I'. was also elected to the Executive Committee of the Party. P. 1348 (17), a set 
of notes, which also relates to this meetiug, shows that Nimbkar was delegated 
·with Lalji Pendse to Alibagh to explore the possibilities of organising peasants 20-
in the Colaba District. 
. At the end of the month, as appears from P. 2049C. (I. C. 130), dated the 
26th March, Nimbkar was invited to attend· the Bhatpara Conference of the 
Bengal Party. He refused the invitation on the ground of indifferent health 
and engagements. Then he says: "As regards the resolutions the Workers' 25-
.and Peasants' Party of Bombay, to which 1 have the honour to belong, has 
adopted at its last meeting, and 1 hope you will do the same in Bengal." This 
is a hope which we know was realised, as the resolutions adopted by the Bombay 
Party appear again with some modification in " A Call to Action OJ, a copy of 
.which was found in Nimbkar's possession, as also was a copy of the Constitu- 30-
.tion of the Bengal Party, P. 1755. . 

There is next some evidence of association between Nimbkar accused and 
Usmani accused. . This is a letter, P.995 (1. C. 150), dated the 22nd April 1928, 
recovered in Dange's search, in which Usmani giving details of his career to 
Dange says that if Dange wants a copy of his photograph, he may ask Comrade 35-
Nimbkar to give him a copy, as he has got two. 

The first of the letters addressed directly to the Bombay Party by the 
League against Imperialism is P. 1348 (23) dated the 11th May 1928, which is 
addressed to K. S. Nimbkar, Secretary of the W. P. P. of Bombay. This letter 
is really admitted by Nimbkar accused at pages.2970 and 2971 of his statement. 40-
It represents the first step taken by the League to obtain the affiliation of the 

e. P. 968. Bombay Party. This letter was put up at the E. C. meeting held on the 3rd 
June 1928 (P. 1344), but consideration of it was deferred. Nimbkar accused 
in his statement says that this letter was considered on the 8th July, but that 
seems to be a mistake as the letter which waf! conRidered on that date was 45-
P.1348(27). I have already mentioned the series of letters which were received 
from the League in connection with this matter of affiliation. P. 1344 shows 
that the Execntive Committee of the Bombay Party decided, on a consideration 
of P. 1348(29) (F. C. 561), on the 14th October to recommend that the Party be 
affiliated to the League. That was not however the end of. the matter, as it 5() 
came: np again in connection with the All-India Party, and we find Muzaffar 
.Ahmad on the 18th February 1929 in P. 1767 (I. C. 378) asking Nimbkar as the 
General Secretary, W. P. P. of India, whether he had applied to the League. 
against Imperialism and for National Independence for the affiliation of the 
Party, to which Nimbkar accused replied on the 15th March in P. 2163P. (1. C. 55-
404:) that the application about affiliation had been sent to the Leal('1le. The 
letter sending the application had at any rate been written, as Nimbkar him-
self ~ays at page 2984 of his s~tement, hut he furt~er says that he ~eft it with 
& frIend for posting, and that m consequence of hIS arrest the fnend. never 
actuallv did post it. Nimbkar accused was one of the Party representatives at 6() 
the All-Parties Conference in Bombay from 9th :Mav, sec the statement of 
P. W. 215, Insoector Desai. P. 1344 shows that the conduct of the Partv rep,re
sentatives at this Conference was discussed at the E. C. meeting on the folIowmg 
day when it came in for a great deal of criticism. NimbkRr Raid th~t he was 

f),. P. 11511. bou~d by the B. P. C. C. instructionfl. and as its TepTe~entative be could not say 65-
anything against the resolution. "It was jnally decided to issue a statement 
on the Party's action in voting against the resolution of the A. P. C. Comrade 
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Ghate was asked to draft a statement to be plaoed before an urgent meeting of 
the E. C. on the following day." This urgent meeting was it seems adjourned 
but in the minutes of the adjourned meeting held on the 22nd we find the follow
ing: .. Then the Committee heard the draft statement that was prepared in 
connection with the Party's vote at the A. P. C. which was passed for publica- 6 
tion." 

;During this period the manreuvres in connection with the registration of 
the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal had been going on, ending with the registration 
of that Union by Mayekar. This resulted on the 22nd May in the foundation 
of the Girni Kamgar Union with Nimbkar accnsed as one of the Vice-Presidents. 10 
The minutes of the Managing Committee of this Union, P. 958, further show that 
on the 14th October a resolution was passed that the funds of the Union be 
deposited in the ImperiaJ. Bank in the names of five persons including Nimbkar 
accused. Finally on the 25th he is mentioned as having been appointed Centre 
,Secretary at Ferguson Road. 16 

Going back to the chronological order of events, P. 1344 shows that on the 
15th July the E. C. of the Party considered Dntt's letter; P. 1348(34)', in which 
he asked for information regardinR' the Party's attitude on the Bardoli question 
-&s also for details re the Textile strike. The minutes show that " Com: 
rade Nimbkar explained that he had only condemned the apathy of the leaders 20 
towards the strike, and that he had not condemned the Bardoli movement as 
IlUCh. •••••••••••••••• The Secretary was asked to reply to the other points 
raised in the letter." P. 2408P. (F. C. 496) dated the 20th July is the 
lett-er which Ghate wrote under this' direction of the E. C. Nimbkar's 
main pre-occupation throughout the whole of this period was with the 25 
Textile strike, and there, is not a great deal of evidence as to what he 
was doing otherwise. He was invited to the Lyallpur, Conference which of 
course he did not attend, and it appears that he should have attended a meeting 
of the All Parties Conference at Lucknow, but sent a wire instead (P. 1796(c». 
In the middle of December, as appears from D. 512, Nimbkar resigned his post SO 
as Secretary of the Municipal Workmen's Union, an act which was brought 
lip at the E. C. meeting on the 13th Jannary, but deferred to the meeting of the 
15th at which Nimbkar put forward an explanation with which the Party was 
not satisfied. I mentioned this in discussing Joglekar's case . 

. Nimbkar of course attended the First Annual Conference of the A. I. W. P. P. 36 
at Calcutta in December as a delegate of the Bombay Party (P.468(2)·) (I. C. 
321). P. 669 shows that he took a considerable part in the proceedings. He spoke 
on the Trade Union Movement resolution on the 2nd day and the Trade Disputes 
Bill and General Strike resolution on the 3rd, on which day also he opposed . 
Goswami's proposed amendment to the Constitution of thc Party in regard' to 40 
'the election of the General Secretary. On the last day he was elected a member 
of the National Executive Committee, and appears subsequently to have been 
elected General Secretary, as he himself admits at page 2972 of the statemeuts 
of the accused., At the time of his arrest Nimbkar accu~ed hlld in his possession 
a number of papers relating to this First Conference of the All-India Party, as 4'{~ 
for example P.,1763 and P. 1764 which are notes of the meeting. and P. 1760 
which is a copy of the E. C. C. I. letter referred to in the report P. 669, in the 
account of the proceedings of the third day. Other documents ·in this comi.ec-
tion are P. 1759, a typed copy of the Trade Union Movement resolution with 
Bome notes on it in the handwriting of Spratt and Bradley accused; P. 1756, 50 
which iR more or less identical with P. 669 ; P. 1771, a draft of the constitution 
containing amendments in Bradley's handwriting; P. 1754, 22 copies of the 
Presidential speech; P. 1750, 17 copies of the Political Resolution; P. 1749, 20 
copies of the printed resolution on the Trade Union Movement, and P. 1751, 19 
copies of the resolution on W. P. P. Principles and Policy. No doubt all these 55 
capies of the Theses approved by the Conference were intended to be 
distributed in due course for the purpose of propaganda. There -is also 
'in evidence a fair amount of correspondence conducted by Nimbkaxt 
accused as General Secretary of the Party during the early days of 1929. After 
the conclusion of the A. I. W. P. P. , Conference Nimbkar also took An active GO 
part in the proceedings of the 'National Congress. More important from the 
point of view of this trial is his participation in the meetings of the C. P. I. on 
the 27th, 28th and 29th December. P. 1295 shows that it WAS he wbo raised the 
qut'stion of Swamy which resulted in Swamy's expulsion. He wa.s also appoint-
ed a member of th~ Central Executive of the Party. Nimbk~r's name further " 
appears in a list of names at the end of P. 1296. the notes of the meeting of the 

. C. P. I. held at Bombay on the 17th March 1929. That may, J;towever, ouly be 
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o. P. 968. a list of members -of the Political Department. At any 'rate Nimbkar accused 
says that, at that date he had already ,left Bombay, and so was not present nt 
the meeting. 

o. P. 963. 

o. P. 96'-

l!'or the period between the 1st January and the 20th March there is not 
much evidence except the Minute Book, P. 1344. which' shows that Nimbkar was 5 
present at the meetings of the E. C. on the 13th, 15th, 20th and 30th JanuarY. 
There is nothing to show whether he was present on the 3rd of February, but the 
minutes of the meeting of the 17th rather suggest that he must have been present 
then. One note reads: " Nimbkar lind Dange Party members' failure to stick 
to the usual routine work." Another public appearance made bv Nimbkar during 10 
this period was at the Lenin Day meeting held at the Peoples Jinnah Hall on the 
21st January 1929, reported by Mr. B. R. Mankar. At this meeting Nimbkat 
made a long speech in Marathi. In this speech there are a few remarks of some 
interest. For example ·he mentions that lie is going to be followed by Dange 
and Ganga Dhar Adhikari. who hilS rcturned here after staying in Germany for 15 
about 6 or 7 years. A little further on he says: " I will tell you briefly about 
him (IJenin) this that you should think of IJenin, RURsia and India in the same 
breath." He went on to discuss the condition of the prolotariat and peasantry 
in a number of countries, and came finally to the slogans of the revolutionaries 
in RusHia in 1917, which he called the principles of Lenin. He ended off with a 20 
defence of the • Moscow 'Gold. ' 

According to his own statement Nimbkar accused made some 500 speeches in 
the course of the General Strike of 1928. There is evidence on the record that 
he spoke at 66 meetings oilt of 67 attended by him between April and June. 
Among the subjects mentioned by him are organisation, exposure of Congress 25 
failure to help the strikers. financial help from Russia, the Russian example and 
the like. For example in P. 2237 he quotes the RURsian example and says: " In 
India too .they should do the same thing and establish workers' rule and wo~kers 
would get justice.". And the;n he goes on to talk about the Cotton Shipments. 
In P. 2243 he says: " We have not demonstrated our power yet but if it is necel!- 30' 
slIry we will show our power. and demonstrate labour rule in Bombay ...... But 
if Government want revolution in Bombay I am prepared to bring about revolu-
tion in Bombay." Later on in this speech he again refers to the Cotton Ship
ments. In P. 1706 he refers to the fact that the time for violence has not yet 
come and says : " Till our condition improves, volunteers from amongst us must 35 
be trained, I heartily wish that there should be no rioting among us." A signi
ficant fact in counection with his remarks on the subject of financial assistance 
from Russia is that at the time of his search he wa:s in possession of a copy of 
the pamphlet" Red Money" which is item 140 in his search list P. 1739. If he 
ever read that book intelligently he must have realised its plain meaning that any 4{) 
money that came from Russia was sent from a political and not a humanitarian 
motive. As to his search he endeavoured to cast a certain amount of suspicion 
but without much confidence. One thing is clear about this search and that is 
that the articles recovered from him show a great interest in Russia and Com
munism. We find him in possession of a book entitled " The Self-Educator in 45 
Russian" (P. 1743). Lenin's .. Imperialism, The State and Revolution" 
(P. 1752), .. Gandhi Vs. Lenin" by Dange (P. 1772), "Communism" by 
R. Palme Dutt (P. 1773), " Manifesto of the Communist Party" by Marx and 
Engels (P. 1775), a book entitled" The Essentials of Marx" (P. 1776), " How 
the Soviets work" (P. 1777), "Bolshevik Russia "(P. 1778), Lenin's" The 60 
Soviets at Work'" (P. 1779). Stalin's" Theory and Practice of Leninism" 
(P. 1780), a hCJok entitled" Soviet Russia" (P. 1781), Laski's" Communism·" 
(P. 1782), copies of the " Communist International ~' (P. 1783 and P. 1790), 
copies' of the" Masses" (P. 1788 and P. 1789), .copies of the "Labour 
Monthly" (P. 1784). some copies of the" Pan-Pacific Worker" (P. 1785) and 55 
of the" Far Eastern Monthly" (P. 1786) and a copy of the R. L L. U. Bulletin 
entitled" International Labour Movement" (P. 1787). His search list also 
shows that he had some other books with which we are familiar such as " The 
Social Revolution ". " Modern' India ". " Lenin as 8 Marxist" and two books 
of Roy" One Year of Non-Cooperation" and" The Aftermath of Non-Co- 60 
operation ". . " ... 

Nimbkar's statement iii hi 2 parts, the first part from page 2610 to page 
2968 is the joint statement and the second from pages 2969 to 3091 is his indi-

, vidual statement. The latter begins with a remark which in 8 way gives away 
thewhnle of hili defence, . 'He says, .4 With regard to the documents cited against 6S 
me I wllnt to gj,ve a full and complete answer as far 81l possible. But the DB:ture 



~f th. calle "a;nd ~e way U1 whlch the prOl!OOuti~n: have ided t<? prove, t;h~ir doc~
mente make It difficult for me to explain in the completest possdile detail, because 
that is bound to end in confessiollll wbich naturally your Honour does not expect 
from m8:"In this portion he deals first with foreign counections about whic/l. 
'he says, .. I have had no foreign connections. . The prosecution alleges that I i 
oorresponded directly with Moscow. If I have done so,. from the attitude that I 
am taking up, your Honour can well take it that I will be proud, of such connee
tiOll8. 'l'he facts are rather otherwise and I cannot have that pleasure!' Going 
on to individual exhibits be says in regard to P. 1828 that whatever little work 
he did in the Trade Unions he did " from the national point of view. " However 19 
he suggests that he ha$ improved since then. In connection with the COrrellpOu.
dence with the L. A. I. he says speaking of the consideration of one letter from 
the League by the E. C. of the W. P. P. " As I am not denying my connections 

•• 1'. NIt with any polip,cal bodies naturally the Court can presume that I accept the col
lective responsibility whatever it is. "At page 2975 he deals with his relations Ii 
with the Commnnist Party of India about which he eays: "I have already 
admitted that I joined the Communist Party of India at Cawnpore in December 
1925 when I attended the Communist Conference. I was elected a member of 
'the Executive at the time and I continued those relation$ up to the day of my 
arrest. " And he goes on to explain how he came to join the O. P. I. The upshot 20 
of it all was that" a few wasteful moves here and therll, a little wandering ulti· 
mately led me to get a copy of the manifesto issued by certain friends on Com
munism. That attracted my notice and a few fiery battles, a lot of discussions 
with Bome friends, who knew something about Communism, ultimately convinced 
me, and there I was in the Communist Party in December 1925." At p,age 2980 2i 
he deals with the question of the affiliation of the Party with the Communist 
International and says: .. The Party was not a1Iiliated to the Communist Inter
national until the day of our arrest ...•.... I may make it very clear that,l de 
.tond for the affiliation of the Party to the ,Communist International, and r see 

• no reason why a Communist Party affiliated to the Communist International 30 
IIhould not be allowed to exist in India, when it ill allowed to exist in the metro
politan country as well as all the other co1onies and dominions under the British 
Empire." On the top of page 2981 Nimbkar accused suggested that he might be 
giving an explanation as to why it was that the Communists were condllcting the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party but .when it came to the point he did not even 31S 
attem{>t an answer. At page 2985 be deals with his attendance at the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference and suggests that he did not reach Calcutta until the 

GoP.986, third day. I can only observe that this is contradicted by the report P. €i69.for 
which he is himself responsible, see page 77 of the printed elthibit which ShClW" 
that Nimbkar accused spoke on the Trade Union Movement resolution. At page 40 
2986 he comes to the Bombay Party. ~ About thi$ he says, " I was a foundatio", 
member of thll Labour and Swaraj Party which w~s inaugurated in Bombay bJ 
1926. I was elected a member of the Executive of that particular body' and. 
continued thosll relations up to the .day of my arrest even after the origin', 
Party was changed into the W, P. P. From the inception of the W. P. P. ,1 wa~ 45 
a member, of ~Executive of the Party; and have worked in various eapacities; 
I have acted as the group leader of the Bombay Party as well ail theA. I., W. P. P. 
in the bidian National c.ongress and I also acted as the group leader of' ,the 
Party in the Textile Strike and. the Girni }{amgar .U nion, and possibly in. few 
pther organisations of lesser imporiance/' Incidentally in dealing with., tbe ISO 
Bombay l'arty the accused questioned the admissibility of P. 851 on ~he, grQun4 
of absence of proof .. It is sufficient to say t.hat it was recovered from the pOSlles-
Ilion I)f Thengdi !1ccused and is an admission. It is of course also supporte4 bi 
a number of other documents p. 854 (I. C. 22), r. 853 (I. C. 25), P. 852 (1; C;25) 
and P. 2326 (F. C~ 187). At page 2988 he comes to the" Kranti '! and explains 51S 
why the Party start,ed the paper .. The explanation was scarcely, necessary., b. 
the course of these pages he admits a good many documents attributed to hiJn as 
tor example P . .1740 and P. 1741, ;his article on ", 'fh~ Chinese War of In\l(h 
pendence " in the .. 'Kranti " of the 20th June 1927, and his speech at theSacCQ 
Vanzetti meeting reported in p. 23l1. ,At page 2999 speaking. of theW., P. p. 60 

-G. P. ~87. he *aYII, .. We took special care to ,keep the Party as a legal open body pet1ectly 
above board." It is reasonable to ask why such special, precautions were, ne.ce,s
ery if the whole thing was legal and above boa,rd ,all he UQW suggests. ,'~en he deals with connections and the article~ 10und ill )Us ljearch for. each of ~hi.cli 
he gives some reply. The only intereS\ing .<)lie. iSJ,llS remark that :." P,. 178Q . 65 
•• Theorr and Practice :Of Leninism." is. a b\>o!j: from. the Party. library.'!' The~ 
he comes' to Trade Umons and IItrikes and talks at some length about the on 
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~triker~e Te:~We Strike, .~he Joint Strike Coo,nnittlle, ~nd80 on;. :Mter this he 
comes to', Mumclpal Elections,. the I Spark' and Lenin Day" the last· of which 
'~l~turally. gives him an, opportunity for eulogising. IJenin. H" ,concludes '. this 
.passage by saying on page 3031 : II IJenin's.A.n,niversary has a particular Iligni
;lieanrJe to India. He, more than any other, has shown the way for the oppressed I 
peop~es of the colonialc~lUntries to free them~elves from the yo~".o~ Imperialism. 
He proved to us that tins revolt of the coloma!. peoples would meVltably take ,on 
,a, more and more socialist character, leading the way therefore to a world pro
'leta~an revolution.. The fundamental line of work of the C. I. with regard to 
the colonial countries was laid down by Lenin himself in the 2nd World Congres8 IG
of the C, I. (P. 2395)." After this. he deals with Moscow agents and Moscow 
gold and May Day, and then comes to the subject of the Simon Comlnission. The 
W.P. P.'s attitude is dealt with at page 3045 and at page 3047 he puts in lucid 
'phraseology the reason why the occasion waS: regarded as important. . He says, !" 
~" 'fhe 3rd Feb. demonstration was a beginning of a new stage of development 15 
in which the masses entered the political field as an independent political force 
under the leadership of their own Party and organisations. They marched in 
Jarge ,numbers from one end of the city to the other, waving black flags, with red 
,Rl'IIllets, with the slogans of their class demands such as,'" Eight hours working 
.day " and" Living wag")' ........ With these slogans on their banners, led by a 2~ 
placard bearing the name of " :Workers~ and ,Peasants' Party ", the huge mass 
'of the workers m,arched to thcir meeting place." Then he deals at length with 
nis.own. speeches in the mill strikes and with the Bombay Communal Riots of' 
,February. 1929. .Lastly he came to his hail application and certaiu findings of 
Mr .• rustice Mukerjee in his'order-dated 23rd April 1931 and he tried to demo)lB- 25 
'trate to -the Court that the answers he had given clearly showed that those find
ings, which were of course based on a very small portion of the evidence available, 
were substantially correct and to be preferred to the propositions put forward 
by Crown Counsel. That is to say Nimbkar accused suggested to the Court that 
all the accused have done is to hold meetings, study the principles of Communism ·30 
and probably also to make an attempt to disseminate those teachings which are 
.laid ,to be dangerous to society and -dangerous to the sovereignty of His Majesty. 
I, am.j\fraid lam unable to accept Nimbkar accused's suggestion" 

Nhnbkar accused argued his case at considerable length. His arguments 
contain all the same old theories which I have discussed already. He says that 35 
this case was started as a test case to meet the philosophy of Communism. He 

~lf~~fuei~h~~~:g=:fu~~li:e t~~uil~as ~e p~~!c~i~nt~~rP~~i=~o~~a: ," 
strike-breaking prosecution. 'I.'hen he went on to some quasi legal arguments 
and tried to argue that section 121-A was governed by the provisions of section .0 
120-A though the explanation to 121-A is' quite irreconcilable with the proviso 
to section 120-A.. Then he went on to discus.s irregularities and the question 
of j~risdiction. He argued that this Court has no jurisdiction because the case 
also covered the acts of organisations outside India. It is no doubt true that 
the case deals with the acts and organisations outside British India. but those ~ 
organisations are not being tried. ThEm he came to the question of the local 
jurisdiction of a Court at Meerut and said that as the acts committed at Meerut 
were not illegal they could not give this Court jurisdiction. Then he attacked 
the complaint arguing that it was not sufficiently definite. To my mind it 
would. be di.flicult to frame a complaint which was more full and definite and 6e 
detailed than the one in this case. Then he dealt with the application of 
section 10 of the. Evidence Act with which also I have already dealt. He argued 
that the possession of books and the like proved nothing and that the evidence 
of expert witnesses in regard to handwriting should be treated with the greatest 
possible. caution. Then he supported J oglekar accused's suggested Common 65 
Law Right of organisation. Next he put forward a claim to trial by jury. 
Then he gave 8J little lecture on Communist theory with the idea of showing that 
the developments forecasted by the Communist theory are inevitable and there-
fore the accused cannot be held responsible fCYr the advance towards revolution. 
That is the old determinist theory and its force has already been destroyed by 60 
the assertions of the accused themselves. Then he came to the same old sug
gestion that as the violence contemplated was not immediate the prosecution 
cannot succeed. After this' he went on to talk about the C. P. I., and the 
W. P. ,P.s, the latter of which he said were legal parties with legal aims and 
objects, Lastly he dealt with the Bombay General Strike and the speeches in 6i 
connection with it and suggested that the proper test in regard to. these was 
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whether there was inoitement to direct and immediate violence. I have already 
pointed out that that is not the proper test at ·all. Lastly he argned that the, 
whole of the activities of the accused were legal activities de,signed to secure 
the betterment of the workers and pe&JSants. It did not appear to me that any, 
fresh point of any real value emerged from Nimbkar accused's arguments. I 5 
have in fact dealt with all these points, both the legal points and the others, 
from time to time at the different places where they have arisen. 

To sum up the case against this accused, he ha,s been a member of'the 
C. P. L from its very earliest days and there can be no doubt therefore that he 
is well acquainted with the whole of the directions and instructions issued by 10 
the Communist International from time to time far the conduct of the revolu
tionary movement in the colonies. He was one of those who took a leading 
part in carrying out the instructions of the Communist International for the 
e,stablishment, and building up of the Warkers' and Peasants' Parties. He 
must have had a very fair understanding of the principles of fraction work and 15 
of the united front. Reading P. 1207 (1) and P. 826 together we get a very 
clear idea of the -reatlon for the work done by this accused in the Municipal 
Workers' Union and in the Textile Strike. When the policy enjoined from 

o. p.m. Europe advances another stage, in the establishment of the A. I. W. P. P. 
Nimbkar accused occupied a leading position in that Party too as its General 20 
Secretary. It was not his fault that just at the moment when he became 
General Secretary the Party learned from Europe that the entire theory of 
Workers' and Peasants' Partie,S had been rejec.ted. The whole of his history' 
prior to the time of his arrest, and even more so his statement to this Court, 
indicate that Nimbkar accused understood in the fullest degree exactly what he 25 
was doing, and that in working in the Congress, in the Communist Party of 
India, in the Workers' and Peas8cnts' Party, in the Trade Unions and 'the Trade 
Union Congres,s and throughout the Textile Strike he was doing 'his very best 
to forward the movement to bring about a revolution in India which would be 
C8ilTied out by violent means. 30 

Agreeing with four assessors and disagreeing with one I hold that Nimbkar 
accused haS taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor 'of the 
sovereignty of British India and I convict him accordingly of an offence under 
section 121-A I. P. C. 

SBJ 



o. P. I7J. :, : ' Dange accused Was released frO'm' jail on the eO'II!pletiO'n ,.O'fhi~ sentence ill 
a.&.D&l!GBthe Cawnpore CO'mmunist CO'nspiracy Case of 1924 O'n· the: 24th May 19271 . 

.,. ',rhere is a lengthy account O'f his release and the 'public meeting of welcom. 
given to him in the "Kranti" of 28th May 1927'part of'P. 1375, a 'passage 
translated at the request O'f JO'glekar accused, which shows that JO'glekar I 
accused and fllome others met him at the jail gate frO'm which he was taken to 
JO'glekar's place, 168 Fariaswadi In the evening a publio meeting was- helc:I 
~t Congress ;HO'use at which Mr. Bharucha presided. . JO'glekll.r and'~pratt 
accused. were among thO'se present. After variO'us speeches Dange himself 
spO'ke .and ~d: "I aDl neither a.BO'lshevik_nO'r an O'ppO'nent of BritishGO'v- 19 
ernment.· ·The Russian CO'mmunists are calledtheBO'lsheviks, I am an'4dian 
Communist. The British GO'vernment· carried out an agitatiO'n against. the 
BO'lsheviks and that is why it Calls any CO'mmunist a BO'lshevik." Later O'll 
he said that he was nO't against the British peO'ple but oppO'sed only the Briti~ 
capitaL He declsred. his tntentiO'n O'.f ,working to' destroy British eapitaliSDl Iii 
and afer that· Indian capitalism. He finished his speech after giying an assur· 
ance to cO'ntinue his wO'rk as befO're. This last sentence contrast!! rather sharpl! 
with O'ne O'f the earlier speeches in which the speaker had suggested that Dange 
had been convicted for hO'lding O'piniO'ns and, nO'thing II).O're.. The speech madE! 
by Dange O'n this O'ccasiO'n did nO't give satisfactiO'n to' Indian. comrades in 20 
EurO'pe and was criticised in the" MaSses" fO'r July 1927 part O'f P.1789 .. 

Dange accused was apparently-nO't present at the meeting of the C. ,P. L 
o. P. 9'13. on the 31st May 1927 at which, as -the repO'rt P. 1207 (1). shO'ws, he was elected 

to the Presidium if willing to sign the creed. Possibly his speech ,on: the 24th 
bad given rise to some doubts ;' however a resolution was passed to welcome 2. ' 
him back from jail and expressing the hope that he 'Would be able to resume his 
activities immediately he recovered his health. Here again it may be noted 
that we get the same point, namely resumption of "activities". Dange ,it 
jleems took a little time to recover and resume his activities after ,his release, 
In P. 2328P (2) (F. C. 217) O'n the 14th June Spratt wrot.e to Dutt: "Cunfa 30 
has been disappO'inting, but this may be due to Rig., whO' has jealously guarded 
him all the time. I have hardly exchanged a word with him, but as he alsO' is 

. nO'w becoming disillusiO'ned we may 'hO'pe fO'r better things;" And it was nO't 
. long befO're this hope was realised. From the 4th June Qnwards Dange began 
to be active. At that day he was apparently at Poona from where he wrote a 36 
letter of which P. 1605C is a cO'py to Joglekar at Bombay saying that" Poona 
work was dO'ne ~ery nicely as was expected." Then he speaks of going to 
Nasik and wants to be told if anything comes from Sambamurti. He goes on 
" if nothing is heard from him, will you arrange for my nO'rth trip , Yon knO'w 
going nO'rth is very impO'rtant. .PleMe let' me know your idea and possibility 40 
of the same, will you please'" We next hear of him' on the 20th when he 
writes to Spratt to say that he is on the point O'f starting for Cawnpore 
(P. 1972, I. C.48). Then O'n the 24th he again writcs to Spratt frO'm CawnpO're. 
And again on the 5th July we get another letter frO'm him from Cawnpore 
P. 1965 (I. C. 52) which is the letter mentiO'ned at an earlier stage in this judg- 45 

o. P. 874 .. ment in which he speaks of Lajpat Rai wanting to' ('apture the Trade Union 
Congress and Chaman Lal wanting to oppO'se him, about which he says, "What 
do you scent f What· dO' yO'u say to' a plan O'f our Bombay grO'up taking it in, 
;joining hands with Chaman Lal f Is it wO'rth the trouble'" He goes on to 
.speak of meetin~ Muzaffar Ahmad at Benares and says that" Usmani will be 60 
released from Dehra Dun jail by the end O'f August." A week later Dange 
writes to' Spratt frO'm Benares (P. 1966, I. C. 54) speaking of the appeal made 
by Muzaffar and Ghate iu the" Kranti " for mO'ney to suppO'rt Usmani O'n his 
release on the /!Tound that he is suffering frO'm tubereulosis, which Dange saytl 
is not a fact. He goes on to speak of the Cawnpore Communist CO'nference O'f 55 
December 1925 as a conference wbich had done great damage to the Communist 
interest. TO' both these letters Spratt replied in P. 1967 (I. C. 54) from Lahore 
suppO'rting the propO'sal to' ally with Chaman Lal in the T. U. C. and giving an, 
account O'f the situation in the Punjab. 

In August 1927 Dange was back in BO'mbay where he tO'ok -part in the Saooo- 60 
Vanzetti meeting on the 27th August. Deputy InspectO'r Chaudhri's re-port 
P. 2311 shO'ws that Dange s-poke at sO'me length on this occasion. He" differed 
frO'm the President's (Jbabwala's) advocating beforehand fixed Uti poliCY of 
non-violence O'r violence, bet'ause nobody eould exactly gauge the tlsycholO'gy of 
the masses 5 years hence when they' ..,ere fully organised," whichshaws quiU 65 
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clearly that his whole idea was to organise the masses. However he went on 
to say that" he could not say whether the revolution when the time came would 
take the form of parliamentary constitution or Russian Revolution or Fascism 
80S in Italy." And we find also that he criticised the Congress and the Assembly. 
;He " declared that class struggle against Imperialism and Capitalism was becom
ing stronger and stronger and contradicted Reuter's news that Communism was 
oooling down in England." 

, The next. mention we get of Dange accused is in Spratt's draft letter to 
Dutt P. 1009 (F. C. 300) dated 4th September 1927 in which he says speaking 
of the proposed All-India English Journal, "We have had an informal general 
conference, Lozzie, Lujec & Co. at Bombay, and have agreed to start one as 
soon as arrangements can be made, chiefly in charge of Confe and Rhug (Dange 
and Shah). It will not bl! official, they think." This combination of Dange 
and Shah appears on several occasions. On the 14th· September Dange was 
present at the meeting to welcome Shankat Usmani on his release from jail. 
Deputy Inspector Chaudhri's report of this meeting P. 1684 shows that" Dange 
complimenting Shankat Usmani for fighting against both the foreign and 
native capitalists and exploiters admitted that the Indian Communists had 
foolishly kept certain things secret as they miscalculated the power of Gov
ernment. He was questioned by people as to what was a Bolshevik, or Moscow 
trained Communist and he would explain by referring to Shaukat Usmani 
and Firoznddin who had gone to Russia to take training in spreading revolu
tionary propaganda in India. They had seen with their own eyes how 
Russian revolution was successfully carried out by the proletariat and how 
problems of poverty and maintenance of the poor were solved." He then 
went on to attack the nationalist leaders and newspapers of India saying that 
" they refused to accept Rlls~ian gold r<>r the national movements in India 
simply because it was dubbed as Bolshevik money." And this again shows 
that Dange at any rate is under no misapprehension as to the meaning of 
any money which comes to India from Russian sources. Further on we find 
that " he also declared that the Communists would still go out and come back 
without passports, would study revolutionary methods and would go on making 
propaganda in spite of Government's restrictions and suppression." 

l~ 

20 

25 

30 

Dange also took part in the meeting held on the 7th November under the 
auspices of the W. P. P. to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the Russian 35 
Revolution for which we have the report of Deputy Inspector Chaudhri P. 1685. 
In the course of this speech Dange " showed the ;happiness in Russia enjoyed 
bv the workers there and contrasted them with the actual conditions in India." 
The resolution passed on this occasion "congratulated the Union of Soviet 
Republics on their reaching the 10th Anniversary in spite of the frantic efforts 4~ 
tlf world Imperialism to smash it by blockades, propaganda and invasion." 
A copy of this resolution was also found in the Bombay Party office and is in 
evidence as P. 1358. 

P.2138P (I. C. 66) Usmani to Muzaffar and P. 2141C (I. C. 72) Dange to 
Muzaffar Ahmad are letters which mention the importance of members ·of the 45 
Party attending the Cawnpore.Session of the .A.. I. T. U. C. P. 1878C and 
P. 2097C (I. C. 72) Dange's letters to Majid and Muzaffar Ahmad accused, 
enclosing copies of P. 1878 (1) C the report headed "The T. U. C. Left ", 
show that Dange was one of the accused who attended this conference. This 
report has already been dealt with at some length in the general portion of the 50 
case. It will be sufficient to note that in the paragraph in the General Secre-

o. P. '77. tary's report condemning the prosecution of labour organisers the T. U. C. Left 
moved the inclusion of the names of Spratt and Fazal Dahi, and that in the 
paragraph regarding recently started labour organs they made an amendment 
to include the Kranti, Kirti, Mehnat Kash and Ganavani. Coming to resolu- 65 
tions they evidently favoured a resolution expressing sympathy with the aims 
and objects of the League Against Imperialism and Colonial Oppression which 
was not allowed. They successfully moved a resolution congratUlating the 
U. S. S. R. on its 10th Anniversary, but two resolutions moved by them, one 
condemning the encirclement of the U. S. S. R. by the Imperialist States and 6() 
provocation to war and the otlIer expressing svmpathy with the work of the Pan
Pacific Conference at Canton, were rejected by the President. The report 
concludes with an account of the informal meeting at Goweltoli which .. decided 
to concentrate mainly on bnilding up new and penetrating the existing Unions." 
It must be said that this is a most illuminating document. 65 
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. There'is good reason' to. think that .Dange was in communication·With 
C. P. Dutt about this Conference. P. 1606C (F. C. 380) is a copy ofa letter 
intercepted at Bombay by Deputy Inspector Cbaudbri on the 23rd March 1928 
in which a person signing himself· C. P.. Dutt thanks Dange for the proof 
eopies of the resolutions of theCawnpore Session of the A. I. T. U. C.for ~ 
which he had asked for and says that .. I shall be glad to use them in the Labour 
Monthly. .. The Labour Monthly for the month of April 1928 is on the record 
as part of P. 1215 and P. 1269, and contains an account of this Congress which 
is decidedly suggestive of Dange's report P. 1878 (1) C, and .thereby goes to 
show the authenticity of P. 1606C. In this Congress Dange was elected Assist~ 10 
ant SecretarY and also a member with Spratt and Jhabwala of the Council of 
Action and the Committee to draft a constitution. The latter was the cause 
of Spratt's letter to Dange P. 1863P (I.C. 78)· written from Calcutta on the 18th 
December. This letter mentions among other things the possibility of meeting 
Dange at Madras and the certainty of their meeting in Bombay in case Dange .1 •. ·. 
should not come to Madras for the Congress. Dange certainly did go to Madras 
though there is no evidence that he took part in the Congresl!. On the other 
hand it is quite clear that he was present at and presided over the meetings of 
the E, C. of the Communist Party of India held there on the 29th and 30th 
December. He had on the 18th accepted his appointment to the Presidium of 20 
the Party (P. 1285). P. 1287 (2), the report of the meeting of the 29th, is a 
document with which I have dealt with before, the first two. or three lines of 
which are in the handwriting of Ghate accused and the rest quite evidently in 
Dange's handwriting, and which. bears his initial signature on both sheets. 
Another meeting also was held at Madras during the Congress week of which 26 
we have on the record manuscript, notes P.1373 (2) in the handwriting of Spratt 
accused. This was a meeting of the representatives of the Workers' and 
Peasants' Parties at which it was decided that the formation of an All India 
Party was desirable in the near future. The suggestion was that a Congress 
should be held at Calcutta between the 10th of FebruarY and 10th of March 1.928 30 
(this no doubt explains why Dange wrote in P. 1287 (3) that Mirajkar and 
Sircar's applications would be considered at the next meeting of the E. C, of 
the C. P. I. at Calcutta in March) and that invitations should be extended to 
the W. P. P. of Bombay and Bengal, W. P. P. of Punjab (if in existence), 
managers of Kirti, Mehnat Kash etc., Trade Unions in Bengal, possibly indio 36 
viduals or the Republicali Party in .Madras to send delegates with votes, to 
others to send non-voting delegates. Further we find that Shah and Dange 
were commissioned (which obviously implies that they were present) to pre· 
pare drafts of " (2) ", and" (2) " was "a thesis on the eXIsting situation, 
international and internal, economic and political, and a comprehensive pro- 4() 
gramme of work and a sketch of future lines of development, relation to other 
parties and social groups and organisations.'~. 

At the end of JanuarY 1928 Dange accused was present at the meeting of 
the Enlarged Executive Committee of the Bombay Party at which he moved the 
resolution on peasants, see Mirajkar's letter P. 835 (I. C. 94). After this 46 
meeting was over he was among the members of the Party selected to attend 
the meeting of the E. C. of the T. U. C. at Delhi in connection with which he 
himself issued a circular letter in regard to affiliation to the R. I. L. U., see for 
example P. 1384. (3) addressed to Mukerji accused. He went to Delhi in due 
course and took part in the E. C. meeting along. with Thengdi and Spratt the 50 
latter of whom writing to Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 479 (I. C. 120) mentions' this 
mee.ting and says, " We succeeded for the time' in stopping the attempt to 
affiliate to the I. ~. T. U. "Another item of interest in this letter is the remark: 

. " The other. busmess was not of great interest, except the decision that the 
W. W. L. I. IS no longer necessarY as the British T. U. C. is now in direct touch 51S 
with the Indian T. U. C. This is regrettable and Dange and Thengdi opposed 
it." It is quite clear that Dange sent a report of what happened at this meeting 
to C. P. Dut~ as there is on the r~ord a copy of a letter from C. P. Dutt P. 1607C 
(F. C. 381) mtercepted and copIed on the 6th April 1928 in which C. P. Dutt 
tha~, Dange for his letter dated February 29 regarding the E. C; meeting and 60 
says, . ~ have arranged for a copy to be sent to the R. I. L. U. Congress as I 
think It IS very important that they should know what took place." . This letter 
also ref~~s to D~ge's Na!i0!1BI Research and Publiciti Institute. As to the 
authentiCIty of this letter, It IS to be noted that there is in it a mention that on 
receipt of an account the writer will forward a remittance for the books Now 66 
P. 997 a bundle of postal receipts for registered packets recovered at the time 
of Dange's search includes a' receipt for a registered pac,ket at books, reports 
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etc. dated 24-2-28 addressed to O. P. Dutt, '162 :B.uokingoom Palace' Road, 
London.' That packet would have left Bombay on Saturday the 25th February 
and reached England a week earlier than the letter of the 29th. So we can be 
certain that the C. P. Dutt with whom we are already acquainted had received 
from Dange some books a week before this letter and might therefore be likel1 I 
to ask for an account to enable him to forward a remittance. There are Bome 
other small points which also go to support the genuineness of the letter, as for 
'example the fact that C. P. Dutt sU/!,g8sts Danga's using" the above address of 

o. P. fsl. 

our office as the address of the London office of the N. R. P. I." And in dU$ 
oourse Dange did, as in P. 525 (1), use another of'Dutt's London addresses 10 
namely 162 :Buckingham Palace Road as the address of the London Office of the 
~&~L . ' 

:: 'From Delhi Dange seems to have gone to Lahore with Spratt as we find 
ihat on the 3rd. March 1928 he, Spratt, Sahgal and Majid attended a meeting at 
the Bradlaugh Hall, Lahore. He had also "by this time got into touch with 1Ii 
Sohan Singh Josh accused vide P.1637 (I. c. 125) in which Sohan Singh on the 
13th March asks about books, mentions some articles of Dange which would be 
published in the Kirti very soon and asks for another article from pange at the 
earliest possible date and also for an article from Spratt. This letter was inter
cepted by P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Chaudhri on the 16th March and with· 20 
held. A similar letter is P. 1639 (I. C. 192) written by Sohan Singh to Danga 
on the .th July. which also like the former was intercepted and withheld. And 
still another is P. 1608C (I. C. 196) dated 14th July in which he asks Dange to 
attend the Lvallpur Conference and to contribute an article for the August 
number of Kirti. • 25 

Dan/!,e accused wa~ present at the Annnal M!'eting of the Bombay Party 
on the 18th March 1928 and wal! presumably the persoll mainly responsible 
for the Secretary's report P. 826 as ther!' is It coPY of it ou record in his hand
writing, P. 1348 (14). P. 1348 (24), whil.'h contams a report of this Conference 
intended for the newspapers and is signed by Ohate, is also in Dange's hand- 30 
writing. ,P.,1344 show!! that Dange spokE' 011 the general resolution adopted at 
the I<Jnlarged K C. He was also elected a member of the .Executive Committee 
and further set'onned the resolution by. which the Executive" was directed to 
explore the feasibility and pos~ibility of cont('sting seats for the Municipalities, 
local Boards, and 10l.'al legislatures, and to submit its conclusions to a general 36 
meeting." ' 

In April 1928 DlIJIge was in corre~pondence with Usmani, vide P. 1624 C., 
a copy of a letter dated 2nd April in which USDiani asked Dange to send hilIl 
the copy of the " Russian Revolution" hy R. Pa~e Arnot whil.'h was in the Party 

o. P. 982. office. This Party library is also mentioned in P. 1299 which shows that Dange 40 
had borrowed from it a number of books for the special Soviet number of the 
Poona paper" Chitramaya Jagat". Other letters from Usmani to Dange are 
P.995 (I. C. 150) dated 22nd April in which Usmani sends Dange the details of 
his career and P. 1625 C. (I. C. 155) (admitted by Usmani), the letter in which 

- he presses Danga to send him certain facts and figures which he needs urgently. 46 

Dange accused was one of the member!! of the Party who took part in the 
All Parties C'"onference at Bombay. 1'. 1348 (2), Mirajkar's report of the Propa
ganda Oroup, mentions that" Mr. S. A. Dange in a vigoroufl speech made it clear 
that the conference was nothing but 1\ mere farce." This report goes on to say : 
.. The accredited repre~entatives of the Party ultimately voted against the reso- 50 
lution of electinlt a committee tn draft the future constitntion in accordance 
with the Party mandate. It WIIS however necesflary while voting on that pro
position to make clear the position of the Party and clearly point ont w~t it._ 
8tootl for: that being not done th~n., a statement why the P~rty representativee 
voted against the resolution WIUI 181'lled t(l the press." This makes somewhat 55 
-clearer the allusion in P. 1344. the minutes of the meeting of the E. C. of th... 
Party held on the 20th Mav. There is annther reference to this speech of Dange 
in Spratt's articl!! on " The Role of the Workers' and Peasants' Party" dated 
June 1928, P. 526 (41), in which Sprat~ writrs as fol}ows : '~ The Party. Dl:ust 
expose mercilessh- the attempt now bemg made to hmd India to Impenalism 60 
under the name of the boycott of the Commission. Comrade Dange expressed 
the view of the Party very e1enr!y wllen at the B?mbay ~on of the AD 
Parties' COlJference. he 110intpll ont that thp only f~tful po1i~ .for the Co~!lr. 
ence was to establish a unitrd front for t~!' ~ght.l\g~lDst Impe~ To utilise 
the occasion merely for rlraftilJ!!( a constitn~lOn IS 81IDI;lly playmg J!I~ the hands 66 
of Imperialism. It reduoos the tight agamst the Simon CODlJIllBBIOn from a 
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mass struggle to a parliamenhll."y preteiice. The Workers" and Peasants' Parij: 
cannot take part in such a betrayal. tt '. 

By this time the members of the Party were in the thick of the General 
lIill strike. As a result of Mayekar's registration of the Girni Kamgar Maha" 
mandal the Girni Kamgar--Union was founded on the 22nd of May with Dange as 
General Secretary and the following accu~l'd in othl'r capacities ~President, 
Alve; Secretaries, Joglekar and others ; Vice-Presidents, Jhabwala, Bradley, 
Nimbkar and one other; Treasurers, Ghate and one other; Members of th~ 
Committee, Kaale, Mirajkar and otbers. 

There are ouly a few of D!I~ge's speel.'hes during tbe mill strikes reporte~ 
and it will be convenient to deltl with them all here. The first on the record is 
one which he made on 2nd June 1928, the report of which is in evidence as 
P.2242. In this he says: .. I want to make an important pronouncement today: 
There is a party called Workers' and PeaRants' Party. -The object of this party 
is to fight for the rights Bud liherties of the workers and free them from the 
domination of the capitalists. I WUf! senteJlced to four ycars' rigorous imprison: 
ment for identifying myself with this party." . He goes on to say : .. We have 
prolonged the strike which our enemies do not like." Thcn he goes on to talk 
about interception of letters and to bring charges. .. Even registered letters are 
tampered with." Then he mentions the matter of the .. cotton shipments ", the 
money from Russia, which was meant for Jhabwala bllt ultimately came into the 
hands of N. M. JoshL 'rhen he 8ays : " I am accused of illegal restraint." This 
is an allusion to his arrest at much about this date, a fact which we find men· 
tioned by Tagore in P. 76 (F. C. 429) and also in the minutes of the Party for the 
3rd June, where there is a passage which runs as follows~" Comrade 
Muzaffar was to be informed that the two representatives could not leave now for 
Calcutta in view of Comrade Dange's arrest and hence the question was to be. 
deferred. " When asked to explain this speech Dange accused made. the futile 
reply: "I disclaim any responsihility for the s,p.ceches put in through this 
witness." 

His next recorded speech was on the 7th June. This is reported in P. 224l). 
In it he deals with the impossibility of a revolution at the present juncture 
suggesting quite clearly that that must be the ultimate aim and object. He 
says : " We can fight with Government iii. tlvo ways, constitutionally and by 
revolution. You cannot get success by revolution because we have no arms and, 
ammnnition. . . . . . . . . . . . .. All of a sudden all the army of ;the Government 
would stand against you and destroy you in a minute. . Therefore until you get 
and win over Indian army on your side, you must go on constitutionally. In 
police and in army our Indian peoplc only ahound. We must try to win our 
people on our side and then throwaway the Government. I shall be the first 
man, when that day arrives, to tbJ.·ow away the Government. We will purge the 
evil out from the police and the Government and hand over the administration 
in your hands." Dange also spoke on the 21st July, see the report P.1701. In 
this .he says: "Let the nationaliRt Government understand that I want the 
strike to last. . Loss of strike" (he must probably have said "lastin~ of 
strike ") "means. more sphere for our movement....... ... When we contmue. 
our strike we are preparing a double edged sword, one for revolution and the, 
other for the good of the people." Dange dealt with the speeches at pages 2484 
to 2489 of his statement. In ree:nrd to one of them he disclaimed any responsi
bility to explain a report which had" missed a. good deal." . That does not, 
,however, exonerate the aeC'll~ed from p:xplaining the small amount which was 
not missed. Either he said it or he did not say it. To my mind it is clear that 
he, did say it, and, if so, if there waR any cxplanation, he should have put it 
forward. In the case of the othcr two speeches he goes into a long disqmsitioIf 
on the defects of the reporting and the defects of the reporter and the defects 
of the system by which this man could have been employed as a reporter, and at 
the end he disclaimed any responsibility for the speeches put in through this 
witness. He never attempted to flRy that any portion of these reports did not 
represent accurately the sense of his speeches. In those circumstances the reB" 
ponsibility to explain those speeches lay upon him, and if he has not chosen 
to discharge that responsibility, he must not complain of the result of his refusal. 
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Coming back to the chronological sequence of events, Tagore's letter to 
Ghosh, P. 76, (F. C. 429), dated 12th June 1928 mentions that £60 each have 
been remitted for a paper for Kalidas Babu's Jute Workers' Association at 
Bhatpara and the Bombay Textile workers. The money for the Jute Workers' 65 
Association, he says, has been remitted in the name of Muzaffar Ahmad; to' 
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Bombay it haa been sent in the name of Dange. There is, or"course, no evidence 
as to whether Dange accused ever received this money. Towards the end of 
J tme the E. C. of the Party at the meeting held on the 24th decided that the 
need for Party propaganda was urgent at this stage in the mill strike situation. 
Rence " it was unanimously decided that the " Kranti " official organ of the 
Party be revived within the following week, with S. A. Dange as Editor, Pendse 
to assist Dange in Editorial work, and Ghate to look into the management side 
of the paper. It was also agreed to make it a bi-weekly paper" (P. 1344). 
Accordingly on the 27th June Dange accused filed a press declaration, which 18 
On the record as P. 1492. On the 2nd August 1928 a letter was sent from London 
addressed to Dange as Assistant Secretary of thc A. I. T. U. C. sending him a 
Bank Draft for £20 said to be a collection made at Tashkent, U. S. S. R., for 
Class War Prisoners. The writer, who did not sign his name, suggested that it 
should' be used by the organisation in India for helping Class War Prisoners. 
Failing Buch organisation the W. P. P. should assume charge and distribute it 
in the most advantageous way, publicity being essential. The acknowledgment 
was to be addressed to Bob Lovell of the International Claas War Prisoners' 
Association.: This letter is P. 1609 (F. C. 506) which was intercepted and with
held. A reminder (P. 1807 (1) F. C. 507) in regard to this lett(>1' was sent to 
Dange on the 13th December by GIyn Evans, so that we may safely infer that 
the first letter emanated from him. 

IS 

1~ 

150 

At abont this time thcre was some disagreement. between Dange and the 
rest of the Party, the first mention of which ill in the minutes of the E. C. meeting 
held on the 2nd August. The minutes !!tate ahont this" The next question taken 
up was regarding the strike. It was reportod by Nimbkar and Mirajkar that 25-
Dange had made a statl'ment lit a workers' meoting, which was contrary to the 
Party's policy regarding thl' strike. Danll'e contended that he was misrepresent-
ed. After some argument it was decided that" No statement should be made 
by any party member that is iletrimental to the declared policy of the Party, and 
if anyone had any snggestion t.o make, it shonlil bo first decided by a meeting 3 .. 
of the E. c." Comrades Nimbkar and Mirajlmr werc asked to' prepare a state
ment regarding the 8pl'ech of Dan~l', above ,('feTl'cil, to) be placed before the 
E. C. on Sunday the 5th instant." This quarrel seems to have hung fire for some 
time, but the matter came to a head at the meeting of the 26th August, when 
the minutes state that " Letter from S. A. Dange, resigning from his position 35 
of ' The economist' of the Party on thp .Toint Strike Committee was taken up. 
Dange's attitude on the qu('stion of negotiation ('arne in for severe criticism froll1 
the members.................. .... DRngc was accllsed of having failed to 
adhere to tlle Party's policy, as decided at the F.. ·C. meeting on the 22nd instant 
(see the minutos of the meeting of tIle 22nd). He was also charged of not having .0 
placed before thc Party the rcsult of hi~ invclltigatious into the standardisation 
scheme. Dange contended that he had brought tho papers on a partiCUlar day 
when the members had not turned up." A rcsolution was passed in the following 
terms :-" Mr. Dange may be particularly requosted to always confine himself 
within the limits of the Party's decisions in all puhlic positions, whero he has 41) 
been deputed by the Party to function on its hebalf, and lay before thc Party 
all factI! and figures concorned thereto whoncver called upon." A vote of 
een.~'Ure against DangI' moved by Joglckar was then considered, but was lost. 
It was rosoh·ed that " Dange should be ask(>d to place all the facts and figu,es 
he is in possession of re-standardisation ~cheme before tlle House at its meeting 50 
on the 27th." The minutes of the 27th show that tbis was actually done. In 
eonnection with Dange's letter it was further resolved that in viow of the fact 
that negotiations had advanced to this stage, the resignation (from the position 
of Economist) of Dange could not .be accepted, and tbat he be asked to go on 
with the work. At the next meeting it appears that" Dange's resignation waa 55 
taken up. After some disclls!lion the Chnirmnn inadv«:rteutly tore the f~l 
resignation and prepared a statement to that effect, whICh was taken up as h18 
f.ormal resignation. It was decided to requl'st Dange to reconsider his T<!signa
tion." This letter of resignation is presumably the same as P. 1373 (13) (L C. 
221) an interesting letter in which Dange says the Party is not functioning on 60 
proper Marxian lines or b!\sing its de~si0!ls .on Marxist st.udies. He conc~udes 
by offering" to be the first COmmlll!-lst ViCtim I?f repreSlllOU, an~ an ordinary 
soldier-recruit in the army you may like to draft mtl? you, ranks, ID. case repres-
sion starts." The ultimate result was that he continued to work ID the Party 8& 
as before. 

The 'Very next meeting of the Party sbows Dange .taking up an ~teresting 
position OR the subject of the proposed Bartal at the time of the landing of the 
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Simon Commission on the 12th October. The minutes of the E. C~ meeting ;of 
the 29th .August record that" Dange raised ·the question of Hartal on the land
ing' of the Simon Commission on 12th October. He thought that the conditions 
for a Hartal were non-existent, as the Simon Commission had no more importance 
in view of the attitude of the other parties. The question was whether we should , 
bring out tLe workers on'& non-revolutionary political issue." J oglekar, it seems, 
wanted to take advantage of the landing for declaring a general strike of 
the Railways. IDtimately on the 23rd September it was decided that the Party 
should not take any initiative in the Simon Hartal, but that it should ally wi~ 
the B. P. C. C., if the B. P. C. C. decided on a Barta!. This is rather interest· It 
ing in the light of the .situation after the Hartal in February 1928, when the 
Party realised that they had done the work but had not got the credit. The 
positiol1 in fnctwas that all parties were equally interested In making a political 
demonstration, and the W. P. P. therefore had no special object in participating, 
unless tile workers could be brought out on a definitely revolutionary political 16 
iBsne. 

We~ome now to the Council of War held from the 6th to the 10th September. 
The minutes of the E. C. meeting held on the 8th April show that Dange accused 
was oile of those who had been elected to the Provisional Committee of the 
A. I. W. P. P. 8S a representative of the Bombay Party, see P. 1344 and P. 2024C 2Ct 
(I. C. 146). During the course of the summer there had been numerous letterll 
passing between Ghate and Muzaffar Ahmad in regard to the holding of the 
meeting of this Provisional Committee. These letters culminated in a series of 
telegrams, which resulted in Spratt's and Muzaffar Ahmad's coming to Bombay 
to take part in the Council of War there, as it was. impossible fQr the Bombay 25 
members ill the critical state of affairs in the Textile strike to leave Bombay. 
Danga's name is mentioned in the notes of the CDuncil of War, in both Spratt's 
and Bradley's notes (P. 526 (32)& P. 670), as the person to write a pamphlet' 
on the need for the All-India Party, and we find this mentioned later on in a letter 
from Muzaffar Ahmadz in which he asks whether Dange has written the pamphlet~ 30 
because if he lIas net, 11 is too late for him to do, it now. . 

The next item of evidence against Dange accused is P.1610P(F. C. 573~,. 
8 letter from Chattopadhyaya, Secretary of the League against Imperialism; 
dated tlJe 18th September 1928, in the 1irstparagraph of which Ch8tto mentions 
that he has learned from a mutual friend that the League's letj;ers were not' 35 
reaching ])ang!! accused at all. He is therefore sending this letter to Mr. Joshi's 
address and hopes that Dange will at least receive it this time. This of course 
implies that there had been previous letters from .the League to Dange accused. 
This letter refers to the A. L T. U. C. and the affiliation of the T. U. C. to the 
League. An interesting passage follows which shows' how close the relationi! (0 
are between the League and the R. I. L. U. He says: " We recognise the ·diffi
culties at home but if you wish to prevent the Amsterdam people from obtain-, 
ing control of our Labour movement, it seems to us absolutely nellessary that the 
T. U. C. should become an affiliated member of the League, since in the present 
phase of the movement and under the difficulties created by the Government it 4S 
IS not easy for the T. U. C. to affiliate to the R. I. L. U." Towards the end of 
St'ptember Dange should have gone to preside over the Lyallpur Conference. but 
this was not fonnd possible. Very shortly after this on the 10th October we 
get 8 letter written on the League against Imperialism letter paper, and ,from 
the address of the League signed Binnie to Dearest Gunnu, and later recovered flO 
from the possession of Hutchinson aecused, which is in evidence as P. 1040 
IF. C. 589). Binnie must presumahly be a pet name, an abbreviationfol" 
Birendranath alias Virendranath. Gunnu we find from other documents is Mis&' 
Mr,inaJini Chattopadhyaya. This letter is in regard to the trauslation of an 
appeal to the teachers of India from the Educational Workers' International and 55 
its distribution among the teachers at the Conference of the school teachers of 
the Bombay Presidency. Binnie suggests that Ginnu should attend the Con~ 
ference, and if she does not, SuhaBini (Mrs. Suhasini Nambiar) who is sister tc) 
Binnie should undertake the work of conducting the propaganda at the Con
ference. At the end he comes to the question of expenses and says that if· he 60 
gets a bill he will he very happy to ask the General Secretary of the International 
to pay Gunnu the sum without delay. He ends off : " Our friend Dange will 
surely be able to give yon technical help in such a way as to avoid unnecessary 
apenditure ... 

, Early io October the Mill strike came to an end, but the activity of the Union' .~ 
and the accused was well maintained, as for example in the issue of the lea1lets, 
P. 9661l1ld P. 967, to which DBBge was o.ueof the signatories, and P. 929 which. 
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was signed hy him as General Secretary of the G. K. U. Later on in the month 
Dange is mentioned in connection with research work in Spratt's letter to Dutt, 
P. 2419P (F. C. 607) dated 23rd October, in which he says that" Dange has done 
nothing" (in the way of research work) " in Bombay on account of the strike." 

Subsequent to the Meerut Conference we find P. C. Joshi asking Dange 5 
to write a pamphlet for the U. P. Party, see P. 1619 (I. C. 249) and P. 1621 
(I. C .. 27). 'l'he fact that Dange was to write a tract is also mentioned in the 
" Krantikuri " of the 24th November, and in P. C. Joshi's letter to R. P. Dutt, 
P. 2409P (l!'. C. 633) on the 5th November. 

Dange's name appears in the list of delegates selected to represent the 10 
Bomhay Party at the A. I. W. P. P. Conference, and he was originally expected 
to go there, see P. 468 (2) (I. C. 321) and P. 1348 (35) (I. C.312). It was how
ever finally detlided at the E. C. meeting held on the 7th December that Dange 
should stay ill Bombay to look after the G. K. U. affairs, while the other members 
were absent at .1haria and Calcutta. Dange was therefore unable to participatE! Ii 
in any of these Conferences. He was however elected to the National Executive 
Committt'e of the All-India Party and to the Central Executive of the C. P. I. 
Early in January Dange received a post-card from Usmani dated Amrltsar the 
8th January 1929, P. 967 (I. C. 343), in which he says that coming back from 
Kasllmir he had been to Calcutta but found nothing interesting there. In the 20 
middle of the month Dange sent Rs. 500 out of Rs. 1,000 sanctioned by the Manag-
ing Committee of the G. K. U. to Muzaffar Ahmad, see the letters P. 395 (2), 
P. 395 (1) and P. 1346 (I. C. 348 and 349). On the 21st January he took part 
in the Lenin Day meeting of which we have a report on record, P. 1690. There 

o. P. 992. are a number of interesting remarks in this speech. He says for example : "Ac- 25 
cording to Lenin, the State is nothing but a close apparatus to dominate other 
classes that it wants to exploit in its own interest. It is the dictatorship of one 
class over another ........ The first thing is that the State is based on violence 
. . . . . . .. Then, coming to thp. CommunistR, Communism is this : • If the State is 
based on violence, it cannot but be overthrown by violence' ........ At present 30 
the Imperialism of Great Britain, which is based upon violence, is to be over
thrown by violence." Then he deals with individual terrorism and rejects it. 
He says: "The creed of violence of Communism is of a revolutionary type, 
dirccted against the State as a whole. Therefore the State as a whole, belong· 
ing to one class, has to be overthrown by revolutionary action by another class 35 
on the broad mass-basis ........ For a revolution the situation must be ready 
.. , ..... Communism wants to overthrow the social order as it is constructed 
today. We do advocate an overthrow, but it is an overthrow of what is based 
on violence, that is the overthrowing of the present social order. We are not 
making any secret of it." ~ 

It is curions to note in connection with this meeting that at the meeting of 
the E. C. of tbe.Party on the 20th January, when the question of this Lenin Day 
celebration C8D1e up, Dange had urged that "since no propaganda was done 
there was no use of holding a meeting in the working-cla!18 area. But it was 
decided that a meeting should be held amongst the workers as well as in Girgaon. 45 
The Girgaon meeting was to be held on the 21st, while another meeting in Parel 
was to be held on the 28th January. Handbills etc. were to be issued." Dange 
in fact rcalised that it was all right to hold a Lenin Day meeting in the Girgaon 

o. P. 993. area inhabited by educated people without preparation, but useless to do so in the 
working.class area until preparations had been made. 60 

Most of the information in regard to· what Dange accused was doin~ about 
this time is t.o be obtained from P. 1344. Dange took part in the meetings on the 
13th, 15th, 20th and 30th January,. and presided over the meeting on the 17th: 
February, at which the attitude of the Party and the work doue by its members 
during the days of the Bombay Riots were considered. At the end of the minutes 55 
ou this day's meeting we find a note : • Kranti Question. Committee suggested 
of AdIrikari, Deshpande and Dange arranging sales, advt. etc.' His name of 
course occurs very frequently in the minutes, right through the whole of 
P.1344. 

Some time towards the end of February C. P. Dutt wrote identical lettenr C 00 
on the same day to Dange and Muzaffar Ahmad, P.l665 and P. 2160, (F. C. 8(7), 
asking them to send material for an exluoition to be held on the occasion of the 
10th Anniver8ary of the foundation of the Communist International. The 
material was to be sent to the Workers' Welfare League of India. Finally on 
the 17th March we find Dange presiding over the meeting of the Communist PaI,1Y 65 
of India at Bombay, at which the -question of the relations of the C. P. L Wlth 
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-the> W. P. 8lId the questiOlllof the intensive organisatioB' of the C: P. I. were t&kefl 
-up. vide- the aotes in GhalJe's handwriting, P; 1296. - - - ---' 

.. - Dange's room at Moolji Haridas' Chawl, Nagu Sayaji W~ wall searohed 
py P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. P~twal'dhan, on th~ 20th March 1929 l'l!- the pr~sen~e 
of Dange's friend, V. H. Joshi. The search list prepared. 0n this OCcaSl0R 18 
P. 970. In t.his search we find a number of interesting books and documents. 
-P. 971 is a note-book containing entries of payments to Bradley, Kasle, Mirajkar, 
Usmani, Alve and others, P. 974 and P. 990 contain some issues of the .. Payam<
i-Mazdur ", P. 975 is Lenin's" Left Wing Communism", P. 976 is 8. collootioD. 
of issues of" The Labour Monthly", P. 979 is Lenin's " On the Road to Insur;. 
J;ection ", P. 986 and P. 989 are collections of the issues of the" Kranti ", P. 987 
-and P. 988 are some copies of the .. Spark ", P. 991 is a photograph of Len.i.n. 
P. 994 is a list of books including books by Bukharin and Lenin, P. 1000 is aD 
advertisement of U smani's book" Peshawar to Moscow", P .977 is a copy of the 
Trade uDion Movement resolution moved at the A. I. W. P. P. Conference and 
P. 978 is a copv of the .. W. P. P. Principles and Policy" resolution moved at 
the same Conference. Then P. 1001 is interesting as it contains a note of the 
charges paid to a typist for typing nos. 1,2,5,6,7,8 & 9 of the articles found ill 
P. 1220, the file recovered from the .. Kranti " office. Besides the above there 
are some other miscellaneous pieces of evidence in Dange's case, which it may 
be as well to quote.- For example his name a:IJ.d address are found ill' P. 146 
recovered in the search of the Bengal Jnte Workers' Association office and in the 
registers P. 1408 and P. 1409 recovered in the search of the Kirti office. He is 
also mentioned in P. C. Joshi's diary, P. 311, in a series of notes relating to the 
" Krantikari ". One o{ these is: 'Provincial letters. Bengal, Muzaffar; 
Bombay, Danga; Punjab, Sohan Singh; U. P., P. C. Joshi.' Another is : 
, Nationalisation of land, Danga ,. and still another: To be advertised in KirH, 
Ganavani, Dange. By the latter Joshi probably meant the" Kranti ". There 
are also on the record articles written by Dangeaccused in P. 303, .. Payam-i~ 
Mazdur", P. 147, the "Urdu Kirti" (Conspiracy of Imperialism in -the 
.A. I. T. U. C.) and P.·492, .. Chitramaya Jagat " (the Communist International 
and the League of Nations), The last and one of the most important documents 
in Dange's c-ase is P. 2512. This is a document in regard to which we have the 
evidence of P. W. 251, Mr. George Clarke, and P. W. 252, Mr. A. M. Sheikh. 
P. W. 251 was at the time of the recovery of this document on the 4th February 
1930 an Inspector of Customs at Bombay. On the morning of the 4th February 
he searched the S. S. Trifels, a German ship, due to sail that day, to prevent the 
export of Charas. His attention was then drawn by his officials to three men. 
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who were moving about on the wharf. He went up to these men and stopped 
them, and searched them in the shed Oil the wharf. One' of these men, who gave 
the name V. H. Joshi, \\'ltS c!ll'rying a small parcel, which turned Ollt to contam 
merely a pair of slippers, but he had also on his person when searched a black 
leather wallet, which contained Rs. 200 in notes and Rs. 5 in change, and the docu
ment P. 2512. The witness took possession of this property and prepared a 
panchnama 01' search list, which is on record as P. 2512A. The witness states 
that the other hvo men with V. H. Joshi gave their names as Amir Haidar Khan 
and Manindra Nath Misra. Now this document which must have been written 
at any rate a few days before its recovery in Bombay appears to be in the hand
writing of Dange accused, and that is also the opinion of P. W. 133, Colonel 
Rahman ~~l P. W. 277, Mr. Stott, who compared-the writing in: it with other 60 
proved wrItmgs of Dange accused. I discussed the question of the admissibility 
of this document. at length in my order dated the 6th January 1931 and I see no 
ll~cessity !o. repeat t~a~ discu~si?n. It is sufficient to say that I h~ld, and I am 
shll of opllllOn, that It.lS admisSlble both al$'ainst the writer himself and against 
the other accused. ThIS document, P. 2512, IS entitled ,. The Situation ill India ". 
It begins with a short discussion of the industrialisation of India, which is interest
ing in ,:iew of ~e d.!fferences of opinion. on this subject, to which I have 
ref~rred 111 connection With Roy's fall from favour and the changed point of view 
which appears in P. 90. Then he goes on to a long discussion of whether the 
bourgeoisie is likely to turn revolutionary, now that it rjlalises that -industrialisa
tion will not go ahead, as it has been going in the last few years. He decideR 
t~at the bourgeoisie will ~o~ turn revolutionary. He further dis~lUsse~ the posi-

66 

60 

tion of the petty bourgeo181e and the workers and peasants. Then he eomes to 
th~ . 'Yorkers' and._ Peasants' Party, which, he says, is nearly extinct. He 
cr11lc18es the -working of the Bombay Party iJl 1928, am! remarks that .. it -relied: 66 
too much ~n the ~oreign rE'mitt~ces for relief and 'thought that the strike .could 
go on that Indefulltely." He pomts tEl two instances bOth in 1928 in which he him-.· 
LS2JJrlCO 
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~elf had been right and the rest wrong. Dange, of course, has denied the author
ship of this document, but it is curious to notice how closely the passages." hi 
P. 2512 and in his statement in this Court in regard to the alliance with the 
Bombay Textile Labour Union in the General Strike of 1928 resemble one another. 
In P. 2512 he says: " Similarly, the question of alliance with the reformist union 6 
at the beginning of the strike. The reformists had a powerful organisation, a 
block of 50,000 workers, mostly Muslim under their influence; while the W. P. P. 
was new and no organisation ........ It was Dange's proposal to form an alliance .' 
with freedom of criticism with the reformists. It helped in bringing a very big 
section of the workers under W. P. P. influence and gave financial strength t9 10 
the movement (the criticism of the R. I. L. U. on this point is wrong)." Atthfl 
foot of page 2431 of the statements of the accused Dange says: " B. T. L. U. 
was opposed to calling a general strike, but once the strike was an accomplisbed 
fact and even its own sections were involved in it, its main grounds for keeping 
aloof from us vanished. Though we possessed the leadership of the strikers, we 16 
had no finances to guide and keep such a huge organisation going. We also 
wa,p,ted unity with the 30,000 workers who were more or less under the influence 
of the B. T. IJ. Union. Unity at that time with those confirmed Genevites and 
class collaborators would have strengthened the strike. Unity with them at that 
time meant a unity of one section of workers with another section and not merely 20 
a unity between leaders. A large section of workers by their own ex~erience had 
yet to be convinced that our policy was the only right policy. Umty with the 
B. T. L. U. at that time gave uS' the opportunity to demonstrate the correctness 
of our policy aud secure large contacts and financial strength, without in any 
way making us lose our direction of affairs and the right to criticise if necessary 25 
our allies. " Then he talks about the peasant work and concludes that the proper 
method is a sympathetic approach to the Youth element. He concludes this por-
tion with the remark that " there is great demand for Marxist and Leninist 
literature of wbich advantage must be taken." Then he comes to the Meerut 
Case. There is a good deal here which indicates that the arrest and confinement 30 
of the a~cused in Jail has not brought the conspiracy to an end. In the course of 
this part· of the letter he mentions the Engineer, clearly meaning thereby the 
accused Bradley. "Then he comes to the question of the" statements, evidently 
referring to the statements made in the Magistrate's Court. About this he says: 
" Question of statements and acknowledgment of Co=unist creed. Wrong pro- 35 
paganda done by other party. Need of a statement as a lead to the Lahore 
Congress Youth elements. Differences on this point between D. and others. The 
Br. Comrades wanted to wait for Campbell to come and tell them what they 
should do or say." The reference to the Lahore Congress Youth elements is 
explained in the joint statement at page 2723, where, discussing the position of 4& 
the petty bourgeoisie, Nimbkar says that" in 1928 a pseudo-revolutionary 
peasants' movement was launched in the Bardoli Taluka under the lead of 
Congressmen, and·the" revolutionary" youths supported it vigorously and quite 
uncritically, while they neglected the genuinely revolutionary workers' movement, 
which was I'ising quickly all over the country at the same time. Clearer still is 45 
the revelation of the position in 1930. At the Lahore Congress 1929, they forced 
the leaders to adopt Complete Independence and almost overthrew non-violence. 
:But once the bourgeois leaders gave the signal and began Civil Disobedience their 
lack of revolutionary consistency and determination showed itself." The point 
of the British comrades' wanting to wait for the arrival of Campbell becomes 60 
clear from the paragraph headed " The Campbell Case" at page 2959, where 
Nimbkar accused says that .. it had been arranged that a lawyer should be sent 
from England by the National Meerut Prisoners' Defence Committee, for the 
defence of the case, and that he should be accompanied by Comrade J. R. 
Campbell, of the C. P. G. B. in the capacity of a political adviser. Comrade 55 
Campbell applied for a passport after an agreement had been arrived at with 
the India Uffice, but after some delay was informed that a passport could not 
be issued." From this it is clear that Campbell was expected to come out to 
India, and that was why the British comrades wanted to wait for him to come 
and tell them what they should do or say. 00 

At the end he comes to proposals for the future under wbich head he p~ts 
down : .. An English theoretical organ. Recruitment of the petty bourgeo18, 
peasant work. Cessation of sending low grade C. P. G. B. men. More atten-
tion to developing work under a repression policy. Taking advantage of the 
temporary Independence mood and consolidation of the petty bourgeois and 65 
worker-peasant alliance in p~oviJ;lces where possible.. Temporary penetrat!0n 
in the Land Leagues. Fraction m them. More efficient study of the Indian 
situation at the centre.. Literature should be produced on the Indian soil itself. 

.' 
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,Subsidy. Adaptation of, the Apparatus tQ Czarist or worse than Czarist ~n~
tions. Meerut men should cease interference. Outside should unite. Policy of 

, winning over rank and :Iile, not expulsions, without warning, viz. Balk.", The 
letter is quite clearly one written to a co-conspirator in Europe giving an account 
of past events ,with a view to the working out of a sounder policy for the 5 
future. ' 

It remains only to consider Dange's very lengthy statement, a document 
which runs to no less than 507 printed foolscap pages. Bearing in mind that 
the other Communist accused had prepared, or were, at the time when Dange 
made his statement, preparing a. complete statement of their views, this state- 10 

, ment can only indicate one of two things, either that Dange accused is burdened 
with an overwhelming personal conceit or that his opinions differ radically from 
those of the other Communist accused. Dange has as a matter of fact through-
out the case in the Sessions Court kept himself somewhat apart from the otlier 
accused. In fact he has really been doing that more or less since the differences 15 

0. P. 1000. of opinions arose in the course of the General Strike in 1928. As to the points 
of difference between his position and that of the other accused, he seems to 
be inclined to suggest, thereby differing from the point of view maintained in 
the joint statement, that violent revolution is not inevitable and that peaceful 
t-volution is a possibility. Secondly he has made an attempt to cast doubt on 20 
the evidence that he was a member of the C. P. I. and took part in its meetings. 
The idea may perhaps be, as Crown Counsel has suggested, to argue that though 
no doubt he is a Communist by belief that is no offence provided the fact of 
conspiracy with others is not established, and if the fact of membership of the 
C. P. I. is got out of the way, it might be possible to satisfy the Court that his 25 
relatioIlil with other accused do not amount to proof of conspiracy. 

Coming to the statement itself he begins by saying : " In answer to a ques-
tion from the Magistrate in the Lower Court I had said that I was a Communist 
and I affirm that statement now." Then going on to hia aims and objects as a 
Communist he says ~. " For the present period the guidance of Leninism is 30 
quite sufficient ", but he concludes the paragraph by saying: " Therefore my 
aims as a Communi,st are not the same as shown by the prosecution, nor is 
their interpretation of my activities eorrect .. ; this is because, as he suggests, 
the prosecution have misunderstood or misrepresented the aims of Communism. 
As to that I need only refer back to the :first volume of this judgment. The 35 
simple question at issue is whether his aims were to deprive the King Emperor 
of his sovereignty over British India, and whether his aetivities were directed to 
achieving those aims. He goes on at page 2109 to say : " My aim as a Com-

O. P. 1001. munist is to replace world capitalist economy by a world system of Communism." 
He repeats this at page 2138, where he says : " The aim of Communist is the 40 
overthrow of Imperialism and Capitalism; and the immediate aim of the Com
munists in India is the overthrow of British Imperialism. (Exh. P. 2339)." 
It appears that there is an apparent modification of this statement in the next 
few lines in which he says: " It appears that many people misunderstand what 
we mean by Imperialism. Some think it means the. rule of the Emperor, and 45 
therefore think that only monarchies are Imperialisms. What we really l1!'ean 
is a certain type of· capitalist economy with its political accompaniment." 
That may be so, but the tangible expression of British Imperialism in India, 
more :{,articularly of what he would call its political accompaniment, is the 
sovereIgnty of the King Emperor, that is the Goveroment at present by law 50 
established in this country. -

O. P. 10020. In Part ill of. this statement entitle~ " What I.have done" (the title itself 
It lIeems to be typIcal of the megalomama from which this accused suffers) we 
get an account of the history of the Textile mills of Bombay and the Textile' 
strikes particularly the General Strike of 1928. At page 2449 he refers to one 55 
of the negotiations with the Mill Owners' Committee in which he took part as 
Party economist. In succeeding pages he dealawith the Roy Letter relief 
funds, .and so on. Finally he comes to the October settlement and the 'end of 
the strike. At page 2473 he comes to a paragraph" Did we co use" the strike 
meetings and speeches during the strike '-their relation to strike matters and 60 
t~eir e~ucative .functio~." The title itself sug~ests the conclusion. In his 
diSCUSSIon of this question he seems to be suggesting the old defence that there 
ca!l be no offence !! the rev:olution aimed at is not 8;n. immediate object. On, 
t¥s pags he sa:rs\ Th.e strike !las what the bourgeolBle calls a genuine trade 
dispute. Its onglU or Its duration was not a part of any conspiracy of Com- 65 
muuists to bring ro,in to the industry or to overthrQw the Government. There 
LS2JMOO 



was no poUUcal deD1and as silch in thE! 11. detnands which were the subject 
matter of the strike. There Was no demonstration, no resolution in any 'of 14e 
strikers' meetings as such even of a seditious character, let alone an incite
ment to insurrection against the State. It was not a strike preparatory to an 
insurrection, a gene&l rising against the State, or intended to develop into a II 
general political strike to overthrow or bring pressure .by violence or threat of 
violence against the State." I do not think it has been asserted that it was . 
. Then coming to the use of the strike he says, "The late Mr. James, while 

O. P. 1003. speaking about our strike activities said that "the main objective" of the 
Communists in a strike is the education of the workers in mas,B action and to 10 
provide so to speak a rehearsal for the general strike in the mass revolution. 
The other objective is to glorify the Communists before the workers as their 
real leaders. I fail to see how if the Co=unist convince the workers that the 
Co=unist Party alone works in their interest, it becomes automatically a step 
in the conspiracy alleged in this case. Every party including that of the 111 
bourgeoisie, is trying to convince the workers that it alone works for their good." 
The suggestion is that because other parties u.se strikes for the purpose of 
oonvincing the workers that they are working for the good of the workers the 
Co=unist Party is entitled to do the . same. That of course entirely depends 

:on what the object of the Communist Party is. If they do it with the ob}ect of 20 
furthering a revolution then obviously the situation is changed and the nght to 
use the strike for the purpose of persuading the workers that their party alone 
works in the interest of the workers is taken away. The real inwardness of 
what he is aiming at comes at the end of the first paragraph on page 2475 where 
he says, " With such authoritative expositions (as those in the Thellis of the 26 
Second Congress or any relevant article of Lenin) it is absurd to charge the 
Communists who owe allegiance to Leninism of. contemplating, in 1928 condi
tions, the overthrow of Government, by simply setting up or capturing trade 
unions and leading strikes in textiles or railways or other industries." That 
of course entirely depends on what is meant by "contemplating". If by 30 
" contemplating" is meant contemplating as an i=ediate proposition,' the 

o. P. 1004.. statement is no doubt correct. But if by " contemplating" is meant " aiming 
at bringing about in future " or " working to bring about in future " the position 
is different. He goes on : "It is a fact that we .seized the leadership of the 

. Bombay textile workers through the general strike. But it is not a fact that 35 
the strike was brought about in order to create an opportunity to seize the 
leadership. " But again I. can only say that I do not think that this has ever 
been alleged. Further down this page he says:" The prosecution's last 
thread, by which they hang their case, is that we used the strikers' meeting's 
to preach the principles of Co=unism, of Proletarian Revolution, the success' 4.0 
of Soviet Russia and the necessity to have a like revolution in.India also" and 
he proceeds to make a mathematical calculation showing that so far as the 
evidence goes such an attempt is only observable in a very minute percentage 
.of the speeches made during the strikes. "From such a performance", he 
says, "a generalisation is made that the strike meetings were used as a 45 
cloak to foment violent revolutionary activity." But he really gives the whole 
case away in the next paragraph (page 2477) where he says: "The strike 
period is the only period when the cultural level of the workers can be raised 
on a mass scale ...... Therefore it is during the strike period that mass educa-
tion can be carried on effectively and on a large scale. The mass scale can 60 
operate only through meetings and lectures...... So one of our reasons in 
holding such a large number of meetings was to carry on education on a mass 
. scale. Lectures were delivered on the economic construction of !!resent day. 
society, on the history of India and oilier (,olmtri('~, on class war, citctatorshiPJ 

O. P. 1005. the stock exchange, industrial development, agriculture and several other sub- 55 
jects. There is no denying the fact that when Communists spoke on these sub
jects they did it frl?m the Marxist point of view.... . . The Communists who 
have a better social order to introduce, can bring their point of view forward 
only through meetings, books; and papers and they claim the right to do so." 
The whole of this leads to a fairly obvious conclusion. But he attempts to get a 60 
little relief at page 2478 where he says: " It wonld be, however, a one-sided 
statemput that the lectures werE' only for this prtrpose." (Not that there had 
been any such allegation). "Meetings were held to make annonncements abont 
relief distribution, about the various negotiations for settling the strike, abont 
picketing, about attempts to break the strike, about the standardisation scheme 65 
and 80 on." Then he comes to the question of using the meetings for incite
ment of violence, and on page 2482 makes two points namely {l) that in the 
speeches and during the strike there was no incitement to violence and (2) that 
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there were no acts of violence due to the speeches or because of the strike 118 
'such. Still he goes on : " But at the same time I do not assert that we were 
~bserving the principle of non-violence." And from this he comes on page 2483 
to the following : "There is no contradiction or opportUllism when on the one 
hand we asked the strike to be conducted peacefully and on the other hand 5 
spoke out one of our principles that no class power is overthrown except by 
violent revolution. The former was the immediate necessity of the objective 
situation. The latter is a deduction from historical experience, showing the 
inevitable way taken by all social revolutions in the past and that will be taken 

0. P. -lOOI. by them in the future also." 'Ulat is to say he admits that it is one of their 10 
,principles that no class power is 0\'el1hroWD except by violent revolution, a 
conclusinn from which elsewhere he ill evidently trying to' escape. On the same 
page he quotes from P. 2369 " The Thesis, of the Third Congress of the Com
munist InternatiO'nal" the fO'llowing passage, in which, speaking of the acts 
of White TerrO'r, it is laid down that "in times when the workers are O'nly 15 
preparing themselves, when they have to be mO'bilised by agitation, by political 
campaigns and strikes, armed fO'rce may be used solely to' defend the masses 
frO'm bO'urgeois outrage." This passage is to be read with his own explana-
tion at page 2501 of " The functions O'f Red Trade Union Volunteers" where 
he says : " They are required fO'r picketing, for keeping order at meetings, for 20 
acting as cO'uriers from mill to mill in emergency times and to defend the union, 
its offices and wO'rkers from the murderous attacks of the police and its hench
meD.. The most important O'f all is the last task." It is clear enough that in 
certain circumstances the Red Trade UniO'n volunteers are to UBe armed force 
and indeed that wouldl follow from the fact that these Red volunteers are ex- 25 
pected to develO'P into Workers' Guards and finally into the Red Army. 
,Dange puts it .at page 2504 aB follows: "The bourgeois leadershil? uses 
the Congress volunteers to maintain class peace, that is to maintain e~ 
plO'itation. The Red volunteers are directed to overthrow e,.'Gploitation, whicl!. 
naturally meanS' not class peace but ela.ss war." In spite 'Of this he can 30 
say O'D: page 2506: "In order to stampou!.' corps with quite a.di:fIerent 
traditiO'n, a tradition which is rich with the history of, the international 
prolet.ariat, we used to> describe our voluntee!.'s as Red Army" Red Corps 

0.' P. 100'1. etc. But because we used these epithets, it would be ridiculous to argue 
that we were organising a real Red Army., It would be aisoridiculoull 35 
to argue that we were trying- to build up a Red Army by merely i!lSmng hand-
bills and cloth belts........ Nor were we creating a real Red Army at that, 
stage. " Later on he 'Comes to another piece of evidence which is rather sug
gestive in connection with this matter of a Red Army, namely the handbill 
P.,!l29T in which we I!'l\t a paTal!'1'a'flh headl\d "What Next'" It runs as 40 
follows: " ThiS disorder and commotion must be put a stO'P to <at once). 
For this is not the time to make use of and show our bravery. We must be 
patient for some time more. After the termination of the big strike all were 
told that we should have with us 5000 drilled volunteers ready. Were they in 
existence today matters would not have come to this pass." (This is a referen~ 45 
to an alleged attack made by the police on a procession of thousands of workers 
at Lal Bagh in which three workers and one policeman were killed and Ii or 10 
polioemen were wounded). So far as I can see Dange accmed merely explains 
why this handbill was issued but makes no attempt to explain this passage. 
Aft~r this he goes on to the !lonsO'lidation of the Girni Kamgar Union and 50 
varlOUS matters of G. K. U. history, and then deals with some alleged false 

,statements of Alwe, Kasle and Ghosh accused about himself, the G. K. U 'and 
I!O on which have no real bearing O'n the case against himself. After that he 
deals with his own paTt in the Tramwaymen's Hnion and the A. I. T. U. C. 
mtimatelyat page 2586 he (lomes til the W. P. P. and C. P. I. exhibits. The 55 
W. P. P~ he .implies was .or~anised tit be the political party of the working- elas!I\ 
and about hIS own part m It he says, " I began to take part in the activities of 

o. P. 1008. the W. P. P. from March 1928, when the Party threw itRclf wholeheartedly in the 
struJ!'gle of the Bombay workers against the offensive of capitalism ......... . 
Mainly with this view wa.s the Kranti started from 30th June 1928 by the Party 60 
and as a me~ber ,!f the. W. P. P. I edited and managed the' paper till my 
arrest. Durmg this penod the paper was more than· self-supporting and' if I 
am allowed !o bring evidence, .1 can sbow fTom the accounts that the theory of 
the prosecuhon that the Krant! was financed by p:rants from outside is complete-
ly baseless." Dange accused had· that opportunity but he did; not earl' to avail 65 
himself of it, sO' I must assume that there ill no' evidence which. would rebut the 
inferences which a~.t? be drawn' fl'om,~e documentary; evidence' on record in 
ltegsrd to the SUbsldlsmg: of the Kranti from Europe. . Coming' next 110' the 
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'C. P. I., at the foot of page 2587 he says, .. I have already stated my views Oll 
the C. P. I. question. Now as for the documents." It is difficult to remember 
everything that may be on record in the 480 odd pages which precede this 
statement. There is one short passage at page 2335 about the programme of 
the C. P. I., but perhaps what he is referring to is a passage at page 2392 where 6 
he says: .. If the workers must contend a class struggle" (as of course they 
must), " they must have their own class party. A class party of the workers 
with a revolutionary programme against Capitalism and Imperialism_ can only 
be a Communist Party." As regards the exhibits Dange says about some of 
them: .. If you read these papers with the previous references the conclusions .. 10" 
will be a bit funny ...... a very crudely arranged business-this evidence collec-
tion or creation, whichever you may like to call it.-" I should not say myself 

o. P. 1009. -that the conclusions were at all " funny" from Dange"s point of view, and as 
for calling this a crudely arranged business, there are the facts, and it is a very 
crude defence to suggest forgery where there is no evidence whatsoever to 15 
support such a suggestion. I feel uo doubt whatever that Dange accused did 
take part in the C. P. I. meetings at Madras in December 1928 and the Bombay 
meeting on the 17th March 1929 and there is of course no explanation what
soever forthcoming in regard to that participation. On the contrary instead 
'of ari explanation we get a deliberate ' suggestio falsi '. He says that "the 2() 
prosecution had sent their clever man P. W. No. 244 Rao Sahib Patwardhan to 
-see what the Bombay people did at Madras. But he nowhere mentions my 
presence in Madras." But Rao Sahib Patwardhan was not examined; as a 
·wituess in regard to the National Congress at Madras except to prove that 
P. 10]5 was given to him there. He was cross-examined at length by Nimbkar 25 
accused with regard to P. '1015 and in answer to one of his question said : 
" I was sent to the Congress to see what Bombay people were doing there. I 
remember certain striking things as well and not only those things with which 
'Bombay people were connected. I do not remember to have submitted any 
Teportafter this Congress. That shows that to my knowledge (i.e he ex- 3() 
:plained later" so far as my knowledge goes") nothing striking was done by 
'Bombay people in the Congress." He was not asked what, Bombay 
people he saw at the Congress'. Dange accused himself cross-examined 
this witness but he also failed to elicit from him any information as" 
to what Bombay people were present at Madras. So that in reality, althouQ'b 35 
P. W. 244 did not mention Dange's preseuce in Madras, that fact is not of the 

o. P. 1010. smallest value in support of his allegation that he did not go tbere. As to the 
suggestion that he was not present at the Bombay meeting of the C. P. I., P; 
129G, a document in Ghatc aceuscd's hnndwriting, cont.ains not onlv the entry 
" Chairman S. A. Dange " but also in the body of the notes the remark: 4() 
" Dange thought it premature. Working class was not politically conscious ". 

, He then comes to the letters which are in evidence against him. In regard 
to the first group which he calls third party letters, that is letters neither address-
ed to him nor sent by him which contain references to him, he says: .. As these 
letters were not written by me nor they were in my knowledge I can say nothing 45 
about them". That is to say he has no defence nor explanation to offer iIi 
regard to any such references. Group 2 consists of letters intercepted en route 
to him and either reported after being copied or photographed, or withheld, and 
group 3 consists of copies taken in the course of interception of letters written 
by accused himself. About these two groups he says that .. they were born; iiI) 
bred and developed between the post and police. The prosecution have two 
expert witnesses, one from Calcutta and the other photographer from London 
who' are prepared to own any copy or photograph as their own, no matter where 
they have originated. So the post, police and prosecution are at liberty to do 
anything with these papers, I have nothing to do with them." I think this must 55 
be the most feeble explanation, if it can be called one, which has been put forward 
throughout the whole of this trial. Lastly he comes to a group of letters from 
llome party to himself, found in searches in original The reply he gives in re-
gard to these is almost equally feeble. He says : " The persons from whom 

o. P. 1011. tlley purport to come shonId be referred to." Lastly he comes to original letters 6() 
from himself to some other accused and about these he says : " It is useless to 
answer the question". Why' Apparently because if he did so it wonld be of 
some advantage to the prosecution who wonld be able to point to his statement 
instead of the evidence of ether persons in regard to his handwriting. Then he 
goes on for several pages to discuss the question whether he shonId or should not 65 
have been allowed to interview with M. N. Roy. It will be sufficient to say abont 
this that by imIllication this clearly amounts to an admission of the identity of 
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the M. N. Roy who was ar~ested in India in 1931 with theM. N. Roy who has 
only some 5 or 6 years ago been a person of some prominence in Moscow, and 
~ member of the Foreign Bureau etc.,· but has since been dismissed. Dange 
eoncludes this passage with the remark that he does not agree with Roy in his 
differences with the Comintern. . Then he goes on, on page 2596, to deal with 5 
the speeches P. 1684, P. 1685 and P. 2311. He says that the first" is obviousJx 
a fabrication." There is certainly no cross-examination sug~sting anything 
of t.he kind. As regards P. 1685 he SI1-YS : " I cannot say that the rl'port is cor-
rect. " But he has not put forward any Teason for supposing it to be incorrect . 

. As to P. 2311 he says: "The t'eport of my speech is in('orrect." But again 10 
there is no cross-examination either by Dange or anybody else to suggest that it 
is incorrect and if so in what way. Coming to P. 1690 which was reported by 
P. W. 180 Mr. B. R. Mankar he says that he maintains that" the report of the 
IIpcech P. 1690 is very incorrect and materially wrong," and he mentions an 
obvious mistake in Mankar's report" of a speech by Nimbkar accused on this 15 
occasion. But Dange did not cross-examine the witness in regard to his speech, 

O. P. 1012. nor so far as I can see did anyone else. There is therefore nothing to show in 
what respect the report is incorrect or materially wrong, and I must suppose it 
to be substantially correct. He then goes on to talk about what he calls the 
dilatory tactics of the prosecution, useless exhibits, t1mlece!;Sary witnesses and 20 
wasteful printing. The last-mentioned is entirely irrelevant, as to unnecessary 
witnesses there have been no unnecessary witnesses in the Sessions Court and 
if there were any in the Lower Court they would have taken a very few days 
as owing to the absence of cross-examination the witnesses in that Court were 
able to be got through at a very much quicker rate than was possible in this 25 
Court, arid as to useless exhibits a certain number of these having been rejected 
by the prosecution were put in by the accused themselves as defence documents, 
while the rest certainly did not canse much waste of time. As to delaying tactics 
on the part of the prosecution it is quite certain that the mere s1!ggestion of any
thing of the kind is an absurdity. For an accused wll.o has made a statement 30 
covering 500 pages to talk of delaying tactics argues the absence of a sense of 

. proportion and that is all. At page 2604 it seems to have dawned on the accused· 
that some explanation of the length and breadth of his statement was necessary . 
. He says here after summarising the contents of each of its three parts: " AU-
the three parts are necessary in order to understand the case. They wiU show 35 
that what we have done is to subscribe to the principles of Marxism-Lenini~m and 
to teU them to the people. To hold certain views, to propagate them and to 
form parties for that purpose is our inalienable right which exists in most 
bourgeois countries. We claim to exercise that right in India and it does not 

6. P. UH3. amount to a " conspiracy to wage war "." And he proceeds to fall back on the 4() 
old defence that there is no evidence to show that the accused . were preparing 
for or had even the intention of preparing for an armed insurrection, meaning 
thereby one which was in the inlmediate future. He concludes his statement as 
follows: " I do not defy but defend, and urge that this Court do recognise the 
right of every Indian to hold Communist principles, to belong to a Communist 45 
Party, to be one with the International of the world proletariat, to carry on 
trade union and literary activity while subscribing to Leninism .......... ", 
TIllS Court is of course entirely willing to recognise any right if it does not con
flict with the law of the land. But if belonging to a Communist Party, being 
one with the InteI1lational of the W orId Proletariat, and carrying on trade union 50 
amI literary activity while subscribing to Leninism involves, as it quite clearly 
does, working in order to bring about a violent revolution in order to deprive the 
King of his sovereignty it is impossible for this Court to recognise such a right . 

. The evidence against Dange accused establishes first of all that he is a man 
who is fully acquainted with the literature and principles of Communism and the 51) 
Communist International. He was treated as a member of the C. P. I. from the 
date of his release and was undoubtedly an active member from December 1927 
to the date of his arrest. He became a member of the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party and took a very active part in aU its activities in the year 1928. He was 
editor of Kranti after that paper was revived and took a keen and very practical 60 
interest in the Textile Strike becoming General Secretary of the Girni Kamgar 

O. P. 1014. Uniori when that Union was founded. He took an active interest in Trade Union 
work as a Communist worker both in the Unions and also in the A. I. T. U. C . 

. He was a member of the Provisional Committee of the AU-India Workers' and
Peasants' Party and as such.participated in the Council of War in September 65 
1~28. In my opinion t~king intI? ~onsi~eration .the whole of his history .and also 
his own statement to this Court it is qUlte certam that he w~s a very active mem-
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ber of this conspiracy and had the fullest possible understanding of its meaning 
and object. 

Agreeing with four assessors Ilnd disagreeing with one I hold that Dange 
accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King of his sovereignty of 
British India and has thereby committed an offence under section 121-A. I. P. O. 5 
I convict him accordingly. 
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~. P. ]OUI. . The fimt we hear of Jhahwala accused in. connection with thill case is in·Roy~ 
:II. H. • .letter of the 20th March 1926 P. 2169P. (1) ,(equals P.2322 (2». (F. C. 136), 
.JB~ALA.whcre talking of the future growth of Communist "influence over the T. U. C.'he 

. says, c. The advanced section of the workers should be helped to assume the 
leadership of the unions and the T. U. C. as against humanitarian intellectuals I) 
like Joshi, .Thabwala etc. and careerists like Chama.n Lal." That is to 8ay that 
at that time Jhabwala was associated in the minds of Communist observers out-
.side India with people like N. M . .,Joshi. He is again mentioned in the Masses of 
India for August 1926, part of P. 2581, at page 4 where under the heading 
.. , Harmless Trade Unions II the following passage occurs: " Rarely has there 10 
,been such an abject confession of the reformist outlook as that made recently by 
Mr . .Tbabwala, Hon. Sec. of the Railway Workers' Union of BombllY, who stated 
•••••••••• II Immediately after his arrival in India we find Spratt accused 
making appointments to meet .Tbabwala. There are entries of such appoint
ments in Spratt's diary P. 1006 on the 8th February, 19th April, 26th May and 15 
1st June 1927. Jhabwala accused, as we might expect from this association with 
Spratt .. took some part in the inauguration of the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
of Bombay in the end of January and beginning of February 1927. His name 
appears in the names of the members of the E. C. of the Party in the .. Whereas II 
document P. 1017 and the account sent to the newspapers P. 851. P.1355 (7) C, 20 
apparently a suggested list of office bearers, gives his name as Vice Chairman; 

~. P. 1016. instead he ·'was elected to the E. C. and Nimbkar aeeused, who had been the second 
-member of the E. C. along with Ghate, was elected Group Leader, Education. 

~ .~ . . 
,. But this is not the only business in. connection with the W. P. P. for which 
..Tbabwllia accused was responsible. P. 1355 (7) E. is a notice headed" Congress 
Labour Party ", found in the same file along with other papers relating, to the 
foundation of the W. P. P., calling a general meeting of the Congress Labour 
Party for Tuesday the 8th February. Among the items of. business to be 
transacted we find item. 2 " change of name" and item 6 "letter froon the 
League Against Oppression in the Colonies. II It is clear that the reference is to 
P.1355 (1) (F. C. 177) a letter dated 12th January 1927 addressed by Jhabwala 
~s General Secretary, Bombay, for the League a~ainst Oppression in the Colo· 
nics to the Secretary, Congress Labour Party Bombay. This letter is dated 
Berlin the 12th January ]927 and it would be reasonable to infer from this fact 
and from its appearance that it is one of a number of circular letters sent by the 
League to Jhabwala for distribution. It is sigued at foot League against 0010· 
mal Oppression, S. H. Jhabwala, General Secretary, Bombay. Bearing in mind 
the date and the fact that the signature League against Colonial Oppression pre
cedes Jhabwala's name, I feel no doubt that this is what had happened. On t.he 
eame file we find a document P. 1355 (2) which is in Mirajkar's handwriting and 
is evidently an office copy of the telegram sent in reply by Mirajkar as Secretary 
of the Workers' and Peasants' Party to the League. There can be no doubt 
about this fact because it is addressed to Gibarti, Schadowstr, Berlin, the address 
.suggested in the letter for a message of sympathy from the Congress Labour 

4>. P. 1017 Party to the Brussels Congress of the League. ' 

It will be convenient to examine and consider the whole of the evidence re-
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lating to Jhabwala's connection with the League against Oppression in the Colo- . , 
nies or as it was afterwards called the League Against Imperialism before going 
.on to his other activities. Prior to the receipt of this letter Jhabwala at the 
Lenin Day Meeting on the 22nd January 1927, beld under the auspices (If 'the 50 
Congress Labour Party and at which hc himself in the absence of K. F. 'Nariman 
presided, made a speech of which an account is to be found in the report P. 1942 
prepared by P. W. 215, Inspector De&ai. In this speech after talking a certaia 
amount about Lenin and Leninism be said: ,., He was glad to know that in 
Germany a League against Oppression in Colonies was started and. their 55 
CoIlln'ess would be held in I!'ebruary and that Pandit Moti I..aJ. Nehru. George 
Lansbm:y and Mrs. Sun Yat Sen were respectively tbe Presidents eIect1ld for 
India, England and China." It follows fl'om this speecb that the letter P. 1355 
(1) was not a mere shot in the daTk on th~ part l'f the League against Oppree-
.sion in the Colonies.· 60 

.. The next piece of .evidooce of Jhahwala's connection lII>ith the League 
Against Imperialism is a letter found in Ii file P. l41~ recovered in the searoli. 
~f the oftiee of the Manager of the Kirti at Aroritsar conducted by P. W. 163, 
Inspector Nasil'1lddin on the 12th February 1929; . This is an office copy of .8 
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letter issued by the Manager on the 14th December 1927 and addressed to Mr. 
H. S. Jhabwala, .the .writer having .apparently put Jhabwala's initials in the 
wrong order. The relevant passage runs as follows: "We shall be highly 

o. P. 1018. obliged if you very kindly keep contributing us regularly and giving us all ncces- • 
sary information regarding the League against Imperialism of which you are 5' 
the Organising Secretary here in India. Yours in liberty the Editor." This 
letter file also contains a lE:tter to JhabwaIa dated the 2nd April 1928 in which 
the writer says: "I shall request you to contribute another article on the re-

. cent session of. the IJeague Ilgainst Imperialism and its nttitude towards Indill, 
or you are quite at liberty to write out any other article bearing on the labour II) 
principles." Jhabwala's connection with the League is also mentioned in the 
Assembly Letter P. 377 (1) (F. C. 351) in wbich the League is mentioned several 
times. Finally in the section on " International Affiliation" we get the passage: 
" As fllr as the W. P. P. is concerned ihe question is answered; it should affiliate 
itself with the League Against Imperialism. ~'hat will serve our purpose." 15 
A little further on Roy says, " Up till now the League has its relation with India 
through Jawahar Lal Nehru. The connection with the Lengue has done him 
some good as indicated by.his action in the Madras Congress. But we need 
not entertain much illusion about him .. The Lenglle mllst have relation with the 
.revolutionary organisations .. Comrade Jhabwala is already in correspondence 2() 
with the League. The W. P. P. can eventually become the recognised organ of 
the League'in India". Which of course implie!l that tbe W. P. P. is a revolu· 
tionary organisation. 

Next on the 16tb May 1928 we find a letter P. 1633 (F. C. 421) from Chatto" 
raclbyaya to Jhabwala thanking him for his letter of the 19th April and espe- 25 

G. P. 101t1. cially for the announcement that three more unious have declared their affilia
tion to thl" IJl'ague Against Imperialism. The writer continues: "We fol-
10w your activities in the Labour Movement with very deep interest and have 
no hesitation in expressing the appreciation of 'the International Secretariat 
. for your work on behalf ·of the League and in the movement of freedom gener- 3l) 
ally." There is a paragraph in the middle of this letter which has !tome in
terest because it alludes directly to tbe Imperinlist Government instead of 
vaguely to Imperialism. In this he says: "It is also necessary that strong pro
paganda should be made among the members of the E. C. of the Trade Union 
Congre!'S so that the affiliation of the T. U. O. to the Lellgue can no longer 31i 
be hindered by the intrigues of English and Indilln reformist leaders. Unless 
the influence of these gentlemen be destroYl'd in the early fltages of the Indian . 
Labour Movement, they will succeed in using tbat movement for the service of 
the Imperialist Government." Further on this letter suggests a connection 
between Jhllbwala and Dange, Mirlljkar, Nimbkar, Ginwalla and Thengdi, by 4() 
asking him to distribnte copies of a pamphlet containing"'the resolutionfl of the 
Generlll Council of the Leagu(' to those persons. "These resolutions," the 
WIiter says, " are of importance because they contaia a summary of both th6 
political and organisational principles on which the League is built." Jhabwala 
is asked if he needs any more copies of this pamphlet for distribution among trade " 
unionists or members of the W. P. Party. Therp is another mention of Jhab
wala's getting unions to affilillte to tll(' LPague in the" Masses of India" for 
February 1928, part of P. 1788, at pnge 9, where it is stated that" the revolu-

o. P. 1020. tionary nationalists and the revolntionary leaders of the Labour Movement in 
India will as in other colonial conn tries rpl'oguise the importance of the League; 50 
several trade unions of Bombay under the leadership of Jhabwala have already 
joined the League otherS' will sbortly follow." So that at this stage the 
" Masses " was recognising Jhabwala all a revolutionary leader. 

The next letter on record from the Leaguc to ,Thabwala is P. 1866P. (F. C. 
580) from Chattopadhyaya dated the 18th September 1928. In this .Chatto com- 55 
plains that the League hayc not heard from Jhallwala for a. long b.rn!!. In the 
second paragraph of this letter he asks whether Jhabwa~ W;ll ~e ~ng i? un: 
dertake to multigrapb and send out the J,ell~e preR~ serv:tce m ]!'llg;bsh, GUJcrati 
and lI!araf.hi if the League sends him the text in English manuscnpt. He asks 
what thil! will cost and whether .Thabwaln can guarantee its being done regularly, 6() 
and asks for an immediate reply. • 

At the end of Octoher 1928 Jhabwala spoke at the Bundelkhand Peasants' • 
and Workers' Conference at Jhansi P. 292 is a copy of his Presidential Ad
dress not as actually delivered bot the advance copy sent for translation in 
readhtess for the Conference. Towards the end of this he says, " Having evolved Cl5 
a national guarantee we may have a wider outlook in the international sphere 
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. and must soon affiliate ourselves with the I,eague Ilgainst Imperialism aud Colo
mal Oppression. I consider this organisation to be a most fitting link between 
the European"and Asintic intereRts. In these international connections India is 

." bound to emerge a most suocessful and competent revolutionary helping in the 
, establishment of a happy millenilllu of Soviet Raj in the world." This speech IS 
0., P. 1021. must have been drafted very shortly after the receipt of P. 1866P. Jhabwala 

evidently replied to P. 1866P. on the 10th of October as P. 2211 (F. C.638) 'a 
letter from the League signed by Chattoplldhyaya and dated the 7th November 
aoknowledges his letter of the 10th October. In this letter Chatto says.: ,~. The 
question of placing the necessary funds at your disposal for running'an office is' 10 
bein~ considered and I hope to be able to give yoU: a reply in a week 
or two ", from which it, is clear that Jhabwala must have raised' the 

'question of establishing an office. This letter was intercepted and withheld. 
This ill ihe letter in which Chatto asks that Jhabwala and other' comrades 
should work energetically this year to overcome all the objections to the affi~ lIS 

, lialion of the Indian T. U. C. to the I,eague. He also informs Jhabwala 
of the affiliation of a number of trade unions in Europe to the League 
and lays particular stress on the affiliation of the All Russian Federation of Trade 
Unions, an organisation which we know from other sources, to be controlled by 

'Co=unists. Jhabwala's explanations in connection with this correspondence 20 
were somewhat contradictory. On page 721 of the statements of the .accused 

• he implied that he had nothing further to do with the League after the retirement 
of Gibarti. And he maintained this attibIde with reference to P. 1633, P. 1866P, 
lind P. 2211. In regard to the last he said: .. By the time P. 2211 reached me 
(it nenr did reaoh him of course as it wall withhE'ln) I had got out of the orbit." 21S 
And still in the face of this in the next paragraph be Raid that when he was pre
siding at the Jhansi Conference he met .Tawahar IJiRI Nehru and complained to 

. him that .. in the absence of true facts with regard to the League and also the 
O. P. 1022. settlement of an office it was no longer posS!i.hle for me to spread round their 

stuff to the different papers that sometimes I WIIS doing," a statement which is 30 
for. all practical purposes an admission that he had given the League Against 

-Imperialism good grounds for writing to him in the tenus which we find used 
in these letters. This statement also shows that the replies which he had given 
just before in regard to the three letterR P. 1633, P. 1866P, and P. 2211110 not' 
deserve much consideration, even more so the last sentence of the paragraph on 35 

'page 720 which precedes his rE'ply in regard to P. 1633. 

Suhsequent to the inanguration of the Bombay Workers' and Peasants' 
Party Jhabwala accused went to Delhi to take part in the Trade Union Congress. 
There is an account of this sesRion enclosed with Spratt's letter P. 1828 (F. ,C. 

,197) to R. Page Arnot dated the 2(;th March. In this account Spratt says that 40 
the actual nmnber of delegates was 45 to 50 and included Shiva Rao and Kirk 

,from Madras; Sethi, Giri, P. Bose, S. Bose, A. Ghosh, Mtab Ali and Muzaffar 
Ahmad from Bengal; Jhabwala, Thengm,.Toglekar, Nimbkar,Mirajkar, & Ghde 
from Bombay; Cbaman Lal and S. D. Hasan from Punjab and Joshi and RBi 
Sahib Cbandrika Prasad. In the conrse of this meeting Jhabwala moved an 41S 

,amendment to omit the word .. confidence " from a resolution expressing grati-
tude to t.he Secretary and confidence in him. There is nothing further of in-

, terest in regard to Jhabwala in this session except his appointment 8S Provin
cial Organiser for Bombay. It is worth noting that Jhabwala stayed during the 

,session at the Royal Hotel in the same room as Thengdi. 50 

" We next hear of Jhabwala's activities in the report (P. 1348 (12» addressed 
e. P. 1023. to. the Secretary of the W. P. Part.Y' by Joglekar accused as Trade Union -

Group LE>ader on the 21st April 1927. In t.his he meutions Jhabwala as a mem
ber of the group and as one who were already ill the Trade Union work before 
the group was formed. Further on he says: .. Mr. Jhabwala is bu~y with 55 
his Union activities but the party leader has no record of this work as he has 
never submitted himself to the party control. lIe has never attended auy party 
meeting and more it is even doubtful, so far as I know, whether he has accepted 
the party regulations and constitution aud signed the party creelil." It seems 
probable tbat that statement was ~.orrect as Jhabwala's application, which is 60 
part of P. 1353, is dated the 20th July. The only other mention of Jhabwala 
in Joglekar's report is in a paragraph relating to work in the A. L T. U. C. in 
which he'saYR: .. Another of our Party men Mr. Jhabwala has been appointed 
as the provincial organiser of thE' T. U .. Congress." In connection with this 
trade union work of Jhabwala it will be convenient to note here that he is men- 65 
tioned in the Kranti P. 989 and P; 1375 as presiding at a meeting oil the G. I. P. 

'II - '. 
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Railway workers at Matwiga (In the 6th June, at a meeting of Munioipal workers 
on the 7th June and at a meeting of GovE-rument peons and menial servants on 
the" 11th June. It was perhaps in connection with ~ome of these meetings that 

-Mirajkar aecused wrote in a letter to Thengdi accused in P. 839 (I. C.46) in Juno 
-, 1927, " We are now making our contact in the Trade Union Movement. We 0 

are attending all the meetings of the Unions in the city along with Mr. Jhabwala. " 
These same,reports in the Kranti show that Mirajkar and Joglekar were both 
present at the Matunga meeting and the Municipal workers' meeting. -

O. l!. 1()fU, P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. Patwardhan deposes to the May Day celebration 
-in 1927. He says the procession started from Parel and he himself saw it and 10 
he saw there Joglekar, Mirajkar, Jhabwnla and others takin~ part. Looking 

__ over his report he was reminded 'and deposed that Thengdl, Ghate, Spratt, 
Nimbkar and N. M. Joshi also took part. At the meeting which was held when ,_ 

-,the, procession reached De Lisle Road speeches were made by Thengdi, Joshi,' 
and J1).abwala. This witness also deposed that on the last day of April he 15 
had se~lI Jhabwala with Spratt, Thengdi, Mil'ajkar, Nimbkar and G];ate accuse~ 
distributing handbills in the mill area asking the workers to join the May Day 
cdebration next da-y. ,One of these hantlbill~ is in evidence as P. 2522, and is 

,signed by Jhabwala as Secy. Central Labonr Board. This May Day meeting 
,is mentioned in Spratt's letter to R.- PagE' .Arnot P. 1974 (F. C~ 209) dated'the 20 
-6th 1IIay.in-whieh he mentions that" Jhabwala Sahib got a good shQwiilg.' I 
And only.a short time after this, that js in P. 2328P (2) (F. C. 217) on, th~ ~4th 

: June Spratt wrote to C. P. Dutt that" Huz. (Jab.) is improving,'" ,JnWaI\~ 
,I suppose that Jhabwala :Wl!-S becoming less of a humanitarian and .more of ,a 
. ~evolutionary. . ':" ... _: 25 

Jhabwala's next activity was his partil,ipation 'in the Sacco-Vanzetti meet-
ing on the 27th August 1927 at which he presided, see the report P. 2311. 'In 
this ,he is reported as saying that " he regretted that the Indians were not 

. taking interest in the International Labour Movement and appealed to those 
present to become members of the Peasant~' and Workers' Party. He empha- 30 
sised upon the necessity of international brotherhood of workers ....... ..... Y 

o. P • .1026. 'He went on II In his opinion the exploitation and oppression to which the -poor 
were .f'ubjected by the Capitalists and Imperialistic Governments,' could only be. 

t. . stopped by a mass revolt. Unless such a mass movement was set afoot in India 
• no freedom could be expected for her. . His experience of the past 10 years' 35' 

work amongst the workers showed that the capitalists and Government were 
· adamant to even aecede to the genuine demand;; of the labourers. As soon as 
'llll the workers were organised, mass revolution could be declared but byrevo
·lution he did not mean bloodshed, aeroplanes hovering over head and cannons 
blowing (' bellowing), because when workers and labourers were united, 40 
frE-edom could be had within 5 minutes without shedding a drop of blood." It 
was thi~ speech which drew Dange to differ from his advocating beforehand 

.R fixed up policy of non-violence or violence. Here again Jhabwala's explana-
· tion in his statement is quite at variance with the facts shown by the evidence. 
He says at page 735 of the statement.s of the accused: " I have not developed 45 
the f::cuIty of looking at things from the vasteT eye upon the nation and to talk 
of Internationalism is perhaps a frightening climax to me ............ There-

-fure I did not much interest myself in those lofty international invasions coming' 
from the countries far and near though such attempts might be considered 
deserving of encouragement by persous who think differently, and thereforo CO 
the terms R. I. L. U. or P. P. T. U. 8:, or any similar alphabetieal order of letters 
have no appeal to my brain." And further on he saya that "to talk to th~ 

• masses in terms of Internationalism and IIll that it connotes is perhaps driving 
the rutllless and Blloring airy horses of the god Apollo in the vacant space of 

. Tiothing." Perhaps that is a description which could be aptly given to a good DO 
o P 1028. deal of Jhabwala's talk but I should note that it is much more applicable to 
.. what he has said in Court than to the things he used to say in his speecbes to 

the workers. . 

Jhabwalfl accused does not appear to have taken part in the public meeting 
· on the 14th September to welcome Usmani on his I'elease from Jail, but :he pre- 60 
sided over the meeting held on the 7th November under the auspices of the 
W. P. P. to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the Russian RevOlution. Ins 
speech, P. 1685, on this occasion seems to me really a bundle of contradictions. 

. We find him suggesting revolution, but it also appears from the report that 
" He could not say whether the methods used by the Rnssians in overthrowing 65 

·the Czarist domination should be used and followed in ilndia at present.." 
•• • 
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Further on he 'said that" ,It, was the fluiy"and b~s{ness olev~ry l>olitici~, 
publicist~ and patriot, to organise the mnFlses' and,'tc? teach them"to ·~ad.ually 
nse against the' Government to, get what the RUSSIans were now enJC)ymg.'l 
'Later on again he said : " What theY' wanted to des~toy in India was thesyste~ 
of Government,: by organising the IU/\SBt'S. ',' .......... , .. Self-Government was ~, 
tlle thing to be achieved by the force 'of their own handSf and it would not be 

. tossed by God from above. By force of hands he did not mean ~eating' an,,"'. 
: body. He meant to saY" that unless the masses and every' one of them got 
enough to eat' and clothes to put on there could be IlO self-Gover'nment.... ,In 
his ~xIJlanation of this speech at pages 760 and 761 lie says: " I merely men- 'roo 
tioned the facts" '(about the Russian Revolution) "as they actually took place, '. 
as any other speaker placed under my circumstances would do., But that does .' ,:,1 
110t mean the eulogy of all that was achieved by the revolution." Later on he', • 

• says: "1 presented a comparison of happier' conditions p~evailing in Russia , 
, "after their new political conditions were brought into being. But it never- 15 

0. JI'. 1027~ meant lhe insinuation of the pursuit of Russian methods and princiItles:. I, • 
• 'ouly 'llleant that, a similar awakening for the' achievement of similaD results '. , 

, .W 'might be br<tUght about in this country by our oWIt peculiar methods of non-,,;' , 
, violence." Another statement in this speech, P. 1685, wa9 the fonoWing ~ I. , 

" The Russians could not get freedom constitutionally and simill'-rly ihe~!lso ; 2P,' 
could llot get it constitutionally." ,About this he said in his statement: "'What. • .. 

• I suggested or said was that the Russians could not get freedom constitutibnaliy " 
as required by political conditions prevailing in their country; but I lleversug.:lI' .. ' 
'gested tlIat similar measures could be pursued here, but that all constitUtional,.' .. ~ 

I~ measures should be exhausted and if we could not get freedoIll, then:it'was 25, 
· '. regrettable." 1£ that was what he meant, it can only be said that he put it 111 ' •. , 

a very extraordinary way. ' " • · . 
• '.'" Jhabwala's name does not appear in the list in P. 1878 (1S C. of those ,wh'O I ., 

• : attended the informal meeting of the T. U. O. Left at Gowaltoli, Cawnpor~ ou, , 
the 29th November 1927, nor does he appear in the photograph, P. 1383; takell .. 30 .. 

. : a.t <the Pratap office at the time of the Congress. He was however p1,'ell~nta1t., ' 
. ;the Congress, vide the statements of P. W. 111, Sub-In.qpector J. N. Sen.Gupta • ' J 
·'..aIld·1'. l,V. 119( Inspector Jagannath Sarin. The latter gives an account (If .a 
" .decidedly Communistic speech made by him in moving a resolution regarding the-

refusal of Government to grant a passport to Saklatwala. It is furthe-r w&rth 38.' 
noting that only about a month' earlier on the 17th October Dange accused. was ". .. 
writing to Muzaffar .Ahmad in P. 2141 (1. (I. C. 72) saying: " I wish to put in. .. 

• Jhabwala for next year's Presidentship of the All-India Trade Union, with my" , 
self as Secretary, jointly to N. M. Joshi." Thi~ suggestion does not seem to.havli', " 
"come to' anything, but Dange's T. U. O. Left report, P. 1878 (1). C, shows that, 40 
,the offi('e of the Organising Secretary of the Council of Action' was got for ' 
, Jhabwala, and that he was included both ill the Council of Action and th~ Com ... 

, ,!ni~ee tl;> dra-(f> a con!ltitution. " , 

Early,in 1928 we find Jhabw&18., ~ho had been a member of, the Spratt Defence 
Committee, .(see ,Ghate's letter to Muzaffar .Ahmad, P. 2137 P, I. C. 65), i:n,viting ,45' 

• o. P. 1028. Spratt in P. 548 (3) (L C. 84) tq a mass meeting of the Municipal workers to be 
held on: the 10th January, and he again invites him to a similar meeting in 
P.548 (4) (1. C. 94) to be held on tho 30th January. The evidence also show~ 
that ,lhabwala. took part in the IUl'eting 9f the Enlarged Executive .Committee,' . 
vide Mira.jkar's Jetter to Thengdi, P. 835 (1;. C. 94), which mentions that the· 56 
resolution on the Trade Union movement was moved by Jhabwala., Jh/tbwala's . 

·explanation is as follows: "1 do npt deny the responsibility ili that matter. • 
Though in partiCUlar items stateqfu?,th~ ,resolution I diff,ered slightly, yet I 
thought it harmless to undertake the. moving of this resolution, for, the whole 
'phrasetllogy and the idea underlhIig did not go much against the ordinary '50 
,Trade Unionist sense of a Trade Unio:q. worker like me." 

. 'On the 3rd February 1928 Jhllbwaia toak part in the Anti-Simon Harlal 
We have already come across evidenCe showing that he was one of its leading 

· organisers (P. 544 (1) and P. 548 (5) ).' The witness. 'rho deposed to the events 
of the 3rd February was Inspector R. S. Patwardhan, P .. W.' 244, who' stated 60 
that he saw Jhapwala ~n the I!rocession and h~al'd him addressing the meeting' 
at ll'oral' Road. ,On thls'occaslon Jhabwala s81d that II the Government was of .. ' 
the capitalistS, and they wanted to break it." . "'. .' 

, In March 1928 Jhabwala took part In the' general me"ting'of the Party; at 
which he was elected to the Executive Coqunj,ttee (P. 1344). P .. 1344 also shows .60, 

· that Jhabwala attended meetings of the Executive Coonmitteeofthe Party ~on' 
, I.S2JMoc· ,. " ... :. t: ',.' ' ., 

'f_- }t 



,the '30th Apri119~7, possibly the 8th April 1928, 22nd May :L928, 1st July ~928, 
1iitl) July 1928, l!nd August 1928 and perhaps the 19th August 1928. His letter 
'Qf. resignation was considered at tho E. C. meeting on the 15th November. Some 

o. P. 1029. l~me in the same .month, March' ~928, P. 1462, a leaflet over the signature of 
~~Iveaccused was published which mentions that" Messrs. Joglekar and Jhnb. .~ II 
willa are trying to awaken the people by telling facts to people, but we have 

,·fIllIen victims to the false p~omises of Mr. Mayekar owing to the ignorance and 
jack of culture of the workmg cillsses." Further on the leaflet mentions that 
: ' Messrs. Joglekar and Jhabwala exhorted the people to declare a strike .in 

,i!,l1 the, mills and to carryon the 8trul,l'glo with unity and i8sued h8J1dbiIls for ,f 10 
!lrMting awakening among the people." This is apparently a reference to the 
stdkes at the beginning of,1928. ,The handbill at any rate makes it clear that 

· !it this period Jhabwala accllsed was working in alliance with Joglekar against 
-the reformist influence of Mayekar in the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal. Towards 
the end of April Jhabwala with Joglekar wellt out on the G, 1. P. Later he 16' 
was appointed along with Dange 8J1d Nimbkar as one of the advisers of the 'c, 
G. K. M., see the Minute Book of the G. K. M. (D. 420), which also shows that 

:J11abwala was one of the eight members of the Party appointed to the BOaTd., 
" ~f Advisers on the 15th May. On the 22nd May the Girni Kamgar Union wall 

founded 'and .Ihabwala became a 'member of the Managing Committee IIR Vice ,20 
Prt'sident. .' . 

I In the month of June, we find Jhabwala mentioned in the report of the 
Propaganda Group sent in .by Mirajkar as Group leader to the Secretary oL 

'the, Party, P.,1348 (2), In this it is lItat .. d that "Oomrades Jhabwala and' 
· J oglekar slw~e~sfully organised the Hailwaymeu's Conference at Bhusaval .'25' 

recently. Our influence is slowly and steadily increasing amongst the G. J. ;p. 
Ruilwaymen. " , 

In .Iuly 1928 Jhabwala accused seems to have lost his job as a teacher. 1..'. 
• -His photograph appears in the" Kranti " of the 29th July (P. 930) with a •• 

O. P. 1030. note io the effect that he lost his job because he was found in the eompany' (If \ 30 
the radical party of the workers' movement, and this loss of his employment " 

" is .also mentioned in P. 1701 (1), a speech made by Jhabwala himself on the 
21st .July at the Marwari Vidyalaya Hall, see page 26 of the new volume of, • 
speeches. : In this he says: " It is our duty to do some sp.l'Vice for poor people, 
like them. If we set out to discharge this duty people dismis..~ us from service. ,3/$ 
1 have been dismissed. I was dismissed the other day." It is rather sur
prising in these circumstanceR to find that at page 774 of the statements Jhab
wala lifter talking of the amount of time he had to give to ~he labour work 
say!! : " The inner voice then at last asserted that it was unfair to the school 
that during the time I was expected to teach I should be busying myself in ani" 40' 
way or for any amount of time with any other work th8J1 tutorial, So, much 
to their unhappiness and my displeasure, I asked them to relieve me which theY' 
did with a small bonus for what sen-ice I had rendered them." It would· ~JI I 

· appear therefore that at the time Jhabwala preferred for political purposes to •• 
suggest that he had been dismissed and concealed the fact that he had really ~ . 4$ 
resigned his appointJ?lent voluntarily. " ';. , ' 

In August 1928, as appears from the minutes of the E. C., P. 1344, and also, 
from Ghate's letter to Dange, P. 1602 C (1. C. 217), the Party adopted Jhab-
· wala 's name as a candidate for F Ward in the Mnnicipal ,elections. 

' .. In September Jhabwala made s,Peeches at Nagpur and Jubbulpore, of wWch 
there are accounts, P. 1445 (2) & (3) in a file, P. 1445, recovered in the search .' 

-of the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union,Poibaodi, Parel Office. Each of these bears 
8 proved signature of Jhabwala accused. but that on P. 1445 (3) has been made 
with a rubber stamp. In his spl)Pch at Nagpur, P. 1445 (2), JhabwaIa is reo . , 

O. 1". IOSI. ported to have said that" if all the "Workers combined together the 28 crores.. 65 
. , (workers) would easily oust the few Imperialists that were at present holding, 

sway over the unfortunate masses. . . .. He pressed therefore that the worke~ 
themselves must adopt the reins of Governmpnt in their own hands ..•.... : ... 
The speaker was out to prepare a !akh of men as organised workers before the 
year was out and then all the demands of the workers would be immediately 60 
conceded.", At Jubbulpore we find him saying that" Government was a life-
less institution and the owners used· a heartless hand of blood SlIckers. The 
oIlly remedy that lay in the hands of the men was nnity, irrespective of caste, 
creeels and communities. If the grievances of the men would not be redressed 
constitutionally he would be prepared to be uncoustit~ticmal. Strike waathe 65 
l~stid.ea he wOuld press for. but he wpuld not allow hl8 control over the final 



. , 
;~asure ~ a ~t~rbf. sh~~" ~ece!l;dty.~ It ... 1~~d :to,)leliey! in committeell. Qr. 
, conunission; but hebel\ey~q in direct, action.. afts!: all constlt.utional,w.easuteS: 

,,'tn'-e ·(,xhausted.I ' , This term" direct acti,on" he now explamed at ,page .79~ 
t(~ meaJI " passive !~slstnli~ cquh:alent topencietnl strp.e,';. and 1l0tanyth!4t 
lIke." anned revoluhoIL.~' There'IS anCJthel' document ill this file also beal'lDg 'q 
.Thabwala's sigriature)eaded," Organised violence" P. ,1445'(5). ,This is,.lili- • 
IIrticle in referen,ce to the ,orgaDised violence of Gove;rnme~t.· In the course".ot 
tliis article he says:'" The orgailisation of the masses is the only programme 
before the conntry' today. AU our slavery griginates from. legislatures, and 

'1l5gislation is nothing but a legalised Ilffort at organised violence:~l GovePl~ 10?: 
J1Ient is organised -violence. I' Then he speaks of the capita1ists, Imperialists; 
employers and so forth as modern tobbllrs a!ld says ,: II Therefore. 'J·ust.as in "~: 
iulCient times robbers we're caught and hanged by the crowd, so in mo er~ times 
the masses require to be organised who· will be able to hang thE!' ruling..commuru.. 

., ,. ..'" tillS Oll the gallows of truth and justice.'" Then he goes on : " Our direction 15 
,-o.l;'. i~lt. needs to be changed towards a well-organisedilcheme of revolution.' By revolu- r.' 
:",.'" ,tion is meant a speedy change in the existing order of economiq and political, 

• conditions. As long as Imperialism lives secure on this soil capitalism will' ~ '. 
flourish ............. ,.The revolution can be very peaceful if the workers ~,~ _ 

· nil organised on economic basis." 'fhlln h~ goes en to suggest that the Russian;, '.20 c 

Revolution of 1917 was aI,most bloodless. This same file also contains an" . 
lIccount, P. 1445 (6), of a .speech delivered by Jhabwala accused at ManmAd,,~ 
in the course of which he says: II Therefore do not put faith in the Government.. " 

':.,nor in the legislatures but depend upon yourselves. Organise yoursllives, ana ,. 
~if all· seven lakhs of Railwaymen nnited together the Government would 'be •. !5 ; 
"Yours .. Your effort shoulll be to capture the means of produ~tion yourselves;,. " 
You must govern the land. Unite to (Jhallge the law of the land." , ',,,, 

.' '. . 1'". 

. 'In the Bombay discussions at the Council of War we find Jhabwrua's name' 
• :mentioned in Spratt's notes, P. 526 (39). At one place there is a nMe regarding' r. 
~ • Trade Union work: ' Generally failure of Party members to stick at work...,.... J.r ,,0 ' 

letting Jhabwala let us down '.Fnrther on we get notes. about individual > 

, lluions in which the Party has influence; and there is' a note: • Small unions, 
,number Jhabwalll!s, but useless.' Neither of these matters are mentioned in' .' 
.' BradleY's-notes made on the same OCCAsion. Jhabwala did'not I ima~e take 
, part in the Council of War, but at the end of September we find hun doing' 35''\ 

exactly what the Party wanted in regard to the Resolutions drafted foJ:' the • 
A ;r. T. U. C., vide P. 1348 (30) (L C. 237) in which he writes from the G. I.,f •. ' 
Railwaymen's Union, signing himself T. U. C. Group Leader, to the Secretary, "': . 
W. P. P. as'follows : " Comrade Secretary, the A. I. T. U. C. Session is draw~ 

O.P.lQ;!20A.ing nearer and I have to make arrangements to get party resolutions framed' 4~ 
" • , and forwarded on. behalf of several unions. May I therefore r~quest you to send " 
• , ""1mB a full copy of the same at an early date." ,. 

,>; There ateonIy a: few speeches of JhabwaJ.a, made during the Mill strike on 
• the record, and it will be convenient to deal with them here. . I :find al~o that I, 

have omitted one or two speeches made by him at an earliet date and his ex:.. 4$ 
• planation of tlICm. ,The first of these is the very first speech of ,his 0Ti'. th<! • 
, ;1'ecord, made on Lenin Day in 1927 and reported in P. 1942, to which I rejerrl'd 

earlier in. connection with the League against Imperialism. In this SPeech 
oThabwala accused spoke of Lenin as II a great prophet of the modern 'world 
who had revolutionised the masses and had evolved a state of society and Gov. ~O 

hemment for the .salvation of humanity. He was like Gandhi' of India. Whereas' 
,·the latter remained ali idealist; as most of his followers corild not abide 'by his 
- programme and policy, Lenin: was able to put into practice the id,eals fol'" which 

•• he'stood for the salvation of humanity." , .,. -. " 
• ,..# ~. ~ • ..- '. .. ~. 

o. P. ,033. . Further on he said that " a gradual revolution was needed to oust the : :liat 
• present form of the Government in the scientific sense ...........•. He suggested> " .\ i tha adoption of Leninism against tyranny and oppre.ssion whether capitalistio ' 
, 0'1' imperialistic.", It certainly would not occUr to anyone to regard this a8 a 

speech full of anything else, but admiration -for Lenin. Yet on pages 770 and t •. ;., 

,771 of the statements of the accused .Jh:llbwalaaccused begins with an expres.. jiG 
'.' ~ion of his hero-worship towards Lenin, but' nltimately be oomes to the' follow- '. '. 

mg passage: , •• But the one great virtue' whicli I have empha,siRed in my LeniiJ. 
Day speech is that he was "able to translate his tbouglit into action. I do not. .' 
agree with his thought. I do not agree-.with his action either and I do not think ~, 
that there is any hint even in these few rambling- sentenees 'to the effeet that I 65, 
9id, but I would not be .true, to my spi;it 'of hero-w.orship if I did Dot assiduously , . .. ," 
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pay my humble homage to this great man for what moral virtues went to build 
up the bundle of the character he pos,sessed. .. Then he proceeds to suggest that 
in his Lenin Day speech he hinted at Lenin '8 infamous denunciation of God, 
which unfortunately is not a fact. He then goes on: "I do not subscribe to 
his dictatoTship. 1 looked down upon his talent for spreading all sorts of pro
paganda right or wrong to serve the ends of Communism. I also would not 
uphold his politics when he differ,S from Tolstoy in the matter of non-resistance 
to evil." It'inally he says: "What I was emulating was not the ideals he 
cherished nor was I upholding them with pllltudity, but I was merely praising 
him for his ability to put his thoughts into practice, which is a rare virtue among 
humanity. " It seems to me to be a pity that he did not express this view or 

O. P. 103'- these idea,S in his speech. Another speech made by Jhabwala accused with 
which I have not yet dealt is the speech madc by him on May Day of 1928, of 
which there is a short account in the evidence of P. W. 245, Inspector Hasan Ali, 
in answer to questions put on behalf of Joshi and others in cross-examination. 
In this he said ~ "In spite of hard work the labourers were starving and the 
capitalists continued to oppress them in various ways. They would suffer so 
long as they had no Labour Government. They could not be free simply by 
going on strike, and some niore sacrifice!! were needed on their behalf to destroy 
capitalism." About this he says at page 728 that there was no Communistio 
significance. "By Labour Raj that I may have said, not only here but else
where, I mean the Government of those persons that work and among these 
workers I also include the intellectuals and men of other superior professions. 
I did not mean that kind of Communistic achievement of Dictatorship of the 
Proletariat which is reported to have well succeeded in that country where it 

• is only the manual working classes that dominate ruthlessly." Further on he 
says: "Therefore when I suggested the Raj of the labourers I meant not, as 
our esteemed friends suggest, the Dictatorship of the working class, but I only 
meant a constitutional Parliamentary struggle by which in the existing machin
ery of the state an ever-increasing number of the working classes can rightfully 
share their duties and responsibilities in the management of the state." On 
the 3rd June Jhabwala made the speech which is in evidence as P. 2243 (C) 
(P. W. 273, Mr. Jacob Mackwan). In this speech he said: "Indi·am leaders 
~ant to destroy the British Empire and want nlle in their hands. We do not 

o. P. 1035. want Swaraj of this kind. We want Satya Raj of the workers ........ We want 
Soviet Government like Russia. If we have Labour Government, the hours of 
work will be les,s and each and every man will get sufficient food to eat." About 
this he says in his statement at page 796: "My references mlltde to Russia 
should be guided by the whole explanation offered by me with regard to the 
same already in the above part of the statement ", wbatever that really means, 
and he suggests that his idea of Labour Raj was an Indian Government under 
an Indian Labour Cabinet. On the 5th July he made another strike speech 
which is reported in P. 1698 at page 14 of the new volume. This is the speech 
in which he says: "Yol;l have not understood the principle that the mills 
belong to the warkers, that the mills in which you have worked very hard do 
not belong to the mill-owners, to the fathers of thE! owners, to capitalism, to the 
shareholders. Understand that they belong to the workers, to the persons 
(actuany) working." At the end he says: "We must begin to wage a war, 
in a new way. We can do nothing by cnrryillg on negotiations with the owners 
peacefully in this manner. (If) The Government is left aside, the owners are 
left aside XX war in a new way is to be waged and once you begin to wage sucb . 
a ~ar. the strike will be won in fifteen days. and you will get the rates as ra- ' 
qmred by you." About this speech he says at page 793: "When I have 
stated -that the mills belonged to the workers I have meant that they hlltd put 
in their share of work, and for that reaRon metaphorically speaking they toO' 
had a consideration in the general conduct of their o'wn millll." I am afraid 

, that is no~ the sense which the words convey. 

His last strike speech is P. 1730 (1) dated the 18th September, which is 
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o. P. 1036. printed at page 182 of the new volume. In this speech he mentions the presence 
of Joshi, Asawale and one or twa modera1es on the Strike Committee. Then 60 
he goes on to mention the he1p that hRS come from outside to the extent of 
Rs. 14.100. 'of which Rs. 10,000' have heen sTll'nt np tf) date. Then we find a 
CUriOlIS plltSsage at page 184, in which talking of Bradley hA says: "We 
oooasionally talk ioomuch. We speak !!omethinl!," of knockiJ\!!," down the Police, 
of bringing about a revolution in the Raj. But Brlltdley Sahib has never up till 65 
today uttered with his mouth (the words) revolution; Kranti." Towards the 



,end of this he says·: ," We shall hold out the qllestioil of the poor' (even' 'ff: 
Bradley i,s deported). You may call it, Co=unism, Bolshevism, Kranti, give 
QY names, but it is true that so long as the woes of the )?oorare not redressed, .', 
we shall fight. It is unquestionable that in that (fight) we shall knock down 
the owners,. we shall fight with the Government. We are sure that 0,0. (his), fi', 
,going to England, success will be got after such a war, everyone will get full 
,wages etc." 

I hardly think it i,s necessary to exPlain again in detail the sequence of 
events in connection with the money mentioned by Jhabwala in this speech. It 
will be sufficient to say that a sum amounting to Rs. 20,900 was sent by one 10 
Voronoff addressed to Jhabwala, Vice President of the Bombay Textile Labour 
Union. On receipt of the instructions in this connection the Bombay Bank 
:finding that Jhabwala was no longer Vice President of the Union referred to 
the despatching Bank for instructions; and instructions were :finally received to 
the following effect "Instead of Jhabwala pay to Joshi, President Textile 15 
Labour Union" (P. 1544, F. C.413). The money was actually paid to N. M. 

0. P. 1037. Joshi, and I have already mentioned the numerous references to thi.s ' unfortu
nate ' occurrence, which are found in speeches and letters which are in evidence 

• in this case. The result of the confusion on this occasion was that the despatchers 
were more cll-reful next time, when the money was addressed to Jhabwala 8S 20 
,President of the Mill Workers Union. 'fhe only possible explanation, so far 
as one can see,. why money from Russia should not have been sent to the Girni 
Kamgar Union, was the fact that that Union waR staffed largely by known 

!\ Co=unists, and it was preferable therefore to send the money through a 
union which was not tarred with the Co=unist brush. There are a series of 25 
documents in evidence in connection with these remittances. In connection with 

, the first (the cotton shipments) the most important are P. 1542 (F. C. 405), 
• P. 1543 (F. C. 410), P. 1544 (F. C. 413), P. 1545 to P.1548 (F. C. 414 to F .. C. , 

,:' 416), Dange's speech, P. 2242, Nimbkar's speech P. 2243 (B) and the Sandwell 
letter, P. 674 (F. C. 425). In regard to the sccond the documents are P. 1549 30 
(F. c. 518), Jhabwala's speech, D. 630, dated the llth September, P. 1550 (F. C. 
569), P. 1551, (F. C. 570), and his speech P. 1730 to which I halVe just referre~ 
and his acknowledgments, P. 1939 (F. C. 579) and P. 2410 (F. C. 586). I men- ' 
tioned in dealing with this before that a copy was sent to Potter Wilson, Secre .. 
tary of the W. W. L. I., in England. It is an odd fact that when dealing wit~' 35 
P. 1549 to P. 1551, P. 1939 and P. 2410 at pages 733 to 7;15 of hi.s statement, 
Jhabwala offered no explanation of P. 2410. 0 

,:,~, '. memi~:: f~f~h~b<>$ t~s J~~~!:h:t~:h!:J~O!ithb~:e~fu!::~:!~lt afu~t ~: 
1,' C. resigned his Vice Presidentship of the Girni Kamgar Union on the 22nd October ro 
o.lf. ,1038. (P. 958) and his membership of the W. P. P. on the 15th November. The entry 

, in P. 1344 in the minutes of the mectin~ of the 15th November in this connectioll
deserves consideration. It runs as follows: "The resignation letterfTom . 
Jhabwala 'was taken up. Before coming to a decision on his resignation it was 
decided to demand from Jhabwala an explanation re the allegations, against 46' 
the party that he had made in his letter of l·esignation. The following points 
amongst others were to be mentioned: His curious pO'sition of Vice President 
of two unions and President of a third Union all amongst mill-workers, his 
intrignes against Party members, his conduct in (Jonnection with the Russian 
money, his refusal to pay Rs. 1,500 from G. I. P. Union in spite of its having. 50-
been passed for payment, sabotaging workers' interests bv trying to control 
more unions than he could at~end to, putting down the able 'men, and being the 

I editor of all papers, general apathy against the party and anti-party pro- " 
paganda since the settlement of the strike." It is worth noting I think that ,_ 
these points of difference do not really relate to the fundamental points of Party 55 
principle, as indeed we might well infer from P. 1900C, a copy of an article 
headed "Mass Organisation, the only programme before the country" sent 
by Jhabwala to the Editor" Kirti "on the 31'd November 1928, which concludes 
as follows: "The Congress must accept the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
progra=e, which is perhaps the onlv revolutionary programme that any party 6() 
in India can claim to' have. The progra=e aUempts at complete overtkrow 
of Imperialism, which is the prime force that l'uins our ul1)lappy country." The 

. genuineness of this document can be inferred from the appearance of Jhabwala's 
lIame in the Kirti registers, P.,1408& P,1409 lind from his letter, P.1449. ,. 

The last speech we have on'the record' 01' Jhabwala is"the one which he made 
very shortly before this at the Bundelkhand, PeaSa:D.tll' and Workers' Conference 
LS2J.MCC 

"I. 

65 
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at Jhansi on the 28th October, and which I 'mentioned in connection with the 
Lellg·o~.against Imperialism on page 1020. abo~e. 'Of this speech we hll"Ye a 
nnmtn:r of versions. P. 292 is Jhabwala's owu English draft reeovered in the 
search. of Kadam accused's house at Jhansi by Inspector Jagdish Shankar, 
P. W. 128". A translation of this into. Hindi was recovered in the search of IS. 

G. P."1039. P~ C. Joshi's 'Toom, and is in evidence as P. 329 and also in Jhabwala's search 
(P. 878). It is obviously unnecessary to worry with this, as we have the origi
nal .English draft. What is more valuable is P. 1093, which is the report of the 
speech as actually delivered by Jhabwala on the 28th October taken down by 
P. S. I. Mangal Singh, P. W. 126. This was originallv taken down in shorthand 10-
and P. 1093 is a transcription. As might be expected from our knowledge of 
JhAbwala's command of vernacular, the translation begins with a note that" the 
language of the speech is very faulty.'" I have already 9uot~d one passage at 
the end of P. 292, but there are others in the speech which deserve considera-

. tion. For instance in a section headed .. How to combat the evil" he says: 15-
, ": If. India desires to be a heaven of peace and prosperity, the old shackles must 
te broken and the millennium must be ushered. (in) by following what Russia in 
the course of the last few years has marvellously achieved, dethroning the 
Cza.rdom which was a collective fountain from which all the springs of Imperial-
ism fiowed over the world." Then he speaks about the qualities of Indian 20-
workers and the resistance offered by them in the Bombay strike" with only a 
cl1Imb of Russian help to back them up." Then he goes on : " But if these very 
workers were helped by a little food in their belly they would form an excellent 
revolutionary basis for the establishment of an early independence in our 
COWltry." A little further on he says: ,., I give warning to Indian lords and 25 
masters and middle classes that revolutionary feelings are throbbing in the 
hearts of the workers ...... " Then again he says:" If a party of well 
organised individuals inspired with the ideas of self-sacrifice in the service of 
the workers and peasants were to organise themselves into a powerful central 

O. P. )040. AJIcIndia Organisation, we can in a short time organise ilie 28 crores of workers 3() 
into :n different organisations of industrial classes like what Russia did 12 years 
ago." A little later on he says: " First of all there must be a central AIl-India 
Party of Peasants and Workers." All this seems to me to suggest very clearly 
that Jhabwala accused fully understood the organisational plans of the Workers' 
and Peasants' Parties. Still again a little further on he says: " Our policy must 35 
be unequivocally militant for that will expunge false and selfish leaders from 
our ranks." Then there comes a section headed: " Final word ", which closes 
with the passage which I quoted at page 1020 .. It also begins with an interest-
ing paRsage which is as follows : " We are maligned as Co=unists, extremists, 
revolutionaries, etc .. I do not hesitate to cheerfully subscribe to all these. 40-
attributes rolled into one." ;,' \ 

Coming to the speech as reported in P. 1093 he begins by dilating on the 
miseries of India. Then he comes to Russia and says : " I would tell you about 
Russia which you have already heard before from my predecessors. 10 011 12 
yearR before, the condition obtaining in Russia was similar to that in India. 46 
,\\,l1at took place in Russia' There was the role of the Czar ............ Men 
be~n to die of starvation. Brave men like us came out and said that in order 
to -set the administration to right, take to· arms, unite yourselves and give up 
enmity.'" Then he describes how everybody joined unions, and 21 unionlf or 
big organisations were formed, in Russia. "After this ", he says, U they 50 
began to revolt." He describes this revolt as being carried out by non-violence. 
Going on further he emphasises again and again the lessons of organisation and 
nuitr on the Russian model. For example he says: "Brethren, the means of . 

o. P. )041. your liberation consists in the example set by Russia. Do the same today. 
Make your own organisations." Then a .little further on h~ says: .. I '"!I a 56 
Congressman but I am compelled to say this that I am busy With mass orgamsa-
tion and with starting unions." Then he criticises the' Congress and says: 
.. Let them become unconstitutional but let them organise the masses." He 
keeps on driving in this point of the necessity of organising the masse~. Then 
he eomes to the Mill strike and talks of the receipt of help from Russl& about 60 
which he says: " It ilf only from Russia alone iliat the pe~sant8 and, workers 
get Rome help under the international There is a great City of the name of 
l!loflCOW in. Russia. From that place the. Russian woders .sen.h us a sum, ofi 50 
thoaEillnd rupees which was spent in continUing the work of the strik. f0r a 
peiiod' of 6' monthlJ. ,. Then he comes back again to mass organisation and says: 66 
" Start. Peasants' unions,' Workers' wons, and Labonrers' unions ....•..•.. 
There should bo a Workers' and Peasants! Party in our country. There is a 
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pal'ty in India. having its branches at'Bombay an<t Calcutta. This PartY has 
been Wllrltip.;. But this party belongs. mostly: to·the outsiders todayJ There ' , 
s1i.ould be an All-India Workers' and Peasants' Party." Jhabwala accused. las,. 
dealt with these two accounts of his speech at pages .778 to, 781. As 1;0, tAe. 
speech as actually delivered he says : .. I beg to summarily dismiss it from YOIlr ~ . ,. 
Hononr's notice on the ground that I delivered it in a kind of Hindi, ·which. I· 
ought to doubt myself even now." A little later he emphasises the fact that 
•• there has been no suggestion even in this broken fragment of either violence or . 
bloodshed." In regard to P. 292 which he dealt with under P .. 878 (the Hindi 
translation found in his own poosession) he says that II the Magistrate in the 1& . 

•• P. ~9U. Committal Order roughly stumbled upon some inconvenient passages which he 
. thollght could very well handcuff me for a Sessions' Trial." For the rest he lays 

stress on·the argument that he has throughout preached the cause of non-violence,· 
and he has attempted a defence of the phrase .. Soviet Raj in the world ,~ sug
gesting that what he was really thinking of was something like the Panchayat - If 
system. This is more or less the same defence which he put forward in' the.' ' . 
Lower Court at page 45 of the volume of statements of the accused made in that 
~~. . 

In Jhabwala's search only a few iteIIlS- of interest were'recovered, see the 
search list, P. 876. P. 877 consists of three issues of the ~. Masses of India." 2() 
for the months of July, August and September-October 1927. In regard to these 
Jluibwala accused offered no explanation to this Court, and the one given in the 
Lower Court is obviollsly absurd. He had said there at page 42 : II Once in 
1925 or 1926 I received a bundle of T. P.'s Weekly, in which a copy of these 
.. MaRses " were put. I now recall it. I was regardless which of the two were 2~ 
sent, and so both the things remained in a dust-eaten corner of my library till 
the day of my search. The gentleman' who searched my house unearthed both 
of them, but left T. P. there and brought the ,. Masses" here. Up till now I do 
not know what is the date of the paper, what the first article even is, and I knew 
that it was prohibited OulY when I was sitting in a sequestered corner of the 30. 
dock in Meerut." The statement does not inspire confidence particlilarly when 
it is remembered that these copies of the II Masses" are dated 19~7. In.any . ..,~ 

" 

, case no qllestion was put to the searching officer in support of the sUggestiOIl,. 
0. P. 100. that these copies of the " Masses" were l'ying in a. " dllSt-eaten corner" of . 

Jhabwala's room He also had in his possession a vif!iting card of Hutchinson 35 .. 
acculled, P~ 879. This, he says, he got from Hutchinson on some occasion when 
he met him in the train. His search list, item 4, furthey shows that he had a ., 
copy of Spratt's booklet" India and China" .. Anothel,' mention of Jhabwala, 

• 'of which he is unable to suggest any explanation. is the .mention of his. name 
Wi l in .Joshi's diary, P. 311, on the page headed" January 15"~ And still another 4.0, 
.. -" is the group photograph P. 611 which shows him in company with Spratt,. 

Bradlev and others and was recovered in the search of the office of the Young 
Comrades League and the Bengal Transport Workers Union at No. 8918 Lower 
Olitpur Road, CalClltta. This he says at page 801 relates to a function in 
honOUlf of Ii President of the B. B. & C. I. Railway Union but there is no expIa- 45 
nation as to how it fotmd itS' way to this office in' Calcutta. 

The last evidence in connection with Jhabwala's case, which has been 
referred to in this COllrt, if! to be found in the issues of " Kranti " published 
~ally in 1929.' From" Kranti .. of the 13th Jamuary 1929, a passage translated 
at this accused's own request, we find that on the 19th January there was a 50 
me.eting of the Tramway workers at which Bradley. Jhabwala and Dange 
accllfloo were- all present. In this meeting Jhabwala is. reported to have said: 
•• I cannot agree- with Dange and Bradley, and I am accused of going astray"~ 
A little further on it is stated that Dange replied to Jhabwala's speech in a 
~hort: speech in which he attaeked Jhabwala with some severity, The upshot 50. 
waif that Jhabwallll dissolved the meetmg. Theil in II Kranti" of the 20th 
January (also translated at Jhabwala's request) we .find an artiele headed. 
.. Mr. Alve's reply to Jhabwala" with an Editorial note at the head, which 
.runs as follows: "Nowadays sinCIl Comrade Jhabwala has left the W. P. P. 
lie hR!! begun to write letters abusing Alve, Duge, Nimbkar, Joglekar, Bradley 60 
and others ill every newspaper. While- writiIlg them Jhabwala boasts that he 
conducted all those movements that took place up till now ............ Jhabwala. 
saYR that he conducted the strikes of 1923 and 1925 and he has told a good many 

o. P. 101&. lie!! al'out them. 'This article contains quite II different informatioA." This is 
an article by Al've on tlie' early history of the Gimi Kamgar Mahamandal, which 65 
deals to some extent with the 1923, an.dl19~ aUikes., the fwnQation of Jhabwala 'B 
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:Mill Workers f pDion and the st~es of 1927 and 1928. The article closes with a 
pl\~fI!lg~ attacking, ,almos.t . abusmg, Jhabwala, which is of more interest as ~\n 
admIR810n of Alve s posItIon than anything else. In the course of it he asks 
Jhabw~la why he is beseechingly publishing in newspapers," I am not an 
extre~st, ~ am. not a Co=urust '.', and co=ents that a man who makes 5.1 
entreatIes In thIS manner has no right to make himself a leader among tIle 
worker and peasant class. 

Coming to the issue of the 23rd February 1929 (another translation mad£! 
at JIHl~wa}a's reqt~es.t) we get in this issue a good deal about Jhabwala. In 
the. Edi~onal llot~ It IS stated that" the cause of writing today about the con- 10 
fUSIOn III the RUIlway Workers' Union and about Mr. Jhabwala is that Mr. 
Jh~bwala ~us fallen foul of the W. P. P., the Lal Bauta Bombay Girni Kamgar 
Uruon and Its leader~, and has begun to rave wildly against them. Mr. Jhabwala 
has bl·gun to create confusions in the movement through pride of false persolll.l 
greatness." Then in the article which follows we get a suggested explanation 15 
of why Jhabwala joined the Workers' and Peasants' Party. It is certainlv as 
will b~ noted, lIot. entirely correct, as it suggests that Jhabwala joined the W. P. P. 
after ~ts foulldation. Tbe passage runs as follows: "When the time came for 
sclecbp!l' persons as Labour representatives ~or the Legislative Council of 1926, 
oJlPo~lhon arose between Jhabwala and Joshi, because Joshi and others did not 20 
recommend Jhabwala. And Jhabwala Sahib blamed the Council and called 
Joshi as,model·aie. In the meanwhile being neglected and knocked about under 
the leadership of persons of humanitarian doctrine the workers also had become 
wi4lle and had been making efforts to stand on their own legs. New men who hod 
received experience in strikes of 1922, 1923, 1925, etc., became ready, and the 25 
movement was started for the rights of the workers. This assumed a substan-
tial fc,nD by 1926-27 and the Workers' and Peasants' Party was inaugurated 
to carry on the motement according to this new method ............ Since the 
spirit of the men of this Party became manifest in 1927 during the strikes of 
the Mill workers etc. Jhabwala Sahib wishing to separate from Joshi begun 30 
to incline towards tltl'se. His object was that he should prepare under his 
leadership a powerful section of the workers' movement opposed to Joshi. This 
allir.nce became firm since the Cawnpore Trade Union Congress of 1927 lind 
Jhabwala became a member of the Workers' and Peasants' Party." So at quite 
an early ~tage of the history as related in it, this article distorts the facts, but 35 
it may be that there is still some truth in the interpretation of Jhabwala's actions 
and motives cOlltain.)d in it. It goes on to say.that " Jhabwala did not strictly 
observe the principles and discipline of the Party and was warned from time to 
time, and that gradually he became disappointed and began to oppose the Party." • 
In the course of this section it is stated that" Jhabwala joined the Party with 4Q 
the intention of becoming a big leader by fonning a clique opposed to Joshi. 
But instead of that he too bent his head before the discipline of the Party." 
Theu the article goes on to suggest that when Government's intention to repress 
the movement became obvious, "Jhabwala Sahib, who had been tired of the 
discipline of tLe Party, being bewildered, began to thi~k of wit~drawing himse~f 45 
from the Party." The article goes on to speak of hiS terror lD very sarcastic 
tenDs. There is much more in the way of attack on Jhabwala in the course of 
this issne of the" Krllnti." For instance we get a passage under the heaning 
"Mismanagement. in the Railwaymen's Union-Jhl\bwala's confusion." "Jhab
wala is kn~wn to all as a great Labour leader having started 15 to 17 U:niO~B 50 
.according to the tradition of the humanitarian Labour Movement and talking lD 
"8. sweet manner be parades himself as a great benefactor of the men ........ But 
now that the men have awakened and discontent is growing, this guise of leader-
ship is about to be exposed. The Sahib (Jhabwalal bo~sts .that he i.s a managflr 55 
of 15 to 17 Unions, but the management of even one Umon IS not.belDg.prope~ly 
carried on." A little further on we get an incomplete list of ~ruons ~th which 
Jhabwala is said to be connected. T~ey are: the J;l.B.C.I. ~ailway UDlon, Po~ 
Trust Union, Municipal Workers' UDlOn, Motor-Dnvers' l!DlOn, ~ramwaY!llen ~ 
Union, G.I.P. Railwaymen's Union, Telegraph Peons' UDlon, Skil!ed ~rtisl\n.s 60 
Union, Postmen's Union, Dock Workers' Union,.Press Worke~s Uruon, MIll 
Workers' Union etc. The article alleges that disputes ~d di~conte~t ov~r 
Jhabwala's management are to be found in almost every Umon With which he 18 

connected. 
The genl'ral suO'O'estion to be found in all these articles and Editorial com

ments is that .Jhab~:"ala's association with the Workers' a~d Peasants' Pa~ 65 
anll its aeth'ities was due to the fact that he had fallen out With Mr. N. M. Joshi 
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(as indeed is suggested by the amendment moved by him at the A.I.T.U.O. 
Conference at Delhi in March 1927), and hoped through the W. P. P. to get a 
strong independent position, the underlying motive in all that he did, apart from a 
general kind of humanitarianism, being really a desire for self-aggrandisement. 

O. P. 1047. When we come to consider the essential question, namely whether Jhabwah '0 
accused did or did not take part in a conspiracy, it may be doubted whether all 
this really helps him very much. It may give a motive, but it is not really a 
defence, nor indeed does the fact that from November 1928 onwards he broke with 
the Party and wa!! fighting hotly with. its members in all the leading unions, with 
whi~ he was connected, greatly help him either. We have to consider first the 10 
fact that he is proved to have been in touch with Spratt accused 1lhroughout 1927, 
secondly that even before Spratt's arrival and from then ri~ht up to the time 
when he fell out ,,1th the members of the W.P.P., he was m touch with an 
admittedly revolutionary organisation, the League against Imperialism, and 
thirdly that from January 1927 till November 1928, a period of some 22 months, lis 

,he was closely associated with the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay and 
'Working along with its members, and on his own admission in his speeches was 
contemplating tDe formation of an All-India Party on the same lines and obvious
ly with the same aims and objects. Along with these facts we have to put 
his proved utterances in his speeches and articles, in which he preaches destruc- i() 
tion of the system of Government, revolution, Labour or Soviet Raj, and imitation 
of the example of Russia, epiogises Lenin, and welcomes the name of Communist 

• and revolutionary. In my opinion the only conclusion possible is that throughout 
the period from January 1927 to November 1928, he was knowingly participating 
in a conspiracy to deprive the King of his sovereignty, by taking part in a 20 
conspiracy whol'e object, as he very well knew, was to bring about a revolution 
by violent methods. 

Agreeing with one and ,disagreeing with four assessors, I hold that Jhabwala 
accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of his 
sovereignty of ;British India, and I convict him accordingly of an offence under .0· 
Section 121-A, I.P.C. 
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PART XXIV.· 

.. P. 10M. I oom~ now.to the e~se of. A. A. Alve accused. This case is not quite on 
A. A. ALVE- the same lines as those WIth which I have dealt so far, mainly for the reason that 

I. , Alve .accus,:d does not belong to the bourgeois or petty bourgeois classes to wlU.ch 
the SIX Indi~ accm;~ from Bombay, with whose cases I have dealt previously, 
belong. He IS defi~ltely a member of ~e working classes having been actually 
a factory workp,r hunself. The suggestion put forward on his behalf has of 
.course naturally been that he was not capable of understanding Communism and 
could .not therefore have been a knowing participant in this conspiracy. It is 
ho~ever to be remembered that,. as Crown Counsel pointed out, Communists 
qUite naturally do not expect ordinary factory workeI"ll of the class of Alve and 
Kasle accused to be. able to understand the whole of Communist theory. ·All 
t~at they need io understand is a few main points, and similarly when we con
SIder the nature of the present case it is not necessary that an accused in order 
to. understand and participate in this conspiracy should understand the whole 
of Communist theory. All that is necessary for him'to understand is the class 
struggle, and that only superficially, and that the ouly solution of the economic 
difficulties of the workers is a political solution by means of a revolution which 
will result in the substitution of Workers' Government for the present form of 
(fovernment, that substitution to be brought about by mass organisation culmi
nating in a violent insurrection and seizure of power. . In this counection Crown 
Counsel in his arguments referred to a passage in Read's" Ten days that shook 

O. P. 1049. the world ", P. 89. at page 153 which brings out how comparatively little it is 
necessa.ry to drive into the thick heads of people like factory workers. The same 
point is brought out in the joint statement at page 2918 .. where Nimbkar accused 
says: "It is quite true that it is usually useless to put our programme in itR 
full form before an inexperienced worker. It i$ a somewhat complicated alld 
abstract programme the whole meaning of which he cannot understand at once,. 
though we can assure the prosecution that workers in general come to understand 
it mllch more easily than do members of the bourgeoisie. We follow the very 
sound principle of letting the workers learn by expepence. A worker who has 
been through strikes and victimisation and has come in contact with the police 
and the law courts, usually needs very little teaching to convince him of the 
reality of the class struggle and the soundness of the Marxian conception of the· 
State. " So we have it from the people who know best that people like Alve . and 
Kasle accused do not find it difficult to grasp the essential points in the 
programme. This is perhaps not exactly evidence but I think it will be found that 
this suggestion is well borne out in the speeches made by Alve accused. More
over it is to be noted that Alve accused is not· an entirely illiterate man· nor 
is it to be inferred from his career that he .is merely an average mem
ber of his class. He is a" man who, came to the front as long ago as 
1923 when the Union known as the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal was 
founded and he became its first President. And this Union' was apparently 
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a1: that time the only Union worth the name in the mill area, since according to 
Alve's statement' at page 954 the Bombay Textile Labour Union was not founded:' 
until January 1926. 45 

. O. P.·1OOO. The first time we come across Alve's name in the documents in evidence in 
this case in Roy'~. letter to the Patna friend, P. 2320P. (F.C. 111) dated. the 
23rd January 1926, in which he says: .. The Union formed in Bombay under 

.•.. the leadership of Atmaram will serve as the basis of our Trade Union work in 
Bombay." Alve's name is Arjun Atmaram Alve and bearing in mind that this 
was, at t.he time when the letter was written, almost certainly the only Textile 
Labour Union in Bombay, it cannot lie doubted that the reference is to this Union. 

Alve is not mentioned in the various letters to which I have referred·from 
me to time in connection with the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal in the strikes in 
1927 but we get one or two references showing that Joglekar was acting on the 
advice given in Roy's letter and working in the Girni Kamgar Mahamandalat 
that time. For instance in P. 1348 (12) Joglekar himself says: "Mr. Jogl{'kar 
and Mr. Mayekar are in the Textile Union (G.K.M. is written in Marathi aftor 
the word Union) and the Union activity is satisfac~orily going on. This Union 
sent its deleO'ates to the last A.I.T.U.C. and contnbuted to the success of !he 
Party in the<'T.U.C. fioor. Messrs. Ghate, Mirajkar and Joglekar wer~ the !m-.' 
portant party IU'3n put forth by this Union on ~e A.I.~.U.C. fioor. This Umon 
is also conducting the vernacular paper Kamkarl for whICh two of our pa~y men 
Mr Joglekar and Mr. Mayekar are working." This was on the 21st April 1927. 
But an even clearer piece of evidence is Mirajkar's lettel' P.I01O (I.C.60)}n 
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which he says, talking about the strike in the Apollo and Manchester Mills : 
.. This was the proper time to amalgamate the two Unions viz. Girni K. Maha-

0. P. 1061. ~ndal and B.T. Labour Union. Mr .. Bakhale was willing as also Messrs. 
Munawar and Zab, but Mayekar is very obstinate and I think Jog is enoouraging 
bini indirectly." From these documents it is clear that by August 1927 Mirajkar, 
Shate, Joglekar. and Mayekat, all members of (he W.P.P., were in more or Iell8 
close association with the G.K.M. and therefore with its President, Alve accused. 

Early in January 1928 strikes began in some of the Bombay mills in con
nection with the introduction of the new system. In this connection there is in 
evidence a letter written by Spratt accused, P. 52ti (29), in which Alve accused 
is mentioned. In the penultimate paragraph of this letter, talking about this 
strike, Spratt deals with the position taken up by N. M. Joshi. Then in the last 
paragraph he says: "The Gimi Kamgar Mahamandal is almost equally com
promising, and is moreover divided :internally. D. R. Mayekar, the Secretary, 
shares Joshi's views almost, and he is supported by most of the Committee. A.A. 
.Alve, the President, is in 'favour of explaining to the men the actual state of 
affairs, but stops "hort of calling for a general strike. He will instantly plump 
for it if there is any further provocation, such as anotber mill attempting the new 
system. " 

It is at about this time that we get the first evidence of Alve's being 
associated with the Workers' and Peasants' Party itself. P. 1348 (50) contains 
two lists of comrades invited to attend the Enlarged Executive of the W.P.P. 
and the Sunday meeting, both held on the 29th January 1928. P.1348 (41) is a 
kind .of agenda for this meeting and also contains !l collection of signatures of 
eomrades and sympathisers who attended this Enlarged E.C. meeting. Among' 
them we find the signature of A. A. Alve. Alve contents himself with a denial 
of his presence at this m.eeting. 

O. P. 1062. The next-event of importance in which .Uve participated was- the :iemonstra-
tion on the occasion of the landing of the Simon Commission. P. W. 244, 
Inspector R. S. Patwardhan has deposed to seeing a procession of workers with 
black flags and placards bearing inscriptions such as .. W orken of the World 
Unite ", " Down with Capitalism and Imperialism" and so on, which started 
opposite the B. B. C. I. Railway Workshop and was later joined at Poibaodi,' 
Parel, by some 3000 workmen of the G. I. P. Workshop and then went in pro
Cession to Foras Road. In this procession were Jhabwala, Mirajkar, Dange, 
Ghate, Spratt, Nimbkar, Joglekar and Alve BCClused. This witness was cross-' 
examined by Alve accused himself but not in regard to the events of the 3rd 
February. A question was. however. put, evidently on his behalf, by counsel 
for Joshi and others to which the witness replied : .. I do not remember whether 
I made any enquiries as to the presence of Alve accused in Bombay on 3·2-28. ", 
In re-examination the witness cleared up the 8lllbignity which the question had 
been designed to introduce by saying : " I am s-ura that Alva was present in the 
Simon Commission procession. I had no occasion therefore to make any inquiry 
as to his presence in Bombay". So apparently Alva was at that time thinking 
of denying his presence and participation in the demonstration, as indeed might 
have been expected from his statement in the Lower Court where, when asked 
about this occasion, he said, It There was once hartal and as all the mills were 
closed I stayed away from my place. I do not remember the exact date." In 
this Court however Alve apparently decided on a different line of defence. At 
page 980 of the statements of the accused he says abODt this demonstration : 

O. Yo 1063. " P. W. 104 of the Lower Court (p. W. 244 of this Court) has said that along 
with the W. P. P. Alve had joined the mov~ment for the boycott of the Simon 
Commission. But this is not true. Because as I was a member of the Bombay 
Provincial Congress Committoe, I had participated in the Congress programme 
of the harta! declared by the Congress against the Simon Commission. This 
will be seen from these handbills (D. 719, 720)." 

. The way in which Alve's association with the W orken' and Peasants j 
Party developed can be seen in the history of the relations between the Workers j 
and Peasants' Party or members of that Party and the Girni Kamgar Maha
mandaI Df which he was President. As I mentioned above in the year 1921 
Joglekar accused and Mayekar of the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal had been 
working together in the strikes in the Apollo and Manchester Mills. Mayekar 
was even as late as JanUllry 1928 one of those who were invited to attend the 
meeting of the Enlarged E. C. of the W. P. P. But by this time considerable 
suspicion must have rested on his reformist and self-seeking tendencies. By 
the middle of February 1928 it seems that Joglekar ~ had consolidated his 
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position in th~ G. K. M:' As he himself says at page 1990 : ... The influencie of thfj 
.W.·P. P. grew amoDg.'the 'fextile·workers, and 1 do not deny that I was system:
a.ti.llIilly working towards this end. To put in the teclulic&l terml was doing 
'COnsistent1y ," the boring work" on behlllf of. the Party. " A litt1e higher np 
he had said that by this date, that is 25th of February when the workers of the 
'Bassoon Group who had gone on strike in January returned to wor~ 
" there was complete rift in the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal. " He added : 
"Mr. Mayeka.r having adopted obstructiv(! tactics I now attendeid to the 
day-to-day work of the Union and I pushed on the organisation of the 

10 O.P., 1054. 'Workers with the help of Mr. Alve." I have I think mentioned at an earlier 
.. sta.,o-e the resolutions passed by the Mabamandal on the 28th FebruaJ;Y which 

;appear in D. 420, in one of which the Kamkari was' condemned for. J,D.q.ki.ng 
. 'charges against Alve while in another it was decided that the General Secretary 

Mayekar should bring in and hand over the whole of the records o~ th~ Maha
lWWd.'1l.. .In Marc:b. we have thf! haIi4Qilla D. 439(31) aad D. 439(29) both issued 15 
over thll. si~ture of ..Alve l¥lCused.. Both these recommend a general strike. 
The remark in P. 826, the Secretary's. report presen.ted to the General Meeting 
"of .the W. p.. P· .. ~ch sta~s thAt at present Pal'ty members' are more or less 
tioBnected with the, Textile Workers' Union (Girni Kamgar Mabamandlil) 
'relates to very much 'the same da.te, as that meeting took place on the 18th of 
MaJ;ch. Next on the 20th March there was issued the long handbill P. 1462 

2() 

. 't headed" A Wa.rning to, Mill wOl"kers. Mr. Mayekar has betrayed. the confidence 
o( the people. Dark plots ~ the. G.' K. M. Mess w the aceounts of the public 
funds and mismanagemmt of a.ffairs," in which Alve ali President of ·the 
G. K. M. and thll Managing Committee whioh includes Kasle accused attack 25 
Ma,yeka,r wit.h ~ell.t severity and thank. loglekar accused for the trouble he has 
tab:Q. in el~r.iJ;J.g u.p the state of affairs. P. 1464 is another handbill issued by 
~e ()II.lling. QnaU workers to join the Mahamandal. Then on the 30th March 

.J;here was issued. a notice P. 1463 in which Alve as President of the Mahamandal 
• notified that Mayekar had been removed from the post of Secretary.D. 420 
. ahQWS that On the 30th April a resolu.tion was passed in the G. K. M. that a 
genAlral strike sho.uId be called. The minutes purport to be signed by Alve 

, .li1ccusl*l and this play be taken as genuine in view . of the fact that it was Alve 
o. P. 105a. -:who put in this exhibit and at whose request the passages from it were tranS'
, ." .lated. D. 43l) (28) is a leaflet da·ted 17th Apri11928 saying that the mill workers 

have been obliged to declare. the stri.ke as a last lesort and calling on,all mill 
~. • :workers to join the strike peacefully. From this day forward the general strike 

.... . was established, the remaining mills soon coming in. Meetings were held itt the 
"If .mill area dllily. We find from the evidence of Inspector·Hasan Ali, P. W. 245, 

.that Alve. Joglekar, Mirajkar, Nimbllar, Jhabwala, Bradley and Dange were the 
Frominent leaders in the early days and advocated general strike. The meet
lJIgIt, he says, were attended' 'byAlve, Joglekar, Mirajkar and Nimbkar, AlVa 

• always and the otbers sometimes: So it is clear that by the end of April not 
.only .Alve but a number of members of the Workers' and Peasants' Party were 
taking a prominent part in the strike. ' 
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They had a.Iso become closely assomatep by this time with the Mabamandal. 
'As I have- mentioned before Joglekar was the first member of the' Party to be 
an advisel1 of the Mahamandal. On the 30th April owing to his having been Qut 
of Bembay he was removed from the Acivisory COlllIQittee and Dang!) was elect-
ed along with Jhabwala and Nimbkar (D. 4~0 Mjp,utes of the G. K. M. I,'Iated 5() 
30th April). On the 2nd May we get another resolution resolving that " the 
persons of the yrr. P ... P. who are at present working in the strike on behalf of 
the. G. K M .. are not the officials of the Mahamandal but had been invited by the 
MahaIDsndal as advisers. But since t~e general strike they are working on 
behalf of the. workers and the misconception that prevails among the people at 55 
pr('8ent ~hat by bringing persons of the W, P. P. into the Mahamandal advi.cl! 
regarding wrong things is being given. that mis-conception is not correct. These 

0. P. 10G6. men are at present working on behalf of the strikers. The Mahamandal is not 
responsible for any strong spEll!ches delivered by them." I suggested before 
that. this resolution probably arose out of the speeches delivered on May Day. 6() 
One of the speakers on that occasion according to the summary or table put 
in by P. W. 245 was A:lve accused but there is nothing in evidence about what 
be said. At page 981 of his statemeJlt he himself saYl!: "The President of 
tbe meeting made a, speech about. May Day and others also attending the May' 
Day meeting made speeehes. At that time the President of the meeting mentioned 65 
tn,y name. and asked me to make n speeQh. What I told the workers at tha.t time 
was that if anyone wanted thll full history of the May Day, the educated people 
1S21JMOC ~ 
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and the people having information about foreign countries couId tell them that, 
but that the only thing that I had to tell was that our strike should be continued 
peacefnIly till our demands were secured." Next on the 15th May we come to 
the resolution of the G. K. M. ordering the preparation of the signboard for the 
Advisory Body consillting of }fesl'l's. Jhabwaln, Nimbltar, DRnge, Mirajkar, 
Joglekar, Ghate, Bradley and Thengdi. The· resolution states that "these 
nave been elected as advisers of the G. K. M." Finally on the 21st May there 
is .in D. 420 a resolution which runs as follows: ." After discussion regarding 
consideration of the present situation regarding the strike that is J\'oing on and 
having come to know that Mr. Mayekur had registered the Union as Girui 
Kamgar Mahamandal it. WRIl decided that a legal notiee should be served Ilnd 
a case launched through Court and that the Girni Kamgar Union should be 
established and registered." 

o. P.1007. Turning now to P. 958, the Minutes of the Girni Kamgar Union we find that 
this Union was established in a public meeting on the 22nd May and the following 
Managing Committee was elected: Presidl'nt, Alve ; General Secretary, Danga ; 
Secretaries, Joglekar and 2 others; Vice Presidents, .Thabwala, Bradley, 
Nimbkar and one other; Treasurers, GhatI' 1111d one other; Ml'mhers of the Com
lnittee, Mirajkar, Pendse, Kasle and 13 others. This Committee met the BamI' 
day and it was decided to send ail application for registration signed by Alve, 
Dange, Kasle and 3 others. Alve accused's statement about all this is of a very 
rambling nature and I do not think he gives any clear explanation of how the 
Girni ·Kamgar Union came to have such a board of-management. .As far as I 
can see he puts it down to the fact that the workers elected these people. Thus 
it would seem that the account given by Ghate in writing to Dutt on the 20th 
July 1928 (P. 2408P., F. C. 496) is fairly correct. In this he says that" ,the 
G. K. M. was responsible for giving a fighting policy and was able to bring ~bout 
the general strike in spite of Joshi's strike-breaking tactics ". Then he goes on 
to explain about the villainy of Mayekar in mismanaging the Mahamandal and 
also getting it registered and he concludes as follows: " The only course left 
open to us, the real G. K. M. whose name was stolen by Mayekar, was to take a 
different name, and the real G. K. M. got (itself) renamed the Girni Kamgar 
Union and got (itself) registered with .Alve President and myself and a worker 
as treasurers. The Managing Committee is composed of the workers and some 

. of our I!lemhers." It is clear therefore that in .July Ghate accused was identify-
o. P. lOJ8 •. ing the G. K. M. (in itslater'days) and the G. K. U. very closely indeed with the 

Workers' and Peasants' Party, and bearing in mind the position of Alve both 
in the old G. K. M. and the new Union this meails identifying Alve very closely 
",-jth the Party. Moreover although P. 1353 shows that Alve actually applied for 
membership of the W. P. P. on the 21st March he was evidently a de facto mem
ber considerably earlier, for the leaflet P. 1016 which P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. 
Patwardhan saw being distributecd in Bombay in January 1928 by Joglekar and 
Spratt accused mentions that " the President of the Mahamandal is also our 
member". The minutes of the E. C. of the Party for the meeting held on the 
25th March 1928 show that Alve's application was accepted. There followed 
a discussion on the question of putting up candidates for the ensuing Municipal 
Elections and this resulted in the appointment of a Sub-Comlnittee and on the 
report of that Sub-Committee favouring participation in the elections, the E. C. 

'. )" decided on the 8th April that Joglekar, Nimbkar, Jhabwala and Alve only should 
stand for election. .Alve accused dealt with this matter from page 972 onwards. 

.. ' He suggested that the members of the W. P. P. began by using his name and then 
stood for election themselves as workers' leaders in every ward, the result being 
that " Alve was elected as Municipal Councillor only within the Minute Book 
')f the W. P. P." Later on however he expresses surprise at finding his name 
entered in the Minute Book as a candidate for election. In this connection he 
.Ily!! : " Then I was much surprised. I am not against standing for Municipal 
election and if I had got the desire to stand for Municipal election, I did not re
qnire the certificate of this wretched Party". Actually it appears that Alve's 

() r. 1009. name was dropped because he was not eligible to be a candidate. Alve's name 
does not appear in the minutes of the E. C. of the W. P. P. again until the 23rd 
September when there is an entry that .. the complaint of Alve against Nimbkar 
was taken up and after the explanations from both the parties concerned the 
question was dropped," whiclI indicates that Alve himself was present at the 
meeting. This entry is not disputed by Alve accused, see page 976 of his state
ment. The next mention of him is in the minutes of the meeting of the 14th 
October, or rather in the rough notes of those minutes in a list of persons pos
sibly to be suggested for the E. CO' of the B. P. C. C. . Lastly the minutes ()f the 
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E. C. meeting of the 13th of January 1929 show clearly thatAlve was present at 
that meeting. These entries do not square very well with Alve's explanation hi 
which he suggested that as he did not understand English he did not understand 
what was going on at the few meetings which. he attended. Certainly on the 
13th January and the 23rd September he must have understood. what was going 5 
on quite well and in view of his close association with the membera of, the Party 
tliroughout the summer I greatly doubt the truth of his contention· tb!lt he di(l 
not understand the proceedings. . . . . 

«). P./06O. But the mostdamagin~ evidence· in Alve's case is the evidence of his 
~eeches. It appears that in the early period of strike he took part in and spoke 10 
at 71 meetings and there can be little doubt that he took an equally active part 

< in meetings throughout July, August and September. None of his early speeches 
is in evidence. The first two in point of date are two which have been put in by . 
the defence as D. 640 and D. 650 (dated 5th July), in the latter of which he says: 
.. It is not a seditious movement. It is only a strike between mill-owners and Iii 
workers." Alve accused also put in in defence a number of other speeches, which 
are on the record as D. 651 & D. 652, both of the 21st July, D. 654 of the 9th 
August 'and D. 631 of the 14th September. These are all of them innocuous 
speeches advising the workers tp remain peaceful and to persevere with the 
strike. They prove nothing except that Alve did not use every possible oppor- 20 
tunity to preaeb the doctrines which we find him preaching in the speeches relied 
npon by the prosecution.. . 

The prosecuti6n have 'put in 'evidence the. reports ~f 6 strike speeches of 
this accused, P. 1699 of the 19th July, P,1706 .(1) of the 31st July, P. 1707 of the 
Brd August, P. 1717, (2) of the 18th, August, p, .1726 (3} of the. 11th September. 
and P. 1729 (3) of the 16th Septe;mber. I. will take these in order. In P. 1699 
at page 17 of the new volume of speeches he strikes a dangerous note at the start, 
where he says : " It is not necessary for us now to keep the fight peaceful." 

/ ': Then he goes. on to. classify Government and the mill-owners and capitalists 
together.. He says: " T:b.is Government is so .shameless that (it) must keep safe 
the mill machinery where three or four lakhs of people are starving." He goes 
on to emphasise thE' .fftllt that while the workmen are starving the Government 

. e. P. 1001. is keeping guard over the machines in order, that the machines of capitalism may 
. remain clean. He dilates on the wickedness of such a Government and says : 

" It is the duty of every workman to drive away such men in authority and to 
take their reins in our hands." A little further on he says : " The-Governor and 
the Commissioner are the underlings of Capitalism." He keeps on hammering! 
in the identification of Government with Capitalism. Then he tells the Govern-
ment to recall the policemen kept for the protection of the mills and says :,' , We 
shall make such arrangement that not even one policeman will remain there. 
The people who are making this bandobast are ours, if these persons get enraged 
bludgeon-rule will disappear. And the Raj of the workmen themselves will be 
established in the city of Bombay."A little further on he says: " I definitely 
tell (thelle) our Government reporters the workmen should now throw over' the 
ruling power. Every workman should resolve to throw over such power. Others 
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who are carrying on trade and business are also workmen. They also should . •. 
render help," And again later on addressing Government he says: .. If (you), ,;,. ;',: 
do not take care of the sufferings of the workmen within four or eight days from : ': :;;r" 
now ........ we will begin to spread a rebellion against these demons." Then .. 
he says : " The Government is anxious that their (owners ') machines should re-' 
main safe. The mills belong to us. We have earned this money of the mills: 
These mills are ours." So it seems that Alve accused has a good many of the 
right ideas (that is ideas, which are right froin the point of view of the con
spiracy) well established in his mind, the public ownership of the means of pro
duction, the wickedness of the Government and its identification with capitalism 
and the necessity of destroying the Government. 

50' .• 
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(). P.10tl2. His next speech, P. 1706 (1), begins at page 58 of the new volume. In this 
he says, talking of the way the strike is holding out : " But the eyes of all have 
begun to dazzle on seeing your condition. And the advocates of Swaraj have 
begun to say that we will get Swaraj if help is given to such people. If tomorrow 60 
a time for giving a fight.to the Government arises the workmen will really fight. 
Everyone has begun to think that.if the foreign Government and the foreign 
Capitalism are to be driven frQm India, it is these workmen (that will do so), and' 
it is natural to think RO." The same theme of destroying the present form of 
Goyernment is reiterated on the second page, where he says: "-Keep this resolu- 65 
\ion :firm ,if the foreign Government is to be driven away ~oday, Thl! foreign 
L82JlIOC ' . 
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Government by ruling over'us up to now has made our life dirt cheap. We must 
bcr.ome independent. It- (independence) will not be got so long as the workmen 
will not stand on their own legs. If you want the amenities (of life) you must 
stand on your own legs. The strike that has taken place is not (meant) fol!' 
ellrning four pice. This strike is in order that four pice more may be got, that I) 
amenities (of life) may be provided, (and) that some other rights may be 
lecured. Today we are being crushed under the foreign power, which is ruling 
over us." He goes on to say that it was due to timidity that foreign Capitalism 
and the foreign Government began to rule OVer Indians. At the end he says: 
.. All people have begun to understaJ!.d 'that our strike is just. Now our strike 10, 
" .. ill be suceessful., If (you) become victorious, keep this movement going so 
long as our power does not come to our hands, so long as Swaraj is not established. 
Toke care of yourselves. Consider in your mind that we should not remain • 

o. P. 1063. quiet till the Raj of the labourers is established." 
We eome next to P. 1707 at page 65 of the new volume. Early on in this he 15· 

says: " This foreign Governmpnt is not ours. XX These owners are foreign an4 
the Government that helps (thl'm) is fOl·eign. Who will help us now' I there-
fore tell you that. the foreign Government wants to help the foreign Capitalism. 
so we workmen are all one." On the next page he says: " Call the workmelli 
in the whole city of Bombay to your help. If the Government helps Capitalism. 20 
we must take the help of the werkmen. Sint'C it helps them we want help, 
These people must be included in the strike. If we aU lInite let us see what 
Capitalism and the ruling power ('an do T A day will come, where will this 
Capitalism remain, and where will the Government go '" In fact he has sug
gested that the general mill ~trike should become a general strike of workers. 25-
A little further an he says; " This strike hilS been declared. This strike is m 
truth of the belly,. Tomorrow it '\iill be of the nation." Then on page 67 hfl 
comes. to the, point of the uecessity of gl'tting leaders from among the workme .. 
and saya : " I am a leader from among you. I am a human being like you. 
l have uot ,,;ot more money." Then hI) comes to the position presumably of the 30 
members of the W. P. P. He says: " You people arc if,"I\oralit. They are trying 
to impart the. knowledge to you because Capitalism deceives you." Then he 
proceeds to identify himself with these same peoplt' and says: " You will hllve 
to suffer hardships. You mllRt think over it. r~very endeavour will be done . 
on our part, on the part of ll'aders." 35-

'l'he next of these speeches is P. 1717 (2) at page 124 of the new volume. 
On the first page we get him congratulating thE' workers on the fact that" if 

o. P. 1064. there is meeting at any plar.e workmen Ilmongst. us are able to carry it through 
without havin~ to wait for any leader." On thE' next page we get the same old 
theme of the Workers' Raj. He says: " All the mills in India, the power of 40 
the whole of Capitalism. this whole (po,ver) of the bureaucracy mnat come into 
the hands of the w(lrkers. Thill strike of the workcrs is meant to bring that 
(power) into (their) hands, to captnrtl power. The (strike) is going on for 
these five months. This !ltrike is not with the desire to get an increase of two 
rupees in the wages. The workt'rs mu!:'t become the owners of the factories. . . . . . 45-
.(The strike is) for abolil'hing pOYE'rty in India. The whole working class that 
had slept had awakened in this strike. This strike has been declared to capture 
that power.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The strikes that took place in 1925 & 1923 were 
different................ In this movement it is being taught ni~ht and day 
how we all mU!lt behave at this time. This movement is for removmg the mia- 50 
fortune of India." Towards the bottom of the page he says: " My only request 
is that by estahlishing the workers' Raj in India make all workers happy through 
joy", and again: " Give up your life by making a revolution. But do not break 
your strike.", Then he says that Government is not a" Ma Bap " Government, 
and '" it is for this that their power must be expelled from India. It cannot. be 55 
said what the desperate workers will do in a fit of anger. See what is the result 
of peacefulness." He closes with these final remarks:" Nothing can be done 80 
long as we have not shown «(l"r) strength. Bnt if the strike is not settled in 
this fifth month, WI' will t'::![pt'l thl' power of the Englit;h from India and will 
establish the workers' ovm Haj, and T tl'l1 you this much that you workmen will 60 
do it." 

In P. 1726 (3) at pllge 163 of the new volume Alve declares that Bradley 
is a Communist, therefore GovcrnmE'nt hns enllcted a Bill to arrest him, but" the 

O. P. 1065. workers ought to give him a reward for doing their work." Alve at any rate 
d,id not find anything objectionable in the fact that Bradley was a Commnnist. 65-

Next in P. 1729 (3) at page 179 of tbe new volume he says: " The strike 
will be settled now. Bradley Sahib has said that you should organiso your 
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Union, should organise a Union of mill-workers lI.£tl'r the strike is settled;" . The 
speech closes as follows: "Therefore this strike, this unity has dealt a.'blow 
to all, the owners, capitaliFJn (and) the Government. I hope that keeping up 
this success to the end, removing capitalism8l1d bureaucracy and establishing 
within a few days, within four to ten years, in Bombay, in the nation, in India 5 
the Raj of lllbour, of the· workers, you will be ru1ers~'! . 

. Throughout these speeches it is cleur that AI~e was preaching some of the 
inain points in the W. P. P. creed and programme. Time and again we have 
Government identified with Capitalism and the necessity for the overthrow and 
destruction of the Government and. the establishment of the :workers' I(.aj 10 
emphasised. But it was not only through his speeches that he was spreading 

4 these ideas, for he a)I'o wrote, or someone wrote for him and he signed, a numbe~ 
of , articles in the" Kranti OJ. 

O. P. 1066. 

At the time of his sl'arch he was in po!,session'of 12 copies of the "Kranti " 
relating to ele,en dates from Novemher 1927 to September 1928. 'Alve gives & 

long explanation at pages 982 to 983 of his being in possession of these copies of 
the " Ki'anti OJ. He attributes it partly to free distribution of the paper among 
the workers. He also explains that he had to study. all sorts of Labour organs, 
but that this was only with a view to looking after the interests of the workers. 
P. 930, the " Kranti " of the 12th July 1928, contains an urticle which purports 
to be by Alve himself, and he by implication accepts its authenticity. In his 
explanation at page 982 of his statement he simply says that" in my article the 
only advice I haye given to the workers is that -they should increase their 
strength, that is, they should organise big Unions and.should then face the situa
tion on the strength of those Unions.", but there is a good. deal more in it than 
that. In this article he says : " Two parties are' facing us as enemies and are 
attacking the workers. One is the Capitalists and the other is the interfering 
Police. Our weapon for fi~hting II.gainst the Capitalists at present is strike. 
Our present weapon consists in prolonging the strike for three to fonr months." 
Further on he complains that the workers are unarmed, but "our enemy 
possesses rifles, guns and mon<'y." And he goes on: "We shall secure victory 
only when we become fightl>rs.......... We want the fight of brave men ..... . 
If the enemy possel'S great !'trength, we Fhould not face him like fools iu his 
own stronghold. First Wl' should try to pOSRess as much strength as he has 
got and then begin the warfare. Thl' warfare of the workers is of a very terrible 
nature. It does not last for a day but continues for several years." A phot~ 
graph of Alve appeured in the" Kranti " of the 29th July 1928 with a note that 
Government's attention had not been drawn towards him, but that it was likely 
to be so; if he went on being bold. On the 9th August 1928 we find in the 
Kranti, P. 986, an open letter from Alv!" to mill-owners and Government. In this 
he SRys to the mill-owners: ',' But bear in mind that every worker in India will 

o. P. 1087. sacrifice his life but will not tolerilte the foreign or Indian capitalism." This 
letter asks the Governor and the CommisRioner of Police to " withdraw the help 
given by the Police to the haughty ('apitalists and attend to the demands 'of the 
poor workers." At page 982 of hill statement Alve describes this as an appeal. 
to the mill-owners. It appears at any rate·to be rathcr a threatening appeal. 

O. P. 1068,; 

. I mentioned in Jhabwala's case the article in " Kranti " dated 20th January 
1929 headed " Alve's reply to Jhabwala". '1'his ends with a section headed 
"Special suggestions to Comrade Jhahwala". In it.he says: "You call yourself 
the leader of the Workers' and PeaFants' Party, while you give such vacillating 
reports in newspapers. When. a worker Zike me. has become a Communist on 
account of the oppresllion of ('apitalism, what does it mean that you, a leader of 
workers, who has inaugurated 200 Union~, should through weakness publish in 
newspapers" I am not a Bolshevik" f. A leader of workers mustbe of the blow 
for blow type. He alone r.an hecome the leader of the workers. . What is the 
use of feeble leaders like you in the Raj of oppressive capitalism f " 

. in the face of all thelle spl'e('hes and articles it is rather remarkable that in 
his statement to the Magistrate Alve said ahout Communism: " I never used 
that word. I do not know what it menns." He has repeated that contention 
in this Court saying at p!\ge 950 of his statement: " I do not know' what it: 
Communism and what is called by that name. Similarly I have no information 
what this Communist International is, similarly I have no idea who Lenin was. 
Similarly till this case was stnrted I had no idl'a of what is meant by saying' 
that a revolution took place in RURsia, and I do not know yet." It is unfor
tunately very difficult to believe in the trUth of a statement like this, when. it 
comes from an intelligent man like Alve. . . 
u~oo ' 
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Another class of evidence in Alve'8 ease consists of numerous leaflets i88Ued 
lty the Girni Kamgar Union over his signature after the conclusion of the 
General Strike. An example of this kind of evidence ill P. 966, a leaflet issued 
over the signatwes of Dange. Nimbkar, Mirajkar, Kasle and Alve accused, wlUeh 
is undated, but came out towarrls the end of 1928 or the beginning of 1929 with 5 
the headin~ : "Is the fltmggle to brt-ak down tlU' 3 looms and 2 si<.les to be 
continued f If so, coml' along. Make preparations for boycott. Let us 
organise two red troops consisting of 500 Sntyagrahi volunteers and ]00 lectur!.'rs. 
And let us start an agitation for colll'etin~ Rs. 25,000 for grain." This leaflet 
speaks of the General Strik(' ftS a ('ompromlse which was ('ifected for taking rest, ]0 
and calls on the mill-workers to organi!'e a Red .Army of 500 volunteers and 
corps of 100 lectnrl'rs. A somewhat similar leaflet to which Alve is also a 
signatory is P. 967, which c-alls for 5,000 men of the Red Army and 100 lecturers. 
P. 951 contains a whole series of leaflets issued between the 17th of January 
and the 8th February by the G. K. U. Most of these are signed by Dange. bnt' ]5 
there is nothing very much of importance in them except occasional emphasis Oll 

the maintenance of a volunteer force and the work which that force is doing. 

It reI!llIins only to consider Alve's statement to this Court. He begins by 
emphasising the faet that he is himself a mill worker and a peasant, and SD~ 
gests that the fomenting of a strike was all to his disadvantage, because thereby 20 
he lost his wages. In this connection, hOWf'ver. it is to be remembered that 118 

o. P. loa Presid('nt of the Union he was getting an allowance of Rs. 60 per moaU. 
so that he was not apparently himself a direct loser. Be gives a certain amollllt 
of his early history, for which there is 11.0 support in the evidence. Then he 
comes to the history of the G. K. Mahamandal, to which I have alluded already. 25 
It is in the course of this portion of his stateml'nt that lie demC8 knowing w .. t 
Communi.'IJD is and having any information as to what the Communist Interna
tional i.~ or who Lenin was. How he could possibly have associated with Jogle-
kar 8CCOSl'd from the middle of ] 927 until the middle of 1931, as he had at the time 
of his st.atement, without having acquired a very good working knowledge of 30 
these subjects passes my comprehenlllon, and indeed for a man who has quoted 
the. example of Russia and made speet'hes with allusions to Communism and 
Communists to deny all knowl~ of Communism and Communists carries its 
own condemn!ltion. Be deals at length with the internal history of the Kalla
mandaI and the events which resulted in the fOUBoatiou of the U. K. U., 30 
though it seems to me that he avoids all the dangerous points. At page 
965 of his I'tatement he gives an account of how and when lie frat into touch 
with the various Bombay accosed. He was, he says, acquainted witII 
Jhahwala accused from 1920-21, and witll Joglekar aornsed from 19']6. 
Nimbkar accused, he says, he met in 1927 as Secretary of the Bombay Pro-- 40 
vincial Con~pss Committee. while with Mimjkar he claims to have become 
acquainted in April 1928. Unfortunately it is impossible to believe that stat ... 
ment, partiCUlarly in the light of the account given in the .. Kranti" of the 
20th August 1927. part of P. 1375, of the grand procession of the strikers of 

o. P. 111'10. the Apollo and Manchester Mills, which took place on the 14th August 1927, 45 
RD account which shows Mirajkar, Mayekar. Alve and Joglekar closely &880-

ciated together and delivering speeches when the procession halted at the 
comers of roads. It was in April 1928 also, he says. that he became scquainted 
with Bradley accused. Some time in this month he also became acquainted 
with Dange accused. who was Secretary of the Tramwaymeu's ('nion, and 5() 
with Ghate accused as ViCl'-President of the Municipal Workers' Union.. 
Then at page 969 he feels it necessary to explain the Red Flag o~ the 
Bombav Girni Kamgar Union. which was one nouse of the {'nion being 881(1 to 
be a Union of Communists and to be based on the principles of Moscow. .Ake 
88VB that the flag was not adopted until May 19"2.'!, aud then it was selected in 55 
order to distinguish the offices of the l!niou from tho!'e of othl'r unions. ~e 
partienlar colour was chosen on the ground, he says, that it is a colour which 
does not fade.. I confess I feel considerabll' doubt as to the truth even of tbe 
suggt'stion that the colonr does not fade, and I doubt i! that eouId. h;ave been 
the reasou for its selection. He llien goes on to deal WIth the MunICIpal el~ 6() 
tions, whieh I have discussed already: aud with the money v'?ted by ~': G: ~ U. 
Cor the Bauria strikers, a mstter "duc:h has no importance Ul ~ve 8 mdiVldu~ 
case. The only point about this latter' ~8 that t~ RCCOUBt gIven by Alve IS 
obviously ineornct, wher<' :he says that it WllS decIded that the IDOD';Y ~uld 
be sent bv tlJe Seeretary of tile G. K. U. to the Seeretary of the Bauna U~on. 65 
If such a decision had been reached, it should have appeared in the resolu~ 
passed by the Managing Committ<'e of the G. K. U. bnt we have un reeord 1Il 
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0. P. 1071. P. 958 the minutes of the meeting of the Managing Committee held on· the 16th 
. JanU/lry 1929, and all that appears from these minutes is that it was resolved 

that Rs. 1,0Q0 be given as help in the matter of the strike of the Bauria Mill, 
and that the first instalment of RII. 500 should now be sent and the remaining 
Bs. 500 be sent after if needed. This resolution was proposed by Bradley, but 5 
afterwards it was moved by the President on his own behalf and passed unani
mously. At page 978 be comes to the !lUbject of workers and peasants and 
the Indill.ll Congress, about which he ssylt in the middle of page 979: "From 
this it came to our notice that the National Congress was not for our welfare ", 
on the contrary it merely made promises from time to time when it wanted help. 10 
nen he goes on to May Day and, workers' Raj, and on page 981 giVelJ his own 
idea of the workers' Raj which is to be established. His main point is _tional 
ownership of the means of livelihood of the workers and peasants. At page 98a 
he lays stress on the necessity of organisation, quite in the right vein. In this 
connectioB. he says: "This l have realised from my experience so fa:r .. If 15 
the wol'kers and peasants wont to secu:re a Raj or to secure some political! 
rights, thl'Y will be able to secure them on the Iltrength of organisatio •• y in
dependently organising themselves. It is not at all possible for ~ workera 
a~ peaRants to secure their rights by passing into the net of other parties." 
The whole underlying idea is that of an independent political party of th"-· 20 
wottent and peasants, which will aim at the seeunng of poli!ical power for 
those cl.!!.sses. At page 984 he leaves the other educated people who are taking 
advantage of the ignorance of the workers, and attliclrs the Communists. He.· 

o. P. 1072. says: "Similarly these Communists who had nl'wly come into the workers' 
mOVl!IOOllt were also taking advantage of our ignorance. If that their goal is . ..,25 
considered now, it was not their only object mereI;y to benefit 11111 by remflvDg 
the difficnlties of U/l labourers. These people were opposed to eomp:romilile. It 
seemed to be their only desire that we workers should always go on strike.' 
They wanted revolution, and it seemed to be their only desire to bring it about . 
as early all possible in lome way or the other." That is what Alve accused says' 30 
about the Communist accused now, but it purports to be a statement of how 
he saw them in 1928, and if it is a true statement of how he saw them, it calls' 
for a further explanation as to why he continued to work in alliance with them, 
not only right through the strike but even afterwards, and there is no such 
explanation forthcoming. On the next page (985) there is another passage 35 
which is equally damaging to Alve himself. He says: .. Now in the meetings 
on behalf of the Strike Committee that used to be held during the strike of 1928, 
empty talk was indulged in, to the effect tllat the workers' Raj must be estab
lished. At that time it had become a common subject of talk that the workers' 
Raj must be esta11ished. At that tinIe words fell out of my mouth also that the 40 
workers' Raj must come. But it was not because of political objects that our 
strike had taken place. Therefore the speeches that were being made to the 
effect that the workers' Raj must be established were regarded by me only as 
empty talk." He goes on to explain that his attacks on Government officers 
were due to the fact that the Government did not intervene and bring about a 45 

O. P. 1073 • .settlement. He also explains that Labour Raj is really at present a meaningless 
term, and he says on page 986: "So long as they are not organised, have 
received no education, have no knowledge as to what is their interest and what 
is the interest of another, till then " Workers' Raj " amounts to empty talk." 
But unfortunately Alve himself in this very statement shows that he fully un- 50 
derstood what was intended by the conspirators. At page 989 he sets out to 
explain some of the leaflets, to which I have referred a little way back. He says 
that the Volunteer Corps of 5,000 persons was to be got ready in order to col-
lect subscriptions for the" Two sides three looms fund". He goes on to water 
down the meaning of the word' battle'. In this connection he .says that be- 55 
cause the language of some of these leaflets was objectionable, it was necessary 
to bring before the Managing Committee Ii resolution to the effect that before 
issning any handbill tbe sanction of the Mana,png Committee should be granted, 
but there is no evidence that any such resolution was ever passed, and the term 
" Red Army " had been used in the .. Kranti " at a much earlier date. Alve 60 
concludes by saying: .. Now as regardll the charge under Section 121-A applied 
to me and as regards the conspiracy in which the prosecution has got me in
volved, I say with oonviction that I am innocent. I have never taken part in 
any conspiracy. I am not a Communist and was never one. I am a worker 
and a peasant, and it is my profession to work for my livelihood and in order 65 
to remove those ditlicnlties which I felt while following the profession for my 
livelihood, I have so far been working only by legal methods on behalf of the 
legal Trade Unions of the workers, and I consider it DIY duty to do this work. 



O. P. 1074. The charge made against me of having' conspired to subvert the Raj of ,the 
Emperor is entirely meaningless and ridiculous." And he finishes by saying 
that what ho had done was nothing more than the work of a Trade Unionist. 

In my opinion Alve's explanations only land him deeper in the mire. 
Though a factory hand himself he is an intelligent and practical man, who has 5 
been in a leading position in Trade Union work in the Cotion Mills since as far 
back as 1923. He came into close association with members of the W. P. P. 
as early as the summer of 1927, and hill own statement shows that he did so ill 
4:ipite of the general suspicion with which outsiders not of the workers' ela!l8 
were regarded. He allowed this association to grow, joined the W. P. P. and 10 
allowed or helped its members to acquire a' controlling position first in the 
G. K. M. and then in the G. K. U. By the middle of 1928 he had adopted the 
Party ideas and was using the strike meetings to preach the chief items in the 
Party programme, mass organisation with a view to a general uprising, which 
would drive out the existing Government by fotce. There is no sign that he 15 
ever ceased to be in close allianee with the members of the Party until he found 
himself having to give an explanation of his actions and speeches in Court. The 
mere fact of his introducing a political element into his speeches would be signi
ficant, hut when that political element is the same which the members of the 
W. P. P. wanted and the accused himself remains a member of the Party through- 20 
out and has in an article published in the Party newspaper admitted that he has 
become a Communist, it bQcomes impossible to doubt that he was participating 
in the conspiracy and working to further its ends. 

O. P. 1075. ' Agreeing with one assessor and disagreeing with the other four, I hold 
that Alve accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor 25 
of his 1I0vereignty of British India, and I convict him accordingly of an offence 
under Section 121-A. I. P. C. 
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PART XXV. 

4. i>. 10711. The case 'against Kasle accused is somewhat similar to that against Alve' 
lI·B.K&SLIL"except that there is decidedly less evidence available in regard to the part which 

&0. he ha.s taken. Still there is a good deal of evidence pointing in certain directions •. ' 

I will first consider Kasle accused's connection with the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party. It appears from Kasle's application which is on record in I) 
P. 1353 that he applied to become a 'member of the W. P. P. on the 8th August 
1928 and the minutes of the E. C. show that he was actually aceepted . on the 
12th. Apart from this his name is first mentioned in the minutes of the E. C. 
meeting held on the 13th January 1929 in the .course of the discussion on com, 
munal differences .• He is again mentioned in the minutes of the meeting of 10 
the 30th January .where Dange stated that he was creating a bloc against 
Kasle's intrigues. Lastly.we find him mentioned along with Joglekar in con
nection with the De Lisle Road centre in the minutes of the E. C. meeting of 
the 17th February. Whether he was present at this last meetiug is not clear. 
It seems also decidedly doubtful whether he went to Calcutta for the All India 145 
WDrkers' and Pea.sants' Conference. P. W. 254, Rai Bahadnr N. V. Trivedi, 
Superintendent of Police claimed to have seen him at this Conference, bnt the 
name which this witness had in his -list was B. G. Kasle, and the report P. 669 
rather suggests that the person indicated was Kasle accused's son and not the 
accused himself. He was however in possession ofa 'number of pa.pers relating 20 
to that Conference as for example P. 942, P. 943 and P. 945 which are copies 

•• P. 1078. of Sohan Singh Josh's Presidential speech, the W. P. P. Principles and Policy 
Resolution and the Political Resolution .. 

Kasle was also closely connected with the Girni Kamgar Mabamandal and 
the Girni Kamgar Union. As a member of the Mahamandal bliI name appears 25 
as a signatory to P. 1462, the lengthy handbill headed" A Warning to Mill
workers " in which the President and the Managing Committee of the Maba
mandal attacked Mayekar for his mismanagement, a document presumably 
published some time in: February 1928, since it was on the 28th of February 
that Mayekar was called upon to hand over all. the papers· of the. Union. He 30 
does not seem to have taken a particularly active part in the meetings of the 
E. C. of the Mahamandal, the only mentious of him in D. 420 being as follows : 
On the 15th May he moved a resolution that the Union should payoff whatever 
it owes at present to anybody, and another that if the Joint Strike Committee 
makes no arrangements regarding the prosecutions at present being launched 35 
against the volunteers the E. C. of the G. K. M. will make arrangements. Again 
on the 21st May he moved a resolution to grant Rs. 20' to a Cricket Club used 
by the children of the labourers, and again on the 24th he seconded a resolution 
that some sum should be distributed as help on behalf of the G. K. U. for persons 
who had suffered as a result of the present strike. P. 958 shows that at the 4,0 
meeting held on the 22nd May he was elected a member of the Managing Com
mittee of the G. K. U. and he was one of those in whose name it was decided 
that an applicstion for registration should be. made. His name does not appear 

. again in the minutes until the 25th of. October on whieh date he was appointed 
. a Vice President in place of Jbabwala who had resigned by a letter dated 22nd 4,5 

.0. P. 1077. October. A meeting of the Managing Committee seems also to have been held 
partIr on the 5th and partly on the 8th December at which Kasle (1) was 
appomted with Nimbkar and another to audit the accounts of the Sewri centre 
(2) seconded a resolution that a telephone should be inst~lled in the Head Office, 
(3)' seconded a resolution for purchasing a car, (4) moved a rE'solution that a 50 
bicycle should be purchased for the office boy of the Union and (5) was appointed 
to the Committee of auditors who were to examine the accounts of the Union. 
He was also, at the meeting held on the 30th December, appointed to the deputa-
·tion which was to wait on the Govel7lor, and we also find his name mentioned 
in the minutes of the meeting held OD the 16th January. liS 

P. 949 and P. 959 are two account books of the Union which show. snms 
amounting ronghly to Rs. 100 and Rs. 140 respectively paid to Kasle and debited 
to Suspense a~ount. After the conclusion of the strike his name appears as a 
signatory to the two Red Army handbills 1'. 966 and P. 967, and he is also. 
frequently mentioned in P. 954 which purports to be a register of work dol"c 6& 
by the office-bearers and the orders iSSlled by them. Most·of the entrieS'in·thi. 
book are signed by Dange ·aecused. but there are also a few purporting :to_~e 
signed by Mirajkar and one by Ghate and one by Kasle himself. . 
~oo . 

'. I 
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As in the case of Alve ,so als!> in the case of Kasle the most important part 
of the evidence against him consists of the reports of the speeches made by him 
iI;1 the course of the General Strike. In the early part of the mill strike, that 
is to say up to the 30th of June, we have the evidence of P. W. 245, Inspector 

o. P. 1078. Hasan Ali, who deposed that from April the 16th he saw Kasle at meetings. I> 
But it would appear that Kasle at that stage was not a speaker. He is ,shown 
in the statement .prepared' by, this witness as :having I!Ipoken only once. It is 
not till the 12th of August, the same date, on. which it will be remembered that 
he was admitted a member, of the Workers' and Peasants' Party, that he made 
the first speech which has been reported and has been put in in evidence by the 10-
prosecution. This is P. 1712 at page, 88 of the new volume of speeches. He 
must have been very well coached or have been a very apt listener to the earlier 
speeches to enable him to make such a speech at all. In tlae course of it he 
begins by drawing attention to the iact that workers can lind should carry on 
their own meetings without assi,stance. He goes on to say: "So long as you 11> 
are not ready we cannot trample down the rich persons who have become in
solent. This capitalism cannot be eradicated from the world so 1001g as we are 
not determined to be united." Somewhat further on he says: "So long as 
you h~ve not .become ready our police; our capitalism will keep on harassing 
ns...... There is no reason to be afraid of our cursed capitalism. Every 2~ 
worker must be equipped to frustrate their tactics. So long as you are not 
equipped, this arrogant mean capitalism will keep on doing just like this." 
Then at the end he says: "We are no longer afraid, of ,rifles, guns, prisons, 
jails, gallows. When every workman is, prepared, their guns lind rifles will 
remain aside. I tell you for certain that aU workinen whether they be police- 25-
men or"railwaymen will not fail to join our movement. These persons will 
remain aside so long as our movement is not sllccessful." Then he talks about 

O. P. 1079 the:coriring of unity in the people of India and about the high salaries which 
Europeans enjoy and says about these: "They will enjoy so long as the 
people bf India are not united. ' A day will come when we shall kick them and 30-
drive, them away. " It is remarkable to ,find this supposedly ignorant and 
unintelligent factory worker bringing in' political queRtioils in this way in a 
speech of this kind. 

The next speech of his which is on record 'is P. 1726 (4) dated the 11th 
September at page 166 of the new volume. Here again we get the emphasis 35-
on. the. necessity for leaders to come forward from among the workers. 'He 
says: "Leaders have spoken. When will the leaders. of the workers come 
forward' When will men from among the workers, labourers Jearn. to speak 
here." A little further on he comes to the workers' raj and says: "Oh men. 
remember that the worlrer,s' Raj milst be established, power mUllt belong ,to the 40-
workers, the Governnlent must be of the workers, the police must be of the 
workers, why then do you reIIl,ain effeminates like this, Be men .••....•. '. ; . 
While it is the duty of every labourer to seCl\re their (the labourers') Raj, 
to establish their power,' why do you remain behind like effeminate per-
sons'.· ....... ',' .... ',' ........ '. . . . . How then will it be possible for you to 45-
secure. such a Raj' Remember that power will come.into your hands only' 
when every worker will begin to speak, when he ",ill get atrcngth, when he will 
get virility." Later on he says: "Yon should go ,"to, your villages frOID: 
tomorrow and should not fall a prey to the .rascally conduct of these police, fhe 
wicked acts of this capitalism." " , " . 51) 

Kasle spoke again on the 13th September in P. 1727 at page 167. He begins 
o. P. 1080. with the same theme of speakers coming forward from among thll workers and 

says.: "Brothers, the uplift of the CO'\lntry will be achieved very early if some 
worker brethren from among us workers learn to speak/~ Then. he comes to 
the class struggle and says: "Capitalism belongs to one ilIlstE' ", and a little 55-
furtber on: "Just as the caste of capitalism is one, similarly the caste of fh~ 
workers is 'one." Then he goes on: "The God of the workers is one. Let 
him be Allah, let him be Rama, let him be the God of the 'Christians, let him be 
the God of the Parsis, let that God be of anyone. That God, the God of the 
worke.rs is Union. I do not say'that God should be thrown'over. The God of 00 
the worker is the power of Union. As your power isextnwrdina~, capitalism, 
bureaucracy,' howsoever many may come, they cannot do anything. H Further 
on we get a little exposure of the Congress,. He says: "People like the Con
gress have llot y.et given a' pice ,as help. The Congress has not helped. Our 

, Nimbkar is a leader from that very Congr.esB. In the end five thousand rupees 65 
have been offered because money must be given with the object of lowering 



others in estimation.'" Next he comes to Moscow money: and says: I ".Another 
thing is that the money that has come )'rom Moscow, has come becau.se of our' 
leaders. These men had written to Moscow. Bradley .Sahib . wrote .. to them. 
that people were suffering, therefore the money has come." ·Then he comes· to· 
an interesting passage about the expected deportation of Bradley. He says.:· '6 
" Within two or four days this merciful Government, this " mabap, ". Govern
ment is going to deport Bradley .Saheb and Spratt Saheb to England. They 
teach us, impart knowledge, therefore Government is feeling guatell pain. in 

o. P. IOSI. the' stomach and therefore it has got a Bill passed.~' . Then again· he comes 
_ back to the necessity of workers learning, organising and establishing their Raj 10 

and says: "But where you have got yaurselves. trained' You do not speak, 
do not act, do not make .speeches in the' meetings. I tell plainly .to'the·Govern
ment, nay to the father of Government tha.t. even if your father gets down, even 
if we are hanged, even if we are transported for life, ,still the strike of' the 
workers will never end till.the workers' Raj is established." Again it can only 111 
be said that all this is very remarkable speech-making from an ignorant factory, 
worker trying to persuade his fellow workers to persevere and not let the strike 
collapse. ' 

His n.ext speech 1>.1731 made on the 21st September 1928 is at page 188 of the 
new volume. It opens with an explanation of the sources of his new under- 20 
standing of the class struggle. He says: "My worker brothers, it is my duty 
to congratulate my respected, guru Nimbkar Saheb. If anyone has today 
imparted as much wisdom to our worker brothers as was necessary, it has been 
imparted by my respected guru Nimbkar. Saheb and others. How to conduct 
the workers' movement, what are the ideals of the workers, what is the strength 25 
of the workers, all this has been t.old by Nimbkar Saheb." . A little further en 
we begin to get a little of the wisdom which he has acq1Jired from Nimbkar 
Saheb. He says: " Worker brothers, every one of us must therefore think 
that this agitation is not merely for wages but this agitation of us workers mnst' 
go on without break. The reason of this is that, this capitalism, this Imperial~ 30 

. Government-Imperial 'Government means that which crushes the people, 
o. P. 1082. gives them trouble and knows how to fill its own stomach, how to oppress others, 

how to destroy others in its own interests-the power of such an Imperial Gov
ernment must come into our hands." He goes on talking about Imperial Gov
ernment and its servants and the high salaries which they swallow up and says: 35 
" They ought not to be allowed to swallow it. They must be driven out of India, 
and our Government must be established. So long as the workers' Raj has not 
been est.ablished, till then this capitalism and this Imperial Government will 
put us into extreme difficulty just like this. Therefore we workers and peasants 
must make the movement vigorous like this .. There is no alternative except 40 
driving out this Government from India ............. There is no alternative 
exeept the destruction of this' capitalism. All factories must come under our 
control, Goveriunent must come under our control, Government must become' of 
the workers, capitalism must become of the workers, Bueh a movement we must 
carryon every time. It will not do merely to carry on only this movemeIit." 45 
Then we get the same old theme. He' says ~ ," Every worker must learn to 
speak. " ·Then he comes to the subject of the police force and says : ," They 
'draw out their weapon against Indians only, against the people of India alone. 
Therefore I say to the police brothers, instead of drawing out weapons against 
our people, please draw them out against your people, against capitalism, drive 50 
them otit aud establish the Raj of us workers." From this he goes on to talk 
of one Dongar Singh whom he threatens with a violent death, and the theme' of 
violence kfleps on recurring up to the end of the speech where 'he says: "S() 
long as blow is uot returned for brow this capitalism, this bureaucracv, tliis 

o. P. 1088; shameless Government Will not 'be destroyed. Remember that this will stop 55 
when you return .blow for blow. All of you should unitedly 'make the strike 
l'1lccessful and should especially drive out with kicks those who might enter the 
mills.'" ' 

" KaBle spoke again on the 24th September in' P. 1733 at page 193 of tIre !lew 
volume. In this speech we get the idea of' creating hostility to ,the British G'ov- 60 
enunent. He . says : "Similarly just as the British Government has come, 
her!! and is E'xercising authority over lis like Kansa' and is seeking to keep us . 
in slavery in this manner like Kansa ............ ".,. And again a little further 

" <'In he- talks 'about '~these same Europeans, the British Government, these white.
skiBned thieves ere." Thell' he goes on to talk about certain Indian ,heroes 65 
whom he calls thieves and says: "Now the second thing is who are thieves 
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frolD among the workers.' .Nimbkar,D\lnge, Alve,.allthese are ·thieves ameng 
the .workers. These are endeavouring to give education to you." He goes on 
to· explain that the real t.hieves are" this badmash Go\,ornment,badmash capi.· 
talism " . which "calls them thieves who liberate the workers from slavery, 
who make the country of the workers independent. " l!'urther on he says : I 
,~ IIi truth we must get our. ind('pendence, the Government must be of us work-
ers, the workers must get sufficient food to eat." Again:" Our children must 
come forward, they must be educated and this our· movement will not be kept 
oompletely quiet until these Europeans, this capitalism, the Governors, the 
Commissioners, Superintendent Long are first driven away from India by giving 10 
kicks on their buttocks." And again he reverts to the thief-hero metaphor 

GoP. 1084. and says: "There have been three thieves in India. Unless such thieves 
arise, our Raj will not be established. Therefore we cannot but give them kicks 
after kicks, blows after blows, ............ Every one must try to take part in 
this and it is not possible to establish our Raj unless they are driven away from 15 
India.'" . 

The last of Kasle's speeches which is in evidence is P. 1734 dated 25th 
September which appears at page 197 of the riew volume. As usual we get the 
old theme of workers' participation in meetings and debate.s. He says: "This 
work" (the future work) "must·be done by the workers. The wOTkers must 20 
participate in it every time. So long as you do not take part, you simply hear 
speeches and go home, it is not of any use ............ Every one of us must 
participate in this, must learn to speak, must ourselves get through,whatever 
our grievances may be."· That is to say the mass organisation must be a real 
mass organisation in which the masses themselves take a genuine active part. 25 
Then we come to the position of Government and the attitude of the workers 
towards Government. as at present .establjshed and he says: "What is Gov
ernment before the tremendous strength of the workers, before lakhs and crores 
of workers. Government is in your hands, capitalism is in your hands. So 
long as the workers are not one, so long as Railway workers, Municipal worken, 30 
workers in offices, workers among the police, these our mill-workers have not 
beoome one, so long as there is not one Union, till then this capitalism, this 
bureaucracy will exercise authority in this way: What is the Government' 
The Government is merely the head. We are ·the feet of the Government, we 

o. P. 1086. are the hands of the Government, we are everything of the Government. ....... 35 
This is not a fight of the leaders, it is ours. This is not a fight of the Govern
ment, not of capitalists. Our fight; our fight is that capitalism and Government 
are to be brought under our control." Then he expresses disregard for riBes, 
swords and bullets and says: "We do not care for that. H we care for any
thing it is the power of organisation based on the st.rength of our unity. . You 40 
all know that. You say that we have no swords. In the German war when' 
there'was a hand to hand fight guns and swords remained Rside." Further on 
addressing the Government he says: "But remember a time will come when 
we are sure to hang you and this capitalism, exactly in the forenoon in this 
maidan of the Cement Chaw!. Even if we die, even if we are hanged, even if 45 
we are sentenced to transportation for life, still our movement, our worken' 
movement can never possibly stop so long' as the Raj of the worken has not 
neen established." On the following page he sets out to excite rllf'e hatred 
and to draw attention to what he suggests is the different position of Europeans 
and Indians before the law. About this he says: "We do not want these 50 
laws, these laws of the British Government, these fraudulent laws, these laws of 
., badmashgiri.' This our effort is going oli in order to trample these laws under 
·foot." After this he reverts once more to the story of the three thieves and it 
is interesting to find that in the oourse of this allegory he talks a I!'ood deal about 
'Miss Mayo. But the whole idea is to excite hatred against the Government as 65 
at present established. Then at the end he comes to the important point of the 
maintenance of the struggle even if the strike beoomes successful. and save at 

() p 1088, page 203: "Therefore I have to request every worker brother that he should 
.. be good enough to maintain this struggle. Do not forget that it is our duty, 

even if the strike becomes successful, to hold meetings in future, every Sunday, 110 
every Saturday, to place in .the meetings whatever our grievances a!e and to 
make various efforts for theIr redress.......... I say clearly that If we con
tinue this for a few days, this nation surely cannot bnt come into !lur hands.. ~
other thing. So long as the Government·has not beoome ours till th~n ~his Will 

remain hanging." He goes on to suggest that ~he Bombay capI~lists are M 
doomed and says:. "The tim~. has,col!le near. Rifles are not reqmr~ guns. 
are not reqnired, sWords are not reqmred. Our power of orgamsatlon, our 



~o~ our intellect, these~t~our 8'wor~~::"Idhis' {~~~ipi~~:thr~gi; ~ity, 
the nation:will come into our hands, the workers" and peasants'.'movemeni.will 
come into oUr hands. N ~ver' inind, if in' order' to . do that lakhs' of' persons are 
killed, lakhs get hanged. But I I clearly say that we shall noti-siUn OUI'! place 
till we extirpate this bureaucracy from India,~·, :.... . . '.': ":' Ii 

'. KaBle's reply to the:cbarge.is ~t page 997 oi'the ~tateiri'ents of the acch~ed. 
He says there·: '.' The prosecution has charged me with a . t.erribleconspiracY. 
I dQ not accept the charge made againilt me under' section 121-A, of having 

'. :h:~:~j~ftG:;ee=:~ !~~I~:~~~~=d!rl hN:~ d~~ \rix:!t~b!~!! 10 
ruietion ·.with or participate in any secret conspiracy or join it as member. . I 
have· participated onlY.in the strike. The reason for participating in the. strike 
was',that:L was a member of theG. K. Mahamandal.and a mill worker and 'as'& 

~ P. ~087. general· strike took place, it was nece8Sary .for me to participate in the. strike 
just like other men. I am not a Communist nor do I understand Communism. ,Ii 
Before the strike I did not participate in any political movement, nor md I incite 
others to' go on strike: I have n!)t corresponded with any conspirator, nor. was 

/. 

I Jlorinected in any way with any conspiracy. Being a worker Jwas workiD.~,in 
the ~racle Union Movement so J do not accept the charge of IlOnspiracy ag&mst 
me~'" He' goes on to give an accpunt of the history .. of the GirntKamgar Maha- 20 
inand,alali.d the strikes of 1923 and 1925. Then he., . comes on to grievances 
mainly subsequent to 1925 and from that to the causes that led to. the strike· 
of 1925 •• , Then he comes to the ... reasons for the establishment ,of the .Girni 
K~ar Union though the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal existed.;' In thep,as
sage .oilthis subject at page 1007 he explains that the outsiders were taken iDto 20 
ihe.Mahamandalin spite lIf the·rule.prohibiting, it .because .. Mr.·Alve had said 
that.thesemen were such as would do the workers'.work only according to Trade 
lJniou method and that they would do' ,well the ","ork of the workllrs, that ,the 

'.. workers. had to go elsewhere·if correspondence. had to ~e carried on in English 
but.that these would write. it., .We had .eoD..fidence· in Mr. Alve. As we were 30 
on work,·the· Executive Co.mmittee had given him all authority. Therefore 
trusting in:what he said;:we did, not make further inquiries· about the outsiders 
as to who they were.and what 'they 9id.". Then after the establislnnent of.j;he 
Girni KarrigarUnion 'he says' : .... These· outsiders /lIso st,oOO for election" and 
then'~le attributes their election to Alve and says: "But as Mr. Alve sang their 3i 
praises that they were- Trade. Unionists working in.the interests of the workers, 

o. P. 1088t similarly that they' were selfless :persons, Congressites, servants of. the country 
etc;"that election was not opposed," although-even in that: election. some. Objec-
tions were ·raised on the score that outsiders were not required in the Umon. 
Xa"le suggests that it was from this' time only, that is from the 22nd May 1928, 40 
that he became acquainted with these. outsiders. Then coming to the strike 
itself 1!.e says: .. The point I. want to make 'clear is .that'this strike which ·we 
workers made and the part we took, was because the strike was not of a P9litical 
nature." This seems to me·8.. quite rema1!kable cpnclusion in the light of, the 
passages which I have just .quoted from his own speeches, On the following 4.0 
page (1009) he attempts' a feeble explanation of his own speeches and their 
contents and says· that .. seeing all thiil " (that is to say the ill treatment of the 
strikers by the police and so onr'~' and being harassed throJ1,gh lack of food and 
water, a,nd seeing. the suiIeririgll of· the children at home I might have on some 
oCC!asion :used, bad language in. a fit of anger .or through vehemence, but' the 50 
object.of.my,speech,however; was not that of spreacliDgor creating hatred about 
Government in the minds· of the people or .of "preaching .. sedition. All this-J 
gett.fug tired.ofthecircumstances of the timj:! ot'glltting helpless, some'bad things 
might have cottle !lut ,of my mou.th. Some things in those, speeches might have 
been true, some JIllght pave been mterpolated by the reporters. I do not say that 00 
1 did not make speeches.· .. ; ..... All my speeches are' only confined to. thestrlke. 
Our.had·condition had its result. on .me, so .bad words. might have on som!! 'occa,:
eiou;ilQme out of the mouth but the object was. not to subvert the .Raj or to ,give 

o. P. 1089. incitement in any other way. ' The only object W!lS in what way the strike would 
be ~tained. " It will be noted that this last statement is in flat contradiction 60 
:with .things said by him in the speech from which I. have just quoted. He adds, 
as he had done before: ~.' I did' not atte.nd any political meeting either before 
or :a~~ the, strike .. My work, wasconfuied only to, Trade Unions." Then he . 
goes. on t();talk ahout the Jharia, C.ongressllnd the A. r; W. P. P: co~erence'~nd •. " 

. " sv.gges,ts ihat the. documents .rel~tlng to .that yo~erence found lD ~s possessl9n 65 
had~eenbrouzht ba~ from.Oal~u~ta. ,l>y .. hi~ ·~on.B. :G.Kasle; and .hl' .says: 
"Atter 1 came here and the 'case proceeded,' T"have' heatd·"'the1mention lif 
WJl(OO 
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'.G()~unist', ' ~niniS1ll " .' Germanism'. I am hearing all this after comins 
·here:. We ~ad never' hear~ this before." I can only say that I find it 'diffiQult 
!o. b~heve hiln altho~gh it 111 true that the terms were not used in bis speeches. 

'. ,',' . .. . .' . . 
.. "'On'page iOllhe'comes to the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay. 
Here again his explanation is in the last degree unsatisfactory. He says : " I • 
:tJav~ already sa~d about .that in the .Lower Court that many' persons come to ns 
and' ask us. to 81gB some paper, some written form or petition. As '\Ve cannot 
.rtad Qr wnte and do .not know laws and regulations, advant.age is taken I)f our 
ignoran~ and signatures are taken from us by telling us such things as " we 
do g?od things. for you ", etc:." He goes on t~ deny that he attended any E . .0; 10-
~eetmg and g'lVeS an unsatisfactory explanation of the meeting of the 13th 
January at :which the wording of the minutes in P. 1344 shows conclusively that 
he was present. On page 1013 he attempts to throw the blame for everything 
c:>n the outsiders. He says : " There were many such men on all the mill com-

. mittees.·It was through .the workers that the whole work of the UniQn was 'If 
o. P. 1090. lieing carried on. AU explanation about this has . been given by Mr. Alve. 

Therefore I too do not like to say more in this matter. But I, however, have to 
,:,ay sOlllething about these four or :five outsiders. If these have made somtj 
eecret plot behind the backs of liS workers and of the Managing Committee or 
haye.tampered behil1d Qur backs with the work of the Union, taking advantage 2& 
of our ignorance, or have made SQme secret plot, only God knows it. Weare 
nQt responsible for it, they themselves are responsible," A little further on he 
cornel! to the handbills in regard to the Red Army P. 966 and p, 967. He says ,: 
" These wordl' refer to the Volunteer Corps of the Union, We called it 
''YQlunteer Corps' but only God knows what was the object of the Secretary in 2. 
usmg the words' Red Army'. We nsed' to call it Volunteer Corps alone. 
Volunteers were required to offer peaceful satyagr8ha and volunteers were 
requi~ed to collect UniQn subscription in the mills. Besides this volunteers were 
necessary to maintain order in the meetings. Such a Volunteer Corps had not 
been only l!ot that time, but was in existence since the foundation of the 3() 
(l K. Mahamandal. The Managing Committee of the G, K. Union had repri
manded the Secretary for using words like " Red Army". Mr. Alve has given 
a. detailed explanation as regards thill handbill." Unfortunately there is no 
evidellce whatever that the Secretary was ever reprimanded, In fact the 
absellce of any reprimand in the minutes suggests that it existed only in the 3& 
belated fm,aginations of Alve and Kasle aCCllsed. Then he puts forward an 
abijllrd reaSOll for supposing it impQssible that he would have called NimbkaP 
accu&ed his ' guru ' in P. 1727. It must surely be evident that the fact that 8 

8. P. 1091. montbll la.ter there was a dispute between Nimbkar and Kasle can have nl) effect 
in the Way of throwing doubt on the worda said to have been used by Kasle in 40 
P. 17~7. Then at page 1015 he realises the necessity of explaining the terms 
l,lsed by him i.n his speeches particularly" workers' Raj ", and he expects us 
to bslieve that by "wrokers' Raj" he means somethi~g different from what 
other people mean, he means education for workers' children, good rooms for 
\vllrk~rll to live in and sufficient clothing, right of citizenship for the workers, 4f 
pl~oos for workers in the Councils and in the Assembly. 

It seems to me that aU these explanations are very feeble indeed. It is 
Unp08sible to read the speeches made by Kasle aCCllsed and suppose them to be 
llri1ins.ry speeches such as might be made by a strike leader fro111 the ranks 
whos!! only object was to keep the strike from breaking down and thereby secure 5(} 
theilnmediate objects of the strike. They are on the contrary the speeches of 
a man who has learnt very thoroughly the lesson of the class stmggle and the 
idea that the only possible oure for all the ills of the workers (not the mere 
particular grievances whi~h brought abont this particular strike) is. the estalJ; 
lisbmellt of a workers' RaJ. He has further learnt the lesson that this workers 55 
Baj ilt to be brought abQut by mass organisation whic~ will ul~tely result 
in 'a mass ·nprising in such circumstances that guns, rifles etc. will be of no 
avail til stop it Even if there had been no association whatsoever proved 
between Kasle ~used and any of the members of the Workers' and Peasants' 
Pllrty it would have been difficult to suppose that he was not speaking lessons 6& 
learIlt from the members of the Bombay Party. But on the contrary it is 
proved that first in the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal. thell in the Girni KamgaP 

o. p, 1092. l,JlIion, and ~ally in the. Workers' and .Pe!lsants' Party itself he was closely 
I\tlsociatlld WIth aecused like Joglekar, ¥U'aJka!, ~imbkar, Bradley, Dange ,,:n.d 
Ghate aocused. It Beems to me that this assoC18tion and the BFeeches to wbieh 65 
tie 1ll1lllt have listened fr~ thoBe skilful advocates of Comm1lJ)lSm and wor~ePl 



for the conspiracy quite clearly explain the lines which he followed in his 
speeches. I have.no doubt that Kasle was telling the entire truth when he des
cribed Nimbkar accused as his 'guru.' The .whole of the facts taken together 
se<ms to me to indicate clearly that Kasle accused, probably under the guidance 
of his ' guru ' Nimbkar, entered into a conspiracy the object of which was to I) 
deprive the King Emperor of his sovereignty of British India and that all his 
acts and speeches throughout the course of the mill strike were made with that 
object. No doubt he is not an educated man with a full understanding of all the 
theory of Communism but he had got into his head quite clearly the most 
imJ:ortant itema and those which have the clearest bearing on the charge of 10 
conspiracy and was working well to further those doctrines and the aims and 
objects of the conspiracy. 

Agreeing with one assessor and disagreeing with the other four I hold that 
'Kasle has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of his 
sovereignty of British India and I convict him accordingly of an offence ·under Iii 
section 121-A. I. P. C. 
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PAB.TXXVI. 

O.P.I093. ·.Shaukat Usmani accused's first appearance in the history of this case was 
IHAUKAT'on his release from .Tail, where he had been serving the sentence inflicted in the 
USMAlii. Cawnpore' Communist Conspil'!lcy case of 1924, in September 1927. As to his 

11. early history he has himself furnishE'd some information in a letter, P. 995, (I. C. 
150), which he wrote to Dange accused, and we have also his own book, P. 2518, 5 10 

" Peshawar to Moscow". Ref&ring to-this book Crown Counsel has drawn 
attention to the great importance attached to speech-making or lecturing in the 
places visited by Usmani in the course of this journey of his to Moscow. The 
book shows that Usmani reached Moscow in March 1921, stayed there some three 
months, and then returned to Tashkcnt, whence he again went to Moscow at the 
time of the Third Congress of the Communist International in July 1921. In 
the course of hi/! original journey to Moscow he appears to have met M. N. Roy 

10 

, • and some other persons of interest. At Moscow he mentions the Hotel de Luxe, 
which figures in the slip Df paper found in Joglekar's possession, P. 1106, as the 
Lux Hotel. Among prominent persons from India whom he met there he 
mentionS one Lohani, who is mentioned in Desai's article in the "Bombay 
Chronicle ", P. 2583C., and B. Chattopadhyaya, brother of Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, 
who is no doubt the same as V. Chattopadhyaya of the League against Imperial" 
ism, the names Birendranath and Virendranath being interchangeable and in fact 
the same thing. During this period in Russia Usmani claims to have become a 
Communist, as he tells us at the very beginning of his statement, on page 840 
of the statements of the accused, where he says: " I am a Communist, a Com-

O. P.I094. murust in no \lther than the Marxist-Leninist sense. I joined the Communist 
ranks as early as March 1921. It was in Soviet Russia." Usmani's name is 

. mentioned in the report (P. 1287 (11» of the proceedings of the First Indian 

. Communist Conference held at Cawnpore on the 26th December 1925 in the list 
of those •• undergoing sacrifices" in the cause of Communism, and again in 
P. 1207 (1), the report of the Annual Session of the C. P. I. held at Bombay 
011 the 31st May 1927, where a resolution was passed sympathising with 
COpirade Usmani and Akbar Khan in their sufferings in jail. Then on the 14th 
September a public meeting was held at the Marwari Vidyalaya Hall Bombay 
under the auspices of the Communist Party of India to welcome Usmani on his 
release. Deputy Inspector Chaudhri's report, P. 1684, gives us first of all 
speeches by Joglekar, Dange, Nimbkar and Mirajkar accused. Dange's speech 
contains that interesting passage, in which he said that " he was questioned 
.by people as to what was a Bolsh~vik or a Moscow trained Communist, and he 
would explain by referring to Shankat Usmani and Ferozuddin, who had gone -
to Russia to take training in spreading revolutionary propaganda in India. They 
had seen with their own eyes how Russian Revolution was successfully carried 
out by the proletariat, and how problems of poverty and maintenance of the poor 
were solved". Usmani, who spoke after the first four, does not seem to have 
made any comment on Dange's remarks, from which we may-take it that he 
tacitly accepted them as true. The account of his speech is short. It says : 
" Shankat Usmani thanked the Communist Party and the people of India for 
welcoming him and narrated incoherently his adventures in Turkestan and 
Russia. He promised to write articles in detail on his adventures, if B. G. 

t). P.IOI1s. 'Horniman agreed to publish them in his paper. He asserted that he is still a 
Communist as he: was before and would give his life for the cause of 

, Communism." 
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The next we hear of Shaukat Usmani is some ten days later, when we find 60 
him writing the letter P .. 2138 P. (T. C. 66) from Gowaltoli, Cawnpore, on the 
25th September, to Muzaffar Ahmad, enclosing a note for Halim. In this letter 
he presses Muzaffar Ahmad to attend the Trade Union Congress and says that 
he is trying hard for Chaman Lal and Dange. Then he says: "Will you 
please for my sake go to Mr. Bll.kshi of the "Forward" and ask him if he 55 
would accept mv Hijrat story in his paper' :ft.eply soon. I shall try to make 
the story as palatable'as possible .. " Usmani's name does not appear in Dange's 
account of the work of the T. U. C. (Left at the Cawnpore Session of the A. 1. 
T. U. C., but he was none th(' less making himself useful, as P. W. 111, Sub 
Inspector J. N. Sen Gupta, deposes that he was taking part in the Conference 60 
(see also the statement of P. W. 119 Inspector Jagannath Sarin) and that Spratt 
accused was staying at his place in Cawnpore and continued to do so for some 
time after the Congress was over. Usmani also appears in the Group photo
graph taken at the late Mr. G. S. Vidyarthi's tea party, a number. of c!>pi~s of 
which are on the record 81J P. 10, P. 1383, etc. After Cawnp~re Usmam, like a 65 
LB2JMCC 
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number of other accused, went to Madras to. take part in the meetings of the 
Indian National Congress. P. 1373 (2), the notes in Spratt's handwriting of 
the meeting held at Madras on the 28th December 1927, at which the members 
of the various Workers' and Peasants' Parties decided to form an All-India 
Party in the near future, shows that Comrades Usmani and Joglekar were com
missioned to prepare plans for (3), and under (3) we find" To formulate reso
lutions on organisation of A. I. Party and Provincial Parties, methods of work, 
IJublications, finance etc." The wording of this document quite clearly indicates 
that Usmani was present at the meeting. Usmani for some not very obvious 
reaSon has at page 852 of his statement in referrin~ to P. 1344, P. 1373 (2) and 
P. 1373 (14) denied any knowledge of these meetings. He says: " I neither 
joined the W. P. P. nor had any intention of doing so. I could not be expected 
to attend the private meetings of a body of which I was not a member. The 
same applies to P. 1170 ". (Adhikari's notes evidently relating to the last meet
ing of the W. P. P. on the 17th February 1929). It would seem that Usmani had 
some particular reason for not desiring to admit his presence in Madras at this 
date, because he also denied all knowledgc of P. 1287 (2) and P. 1287 (5). 
P. 1287 (5) iR a document proved to be in Usmani's handwriting dated the 
29th December 1927, in which after stating certain reasons why he had not 
joillCd the Communist Party of India before, namely the presence on it of arch
Communalists like Hasrat Mohani, he asks the Party to consider his objections 
"aud enrol him as a member henceforth. There is a note on this document, the 
handwriting of which has not been proved: " Enrolled as member & elected to 
the Presidium ". P. 1287 (2) is the note mainly in Dange's handwriting of the 
proceedings of the meeting of the E. C. of the C.' P. I. held at Madras on the 
29th December 1927. The last item in this is" S. Usmani on the 'Presidium ". 

From Madras Usmani no doubt went to Bombay, as we find him mentioned 
in P. 2055 C. (1. C. 117) on the 27th February 1928, in which Ghate writes to 
"Muzaffar Ahmad: " Did you hear from Habib' He and Shafiq wanted to hold 
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a C. P. I. Conference at Delhi and I wired to him saying that it was not possible 3() 
O.P.I097. to hold it now, and we sent Usmani with detailed instructions. Dange must have 

explained to them by now. Spratt also is at Delhi at present." It would 
seem that Usmani then settled down at Delhi, as we get a series of letters written 
by him from Delhi in April and May. The first of these is P. 1624 (L C. 136) 
(a copy only but the letter is admitted to be genuine by Usmani in his state- 3~ 
ment), in which on the 2nd April he asks Dange to send him the copy of Page 

• 'Arnot's" Russian Revolution ", which is in the Party office. He also asks Dange 
to supply him with the information asked for in Ghate's letter, (that is the 
letter presumably written by Usmani to Ghate at about this time). It seems that 
lJ'smani wanted Page Arnot's book with a view to the writing of his book ~ 
," A page from the Russian Revolution ", P. 1574. Just about this time 
Usmani's book" Peshawar to Moscow", which h&4 been published at the end 
of 1927 with an introduction by Spratt, was being reviewed in England in the 
"'Sunday Worker", if we may believe the statement of C. P. Dutt writing to 
Dange in P. 1607 (F. C. 381). It will be remembered that some time later on ~~ 
considerable interest was being shown in this book by the people of " the place 
it describes ", obviously meaning Moscow. Usmani was also writing for the 
~, Kirti " at about this time, and the cash-book of that paper, P. 749, shows an 
entry on the 3rd April of Re. 7121- paid to him for an article headed" The Canton 
Massacre" which appeared in the Gurmukhi Kirti for April 1928, part of P. 746, 5() 
and the Urdu Kirti for May 1928, part of P. 747. Towards the end of the month 
htl wrote the letter to Dange about his previous career, whieh I mentioned earlier, 
namely P. 995 (I. C. 150). On the 29th April Usmani wrote two letters, one 

O.P.I098. P. 1625 C. (1. C. 155) to Dange accused at Bombay, and the other P. 2041 C. 
(I. C. 156) to Muzaffar Ahmad at Calc~t~ In bo~h these let~rs we get a rather 55 
peculiarly worded request for certam informatIOn. In hIS letter to Dange 
Usmani says th~t he has made ¥. his mind ~o ~e ~p ~rganising M&;dras labour 
with Comrade Smgaravelu and will also aSSIst him m his Labour UnIon Gazette. 
He also says that while going to Madras he intends to go via Calcutta, so that he 
may see Muzaffar. Then we get a P. S. in very urgent terms, which runs as 6() 
follows :-" Most urgent. I require and requn:e very badly facts and figures. of 
strikes in Bombay Presidency and nearabouts m th18 year. Do please mentIon 
the causes of their occurrence. Dange I I need them as. badly: as a !DBn .needs 
food. Do please send them within a week.. The delay WI!! do me ummagmable 
harm. .And moreover all this ~ do you unmense goo?, if yo?~ report reaches 65 
me in due time. These are histoncal requests, Dange I WntIng to Muzaffar 
Ahmad Usmani mentions the same subjects as in the letter to Dange and 
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eoncludes with the following P. S. : "Most urgent· I require and requiJ:e .very 
badly facts and figures of strikes in Bengal and nearabouts in. this year •. Do 
please mention the causes of their occurrence. If you do not. send them within a 
week you will be doing me an unimaginable harm. Be generous, Muzaffar." 
Both these letters are admitted by Usmani in his statement, but his explsnation 5 
is that he wanted them for a book on " The Growth of the Trade Union Move
ment in India ", which he intended to bring out simultaneously with P. 1574, '. 1,0 
U A Page from the Russian Revolution". He says at page 922 :" T.o a COll-

, siderable extent I succeeded in getting the figures from 1898 to 1927 from various 
o. P.I088. books on labour movement and the Labour Gazette. The book would have been 

incomplete without up-to-date figures. Therefore I wrote to Muzaffar and pauge, 
the only two persons whom I knew were taking some active part iIi the Trade 
Union Movement at that time. I wrote them because I knew them. I knew iUso 
that they were taking part in the strikes at Calcutta and Bombay respectively." 
On page 923 he says further: " .1 required these figures at Delhi within a week, 
because I wauted to bring out my' books before leaving Delhi for Calcutta, 
Madras etc. As Muzaffar and Dange never sent these figures I could not com
plete my book" The Growth of the Trade Union Movement in India" and conse
quently had to delay the publication of the otller book, "A Page from the 
Russian Revolution ", P. 1574. The police on my arrest were able to get this 
particular type-script, P. 1574, but I fail to understand why the other ,type-script 
was left out or perhaps taken and not :produced as an exhibit. I do not find it 
iu the un-exlIibits either. That type-scnpt is either in police possession or thanks 
to them is lost." The first thing I notice about this statement of Usmani is that 
although he got a question put by Nimbkar accused to Deputy Inspector 
Chaudhri, P. W. 262, on the subject of this search, no question was put suggest
ing that any documents were left. behind in Usmani's rooms, or that any such· 
document, as is suggested here, has ever been seized but omitted from the search 
list, P. 1558. Secondly Usmani accused has never made the smallest attempt to 
explain iu what way it could possibly be important to publish this supposed 
book on " The Growth of the Trade Union Movement in India" simultaneollsly 
with P. 1574, nor has he explained why the publication. of the book on .. The 

o. P. 1100. growth of the Trade Union Movement in India" was at all an urgent matter, 
llor has he agaiu explained why the publication of this book would do immense 
good to Dange, if Dange's report reached him in due time, or again why any 
delay on the part of Dange or M uzafl'ar in sending the required infonnation 
should do him unimaginable hann. If on the other hand, as the prosecution 
suggests, this illfonnation was required urgently before a certain datil, because 
Usmani was intending to leave India in order to attend the 6th Congress of the 
eommnnist International, the urgency of these requests is understandable. How
ever, there is other evidence on the point in comparison with which these two 
letters are of comparatively small importance, except as. a piece of corroboration. 
On the 28th May Usmani wrote again to Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 415 (5) (I. C. 
175), in which he says: .r My book about .the Russian Revolution is ready j let 
me have your suggestion about its publication. My idea is that it should first 
ap})ear iu some newspapers. Better if some paper can pay me on it, otherwise 
its publication is my first concern." This letter is admitted, and ),t is. curious 
to note that there is no mention in it of the anxiety for simultaneous publication 
of the 'rrade Union Movement book along with the book on .. The Russiau 
Revolution". It·is also ,surprising that there should be.no remark about the 
aUeged failure of Muzaffar Ahmad to comply with-the request for the facts and 
figures contained,in P. 2041 C. P. 996 at I. C. 152, a. typed note from Usmani 
found·in Dange's possession, appears also to refer ,to the publication of this 
book on The RUSSIan Revolution. It contains a suggestion to print on some 
sllare pages· of the book advertisements of .. The La.bour Monthly", Shah's 

o. P.llOI. "Hundred per cent Indian ", and Dange's." Hell Found ", about which he asks 
whether it is out. There is no date to this document, but" Hell Found" was 
probably published in March or April 1928. The last letter in evidence written 

, by Usmani ai this period is P. 2043 C (I. C. 184), dated the 7th June 1928, 
addressed to Muzaffar Ahmad.>. In this letter, which Usmani admits, we find 
·him saying: .. I am leaving Delhi today for the long contemplated tour. After 
, staying at Cawnpore for two days, Allahabad another two days and Benares 
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3 days I hope to reach Calcutta. As I am not sure of the date of my reaching 
• Calcutta, it would be just needless for you to take the trouble of coming to the 

station. I intend to stay in Calcutta for a week and then proceed to Madras" j' 65 
and iliat is the last we hear of Usmani in India for the next 6 mouths. The next 

, refereuce to bim is in Dutt's letter, P. 1348 (34) (F. C.467) dated the 28th June, 
the letter which deals with Nimbk/1.r's speech on the Bardoli movement. In the' 
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_ last paragraph but one of this letter Dutt says: "We shall be glad if you will 
try and arrange to send to me at the League address several copies of all printed 
pamphlets and documents .relating to the labour movement as they come out. 
1!'or one thing I received urgent requests for Usmani's book from the plat'e • 
described, because until I pent a copy recently they had never seen it. They 
had not eyen got a copy of the A. I~ T. U. C. report." This elicited a reply from 
Ghate in P. 2408P (F. C. 496) dated the 20th July in which he says towards 
tIle end: " I had already sent -to you some of the printed leaflets, eic., which I 
hope you have received. Do you want Usmani's book to be sent to you' Please 
let me know." 

There is another piece of evidence which makes it qnite certain that U smani 
had left Delhi by the 11th July. though a feeble attempt was made to use it as a 
proof that he was still in India. P. 750 is a cash-book of the" Kirti " and con
tains at pa/re 33 an entry of Rs. 8121- sent to Shaukat Usmani, Delhi, as payment 
for a contribution. There is an entry on the credit side on page 34 of this book 15 

. relating to the period from the 15th to the 28th July: " Moneyorder received 
back--Rs.81-". This cash-book was put to Balwant Singh, P. W. 195, Manager 
of the "Kirti" in cross-exainination, when in answer to questions he said : 
" Payments to people away from Amritsar were made by Money order. A case 
of the lind is on page 33 of P. 750, where money was sent to Shaulcat Usmani at 20 
Delhi. The 2 annas is for Money order CommiRsion. It was despatched on the 
11th July 1928. I remember that on one oCCll,llion a money order was returned 
and sent again when its aclrnowledgement was received. It was sent again 
within a few days of its return. That money order was returned after a few 
days. It was sent to Shaukat Usmani at Delhi. I well remember receiving the 25 
acknowledgement the second time. I filed the acknowledgement." Now it must 
be Quite obvious that the incident referred to in the witness' statement has no 
connection with this sum of money sent to Shaukat Usmani on the 11th .July, 
because if it had had any connection, he would have been able to point to a fresh • 
entry on the debit side. showing that this sum of Rs. 8121- was again remitted a 30 
few days after it had come back. He did not, however, point to any such entry, 
nor does an inspection of the account book, P. 750, show any other entry of a 
payment to Usmani in any of the next few months, if at~. 

I11ave mentioned more than once before the telegram, P. 2189 (F. C. 514) 
sent on the 5th August 1928 by John in London to Spratt clo Ghosh, 1 Kantapukur 35 
Lane, Calcutta, in which John asks Spratt to " Send Urgently Preferably Wire 
Information Confidence Placed Orm Massel two 'others in Manchester". The 
prosecution sU/rgestion is that Orm applying the transposition code l'epresents 
Usm, an abbreviation for Usmani, and that this telegram was sent by Glyn Evans 
in London at the request of C. P. Dutt, whose address at this particular juncture 40 
was clo Badhuri in Berlin, in order to elicit information as to the reputation 
among Co=unists in India of Usmani accused, who was at this time present in 

c.; Moscow as a delegate to the 6th World Congress. In this connection the prosecu
tion point to the speech made by Comrade Sikandar Sur (India) in the discussion 
on the report of Comrade Bukharin at the Sixth Session of the 6th World 45 • 
Congress of the Co=unist International held on the 23rd July 1928 and reported 
in Inprecorr, VoL 8, No. 44, dated the 3rd August 1928, part of P. 1204. This 
speech appears at page 1775, and it is interesting to find that the speaker in the 
(l()urse of his speech expressing appreciation of Comrade Bukharin's draft thesis 
referred to the attempt being made at the moment by British Imperialism to 50 
break up the Indian industries and to disorganise all the important ones in order 
to facilitate the import of the co=odities of Lancashire. He declared in this 
speech that Railway repair shops had been closed down throwing 150,000 
workers out of work, and that up to the first week in June the following numbers 
of workers were on strike : 21,000 Railway workers, 10,000 Metal workers, 8,000 55 
Jute workers (of whom 600 were wo~en), 3,~00 Textile worker~ in Cawnpo~e 

o. P. 1104. and other Textile areas other than (Le. be!'ldes) 150,~ Textile .worker.s .m 
- Bombay. He asserted th~t. throughou~ this long. ~enod of strike BrItish, 

Imperialism had been adVlsmg the Indian bo~g;eoI8le f? ass~e. an nn<:<>~
promising attitude towards the worke~s. Now ~t IS a cnnous colDCldence, if It 60 
is 'Only a coincidence, that the figures given by Sikandar ~ur should be up to the 
first week in June, which is precisely the date of U Smanl 's last letter, ~. 2043C 
(I. C. 184), It is of course reasonable t? suppose, as the prosecntIon has 
suggested, that anybody who went .from India f? ~e Congress of the C, L as a 
delegate would be unlikely to use his own name m View of the fact that he would 65 
be a ma~ked man on his return, if not worse ; but it is also reasonable to ask 
why, if Shaukat Usmani went to Moscow as a'delegate, be should ha~e selected 
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this particulal' Jlame &f Sikandar. The proaeeution have put forward a Bugge .. 
tion, which -:t> o~ may llGt lie tlie aetual roasOR.. Their suggestion. is tIlaf the 
word • Sh&'Ulra~ , i, SG. eIoBely a_mated with ike_me ~iklUl.dar, .that is the naD;le 
of Alexander the Great, that if a man speaks or thin!ts of Sikandar, h!, will 
naturally thiuk Elf Shaukat or vice versa. The phrase 1S commonly used lU the 
form .. Sikandar-i-Shaukllt >p. In support of this. suggestion the proseeution 
have tendered in evidence lUI. extract from .. Filrang--i-Asfya n by the late Syed 
Ahmad of Delhi., ]918, Vot. 1, page 6 of' the 1918 Editi&'D'. This consists of all 
eulogy composed in praise of "His Exalted' Highness, -Muzaffar-ul-Mnmdk, 
Fatehjang, Nizam-ul-Mulk, Asa! Jah, vn, Nawab Mit:'Usmmr Ali lOIall 
Babadur, (May his reign be perpetual), the roler 0f Hyderabad, Deeean. 
Exalted person, Controner of destinies, magnificent a& Alexander (Sikandal' •• 
Shaukat), the Rnstam of the time, the Aristotle of }He dRY'S) Commander.'" 'l'w 
is. really a dedication of the book to the Nma'!l! of Hyderaol!Jacl, and it mer!,ly 
illustrates the lISe of the words Sikandar alld Shankat togethell as an h01lli011rl1hl 
title. a form in which it might weR be familial' to· any. edueated: MohammadaD. 
There is of course no evidence whatsoe'9'e!'" to prove that this 'WaS the reason wh,. 
the name was selected, but it is a possible- Gno. 
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There is another small Jlomt I may mention 'here insupp6,t of Ul.e P'l'oseeu~ 
nOR theory, namely the fact that thronghout the period.~m J1llI.e to December 20 
Vsmani is Dot mentioned in any of' the. numerous letters po:ssing between 
COllspirators in India. That is no doubt why at pages 925 and 926' 6f his' statQl. 
ment he claims that during this periQd he had gone: to' It lremote village j.1i 
Kashmir. Early in October, as appeal'll from his statement rm page 926, whim 
it grew cold in Kashmir, he came down to the plams and spending some time iD. 25 
Amrltsar and Lahore came to Calcutta in: November, wnel.'e', he'sayli, he' undeJL 
went further treatment till he !'lecame quite fit to rejoin: political activitiie.. In 
December, he says, he was all right, and left for tl\e Ptmjab again to wOl'ki im the 
Labonr Movement- there. Now I cannot help eommenting in l'ega:rdl to' thill' that 
in the middle of October thel'e' was a good l'leftiFott IIJCthlityamollg the member.' 30 
of the Punjab Party, three of whom, Bohan Singh Joall\ Majid,and Sabgab 08IDI8 
to- Meem for the Worlen' and Peasants? Comel'enGe'. Ii is }DO'Ssible oj! OOlDlle 
that l!Tsm.ani's alleged descent from KasluniP ill' to' be 811p1!lOSedJ to have taken 
pJ.Iaee. alte!.' that €lonfereno&, but if he was in Calcutta in: N 0l9'ember, it is- VI!']\' 
surprising that he should have left in December just-as tlie A. I. T. lil'. a ami 36 
the First Conferenee of the .A. I. W. Po. P. were coming on. In this connection 

I, ' it maJl be noted that Usmani was not apparently present at the A. L ,W. P. P. 
O.P.llOll. Conference, Be ill not montioned by P. W. 3S. Sub IllSpeetor G. B. Rtly, w1iQ 

gll.ve- a list of those 800USed whom. he I'aw takinlt part in it. nor does he figure iD. 
the list given. by P. W. 254, Rai.Bahadnr N. V. Trivedi. I ~y add that when the ~. 
documents in his possession relating to the A.. I. W. P. P. ConfereRce were P1lt 
to him he omitted to deal with them. It seems, however • likely that U smani wy 
present at the meetings of the Communist Party of Inilla held just nfter the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference. In P. 1295 there is a note'ill. the minutes of the 
meeting of the 29th Deoember " Usmani t(l) go· to the Plmjab for organising "Ii'
N. W. B;." An(l)ther piece oil evidence' showing that 'Usmani was in India at . 
about this time is P. 1305, on one sheet of which, we bd a line nmning from the ' 
item" Muzaffar'S failure to go" to the wo:rd ... Usmanii "-written at the to) 
of the paper, while elsewhere we get " Usmani to· be despatched, in case Muzaffar 
is unable to /i((I)" •. (This ma1itey' has of cours& been discllssedl before· ilii C(I)Illlee. 6o, 
tion with the meetings of the C. P. I. in Del)('mber 192811D.~ Mal1Ch 1929)~ The 
reference would appear to be to item 5 in the minutes of the meeting of the- 29th 
Deeember in P. 1295, where we find that" Mirajkar, Mw:affar, Joglekar were. 
Iluggested as delegates to ihe E. C. C. It was finally deeided flo seleot one fro& 
the first 2. M. A. selected later. ,,' The rongh notes for thess minutes are to be 66' 
found in P. 1303, where we get the following:" Mirajkar was suggested ....... . 
as a delegate to the E. C. C. (that is E. C. C. I.). Muzaffar Ahmad suggested_ 
Joglekar suggested-because he is elected to L. A.. I.t: It looks very much, as 
if it W8ll realised after a very short time that it was not reaJ.ls possible for any 

0. P. 1107 •. of the three Griginal selections to le&Yo India. aDd go to Moscow to attend the 60 
, E.. C. C. L, and that aecordingly it was decided to use U sm8Jli, who knew the 
, ropes in connection with the journey to Moscow across the North.West Fl'ontiel'7 

! Another document written very shortly after the end,·.,f 1928 and proving .thaC 
a.i this date Usmani was certainly back in India is P. .. 95t (I. C. 343) a post1casa 
recovered in Dange's i!earch. in which Usmani: himself: wrote to ~ng.e. fro. 
Am.ritsar on the &th January 192.9, sympathising with him on his having been 65. 
assaulted, by some hired hooligans. The se<:Qnd' paragraph runs as fol'lows : 
I.zJJ4'CO' ' ~ :t· . . . 

'.l< 
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,. I bope you are uninjured. Coming back from Kashmir I had been to Calcutta 
but found nothing interesting there ", a stat!lment which would rather ~uggest 
tbat URmani missed the A. I. W. P. P. Conference and possibly also the C. P. I. 
meeting etc. 

'l'he next lel.ter we come across from Usmani is P. 1895 (I. C. 347) written by 
him from Bombay on the 17th January 1929 to Sohan Singh Josh aooused, an 
original letter which was intercepted and witllheld by P. W. 179, Sub Inspector 
Arjun Singh ... This letter merely explains why Usmani had left the Punjab 
audcome to Bombay. He says: "My negotiation with Khan having collapsed 
I had to leave Punjab. Sorry could not see you before leaving. The Kirti 
should be sent in many copies here as Com. Ghate wants a copy in every branch 
of their Girni Kamgar Union." A few days later on the 21st January Usmnni 

. took part in. and in fact presided at the meeting held under the auspices of tllO 
Bombay W. P. P. to celebrate the 5th Anniversary of the death of Lenin. The 
report prepared by P. W.180, Mr. B. R. Mankar, contains anaooount of Usmani's 
speech on this oooasion. At page 855 of his statement U smani criticises this 
report somewhat severely, but at the same time he says: " However, I do not run 
away from the facts of this speech. Whatever ideologically correct can be sifted 
from this report, I take full responsibility; whatever ideological mis-statements 
and bad formulations are there, they be credited to the competence of the Bombay 
Intelligence Branch, which has sent this report as an exhibit against me." The 
general theme of the speech is that though Lenin is dead, Leninism has survived. 
The report is unquestionably a very bad one, but this may partly be accounted for 
by the fact that Usmani is obviously not a very good speaker. On the 31st 
January 1929 Usmani wrote a letter, P. 337, to Joshi aooused at Allahabad, which 
was recovered in Joshi's search. In this he asks Joshi to get back for him from 
a member of the A. I. C. C. the manuscript of a novel, so that he may be able to 
finish it. He also asks Joshi to find out if any Allahabad press would be ready 
to buy the copyright of " Peshawar to Moscow", which Usmani would be ready 
to correct and revise; and for which he could also supply some photographs of 
the Soviet Union. The first sentence of this letter also indicates that Joshi and 
Usmani had been in correspondence, as he says: " Excuse me, could not write 
earlier." It may also be noted that the remark that he can supply some photo
graphs of the Soviet Union is another corroboration of the prosecution theory 
that he had been to Moscow in 1928. . 

On the :~rd F'ebruary Usmani presided over a meeting at the People's Jinnah 
Hall, at which Hutchinson aooused spoke. Mr. Mankar's report of this meeting 
is on tlie record as P. 1694, which shows that at the end of Hutchinson's speech 
Usmani mado a few remarks. He concluded these remarks by saying: " Some 
of the methods of the Imperialists are to crush the Soviet Union in order to pro-
voke war. The revolutionary forces are preparing for war." I feel considerable 
doubt whether even this little passage has been correctly reported. 
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Just af.ter this we come across some letters in connection with Usmani's 
speech on Lenin Day. In P. 1335 (I. C. 368) Muzaffar Ahmad writes to Ghate 
quoting from the " Spark" which had recorded that U smani gave a graphic 46 
description of the scenes of frenzied grief of the Russian people at the news of 
Lenin's death, to which he was an eye-witness, whereas it was impossible for 
Usmani to have been an e)Ye-witness as on the 21st January 1924 he was a prisoner 
in the Peshawar District Jail. Muzaffar Ahmad writes about this: " I do not 
know through whose mistake such a report has appeared in the" Spark .". In 60 
any case Usmani mllst clear his position." To this letter Ghate replied in P. 480 
(D. Spratt) on the 14th February, enclosing a letter from Usmani to Muzaffar 
ALmad in which Usmani says: " I have already told the editor of the" Spark" 
that it could only be my ghost to witness the death frenzy of Lenin in Mos('ovr. 
I was in prison and that he also knows now. The mistake was due to the graphi. 55 
callv dealing with the frenzy of the people in Moscow when Lenin died." In the 
course of his statement to this Court Usmani mentions this matter at page 928 
where referrillg to P. 1335 and P. 1261 he says: " Muzaffar wrote this letter to 
Ghate which is now in the "xhibits. I wrt>te a letter to Mr. Desai asking him to 
contradict the wrong impression created by the publication of that particular 60 
portion. But before Desai could do it we all were arrested." There is anotilet' 

O. P.11l0 •. mention of Usmani iu P.1336 (I. C. 376), a letter from Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghate, 
. dated the 16th February, in which he says :" ~ow Usmani is doing' I believe 
he has served a useful purpose in Bombay. Is 1t not' " 
. On the 17th February we come across another piece of evidence, whiah linked " 

with the draft letter P.l174 found in.Adhikari's possession, seems to me to cliuch 
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the matter of Uemani'll visit to Russia in 1928. This is the minutes of the E. O. 
meeting held on the 17th February (P. 1344) under the chairmanship of Dange 
aeeused. In this we find under item 2, sub-item 2, the following entry : " U smani 
thought that the G. K. U. looked as if it wall a Hindu body-Muslims should have 
been taken on the ExeciItive. Many things done by individuals.l~e. flludal chief'
tains. Any sort of instruotions given-No definite control of the Volunteers." 
It is quite evident that the notes, P.1170, which are in Adhikari's handwriting and 
were recovered from his possession headed " Technical mistakes made by the 
Party ,. relate to the same meeting. Items 1 & 2 in these are: " Individuali~m 
in leadershi~(Party did not function as suclh). On the Executive no Muslim 
memberlr-Uuion appears a Hindu body." Further on we get another reference 
apparently to the same matters which runs as follows : " Individualism in leader-
ship (Partv did not function as such). Usmani. Regarding Monday, Volnn: 
teers' attaCk." This document also clearly indicates that U smani was present 
at the mceiing as at one place we find that in answer to a· question Dange said 
'Yes' aild Usmani ' No'. It will be remembered of course· that Usmani denies 
having anything to do with the W. P.P., and 1 suspect that the explanation of 
that denial is that an admission of counection with the W. P. P. would have 

10 

Ui 

4. ~.lUL involved him in the necessity of giving an explanation of the references in P. ·1344 
and P. 1170, which coupled with Adhikari's draft letter, P. 1174, make it so very 
clear that U smani had recently been to Russia. I think it will be best to deal with 
this letter, P. 1174 (F. C. 855) now. It is a letter, with which 1 have dealt already, 
which is quite evidently a draft reply to a letter from M. N. Roy. The relevant 
passages are the following : "Your warning is unfounded. He and another 
man from over there alone understand the necessity of having a disciplined and 
strong party ........•... Yes, the objective situation is rapidly developing. But 
the vanguard is a rearguard. Party-discipline I-f But where is the party f 

2Q.: 

25 

" Individuals like feudal chieftains form the basis of leadership here ", says 
my friend against whom you waru. He asked me to tell you that IL your men " 
attacked him over there without reason. But the C. I. has cut his feet as well as 

• y,.;urs. He bas nothing against you. Nobody is here making any propaganda 
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against you. In fact the question never arises ................ Urdu paper is 
heing edited by my friend." It is quite ·evident that this means that Roy has 
warned Adhikari against Usmani (the friend), because Usmani as Sikandar had 
supported strongly Bukharin's proposed thesis, with the result that Roy's feet 
had been cut. 

F'rom about this time onwards Usmani appears to have been occupied with 
the Urdu newspaper" Payam-i-Mazdur". P. 1987 is the declaration made by 
him under the Press Act on the 27th February 1929, and P. 1085 (I. C. 389) is a 
letter of the 7th March from Sohan Singh Josh saying that he i'S arranging to (0 
send Usmani th~ back issues of the Urdu Kirti.. There is another referenCE' to 
this paper and Usmani in P. 1302 (I. C. 393), a letter from Muzaffar Ahmad to 
Ghate dated the 8th March, in which he says : " 1 have received the first number 
of the" Payam-i-Mazdur". This is a right move. In fact we should have begun 
with it long before. I am glad to see that Comrade Usmani has begun work in ·405 
right earne.st." Ghate replied to this letter on the 14th March in P. 474 (I. C. 400), 
at the end of which he remarks: " Usmani has been doing excellent work here . I 
since his arrival." It seems to me not unlikely that there is some underlying 
feeling in these remarks of Muzaffar Ahmad. Usmani really did very little of 
importance between the time of his rell.'ase from jail and the time when he 50 
vanished in order to take part in the 6th Congress of the C. I. at Moscow, and that. 
is probably why Spratt in reply to the enquiry about confidence in Orm Massel 
replied, " No confidence." That would also explain the curious enquiry in 
P. 1336, to which 1 have referred above, in which Muzaffar Ahmad asks: ".How 
Usmani is doing'" The tone throughout is rather as if Muzaffar Ahmad had.· ISIS 
been inclined to doubt whether Usmani would do anything useful, and that is 
supported by the letter, which Muzaffar Ahmad had written to Tagore on .the 8th 
September 1928, P. 1865 (1) (F. C. 562), in which he said: " I hear that 4 or 5 
men from India have gone to Europe. If they seek to join any labour movement 
there on our behalf, enter a strong protest in our names. We did not at all want 60 
them to go to Europe. There is plenty of work to be. done in India ........... . 
they have gone abroad to do mischief. They did not work at all in this country~ 
I am speaking of work for the labour movement only. Of the 4 men, one is lj" 

man of very suspicious character .• That is not unknown in labour circles in 
Europe. " These remarks make it quite clear why it was that such an unsatis- 8IS 
factory reply was given to the Orm-Massel enquiry. This letter is of course also 
corroborated bS the fact that we know that enquiries were also being made about . . 
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tW() others, :{thuden ud Uke-Rhug, ie. ShafiQ. and Ali Sh,a,h.. which givell- n ·a 
~otaI @f foul' out of the four or five referreGl to ill thillle~teh 

Coming to t.he last few daye prior to 'U smani 's arrest, we have in evidence 
two documents, P.12~)ti and 1'.1291, about neither of which does lJsmani aecused 
make any remark. P. 1296 is a document ilt Ghate's handwriting relating to a • 
meeting of the C. P. I. held on the 17tb March 1929, Early on U. this we bve two 
remarks with reference to Usmani : (1) .. Mirajkar stated. that dissolution of 
tho W. & P. would be wrong-also Usmani-stated that this was- to be a maS8 
party" (2) "Usm-Communist movement being international." The use of 
tlI.e abbl'ev~ation " Usm " for psmani in this refereIll.le is a v~ry strong piece oi 10 
corroboration of the prosecution theory that " Onn " in. P. 2189. stands for 
Usmani. Then. in the list of names at the end we 'get No.2 'Usmani (Note: Tldtl 
has beellincorrcctIy printed as K. V. Swamy). P. 1297: is another set of notea 
relating to the meeting of 19th March, and in the list of those present we lind 
" S. Usmani-Chairman." At the end we find Usmani's name as a member of 16' 
the sub-committee to be appointed to draft out II detailed pla!Q. of work, along with 
Adh:karl, Khan and Ghate. In this connection. referenqe may also be made 
to P. 1171 recovered from the possession of Adhikari. accused. . 

A number of interesting documents were found in tl'le search of U smani 's 
room. P. 1566 is a copy of the ,. Manife.sto of the Communist Party" by 
Marx and' Engels, P. 1567 is 8 bookret entitled •• What is thit~ Communist 
Party" published by the C. P. G. B., P. 156~ is a copy of the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party Bengal Constitution 1928, P. 1570 is a booklet entitled" The 
Bengal Peasants' and Workers' Party Oonstitution't; P. 1572 is a booklet 
entitle~ '" What is the Pan-PacifiC' Trade Union Secretariat' " issned by the 
tLabou~ Research and Information Bureau, Sydney, 1928, P.1573 consists of 
fi issues of the" Pan Pacific Worker ", P. 1575 contains copies of Sohan Singh 
Josh's Presidential Address, The W. P. P. Principles and Policy Resolution, 
The Trade Union Movement Resolution, the Political Resolution, the E. C. 
Report of the Bengal F. W. P. 1927-28 and the report of the First A][-India 
W. P. P. Conference (equals P. 669). It also inclndes an appeal t() Bombay 
clerks to form a union. P~ 1516 contains a nnmber of issues of Inprecorr rang-
ing from the 6th June 1928 up to the 12th December 1928 whieb contain the 
report of the proceedings of the 6th World Congress of the C. 1., P. 1577 contains 
copies of 4 issues of " Spark ", P. 1578 contains 2 issues of the "Sunday 
Worker", P. 1579 is R. Palme Dutt's " Communism". and P. 1580· consists 
of a laTge number of copies of the " Payam-i-Mazdoor ~, namely 35 eopies of 
the issue of 3rd March, 370 eopies of' the i~sue of 10th March amd 41 eopies of 
the issue of the 17th March 1929. The searelt list P. 1558 also shows that 
Usmani was in pO'Ssession of Dange's .. Gandhi vs. Lenia " and Roy's" After
math of Non-co-operation". P. 1574 is a typescript beaded .. A page from 
the Russian Revolution" to which I have referred not infrequently already. 
P. 1561 is perhaps more interesting than any of these. It c€lntams an address 
" Julius Trosin, Hamburg No.8, St. Pauli, Heine Strasse 10, Flat one ", and 
written below this the words Julius and Khar written in Marathi, and Walter. 
It will. be remembered tbat I have dealt with the address of Julius Trosin 
already. Kar would appear to- be meant for KarL P. 1563 is another slip of 
paper containing the words" Potassium Iodide (15 grs.) plus water (120 grs.) 
apply with Hydrogen Perclulor." This paper also I have discussed already 
and it is sufficient to say here that it is clear tbat it has some connection with 
invisible writing. About this Usmani makes a number of remarks and 
further says: "The allegation of its baving bp.en recovered from my posses-
siO'll is simply astounding." But the fact remains that the evidence shows 
that it was recovered from his possession and the burden therefore lay upon 
him to give either an explanation showing the document to be innocuous or an 
explanation of his possession of it. And he has done neither .. The evidence 
as to the possession of these documents appears ~ be ooncltl81ve. B~th of 
them were found on Usmani's person. see the searclilist P.1557.and.the eVIdence 
of the searching officer P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Challdhn which has been 
in no way weakened by cross-examination. He say~:· "In oot1l. searches the 
witnesses and I myself both signed the documents seized. Usmam aooused was 
present throughout the search." Later on in er~s-eIaJD.ination he says: 
"When I went to U smani accused's room I asked hun to "carch me and the 
search witnesses. He did not do so Dor were the s.eaoob witnesses searchetl. .. 
But when the prosecution offered to put uptbe ~ca witBeeses pi UsmaJ,ti awl 
Hutchinson accused's searches the .defence replied tha~ they did not WIsh to 
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.... oss-examine· theIIt. AU that Usmani has' to say about thesearoh is': 
.. P. W. 262 who carried out my search. and arrest had' admitted that I did not 
'search. him or the search. witnesses. Not only I did not search them but I did 
.flot pay any attention to the search list under preparation. I remained iJ1.-

~. P. 1116. different and occupied with putting my other things in order." This seems.!I- 5 
very feeble explanation to give in respect of a; document which accor~~ to the 
evidence was found on the accused's own person. No one h9wever mdifferent 
could fail to make a protest if by a conjuring trick a document were produced 
from his pocket which he had never seen in his life before. The few issues of 
the " Payam-i-Mazdoor" which were published and are in evidence do not 10. 
contain much of interest. The first number dated ard March gives the objects 
of the paper in the following term,s: "TlJ.e object of the Payam-i-Mazdoor is 
iD propagate fully the Labour Movement. The progress and success of every 
·movement depends on its propagation." Then he goes on to point out that the 
.Indian Labour Movement suffers terribly from the absence of newspaper pro- Iii 
paganda. The editorial concludes with the remark that "in addition to the 
8ervice of Indian labourers the Payam-i-Mazdoor will acquaint its readers with 
the Labour Movement in other ooantries." In the second number we get an 
article by S. A. Dange entitled .. The Labour Party" and in the third a repro
.auction from the Kirti of several items, one of which i.s the item headed-" W&:f 29 
and Public Safety Bill and Young Men".. It also contains an address to .the 
workers by one J. Bukhari which ends with the following passage: "Make 
all arrangements for thy ptotection, form thy own societies and then make a 
central soviet ....... of labourers which should solve all thy important pro-
blems, save thee from the humiliation resulting from unemployntent, arran~ 25 
for thy education !Uldsafeguard thy right.s and establish a MazdoorRaj." 
'-'here are three other pieces of evidence in Usmani's case worth noting, namely 
(1) the entries in P. 949 the G. K,· U. account book showing sums amounting te 
Re. a5 paid to Usmani ; (2) an entry of his name in P. C.·Joshi's diary P. all 

~.P. 1111. on the 18th January in the following terms: "International contributiOJ!t, 39 
Agnes Smedley, Palme Dutt, Sak, Shaukat It ; and (a) the entry of hi~ address 
in Thengdi accused's notebook P. 886. 

It remainsonl!y to consider Usmani's own statement from which I have 
.. lready quoted at some length. At page 840 he makes the statement about 
joining the ranks of the Communists which I have already quoted and on page . 36 
841 we find the following remark: "After a study of full six months I joined 
the Communist Movement. It was at this·time that I came in touch with the 
Communist International" Then at page 845 he comee to the Cawnpore trial 
in which he says he was badly advised. He remarks: "My political stand in 
that case was deplorable. Through the bad advice of our defence counsels and 40. 
because of the puzzling way the Judge put the questions I had to deny that I 
was a Communist. Our political statement which would have formed a historic 
demarcation in the Indian political struggle, was ruled out of order by our 
novice lawyers in that case. But for the stupidity of these wise counsels the 
Cawnpore case would have been a historic case in the Communist annals af 45 
India. " I suppose that U smani 's complaint really is that whereas there 'were 
only three or four accused to make epoch-making statements in the Cawnpore • 
case if they had been allowed to do so, there are about 20 to do it here so that 
the importance of any individual statement has been proportionately reduced. 
He concludes this passage by saying: "Since then I have always stood by my 50 
convictions. I have declared from within prison four walls ... : .. that I am a 
Communist standing full-fledged (sic) by the Communist programme. A Com
munist cannot conceal his views and aims. My aims and views are the aims 

~. P. 1118. and views of the Communist International. The aim of the Communist Inter
national is the establishment of a Communist order of society throughout the 55 
worJd." He denies having anything to do with the W. P. P. but goes on to 
mention the Cawnpore Session of the A. I. T. U. C. about which he says: "I 
was elected one of the numerous Vice-Chairmen of the Reception Committee. 
In this capacity I helped in the preparations for the Congress. I took part in 
the strenuous efforts of the brave workers in hoisting up the red flag with 60 
.hammer and sickle in spite of the opposition of the reactioIllllry elements. The 
credit of this victory does not belong to me. It belongs to the class-conscious 
workers of Cawnpore themselves." It may be that he is right, but the passage 
well illustrates his own political attitude. Later on after a long and worthless. 
digression on the subject of " war danger," which purports to be a defence of 65 
the resolutions in regard to war danger ba.sed on the contention that that danger 
was a real one, a point not -necessary for decision in this case, he comes' to the 
LS2JMOO 
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evidence in regard to his visit to' Russia in 1928. I have already dealt to' sO'me 
extent with what he has to' say on. this PO'int. But there is a PO'int which I have 
O'mitted. He says that he fell ill -at Madras and was O'rdered to gO' to' sO'me hill 
resO'rt in nO'rthern India and went back to' Delhi abQut the second week O'f July. 
He gQe.s O'n: "In Delhi I was infQrmed by a friend O'f mine abQut a certain 
mO'ney O'rder fQr me frQm Amritsar. Presuming that a mQney O'rder fO'r me 
could nO't be frO'm any O'ther SQurce than the Kirti O'ffice I infQrmed the Kirti 
peQple about my presence in Delhi and within a few days I received a mQney 
O'rder O'f Rs. 8 (P. W. 195 and P. 750). This was fO'r contributiQn O'f an article 
thrO'ugh the bureau. It was published in the July number O'f Kirti (P. 911) 
V 0'1 1, NO'. 4, page 3." This is based O'n the very feeble evidence of Balwant 
Singh to' which I referred earlier avd it is sufficient to say that it is QbviQuslty 
a lie. For if it had been true there must have been entries in P. 750 to' SUPPO'rt 
it. .And the accused fQllows. this up with anQther lie Qn page 927 where he says .: 
" But my presence (in India) in the seC'.ond week of July is proved by the pro
secutiO'n witness Balwant Singh, P. W. 195." This accused has concluded his 
statement to the Court in the fQllQwing terms which seem to' me sufficiently 
significant: "We might be sentenced, we might be transPQrted, but it will nO't 
stO'P the tide, new stratum will rise O'ver the dead and the struggle will continue 
unabated and with greater ferO'city until it has succeeded in establishing a CQm
munist Qrder of things." .And O'ver and above all this U smani is a signatQry 
to. the Joint Statement made by Nimbkar accused O'n behalf O'f all the CQmmunist 
accused. 

1'0 sum up the case against Usmani accused, he jO'ined the Communist ranks 
as long agO' as 1921. On his release frQm jail in 1927 he after SQme short delay 
jQined the CQmmunist Party Qf India. AlthQugh he was nQt specifically a mem
ber of I'ither the Bengal or the BQmbay W. P. P. he was in close tO'uch with the 
memhers of those parties and was working with them at CawnPQre in November 
1927 and at Madras at Christmas 1927. During the early part of 1928 he does 
not seem to' have dO'ne anything Qf much importance but he was sent Qn behalf 
Qf the CQmmunist Party to' Delhi in cQnnectiQn with the Conference prQPQsed 
by Rhafiq and Qthers and nQt IQng afterwards began to' make preparatiQns to' gO' 
to EurO'pe for the Sixth Congress of the Communist InternatiO'nal. I feel no 
doubt that he attended that Conference as a delegate of the Communist Party 
Qf India. On his return, somewhere abQut December, he resumed his relations 
with the Party and was actively intere~ted in its reQrganisatiO'n. Had the 
opportunity come he would dO'ubtless have gQne Qut Qf India again to' attend the 
meetings of the E. C. C. I. He was also durmg thl'se last few mQnths in close 
touch with the Bombay W. P. P., (vide the entries in P. 1344 with reference to' 
the E. C. meeting of the 17th February) and in furtherance of the aims and 
objects Qf the Party he made himself responsible for starting the newspaper 
" Pavam-i-Mazdoor.". There can be nO' possible rO'O'm for doubt that a man 
who has been a member of the CQmmunist Party throughQut and has during the 
period of the conspiracy visited Russia to' take part in the deliberatiQns of the 
prime DlQver of the conspiracy namely the CQmmunist InternatiO'nal, has been 
a party to' this conspiracy. 

Agreeing with fO'ur and disagreeing with Qne asseSSQr I hQld that Usmani 
a(~6lIsed has taken part in a cQnspiracy to' deprive the King EmperQr Qf his 
sO'vereignty O'f British India and I convict him accordingly O'f an O'ffence under 
sectiQn 121-A. I. P. C. 
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PART XXvn. . 
o. P. 1121. Adhikari accused arrived in India 'as a passenger by the Lloyd Triestino 
•• M. S.S. Pilfma on the 10th December 1928. Previous to this he haq been living for 
ADBIKABl'several years in Germany. At the time of his arrival he presented to the 

12. Cu::,ioms Department a baggage declaration form P. 1477 in which he described, 
himself as Physical Chemist, and residing at 16117 Simplex Buildings, Girgaon, 6 
Bombay. His baggage was examined by P. W. 221, Mr. M. P. Damri, a Pre
ventive Officer of the Bombay Customs Department and P. W. 262, Deputy 
Inspector Chaudhri. The evidence of these witnesses shows that certain letters, 
Exhibits P: 1479 to P. 1485, and other items, P. 1486 to P. 1490, were taken from 
Adhikari aeeused's possession on this occasion. 'Ve have it from P. W. 262 that 10 
he got the Marathi letters P. 1480 to P. 1485 translated by Sub-Inspector 
Kothare whose typed translation is annexed to each of them. With a few amend
ments this translation was accepted by the Marathi translator who was called 
as a witness in this Court. A good deal of time was wasted in discussing 
whether the letters P. 1479 to P. 1485 were properly proved. It is not of course 10 
contended by the prosecution that the handwriting of these letters is proved, 
though it is reasonable to infer from their nature and from the fact that they 
are aigned Jagoo, coupled with the fact that Adhikari accused has a brother 
Jagannath Adhikari who lives at the same address 16!17 Simplex Buildings, 
Girgaon, Bombay, (vide Roy's le.tter P. 1825, F. C. 752), that they have emanated 20 
from the said J agannath, but that of conrse is not the point. The important 
'point is that these are letters, some of them received by Adhikari aeeused quite 

O,P.l12ll. a long time ago of which he was found in possession on his arrival in Bombay. 
He had kept them and was carrying them with him. We can infer that he had 
read them and it would not be an unfair inference to say that on the whole he 26 
accepted their contents in so far 'as their contents amount to an admission by 
himself, that is to say in cases where his correspondent indicates that Adhikari 
has written certain things to him and made certain statements. As Crown 
Counsel has put it we are also entitled to infer from these letters what Adhikari 
&C<.used knew about Bombay conditions and the political situation in India 30 
g611erally, what his views and intentions were and under what circumstances 
he was coming to India. It will of course be clear that it was impossible or at 
least highly unlikely that Jagoo would be able to say" I am glad that you are 
going to do so and so " unless he haQ received information to that effect from 
Adbikari himself. 36 

'rhe first of these letters is P. 1480 a letter from Jagoo to Dada.(brother) 
da~ed tlie 3rd December 1927. In this letter Jagoo says in the last paragraph: 
" r am really glad that you are going fo chalk out your future programme after 
comin~ here and studying the (present) situation in India. W6 have not much 
respect and faith for those like Palme Dutt, who are trying to foist ready-made 40 
solutions on the present day India. I intend to write much on Palme Dutt>s 

• criticism of the Indian Nationalists .... " But he says he has not time. In a P. S. 
"he adds: "I shall arrange to send you cuttings from the Herald and the Times 
from next week." It seems quite clear from this letter that Adhikari accused 
must have written to his brother to say that he inteuded to come to India and 45 
study the situation before he decided on his future programme. 

Q,P.l123. The next" of these letters in point of time is P. 1483 dated the 9th December 
. 1927 another letter from Jagoo to Dada. In this.hl" begins by saying: "By 

this mail I am sending you some cuttings from this week's Times of India and 
the Indian National Herald," a passage which shows that he was carrying .put 60 

, the promise made in the previous week. Then he goes on to ask for the" Masses 
of ludia " and to discuss its line of criticism and its attitude to Nationalist 
leaders like Gandhi. Right at the end he says: "Respects to Vera Bai." And 
ill !his connection it is to be remembered that in Adhikari's search on the 20th 
March 1929 there was recovered a draft letter P. 1196 which begins "Dear' lit: 
Vera", to which I shall come in due course. : 

Next on the 24th December 1927 we have another letter from Jagoo to Dada, 
p, 1482, which begins with the statement: " I have not received any letter from 
you this week," clearly suggesting that the writer expected to receive-a letter 
from Adhikari every week. Then he goes on to give Adhikari an account of the 60 
political position of the different parties on the subject of the boycott of the . 
Simon Commission and their different ideas of '!-ow to make the boycott effectiv4t 
and successful Then he suggests that the commg of the Commission is a val1/.-
able opportunity for all parties to unite and he expresses his own view that t1).el'!t 



is good in all the programmes but " no one can deny that the work of the 
Peasants' and Workers' Party re~arding mass organisatio:ll. is the most 
important one." That is of course only an expression of J agoo 's opinion but 
it is an opinion which reached Adhikari and must have been considered by him. 
At ilie end in a postscript he says : " In this week's ' Times ' there is an adver- 5 

o. P. ll~. tiseruent for a lecturer on Physical Chemistry at the Indian Institute of Science 
at Bangalore .. Applications have been invited before the 2nd January. I think 

o. P. 1126. 
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you had once in the past tried for the very post. Or can even semi-Government 
institutions not tolerate the smell of Communist ideas'" This is one of the 
many little hints contained in these letters which show quite clearly that they 10 
were letters written to Adhikari and no one else. ' 

Next on the 29th December Jagoo writes again, this, time without waiting 
for the mail to come in. In this letter (P. 1481) he says: "By this mail I am 
sending you this week's issues of' Indian National Herald' i.e. up to Thursday's. 
From these iss.ues you will be able to read the full report of the 42nd Session of 
the Indian National Congress." So it appears that Jagoo was trying to keep 
his brother well up-to-date in Indian politics. 

On the 13th January we get another letter P. 1484 which begins with an 
acknowledgment of " Yours of the 27th December with the .. Masses of 
India "." This letter shows that not only was there regular correspondence 
passing betweeR ;J agoo and Adhikari but that Adhikari complied with the re
quests made to him by Jagoo. He had received this request for the' Masses " 
which was made in P. 1483 on the 9th December, somewhere about the 24th De
cember FO that he would have had no difficulty in despatehing the Masses aloDg 
with h1s letter of the 27th. 

The last of this series is P. 1485, .a letter with no date but containing the 
remark: "Laftt week the annual general meeting (If the Workers' and Peas
ants' Party was iheld". As that meeting was held OR the 18th March 1928 it is 
Dot difficult to infel' that this letter is to be dated somewhere about the 25th 
March. In this letter J agoo acknowledges Dada's letter of the 11th Much. The 
letter continues: ' , We get to hear from our Communist friends the same sort 
of criticism as you write and we never say that there is no sellBe in it ", whl.eh 
gives a clear indication of the nature of the contents of Adhikari's letter of the 
11th Mamh. The writer then goes on to talk about the matters of the organisa
tion of the workers and peasants and the immediate necessity of cooperating 
with the present Nationll;lleaders. A littl.e further on he say~: "To my mind 
the spread of theoretIcal knowledge IS of the utmost Importance for the 
future orgnniRation and unity of the workers and peasants. You express/the 
same opinion in your letter." And then: "The object of the small circle, 
which meets every Wednesday and Saturday, is to educate the youths on their 
duty in the time to come. As you say the signs of this all-round agitation 
(activity), in the matter of literature etc, are apparent at least among 10 01'1 
12 peopll'." After this he proceeds to speak about the work of the Workers' 
alid Peasants' Party in a tone of considerable admiration, which is not very 
snrprisiuO' if we suppose the writer to be Adhikari'e brother and to be the Bame 
Jagllnnath Adhikari whose name appears among the signatures of persons who 
attended the general meeting of the W. P. P. of Bombay on the 18th March 1928 
which are on record in P. 1348 (18). ., 

In addition to these letters in Marathi one letter in English also from Jagoo 
to Dada was found in Adhikari's possession, P. 1479 (I. C. 180). This is an 
interesting letter. It opens with a reference to the previous correspondence 
in which the writer says: "I could not reply last week." Next it refers to & 

letter from Adhikari to "Kaka" (obviously some other relation) in which. 
Adhikari had lectured that gentleman on " the international outlook". In the 
second paragraph Jagoo tells Adhikari that the people in India are n~w more 
and more entering into an international outlook as}s sho~ by the ~us~18n he!p 
to the mill-hands of Bombay. Then he says: 'What IS most slgmficant m 
this strike i!l that the workers are completely controlled by the extremist leader9-
Messrs. Nimbkar Dange Zabwalla-all members of the Peasants' and Workers' 
Party. ,I attend~ some' of thlt,daiIy meetings at the now fam~)Us Nagn .8ayaji's 
Wadi and. was amazed at their solidarity-no communal pOIson working here 
--and also the audacity of the leaders preaching in the words of " Times " 
(Rank Communism '. I must say that the work that the Peasants' and Ws' 
Party of Bombay has done during the last year, pa~cularly during this strike; 
U !Pm~ly prodigious. And all are ·with the exceptIon of the well-fed Bradley 
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thin voung boys. One good result-howsoever the ~orkers may fail in obtain-
ing ail their demands-is sure to QOme ie. the new Unions that are nowform~d 
w.ill be far more of militant character than the older ones. Danga the bram 
and the statistician of the Party is writing in M.arathi articles on the Trade 
Union." At the end he says: "Will you let me know what exactly are your 
plans in all their details. I again v,'arn you, you will have to be v.ery careful 
and cool if you wish to do any real work here: You can be as plain aI!d out· 
spoken as you please in Europe but here yo~ will have to t~ad most :warily-as 
the extremists (P. W. Party leaders) are domg be~e." This letter glve.s us t~e 
information and the advice ,vhich Adhikari had recelved before he landed III India,. 
It does not matter whether the information was correct or not (tho~gh from .the 

, earlier part of this judginent I think it is quite clear that most of It was f!llrl~ 
O.P.ll27. eorrect) or whether the advice was good or not. As a matter of ~act Adhikan 

seems to have regarded it as good because we do ?lot find that he did very mnell 
speech-making after he arrived but perhaps that lS due to the fact that he does 
not shine as an orator. 

1& 

15 

These letters from Jagoo were not the only things recovered fr?m Adhikari 
at the time of the searell of his property by P. W's 221 & 262. BeBldes these he' 
was also in possession of 27 issues 'of Inpreeorr in German of a number of dates 
between the 4th November 1927 and the 10th Novembe~ 1928 (P. 1486), a copy 20 
of the Communist Manifesto in GermaB ,(Po 1487), a copy of the" Thesis on 
the tevolutionary movement in the colonies and semi-oolonies " (P. 1488), a copy 

" of a German book .. Lenin on Religion" (P. 1489} and a copy of Stalin's 
"IJeninism" (P: 1490). 

Before discossing these docoments it will be as well to deal with the evidence 25 
of then: recov~ry and Adhikari'9 eXplanation in connection with their recovery. 
The eVIdeuce III regard to the recoveries consists of the statements of P. W's 
221 and 262 already mentioned with the addition of the statement of P. W. 253 
Sub-Inspector Kothare. Adhikari's contention is (at page 1192 of the lltat~ 
ments of thP. aoous.ed) that the whole searell was a daylight robbery. He makes 30 
the absurd ane~ation t~at he was assured that th~ whole affair was a formality 
a!ld that the art.lCles seIzed "!I'onld be re.turned to him the next day. The sugges-
tion tha! anything of the kind was SaId was not however put to the witnesses. 
He adIDIttctl the presence of Deputy Inspector Chaudhri. He ~oes on to say 
that the only things mentioned in the list, P: 1477, which it was legitimate to seize 3S 
nnder the Sea Customs Act, were the coples of " Inprecorr " and the " Anti
Imperialist Review ". Instead, he says, he was deprived of a dozen classical 
works of Marxism, a Russian Grammar and so on. Then coming to the papers 

e.l'. U2S. and letters found with him he says: "As for papers and manuscripts nothing 
of an incriminating nature was found with me. Two things are put as exhibits, 4. 
nal!lely some. letters P. 1479 to .P. 1484, and secondly a type-script, P. 1488, 
which scl'ording to the prosecotlon purports to be an extract from the Colonial 
Thesis of the Communist International About the latter I have this to say. 
I cannot say whether I possessed such an extract. I do not recognise P. 1488 
as my own. But I do wish to add that there is nothing wrong, nor is it inerimi- ~ 
nating to possess an extract about the views of the Communist International 
on India .......... Regarding the letters P. 1479 to 1484 P. W. 221 says, 
Ie These letters conta:.in no mark showing that they passed through my hands." 
When the Court attempted to elicit further information from him the witness 
said that he identified the letters' because he took down the list with the Police 5& 
Inspector.' Now it is very significant that there was no mention of the Police. 
Inspector },eing present all the search in the Lower Court. Besides the letters 
Cia not bear any signature or mark of A. K. Chaudhri either. In fact these letters 
')Vere not in my possession at the time of search. I do not recognise them. as 
my own. I do not know anything about them." Now all this criticism and 55-

' .• denial looks rather impressive at first si~ht, but when we come to examine the . 
, evidence the bottom drops out of it entirely. Adhikal"i has himself admitted 

the presence of Deputy Inspector Chaudhri at the time of the search. It is no 
doubt a fact that Mr. Damrl, P. W. 221, does not read Marathi, and therefore is 
in a way unable to identify the Marathi letters, P. 1480 to P. 1485. He fJl8.id: 60 
"The reason I identify them is that I took down the list with the Police 

" .. 'I:n;pector ". which is perhaps n,?t a very good ground for i.d,en~cation. He aI~o 
0. \.. 1129, admitted that he had not mentIoned the presence of Chandhn at the search III 

-the Lower Court, but the explanation of that is no. doubt simply that the point 
. was not raised. When we COlWl.to the.evidence of Deputy Inspector Chaudhri';o 65-

lIis statement ill examination-in-cbief iii as follows" Exhibits P. 1480 to f.1485 
LS2Jl[OC "1 • • 



IWere found in tke possession of Adhikari accused and detained at the Customs 
along with certain other things at my instance. I can read Maratbi imperfectly. 
I got them translated by Mr. Kothnre and his typed translation is attached to 
each." Here I may quote S. I. Kothare's statement. It is as follows: "I haTe 
lIeen Exhs. P. 1480 to P. 1485 Marathi letters before in our office. They were 5 
given to me there by Mr. Chaudhri to translate. Mr. Chaudhri told me 
he had got them from the Customs from the search of Dr. Adbikari. 
I tram:lated them and my translation is attached". This witness was not 
cross-examined on this point at all. Turning back to Deputy Inspector 
'Chaudhri he was cross-examined in regard to the whole of this matteli only 10 
to the following extent: "As regards the letters found with Adhikari accused 
I got them translated by Mr. Kothare, bccausc I did not feel myself qualified 
to produce a literal and idiomatic translation." In fact the evidence of P. W.'s 

·,221 & 262 to the effect that theRe letters and P. 1488 were re('overed from the 
. ,possession of Adhikari accused stands entirely unweakened. 15 

Apart from the letters P.1479 to P. 1485 which I have dealt with already the 
only other item recovered in Adhikari'a search which eiills for individual notice 

'is P.1488. The importance of this document is that it is the first copy or extract 
from the Colonial Thesis which is known to have arrived in India. It is not a 
complete copy, as appears on a comparison of it with P. 90, which reached India 2Q 
a couple of months later, but either from it or from its parent there appear to be 

- derived a series of similar extracts from the Colonial Thesis. Examples of these 
are P. 1115 recovered from Joglekar accused, P. 1033 found with Hutchinson 
accused and P. 334 found with Joshi accused. 

"0. P. Il30, , We corne now to a series of letters signed N am, a conclUSion as to whose 25 
origin and authenticity can be drawn with fair certainty by putting them together 
and considering their contents. P. 1811C. is a copy of a letter dated 14th 
November 1928 which was intercepted and reposted by P. W. 271, Sub-Inspector 
Ketkar on the 30th November 1928, shortly after Adhikari accused must have 
sailed for India. This is a letter signed Nam addressed to Suhasini clo Mrinalini 30 
Chattopadhyaya, New High School for girls, 5 Napier Road, Fort, Bombay, 
India. The letter opens with the words " My dear Babe " clearly indicating a 
close relationship between the writer and tile addressee. It deals with a number 
of matters of no particular importance but in the middle we ('ome to the follow-
ing: " Adhikari will be leaving soon. I think that the engagement has been 35 
broken. Frl Bhate wrote and imposed 14 conditions and Adhikari wrote iu true 
Marxian style and said marriage ",ist kern kuh handel". A is a nice fellow. 
I have received a number of books for reviewing. Ask Gunnu to write for 
'review copies of Dreissers' " American Tragedy" and "Genius." Co,nstables 
are the publishers. Lester will be interested to review them for the people." 40 

,Before I leave this letter I may refer to the evidence of P. W. 193 Leaqat Hussain 
'who mentions that in September 1928 he went to the Ballard Pier with Miss 
Chattopadhyaya to meet her sister Mrs. Nambiar on the boat. This Miss 
Chattopadhyaya, he says elsewhere, lives at 5 Napier Road, Bombay. Later on 
in his statement he said : " I know the name Gunnu. It is not the name of Mrs. 45 
Nambiar. It is the name of Miss Chattopadhyaya." So that this is clearly a 
letter from Nam to Suhasini Nambiar clo her sister Mrinalini Cbattopadhyaya 

t .. who lived at Napier Road, Fort, Bombay. The evidence of P. W. 193 also shows 
a close association between Hutchinson whose name is Lester and Mrs. Nambiar 

o. P.1l31i from which it is easy to infer that Lester mentioned in this letter to Suhasini 50 
~must be Hutchinson accused. . 

On the 14th December 1928 ano~er letter signed Nam addressed to Suhasini 
,clo lfrinalini Chattopadhyaya 5 Napier Road Bombay and beginning with the 
words "My dear Babe" was intercepted by P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector 
Chaudhri. It is dated 20th Novemher. In tIris letter Nam says to Mrs. Suhasini 5r. 
Nambiar : "Adhikari is leaving tomorrow and there were several parties ill 

• . his honour. He is travelling by the Pilsna and is expected to arrive in Bombay, 
about the 10th of December. I should feel happy if you could meet him on, 
arrival and help him in regard to rooms and snch matters for the first few days. 
I have come to know him well and consider him to be quite sincere. He is at 60 
present a bit over-enthusiastic 'but once he gets to India he will knock against 
hard facts...... ...... Do meet him often." It is clear first of all that this 

• letter is from the s~e person who wrote P. ~811, .an~ secondly there ~s t~ 
support for its genwneness that the facts contained m It as !Cgards A~n s 
voyage to India are correct. In orger to embark on ~e Pilsna at Tneste or 65 
Venice, Adhikari would certainly have had to leave Berlin somewhere about the 
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22nd November. Another point worth noting is that this letter was intercepted 
on the 14th December, that is to say several days after,Adhikari's arrival so that 
it 'Was impossible for Mrs. Nambiar to meet him on arrival. 

Another letter from Nam on the record, an original letter written in: pencil, 
is P. 870 (F. C. 667) found at the house of Miss Mrinalini Chattopadhyaya by i 
P. W. 266, Sergeant Hampton, on the 20th March 1928, along with an envelope 
P. 870 (E) addressed to Miss Mrinalini Chattopadhyaya, Principal, New IDgh 
School for girls, 5 Napier Road, Fort, Bombay. The contents are as follows: 

BEBLUr 

22nd November:' 10 

My dear Gunnu, 

Just a line to introduce my very dear friend Adhikari. I should feel greatlj\ 
obliged if you would befriend him and help him in all ways you can. He is' a 
valuable worker. 

Yours, Nam. 15 

Crown Counsel asks that the Court should draw two inferences from this 
letter. The first of these is that the man who signs himself Nam and writes to > 
Miss (''hattopadhyaya as Gunnu is the same person, who has been writing to 
Suhasini clo Miss Chattopadhyaya addressing her as Babe and signing himself 
Nam. Secondly that a man who signs himself Nam and writing to Mrs. SUhasjni ,~O 
Namhiar calls her Babe, and writing to and of Miss Chattopadhyaya, Mrs. 
Suhasini Nambiar's sister, calls her Gunnu must certainly be Namhiar, the 
husband of Mrs. Suhasini Namhiar. The use of these pet names is such a very 
clear evidence of close association. This letter P. 870 would appear to have, 
been delivered by Adhikari himself, as the envelope bears no sign of having 25 
been through the post, and in fact does not look as if it had ever been stuck down. ,. ' 

P. 1683 is a copy made in interception by P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector" 
Chaudhri, of a letter dated the 13th December written by G. Adhikari and 
addressed to Miss Chattopadhyaya with a note on the envelope, " for S. N." 
Inside the envelope there were two letters. 'In the first Adhikari writes: ,.pQ 
.. Dear Mrs. Nambiar-I tried to find your house at Bandra day before yester-. 
day" (that is on the 11th the day after his arrival at Bombay). "Was not, 
successful. I shall come to 5 Napier Road on Monday at !l-30 afternoon. 
Perhaps I shall be able to meet you there. I shall anyway leave the books there . 
and take the correct Bandra address. I must meet you before I leave for" 35 
Calcutta. ., 
,'I 

Yours, 

G. ADHIKARI." 
, ,.,;:, 

Enclosed was a letter from Nam to' My dear Baby' in the following:. ' 
terms : " Kindly help Adhikari to find any convenient and cheap room and till :,11 
you find one I suppose it will be possible for you to putlrlm up with you. I don't
write more because I know you will d6 all that YOU,ll8I1." This letter like P. 87()..> 
is dated the 22nd November. Of course these are both copies, but in order to' 
come to a conclusion that they are not copies of letters actually written by' 
Adhikari accused and the same Nambiar who wrote P. 870, we have eithe:r to 45 i 
assume forgery, of which there is not a shadow of evidence, or else we have to 
assume the existence of some other Adhikari surrounded by exactly the same 
circumstances as Adhikari accused. The effect of it all is that Adhikari.'s. 
approaching departure from Berlin for Bombay was intimated by Nambiar, the 

• husband of Suhasini Nambiar, to his wife, before Adhikari ever started, and 50 
'that Adhikari on arrival therefore knew to whom to go for assistance. • 

We nen hear of Adhikari in various notes in Ghate's handwriting relating 
to the C. P. I. meetings held at Calcutta on the 27th, 28th and 29th December. 
To take the rough notes first, P. 1300 relates to the proceedings of the 27tb 
December. Item 1 is as follows: " Credentials of Adhikari-decide to admit. i 55 
him." Then later on we get, in connection with the E. C., " (2) : Full E.C., 
should meet every quarterly-~Adhikari.to,be iDopt~d) '\ ~The~ in the rough' 

, , , 
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·notes for the 29th,in P. 1303, we'get " Adhikari's' suggestion". In P. 1295 the 
fair report, item' 1 is :" Adhikari admitted to the party." His name doe; not 
appear again in this exhibit. The minutes of the 28th December mention thld; 

o. P. 1134.. the thesis of the Comintern was gone into, and it was decided to accept it as a 
.b!lsis for work. ~here cll;n be ~ttle doubt that this means that the Party COl]", /S. 
81dered the Colomal ThesIs, which was probably before them in the shape of a 
duplicate copy of P. 1488. 

Towards the end of January 1929 we come to a letter, P. 1825, (F. C. 752) 
which was intercepted and withheld by P. W. 269, Deputy Inspector Chawan. 
,This is a letter, which is proved to have been typed on M. N. Roy's typewriter 10' 
and is signed Raymond. It was addressed to Mr. Jagannath Adhikari, D116-17 
Simplex Buildings, Paowalla St. Girgaon, Bombay, India. In it Roy says to 
Adhikari's brother : "Dear Friend-By this Mail I am sending instructions 
to the big medical man as agreed with Gangadhar, who should see that the doctor 
takes care of the patient ", apparently a circuitous method of saying that he is IS. 
sending instructions to Gangadhar and that they should be carried out. This 
letter is dated the 14th January and bears a postal seal of Berlin, N. W. of the 
same date. It was not the only letter written by Roy that day as there are on 
record two other letters written by him or·rather posted by him on the same date. 
These are P. 1897 P, a: letter addressed to Darbar & Co., P. O. Box-14, Amritsar, 20' 
Punjab, and evidently intended for the editor of the" Kirti", for which it 
encloses an article, P. 1897 (1), headed "The Lessons of the Fortythird 
Congress ", which is identical with P. 1255 recovered in the search of Desai 
accllsed. In this letter, which was intercepted and photographed by P. W. 179, 
Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh, M. N. Roy writes to the" Kirti " that he has been 25. 
requested to contribute regnlarly and will of course do so with great pleasure. 
He adds : " As it may not 1;1e advisable for the Kirti to publish too many articles 
signed by me, I shall write them with a pseudonym" M. Rahman." I shall 

O.P.l135. be very much obliged if you will kindly send me the paper (in both languages) 
to the following address :-Herrn Bhaduri clo Arnheim, 44 Jagow 81. Berlin." 3(}' 
It is important to note that this same address is given in a note-book, P. 1194, 
found in the possession of Adhikari in March 1929. The other letter written by 
Roy on the 14th January is P. 1512 (F. C. 754). This is a letter, which was 
intercepted by P. W. 238, Mr. N. K. Purandare, when he was Inspector of 
Foreign Mails in Bombay in February 1929, and was withheld. It is a letter 35-
from M. N. Roy to Messrs. Chakravarty, Chattarji & Co. Publishers, Calcutta, 1 
forwarding a synopsis of the contents of a book on China (P. 1512 A), and 
asking if the firm WQuld be willing to undertake the publication of the book. 
This is the same letter in which Roy says: "In case you wish to enquire about 
my competence to write such a book, it may be pointed out that I was present 4J)
in China taking a leading part in the movement during the fateful period of 
1926-27." The letter closes with an important P. S. which is as follows :
"Please address all communications to Mr. A. C. N. Nambiar, clo Rhode, 
Berliner St. 66, Berlin, Charlottenburg, Germany." This address also finds a 
place in Adhikari's note-book, P. 1194, a fact which is in itself a strong corrobora- 45-
tion for the conclusions drawn as to the identity of Nam in the letters to which 
I have referred already. It may also be noted that it is the address to whil:h 
Hutchinson accused addressed on the 15th March 1929 the letter, P. 1810 P, in 
which he speaks of S. (obviously Suhasini) and Gunnu. Adhikari of course 
denies acquaintance with Nambiar and says on page 1195 of his statement that 50, 
he has heard of Mr. Nambiar as a journalist, who wrote for various papers in 
India, and that he has no further knowledge of him. 

o P.1136. I After bis return to Bombay in January Adhikari applied on the 13th January 
to be admitted a member of the Workers' and Peasants' Party. P.1344 states: 
'~Nextly applications for membership from Adhikari, Sumant and Randive, were 55-

. put before the meeting, and they were admitt~ to !he membership of, the Party:'" 
At the next meeting, on ~e 15th, we find Adhikan was asked ~o ass~st Dange lD 

,connection with the Kranti. Then on the 30th at the end of a diSCUSSIon on Party 
policy in the Girni Kamgar UniO!! we find it stated: :' It.was decided to draft 
the most class-conscious workers mto the Party. Adhikan was asked to up the 6& 
members of the Committee into our ideology." Adhikari's name does not appear 
in the minutes of the meeting on &he 23rd February, but he was present on the 
17th about which the last note is : .. Kranti Question. Committee suggested of 
.A.dhikari, Deshpande and DangI' arranging sales, advt,. etc." . It will also be 
remembered that Adhikari himself kept some notes of this meetmg of the Party, 65 
which are on the record as P.1l70. There are one or two other pieces of evidence 
about his connection with W. P. P. For instance on the back of P. 1345 there 



are some entries' of subscriptions 'paid by members on certain' dates, and ~hes~ 
include an entry of a payment of one rupee on the 4th February by Adhikan. 
Another document is P. 1373 (1), whiclt relates to the first meeting at which 
Adhikari was present, namely that on the 13th January. Item 5 is as follows ; 
" The question of as to who should look after the union, if any, was discussed- 6 
Adhikari's name was suggested and adopted." This appears to have reference 
to the question as to who was to look after the G. K. U. if Dange were arrested, 
see the entry at the foot of page 107 of the printed exhibit, P. 1344. 

~.P.ll37. On the 21st January Adhikari spoke at the Lenin Day meeting, but the 
reporter failed to follow what he said, and disposed of the whole thing in five 10 
lines without giving any clue to what the speech was all about. 

On the 25th January Adhikari apparently wrote the letter, of which P. 1196, 
recovered from his possession, is the draft. This letter is addressed to .. Dear 
Vera". In ihis he complains that he has not heard from Vera for two weeks 
and suggests that it is 'possibly due to the efficiency of the Po. Po. which perhaps 15 
stands for PoliticaJ Police. Then he goes on : " I am noll earning anything; nor 
do I Bee auy possible prospect of earning anything. I shall now give up the search 
and devote my whole time to my task ", from which it is quite evident therefore 
that his " task" has nothing to do with earning a living, and that indeed follows 
from a good deal of what he says afterwards. Then he comes to the subject 20 
of ' addresses' which we have met with so frequently before, and says: " If you 
get the letter that T have sent you by a different channel, you will get a couple of 
new addresses. There you will also 1ind a letter, which please ,forward. The 
letter is to a comrade whom you know. This comrade will be able to give you a' 
new address, which you should please use. Please use all other ways of reaching 25 
me. B. T. IPK" (f Inprecorr) " has not arrived either. It is so very important 
-one is, as it were, cut off, here:" He goes on to ask Vera to send him the 
Ie ffistory of the Civil War in'Russia " and" Under the'banner of Marxism " 
and says : " How the books show.d be sent I will let you know later., ,Please 
never try to send 'me money. It will never arrive."" Then he says : '~I am 30 
,sending you a photograph from the newspaper. The group shows the Bombay 

(l. P.1l38. delegates to a women's Congress for educational reform. A bourgeois affair. 
You'will recognise Mrs. Hirlekar." It looks rather as if this might have been 
a photograph of the Conference of teachers of ,the Bombay Presidency, whir.h is 
referred to in the letter, P.I040 (F. C. 589) Written on League against Imperialism 35 

f: ,note-paper by Binnie to Gunnu on the 10th October 1928 on behalf of the Educa" 
tional Workers' International. This letter was found in Hutchinson's posses
sion. possibly because there' was a suggestion in it' that Suhasiui and Gunnu 
might be able to make themselves useful in connection with it . 

• ' Next on the 3rd February 1929 we 1ind one S. V. Sovaui writing a letter, 40 
P. 1674 P, to Adhikari from Munchen (Getmany). 'In this he says: " J had a 
comfortable journey and I will soon be going to Leipzig, Berlin etc. and thank you 
for your letter. I have posted the letter." This post card was intercepted and 
photographed by P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Chaudhri, on the 22nd February 
1929. The prosecution rely on it purely for the remark " I have posted the 45 
letter" as proof that Adhikari had used this gentleman as a means of getting a 
letter out of India by a channel other than the ordinary post. Adhikari in his 
statement at page 1196 makes a great to-do about this piece of evidence, and gives 
a long explanation in.tended to prove that this letter could not have been a secret 
communication. According to him it was only given to Sovani by accident. He 50 
found that Sovani was just starting'for Europe and he had in his possession a.-l 
letter which had just missed the last mail. The explanation does not really take . , 
the'matter any further. The evidence merely proves that Adhikari did send a+ 

(l. P. 1139. letter by Sovani, which may have been unimportant or may have been importan~. • 
and conspiratorial, but at any rate the evidence does illustrate one of the methods i 55 
of getting letters to Europe free from the risk of interception in the Post office.: 
On the 18th February a letter was written by Adhikari evidently to Comrades i 
in Europe, of which the un1inished draft P. 1169 was found in Adhikari's posses-· 
sion in March 1929. 1. do not think the letter adds very much to our knowledge 
of Adhikari. I will quote only a few lines in the middle where he says : "The 60 
increasing rate of exploitation ete. deepeus the class opposition, which the driving 
·force of revolution fosters. This opposition between the proletariat and the rul. 
ing classes is now making itself felt with us. On the one hand the class-eonsciollS"'" 
~ess and war-prep~redness of the Indian workers is growing. A number of 
llIlportant concerns IS no longer under" reforms" (f refomllst) leadership. The 6i 
stalemate v.'ithin the All-Indian industrial Congress <f A. I. T. U. C.) is already 
LS2J)ICC , ', ' 
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.breaking away m the direction'· of. areV'olutionaty class-politic." . Adhikari is 

.apparently at.tempting-to give his correspondent an analysis of the stage which 

.has been reached in. the revolutionary movement. . 

. On the 16th March 1929 P. W. 262; Deputy Inspector ChaucThri intercepted 
the letter, P. 167fi, (F. C. 825) dated the 25th F'ebruary from M. N. Roy. I have 
dealt with this letter at considerable length on pages 611 following above, and I 
need not go into such complete detail again. . This letter. was addressed on the 
outer envelope to Miss Mrinalini Chattopadhyaya, Principal, New High School 
for girls, 5 Napier Road, Fort, Bombay, India, but inside this cover there was 
another envelope with the superscription" For Suhasini". Inside this envelope 
there were a number of documents, which are proved to have been typed on Roy's 
machine. The first of these is a letter dated the 27th February in which Roy 
asks Suhasini to pass the enclosed on to " our friend Adhikari". in this he says: 
" I suppose you know how to reach him. If not you can find him through his 
people who live at D!16-17 Simplex Buildings, Paowalla St. Girgaon." The 
second enclosure is a letter dated the 25th February from Roy to Adhikari begin
ning " Dear Friend" and signed R. Along with this there is a credential which 
I have quoted already at page 614 above, and also an article entitled" The role of 
the Proletariat in the National Revolution". It will be noted that· this lett(lr 
indicates a connection between Adhikari and Mrs. Nambiar, which was known 
io the writer. It also contains the same address which we fonnd used by Roy 
in writing to Jagannath Adhikari in P. 1825, and further it will be noted that the 
contents clearly indicate that Roy and Adhikari were maintaining continuous 

correspondence. This letter refers to the great events which took place in Bombay 
in February, evidently meaning the Bombay Riots, in connection with which he 
says: " We are very hopeful about the Sltuation, but at the same time very 
anxious about you all. Eagerly waiting for news ", and indeed that is what we 
should expect. Communist conspirators outside India, who had been watching 
the progress of Communist work in Bombay from April 1925 onwards the daily: 
meetings and speeches and the foundation and the growth of the G. K. U. and haa 
heard of the continued progress of the G. K. U; subsequent to the conclusion 
of the strike, would naturally have hoped that the riots would lead to the existence 
of an objectively revolutionary situation, of which advantage !night be taken by 
the Communist workers in Bombay. They must have been sadly disappointed 
in the result. But we are concerned here rather with the bearing of this letter 
on Adhikari's case, and its bearing clearly is to show a very close association 
between Adhikari and one of the leading conspirators in Europe. There is 
another small point of interest in the note accompanying the article on " The Role 
of the Proletariat". In this Roy says: "As I wrote in my last letter, all the 
addresses I gave you except the one in London are good. Please do not use the 
last one any more. " This again supports the same point which I have just made 
and also the general proseciItion case in regard to the use of cover addresses. 

The last letter in evidence in Adhikari's case is P. 1174 (F. C. 855), a draft 
'letter found in Adhikari's possession dated the 15th March 1929 and addressed 
to " Dear Friend". As I pointed out in the former discussion, it is quite clpar 
that this letter is an answer to a letter from Roy written one week before P. 1676. 
With this letter I have dealt at considerable length on pages 615 and following 
above, and I have also discussed it to some extent in dealing with the case of 
U smani accused.. It is, therefore, unnecessary now to go into this letter and its 
oonnections in full detail. In the course of this letter Adhikari gives the Bombay 
Group credit for the fotmation of the G. K. U. and for their enthusiasm, but 
eriticises the existence of feudal reaction, lack of discipline and so on. Then lte' 

'says : " Ye~, the objective situation is rapidly developing." In this connection 
it may be well to remember that the Bombay Riots were not lQJlg over, and that· 
since the c.onc1usion of the General Strike, the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
liad been working on the slogan that the settlement was only a truce, and that 
preparations were to be made for next May, preswnably meaning the declaration 
of a general strike in May 1929, ill which the Textile workers would be backed up 
by the Railway workers also, vide Bradley's letter of the 26th October 1928 to 
Potter Wilson, P. 2412P, (F. C. 616) at page 618, parl1-graphs 2 and 5. . 
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The last important activity, in which _\dhikari took part prior to his arrest, 
was the meeting of the Communist Party of India held at Bombay on the 19th 
March. Another meeting was held on the 17th, of which there is on retard a note 
in Ghate'. handwriting, P.1296, but Adhikari's name does Dot appear in it. Ho 
iI! •. however. shown as .present in the·note, also in Ghate'a handwriting, of the 65-
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m~tin~ held. on the 19th, P: 'l297;in whicH he' was elected 's' member of the Bub
oominittee appointed to draft' out a detailed plan of work. In connection with 
tilese meetings three' documents were also found in his possession on the 20th 
March, namely P; li71, which corresponds very closely ·ip.deed with P; 1297, 
PIU12; which has some very cleai points of coincidence with P. 1296, and 5 
P: 11m. All three are in Adhikari's own handwritfug. 
. Coming now to the ·searches, whlchtook' pla£e on' the 20th Mareh 1929, the 
room occupied by Adhikari and his brother and father at Bhimrao Atmaram's 
~adi was gearched by P.W. 217, Inspector A. A. Shirazi, who prepared a search 
list, P. li62. At this search there was recovered only P. li63, which consists 10 
of issues of the " Spark", dated the 10th and 17th March. Adhikari was not 
present there, When the Searehing Officer went· there, 'and he was told that he 
would :find binI at the office of the " Kranti ". The offices of the " Kranti "and 
the "Payam-i-Mazdur" were both situated in the Aspar Building, Poibaodi, 
Parel,and in fact in the same room (P. W. 218, Sub-Inspector Tawade). 15 
Aeeording to P. W. 203, Sub Inspeetor Deshpande, the .door of the office of the 
., Payam-i-Mazdur " was opened by Adhikari. Inspector Shirazi deposes that 
when he arrived at the" Kranti " office, he found Adhikari there and also some 
suitcases bearing his name. These he searched and prepared a search list, 
P. 1161. In this searchlist a numbetof· items of 'interest were recovered. 20 
P. 1164 is a file with cuttings of an article entitled'" A. B.C. of Communism" 
apparently taken from the "Kranti" and P. li65 is an article in English 
entitled " The Problems of the British Empire " which is apparently the one 
referred to by Roy in P; 1676, where he says: " The one on the British Empire 
will help the dilJC1lBsien of the question of decolonisation. to P. li66 is "The 25 
Principles of Communiem" by Engels in German. and P. li68 is a correspon
dence pad bearing Adhikari's name on it and having 7 sub-divisions which are 
as follows; .. (1) Spark. (2) External co.rrespondence. (3) Party Organ. 
(4) Translation and Propaganda tracts. (5) The agrarian question. (6) Agi~ 
Prop. (7) The Trade Union Movement." With the exception of Spark and 30 
Agit-Prop the other headings are all written in German. P. 1169 to P. li74 
have already been dealt with. P.1175 is Stalin's ~'Leninism ", P. 1178 is 
another book by Engels in . G'erman, P. 1180 is Kautsky's .. Social 
Revolution", P. 1181 is Karl' Marx·'s U Wage, Price and Profit" itt 
German, P. '1182 is "The Communist Manifesto" in German, P. 1183· ·35 
is another book by Enge4l' in German, P. 1184 and P; 1185 are two 
volumes, 20 & 13, of. Lenin's Collected works in German, P. 1187 is Roy's 
.. Political Lettera ", P. 1188 is Marx's book " The Class. Battles in France," 
184S-1850~ in German, P. 1190 is Ii booklet" Communism" by Palme Dutt, 
1;': 1193 is Marx's" 18th Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte" in German, P. 1194 is 40 
a note-~ook with Adhikari's name on it, P. 1195 is a Communist calendar in 
German and P.1196 is the draft letter in German to Vera which is proved to have 
been typed on Adhikari's machine. It may further be noted in this connection 
that about & dozen German books were recovered in the searcl~ of the" Kranti .. 
office itself, and it is reasonable to suppose that these have been hrought there by 45 
Adhikari accused. The note-book P. 1194 is the one which contains the addresses 
of Bhaduri and Nambiar. It also !lOntains an address of one Vera which may be 
the same as Vera. I 

Now the artieles recovered from Adhikari's possession evidently speak for 
themselves, and tha.t is no doubt why an at.tack: of sorts was made on this search 50-
hi erosscexamination. Questions were put to P. W; S17, A. A. Shirazi, in cross
examination. . The first of these related to the addition of the words " with the 
name Adhikari on the outer ease" in item 2 of the search list, P. 1161. This 
was'written with a different pen and ink from the other entries. There had been 
a typewriter among the articles seized in this search, which was returned . to 55 

.Adhikari himself, so that it does not appear that there could be any particular 
reaAon to add this entry, unless it tallied with 'the facts, and indeed Adhikari 
JWllsell ha&nat,'so fBJI as I am able to:find, questioned the fact that a typewriter 
wall l'eoove'!'ed from his possession. He admitted the bulk. of the items con
tained irihisseareh listj though he said that he knew nothing about P. 1170, 00 
P. 1171, P.1l72, P. 1173 and P. 1178. But that is I suppose explained by the faot 
that any admission in I:egard to these would be an admission coming wi~ the 
condemnation of the famous Maslow Case. He has also of course saId 1;hat 
he knows nothing about,P. 1174 "and P. 1196 as also J'. 1194 I but that again is 
very natural, as these are itemS' which it is very difficult to explain. He de8.1s 65 
with this search in his statement at pages 1279 alid 1280, but makes no reference 
whatsoever to the typewriter there.. . Crosa-examinatiOB was then devoted to the 

I .. 



I!uitc:ase~~ because the, wit~esl! said he. searehed the suitcases as they bore 
Adhikan s name. The sUItcases are not available having been returned to 
Adhikari himself long ago, so it was not possible Itt the time when .the m~tter 
came up in the Court to test the matter bv inspection. In the absence of anv 
s~rious questions being raised, particularly'in the case of the suitcase, which the 5 
Witness marked F, and which contained a whole series of books which Adhikari 
claims as his own, it seems to me that the whole of this cross-examination drops 
to the gronnd. 

O. P.ll(6. In addition to the documents above referred to there are a few miscellaneous 
items of eviden('c to which I must also refer. P. 1357 is a sheet of notepaper 10 
recovered in the search of the office of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of 
Bombay with the following address thereon : .. Gangadhar Adhikari, Droysen 
Str. 18 III bei. 'Warkos, Cbarlottenburg, Berlin, Germany". This address could 
have been of no interest to members of the Party after Adhikari came out to 
India. It follows that if it indicates anything at all it indicates that the W. P. P. 15. 
was in communication with Adhikari prior to his ·coming out to India. His 
name also appears in P. C. Joshi's· diary, P. 311. Then again in the search of 
the Ktanti office, in the file, P. 1207, there were fonnd two articles P. 1207 (4) 
and P. 1207 (5) both of which are in Adhikari's handwriting. The first is an 
article on Lenin Day and the second is headed " Lessons of the Boycott Oam- 20 
paign " by G. 4. and A. B. This would appear to be a draft of Adhikari's speech 
on Lenin Day, the speech with which the reporter unfortunately failed to deal. 
It is hardly worth while to quote from these articles or from the three articles 
by Adhikari which appear in the" Spark" namelI, (1) " What Germanv thinks 
of India ", (2) "The Trade Disputes Bill and (3) "Open Letter to Comrade 25 
Mehrally ", as they are of the usual type. . 

There remains only Adhikari's own statement to the Court. This is no 
better and no worse than most of the statements made by those of the accused 
who profess to be Communists. According to his own statement the case against 
him rests on five" overt acts" namely, (1) that he arrived in India with Marxist 30 
and Leninist books in his possession; (2) that he joined the W. P. P. in Bombay; 
(3) that he became a member of the C. P. 1..; (4) that he was present and spoke 
at the Lenin Day meeting in 1929 ; and (5) that he wrote three articles, which 

o. P. 1147 •. are not at all seditious even in the eyes of the Indian Penal Code, which appeared 
under his name in a weekly called the " Spark". He went on to contend that 35 
the overt· acts committed by himamonnt to nothing more than holding political 
opinions and expressing them on one occasion and finally being a me.mber of a 
political 'party which stands committed to a programme for the overthrow of 
Inlperialism and capitalism in India. The chief weak point in this statement 
of his ease is that he omits to mention that the political party or parties of which 40 
he is a member stand committed to a programme not merely for the overthrow 
of 'Imperialism and capitalism in India but for the overthrow of the existing 
form of Government in India by means of mass organisation culminating in a 
violent revolution.' It is not suggested that either of these parties stands com
mitted to a programme which is to be attained by constitutional means. In 45 
consequence all that he says in the arguments which he puts forward later on 
page 1189, where he says that" the right to organise a political party, whatever 
its aims and methods may be, is inherent under bourgeois democracy ", entirely 
misses the point. There can be no right to organise a party which aims at the 
destrnctionof ,the existing system of Government. At page 1194 he comes to 50 
what he calls" connection with conspirators in Gennany" and makes some 
remarks about the Berlin group and the Continent~ group. It is certainly a 
fact thllt there is not a great deal known about the Berlin group and the Conti
nental group. But it is also a fact that through, Berlin Adhikari accused has 
been in touch with :M. N. Roy, and it would seem obvious that there were other 55 
persons belonging to the group. Berlin is the headquarters of the League 
Against Imperialism so we ha\>'e no difficulty in adding Cbattopadhyaya and 
Mnnzenberg to the group. Bhaduri may of course only be a cover address though 
the chances are somewhat against it, and there is also Nambiar. No doubt Adhi-

O. P.ll4B. kari says (page 1196) that he has no personal knowledge of :M. N. R-oy whatso- 00 
ever and has never carried on any correspondence with him, never received any 
letter f~'om him, neither had any occasion to write to him. But Adhikari is a 
Communist, and it is only necessary to remember the Communist attitude as, 
regards expedi.ency to recognise ~a~ there ~ no nee~ to~and in fac~ no)us¥
cation for puttin.g the s~lles~ faIth m an~m(l' Adhikan says. ~ It 8U1~ him '65 
to tell a lie he will tell a lie Without any heSItation, and we have evrdence 111 the. 
shape of Roy's own letter that he is, acquainted with Adhikari. At page 1198, 
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lie «!OInel! to a /Be«!tion headed .. Membership of tlie C: Po' 1. "in.·which· hesafri 
that he joined the C. P. I. only a month or so before his arrest. .He goes on:: 
4' I have already stated that our Party was not affiliated to the Commtern. This 
fact will not prevent us from defending the cause of the Communist· IBterna-
tional before this Court. In fact you cannot be a Communist by merely accepting , 
Communist theories and principles in the abstract.: It is the duty of a Com
munist to attempt to put these principles into practice and to actively support 
Communist organisations. The Communist International is the premier Com-' 
munist organisation of the world-it is the world Communist Party, the centra~-
.ised leadership of the entire Communist Movement of the world .• " . . . .. It IS 10 
our duty therefore as Communists to proclaim our adher.enc~ to the principles. 
and the programme of this supreme revolutionary orgamsation, to repulse the, 
attacks and allegations that have been levelled against it in this Court, and, 
tinnlly to assert the right of the Indian working class and the right of the Com-, 
munists in India to associate with this body." At page 1248 he brings out what, 15 
the programme of this supreme organisation is to which it is the duty of those 
accUBed.who are Oommunists to proclaim their adherents, saying: .. The Com-. 
mnnist International considers the national revolutionary struggle in the colonies 
and semi· colonies as an integral part of the struggle for the world revolution" 
for the establishment of a world union of Socialist and Soviet Republios. This is: 20 
the basic thought in the policy of :the C., I. towards the colonial question." 
Towards the bottom of the same page we get the following passage : " The 
CommnniRt International on the other hand enjoins its parties that they must, 
recognise" the right bf the colonial conntries of arnled defence against Imperial-
ism " (ie. the right of rebellion and revolutionary war) and advocate and give 21 
active support to this defence by all means in their power." If they did not 
put that principle into practice they were no Communists and they do not for 
a moment suggest that such an unkind charge could justifiably be made against 
them. ' 

Next on page 1277 Adhikari brings out the fact that in this case the indi-: 30 
villual means nothing. He is what he is as a member of an organisation, that 
.is to say, remembering the nature and the aims of the organisation, as a member 
of tIte conspiracy. He says: " I have come to the conclusion of the explanation 
or justification or whatever you may like to call it of my being a member of the 
Communist Party of India. The charge of conspiracy is raised against me not 36 

: for any acts overt or otherwise, which I have committed as a member of the 
C. P. L There are no acts at all. I am merely charged because I was a member 
of the Farty. The nature of the present Q8,se is such that the question of 
defending the individual does not arise. The question is to defend the Party, 
its ideology, its. right to exist, its right to affiliate ,to and be assisted by the Com- 40 

<l.I'. luiO. munist International." It seems to me he puts the point very well though I do 
not agree that there arl! no acts at all. There are plenty of acts. Every single 
act of any kind which operates towards the better organisation of the Party is 
an act in furtherance of the conspiracy. But mere membership of the Party by 
itself, if it means anything at all, clearly means participation in the aims and ~ 
objects and methods of work of the Party. He is almost equally frank in regard 
to the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay about which he says at page 
1279 : " I joined the Party because it aimed at the complete independence of 
India from Impcrialism through revolution. During the hundred days of 
freedom I had in India I did not have much oppor.tunity of doing any work for 50 
the J:>arty." Ht' goes on to deal with the Communist literature found in his 
possession and from it to a discussibn of Marxist philosophy in the course of 
which he 6Xaminef' the question whether revolution is possible without violence. 
About this he concludes on page 1295 : " I am here merely concerned with the 
eonclusion that the acceptance of the philosophical, economic and political 55 
principles of Marx necessarily includes the acceptance of a violent revolution and 
of the cstnbliRhment of the dictatorship of the toilin~ masses as a lever for 
future social progress." At the end of a long diseusslOn of Lenin's life work 
he sums up on pagt' 1302 the important problems of struggle which Lenin for
mulated and helped to Bolve. On the following page he says: " The problems 60 
here enumerated had already been formulated more or less clearly by Man: and 
Engels. Leuin during the 30 years of his revolutionary career solved them in the 
light of the class struggle which he lived through and in which he actively parti
cipated. Lenin's legacy to the toiling millions of the world is the sum total of . 

0. P.IUIl. this revolutionary experience, which we call Leninism. . It is not left to us 65 
merely in the form of the 30 volumes of his collected works. The living embodi
ment of Leninism is the general staff of the world revolution, the Communist 
U!2JMOO . 
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lntemationill;:which, as has' been said ,here, isthll' 'greatest monument to ,the 
memory of Lenin. '." So we have it from 'this 'accused,who rather prides himself 
oli being the leading theoretician among the accused, ,that the Communist,Inter-
national to which he swears allegianoe is a body which can properly be called: 
t:he .. general staff of the world revolution." ,It must also not be forgotten that
in addition to this statement of his own which is sufficiently self-revealing 
.Adhikari is also a signatory to the joint statement of the Communist accused with 
which I dealt in Part XV above at page 779 following. 

" 1'0 sum up the case against Adhikan accused it is quite clear that prior to ' 
coming ()ut to India he was associated with Communists abroad, and that he came. 10-
out to India with the intention of doing work as a Communist, that is to furtlier 
tho aims and objects of the Communist International. It is clear that with that 
objoct he brought out with him the earliest copy or copies of the Colonial Thesis: 
or, extracts therefrom. On arrival in India he joined the C. P. I. and the W. P. P. 
of Bombay. He took a keen interest in the reorganisation of the Communist 15 
Party and an active interest in the working of the W. P. P. including the publi
cation of the Party organ, the Kranti. He continued to maintain communications 
with' cOllRpirators abroad which it is obvious he could only have done with one 
object iu view. Hll is naturally more of a theoretician than a practical worker 
but in my opinion it is possible for such a worker to participate in the conspiracy 20' 

O. P. 1162. just as much as it is for a man who is interested in the Trade Union side of the, 
work, fraction work, lecturing, making speeches and the like. There is in my 
view a very clear case against him which is finally clinched by his own statement 
to this Court and his association with the joint statement of the Communist 
accused. I am quite satisfied that he came out to India in order to do work 26-
in furtherance of the aims· of this conspiracy, and that having reached India 
he used overy opportunity that came his way to work to that end. 

Agreeing with four assessors and disagreeing with one, I hold that Adhikari 
accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of his 
sovereignty of British India and has thereby committed an offence under Section 3()O 
121-A I. P. C., and I convict him accordingly. 
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0. P. 1163. , Hutchinson accused ,~\ case is on somewhat different lines from' those 'with' 
B. L HUT- which I was dealing so, far,· He did not arrive in India' until September 1928. 
GHIIISOII. and even after his arrival.he had no •• public" association with the Worken', 

i&. 'and Peasants1 Party or the Communist Party of India. None the less there 
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is evidence. in his case which requires very full consideration. We have to, .5 
consider first of all what little there is that.is known about him before he came 
to India and then in the light of that the evidence as to what he did after he. 
arrived here. 

, '. The .fir~t infOTlIla.tion in con~ection with'his previous histol"Y which we have 
comes from his own statement in which ·he says that he comes of a family ·of 10 
revolutionary"socialists. He gives some account of·his life as a boarder in a 
1arge private school which {so he says) catered for thesons'of gentlemen. Then. 
he went to a Quaker Public SchoO'I and ill 1923 to, Switzerland where he studied' 
at the Universities of NeuchJatel and Geneva. About this time, he says, he be- . 
caine a convinced Commuirist although the nomadic life he' was then leading in 15 
connection with his studies prevented him from joining the Communist Party. 
of Great Britain~ Next he say's he played a small part on behalf of the strikers 
in the General Strike of 1926 and had " active experience of the potential mighty, 
revolutionary fO'rce of ,the millions of Bdtain 'sexploited workers." On this 
occasion he avers that the workers would under the right kind of revolutionary 20 
leadership have won a great proletarian victory in the very stronghold of. 
capitalism and Imperialism (page 13Q9 of the statements of the accused). This, 
was during a period spent, in England .and Scotland after his return fro:in. 
Switzerland. ' Sulisequently, as he says, he adopted journalism as a profession. 
and went to Gei:many. On page 1310 he says: "While I was. in BerI~ I 25 
came into contact with the' head office of the League Against Imperilclism. I 
did not, as the prosecution allege, do any WOrk for the League, nor was I a' 
member of it; I wa.s merely there as a sympathetic observer, because I realised 
that the League against Imperialism-which, by the way, is not a Communist 
body:"'-'was doing splendid work on behalf O'f the oppressed millions in th~. 30 
colomal and. semi-colonial countries." , This brings ine to the first document oa 
the record in evidence against Hutchinson accused. This is P. 1041 (F. C. 309)' 
a' letter 'dated 15th October 1921' which was found in Hutchinson's possession 
on the, 20th March 1929. It is written on "Sunday Warker" notepaper and 
bears a rubber stamped signature of William Paul, editor of that newspaper. 35 
This signature tallies exactly with signatures' of William Paul which are proved 
to be genuine and in any case I think that it would be reasonable to suppose the 
sigiJ.ature to be a genuine one in the light of the fact t.hat this letter had been 
retained ,by Hutchinson in his pos.session for nOO1'ly 18 months at the time of 
its recovery. But in a way.it does not really matter very much whether it is 40 
the genuine signature of William Paul or not. It may be tak!)n to be a letter 
of Bome one else, not necessarily some one known. It is a letter which Hutchin
son'had retained in his possession, and with· the contents of which 'he must:be 
well acquainted, and if those contents indicate that Hutchinson himself was in 
correspondence with the writer and had said something to the writer which in". 45 
duced this reply.and which we can infer. from this let.ter, weare entitled to treat 
the fact so inferred as proved.. This letter begins as follows :" Dear Lester, 
Lam -yery much surprised to hear that you are in...Berlin,.as no one had men~ 
tioned it to me in Manchester." ~ opening clearly indicates that the writer 
knows Hutchinson fairly well (as he calls him bv his' Christian name) and has 50 
alSo. received Ii letter from him. The latter inference is also clearly to' be dnlwn 
from the second paragraph in which the writer sa;ys: "I am afraid it will not 
be possible to' send you photographs .......... but if anything special comes 
along I will pass them on to you." Then again a fairly close acquaintance is 
indicated by the third paragraph in which the writer says :" If you could send 55 
us news items from Berlin, it would be very helpful to 1.1s." And from the last 
paragraph we get another obVious inference. The wrl!ter says: "If you are 
doing work for the League against Imperie:lism. there must be good stories that 
you could send us, and also photographs, and we would give them full publicity. ,. 
I think it has rightly been ar~ed that when the writer here says " if you are 60 
doing work" he means that Hutchinson had told him that he was working far 
the League against Imperialism oIlnd this phrase really stands for u. as you 'are . 
doing work '~. In the light of this consideration of P. 1041 we have to consider 
.Accused'! statement on page 1310 that,he .did not do any ~ork fpr the ,Le~e 



and his' statement. at page 1324 where he says": .. I cannot admit this letter aI 
I do not remember having received it. The letter is typed end the signature 
.. William Paul" i.s not written but stamped. It is open to any person to 
misuse a stamped signature of somebody else. A stamped signature is no· 
signature at all." This seems to me a most feeble explanation of a letter which .') 
accused still had in his possession nearly a year and a half after he mu.st have 

• :first received it. I note one more point in this so-called explanation on page 
~"P. 1168. 1324, namely, that Hutchinson says that this letter is addressed to him care of 
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the League against Imperialism. I have nO' doubt that he knows what he is 
talking about, though the address which appears at the head of the letter is not 10 
the one commonly used by the League. Another' valuable ' contribution by 
Hutchinson accused in this explanation of P. 1041 is that the" Sunday Worker" 
was not an organ of the Communist Party of Great Britain. I have dealt with 
the" Sunday Worker " at an earlier stage'aM it is sufficient to say that in my 
opinion it is proved to the hilt that the Communist Party of Great Britain il 15 
directly responsible for the " Sunday Worker". 

Hutchinson accused who had travelled out from Trieste in the same ship 
with Mrs. Nambiar, with whom he had evidently been acquainted in Berlin (as 
he is mentioned in Nambi='s letter P. 1811, F. C. 655) landed at Bombay on 
the 17th September 1928. Liaqat Husain, P. W. 193, has deposed that that day 20 
he went with Miss Chattopadhyaya to meet her sister Mrs. Nambiar at Ballard 
Pier and that on this occasion he met Hutchinson accused. Afterwail'ds he says 
he met Hutchinson and Mrs. Nambiar frequently and took part in the acting of 
TagorE" 's play " The Red Oleatnders" and subsequently was a member of a 
society called " The Circle of Progressive Youth" of which the other members 25 
were Hutchinson accused, Mrs. Nambiar, Mr. Razvi, Mr. Chari and Mr. Srivas
tava. The meetings of this circle were held sometimes at Khar, a suburb. 
of Bombay 'in which Hutchinson and Mrs. Nambiar lived and sometimes at 
Napier Road where Miss ChattopadhyaYB lived. The evidence of P. W. 197, 
Sub-Inspector Aranjo, shows that Hutchinson lived at Khar with Mrs. Nambiar 30 
from the 15th October 1928 up to the 8th Mav 1929. It is durin~ this period 
that we get the letter P. 1811C. to which I referred in dealing with the case of 
Adhikari accused at page 1130 above; in which Mrs. Nambiar's husband A. C. 
N ambiar sug~ests that" Lester" will be interested to review a couple of books. 
Indirectly this letter also servos to associate Hutchinson with Adhikari accused. 35 

One of the mORt important sections of the eviden(le in the case of Hut(lhinson' 
accused is the evidence in regard to the Circle of Progressive Youth. In con
nection witll it we have the evidence of P. W. 193. Liaqat Husain, and two note
b.)oks P. 1029 and P. 1030, of which P. 1029 containA the minutes of the meetine:s 
of the Executive Committee of the circle and P. ]030 contains the minutes of the 40 
circle itsplf. J will take the evidence of Liaqat Husain first. He savs that .. P. 
1029 and P. 1030 are minute books of a society called the" Circle of Pro~essive 
Youth". It was a circlp. meant for ~ome of ns to come together and study social, ' 
eeonomic ,mn political conditions. It was suggeRted by Hutchinson accused ....•. 
'I joinl'rl this circle ...... We called each our own names and also had pseudo" 45' 
nvms. I remember them. Mine was Fraternity, Hutchinson's was Tenacity, 
Mrs. Namhiar's was Solidarity, Mr. Rllz\i's was Equality, Mr. Chari's Liberty 
and Mr. Srivastava's Sa/!'llcity." The witness then proceeded to identify some 
of Hutchinson's handwriting in these two notebooks and to explain that the 
drcle rean first some parts of " Stentor" or" The Press of today and tomorrow" 50 
and after that Stalin'R " Leninism." This witness resigned his membership in 
March 1929 and identified P. 2219 as the letter in which he resigned, and said 
that the letter which appears at the end of P. 1030 seemed to be the draft of the 
letter which hE" received in reply. He says in explanation of his resignation that 
he did not entirely agree with what they were doing, that is with the later deve- 55 
lopments of the course and also" they wanted UR to meet the Lahour leaders ". 
He wellt on: "In this connection I think comrade B on page 15 of Exh. P. 1029 
refers to Bradley accused as he and others, had been talked about. That men-
tion is in the last clause of the minutes of the meeting of January 27, 1929 at 
Which, however, I was not prc8ent. Bradley had been mentioned at precious 60 
and other meetings. I never actually met Bradley accused. I was present at 
the meeting on 3-2-29 the minuM~ of which are on the same page 15. The comrade 
K mentioned in those minutes was introduced to me as 1Ifr. Khan and I knew him 
as such. The man depicted in Exh. P. 1067 shown to me is the same person." f 
The witness was cross-examined at considerable length first by Hutchinson ae- IIi 
cused and then by f:Ounsel for Joshi apd others, whose cross-examination was also 



_, ~l', 
dearlydir-ecte!i to assisting Hutchinson accused and not with tJu~.ideaof l'ts being 
of a~y use to connsel's oWl!: clients. . Some. of this cross-examinlltion. JW8.I! devoted 
to ,his knowledge of Hutchinson's,handwnting bllt I see no .reason to doubt'his 

)0 evidence on tllat point. He oortainly did have a certain amount of experience of 
Hutchinson's handwriting and it is not a handwriting which he would he .parti" IS 
cularly likely to forget if he ever became familiar with it. Then ,for some un
known reason Hutchinson put to him a question which elici.ted the answer :. "lIly 
resignation was not dUEl to the attempt t9 impose <lisciplineon me in the Circle." 
Then some questions were put in regard to Leninism to which the witness replied: 
.. I got some L-uowledge of Leninism in the circle from Stalin's book. I under- 10 
stand by the dictatorship of the proletariat that the proletariat hllve got to get 
power. It is not an organisation to obtain power but means that 'the workers will 
have power, Communism means the changing of society, by revolution, violent 
revolution." I do not quite know why these questions werll put. But the 
question in regard to discipline has such an obvious relation .. ":ith Communist 15 
ideals in regard to rigid self-imposed discipline, that it cannot· but be a 
support for the prosecution case that Hutchinson should have put such ques
tions. Hutclrinson himself at page 1312 adopted Liaqat Husain'lI state-

(). P. 1159. ment of. the objects {)f the Study Circle, Dll-mely, to study social; econo-
mic and political questions. He said 'that' "opinions--not of an extra- 20 
ordinary natnre---expressed by me in casual conversation with students 
and other youths, ar/msed their interest and because they expressed a wish to 
know more of political and economic developments outside India, and because tItey 
wished to undetlltlIDd the theory of Marx, Leninism and Communism in general, 
I suggested tltat we should meet regularly and discuss and study these questioJls. 25 
And this led to the formation of ,the Study Circle." Hutchinson ndmitted (he 
could not do well otherwise) that, as Liaqat Husain says, " The book which 
the Study (lircle had the auda,city ,to study was" Leninism "by Stulin;" Hut
chinson accused went on to say a good deal about Stalin's" Leninism ,. and then 
he criticised ihe witness Liaqat HUflain. He concludlldthis criticism by paying: 30 
"It is obvious from this that because he did not get his own way in the Circle, 
because he was bound to. atttlnd the meeting of the Circle at a definite time which 
did not suit his convenience, in pique be resigned." Hutchinson's idea: in putting 
this forward is to suggest that Liaqat Husain is not telling the truth and should 
not be relied upon. He then goes on as follows :. " To prove the aativities of 35 
thll Study Circle there are two exhibits P.I029 & P. 1030. I do not admit.that 
these two exhibits &ro correct or genuine minutes of the meetings of the Study 
Circle. Nevertheless, since the prosecntion rely on them, I am entitled, while 
questioning their accuracY, to refer to them." This is quite amazing. The two 
notebooks P. 1029 and P. 1030 were recovered in the search of Hutchinson ao- 40 
cust>d's own room at Bandra where the searching offi<jer Inspector Scott, P; W. 
187, found Hlltchill~O:r; along with Mrs. Nambiar. He' says: ... Hutchinson 

0. P. mo. H~::!::~8 ::=:errhl~~8a~~e~:T:e~t f~~s!e:::·~~c!~:~:oa~na~ri~~d tt~~ 
value only from the fact that the prosecution rely on them. 45 

Coming now·to the documents themselves, P. 1029 contains the minutes of 
,the Executve Committee. It is first tobe borne in mind that this circle' purports 
to be 11.. Study Circle to study social economic and political questions. It is not 
to be regarded as a secret ~ociety bound by Rtriet rules and regulations, yet in the 
minutes of the Second Executive Committee held on the 25th November we find 60 
that one member, who was absent having left a note for the Hony : Secretary 
giving his reasons for not attending, was considered not to have given sufficient 
and valid reasons for his absenlll', and the Secretary was to ask him to submit the 
cause of his absence at the next meeting of the E. C.. Then in the meeting of the 
E. C. held on the 16th January 1929 we find it decided that each member of the 55 
circle should be fully authorised to form new circles directly affiliated to and 
guided by the E. C. of the Central circle. This does not suggest an organisation 
that looks like a Study Circle at all, according to the ordinary idea of II. study 
circle. Then in the minutes of the E. C. held on the 23rd January we find reso
lutions calling on Fraternity and Sagacity,to send their reasons in writing for 60 
absence from the circle meeting, and we also find it decided that Tenacity should 
speak to the members of the circle on II Comradeship and Discipline" at the next 
meeting of the circle. Then on the 27th a resolution is passed that " this mt'et-
ing of the E. C. considera Fraternity's (Liaqat Husain's) inability to attend these 

o. P. 1161· 'last two meetings, and thinks that his indifferent attitude and wrong 65 
mentality towards the circle as well. as his negligence in not notifying in 
writing the. Secretary. of .his absence, as J;equir~ to do .110 by. the co:nstitution, 
Ls2JMOO'" ,. '" .. . ',' 
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calL! for severe condemnation. The circle considen it to be i~ the intero~t ~t 
1!'raternity to is~tle to him such a warning as ~gh~ check his wa~ering Inenta
lity OJ, all of which seems to suggest that the Circle IS not a StudY' Oircle at all, 
but some sort of an organisation with a programme or ideas of such a kind that· 

. ~ wavering mentality is not permissible towards it. At this meeting a resolu- Ii 
tiOIl ''''nil lllso PUE8('<1 thllt the members of the circle should now directly get in 
touch :with Comrade B.-and others. I shall come back to this later. Next at 

• the E. C. meeting lwld (lZl the 3rd Febmary we find that the busille~s waq pO/ilt
poned to the next meeting due to the: presence of Comrade K., who did not be-
101lg to the circle. 'l'hen 011 th(o 6th February Fraternity (Liaqat !lusa.ill) pro- 10 
posl)d that 011 ~l1nduYR the meetings of the circle should be held frl)m :i to 5 to 
enable members to attend any o~her social meetiugs thut may be useful. It is 
not· very surprising to find that this was thrown out, no doubt on the view that 
compared with the meetings of a Communist society no other social engage
ment could Ilt' cOllsi,lcred to be of any importance. Then on the 10th February 15 
we fillcl Tenacity ghiug a ta]}.; on " Comradely behaviour" and Comrade K. 
speaking on the same subject. On 3rd Marcll Fraternity's attitude was the 
suhject of discnssion. Jt was resolved that Tenacity should be clepnted to eli(~it 
from Fraternity his real attitude towards the circle. Next at the E. C. meeting 
on the 6th March Fraternity's resignation was accepted unanimously, and a reply 20 

O.P.ll62. WTitten on behalf (If the circle. This was followed on the 10th by Fraternity's re
solution being discussed and passed. On the 13th Tenacity gave an explanatory 
talk on the resolution of the last meeting, and on the 17th the E. C. discussed 
certain aspects of discipline. In connection with the above minutes it is neces-
sary to read the draft letter to Comrade Liaqat, which is found at the end of 25 
P. 1030. It runs as follows: "On behalf of the circle I beg to acknowledge 
receipt of· your letter of the 5th inst. announcing your resignation from the ciI:cle, 
and I have tl' Dlfvl"m you that the circle is agreed to accept the same. While the 
circle deplores the ill!'t that Comrade Liaqat, who hegan this work Ii:> enthl1sillfiiti
cally should find it impossible to devote a little time to it now, it however feels 30 
a certain amount of s.~tisfaction in the fact that Liaqat has at lallt made up his 
mind. The circle does not want half'-hearted sympathy or luke-warm coopera
tion. " All the entries in these minutes coupled with this draft letter seem to 
me clearly to illdic:·tE' that this circle was not a study circle in the sense in which 
that is ordinarily u!lderstood. Quite apart from the question of callin~ 011 D'lpm- 35 
bers to explain their absence and give adequate reasons, which might perhaps be 
done in !tny sort of study circlE', the authorisation to form new circles, 'fenadty's 
(Hutchinson'S) discourses 01!lComradeship and Discipline and Comradely Beha
viour, and tIJi" discussion of Vlrl'ng ment~1!-ty and. wavering mentali~y and so on 
suggest something much more like a political party than a study cucln. 40 

Turning now to P. 1030 we find this circle listening to the Bunlmary of the 
portion of the chapter on "The International Situation" from Stalin'~ 

O. P.WIS- "Leninism" being read by Equality, after which the rest of the chapter was 
gone through and discussed. At subsequent meetings the circle went on to read 
and discuss the" Foundations of Leninism" which lasted them for a number of 4li 
meetings. Then 011 the 30th January the circle did an extraordinary thing. Its 
members attended a meeting of the students of Bombay held at the Jinnah Hall 
to protest against the autocratic attitude of the Principal of the Gujerat College. 
This looks as if the circle had entirely forgotten what it had been formed to do. 
Next on the 3rd Febrnary we get another peculiar mis-direction of energy, when 50 
the meeting of this circle was used for Comrade K. to give his interpretation of 
the kidnapping scare in Bombay, and it was decided to write a letter to the 
Editor, Indian National Herald, pointing out the 'misleading nature of the head
lines U!:!ed in his paper. After this, and up to the last meeting. of which the 
minutes are available, that is up to the 6th March, the circle resumed its 1I10re 55 
normal course and read the chapter on " Strategy and Tactics .. and the like • 
. except on the 17th February, wpen Tenacity delivered a lecture on the world 
sifuation. We may therefore say that the actual circle meetings also indicate 
that the circle was something more thlln a study circle. Hutchinson accllsed has 
contended that Stalin's" Leninism" is a book which one can buy in the open 60 
market. and there is nothing wrong in studying it. This is another of those 
assertions whicll looks so pl~nsible superficially. It may be that there is no 
harm in a sense in reading Stalin's" Leuinif'm OJ. hut the fluestion is why in this 
.circle which Hutchinson accused started, was Stalin's" Leninism" selected as 
" book for study. The ouly answer possible is that Hutchinson acensed. himself 6' 

o. P. 1164. a Communist by conviction, thought it the best book available for enligh~ing 
bis young friends on the subject of Communism. No doubt any study Circle 
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migbtstudy CommuniBIn~ but the significance of the stu~y in this case lI.180 arillll8 
from the other peculiarities about this circle, which appear from the minute1\. \", 
'f.h~e !lntries.sho"!V clea;l"ly th!lt this ~le was mean~ to be governed by a ri&id 

:.disl'..lpline, which IS entirely m keepmg for study Circles run for Commurust 
purposes and quite the reverse for a study circle ilf any other kind. A refer." f 
_ to P. 2366, " Communist Party Training ", shows that the sort of discipline <. 
whiub. Hutchinson accused was seeking to inlpose in this study circle is entirely 
in keeping with the Communist Party rules. 

Then again we have to consider these references to Comrades K. & B. So 
far as Comrade K is concerned, we have it from Liaqat HUSBain that by Comrade 10 
K. was meant Amir Haidar Khan whom he knew as Khan only. As regards 
Comrade B. we :find him mentioned in the E. C. minutes of the 27th January 
where it was decided that the members of the circle should now directly get into 
touoh with Comrade B.-and others~ Liaqat Hussain said about this : « 'Also 
thtlY wanted us to meet the Labour Leaders. In this connection I think Com." Hi 
rade B. on page 15 of Exh. P. 1029 refers to Bradley accused, as he and others 
had been talked about. That mention is in the last clause of the minutes of the 
27th January, at which, however, I was not present." In this connection Liaqat 
Hussain is corroborated by P. 1030. This remark'about Comrade B. being 
Bradley is of course only an inference drnwn by Liaqllt Husain. but there is a 2,!} 

o. P. 1165. certain amonnt of support in the fact that there is a fairly close associatio'ft 
between Hutchinson and Bradley accused proved by the documents on record. 
For example there is the' letter, P. 1669P (F. C. 379) written by Hutchinson to 
Brndley on Wednesday the 16th January and intercepted on the 18th. Agliil!. 
P. 1587 (1) is a photogrnph of Bradley with his signature on the back which was 215 
recovered in the search of the premises occupied by Hutchinson in connectioll 
with the" New Spark" at the time of his arrest in June 1929: Another evidence .' I; 
of this association consists of several visiting cards of Hutchinson accused, 
which were fonnd in Bradley's search. There is' also Bradley's own diary, 
P. 638, which shows that Bradley visited Khar on the 27th January. Hutchinsoll 30 
accused half admitted that this must .have been one of the two occasions, on which 
Bradley visited him in the evening for the purpose of hawng dinner with hi~ 
We may safely take it that this was one of those occasions, but Hutchinson pro'.. 
(leefls to argue as follows :-" Now at this time Liaqat Hussain was still a mem-
ber, according to his, own deposition, of the Study Circle, and yet he says in his 315 
evidence that he never actually met Bradley accused ", but I do not know why 
Hut.cilinson disregards Liaqat Hussain's own stat~inent and the minutes, P. 1029 
.arul P. 1030, the ·former of which shows fairly clearly that Fraternity was not 
·present. Hntchinson luis gone on to talk about Liaqat HU81!ain's manneriBlIi, 
which leads him to say I I think ' about all sorts of things, about which he could 40 
Dot really be and is not really in doubt. But the prosecution never asked Liaqat 
Hussain what he meapt by using this phrase C I think ' with reference to the 
identification of Comrade B. with Bradley, because about that Liaqat Hussain 
j)(\rtainly could not have intended anything by cc I think" other than the ordi
nary meaning. In that case he did not know but was drawing an inference. 4Ii 

O.P.Il66. 'l'he question was asked in reference to some of his statements in the Lower 
Conrt where he said: cc Mr. Hutchinson suggested the formation of the circle 
I think," and cc I think that P.1067 is a photo of Mr. Khan," and it was defence. 
couusel who in putting these phrases to Liaqat Hussain at page 11 of his state
ment (printed version) put to him also the statement C I think this ill 50 
Mr. Bradley', yhich evidently stands on a different footing, because the witness 
had not been present at the meeting.. of the 27th January and his statement in 
this Oourt gives the same expression of opinion followed bv the reason for it. 
What it comes to is that this witness has II trick of saying II I think" even when 
he is not expressing an opinion at all as for example, when he said in the cross- 55 
Gxamination in the Lower Court II I do not think thcre was IIny policeman 
present at the meeting of the circle." He has in fact a slight aversion to 
making pnsitive orcatcgorical statements, but I do not think that the whole of 
ihe criticism based on this small fact is worth the paper it is written on. It is 
a very reasonable inference that if Bradley visited Khar to dine with Hutchinson 60 
on the evening of the 27th January, he might at the time of his arrival have met 
ilne or. two members of the, circle. There is no evidence whether he did or 
whether he did not, but it is very likely, for Hutchinson was in touch with 
BradltlY, as )'3 shown by bis own letter, to which I ~av~ ~~ferred above, by this. 
ently in Bradley's diary, by the fact that two of his VISIting cards were fonnd 65 
in Bradley's possession, and that he had in his possession a photograph at 
Bradley and two articles P. 1035 and p, 1039 :relating to the Mill strike writtell 
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by· Bradley. Moreover there. were fou~d in Hutchinson's possession certain 
A. I. W. P. P. documents which conclusively prove that he was in touch with 
Bradley. These are: P. 1022, a copy of Sohan Singh's Presidential address 
P, ~0~6, a copy o.f the Trade Union Movement resolution, P. 1027, a copy of th~ 
P(·htical ResolutIon and P. 1028, a copy of the W. P. P. Principles and Policy. 
~he last three of these have all of them one or more pieces of writing on them 
m Bradley's hand. And there is another point in this connection. Hutchinson 
accused must inevitably know who is meant by Comrade B. and though he pre
sumably expects the Court to attach some value to his denial or suggested denial 
that the reference is to Bradley, he has not offered any suggestion as to who Is 
meant. This is more significant when it is realised that according to Hutchinson 
this was a harmless study circle. . 

We have next to consider in a.little more detail the question whether Como, 
rade K. really represents Khan alias .Amir Haidar Khan. Liaqat Hussain ha! 
asserted that ~. was introduced to him as Khan and is the person depicled in 
P. 1057, that IS the absconding accused .Amir Haidar Khan. About this 
Hutehinson says: " Of course it is needless for me to say that here again 
Liaqat H!1ssain is lying with his usual fluency", and in this connection he laid 
stress mainly on the use of the mannerism' I think " because in the Lower Court 
~aqat Hussain said" I t~ that P.I067 is a photo of Mr. Khan." Here again 
It seems to me that Hutchinson accused has damned himself utterly. He says: 
" I submit that on the strength of the above arguments the prosecution case on 
the Study Circle falls. There is no proof that Comraae B. is Comrade Bradley 
or Comrade K. is Comrade .Amir Haidar Khan. Therefore there is no evidence 
to prove that either Comrade Bradley or Comrade Khan had any connection with 
the Study Circle." But who Comrade K. really was Hutchinson accused never 
offers to tell the Court, and just as we have found that Hutchinson accused is 
.connected with Comrade Bradley 110 also we find reason to suppose a conneclion 
between him and .Amir Haidar Khan. By an odd coincidence (if it is a coin
cidence at all) one of Hutchinson's visiting cards found with Bradley and 
forming part of P. 639, has on the reverse the address" Miss Peggie Welby. 
99 Gloucester Place, London. W. I.", which is clearly written in Hutchinson 
accuBed's handwriting. (There is no evidence on this point of handwriting, but 
the!le visiting cards have all been compared with proved handwritin~ of 
Hutchinson by the Court and the assessors, and I have no doubt on the pomt.) 
A similar visiting card of Hutchinson accused with the same address on it was 
fonnd in the search of .Amir Haidar Khan, and is in evidence as P. 1075. 
Hutchinson accused does not either admit or deny the handwriting and content! 
himself with denying it by implication by saying! " Someone has written the 
address on the back". Then again in the same .Amir Haidar Khan's searcb 
was found a paper, P. 1078, which is a slip of paper containing the address of 
Miss Chattopadhyaya, which furnishes another point of connection between 
Amir Haidar Khan and Hutchinson accused, and in addition to these there is 
still one more paper recov~red fro~ ~e possession of Hu~hinson, namely. a 
Marine Engineers' BenefiCIal AsSOCIatIon (Insurance) certificate P. 1588 l;II 
favour of Amir Haidar Mohammad, which must clearly relate to the same .Amir 
Haidar Khan. In reference to this connection Hutchinson accused adopts the 
same extraordinary attitude of abstaining from explaining the document a.nd 
merely says: " One observatio~ how~ver I would like to ~ke. is th.at this.recelpt 
is made out in the name of Amir H81dar Mohammad, which IS qmte a different 
name from.Amir Haidar Khan". That would normaIly mean that there are two 
persons, .Amir Haidar Mohamma~ and Amir Haidar ~n. If Hutchinson 
accused knows a person Amir H81dar Mohammad, who IS not the same .as the 
.Amir Haidar Khan who is depicted in P. 1067, why does he refuse to give tl;1e 
Court the benefit of his knowledge, or failing that why has he not called the said 
Amir Haidar Mohammad as a wituess' In the circumstances I feel no doubt that· 
:AInu llaidar MohanlIDad and .Amir Haidar Khan are one and the same person. 
·This sort of variation of names is by no means nncommon. I suppose t!Iat 
Hutcl1inson thought that he !fas .~osing of this .by ~~ying: "~know nothing 
about it, nor do I remember It bemg m my possession ,but that IS a very. feeble 
reply. 

lOo 

15 

2Oo 

25 

35 

. . We come next to the documents.· etc.. recovered in the searches of 
Hutchinson's property at Bandra on the 20th March, and at Khatao Buildings, 
at the New Spark office at Krishna Buildings, and at 5 Napier Road all on the 
15th Jnne 1929. The first of these searches was conducled by P. W. 187, 65 
IDspeetor Scott, whose cross-examina~ion does not seem to me to have the le~ 
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effect on his· 'evidence, and the defenCe declined' to cross-examine the search 
. witne,ss, who was accordingly discharged. In this search there were reco.ered 
the following: P. 1020 consisting of "two copies of the "Labour Monthly" 
for October 8Illd December 1928, P. 1021 " Leninism ", P. 1022 Sohan Singh's 
Presidential address, P. 1023 some issues of a magazine called" The Teachers' 
International ", P. 1026 the Trade Union Movement resolution, P. 1027 the 
Political Resolution, P. 1028 the W. P. P. Principles and Policy resolution, 
P. 1029 the minute book of the E. C. of the circle of Progressive Youth, P. 1030. 
the minute book of the ordinary meetings of the same circle, P. 1031 a copy of 
Palgrave's ., Gold.en Treasury ". P. 1032 an article headed" British Foreign 
Policy since the War ", a typed article with the name of Hutchinson also typed at 
the foot, P. 1033 a typewritten copy of " The Thesis on the revolutionary move
ment in the colonies and semi·colonies" which tallies almost exactly with 
P. 14;88 recovered from Adhikari accused, P. 1034 an article headed" Inter· 
national Affiliation of the Indian Labour Movement ", P. 1035 a typed article 
headed" Bombay Mill Strike" by B. F. Bradley, P. 1036 an article headed 
" On the Road to Insurrection " by H. Lester Hutchinson, P. 1037 some notes 
on the Russiaill Revolution, P. 1038 some notes headed " Youth and Politics " 
(these last three are all proved to be in Hutchinson's own handwriting), 
P. 1039 another copy of Bradley's article on the" Bombay Mill Strike ", which 
is in Bradley-'s own handwriting, P. 1040 the letter from Binnie to Gunnu on 
League against Imperialism note-paper which I mentioned in the case of 
Adhikari, P. 1041 a letter from William Paul to Dear Lester, which I mentioned 
eaJI"lier, P. 1042 copies of six issues of the" Spark" and P. 1043 Hutchinson's 
own passport. 

. Now in regard to these items there are some points which call for cOnsidera
tion. For example in regard to P. 1020 there is evidence that these copies of 
the " Labour Monthly" have been very carefully studied by Hutchinson ac
cused, because he has used the issue for. October 1928 in P. 1586, to which we 
shall come later and has also borrowed from it in his speech, P. 1694. Coming 
to P. 1033 it is astonishing to find that Hutchinson eccused ha.s offered no ex
planation of it at all. Now the document P. 1488 consi.sts of ~bitrarily selected 
extracts which differ from P. 90, the printed pamphlet, which arrived in India 
later, in certain definite points. Any other copy therefore, which reproduces 
the same curious differences, must almost inevitably come from the. same source. 
It must either be a copy of P. 1488 or derived from the same parent document. 
. This document, P. 1033, emclly reproduces all those differences and only differs 
from P. 1488 in not reproducing the last two lines at the bottom of. page 6 m 
P. 1488, which were the beginning of an unfinished sentence, and would there· 
fore naturally be omitted by anyone, who was making a copy from P. 1488 and 
noticed that fact. It would thus seem to be fairly certain that P. 1033 is a copy 
which was actually made from P. 1488. It therefore constitutes another link 
between Hutchinson and Adhikari &CCllsed. 

Then again P. 1034 is an article by M. N. Roy, which is proved to have been. 
typed on Roy's own typewriter, All that Hutchinson can say about this will 
be found at page 1332, where he says: "P. 1034 is an unsigned article entitled 
" International affiliation of the Indian Labour Movement." I did not write 
this article nor do I know anything about it." Of course he did not write it, 
and that is exactly why something better in the way of explanation is called'for 
than this. Still more is that the case, when it is remembered that in P. 1676 
(F. C. 825) we find M. N. Roy in direct communication with Mrs . .suhasini 
Nambiar, who at this time was actually living with Hutchinson accused. For 
pr&1ltical purposes therefore at this time Roy might be regarded as having been 
in direct communication with Hutchinson. 

Coming next to the various articles and the like. P. 1036 entitled" On the 
Road to Insurrection" contains some valuable indications of Hutchinson'.1iI 
ideas and aims, which are fully supported by his statement to the Court. He 
says in this that " the hope of revolutionary India lies not with the prophets 
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of peaceful evolution and non-violence but with those who are willing and pre
pared to go to any length, including vioience and bloodshed to achieve their end. " 
He goes on, speaking of the Chanri Chaura incident, to introduce one of the 
lying descriptions of that occurrence, which have been put before me .several. 
times in thll. course of this case, accounts which th170W ~ glaring light on thll 
amount of credence to be given to :Communist accounts of any· events, to which 
it suits them to ltive a particular coloui:~ He says that " Mr. Gandhi called off 
I.82JMOC 
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a huge Nlltional movement be(lll,use a few constables wen injured and a poliee 
station burnt down." The" few constables injured" were 16 constable.s and 
chaukidars and one Sub-Inspector murdered, I will not say in cold blood, because, 
so far. as the actual murderers .we.re concerned, probably they had been excited 
by agItators, so that the description would not be a fair one, but certainly in 
cold blood, so far as relates to the instigators of this foul crime. Later on in 
·this article he define.s revolution, and we get one or two other ideas, with which 
w~ shal! become familiar in Hu~hinson's. speeches. In the last paragraph of 
thIS arbcle he says: "RevolutIon, that IS to say the complete destruction of 
the present system of society and the substitution of another, has its birth in 
the working cIa.ss only, and is international in character. It is neither an in
~el1ectu~1 nor !1 bourgeois !llovement. It is .not even a peasant movement although 
m RUSSIa, China and India the peasantry IS 75 per cent. of the total popu1a.tion. 
It is a movement which springs up in modern industrial centres, where the 
masses come into contact with progress and industrial contradictions." Then 
he quotes the example of Rus.sia and referring to the Indian .peasantry says 
that" any attempt at the present stage to educate the peasantry is reformism 
and not revolution,' 'and he closes by saying: "The Indian proletariat must 
fallow the lead of the Russian in first taking political power before attempting 
to educate and convince the ignorant majority. One day the Indisn proletariat 
will do this." P. 1037 consists of notes on the Russian Revolution perhapa 
intended for an article or a speech. What they indicate with certainty is that 
Hutchinson has taken a very keen interest in the Russian Revolution. P. 1038 
consists of. notes headed" youth and Politics ", which can best be considered 
along with the .speech based on them, P. 1693. I have already discussed P. 1040 
with its reference to an Educational Workers' International. It is rather diffi
cult to understand why Hutchinson accused, who says, "I am afraid I know 
nothing about this letter ", should have tendered in evidence as a defence ex
hibit a document P. 1024, which was rejected by the prosecution, but is a booklet 
in English entitled" Appeal and Rules of the Teachers' International ", and 
is evidently the document referred to in P. 1040 as the Appeal, 50 copies of 
which were being sent to the addre.ss of Miss Chattopadhyaya. 

So much for the searches in March. In the June searches a copy of Palme 
Dutt's " Communism " was found at Khatao Buildings. There were also a 
number of copies of the" New Spark" (P. 1585), some sheets of pa,per con
taining manuscript notes headed" India and the General Elections" (P. 1586), 
several Group photographs which are included in P. 1587, the Insurance certi
:ficate of Amir Haidar Mohammad which I mentioned earlier (P. 1588) IliIld 
some notes for an article on Russia, P. 1589. Of these, P. 1586 and P. 1589 are 
in Hutchinson accused's own handwriting. Nothing of importance was re
covered in the search at Krishna Bnilding, while at Miss Chattopadhyaya's 
house there were found numerous copies of the" New Spark" which have not 
been put in evidence and a copy of one issue of " Inprecorr" (P. 1594). 

Of much greater importance than these is the letter, P. 1810, which was 
intercepted on the 16th March 1929 by P. W. 271, Sub-Inspector Ketkar, and 
reposted after being photographed. This is a letter which is proved to be m 
Hutchinson accused's handwriting. It is addressed to Narayanan Nambiar, 
Berlin, Charlottenburg, Berliner St. 66 Germany and runs as follows :_H 
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My Dear Nambiar:- /lO 

Very glad to hear that yoo are getting along all right. I broke the newt 
to S. as well as I could and I think that now she is taking it reasonably. Don't. 
mention Gunnu's letter in yours. I qnite understand your position and wish 
you the best of luck, but I foresee complications in the event of my removal 
which may lrure place any day now. Still we hope for the best. The p~er. 56. 
tllat be may overlook me and I may be able to continue my work etc. 

Yours, 

1.." 

Now it will be noted first that this is the same address of Nambiar, whicb it 
given in Roy's letter to Chakravarly ~attarjee & Co. in P.1512 (F. C. 754), and 60 
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is also identical with the address given in Adhikari'll note-book, P. 1194. Second
lythe contents of the letter lead to certain obvious and, as it appears to me, 
highly important inferences. They link Hutchinson with Nambiar, his wife 
S. (Mrs. Snhasini Nambiar) and her sister, 'Gunnu. Moreover the last clauses 

. seem to me quite clearly to imply that Hutchinson accused is working with 
certain people at a task, which involves a danger of his removal by the powers 
that be. On the other hand, he feels that he is sufficiently disconnected from 
his fellow workers, for there to be a hope that .the powers that be may overlook 
him, and he may be able to continue his work. The obvious question is what 
work Hutchinson accused was doing. It would have seemed to be obvious that 
the natural way for Hutchinson accused to treat this letter was to explain what 
was meanf by his work. On the contrary he says that " the letter P. 1810 is 
not properly proved to have been written by me and therefore I have no need 
to explain it." So far as evidence is available that Hutchinson accused was 
doing any work in Bombay at all, it is only to the effect that he was running a 
Study Circle and, as I would infer from his own statement, taking any oppor
tunities that came his way to get into conversation with students and youths. 
As to the object, with which he was doing all this, it is I think only necessary 
to refer to his articles, speeches and his own statement to this Court and also his 
possession of documents like P. 1033 et~. 

We have a number of speeches of Hutchinson accused on record covering the 
period from the 3rd February 1929 up to the 1st May. The first of these is the· 
speech' made by him on the 3rd February' 1929 at a meeting held at the Jinnah 
Hall nnder the auspices of the Bombay youth League, at which Usmani accused 
presided and Mirajkar and Ghate a.ccused were also present, (see the evidence of 
P. W.180, B. R. Mankar. who deposes only to the report of Hutchinson's speech 
P: 1694, and P. W. 269, Deputy Iuspector Chawan, who was also present at the 
meeting). This is a speech in which Hutchinson has said a good deal about 
the internatioRRl aspect of the revolutioIlMY movement. He proposes at the 
beginning to deal with the international situation of the world from the British 
standpoint and secondly with the position of India internationally. In the 
course of the first part he discusses the effect internationally of the establishment 
·of the Workers' State in Soviet Russia. He concludes this part by saying that 

~.P.1l76. in spite of all the efforts made by such means as the Kellogg Pact war is bound 
to come" because capitalism is by itself the greatest war, and it is only the over
throw of capitalism and Imperialism in the countries that can put an end to this 
periodical warfare." Then he comes to the seco~d half of his subject and says 
that" if Britain loses India, she loses her Empire. . . . . . .. The Irish State said 
before their Revolution that" England's difficulty was Ireland's advantage ", 
it can now be said that England's difficulty is India's advantage." And he goes 
on to explain that England has her hands so full that India ought to take advan
tage of the fact. Then he quotes the example of the Russian Revolution at con
siderable length, and from that he comes to the Revolution in China. Then he 
comes back to his favourite theme that" India cannot remain illolated ", because 
that is exactly what Government wants in order to maintain its control. He 
concludes by saying: " So our only hope of freedom is in the unity of the Indian 
Revolutionary movement with the working-classes in the world and I will ten 
you why", and the reason he gives is that llIlless India is supported by the 
working-cla~ses in Great Britain a revolutionary movement or revolt can he 
cruslJed by the sheel' weight of arms in a very short time. He asserts that the 
success of Ireland'll rebellion was due to the refusal of the working-classes of 
.Britain to cooperate with the Goven;tment in crushing the Irish revolutionaries 
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and he adds: " This will happen in India's case, and therefore I advise you to 
form your contact with the working-classes of the world, so that the working
classes may refuse to transport mnnitions." In dealing with India it seems to 
me that he rather left on one side one half of his main thesis, which he stated 
iu the case of Russia in the form that the Russian revolutionary party took 
advantage of t.he favourable internal situation and also the favourable inter-
national situation, but I suppose the reason of that is that he is only looking 
to the future. 'rhe favourable internal situation will no doubt in his view 
arise more or less automatically in due course! but for the favourable inter
national situation connection has to be establisJled with organisations outside 
India, one of the chief objects which "the people behind the conspiracy had in 
aendiug e.gents to this conntry. 
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, On the 2nd March Hutchinson' accused made a speeeh at Mate.ga, of wbicll a 6~ 
report is OD the l"ecord, P. 1693 (P. W. 180, B. R. Mankar). This speech, ill 
eonnectiou with which we have also Hutchinson's own notes, P. 1038, hi evidentl;r. 
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. addr~sse~ to JOllng men and students and it opens with the suggestive remark 
that It gIves the speaker great pleasure to be ' here' this evening to addrp-ss 
so .ma~IY of the potential revolutionaries of India. Then he goes on to the 
obJe~tion ~Y ~overnment and other pe?ple to allo,,:ing any contact with Com
~ums~. ThIs speech ~ollows ~h.e no~es !-II P. 1038 faIrly closely, and we find him 
dlscussm.g l)l:esent sOCIety, BntIs~ .JustIce and ~ducation, the press and so on, 
and commg m due course to religIOn and particularly Christianity. Then he 
~omes to thll struggle for liberty in a number of countries and the way in which 
It is repressed, lind he concludes with the following remarks to the yonth 
assembled at this meeting: "What is sedition' What is disaffection' A 
Bombay official defines disaffection as " lack of affection to Government". 'Ve 
cannot ~ave this sort of thing. You~h all over th~ world, revolutionary youth, 
must umte and band together to get nd of these sWIne-these people who exploit 
other people by torture, these people who live on the blood of ,the millions of 
the land." • 

Hutchinson's next reported speech is the speech (P. 1692) made by him at 

10 

If. 

the Jinnah Hall at another meeting held under the auspices of the Bombay 
Youth League on the 26th March" to protest against the Government policy of 
repression." This meeting was a protest meeting held in connection with the 
arrest of the other accused in this case. It contains a few of Hutchinson 20 

.accused's usual picturesque inaccuracies, as for instance where he describes 
Dharamvir (Singb) as a man of 70. In the course of this he has a little to say 
about Spratt and Bradley accused who, he says, " came out to India to join 
with t.he Indian people and fight with them against the exploiters." A little 
further on he says: " Now, after the arrests of these men, after they are taken 25 
away from us, we must be prepared to step in their place, snd steppmg in their 
,place is not enongh, we must tread in their place." The whole speech may be 
described as an nttempt to use the arrests of the accused in this case as a bngle-
call to snmmon others to take their places and carry on the work. He says 
towards the eud : " Now, Friends, when you have to prepare yourselves, you 30· 
have got to study the policy which has sent the Comrades away. If you study 
that policy, you will see it is right. You must be prepared to carry out yonr 
work, lind if you are, you must understand it." Then he calls for protest 
meetings all over the country and demonstrations of protest against the arrests, 
and concludes as follows : " Form Study Circles, read, prepare yourselves for 35· 
India's freedom. Government is prepared to crush the working-classeR by 
arrest.ing.the leaders. Will the youths of India remain helpless, unmoved and 
indifferent' " 

On the 21st April Hutchinson accused made another speech to the Youth 
League at Dadar, of which we have a report, P. 1507. In this speech he begins 
by desCl'ibing the five shades of political opinion in India. The only one in which 
,hc is really interested is no. 5, which he describes thus: " (5) There are those 
people who are actuated by the misery and starvation of ,the working classes in 
the big cities and are out to achieve the full emancipation of t.he working classes 
of India. The last is the only revolutionary party in India." Then he goes back 
aud discusses each of the groups in turn, and dealing with the last group he 
('.omes to his favourite theme of thinking internationally. He says: "You must 
learn to think internationally. We must not think in terms only of India .......• 
We must think in terms of the world if we are going to do anything to improV'e 
society in this worlO. Now to begin with, India can only attain frecdom with the 
cooperation of the working classes of the world," and he explains why that is, 
in similar terms to those which I quoted a few pages back. Then we get a di~ 
cussion of the Great War and of the way in which Russia went out of the war, 
and tells how the workers of Rni<sia " got hold of their rotten old EmperOl;", 
shot him, drove the ruling class (I)ut) and set up fueir own state which is a 
state for the workers in which every worker works for the benefit of all other 
workers and the man who does not work daes not ~et food." Then he talks 
about MO'hanistan. and then again returns to the mternational aspect about 
wllich he "'~ays : "Now all fuis International position vitally affects the masses 
of India. Unles::! you take into account the international position you can achieve 
'no successful freedom movement. You must rely upon the working classes of the 
world. If they support you \ben the Government can do nothing." Next he 
comes to the Ilecessity for an active political programme which, he says, must ~e 
based on the working class of Bombay. Then he makes an attack on the Public 
Safety Hill which" stands for the complete smashing of the western con1:1(,-t, 
for crushing international working-class mo!,ement in ~dia ", and. he says thai; 
i! this iepa,ssed Government must·be put In the pOSItion of havmg to go on 
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iU'resting and arresting le;der after leader, an:d having Meerut after Meerut, 
that is Meerut Case after Meerut Case, and finally he calls on his audience, which 
was evidently made up of clerks and' petty boUrgeoisie rather than factory 
workers, to declass themselves and join with the workers. 

O. P. U81. Hu t.chinson 's last speech is the one made by hinl at a meeting held under 5 
the auspices of the Worli Youth League on May Day 1929 and reported in P. 
1695. It is a speecli a great deal of which was evidently meant to be facetions. 
It opens with the usual sort of attacks on present day societ)l, religion and so OIL. 
Then he. comes to the General Strike of 1926 in England, when " the workers of 
Great Britain were betrayed by the same people who betrayed the Indian people 10 
when they pasRed the Bengal Ordinance ete." He goes on : " But so far from 
the workers of Great Britain being defeated, they are organising themselves 
today all over Great Britain, they are organisin~ monster protest meetings and 
monster demonstrations against the arrest of 31 Indian Labour leaders." It· 
seems to me that these references by Hutchinson in the speeclies made by hinl 15 
after the 20th of March very definitely suggest in their tone a connection of Bome 
sort between hinl and those leaders. I do not attacb a great deal of importance 
to it but the references induce a suspicion of that kind. Then he talks about the 
history of the last 12 months in Bombay. After speaking of the Red Flag Union 
he says that" the workers of Bombay have Rhown by their strike how to strike 20 
successfully. . . . . . . . .. the workers in India as well as the workers of the world 
will go forward to victory. It must be a victory from the international stand
point,. it must not be for the people of Bombay, but for 'People all over India, all. • ... 
ovel' England, all over France, all over Germany and all over- America." He 
lays a great deal of stress on the international standpoint and concludes by 25 
saying that "there is no difference between j;he British capitalists and the 
Indian capitalists. They are both exploiters. And consequently, as soon as the 

.. o. P. U82. workers of the world come together and are united, then the ruling classes all 
over the world will be swept off away absolutely in the sea. The working classes 
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will then have achieved a victory of the Red Flag over the products (f) of the 30 
world." . 

Hutchinson accused raised an: objection to the admissibility of the speeches 
delivered by him after the 20th of March on the ground that they were not made 
,during the period of the conspiracy and were therefore not relevant. I dealt 
with this in a separate order and I need only say here that it' appears to me that 35 
,it is p\lrfectly reasonable to infer from the speechl!s made after the 20th of 
March what his point of view was and how he stood in regard to the conspiracy 
in' the period which 'Was ended by the arrests of the other accused. But if 
there could be any doubt on this point of the importance to be attached to and 
-the admissibility of speeches made by Hutchinson after the 20th of March I 40 
think the question would be settled by his own statement at page 1327 when he 
,says: "On March the 20th, 1929, my residence was visited by the police and 
searched. I realised that it was useless to have opinions unless I was prepared 
:to put them into practice. The Committing Magistrate writes: " Then came 
the arrests and Hutchinson stepped out into the open. The Bombay Y outp. 45 
League organised a meeting to protest against the arrests and Hutchinson' 
spok~." M.y only comment on this is that I had always been " in the open." 
I have never attempted at any time to conceal anyone of my activities. The 
only difference was that after the arrests March 20th I became much more' 
active." That is to say Hutchinson himself takes up the stand that his speeches 50 
after the 20th of March were part of the same activities which he was carrying 
on before that date. As such it appears to me that they are definitely admissible 
in evidence. . . 

, H~tchinson accused has also written two articles in Desai accused's paper, 
~he " Spark". The first is on the significance of the Anglo-French alliance .and 
appears in no. 5 of the" Spark". '.rhe only real point,of interest initis that 
it contains a clear case of borrowing from one of the numbers of the " Labour 
Monthly" wJrich were found in Hutchinson's possession. The second is Il 
review of J'awahar Lal Nehru'$ book on Soviet Russia which appears in no. 7 
of the" Spark " .. 

Some time after the arrests of the other accused, on the 5th May, Hutchinson 
started a paper called the " New Spark" which he says ". was an independent 
and anti-Imperialist paper and not an organ of. any party organislIItion.", 
However, he continues, " As I was its editor, it is only natural that it should 
have a distinct Communist tendency, but it was open to contributions by non
Commnnists of Left views." Hutchinson accused in his, .statement at page 1328 
S2JMOO 
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has contended that" the New 'Spark cannot be evidence of conspiracy unless it 
proves association with the other accused in the present case. I contend that 
it does not." I certainly do not accept this contention and consider that 
Hutchinson's writings in the New Spark are just as admissible in proof of the 
case against him as speeches made by him after the 20th March. .As it appears I> 
to me he 'definitely set out to " carry on the good work" and the inference is 
obvious. A very cursory perusal of the 6 issues of the New Spark will show 
that, as was said in the Editorial in the first issue, the paper was intended to 
carry on the good work started by Desai accused in the " Spark" and to 
" stimulate political thought in the right direction" in the minds of its readers. 1 ~ 
'What that right direction was Hutchinson accused's statement indicates very 
clearly. " 

Coming now to the accused's statement to this Court I have already men
tioned the early part of it covering the period prior to his coming out to India. 
He says at page 1311 that from Berlin he began to contribute articles to the 
Indian Nationalist Press such as the" People" of Lahore, the" Hindu" of 
Madras and the " Forward" of Calcutta. Finally he says that" on September 
1st, 1928 I left Europe for "India to see for myself how Imperialism feeds on 
its prey. I was not sent out by any organisation either Communist or other· 
wise. " Then he goes on to explain how he :tirst met Bradley accused and admits 
in this connection most of the facts which are in evidence. But, he says, " to 
establish connection between two individuals does not constitute a conspiracy 
between them for any illegal purpose. There is nothing in evidence to show 
that either 1 knew Bradley or that Bradley knew me for any illegal purpose. 
That we have the same political opinions is no proof of conspiracy to do any 
illegal act." From this he goes on to deal with the Study Circle and in this 
eonnection he says : "It has not been proved that Comrade B is Comrade 
Bradley, and I here state that the suggestion that it is so is false ; " and a little 
further on (page 1319) : "There is no proof that Comrade B is Comrade 
Bradley or that Comrade K is Comrade Amir Haidar Khan. Therefore there 
is no evidence to prove that either Comrade Bradley or Comrade Khan had any 
connection with the Study Circle". In my opinion it is qnite clear that though 
neither Bradley nor Amir Haidar Khan had any direct connection with the Study 
Circle an atte~pt was made by Hutchinson to bring the.members of the Study 
Circle into contact with them. That fact coupled with the evidence proving 
association between Hutchinson and Bradley and Hutchinson and Amir Haidar 
Khan is a strong piece of evidence that Hutchinson was a party to the same 
oon~iracy in which Bradley accused is proved t~ have taken part. 

Hutchinson proceeds next at 'page 1320 to attack the evidence of Liaqat 
B:Rsain, Colonel' Rahman and Babu JQti Swamp in regard to his handwriting. 
I do not consider it necessary to go into that evidence. It is sufficient to say 
that an the documents have been examined by the Court and assessors and I can 
see no reason to doubt the evidence given by any of the witne8lles. After that 
he deals with his letters and from them he oomes to the speeches which he says 
the reporter Mankar has not reported but murdered. I have no doubt that 

, Hntchinson ilj right in saying that there is a good deal of distortion but it is only 
neeessary to compare the speech P. 1693 with Hutchinson's own notes P. 1038 
to see that tlJ.e report even if it oontains mistakes gives a fairly good idea of the 
speech as actually made. Where there are mistakes they are usnally qnite 
obvious and easy to detect and correct. Hutchinson accused dealt actually witll 
Drily P. 1694, p. 1693 and P. 1692. He promised to deal with the other two 
speeches later but he never did so. 'He also dealt at page 1328 with the II New 
Spark" and came :finally to his trade union activities in a passage which show. 
that once he emerged from the shadows in which he hild been working before 
he, like other accused, began to interest himself in trade union work. He was 
actlJally elected Vice-President of the G. L P. Railwaymen's Union and Vice
President of the Girni Kamgar Union. 

At page 1333 he comes to what he calls a " short general statement" and 
says :" I now propose to make a short general statement in which I shall explain 
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the views I have expressed in my speeches and other exhibits, and which will also 60 
serve as a }lolitical justificatilln." This portion of his statement begins with a 
dil'l!Ussion of " violence" about which he says: " The subject of violence is one 
of the most vital legal issues of the present case. Such phrases as " armed 
revolution ", " forcible capture of the State apparatus " and " forcible destrue-
tion of the bonrgeois State machine " have been made much of by the prosecution 61> 
and the Magistrate, who,_ however, have failed to understand the Communist 
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1heory of violence." Lest there be any doubt on the point of what he means 
1 will quote Hutchinson's own words at page 1336 where he says: .. Hence when 
we use the expression .. forcible seizure of power" we mean capturing the 
bourgeois State machine as a preliminary to smashing it and establishing the 
workers' State apparatus-that is the dictatorship of the proletariat .. Our object 
therefore being to seize the State power, the question naturally arises as to how 
we intend to do so. Obviously it is logically impossible to capture the·fulcrum 
of organised violence without the use of violence. Thus realising that a success
ful attempt to capture and destroy the bourgeois State is definitely impossible 
without the use of violence, we should place ourselves in the same hypoc:ri.tical 
category as the Hendersons and MacDonalds if we tried to hide the fact that 
ultimate violenoo is an essential part of our theory. No revolutionary movement 

. in history has been successful without the employ of ·violence and we are not 
blinded by any utopian hope or by any utopian optimism that our movement 
will be Buccessful without a fight." A little further on, on page 1339, he says : 
.. Nothing could be clearer than this," (a long quotation from Lenin which he 
had just given). If a .. military plot" does not fulfil the essential conditions, 
it has nothing to do with Communism ; if it does fulfil these conditions then it 
cannot be called a .. military plot" but a proletarian insurrection, a revolution 
by the majority against the oppressing minority. . . . . . . . . . .. Communists are 
prepared to wait for the success of the insurrection until historical development 
(nnwelcome to the bourgeoisie but nevertheless inevitable) allows an insurrection 
to fulfil all the eflsential conditions defined as above by Lenin according to the 
Marxist theory of economic and social development ; and then this insurrection 
becomes a revolution of the masses led by the Communist Party for seizure and 
destl11ction of the bourgeois State power and its replacement by the dictatorship 
of the proletariat................ Once, however, the requisite national and 
international conditions, are ful1illed, the Communist Party will act swiftly and 
with the utmost determination. For then, it is for the insurgents, in the words 
ot Georges Sand, " either a bloody fight or extinction"." _He goes on.later·to 
point out that of course if the insurrection is thoroughly well organised "the 
seizure of the State apparatus need not necessarily be very- bloody' '. Why , 
Because the present holders of the State power will not be able to put anything 
of a resistance. Then he comes to the question of how thepartv of revolution 
is to obtain arms, since even mass organisation obviously cannot do very much 
1i:nless at the crucial moment arms are forthcoming. About this' he says 
(page 1342) : .. Sceptics are in the habit of reasoning thus: " You admit that 
the State is the monopoly of organised violence; and therefore how can the workers 
who are without arms and ~unition, seize the State by violenc.e, smash it and set 
up their own State " ," To'this he replies : "How did the Russian workers 
get their arms with which they captured the State , ...........• How did every 
revolutionary movement in history provide itself with arms in spite of the laws 
'of their oppressors f ............ When historical development make,s a revolu-
tion necessary arms have never.been wanting. So it will be with the revolutionary 
·proletariat." He makes various sugge!\tions on this point and :finally oil 
'page 1344 he says : .. If the proletarian insurrection takes place in the midst of 
an Imperialist war-as in Russia-and which is likely, the task of arming the 
.workers is greatly facilitated because the bourgeoisie will do so themselves. In 
:time of war the bourgeoisie is compelled to place. rifles, ammunition, guns and. 
bombs in the hands of its elass-enemy-the proletariat. It is a very simple 
'1natter for tbe workers, when the revolution breaks out, to refrain from using 

. ·these arms against foreign workers, IIJld to turn them against their class-enemy, 
the bourgeoisie •••.... , ....• '. When the time is ripe, the working-claSs will have 
.a:-m~ . ~no~h, and at the same time a &,ood part of ~e. bourgeois State forces 
'will JOlD the workers." The whole of this argument bnngs out to a most marked 
'degree the absurdity of the line of defence that persons planning ~ CommlUlist 
.conspiracy must be left alone lUltil the stage at which their organisation is 
complete and they commit the first aot of violence which is part of the scheme 
for the insurrection itself. Hutchinson accused as it seems to me shuts his .. yes 
to the very obvious fact that all the work which is being done before-hand comes 
'under the head of conspiracy to deprive etc. Conspiracy when all is said and 
,done clearly includes the making of pJ:eparations however distant with· a view 
to the ~ltimate carrying out of the ~tention to d~J?rive the King Emperor of his 
·sovereIgnty. The only defence which could leglt:imately be put forward based 
.on. this line of argument is that the acts done by the accused, their activities, 
theil" attempts at organisation are all so trivial that they give rise to no ground 
bf ce,mplaint. . It is easy to put forward a plea that looks ,something like. that 
before a Court, but that is not the attitude we 1i,nd expressed in the numerous 
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J:<'port.s of one kind or another 'prepared by the accused iii regard to their worlc 
Nor would that defence be at all applicable to the case of HutchinsonacllUsed him~ 
~elf. He !Day not h!lve .done anythin~ that was really v,ery particularly effective 
m furthermg the obJects of the conspiracy. But that IS not -the point at issue. 
Th~ po~nt at issue i~ whethe~ such acts as he did do indicate t~at ~e was partici
patmg In'the conspiracy whlCh has been proved to have beell. ill eXlstence during 
the period under consideration. '" 

Next he goes on to talk about the Red Terror and the White Terror. [t ill 
obvious that he has minimised the one as grossly as he has magnified the other. 
'Then he deals '\'lith individual terrorism aboutwbich he says at page 1367 that 
" the Co=unist Movement is definitely and emphatically opposed to such acts 

O.~.1l89. of individual terrorism. In the first place they are useless, secondly they are 
wasteful, and thirdly, by giving the authorities a pretext for repression, they tend 
to destroy organisation." . The Co=unist attitude to indiVIdual terrorism, a~ 
'in fact it is to evel'ythingelse, is governed by one consideration and one con
sideration oilly, "the test of expediency." At page 1370 he sums up his posi
lion. In this portion of his statement he attempts to prove that Co=unist 
accused are being prosecuted for their opinions. The least that can be said of 
his arguments on this point is that they are illogical in the extreme. I ruay 
perhaps quote a few little examples of the logic with which he concludes his 
statement, in the passage at the foot of page 1372 :. " But to convict me of conspi
racy is absurd. All my actions up to my arrest have been open and above
.board ; in spite of this I was arrested and brought to a place I had never heard 
of, much less visited, to be tried with men the majority of whom I had never met 
or heard of. The sole charge of conspiracy consists of the admitted fact that 
many of us have the same political opinions. But besides having politl
cal opinions, we are charged with orgaIiismg the workers. To make 
a charge like this a basis of conspiracy is taking us back to the ferocious Anti
Combination Laws of England at the beginning of the 19th century. 
'The crimes alleged against us are perfectly legal in every bourgeois democ
racy. of the world." All this is mere words. But there is some degree of 

, .skill visible in this statement as in the statements of all the Communist accused in 
the matter of saying only half the truth. It isqnite clear that Hutchinson is not 
:telling the truth when he says that all his actions were open and above-board. If 
. so why was he expecting an arrest in the middle of March' ." The charge of 

o. P.lliO. -'Conspiracy", he says, " consists of the admitted fact that many of us have the 
.sa)ne political opinions." That is not so. It is no mere chance but the fact ~hat 
'a man cannot be a Communist in any real sense of the word without at the same 

• i .time working to bring about a revolution and that this is in essence a case ,of a 
,Communist conspiracy which has led to the position that the majority of the 
.accused have the same' political opinions. As to " organising the workers" the 
:accused are not charged merely.with organising the workers but with doing 110 
with a particular object in view, a fact which isde!i:ionstrated not by the mere fact 
.of organisation but by the nature and method of ·organisation, the nature of .the 
speeches of the accused and their own expressed views of what they were doing'~11 
.shown in their reports. . 

There :is one last point to which I must draw 8:ttentioll in .1Iutehinson's 
case. On t11e 1st July 1932 before the close of arguIilents Hutchmson accused 
put in the following application: "Before the Crown Counsel coucludl!8 his 
argnmentll and particularly before he deals with my individual case I feel it 
necessary to clear any misconception that mayenst in view of the iact that I was. 
not a signatory to the joint ftatement submitted by "!5-r. Nimbkar on behalf of 
himself and 17 other Co=unist aCClU!ed. I should like the Court npd the pro~ 
secution to be perfectly clear tbat although I am not a signatory I unreservedly 
agree with all the political and other views contained in that joint statement." 
So we may take it that Hutchinson accused must be treated as a signatory to the 
joint statement of the Communist accused. 

It will be noted that the great distinction between the case of Hutchinson 
accused and the cases of all the other accused dealt with so f.ar is. that there is 

o. P.ll9l. no evidence associating him with the Co=unist Party of India, .With the Wo.rk
ers' and Peasants' Parties or (before the 20th March 1929) w~th. trade umon 
work. It is obvious however that the work is not ~ecessarilr limit,ed to those 
fields. One very important branch of the Co=ums~ w?rk ill India does ~ot 
necessarilY fall 'within the scope either of those orgamsationB or of trade umon 
work. I refer of conrse to work ~ong the students and young.men whom the 
conspirators might hope to enlist in the. ranks of .the proletanat. We get a 
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we to this in ono of Hutchinsou'll own speeches where he suggests the nace&-
aity for people of the bourgeois and petty bourgeois classes to declass themselves. 
For work in the parties or in the trade Union field Hutchinson accused was not a 
suitable subject either by upbringing or training. The only work for which he ' 
was fitted at all was work among. boys and students which might serve the pur
pose of bringing in some members of the bourgeois and petty bourgeois classes. 
The question is, was he doing such work and was he doing it as a member' of the 
conspiracy' In support of his partieipation we have the fact that he came 
to India dir.eet from association with the League against Imperialism and with • 
Boy ~nd Boy's friends in Berliu. We have it that after he came out to India '10 
he started Study Circle work, the interest of the Study Circle being directed 
almost entirely to Stalin's" Leninism." It is clear that he was to BOme extent 
associated in India with Adhikari, Bradley, Usmani, Mirajkar, Ghate, tho abscond-.-f 
ing accused Amir Haidar Khat) and Desai (as editor of the" Spark "). We find 
that the articles written by him and the speeches made by him (practically all If 
of them, it may be noted, addressed to Youth League Meetings) are all such as 
are in keeping with his being a member of the conspiracy and working for the 
same aims. We find him in possession of a highly important document, and that 
too Dot 1\ copy such as would be obtainable in India in F'ebrnary or March 1929 but 

0. P. illite a copy of one of the earliest versions, probably the first version to reach India 20 
at all I refer of course to the Colonisl Thesis. He was also in possession of a 
document typed on Roy's typewriter indicating that either directly or through , 
Mrs. Nambisr he was in communication with M. N. Roy. Then a few days before 
the arrest of the other accused we have him writing to Nambiar in P. 1810 P in' 
the terms to which I have referred above (page 1174), and after the other ae- .25 
cused are arrested we have him definitely attempting to the best of his ability " 
to carry on their work. Tht're is no direct evidence that Hutchinson accused was 

.' 

sent out to India to work in thiseoDspiracy, but the facts that he arrived here 
in company with Mrs. Nambiar with whom it is obvious that he was'already 

, acquainted, that the only work of any sort \"hich he did in India was work done 30' . 
in furtherance of the aims of the conspiracy, and that not \'ery long after his 
amval the people in Berlin with whom he was connected were writing to Mrs. 
Nambiar to forewarn her of the arrival of another conspirator Adhikari accused .. 
strongly suggest that Hutchinson accused also was sent out to India from Berlin' • 
to further the aims of the conspiracy by doing the work for which he seemed best 35" 
suited, namely propaganda work among students and the Youth generally. In 
my opinion it is quite ccrtain tbat throughout the period of his residence in India 
prior to his arrest he was working to further the Communist aims \\ith which:we ~ 
are acquainted and that. in ~o doing he was associate~ \\it!t II n~ber of other 
accused. I am quite satIsfied that ho has taken a part In thIS conspIracy. . ,10 

Disagreeing with all five assessor!! I hold that Hutchinson accused has taken 
part in a conspiracy to depri!e the King Emperor of hi~ sovereignty of British ,. 
India and has thereby committed an offence ~nder sectIon 121-A. I. P. C. and 
I convict him accordingly. 

lo2JlICC 
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I'ART XXIX.-

o. P. U93. Muzaffar Ahmad accused, who had. been convicted. in the Cawnpore Coxn,; 
MUZAF· munist (Jollspiracy Case in .1924, was released I understand on medical grolinds 
:t~D. some time !ll 192a. B~ring in ~d the amazing disho~esty of ~is .behavi!,ur 
.14. . towards thlS Court dunng the perlOd' he was temporanly' on bail on, medical .. grounds during the hearing of this case, one is led to doubt whether there JUay' Ii' 

not have been something wrong about the medical justification for his release ... 
ilt 1925. Be that as it may his release enabled him to reco=ence working to' 
further the aims and objects of the' Co=unist International in India some, 
years before either of his fellow accused in that case, Dange and Usmani, was: 
able to do flO. He first comes into notice at the Co=unist Conference held at' 10 
Cawnpore in December 1925, vide P. 1287 (11) which shows that he was present 
at the mceting of the Central Executive held :on the 28th December in the canip 
of the President M. Singaravelu.' He was ,elected to the Executive Committee 
and was one of those appointed secretaries for a circle, in his case the Calcutta, :io 

circle. We next find him writing letters t6 Joglekar accused in regard to the' 15 
recovery of the balance of the Cawnpore Conspiracy Case Defence Fund from 
V. H. Joshi, see P. 1140 (I. C. 1) P. 1836P (I. C. 2), P. 1837P (I.l C. 2) 
(addressed to V. H. Joshi himself) and P. 1141 (I. C. 6). About this ti.me: 
Muzaffar Ahmad was also connected with the Labour Swaraj Party of the \ 
Indian National Congress which, as we learn from the report of the E. C. of the 20 
Peasants' and Workers' Party of Bengal printed at page §. of II A CaUto.'· 
Action ", came into existence on the 1st November 1925. 1 have' quoted the 

0.".1194, evidence on this point before. In February 1926 at an All Bengal Tenants' 
Conference at Kri~hnagarh it was decided to fonn the' Peasants' and Workers' 
Party of Bengal in which the Labour Swaraj Party was merged. P. 549 (8) 25 
is the constitution· of this Party which includes the names of the members of 
the J<Jxecutive Committee for 1926'and we find Muzaffar Ahmad (Noakhali) as 
a member of the E. C., the Asstt. Secretary being Soumyendra Nath Tagore. 
It will be useful to recall here that in the constitution of this Party the means .• , .... 
for attaining the object and demands of the Party is described as follows: 30 
.. Non-violent Dlass action will be the principal means for the attainment und 
realisation of tile above opject and demands." In the course of the early 
summer of 1926 the headquarters of the C. P. I. was moved from Bombay to 
Delhi. It appears from P. 1207 (1) the' report presented by the Executive 
Committee of the C. P. I. to the Annual Meeting held on the 31st May 1927 35 
that this move was the result of a meeting called by Muzaffar Ahmad at Calcutta 
in which he made the proposal on the ground that it was difficult to go on with 
the headquarters at Bombay. There are references to this move in P. 2313P 
(F. C. 131) a letter of Ajndhia Prasad accused and P. 2322 (1) (F. C. 132) a 
letter from Ivengar to Begerhotta. Another reference if! to be found in' 40 
Iyengar's letter to Muzaffar Ahmad P. 2169P (F. C. 135) which bears the 
same date as Iyengar's letter. ,to Begerhotta.' Both of these suggest that 
Iyengllr, though he mentions a visit to Calcutta, had not been pr,esent at the 
pm'ticular meeting in which the decision t6 move the headquarters was mado. 
Along with thillietter Iyengar forwarded to Muzaffar Ahmad a copy of a letter 45 

O. P.1l96, from Roy to Begerhotta P. 2169 (l)P an important letter with which I have 
dealt at some length in the early part of this judgment. It is in fact the letter 
frum which the paragraph relating to the Foreign Bureau was extracted for 
inclusion in the constitution of the Co=unist Party of India.' In August 1926 
Muzaffar Ahmad started the " Ganavani " as a P~rty organ, vide" A Call to 50 
4ctiun " Itt page 49. The two paragraphs relating to the history of " Langal ~, 
and" Ganavani " are of some interest, particularly the second one'which runs, 
atl follows: "Both papers (Ll¥lgal and Ganavani) which were'intended pri
marily for the student class, intellectuals etc. were partly propagandist ILnd 
partly agitational. At the beginning we had a circulation of about 5,000 but 55 
after the Hindu-Muslim riots'of 1926 it decreased considerably. Neverthelesil 
we were sucmessful in creating an atmosphere in Bengal favourable to the ideas 
of the Party." It should be remembered that this is the report presented i>3" 
the }}xecutivlJ Committee of theP. W.P. of Bengal to the Annual Meeting held· 
at Bhatpa1.'a 011 the 31st March 1928.' . ' I 60 

Towards the end of the year we come to Sipassi's letter to Iyengar 
P. 2315P (F. C. 142) and the enclosures P. 2315P (1) which is equivalent to 
P: 212IP (F., C. 171) dated the 29th September 1926 in Urdu addressed hy, 
Sipassi to Muzaffar Ahmad but opening with the words" Dear Brethren NasilJl. 
Majid and others." The translation of P.2121P will be found at F. C. 171.. 05:1 

Tllis is the letter which was sent by Iyengar to Calcutta twice, as it, was returne,d 
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undelivered the first time. In con~e'~~~nce we have in evidence two forwarding 
letters from. Iyengar to Muzaffar Ahmad P. 2121P -(I) dated the 20th Oct.ober 
~?6: and, P. 2121P ,(2) dated the, 2nd November 1926. ,(These were oIlly 
prmted at a suhsequent date.and are not found in either the. foreign or inland 
oorrespondence.) ,In both .these letters, there is some discussion about a pro,. 5 ' 

G.P.Ut6. posed (Communist) conferenee. The fact that Sipassi's letters are addres~ed' 
to Muzaffar Abmad is a point which deserves some consideration. The infer
!lnc'a to be derived from it that Muzaffar Ahmad was in direct communication 
willi the group of Indian Communists on the Continent is further corroborated 
b¥ :thp; lette~P. 232~P (F .. C. 163) dated, the .lst December 1!)26, in which 11) 
Sll'aSSl Incllho!ls havmg sent money (£50) direct to Ganavani and asks to be 
told,,,,hether M. A. has rllfleiveq it., . 
( Another piece of evidence on the record which ~ame into existence at about 

thilr date js ,Po 85, a. Manifesto addressed to the All India National Congress, 
Ganhati,'1926 bythe.Communi~t- Patty of India. Muzaffar Ahmad claims that 15 
be'got this document printed in London himself because the printers in Calcutta 
were shy of handling it. But· there' is' no evidence in support of the reason 
given by I him; the, effect ,of which is merely, to saddle him personally with 
responsihility for it. , 
:', Very,'shortly after this Muzaffar Ahmad appears to have visited Lahore 00 

and !ltayed with Majid aC(,llsE'd ,vide the two letters P. 2125C (1. C. 14) and 
P. 1844C (I. C. 17). ,Incidentally I may remark here that practically tJle 
Whole of this evidence and I should say the whole of the evidence in Muzaffar 
Ahmad's case has been discussed before . and the question of the authenticity 
of these letters considered. I do not propOse therefore to do more than mention 25 
th';i e.vidence and the infer~nces to which it leads. , 
", In January '1927' Muzaffar Ahmad came to Bombay to meet Saklatvala. 

Tbe,resulte.f.-this meeting was not satisfactory and Muzaffar Ahmad returned 
to Calcutta from where he,wrote the letter P.1129 (I. C. 20) to Joglekar accu~.ed 
01\ the 1st l"cbruary 1927. ,This letter suggests a desire to meet Saklatvala 30' 
on his arrival at Calcutta-That Saklatvala did visit Calcutta we learn from 

'D.P. 1197. ~',A Call to' Action ", the same E. C. report at page,46, where it is stated that 
'i the second ce,nference of the Party was held in Calcutta on 19 and 20 Feb
ruary 1927 under the presidency of comrade Atul Chandra Gupta, ,M.A." IlL. 
when an address of welcome was given to comrade S. Saklatvala, M.P. About 35-
40 members were present and' about 300 visitors., A new programme of 
demands and, organisation was adopted." This programme of demands is 
given in the Appcndixwhich appears at pages 5& to 58 of" A Call to Action", 
where however the date of the, conference is incorrectly given as the 27th. Feb
ruary. This was a highly important conference and I have mentioned already ~ 
the fact that it was regarded as resulting really in -the creation of an entirely 
new party, vide Muzaffar Ahmad's article in the I' Ganavani" of the 14th Al?riI 
192'i, P. 576. After this Muzaffar Ahmad attended the A. I. T: U. C. SessIOn 
at Delhi in the middle of March and along with it the meeting .of the members 
of the C.P. I. which took place on the 15th in rMm no. 33 at the Royal Hotel, .0 
Delhi, vide P. 781 and P. 1494.' 

The :next reference to Mu,ilaffilr Ahmad which we come across is in P. 2312P 
(F; C. 194) a letter dated the 23rd March 1927 from Sharma at Pondicherry to 
Iyengar in which he forwards a letter in number cipher with the remark ,II I think 
it is ·for· our newly returned comrade who has preferred my post box; ,M/ A. 51) 
mu'!t be knowing him and you can nse hili address with a small note." II His 
addTess " of course must mean Muzaffar Ahmad's address, the idea being that 
tlle letter should be sent to Muzaffar Ahmad who, would forward it to the proper 
pers~n.. , . 

In the following month we find Muzaffar Ahmad in communication with 55 
Spratt I\ccused'- 'The relevant exhibits are P. 1963 (I. C. 42), P. 1964.(1 .. C. 44), 

0. P.llD&. both from Muzaffar Ahmad, and P. 2129P (1. C. 45) in which Spratt accused 
oil the 18th May saYB that he fears he will not reach Calcutta for a week or tlVO 
yet. 'l'his waa a letter written from Bombay. A few days before this Muzaffar 
Ahmad.had re,ceived the letter P. 2127P (I. C. 164) from Ghate accused. This 6& 
is a 'letter which bears the date 10th May 1928 but the • 8 ' was evidently a alip 
at the pen as' it was intercepted at Calcutta by P; W. 54, Sub Inspector R. N. 
Gupta pn the 12th May 1927. In this letter Ghate asks II What about our Party's 
working (1; P; I. t" It will of course be remembered that the position of the 
C. P.' L tluoughout the period of this case has been a little uncertaill in the, ~ 
sense' tllaf the leading members of the ~onspiracy did not really know themselves 
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-what'to do with the C. P. L and how to adjust ,things as between the C. P. 1. 
an unveiled Communist Party and the Workeril' and Peasants' Party, a veiled 
Communist Party. The next important event to which we come is the C. P. L 
meeting of the 31st May 1927, one of the most important of the meetings' of the 
Party throughout the whole period. P.1207 (1) the report of this meeting shows 
that Muzaffar Ahmad was elected to the Presidium. It also contains the resolu
tion that a delegation consisting of Begerhotta, Muzaffar Ahmad and Nimbkar 
should travel in Great Britain and the Continent to study labour conditions in 
those cOIDltries. The list of office bearers at the end shows Muzaffar Ahmad,37 
Harrison Road, Calcutta, on the Presidium and in the list of orgaus (non-official) 
we find along with Mehnat-Kash and Kranti the name of Ganavani, 37 Harrison 
Road, Calcutt.a. It may be useful also to recall the reference to Bengal contained 
in the record of work done during the period. There it, is stated that " the 
members of the Party (C. P. I.) have helped in the formation and growth of the 
workers' and peasants' parties tbat were started in various provinces. Special 
mention can be made of the work done by our comrades in Bengal in rebuilding 
the already e~Bting Peasants' and Workers' Party in the province, and making 
it a strong organisation" (an obvious reference to the creation of a new party 
at the conference attended by Saklatvala in February). "The services done 
by Langal now Ganavani iII. spite of the poor finances and the wrecked health of 
,comra,le Muzaffar will go a long way in promoting the proletarian cause in that 
province." 

, In June 1927 we come to a letter from Sipassi to Iyengar P. 2327P (F. C. 
212) dated the 2nd June 1927 which ends with the cryptic remark: " Ask Edward 
to send yon some copies." I see no reason to doubt that as indicated by the 
references in the Assembly Letter, P. 377 (1), Edward means Muzaffar Ahmad. 
In the same month we come to the first of the series of letters which passed 
between Muzaffar Ahmad accused and Soumyendra Nath Tagore. This is P. 
2130 (F. C.l!14) dated Berlin the 14th June 1927. 

1.0 

25 

• ·UGORE. I omitted to deal with this gentleman Soumyendra Nath Tagore in the general 30 
... ~ " part of the case because I considered that on the whole it was more oonvenient 

to deal \\ith him in couneetion with the case of Muzaffar Ahmad accused. He 
IlPJlears in the list of the Executive Committee of 1926 of the Peasants' and 
Workers' Party of Bengal as Assistant Secretary (Workers' Sub Committee). 
In the following year he was, it seems, appointed General Secretary; The lillt of 36 
the E. C. which appears at the end of the E. C. report in II A Call to Action " 

, shows him as General Secretary (abroad) and in the body of this report then-is 
a paragraph relating to the " Representative abroad" which runs as follows : 

O. P.l200. "In April 1927 the General Secretary of the Party S. N. Tagore was sent to 
Europe to study the labour and political movements. He has studied particularly .0 
in Germany. In October 1927 an invitation was received from the Federation of 
Russian Rural C!,operatives to send a representative to take part in the celebra
tions on the 10th Auniversary of the Russian Revolution. As the time was short 
imd passports are difficult to obtain comrade Tagore was asked by us to represen~ 

" us. He was not:however able to do so." We may infer what Tagore's position ~ 
was from Ajudhia Prasad's letter P. 2313P (F. C. 131) dated the 31st May 1926, 
in which he' says: II Here is addre'ss for Mr. T. Inside" Tagore " ; address-· 
Manikde'l>i clo R. M. Das Esq., Plot 72 B, Sahib Bagan, P. 0; Kalighat, Calcutta." 

, ,., !!~~dr ~:~~ s~!n~esE:~ o~o;a~~~~~efC~~;b~ll~t s~diGh~~~~~t!~~~o: 60 
page 1027·of the statements of the accused. Then after he went to Europe there 
is nothing about him until the 2nd June 1927 when Sipassi mentions him in P. 
2327P (F'. C. 212). The remark is rather vagne. All he says is :. " The long
haired fellow is interesting." It seems that Tagore at certain times grew his 
hair very long as we find in one of the photographs of him in P. 2317 which was M. 
identified by P. W. 54, Sub Inspector R. N. Gupta. We also come across Tagore'li. 
name at this time in the report of the C. 'P. I. meeting held in Bombay on the 
31st May 1927, P. 1207 (1), which show:s that he was elected a member of the 
Executive of, the Party. His address in the list of office bearers was given as 
the Workers' and Peasants' Party 37, Harrison Road, Calcutta. The first of tb~ 60 
series of letters written by Tagore to. accused in India is this' letter P. 2130P 
(F.C!.214). addressed to Muzafi'ax: Ahmad. ~ it the,1irst thing that Tagoro 

o. P. l~l. does 1S to glve an address, and the address which he glves, 44-1 Jagow Btrass8 
B-Aruheim, Berlin N. W. 87, is the same address which M., N. Roy gave to th& . 
Kirti in his letter P. 1897P (F. C. 753) dated the 13th Jannary 1929 to whiclj 66 
I referred in dealing with the case of Adhikari· accused. Jt is the' add~ss of the 
gentlemnn Badhuri and also innentioned 'as such in AdhikaI1'B notebook P. 1194.: 

:Lo IJl[OC 
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Thig letter deals firBt with "the tran.slation 'of:the Communist Manif~sto which 
';['agore.suggests should after public!ltion in G;anavani be published in book fonn, 
for'whlch purpose Tagore says he IS arrangmg for money. Then he goes on: 
~':;I think it would be well if you can do one thing and that is to arrange imme', 
.aately to organise a party' of workers and peasants at Madras. I find in 
Ganavani that the Party of workers and peasants has been organised at Bombar. 
It is very necessary· that a peasants' and workers' party should be started in 
Bombay and. Madras; It is very necessary to have a Party at Lahore, i.e. for 
the Punjab ... ,It would be very well if yon send me the programme of the 
Bombay party, their constitution and what they are doing." Then he talkA 
about a mandate in his own favour and says : " If you can secure a mandate 
for:me from these two parties, in the sense that Soumyendra Nath Tagore General 
Secretal'Y of the Bengal Peasants and Workers Party who is now in Europe is 
authorised to establish relation between this party and labour organisations in 
England and in Europe, if you can send mandates like this from Bombay and 
from Madras I can act on their behalf. With an All-India status one can work 
with the Labour parties in Europe." He goes on to ask for the printed copies 
of the Party constitution and programme in English. . 
,. The next letter from Tagore ill P. 440 (F. C. 221) a letter dated the 13th 
July 1927 found in original at 2!1 European Asylum Lane, the office and residence 
of Mllzaffar Ahmad to whom it was addressed. In this letter Tagore sends some 
articles for Ganavani, namely one on " Clara Zetkin " and another entitled 
',' Red Front". This letter Muzaffar Ahmad adInits receiving and he also 
acknowledged it in his own letter of the 8th December 1927, P. 2054P (F. C.321), 
where he said : " The letter along with two articles of course reached me. One 
of the Ilrticles was published then and there." This is presumably a reference 
to the fact that the article" Red Front" was published in the" Ganavani " on 
the 25th August 1927. This same letter mentions that the Party received 
telegraphic invitation from the Federation of Russian Rural Cooperatives to 
send onr delegate to attend the anniversary celebrations of the U. S. S. R. We 
Sent to them telegram saying that we elected you our delegate. This is evidently 
the same conference which is mentioned in " A Call to Action." 
. Tagore's next letter to Muzaffar Ahmad is P. 2098P (F. C. 310) dated thE', 
8~h November 1927. In this letter Tagore raises the subject (which comes up 
again Imd again in subsequent letters) of subsidies for trade union papers in 
India which have been promised by trade union leaders in Germany. One of 
these papers should be published on behalf of the Workers and Peasants Party 
and the Bengal Jute Workers Association. Hence if there are any differences 
of opinion between Muzaffar Ahmad and Kalidas Babu (Kalidas Bhattacharya). 
these should be composed without delay. The other is to be a Bombay paper 
for textile workers for which he says: "'Write to Joglekar and Mirajkar at 
Bombay and ascertain whether or not they are ready to take full charge of 
bringing out a paper for the textile workers." I think Tagore's selection of 
persons was rather a good one in view of the fact that J oglekar and Mirajkar 
had been the two persons who ran the "Kranti" when it first came out. 
Possibly that wll.B the reason for it. Tagore promises to remit the money which 
he says he got from the trade union leaders in Germany on receipt of a wire 
from Muzaffar Ahmad. Then he goes on to suggest a pictorial weekly for 
workers for which a gentleman in Germany has agreed to give a subsidy of £30 
or £35. Tagore asks Muzaffar to reply " agree two ,~ or " agree three" and 
explains what interpretation he will give to such a reply. He followed up this 
letter by P. 416 (12) (F. C. 318) on the 29th November, P. 2143P (F. C. 332) 
on ilie 27th December (in which Muzaffar Ahmad's letter P. 20M (F. C. 321) 
-was acknowledged) and P. 2026C (F. C. 344) dated ilie 17th January 1928, in 
the last two of which he gave a new address clo Agnes Smedley. In ilie last 
letter he also said : " I wrote to my Bombay friends to send a report on the 
condition of textile workers ......... , So far I have got nothing. I want this 
report before February. Be sure to write to our Bombay friends, asking iliem 
to send such report as early as possible." This letter, which is a copy, is 
corroborated by Muzaffar Ahmad's letter P. 1848C dated the 21st February 
1928 to Ghate in which he passes on this request and gives Ghate Tagore's 
address clo Agnes Smedley. That letter again is a copy bnt it is one of that 
series of letters, about ilie genuineness of ,which iliere can be no doubt, which 
relates to the sending to Calcutta by Ghate of the copies of ilie resolutions passed 
by the Enlarged E. C. of ilie Bombay Party on the 29ili January 1928. 

. We come next to P. 2027C (F. C. 378) dated the 28th February 1928 a letter 
froIll Ta~t:e,~, M~ Ahmad. , This letter ill referred to in P. 20200 (F. C.' 
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406) another letter from Tagore and that' again is 'indue course referrlidfo in 
P.2032P (F. C; 427). P. 20290 is also referred to a,second time in P; 2056P'st 
F. C. 466. These cross references cleady indicate the genuineness of the.1ettets 
of ,which P; 2027C and P. 20290 are copies made in the course of interception! 
'1'0' come to the letters themselves P~ 20270 deals almost enmely with a remittance 
of ,£ 40 sent by Tagore to Muzaffar Ahmad or " Ganavani", addressed to 87 
Harrison Road, of which he complains that he has received no acknowledgment.. 
In.this letter he promises that the money ,will be remitted regularly every two 
months but says that it will be no use doing that if the remittances are going to 
be confiscated. Then. he mentioIlB a report" in the papers here (Berlin) that 
25,000 roubles have been remitted on behalf of the Trade Union of Soviet Russia 
to Girl in aid of the Kharagpur strikers. There is no news about it either: 
Enquire about it and print it in the papers. It is necessary that the fact pf itll 
having been sent should be made public." I have already mentioned this thirst 
for,publicity in regard to all sums sent from Russia to help,the workers of other 
countries. ' " ' 

In his next letter P. 20290 (F. C. 406) dated the 24th Apri). 1928 Tagore 
b;egins by mentioning his letter ,of the 28th February and also mentions one 'dated 
the 12th March which apparently escaped interception. The;n he mentions a 
letter from Kalidas and one from the B. J. W; A. appointing him as their dele
gate, but says both these were received too late to be of any use, He asks about 
the annual meeting of the Bengal Party and asks for papers and reports to be sent 
in the name of Agnes Smedley. He mentioIlB again the sending of money and he 
is apparently working to establish a bureau in Europe to catry on propaganda 
regarding the condition of Indian workers. On the 12th of June we find Tagore 
writing to Kishorilal Gho~h in rather more formal style than 'he uses in writing 
to Muzaffar Ahmad. In the course of this letter also he mentions sending money 
for a paper for the Jute Workers'Association of Bhatpara and for the Bombay 
Textile workcrs in the names of Muzaffar Ahmad and Dange. This letter was 
recovered in Ghosh's search. Risnen letter to Muzaffar Ahmad is P. 2056P' 
(F. C.465). This letter indicates a certain amount of confusion as he now says 
that £60 which he sent in Ghate's (riot Dange's) name may be returned because he 
has been arrested. Then on the 28th August we get the letter P. 2035P from 
Tagore to Muzaffar Ahmad in which he expresses surprise that'Muzaffar ,Ahmad 
has not yet received the money which has been sent to him and says that he,fails 
to understand it. He again asks for a mandate from the B. J. W. A. and the 
Textile Union of Bombay; The last letter from Tagore to Muzaffar Ahmad is 
P.2038P. (F. C. 663) dated the 21st November 1928. This is mainly occupied with 
a defence of himself against the suspicion of members of the Party in India that 
he was misappropriating the money given to him by Trade Unions in Germany 

, for the two papers'in India. It may be noted here that Tagore's letters are all 
, in Bengali and that his handwriting in that language is identified by P. W. 95 Sri 

Kumar Neogi. ' ' " 
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, This correspondence was not entirely one-sided. P. 2054P' (F. C. 821) is a 
letter scnt by Muzaffar Ahmad to Tagore's Berlin address but redirected from 45 
there to the Hotel Bristol at Moscow from whence it apparently came back to 
India through the Dead Letter Office. This letter is dated the 8th December 1927 
and acknowledgcs.Tagore'sletter of the 8th November P. 2098P and mentions 
P. 440 to both of which I have referred above. In this letter Muzaffar Ahmad 
says : " As regards the offer of the German lab9ur comrades, we are going to 50 

. accept it quite'gladly. I hope you have sufficiently convinced them that we belong 
to thl! radical school of thonughts. This I mention becauee the German Tradl1 
Union circles are perhaps a ,little yellow." Further on in this letter he mentions • 
that .. the Bengal Jute Workers' Association has now been affiliated with thll 
Peasants' and Workers' Party of Bengal." , 55 

, Another letter from Muzaff'ar Ahmad to Tagore is P. 2256 (F. C. 490) dated 
(). P.l2060 the 19th July 1928 addressed to Tagore clo Miss Agnes Smedley at a Berlin 

address. In this letter he says ,:," On all sides in India labour llllTest has set in. 
I believe a reallubour movement in India has begun. We have at/irted here a 
Textile Workers' Union. A Union of this class did not exist in Bengal before;" 60 
Tl}.en he goes on to mention the scavengers' strike. This is one of those letters iii 
which Muzaffar Ahmad casts doubt on the fact of the money from Germaily ever 
having been despatched at all 

The last letter .from'Muzaffar Ahmad to Tagore which we come across is 
'," P. 1865 (1) a letter enclosed by Muzaffar Ahmad with P. 1865 (F. C. 561) 66 

addressed to ¥iss Agnes Smedley. ThlSletter was ~tercep~ed!Uld yrlthheld.' It 
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is the letter 'Written frpm Bombay which mentions that Spratt and Muza1far 
Ahmad had come to Bombay on Wednesday last September the 5th. He goes on: 
"We are discussing bere the future programme of our Party. The dis61lssioUB 
have not yet ended." (This was written on the 8th). He goes on to mention the 
pUblication of " A Call to Aetion " and furtber the failure of the money sent &. 
from Berlin to reach India. He also mentions the proposal to convene a con
ference at Calcutta in December to constitute an All-India Party and adds : 
I' Under the auspices of the Party which has been organised in the Punjab, a 
conference will meet at Lyallpur this month. Dange has been elected president. " 

The nature of the contents of ~s correspondence will I think sufficiently 10-
clearly indicate the position of Tagore in relation to Muzaffar Ahmad and the 
Bengal Workers' and Peasants' Party. The main importance of the correspond-
ence is in its bearing (1) on the case of Muzaffar Ahmad and (2) on the relations 
between the B. J. W; A. and the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bengal, a sub-
ject with which I shall have to deal when I come to the case of Banerji accused. ' I. 

Coming back to Muzaffar Ahmad's personal activities again, in June 1927 
we find bim writing to Page Arnot in answer to a letter from that gentleman and 
asking him to contribute articles to" Ganavani " (P.448 (6). F. C.219). Much 
about the samo timo we find him also writing P. 448 (4,) to the Communist Book-
shop 16 King St. Covent Garden, London, which was also the headquarters of ~ 
the C. P. G. B. with the idea of getting·, Ganavani " Bold in London, P. 448 (5) to 
the General Secretary, National Minority Movement, and P. 448 (1) to various 
institutions in America ordering three copies of the" ABC of Communism .. 
and asking for the Dame of the editor of the " Ganavani .. to ,be enrolled as Ii. 
subscriber to tho" Marxist" and a subscriber to the" Communist". During ~ 
this period he was in correspondence with Spratt accused on the subject of 
Spratt's failure to come to Calcutta. I have already mentioned P. 2129P (I. C.45) 
dated the 18th MI1Y 1927. Another letter of this kind is P. 2133P (1. C. 57) in 
which Spratt apologises for the delay and still another is P; 2134P (1. C. 58) in 
which Spratt says: " I was very sorry that you mould be put out by my non- ~ 
appearance. I admit that I have given you, great provocation." That letter ia 
dated the 7th August 1927 and on the 15th Spratt wrote to C. P. Dutt in P. 2329P 
(1) (F. C. 235) : "Lozzie, I fear is angry with me as I have not been to _ 
him as yet." Spratt again mentions Lozzie in P. 1009 the draft letter dated 
the 4th September 1927 in which he says: " Re. A. L English journal w" have " 
had an informal general conference. Lozzie, Lujoo & Co. at Bombay, and have 
agreed to·start oue as s.oon as arrangements can be made, chiefly in charge of 

o. P. 1208. Cunfe aud Rhug.'? We may infer from this that some time in August Muzaffar 
Abmad visited Bombay for a general Party conference. On the 17th October 
1927 we find Dange 'writing to Muzaffar Ahmad about" Hell Found" and also .0 
about the Cawnporo Session of the A. t T. U. C. There is a P. S. as follows: 

O. P. 12011. 

" 

" Can any group of yours go to Cawnpore for the All-India Trade Unioa 
Congress' Try if you can to shift the secretaryship to me jointly with N. M. 
Joshi." Muzaffar Ahmad did attend the Congress (P. W.'s 111 S. I. J. N. Sen 
Gupta and 119 Inspector Jagannath Sarin) and after it was over received a copy "G
of Dange's" T. U. C. Left" report in the letter P. 2097C (I. C.72). That report 
shows that Muzaffar Alunad was one of those who attended the informal gather-
ing at Gowaltoli and the discussion to evolve a plan of systematic Trade Union 
work. ' ' 

We come next to the Session of the Indian National Congress at Madras in 
December for which a manifesto was issued by the Workers' and Peasants' Party. 
There is a copy of this on record P. 704 recovered in the search of Majid aooused 
with an endorsement at the end in Muzaffar Ahmad's handwriting : " Do you 
approve this pulJlislling in the name of the Workers'. and Peasants' Party of all 
India' Muzaffar 19JI2!27." This is rather an interesting piece of evidence in 
the light of the decisions taken at the meeting held at Madras on the 28th 
December of which we have on record the note in Spratt aocnsed's handwriting 
P. 1373 (2). In this note it is stated that" it was decided that a Congresf 
should be held for the purpose (of formation of an A. I. W. P. P.) at Calcutta 
within the period February 10-March 10, 1928. Arrangements, invitations ete. 
to be left to Muzaffar Ahmad." Very shortly after this we come to Spratt's 
undated letter to Dutt P. 526 (29) in which Spratt mentions his visit to Madra. 
and r('plying to a request made to him by Dutt sAys;" I have asked,Muzaffar 
Ahmad of Calcutta whose knowledge of these thingI!J is encyclopaedic to write 
one (an article) about political pe1'8ooutilln ete. He will do 80 with a little more 
PersUasion fr~m me I think .. , and'in P. 2065C (I. C. 117) Spratt proceeds to 
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try his hand at persnasion.-.· This letter mentions the receipt o! a letter from Dutt 
which was probably the reply to P •. 526 (29). Just before thlS Muzaff!lr .AluiJ.ltd 
had written to Spratt in P. 526 (26)(1. 0. 85) on the 9th January pressmg Spratt 
to come to Calcutta .. To this letter Spratt replied in P. 2096P (I. C. 87). on the 
16th January explaining his inabili~ ~o come to Calcutta, one reaso~ bemg the 5 
making of arrangements for the MUIDClpal workers' hartal when the Simon Com
mission lands "a difficult work which it is whispered may land us in prison ". 
To that lette; Muzaffar Ainnad replied anxiously. in D. 140 (1) on the: ?4th 
January pointing out that Spratt had come. to India to study ~abour con~bons 
and must on no account go to prison. ThIS letter also contams a .mention of 10 
the activities in which Muzaffar Ahmad was himself interested at the time, namely 
the Dockers' strike in Calcutta, the Glass Workers' Union and the Scavengers' 
Union. _. , 

At the end of this month Muzaffar Ahmad wcnt to Bombay to take part in 
the meeting of the Enlarged Executive Committee of the Bombay Pll:rty, and 15 
it was no doubt at this time that .the re~olutions were' drafted whlrh were 
adopted by. the annual meeting, of the Bombay Party on the ,.18th of March 
and also after further modification by the annual meeting of the Bengal Party 
at Bhatpara at the end of the month. P. 1348 (41) includes the signature of 
Muzaffar Ahmad among the signatures of comrades and sympathisers who 20 
attended this Enlarged E. C. meeting. SubsequE'nt to the meeting Muzaffar 
Ahmad returned to Calcutta and we get thE' correspondence in which· he com
plains of the failure of Ghate accused to send him the copies of the resolutions. 
This bowever wa.'! not reallY Ghate's fault as thE'Y had been sent but had beeil. 
intercepted en route and ar"'e on the record as P. 2050. They got through :ulti- 25 
mately but after so mnch delay that the Bengal Party meeting was postponed 
up to the end .of March. 1I1uzaffar Ahmad evidently did not return to Calcutt!J. 
until after the 31st January becausE' on that date there is a letter P. 548 (8) 
(L C. 95) from Goswami accused informing him about a very suC'eessful first 
general meeting of the Scavengers~ Union. In this letter Goswami asks 30 
Muzaffar Ahmad to have a talk wtth .TIlabwala and sends his loye to. Spratt, 
Ghate, Mirajkar, Dange and others,. As this letter was recovered in the search 
at 211 European Asylnm. Lane it probably reached Bombay after Muz~ar 
Ahmad's departure and was forwarded back to him at Calcutta, or it may be 
that he received it at B.ombay and brought it with him. 35 

After his return to Calcutta MUzaffar Ahmad must have received the original 
of P. 2100C (L C .. 89) a letter from Mnkerji accused suggesting that the Beng!11 
W. P. P. should send an invitation to tho Gorakhpur Divisional W. P. 8abha for 
the W. P. Conference to be held on the 3rd and 4th March 1928. To this' he 
replied in P. 1414 (I. C. 98) dated. the 9th February in which he informed 4(}, 
Mukerji that the proposed A. I. W. P. P; Conference h'ad been postponed :tiIl 
December next. Further on he mentioned that a Provisional Committee' of 
the W. P. P. of India would be elected in the meanwhile. Finally towards 
the end he said: " I am sending herewith a copy of our present progranIme 
from which you will be able to understand our line of action. Please let 'me 45 

O. P. 121L know hy return of post if you are agreed to our progra.m:me." With this 
letter Ite enclosed copies of the ·W. P. P. Manifesto addressed to the Indian 
National (»ngress Madras and the programme of the Party.. , 

Thera can be little doubt that at. some time between February and April 
1928 Muzaffar Ahmad received a copy of the famous Assembly Letter P. 377 50 
(1) (F. C. 351) .. This letter which we have already found to have emanated 
from M: N. Roy IS d":,ted the 30th December 1927. C. P. Dutt's covering letter 

. P. 37718 da.ted the .oth of February and the letter P. 378 (F. C. 366) from 
Upadhyaya mtroducmg Abdul Hakim to. :Muzaffar Ahmad is dated the 8th.. 
P. 377 (1) IlOwever went astray in transit and was ultimately intercepted aud 55 
withheld. But from the contents of P. 20990 a letter from Muzaffar Ahmad 
to C. P. Dutt dated .10th M.ay 1928 it is evident that a copy of it· had reached 
Muzaffar Ahmad by thll;t t1llle.· T~e l~tter P. 377 ahows clearly ilia.t Muzaffar 
Ahm~dwas regularly m commuDlcation with· C. P. 'Dutt, while P.·· 377 (ll 
contams nnmerou~ reference~ to:Edw~rd which show that'Edward' or Muzaffar 60 
Ahmad had .been 1D commumCRtl(~n With .comrados in Europe during the whole 
of the preVIOUS year (1927). durlIlg whICh Roy had' been away in China.- 1 
have already dealt with the references which prove .convincingly that Edward 
can be DO other than Muzaffar .. Ahmad. For ilie rest this letter has been. 
sufficientJy discussed in the earlier portion of this'. judgment. , 65 

At the end of March we come; to the Bhatpara meetirigof the Bengal 
~!. held ,on the 31st :Ma,rch 1928 •. On page 55 of Ie·A Call to Action" we 
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find the names ()f the Executive Committee 'for 1928 which was elected at 
this meeting. This shows Muzaffar Ahmad'as General Secretary, D. K. 
Goswami as Sectional Secretary Labour, Gopendra' Chakravarty and 8 oth!)rs 
as memher!! of the Committee. "A Call to Action" contains a full account 

o. P. 1212. of this Conference including the resolutions and theses adopted at it and the " 
report pl'e~ented to it by the Secretary. 

O. P.1213. 

O.P. f214. 

Soon after this Conference was over a letter P.,1348 (5) (1. C. 140) dated 
the 4th April was written by Muzaffar Ahmad as General Secretary of the 
Bengal W. P. P. to inform the Secretary of the W. P. P. of Bdmbay that a 
Sub-Committee consisting of himself and comrades 'Goswami, Roy and Abdul 10 
IIalim had been appointed to represent the Party :in making al'l'angements to 
form the Workers' and Peasants' Party of India and to hold an,AlI India 
Conference in ·December next. I have already referred in dealing with the 
case of Gbate to the correspondence which passed between Muzaffar Ahmad 
and Ghate during the summer of 1928 in regard to the holding of a meeting 15 
of the Provisional Committee with the ultimate result that in September a 
'Council of War was held at Bombay, the ~nme " discussion" to whieh Muzaffar 
AlllD.ad refe1Ted in a passage in a letter to TagOTe which I have quoted above at 
Jlage 1206, ' 

One of the resolutions passed at the Bhatpara Conference (see page 36 of 20 
" A Call to Action ") welcomed the formation of the Leftgne against Imperialism 
,and approved of its work for the alliance of the revolutionary working class of 
the Imperialist countries and the revolutiollary nationalist movements in the 
subject countries. Muzafl'arAhmad had communicated this resolution to the 
League against Imperialism in a letter dated the 5th April and we find the 25 
League in P. 2030 (E. C. 408) thanking him for this letter and suggesting that 
he should ask his Executive Committee to decide to affiliate the W. P. P. with 
the Lcague and send a formal letter to that effect. 

A little later we come across Usmani's letter P. 2041C dated 29th April, to 
which I referred in dealing with Usnumi's case and in which Usmani made that 30 
urgent demand for facts and figures of strikes in Bengal and near about this 
year. Muzaffar Ahmad's reply is not on re(''()rd but it seems likelv that he did 
reply because comrade Sikandar Sur speaking at Moscow seems 'to hftve been 
fairly well provided with information of the kind which Usmani had asked 
~ ~ 

On the 10th May Muzaffar Ahmad "'Tote the letter of which P. 2099C (F.-C. 
417) is a coPY to C. L. Lease, Catherine Cottage; Bergheath, Tadworth, Surrey, 
England, which was intercepted and copied by P. W. 85, Inspector K. S. 
Mohammad Ismail at the Howrfth Mail Service Office. I have illready dealt 
with the circumstances of thi!! interception. The letter was signed M. A. and 4() 
is addressed to " My dear J ". It refers to a letter of C. P. Dutt of the 26th 
January which he says" did not reach me in time" by which I take it he 
means that it had been considerably delayed in transit. This letter con
tains a whole series of referencps to the contents of the Assembly Letter. 
It begins with a discussion of the question of association with and holding , 45 
office in the Indian National Congress, a subject which it will b. remember-
ed was dealt with in the report of the Communist International between 
the 5th and 6th World Congresses (P. 2365). What is perhaps afmost more 
important here is that in this very connection Muzaffar Ahmad seems to 
have put forward the same contention at the Bombay Council of War in Sep- 50 
tember as we find him suggesting here. He goes on to deal with the manifesto 
issued to the Madras Congress which he says" was drafted hastily". He 
goes on to talk about the differences between the Bengal and the Bombay 
Parties and'to answer the criticisms contained in the Assembly Letter (at F. C. 
357) of Naresh Sen Gupta and Atul Sen. A little further on he says: .. I do 55 
not know the name of Sasmal was suggested to have him in the Party." This 
is apparently another reference to the Assembly Letter, as at F. C. 364 we 
,find Roy speaking of people who might be sent to a conference abroad and 
saying :- " together with a few comrades of ours several T. U. C. and Left 
nutionalist leaders (Sa8msl f) sympathetic towards us can be sent." After 60 
these replies he says: •• We have formed a Provisional Committee of the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party of Inilia. We propose to hold next national 
conference at Calcutta in December next." The letter closes with a reference 
to Amhrose about whom be says: .. Ambrose is here and working hard. He 
has much been reduced in health:" This is so far as I know the only referenee 65 
to Ambrese outside the letters of Spratt accused and C. P;' Dutt. 
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,Towll.l'ds the, end of this month (May) Muzaffar Ahmad was ih correil" 
pondcnce with Spratt who had gone out on the East Indian Railway with the 
object of extending the strikc along the line. P. 501 (I. C.,l71) is a letter 
from Spratt along with one from Goswnmi both addressed to Muzaffar Ahmad 
in regard to the work at Ondal. . Goswnmi asks for copies of progra.mme, this 5 
year's report and other important papers necessary for propaganda and says: 
" Wc m'e getting a nice response from young men here; of course they are all 
factory workers." In answering this letter in P. 526 (12) (I. C. 173) dated 
the 26th May Muzaffar Ahmad asked Spratt for an article on the .. Role of the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party~· for the Ganavani which was about to come 10 
out again. He' also sent some literature in a separate packet and informed 
Spratt that he had received a bill for Rs. 431141- for him from Thomas Cook·s. 
This bill related to some property of Donald Campbell which had been stored 

~.P.121o. at Thomas Cook's. Spratt replied to this in P. 2066P (I. C. 177). Spratt 
must evidently have been in funds just about this date because he told Muzaffar 15 
.Ahmad to pay this bill and alsn to pay back a sum of Rs. 100 which .he (Spratt) 
owed to Nirod. Spratt ultimately sent the article to Muzaffar Ahmad ,in 

(). P.1216. 

P. 2077P (I. C. 183) on the 6th June. 

On the 9th June Muzaffar Ahmad receind the original lettcr of which 
P. 2043C is a copy from Shauknt Usmani announcing that he was just starting 20 
OIl the long contemplated tOUI·. This lettcrhas of course been discussed m 
connection with Usmani accused. ' , , ' 

On about the 10th June Muzaffar Ahmad received a letter P. 2016P (I. C .• 
185) from Gopal Basak reporting that on the 8th June a branch of the Party 
had been formed at Dacca and enclosing a report of the meeting at which this 25 
was dcme. This report contains some items of interest. It shows that GOp,al 
Basak was elected General Secretary of the Dacca Branch of the W. P. P. of 
Bengal with Dibendra Bijoy Guha (mentioned in the oral evidence) as trea
surer. Then there is a paragraph which. runs as follows: .. 2. Objects as 
usual. 3. Means as usual. 4. Extent. The activities of the Party will extend 30 
to the entire district of Dacca.' 5. Membership. Any person not below the 
age of 18 years who will subscribe to the object, constitution and programme of 
the Party and who has been elected by the Young Workers' League (to be 
formed ,vithin a week) in its annual conference (after one year's training in 
the ",tudy circle class attached with the League) may be taken as the individual 35 
member of the Party subject to the approval of the Executive. " 

A document which gives an indicatiou of the importance in this conspiracy of 
aC(ll1sed Muzaffar Ahmad is. P. 2051C (I. C. ]97) a letter dated the 14th July 1928 
from Sohan Singh Josh accused, admitted by him, in which Sohan Singh as 
General Secretary of the Workers' and Peasants' Party clo " Kirti "Amritsar, 40 
informs Muzaffar Ahmad officially that the W. P. P. of the Punjab came into 
existence on the 12th April 1938 and that the ronstitution of the Party is also 
complete. In this letter Sohan Singh also intimateR that the Punjab Party pro
poses to hold a conference of the Workers' and Pea8ants' of the Punjab at Lyall-
,pur from the 28th to.the 30th September along with the Provincial Political Con- 45 
ference and wish to invite Spratt, Rrndley and Muzaffar Ahmad to the eonfer-' 
ence of which they intend to make DangI:' the President. .About the middle of 
August as we learn from the evidence of P. W. 61, Suh Inspector Ma,nzuddin 
Ahmad, Muzaffar Ahmad, Goswami·and Spratt accused went to' Mymimsingh 
where they attended meetings on the 16th and the i7th. On the 16th Spratt and pO 
'Muzaffar .Ahmad spoke and on the 17th Spratt accused spoke and Muzaffar 
Ahmad interpreted his speech. 'l'he intention to pay this visit was mentioned 
by Muzaffar Ahmad in his letter t~ Dange P. 1617C(I. C. 213) dated th\! 
7th August 1928. 

At the beginning of September Muzaffar Ahmad went to Bombay with P5 
Spratt to take part in the discussions or as I have called it before the 
Party .. Council of War." There is a reference to this, as I have noted 
above in dealing with Tagore, in P. 1865 the letter to Tagore enclosed by 

.Muzaffar Ahmad along with a letter to Miss Agnes Smedley. There is 
another point of intere6t in this letter, namely the reference to the "La! 60 
Nishan ", the name of which, it will be rl:'membered, appears in Spratt's notes 
of the Council of War in brackets in thG sam(> way as does the name of " Spark ". 
As I have pointed out once before the explanation of this no doubt is that both" 
these papers were· still only projected. About the "Lal Nishan" Muzaffar 
Ahmad says in this letter: "We' are feeling ,the want of money. We ·have 65 
adverpsed that we are going to pnblish 1\ weekly pap!!rinJIindi !!n~tle!l ... Lal 
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Nishan" (Red Flag). We have also made necessary declaration about this 
paper. We are afraid this may have to be stopped for want of funds. If we 
would have not come to Bombay we would have started the paper this week. 
But we had to spend a lot of money to come here. We do not know if we shall 
be able to start it on our return," from which he goes on to complain of the diffi
culties in regard to the publication of the" Ganavani " which have resulted in 
a loss of confidence on the part of the pUblic. There are on record one or two 
advertisements and other mentions of " Lal Nishan " but there is no evidence 
that it ever reached the stage of puhlication and so far 118 I am aware no copies 
of it were recovered in any of th(' searcheR. This is the same letter in which 
Muzaffar Ahmad protests against several Indian Communists having gone to 
Europe when there was work to do in India. He says: "I have heard that 
some 3 or 4 pel'~ons had gone to Europe from India. If they try to join any 
labour orgamsation on behalf of our Party you should protest strongly against 
it. We do not wish that this lIort of men should go to Europe as our representa
tives. There is lot of work in India. There is no need to go abroad. Thev (lid 
not do any work here. I am always talking about these lahour organisations. 
Out of the 4 persons one is a suspicious character but the labour organisations in 

o. P; 1218. Europe know him thoroughly well." It. will be remembered that only about a 
~ month before this enquiries had been made from India as to whether Indian com

rades placed confidence in the 4 'persons Orin, Massel, Rhuden and Uke-Rhug, to 
wl,Jich Spratt, no doubt in consultation with Muzaffar Ahmad replied in the nega
tive. Later on in September the closeness of the relations between different mem.-

o bers of the couspiracyis well brought out in Sohan Singh Josh's letter to Muzaffar 
Ahmad P. 2052P (1. C. 228) in which Sohan Singh presses Muzaffar Ahmad 
very urgently to attend the Lyallpur Conference in a tone which suggests that 
his presence was really important. Muzaffar Ahinad was however unable to go 
and ",rote to Sohan Singh on the 26th September in P. 2093 (an original letter 
in Muzaffar Ahmad's handwriting obtained by P. W. 168, Sardar Sant Singh 
Superintendent of Police Punjab froni a source). In this he mentions that he 
has wir('d to Mtab Ali at Almora to proceed to Lyallpur to att('nd the Confer
ence. With this letter was enclosed II mesRage of greetings to the Conference 
on behalf of the W. P. P. of Bengal. This message P. 2093 (1) is an interest
ing document at the end of which Muzaffar Ahmad Reizes the opportunity to do 
some work on behalf of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of India and the A. I. 
W. P. P. Conferenee. 

The way in 'which Muzaffar Ahmlid accused like Spratt accused has a hllnd 
in almost everything to do with the working of a~ the Workers' and Peasants' 
Parties (even the Bombay Party, as we have seen in the matter of the drafting 
of the resolutions at the time of tbe Enlarged K C. meeting) is well brought 
out by his association with the Workers' and Peasants' Conference at Meerut at 
which the U. P. Party was establi6hed. P. 2197 and P. 414, (I. C. 2421243) are 
the deRpateh and delivery copies of a telegram from Gaud Shankar accused to 
Muzaffar Ahmad which nms as follows: "Please come with Spratt 14th 15th 

O. P. 1219. October Mcerut Mazdur Conference. Wire expenses." The fact that the money 
was actually wired is shown, by P. 2089 and by the T.M.O. receipt P. 2088 which 
bears Muzaffar Ahmad's own signature. In this connection Muzaffar Ahmad 
wrote a letter on the 12th October to H. K. Sircar which was recovered in 
Sircar's search and is in evidence as P. 272 (I. C. 245) in which he said: "In 
order to IIttend a Workmen's Conference at Meerut Spratt and myself are going 
there today. There was nothing previously arranged about the visit. Weare 
having to go because suddenly a telegram and fare had been d('spatched. We 
go only because thereby Party propaganda will be encouraged." Muzaffar 
Ahmad not only went but he sent a telegram to Sohan Singh Josh at Amritsa~ 
to come too (P. 2196 T. C. 245) and took an important part in the Conference, 
as it was he who moved the resolution P. 1091 that the Conference" directs the 
Subjects Committee to form a strong U. P. Mazdur Kisan Dal." He ended the 
speech reported in P. 1091 by saying: "A political party of workers and 
peasants should be formed which would be called thft Workers' and Peasants' 
Party. You should establish this Party without filiI. for a political party is 
highly essential for the people here." About this speech and his visit to Meerut 
Muzaffar Ahmad says at page 494 of the statements of the accused: "I came 
to Meerut on an invitation by wire from Mr." Gauri Shankar. A Workers' and 
Peasants' Conference was held here in which I spoke on the role of the Workers' 
and Peasants' Party and stated what work we were doing in· Bengal. But my 
speeeh was mis-reported. The reporter who took down the speech knew every
thing but reporting." Quite a number of speeches were reported by this reporter 

O. P. l22O. P. W. 126, P. S. I. Mangal Singh Tewliri and I am afraid that I cannot find i.t po .. 
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O.P.l~22. 

Bible' ·to . aooept Muzaffilr .Ahmad '. contention that this witn~ misreported h.iIt . 
!!peech. It will be remelllbered also that there is in P. "322 {recovered from P. Q 
Joshi aeeused) confirmation of the :teaolution moved by Muzafiar .Ahmad &nQ 
therefore indirectly of the speech III! reported. There is of cour.se also other cor
roboration in the shape of many lctters written by Joshi and others after the 
Conference including a number of letteTI! ,.,·ritten by Muzaffar Ahmad himself. 
as. for example P. 317 (I, C. 262), recovered in P. O. Joshi's s.earch, in which 
there occurs the following paragraph: ." J read the r!lJ?ort Wh16h you gave to 
the press. You omitted the most important tbin!j'-that IS the formation of the 
:Workers' and Peasants'.Party (1f U. P. and Delhi. I do not know whr you did 
that f" 

Immediately on hill return from Meerut Muzaffa.r Ahmad must have re
~ived the letter P. 2013P (equals P. 289, the Gffiee copy.recovered in Kadam 
8OO1IRed'S search) from L. N. Kac1am aec1lt!ed inviting hinl to attend the Bundel· 
khand Peasanttl' and WorkcrI!' Conf6cnt'1e to be held at Jbansi OD. the 28th and 
29th of October 1928. MuztU'far Ahmad was not able to nttend this Cenference 
or at any rate did not do so. He wall at tkis time getting more and more 
anxious about the Conference of the All India Party as 'We find frOflil hit! letter 
to Ghate, P. 1849P {L C. 278) of the 4th Novem.ber 1928, hit! lettet' writtell. ~o 
Dange P. 161lP (I. C. 281) on the following day and his letter to P. C . .Toshi 
P.316 (I. C. 283) dated the 6th November. Ghate's reply,is P. 421 (1. C. 285) 
dated the 11th November which I note gives the date of Jhllbwllla's resignntiol1 
from the Bombay Party as tho 10th November flO that he waf! ·still .a member 
at the time of bis Presidential speech at.Thnust This letter also contains II pro
mise to send the report of the Bombay Party's '\1\"Qrk for which Muzaffar Ahinad 
had asked by the end of November. 

As we might expeot from his Pllrtiaipation m. the Council of War a.nd ,the 
way in whiclt he seems to have hit! finger in everything in which the W. P. 
Parties are interested, even with all his pre-oooupation with the Calcutta ConfElir
ence Muzaffar Ahmad eould take an interest in the Jharia 'Sessionof the 
A. I. T. U. C. In P.l348 (36) (L C. 318) ..... e find him writing to Ghate and saying' 
on this subject" who again are going to Jharia '" According to P. W. 254, 
Rai Bahadur N. V. Trivedi, Mttzafiar Ahmad was among those who attended the 
meetings of the A. I. T. U. C.at .Tharia from the 18th to 20th December. Thi. 
witncss was cross-examined on this point .and gave the following replies : " The 

·names of persons present there (at Jharia) 'Were given from memory. I think 
.Muzaffar Ahmad accused was present there. I am. confident he was there. I do 
not remember any particular thing done by Muzaffar Ahmad. If I :remember 
right he was there only for a very .short time and 011. the :/irst day. I cannot be 
snre now whether it was the first day or the second day." Muzafiar Ahmad says 
about this conference that the witness .. gave false evidence saying that. I 
attended the Jharia T. U. Congress. In that Session I was elected Vice Presi
dent 1)£ the A. 1. T. U. C. in my absence. But I accepted the office when I 'Was 
informed about it." I think it probable that Muzaffar Ahmad's statement in this 
'connection is correct, because it is quite likely that with the W. P. P. Conferen~e 
.coming only a few days later, he found himself unable to leave Calcutta. III. the 
Calcutta Conference he was an important figure in more ways than one. The 
official report P. 669 show8 that on theftrst da'v Muzaffar Ahmad was elected Ii 
member of the Drafts Committee. On the second day we find that he spoke 
againbt Joglekar's amendment to the Political Res.olution on the subject of the 
.entry of Party membeTs into the Independence for India League. On the third 
·.day he moved and Ghate seconded the resolution proposing the formation of the 
.Alllri.dil8J WorkeTs ' and Peasants' Party, a resolution which was very naturally 
:carried unanimously. There can be no doubt that it was on his account that 
tronble occurred later on in this meeting when an amendment to the draft (jonsti-
· tntion was moved by Goswami to the effect that the General Secretary of the 
Party should be directly elected by the Annnal Congress. The discussion was 
not conclnded that day and was adjourned to the following day when the pro-

· ceedings were held at 121 Lower 'Circular Road.. On the fourth day the sa!l1e 
· underlying dispute in the Bengal Party reappeared over. the nominations to the 
· Natiol1s1 Executive Committee. We.find it stated that" conflict again occurred 
over the election of the Bengal members and some of the Bengal delegates 

,walked out. Misunderstanding had been created by outside influences which 
.were jealous of the ,growth· .ofthe Party and made an organised attempt to . 
. .wreck it. The dispute was eventually settled ~nd the National Executive Com-
; mittee elected as follows": I may Dote here that P. 1764 shows that this-par~
graph WBS drafted' by .Spratt.,accused. The members- actually.elected to ·the 
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NaHonal Executive Commit.tee for Bengal were ;MuZaffar l\hmad, Goswami and 
Chakravarty accused and H. K. Sircar. Unfortunately for the Party the settle: 
ment of the dispute which was effected on this occasion, was only temporary ana 

" ' matters came to a head later with disastrous results; ,';.t 
. . ~ 'r 

O. P. 12;13,' Immediately after the W. P. P. Conference Muzaffar Ahmad took part in the 5 
~eetings of the C. P. I. held on the 27th; 28th and 29th'December. Ghate's 
notes P. 1295 show that on the 27th Muzaffar Ahmad presided and was also 
elected a ,member of the Central Executive as representing Calcutta. On the 
28th there is a mention of Shamsnl Huda's complaint that he was, neglecteq by 
Muzaffar Ahmad, and lastly on the 29th we find " (2). Central organ of, the 10 
party-to be published from Calcutta. Muzaffar to look into Hindi and Bengali 

o P.1224. 

J 

pa]>ers and criticise them ........ (5). Mirajkar, Muzaffar, Joglekar were sug-
gested as delegates to the E. C. C. It was finally decided to select one fromtlie 
first two.' M. A. selected later." ' 'I have dealt, with this meeting several times 
before'and it is not necessary here to do more than note ilie part taken in it by 15 
Muzaffar Ahmad. It was no doubt realised later that it would be impossible for 
Muzaffar Ahmad to leave India aIld hence the note P. 1305 in which there occur 
the remarks: " Muzaffar's not going. , ...... Muzaffar's failure to' go ...... '. '; 
p:smani to bedespatch~d in case Mu~affar is unable to go." ' ' 
• " Whatever his faults Muza'ffar Ahmad was certaiIily never a passive member' 20 
of ,the conspiracy. On the 14th January we find him writiug on behalf ,of the 
N. E. C. of the W. P. P. of India as member in charge of education and propa
ganda to Gauri Shankar and P. C. Joshi in P. 212 anq P. 343 (a circular letter 
which was no doubt sent to, others also) in regard to the celebration by the 
Party in conjunction with the Communist Party on the'21st January of the fifth 25 
AIlniversary, of J;"enin's death., T~e p'0~ntsw4i!lh he says in thi~ letter sho.uld 
be stressed in the speeches are (1) Lenm's analysis of the nature of opportumsm 
and reformism in the Labour Movement and' its role as the last line of defence 
of capitalism ; (~) his teaching on the colonial question, the tactics and ultimately 
the leading role of the working class in the colonial revolution; (3) thesignifi- 30 
cance of the Russian Rev'olution as the first breach in the structure of Imperialism 
8l}.d the U. S.'S. R. as the fatherland of the working class; hence thenecessitr of 
tM def<!nce of the U. S. S. R. against the war danger. He asks that as many 
'meetings as possible should be held especially among industrial workers and that 
th!l~e meetings should be advertised by handbills giving the most important 35 
details of Lenin's teachi.ngs and life. ' ' 

0.1". 12e5. . Somewhere about,the 20th January Muzaffar Ahmad received a sum of 
Rs. 500 from Dange accused fOl" the Bauria strikers, see the letters P. 395 (2) 
and 395 (1) (I. C. 348). There was a good deal of trouble between Muzaffar 
Ahmad and Ghosh accused in regard to this' money but as it does not affect ~ 
Muzaffar Ahmad's case I need not deal with it here. This matter is also men
tioned in P. 1346 (1. C. 349) a letter from Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghate. But.a 
matter of greater importance to the case mentioned by Mnzaffar Ahmad in this 
letter is the demonstration on, the occasion of the visit of the Simon Commis-
sion to Calcutta on ilie 19th Jan. About this he says: " On Saturday last a 45 
,big demonstration passed through Calcutta streets to protest against the arrival 
of Simon Commission. Our party took a prominent part in it. We came out 
with red flags and party slogans iil black and white." At the end of this letter 
he speaks of the Lenin Day meetings which he says w~re pretty successfuL He 
'adds: " I shall send a long report to our Boss, the General Secretary, who per- 50 
haps is not functioning as yet, at least there is no sign of it." , We have reports 

,of the speeches made on Lenin Day in evidence. One of these, P. 2471, isa 
report of the ,speech made by Muzaffar Ahmad himself in which he attempted 

,to give the gist of the speech made by Spratt accused for the benefit of the 
Hindi-speaking members of the audience. I do not think that Muzaffar Ahmad 55 

, was very successful in conveying the gist of Spratt's speech; but I imagine that 
_ what he did say was just a~ useful. He' ended off with th~ remar~ : " ~e 
.. (Lenin) is treated as a great man because he understood that m the liberabon 
. of workers workers only would stand in the front line and that the workers alone ' 
',could bring about a real revolution. Only the workers prought about ilie revoln· 60 

0, P. 1226. ,tion and established Labour Government in Russia." 

-'-, Like Dange in Bombay Muzaffar Ahmad received from.C. P.Dutt at the 
end of February a letter P. 2Hio (Of. P. 1665, F. C. 807), forwarding a letter in 

-regard to ilie celebration of the ,19th Anniversary of .ilie foun~atiQn of the Co!D
'~m.unist International and ,suggestmg th11t Muzaffar Ahmad =ght send material Cl5 

for ilie exhibition which was being organised on 1hi.s occasion to tlie W',W. L. 'L 
~ . ~ ~. .);' .~. ....... . 

• f ~ ~ 
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:Wnethe:t.:Mlizaffar Ahmad ever sent any materialthere.is:no . .evidenca:tosho1(;;l 
'As boththeseJetters were withheld, I presume he did not, ,but ethere is an obvious I 
significance'in the fact that such a r!'lquest wasJII!lde to him. DlJ,ling 1:he ,month J 
of February Muzaffar Ahmad ~ntfuued .. to be m corresp.ondjlnr:e. mth .other, ( 
sections· of the W. P. P. of India.; for example· we find, him ,wnting P.'1335, 5 
(1. C. 368), dated 11th Feb. to G!We in which he speaks about th~,Girni Kamgar. '. '";; 
Union, Usmani's speech on Lenlll Day, the money for the ·Baurla. Workers and·,. 
the aftermath of the Simon Commission boycott demonstration. He also refers , 

.. "t ... 

to the difficult financial position and says: " There is no end of pecunisry diffi
culties, .Comrade Spratt had wired for his allowances but nothing has ,reached, 10 
him as yet." Next on the. 16th Feb. in P. 1336 (L C. 376) Muzaffar Ahmad: 

, again writes to Ghate. This is the letter in which he ,asks .how USmani is doing. 
He also refers agam to the financial difficulties and says: "Comrade Spratt 
wired to London for his allowance but has not received any till now. He is very. 
much. in troubles so far as financial affairs are concerned." He also refers in 
this letter ,to the necessity of holding a meeting of the Nation.al EXllcutive .. Com~; 
mittee •. ' . 

GoP. 1227. , Muzaffar Ahmad accused was also in correspondence at'about this time with 
P. C. Joshi aecused, see the letters P. 2155P. (1. C.371) (equals P .. 416 (16» and 
P. 2148 p' (L C. 379), which are two letters from P. C. Joshi and P. 1096 20 
(L C. 383) and P. 304 (1. C. 394) from Muzaffar Ahmad to Joshi. It was at this 
time also· that the Split in the Bengal Party came to a. head. The immediate 
cause of this was the expulsion of Chakravarty accused from the Bengal Party 

25 or as it now was the Bengal Branch of the All ,India Party; which was reported 
by Muzaffar Ahmad to Nimbkar accused as General Secretary. of tbe All India 
Party in P. 1767 (L C; 378). The sequel to this i1! the letter addressed to 
Muzaffar Ahmad by Goswami, Basak, Kali Sen and others on the 8ih March 
resigning their membership of the party, P. 423 (1. C. 392). 

'. I 

Another subject mentioned in Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to Nimbkar P. 1767 
is the matter of the affiliation of the All India.' Party to the League Against 
ImperialiSIIL About this he says': "Did you apply to the League Against 
Imperialism and for national independence for the affiliation of the Party , .~ 

. Nimbkar accused replied to this and other letters from Muzaffar Ahmad in 
P. 2163P (1. C. 404) on the 15th March in which he said: "An application has 
been Ilent to the League about affiliation.'! It does not really matter very much 
whether the application was or was not actually sent. Nimbkar accu1!ed now 
Bays that it was not actually sent, ~use he gave the letter to a friend to post 
and the friend not having done so by the time of Nimbkar's arrest never posted 
it at all. The last Letter in evidence written by Muzaffar Ahmad is P. 1100 

. (L C. 409) addressed to Joshi accused on the 17th March in which he asks him. 
• O. P. 1228. for a loan of Rs. 50 for Comrade Spratt and says : " He has not been getting 

his allowance for a few months .. We are exhausted on account of the, last 
conference. This is why I am asking for your assistance in this respect. . The 
money would be repaid as soon as Comrade Spratt gets his allowance." From 
which it appears that there had been a serious breakdown in the finan()i.al arrange. 
:ments made by the persons responsible for sending Spratt accused to India. . 

MUzaffar Ahmad's activities were by no means limited to party orglinisa-

\' 

. , ... 

40 

ti.on only ; he aliso took a considerable interest in Trade Union work,' for example 
'in the Scavengers' Union and its strikes. He also took a certain amount of 
interest in the E. I. Rly. strike. But far more important than this is hi.s work 50 
in connection with the maintenance" of communications with' conspirators in 
Europe. We find for example that Ganavaniwas being sent to a large number 
'of 'll.ddresses, not all of coursE! communist, mainly in Europe and the U. S. A., •• 
vide P. 394 and P. 410. Another list is the one made'by P. W. 71 Sub-Insp.ector 
P •. C. Mandai from a large number of copies of the Ganavani which he saw being 5& 
posted by Abdul Halimat the Howrah Mail Office on the 23rdAugust, 1928. 
Apother piece of evidence .showing the way iIi. wQich Muzaffar Ahmad carried 
out this work is P. 463 which consists of a number of registered postal receipts ,',' 
for letters I8.d~essed for example to Miss Agues Smedley, the Secretary Labour 
Research Department, the Communist International, the League Against 60 
Imperialism and M. N.Roy. The liIst' of these was addressed to M. N. Roy at 
24, F.rie.drich Strasse, Berllii S. W. 48,' Germany, that is at the address of 'the' 
League Against ImperialiSIILAnother small piece of evidence which I men- ' 
tioned in connection with this matter of communications at an earlier stage .. .is 
the entry in 14uzaffar Ahmad's diary P. 397 of the registered number of an' 65. 

o. P. ma. ~ndi~ ~eaman wit.h the name of the ship f~om which he ha4 iust been discharged. ' .', 
.J ..... " } ,~#. , .... 



Still'lIJ1other Pivoe, of evidence in thil! connection is the map of Hamburg re. 
<fOVI!nd> in tIlIt aearch of the Bengal PattI Office which has on it an ariow. 
showing the way to the International Seamen's Club. In the aame' connection: 
it ill worth noting that there is evidence in Mnza~ar Ahmad's ease showing that. 
he himself WaR in the habit of using covor addreBSe8. I refer to the IlBBe of: fi. 
P. 2121P whieh was !lent by Iyengar to Muzaffar Ahmad twics, being addressed, 
the nt:st time to one Abdur Rahim and the sClCond time to N. C. Dey. " 

In cOlihection Witll the Whole of the ab()\re evidence I muet note that of 
course thie i8 only 8 brief ~utnmary of the case against Muzaffar Ahmad. 
1'bere are in fact ilOmewhat Ol'er 100 documents on the record which are either' 10-
itt Mnzaffar AhMad '8 handwriting or bear his signatnre 88 proVed by .the 
e'l'ide1re1! C1f P. W. 54 S. 1. R. N. Gupta, P. W. 121 Fadulhaq Selbusi, P. W. 133 
Colottel Rahtnall and otbers, lind tbere are somewhat more than 400 documents 
which affect hig case, quite apart frOIJ1 the oral evidence. Most of the oral 
e't'idence deals with meetil1ge, spellches, demonstrations and the like and I haTe Ifi. 
bardly thought it necessary to tonch on this as there is so much .other evidence 
which makes the case against him so conspicuously clear. In addition to thi!! it 
i" to be noted that Muzaffar Ahmad accused is one of the 18 signatories to the 
joinf statement made on behalf of all the Communist accused by Nimbkar. That 
is a very useful document in itself but over and above that Muzaffar Ahmad 20, 
harS himself made a statement which well deserves oonsideration. ' 
, In his statement to this court which begins at page 46Q of the statements 

o. P. 1230. of the accused he begins by discussing his position af! a Communist. About 
this be eays: "I am a revolutionary Communist. I had been a member of 
the Communist Party of India' till the day of my arrest on 20th March, 1929, 25 
ill' cronnection witb this case. The C. P. 1. (In the day of my Ilrretlt was not 
officia'lly 8 section of the Communist International. We did not duly affilia.te 
our party with theC. I. for the reason that we had been weak numerically. 
Otherwise our party fully believed in the policy and principles and programme 
of the C. I. and propagated the1il as best it oould under the eir<lUmstances.. 30-
Thl! prosecution has allegedtne til he one of those in india who are said to have 
~nte:ted into II. conspiracy With the C. I. as early ,as 1921, to establish its branch 
otganisations in India. It rests With the prOM<lUtion to pr()\re the 'IlOnspiraC1i 
if thet'll had beet! any. But I am proud to state that With all 1ily drawbacks ' 
affl one of the early pioneers of the Cotntnunist Movement in tbis country." 35-
Then he goes 011 (at the top of page 461) to state as his own belief exactly one 
ilf the points which the proseclltion has sought tCf establish by evidence. Be 
says: "I cannot 1'eally conceive the existence of II. Comrtmnist or Communist 
Party who or which does not act according to the principlee and programme of 
the C. I. which is the real and the greatest revolutionary organisation in the 40':' 
World." Next be touches on the question of the W. P. P. being a veiled Com
Intinist Party and says: "I had beeh one of the active members of tht! W. P: P .. 
which bad never been a veiled 'Cotnmimist Party as has been suggested by the 
prosecution and accepted by the Enqtiiring Magistrate. In spite of tbe le~l 
ilxist~nce of the C. P. t. of Indi~ it is grotesque o~ the part of .the prosecution 45 
to tbmk that there was a neceSSIty of having II. veiled Commumst Party under 

O. P. 1231. the caption of the W. P. P. I, a Communist, joined the W. P. P. and worked 
for it, because it adopted the National Revolutionary programme which was 
and is today a paort of the programme of the C. I. for a colonial subject country 
'like India." This statement is a delightful compound of truths and half troths 50. 
and it will be apparent that Muzaffar Ahmad has completely ignored the fact 
that it was not the 'prosecution which originally suggested that the W. P. p. W88 
a veiled C. P. Next be comes to the programme and the future del'elopmeuts 
al! he sees them, and says at page '462: "The reading- of history from the 
Materialist point of view has made the Communists understand that India will 55-
pass through II stage of National Revolution of the Bourgeois Democratic Type 
'before sbe reaches the stage of Proletarian Revolution. It hall been laid down 
,ily the C. 1. in its Colonial 'Qlesis adopted in its Second and 6th World Con
:gresses (Exhs. P. 2395 and P. 1228) how to carry through this stage of revolu-
·tion. So fail' as the programme of the W. P. P. and the propaganda of the 60-
National Democratic Revolution of the C. I. are concerned there is a great deal 
,'of agreement in them and this agreement is bound to be therl'." And indeed 
it is obvious that assuming the National Demol'rlltie Revolution to hi! the esseIl'
tialpreliminary step to the Proletarian Revolution slleh agreement is bound 
,to exist. as MllZtl,(far Ahmad says. From this he goes on to the history of the 6fi. 
oW. P. P. beginning With the Labour Swaraj Party of Bengal and his own· co~· 
bection With.it. The point "Whioh he mlikes in regard to all his own work 18 . 



.i ,~ '''"-1"" f .. 

that' he was wO'rking for militanoy and fO'r revO'lutiO'n. In this -part of hi& 
'statement he has a gO'O'd deal·tO' say abO'ut the BO'urgeO'is Democratic RevO'lutiO'n.· 
We begin to' see the drift O'f his argument at the foO't O'f page 468 where he 

[). P. l232. says: "Only a successful NatiO'nal RevO'lutiO'n can drive away the British 
Imperialism from India. RevO'lutions must nO't be oO'nfused with revO'lts O'r 
rebellions. RevO'lutiO'ns are events which under the pressure O'f 'material con
djotiO'ns ha·ppen frO'm time to' time in the histO'ry O'f human sO'ciety. When exist-
ing conditions and reigning institutiO'ns stand in the way O'f continued develO'P
ment O'f a given community a struggle ensues which eventually ends in a clash." 
A little further O'n he says: "Now we shall see what seotiO'n O'f PO'PulatiO'n of 
India will take a lead and part in the coming revO'lutiO'n whitlh O'f course will be 
one of the BourgeO'is DemO'oratio type." Disoussing this prO'blem he finds it 
O'bviO'US that it will nO't be the BO'urgeO'isie. He discusse!! the PO'sitiO'n O'f· the 
BO'urgeO'isie at sO'me length incident-ally coming to' the cO'nolusiO'n that Mr. Gandhi 
is' " reactiO'n incarnate." He goes O'n to' ,cO'nsider the PO'sitiO'n of the Petty 
BO'urgeO'isie and the Peasantry. The Peasants' RevO'lutiO'n, he says, must be 
an essential part O'f any revO'lutiO'n in a CO'untry like India where the Peasantry 
fO'rms an, O'verwhelming majO'rity O'f the PO'PulatiO'n. In this couneotiO'n he 
quO'tes at page 476 the example O'f the Ru.ssian RevO'lutiO'n. Then at last O'n page 
478 he comes to' the wO'rking cla,ss and the deductiO'n, the O'bviO'US and lO'ng anti
cipated deduotiO'n, that " The wO'rking olass is the O'nly class which can take 
up the leadership O'f the Indian NatiO'nal RevO'lutiO'nary struggle," (the struggle 
whitlh it must be bO'rne in mind still leads to' a BourgeO'is Demooratio RevO'lutiO'n) 
U and carry it through to a viotorious conolusion. Under the peculiar OO'lonial 
conditions it will be the task O'f the wO'rkers" revO'lutiO'nary party-the C. P. 1.
to be the vanguard of the Indian National RevolutiO'n as well, because the O'ther 

o. P. J.233. cIas.ses, as I have already stated, will fail to take up that PO'sition. The National 
Revolution O'f course will be the immediate O'bjective O'f the C. P. I." A little 
further on he explains why the C. P. I. will be the vanguard O'f the revolutio~ 
and says: "FO'rmed with the most olass-consoious seotiO'n of the working 
class the CO'mmunist Party will give guidance and supply brain to the struggle. 
It being an International O'rganisatiO'n, it has got the supPO'rt of the whO'le world 

I proletariat behind it IIInd is therefore the strO'nge,st political Party in the world,. 
The Communist Party is the master of the revolutiO'nary tactics whitlh we hav.e 
seen in the Russian Revolution. It has studied revolution both as a science 
and as an art." At page 480 onward he explains why at one stage the W. P. P. 
put forward the slogan O'f a National Constituent Assembly and in the course 
of thi.,s he makes some remarks about" Ex-comrade M. N. Roy" whO' ,accord-
ing' to him is the author of the Supplementary. Thesis on the N atiO'nal and 
Colonial question adopted at the Second Congress of the C. I. At page 482 he 
comes to the ptol;llem of the seizure of power, that is the actual carrying O'ut 

~,,'.. ,'hi. of the revolution.' About this he says: "The essential problem O'f anyrevO'lu-
'.' '-'" tion isth~ seizure of PO'wer. At present the British Imperialism is in coutrol' 

of State power in India. This Imperiallsm therefore must be O'vertp..ro~ 
As. the· workers and peasants will overthrow Imperialism they will naturlllly 

'.,' capture the State power. But they will nat ~ture the power in O'rder; to 
mafutain the State form as it is nO'w. They will smash the present State form 
into pieces' and e.stablish in its place the Workers' and Peasants' Republic ba,sed 

." on the organs of the real mass power, the Soviets." At page 485 he comes to 
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50 o. P. 1234. his,relia.tions with Kishori Lal Ghgsh accused and says that the quarrel between 
him and Ghosh was certainly- not a personal matter, as the Committing Magis
trate.appeared. to have thO'ught. I presume that what Muzaffar Ahmad has said 
here i.B said with the idea of assisting Ghosh accused in his defence. Unfor" 
tunately for, Ghosh accused O'nehas to remember the Communist moral'principle 
of eXpediency., Bearing in mind tberefO're that supposing fO'r the sake of argu~ 55 
meht GhO'sh accused was a member O'f the conspiracy his acquittal would'obviO'us- , .. 
Iy be a circumstance which the members of the conspiracy would desire, it is 
ti:npossible. to' .attach my value to' what Muzaffar Ahmad says on the point. The 
case .is hO'wever different when we come to admissions made by him whicli are 
$p,ported by evidence on thfl recO'rd, as for example when at page' 486 he refers 
~ George AlliI;lO'J), alias Donald ,Campbell. I find it difficult however to' belieVe 
~a.t it was not until February, ,1927, that Muzaffar Ahmad oaccused became 
ilCquaintedmth Gh01!h. At page 488 he comes to a series of documents fO'r the 
printing ,of whitlh he was respon·sible. It will be remembered that whereas in 
the ConstitutiO'n of. the Bengal W.,P, P. prior to the Bhatpara Conference the 
" means ". was stated as fO'llO'WS .:,' " Non-violent mass aCtion will be the prin~ 
cipa1 means 'for 'the attainmentandrealisatiO'nof the above O'bject (Complete 
~~~~1 Independence) Il;nd ,demands," in the revised constitution il.dopted:by, 
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the W. P. P. at that conference the mention of non-violence was omitted and 
the " means " Was stated as follows: "The rallying the people to mas,s action 
will be the principal means for the attainment and realisation of the above 
object (complete independence)." About tbis change Muzaffar Ahmad now 

o. P. 1235. says: .. It was highly necessary to make this change. Nobody could foretell ~ 
that the mass action would be nonviolent." One might add that it is perfectly 
obvious that it is anticipated that this mass action will be violent in the extreme. 

After ihis he discusses terrori~m and then at page 491 comes back to the 
O. P. I. in Qrder to answer the question put to him by the court about the 
numerous exhibits connecting him with that party. In this connection he I() 
says, I Ruppose with some idea of benefiting his fellow Oommunists though I 
do not think it has that effect: " I am solely responsible for drafting the ex
hibit (P. 416 (7», Oommunist Party of India, Oonstitution 1929. At the 
beginning of 1929 I was seriously thinking, that some improvement should be 
made in the 1927 constitution of the O. P. I. (Ex. P. 1207 (1» and this draft I~ 
was prepared by me from that viewpoint. I was not directed by the Oentral 
Execntive Oommittee of the 0 P. I. nor by any other committee of it to prepare 
this draft. In fact no meeting of the Oentral Executive of the O. P. I. had 
been held for a considerable time." He further adds: " In my draft I added 
the words •• Section of the Oommunist International " (to the name of the 2() 
party), because that was the official form of writing the names of all Oommunist 
parties. I knew it :was the intention of the party to apply for affiliation all 
soon as it felt that its strength was sufficient." Here again as so often I find 
it difficult to believe Muzaffar Ahmad. It is not a fact that no meeting of the 
Central Executive of the C. P. I. had been held for a considerable time. On the 25 

O. P. 1236. contrary meetings were held at the end of December 1928 and again in March 
1929 and these meetings, particularly the March ones were imbued with the 
idea of making more of the C. P. I. It was no doubt in connection with this 
move that the constitution was re-drafted. It may be noted that the general 
effect of the re-drafting was in the direction of tightening up the connection 3() 
with thee. I. and improving discipline etc. Bnt the re-draft involved no 
changes in principle as even under the 1927 Oonstitution, as found in P. 1207 (1), I 

membership was limite.d to those persons who subscribed to the programme 
laid down by the Communist International. On the following page (493) we 
get a most illuminating passage in regard to the work done by the Oommunists 3~ 
in 'J'T:lde Unions, where he says: "The first and the foremost duty of the, 
O. P. I. was therefore to create militant Trade Unions inside which alone itll 
TC!volutionary cadres could grow. This is why the members of the C. P. I. 
w()rked almost whole time in building Trade Unions and inside the W. P. P. 
wllieh l,ad been giving the Trade Union movement a militant shape." He goes 40 
011 to give some idea of the success which had already been achieved by saying : 
.. In the beginning of 1929 suitable recruits for the C. P. I. could be found 'in 
almost every Trade Union. There was an immense possibility before us to 
have a very powerful Communist Party in the near future. It was not for 
nothing therefore that the idea came into my mind to improve the constitution 4i 
of the V. P. I. Though numerically weak the C. P. I. did exist and its existence 
was cxpressed through the Trade Union Movement, demonstrations and the 
National Revolutionary Movement." . 

On the following page (494) he comes, in answer to a question by the court, 
to the Young Oomrades League of Bengal which he says was started nnder the ~ 
aD!1Jlices of the W. P. P., a conclusion which I have suggested at an earlier 
Irtage in this Judgment. Lower down on the same page he brings out another 
point to which I have drawn attention before where he says: .. The W. P. P. 
of Bengal had direct connection with the W. P. P. of Bombay from the very 

• &. P. l23'J. beginning. I paid visits to Bombay in connection with the work of the W. P. P. 51) 
The resolutions embodied in the book " A Call to Action" were drafted by • 
Joint Committee consisting of the members of the W. P. P. of Bengal and 
W. p. P. of Bombay. But before final adoption of them by the W. P. P. of 
Bengal changes were made in the resolutions here and there." At page 495 
dealing with the Assembly Letter P. 377 (1) he says: .. I cannot see how J 60 
eouId in any way be made responsible for thc Ex. P. 377, the famous Assembly 
Letter. " But of course he does not in any way meet the proved facts in regard 
tu that letter. In the following paragraph he attempts to snpport Usmani'. 
story that he spent the latter part of the Summer of 1928 in the hills and deniea 
thllt the remarks in his letter to Tagore could have any reference to Usmani. M 
In answer to the next question he attempted some defence of hiB eonneeticm 
with Desai accnsed. But there again it is obvious that very little value eaa 



<,. · . 
be attached to what he says. Next on page 497 in answer to a question in 
regard to the exhibits relating to his connection with Trade Unions and strikes 
he makes a statement which makes pis' position in this connection even clearer 
than it was before. He says: " I participated in the Trade Union Movement 
and Workers' strikes on behalf of the C. P. I. and the W. P. P. I took part more 
or less in almost all strikes in and around Calcutta which took place in the last, 
part of 1927. during the whole year of 1928 and in the beginning of 1929. I 
edited in conjunction with others Ganavani, the official organ of the W. P. P. of 
Bengal. .. He makes the object of the participation of the Communist Party in 
Trade 'ITnions still pl,pner on page 499 where he Rays: .. 'l'he role of the C. P. 

o. P. 1ll38. in the Trade Unions is to establish its leadership in them in order to widen the 
economic struggle into the political struggle. The political party shows workers 
that the class struggle through Trade Unions has got its limit. The Capitalists 

.'!t.' 
can accede to the demands of workers only to a certain stage. To accede to 
them farther than that means menacing the very existence of the Capitalists. 
This is why it is necessary to lead the economic struggle up to the political 
struggle for power." 

In the light of this statement it" hardly seems necessary to sum up the 
case !.gainst this accuse~. From the time of his release from jail in 1925 to 
the time of his arrest on the 20th March 1929 he has taken a part and a very 
active part in almost every activity connected with the conspiracy. Docu
ment after document indicates that he 'Was working day in and day out to 
further the aims of the conspiracy. He was a member of the C. P. I. and the 
w. P. P. of Bengal, he took a considerable part in the foundation of the All 
India Party, he worked to SQID.e extent both in the Trade Unions and in the 
Trade Union Movement, he edited the Bengal Party paper, he became member 
in-charge of education and propaganda ill the All India Party, and with all 
this he was throughout continuously in communication with all the other 
workers for the conspiracy in India and with conspirators in Europe. There 
is no possible room for doubt about his l'l!orticipation in this conspiracy. 

Agreeing with four and disagreeing with one assessor I hold that Muzaffar 
Ahmad accused has taken part iIi a conspiracy to deprive the King-Emperor of 
his sovereignty of British India and has thereby committed an offence under 
section 121-A I. P. C. I convict him accordingly. 
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0. P. 1239. Dharani Kanta {1Qswami accused first appears in the evidence in this case in 
D. K. .. A Call to Action". Whether he was or was not a member of the Peasants' 

GOS;:AML and Workers' Party of Bengal when it was nrst established in 1926, there is no 
evidence to show. His name at any rate does not appear either among the office
bearers or the members of the Executive Committee. At the Second Conference "6, 
of the Party however held on the 19th and 20th February 1927 he was elected to 
the Executive Committee as Sectional Secretary (Labour). It may be noted 
that at this meeting the chief change in the office-bearers consisted in the change 
of the members of the Committee (P. 549 (8». There were originally 15 mem-
bers. nearly all of them representing places outside Calcutta. In this 1927 10 
election all these persons disappeared except Muzaffar" Ahmad, Qazi Nazru! 
Islam and Faizuddin Hasan. Of those who came in we know the names of 
Kalidas Bhattacharya who is closely associated with the B. J. W. A., Abdul 
Halim, Aftab Ali and {1Qpendra Krishna Chakravarty accused. 

{1Qilwami's name does not appear again in evidence until November 1927 16 
when he was present at the Cawnpore Session of the A. I. T. U. C. In the list 
of those who attended the informal gathering at {1Qwaltoli on the 29th November 
we find that the following attended from Bengal : Muzaffar Ahmad, Dharani 
Kanta Goswami, Bhoshak, Kedar Nath Roy and Aftab Ali. Goswami also 
appeared in the Group photograph P. 1383 taken at the " tea party given by-the 20" 
late Mr. G. S. Vidyarthi. In January 1928 as appears from P. 283 the minute 
book of the Bengal Jute Workers' Association he was elected one of the Vice
Presidents of this association. This fact was alluded to a few months later in 

0. P. l24O. the report of the E. C. of the Party laid before the Bhatpara Conference, in 
which at page 47 we find nnder the head of work done in the labour field the 25 
following: .. (a) The Party conducted propaganda among the jute workers in 
conjunction with the Bengal Jute Workers' Association. The President, Vice
President and General Secretary of the Association are Party members and it 
affiliated to the Party in October "1927. Reorganisation and extension of the 
work of the Association are now being carried on. " 'fhe same minute book 30, , 
shows that throughout 1928 Goswami was one of those who took an active part" 
in the work of the B. J. W.A.. by attending the E. C. meetings. 

Another activity on the part of {1Qswami accused in the early part of 1928 
is also mentioned in " A Call to Action". The reference is ,on the same page 
as that to the Bengal Jute Workers' Association and is as follows: " (d) In 35 
January 1928 nnder the auspices of the farty was fonned the Scavengers' Union 
of Bengal, begun at Calcutta, with branches already fonned at Howrah and 
Dacca and one in process of fonnation at Mymensingh. A successful strike was 
fought by the scavengers in March." In regard to Goswami's connection with 
the Scavengers' Union we have the evidence of P. W.,53, Inspector S. C. Ghosh, 40 
who attended meetings on the 29th January, 19th Feb., 8th, 9th and 18th March. 
He states that at the meeting on the 29th January Goswami accused was present 
and read a paper in Hindi depicting the benefit the men would get by joiirlng the 
Union. The witness further deposes that he knew that Goswami was then Seo
retary of the Union. At the other four meetings Goswami was present but no 45 

" speech of his is reported except one at the meeting on the 8th March where he 
o. P. 12Q, said that" the Swaraj Party were committing great-oppressions on the strikers 

in the name of the conntry." He accordingly moved a resolution against the 
"Swaraj Corporation which was giving them great trouble. In regard to the 
mtleting of the 29th January, that meeting took place at the time when Muzaffar 50 '" 
Ahmad had gone to Bombay in connection with the Enlarged E. C. meeting of 
the Bombay Party. It is about this meeting that Goswami wrote to Muzaffar 
Ahmad in P. 548 (8) (I. C. 95) on the 31st January giving an account of what 
tonk place. This is the same' letter in which we get a connection established 
between Goswami on the one hand and Jhabwala, Spratt; Ghate, Mirajkar and 55 
Dange accused on the other, as in a paragraph at the end he suggests that 
Mllzaffar Ahmad should have a talk with Jhabwala and sends his love to the 
others. I would infer from P. 1614 (I. C, 101) a letter from Muzaffar A.h:mad to 
Dange, dated the 11th February 1928 enclosing a copy of a letter from Goswami 
as Secretary of the Scavengers' Union of Bengal to the Secretary, Conncil of 00 
Action A. I. T. U. C. Bombay"that the reason {1Qswami asked Muzaffar Ahmad 
in the letter last referred to to have a talk with JbabwaIa- was that it had been 
decided to ask the Council of Action of the A.. I. T. U. C. of which Jhabwala was. 
organising Secretary for assistance for the Scavengers' Union. In this letter 
Lo2JHCC 
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Muzaffar Ahmad writes to Dange r' .. HereWith I send "the letter of the SeG
retary of the newly formed Scavengers' Union of Bengal addressed to the Sec
retary Council of Action A; I. T. U.C. Please request comrade 'Jhabwala to . 
-do his best for.the grant of this money." The enclosure is the same letter which 
a-eached Ghosh accused, another member of the Council of Action, as P. 29 '5 
,(I. C.108). I take it that Goswanii as Secretary of the Scaven~ers' Union sent 

o. P. J24.2. copies of this letter to all the members of ·the Council of ,'Action. The letter 
states: "We organised in January last the above named Union and are working 
for the present among the scavengers employed by the Calcutta Corporation, 
,Calcutta Port Trust, Tollyganj Municipality and Howrah Municipality." Then 10 
.the letter mentions the financial and housing conditions and other troubles of the 
scavengers, anq-- says,:, "To, make such depressed over-exploited section of 
workers class-conscious a continued education and propaganda is necessary and 
this alone can organise them on a firm basis .......... Under the circumstances 
we badly require the financial aid from the Council of Action for organisation 15 
of scavengers and fervently hope that at least a sum of Rs. 300 will be granted 
to the Union for the purpose as early as possible." Muzaffar Ahmad referred 
again to this letter to the Council of Action in P. 1615 (I. C. 119) another letter to 
Dange in which he says : "We expected some help from the Council of Action. 
Please let me know what has become of it. Why Jhabwala is unable to do any- 20 
thing T" The same letter contains another reference to the Scavengers' Union 
ill the following terms: "We are faring pretty well with the organisation 
works. One more branch of the Scavengers' Union of Bengal has been formed 
in Dacca." 

On the 4th March a meeting in connection with the Scavengers' Union was 
held at Deshbandhu Park at which Goswami msde a speech of which notes were 
taken by P. W. 84, Abdul Lais Mohammad. Urdu reporter to the Goverument 
of Bengal and a report P. 1925 prepared. The speech was delivered in broken 
Urdu. with the result that the report of it is not very satisfactory. Still we get 
an idea of the method followed and it appears to be the same method which is 
suggested in Communist writings, the underlying idea being that the workers 

O. P. ~. do not know what they want and have to be taught. In this connection we get 
,the following remarks in the speech: " Some of the brethren told us the people 
of the Corporation want to know our'demands. '" Babu : what shall we do t 
We are simple people and cannot speak". We have written all our sayings 
(demands f) on a paper. This paper is for each Basti : and whenever an officer 
puts a question, show one of the papers to him, but don't give it to him 
.............. A written copy of these demands shall be given to each of you in 
tomorrow"s meeting. You msy tell the Corporation people: " These are' our 
demands. You may address ,to our Anjuman. We know nothing "." On the 
5th March (vide the evidence of P. W. 81, N. C. Dutt shorthand reporter) a 
meeting was held at the Ochterlony Monument at which Muzaffar Ahmad and 
Goswami appear to have been present and a series of resolutions P. 2263 were 
passed. The witness thought that it was Goswami accused 'who read out the 
reRolutions because he had in the margin of his notes an outline which appeared 
to represent Goswami's name. One of these resolutions condemns the activities 
of the Swaraj Party and the Corporation. Another resolves that the Provincial 
Union of the Scavengers' Union of Bengal be requested to show their sympathy 
and help in all possible ways to the cause of the strikers of Calcutta Corporation. 
A copy of these resolutions was ,forwarded by Goswami to Ghosh accused in 
P. 28 (I. C. 122) on the 7th March. ,In the same connection on the 8th March 
GORwami sent a telegram P.1348 (43) (I. C. 124) to Ghate accused in the follow-
ing terms: " Municipal scavengers struck work 4th instant demanding higher 
wages and better conditions. Swarajist administration attempting sabotage." 
On the same day, as we learn from the evidence of P. W. 88, Abdul Wadud, Urdu 

D. P. 12440 shorthand reporter, a scavengers' meeting was held at the Ochterlony Monument 
at Calcutta where speeches were made by Mittra, and Goswami accused. P. 2105 
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is the report of Goswami's speech. The main emphasis in this speech is on the 
importance of doing what the Anjuman advises. He says: " Jnst you have 
formed an Anjuman. You should remain firm until the Anjuman is of opinion' 60 
that YOll should go to work. When your Mayor, when your Head Clerk J. M. Sen 
Gupta go to you, will you give your word to them without the Anjumsn's order f 
'What will you say when they go to you' Tell them that you have got a Union-
ihe Anjuman-and that they should go to the Anjuman." On the 9th March 
Goswami accused, attended another scavengers' meeting in company with 
:tJuzaffar Ahmsd and again on the, 18th he attended a meeting along with Spratt 

65 

aDd Muzaffar Ahmad: • . " 



, GG~,&cIlU~d;presumably, attended the .Bhatpara .C~nference . .of fthe 
,Bengal J,>_~y; '-At any_rate he was again _elected Sectional Secretary ,(Labour) 
,while Muzaffar' Ahmad became General Secretary. P. -1348 (5) (I. ;0 .. 140) 
Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to the Secretary W. P. P.,of Bombay also shows that 
at this meeting Goswami Was appointed along with Muzaffar Ahmad, Roy and 5 
Abdul Halim as a member of ,the8ub-Committee to represent the Bengal Party 
in making arrangements,to form the W. P. P. of India and to hold an All-India 
Conference in December next. For tlie rest " A Call to Action " gives a full 
:aooount of the work whichwa-s done at this Conference. ' 

Immemately.after the Bhatpara Conference Goswami accused took part in 10 
a meeting held at Mirzapur Park, Calcutta in connection with the East Indian 

• :Railway strike at Lillooah, vide the evidence of P. W. 53, Inspector S. C. Ghosh. 
,t). P. lll4O. ,He' does not appear to have spoken on thi.s occasion but was associated with, '. 

Spratt, ,Muzaffar Ahmad and Banerji accused. Next on the 16th of May we find 
from the letter P. 446 (1) (I. C. 167) that Goswami and Chakravarty accu-sed IS 
along with Aftab Ali; Pyare Mohan Das,and Kalidas Bhattacharji all members 
of the Executive Committee of the Party-were informed by Abdul Halim acting 
for the General Secretary that they had been elected members of the Labour 
Group of the Executive Committee. On the 19th May the same witness Inspector 
Ghosh deposes that a meeting was held at Kashipur Narkuldanga at which 20 
Spratt, Muzaffar, Ahmad and Goswami accused were all present and spoke. 
There is a report in evidElnce prepared by this witness P. 2173 which contains 
an account of Goswami's speech, which appears to have -been made only with 
the object of encouraging the strikers to hold on for a few days more. Later in 
this report another short speech by Goswami is mentioned in which he said 25 
addressing the workers that u they were men and not cats and dogs. They should 
stand on their legs and never lIurrendel' before the question was honourably 
settled." On the following day another meeting of the Scavengers' Union was 
held near the Ochterlony Monument at which Muzaffar Ahmad ,and Goswami 
were present and Muzaffar Ahmad spoke. Goswami does not seem to have 30. 
spoken on this ()ccasion, vide the same witness's report P. 2174. A leaflet- over 
GGswami's signature was however distributed at this meeting. _ 

Shortly after these meetings Gosww went with'Spratt and Mittra accused 
to Ondal with the object of extending the Lillooah strike along the East Indian 
Railway line. He was present at the meetings at _Ondal on the 23rd and 25th. 35 

o. P. 1246. ,It does l!-ot appear that he, spoke oli the 23rd,_ but on the 25th it is said that he 
read out the resolution which appears at the beginning of P. 1932 (P. W. 84, 
Abdul Lais Mohammad). This visit to _Ondal was the occasion for the' letters 
from Spratt and GGswami to Muzaffar Ahmad which are found in P. 501 
(I. C. 171) dated the 25th May. This letter of Goswami's is the one in which 40 
he asks Muzaffar Ahmad for propaganda material, writing as follows: "Send 
a few copies of our Party Progm'mme, this year's report and other important 
papers necessary for propaganda. We are getting nice- response from the . , • 
young men here. Of course these young men are all factory worker,S. " Closel~ " . 
connected with this letter is a document or rather some notes in the handwriting 45' 
of Spratt accused found in the W. P. P. office at 2\1 European Asylum Lane. " 
These notes are headed "Instructions for new members ail; Ondal, Raniganj 
and Asansol." 1 have referred to this document earlier on in the judgment. 
So far as Goswami is concerned it will be sufficient to quote the first, _sentence 
and refer generally to the contents. The first sentence is as follows: "The 50' 
new members will meet to form themselves into one or more branches as will 
be decided in consultation between them and Dharani and Kali." For the rest 
the document suggests educational and fraction work and so on. Muzaffar 
Ahmad replied t() Spratt's letter (P. 501) and also to Goswami's letter in P. 526 : ' 
(12) (I. C. 173) on the very next day, the 26th May, and complied With Goswami's 55 
nquest. He says: " 1 am sending some literature in a separate packet. 1 am '" 
sending membership forms also. Please enlist members. Annual SUbsoription 

o. p, 1247. is Re. 4 only for workers. If they are not in 'II: position to pay subscription now 
it does not ~tter. Let them become members. We shall see about the sub
scription later on. 1 am sending an old set of " Gainavani". Please urge the 60 
workers to become members. Please ask Goswami to keep a diary about the 
whole thing.", Muzaffar ,Ahmad also' mentioned this mission of Spratt and 
Goewami to Ondal in, his letter P. 1348 (22) (I. C. 174) to Ghate on the 28th May t 

in whioh he. said that" Spratt and Goswami had gone t,o Ondal (E. I. R.) to : i 

conduct a Ilew 1'aihYaY strike there." Goswami appears to bave stayed on II;t 65 
Ondall1p to the end of Mayas heie mentioned, by Sub-Inspector c;howdhn, 
P. W. 67 as being present at a meeting on the 30th at which the witness 8a,,:.a' 
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red flag with an inscription on it "Worker.s of the World Unite." Goswami 
continued to be interested in the E. I, Railway strike during the month of June 
also. P. W. 68, Sub-Inspector Mohammad }t'azlul Haq, deposes that the strike 
broke out at AsansO'I on the 9th June 1928 and that Radha Raman Mittra and 
Dharani Goswami were responsible for this strike. He found Goswami present IS 
at a meeting along with Mittra and Spratt accused on the 18th. 

. Towards the end of July the Bengal Party began to take a very active' 
interest in the establishment of the Young Comrades' League. I have dealt 
with the history of this organisation nt page 692 above and it will be found that 
in. the aOOO'Unt given there there are freqiIent references to the part taken by 10 
Goswami accu.sed. The. first document is a paper which is a part of P. 565 
and is I8J note in the handwriting of Spratt accused dated the 28th July. Among 

o. P. 1248. ot~er things. this mentions donations promised by Muzaffar Ahmad, Goswami, 
Mlttra and Spratt accused. Next we get the papers printed at the end of 
P. 546 (4) which are also in Spratt accused's handwriting. In these we find 15 
GOSWlami referred to as in charge of fraction work in the All-Bengal Youth 
A.ssociation and the Young India Society. Next on the 5th August there is a 
note in regard to the first meeting of the Sub-Committee appointed to draft a 
constitution and statement of policy and programme (P. 565 and P. 558). 
Goswami accused was present at this meeting and was elected to the Sub- 20 I' 

Committee. At this same meeting we find from P. 563 that .after one and a half 
hours' discussion, at which Goswami was present, the draft constitution and 
rules and regulations were formulated,. (vide P. 563 at the foot of page 16 of the 
printed exhibit). Next on the 11th August (P. 565) a meeting was held at which 
an Executive Committee was elected and Goswami elected a member thereof. 25 
It seems that the Sub-Committee of whieh Gosw.ami was a member submitted to 
this meeting the constitution and statement of policy formulated by it. On the 
25th August the first general meeting of the Y. C. L. was held (vide P. 564 at 
page 22 of the printed exhibit), and a paper on " Imperialism" was read by 
R. B. Hazra. On page 32 of the printed exhibit there is a copy of the agenda 30 
of this meeting and on p'8Ige 32 a list of the members present, which includes the 
name of Goswami accused. Goswami's name occurs frequen'tly in the notes in 
P. 563 which relate to the E. C. meeting held on the 1st September particularly 
in connection with fraction work. For example we find the following notes : 
" Atrangement for fraction works ", " For fraction works in other youth asso- 35 
ciations Comrades Hazra and Goswami are selected. In the next E. C. meeting 
Com. Goswami will submit a list," and again " Comrade Goswami will do 

o. P. 1249. fraction works in the Young India Society," and s.till again we find that" Com
rade Goswami is to write something aibout the League in the " Ganavani "." 
P. 568 shows that comrade Goswami was to' read a paper on " Present day India" 40 
at the meeting held on the 16th September. Coming to a later date we find 
GoswaIDi operating in two capacities. As Secretary of the Reception Committee 
of the A. I. W. P. P. Conference he informs the Young Comrades' League on 
the 1st December that the League is entitled to send 50 delegates to the Con
ference (P. 564 at page 20 af the printed exhibit). Secondly Goswami's own 45 
name appears in the list of delegates sent to Goswami himself by the Secretary 
of the League in P. 468 (4). Goswami was also present at a general meeting 
of the Y. C. L. held on the 8th Februarv 1929, vide P. 568 'lit pages 20 and 21 

. of the printed exhibit. He further took part in the special general meeting 
held on the 24th February. Finally on the 7th March we find in P. 568 at page 50 
16 of the printed exhibit a note signed by Go swami beginning as follows : 
" Imp. :-Secretary is requested to dO' the fallowing works at an early date." 
Among these works were the sending of copies of the statement of policy and 
programme (P. 9) to all the youth aBsociations of India particularly of Bengal 
and sending copies of "constitution" (amended) to' all the branches of the 55 
League. 

There are a few other documents which touch upon Goswami's C?nnection 
with the Young Comrades' League. ·His name for instance appears m P. 560 . , 
the address book of the League which gives his address as 211 European Asylum 

. Lallle, that is the headquarters of th~ Bengal W. P. P. Another piece af evid- 6() 
O. P. l25O. ence is P. 147 a document recovered m the search of the B. J. W . .A. office at 97 

Cornwallis Street, Calcutta. This has some reference to the All-India youth 
League and has at the foot the signatures of .Gos'I!ami, Bas~k an4 Chakravarty 
aceD sed. GoswaIDi accused has also dealt. WIth hill connectIon WIth th~ Young 
Comrades' League in the OOIIll'se of his statement to the Cou~, but I think that 6l» 
on the whole it will be more convenient to take the whole of his statement at one 
time. . . 



o.P.1251. 

O.P.1252. 

G9swami is not infrequenUyreferred to in letters, mostly' in Bengali, from 
Gopal:&.sak accused to Muzaffar Ahmad, as for example P. 2018C. (I. C. 199) 
dated the 24th July 1928. On the 31st July We get a Bengali letter from Basak 
to GoswamiP .. 2020C (I. C. 203) having a letter to Muzaffar Ahmad enclosed 
along with it.. The. most important point in this is the request that the pro- 6 
ceedings of. the, iDaooa branch should be published in " Ganavani". He says : 
.. We generally elq)/lCt that what goes from our P8Irty or the Dacca branch con
nected therewith should be published in the " Ganavani". The Study Circle 
becomes effective if all our proceedings therein are published and commented 
on in. the paper. Many peoples' eyes at Dacca are now on it. I have written 10 
in detail regarding it to Muzaffar Ahmad." The value of this letter in Goswami's 
case is that it indicates the importance of Goswami's position at the head
quarters of the Party. The close association between Goswami, Muzaffar 
Ahmad fiiIld Spratt which is to be inferred from numerous letters and from the 
papers in connection with the Young Comrades' League is also to be seen in Ii 
P. 1617C. (I. C. 213) 'dated the 7th August 1928 from Muzaffar Ahmad to Dange 
in which Muzaffar. Ahmad says: " We" (Spratt, G08Wami, Roy and him-
self) " are going out to Dacca 1I!lld Mymensingh on Saturday next." The evid-
ence of P. W. 61, Sub-Inspector Mafizuddin Ahmad shows that this intended 
vi~it to Mymensingh actually came about on the 16th and 17th August, and that 20 
Goswami spoke at the meeting held on the 17th August and asked the coolie,S 
to form a union to better their interest and to have it registered under the 
Peasants' and Workers' Party of Bengal. '. ' 

Goswami accused received another lettei:'. from Gopal Basak about the 20th 
'of August, P. 471, which with· its envelope P. 471E. bearing a post mark of the' 26 
20th August 1928 was recovered in the search at 211 European Asylum Lane. 
In this letter Gopal Basak asks Goswami to come to Atiar at once with Spratt 
and says: "I am waiting for your letter asking me to be present at Mymn 
(Mymensingh) for starting thither." A little further on he says: "Do in
struct us .as regards Comrades' Lea.,"'lle. We expect to send every now and 30 
thcn to Mym and Jamalpur our men for organising Study Circles." He also 
says at the beginning of the letter: "I forgot to take from you Hindi notice.s 
to the scavengers, one on behalf of the office and one from you-please write it 
and send at once for printing." Quite in keeping with the position occupied by 
Goswami as one of the live wires of the Bengal Party as suggested by these 35 
letters is the letter P. 2203C (I. C. 234) written by Goswami himself as Labour 
Secretary of the Benga[ W. P. P. on the 18th September to Basak. In this 
letter he acknowledges a letter from Basak along with an application to the 
B. T. U. F. (Bengal Trade Union Federation) asking for affiliation and says: 
"As regwds the affiliation of the Dakeswari Cotton Mill Workers' Union to ~ 
B. T. U. F. and A. I. T. U. C. it has been decided in a meeting of the Labour 
group of the Party held on tbe 17th September that a central body of the Bengal 
Textile Workers' Union shall be organised forthwith with a nucleus at the 
Dakeswari Union and representation from Ma,tiaburz Union which has been 
already recognised as its branch, and then the Central Executive body thus 45 
formed will apply for affiliation simultaneously both in Bengal Trade Union 
Federation IlIIld All India Trade Union Congress. The Union thus formed wHl 
then be able to send its representatives.to the ensuing Congress, where we in-
fend to concentrate our maximum strength this year." This last re=k in
dicates that Goswami accused was well " in the know" as to the policy of the ',59 
Party in regard to the A. I. T. U. C. . 
. The next we hear of Goswami is a mention in the evidence of P. W. 52, 
Rub·Inspector P. N. Banerji, that GORWami took part along with Muzaffar " i: 
Ahmad and Shamsul Huda in a me(>ting at Matiaburz on the 7th October 
1928. The witness took some notes of the speeches made and has lumped 55 
Goswami and Huda together in his report P. 2146 in the following passage: 
" Dharani Goswami and S. Huda in the course of their speeches referred to 
the revolution in Russia and pointl,d thRt what was possible among the workers 
in . one country was also possible among the millions of workers in India." 
Goswami also took part in a meeting of dock workers on the 28th October at 6Q 
the Ochterlony Monument, at which P. W. 36, Sub-Inspector G. B. Roy saw 
him in the company of Muzaffar Abmsd and Shamsul Huda and at which he 
made a speech. The witness says about Goswami's speech: "Amongat other 
things Goswami said they wanted to rename the Dock Workers' Union as the 
Transport Workers' Union. If they could all at (one) time strike work then· 65 
the capitalists would be convinced of thcir strength." It will be. remembered 
of conrse that the Transport Workers' Union is the Union with which Shamanl 
Huda IIccused was identified. 
L02Jl100 



O.P.1263. 

G.P.I2M. 

•• P.UI55. 

.At about this time Goswami bec8.mc active' as Secretary of the Reception 
Co=ittee of the First .All India Workers' and Peasants' Party Conference. 
P.1627P (I. C. 258) dated 21st October 1929 is a letter from ·(}oswami to the 
Secretary.W. P. P. of Bombay forwarding for publication in English and verna
cular newspapers at Bombay a noticp. of this Conference. P. 467 (7) (F. C. 
632) Imd P. 467 (6) are letters of invitation for the First .A. I. W. P. P. Con
ference to be held in Cl,tlcutta on December 21-23 issued, presumably by 
Goswami accused, on the 1st and 8th November 1928 to a whole series of organi
sations, the bulk of which Ilre definitely Communist. Included in these are 
the E. C. C. I., the W. W. L. I., the C. P. G. B., the N. M. M., the Indian Seamen's 
Union, the L. R. D., the Profintem (Moscow), the Workers' Party of U. S. A., 
the Perilimpoenan Indonesia (Batavia and Java), the Krestintem, the Com
munist Party of Germany, the L(\/lgue Against Imperialism and the Pan-Pacific 
Trade Union Secretariat. 

His office work however did not prevent Goswami from taking an active 
part in meetings at this time. On the 4th November he was present and spoke 
at a meeting of dock workers at which Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad and Shamsul 
Huda were also present. Goswami's presence is not mentioned by P. W. 54, 
Sub-Inspector R. N. Gupta but there is also in evidence the report P. 1935 pre
pared from shorthand notes by P. W. 35, Raihan Ahma~ Urdu Reporter. This 
ill a report of the speech made by Shalnsul Huda accused on this occasion and 
it ends with the statement: " Now Dharani Goswami. who was a member of 
the. ]'evoluntionary party, will speak something." -

Next on the 7th November Goswami accompanied Spratt accused to MaIda 
to take part in the MaIda District Youth Convention where he made a speech 
between the first and the second speech made by Spratt at this meeting. In 
the course of this speech Goswami said that he and Spratt were both students 
of the same school. He went on to claim that they had been invited not as 
individuals but as representatives of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of 
BengaL Next he said he would make some attempt to explain l)pratt's speech. 
Then he went on to talk about the Swadeshi agitation and from that he came 
to the Non-Cooperation Movement which led him to criticise Mr. Gandhi about 
whom he said: " But he could not persist in his previous policy. He could not 
keep his promise. He was frighten en at the sight of blood. But blood is bound 
to show itself in a national agitation. No one will be able to tum it away. No 
leuder has probably yet been born who will be able to make a success of & 

national movement without a show of blood." Further on he criticised the 
existing National Movement and said that" a national movement must be· a 
movement by which the entire population in the country, especially the class 
Y'ho keep this country alive, that class is benefitted and its progress secured." 
lIe pointed to the sufferings of the peasants and lower middle class and con
cluded, "let the youthful co=unity reflect, what should be the national 
movement arising exactly out of this condition. I believe that those youths 
who think of revolution, who think of a national movement, those who think 
It£' 'l'evolutionary movements, I think they will ponder carefully on these things 
and create in this country a real revolution and a real national movement with 
these exploited and persecuted classes. Their revolution cannot succeed leav.
iIig out these persecuted and exploited classes." This speech was followed by 
a second spc('ch from Spratt accused in. which spcaking of the revolution he 
admitted the necessity for violence and said: " We need not be careful to 
disguise the brutal blood-thirsty side of our proposals. We say these things 
are inevitable. Modem society is based upon fierce brutality Imd if we want to 
get rid of it we have to use fierce brutality. We shall not also disguise the fact 
that in the course of attainment of our aim and the establishment of Co=unism 
we f<ha11 have to indulge in brutal dictatorial methods. We shall have to in.
dulgc in civil wars in most countries. We think it worth while, we think 
that is coming in any case, not only civil wars but war between nations, that 
is vastly more destructive. If we are to overthrow that system of society, 
we can perfectly afford to go through a period of cruelty, oppression and 
misery in order to attain it." 

In due course Goswami accused took part in the .A. I. W. P. P. Con
ference at Calcutta. On the first day he was elected to the Drafts Committee. 
On the second day he moved the Trade Union Movement resolution. On the 
third day it was he who moved the amendment that the General Secretary of 
the Party should be directly elected by the Annual Congress. On the fourth 
day he seconded a resolution embodying the propoaals of the Party for the 
organisation of the peasants. It was on this day that disputes arose over the 
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election of the National Executive Committee.. ·This dispute was ultimately 
settled with the result thal the Bengal members of the N. E. C. were Muzaffar 
Ahmad.. Goswami and Chakravarty 8.C(lused and H. K. Sircar. Gos1"ami also 
took part in the procession which marched to the Congress Nagar after the 
proceedings of the third day, and in the l~bour procession to the Congress 5 
Pandal on the 30th December. .. 

O.P.l268. Goswami accused does not seem to have been ever a' member of the C. P.I, 
There are however a few documents which indicate clearly that he was con
sidered a very likely candidate. P. 1310 is a set of notes in the handwriting of. 
Ghate IiCcused headed" C. P. I. :fixing of Nos. of Central Executive;" In this 10 
document under the head Bengal we find 3 names Muzaffar Ahmad, D. K. 
Gobwami and Hemanta Kumar Sircar.'l'hen further on we get General Secy. 
MuzafflU' Ahmad, Treasurer D. K. Goswami. There is nothing to show on 
what date this document was written and very likely it only represents Ghat.!l's 
ideas of a possible compositioh for the C. E. C. of the C. P. I. But that, when 15 
coupled with the other evidence would bear out the suggestion that prior to 
the friction in the A. L W. P. P. meetings Goswami was expected to become 
a memher of the C. P. I. Corroboration for this is to be found in Gopal Basak's 
letter P. 391 (I. C. 340) in which he says, talking about the attitude of Muzaffar 
Ahmad's group, " Why do not they mind for comrade Goswami whom sometime. 20 
back they thought to be fit to become a full-pledged Communist member with 
C. P. L comrades' " 

The temporary settlement of the dispute in the Bengal Party or group 
which is mentioned in P: 669 was not actually effected at the time of the con
ference itself. There are two exhibits on the record· which make this fairly 25 
clear. ~l'hese are P. 1770 (L C. 341) and P. 268 (L C. 343) dated 2nd and 5th 
Jannary 1929, neither of which however does more than indicate that a settle
ment was effect~ in the manner which appears from the composition of the 
Bengallllembers of the N. E. C. in P. 669. On the 3rcl January the 4th Annual 
General meeting of the Bengal Jute Workers' Association was held and at this 30 
meeting Goswami who had taken an active interest in the association as Vice-

O.P.1267. Presidcut during 1928 (I may refer particularly to the meetings of the E. C. 
held on the 17th June and 9th September) was elected again as Vice-President 
of the association. In the saine meeting Banerji accused was elected President, 
Radha Raman Mittra Secy. of the association, and Chakravarty accnsed Secl'e- 35 
tary of the Bhatpara branch. 

Goswaml accused took part in the Anti-Simon Commission demonstrations 
on the 19th January 1929 in company with Muzaffar Ahmad and Spratt accused. 
I have already referred to the letters written by Muzaffar Ahmad with reference 

'. ,: 

to this dE'monstration. He also took part in and in fact presided over the Lenin ~ 
Day meeting at which Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad and Mittra accused spoke. lit 
March we come to the actual split in the party which was the final outcome of 
the friction which had been noticeable in December. The im:mediate cause or 
excuse for this was the expulsion of Chakravarty accused from the W. P. P. 
which the' party opposed to Muzaffar Ahmad considered, perhaps correctly, 45 
to be the outcome of. Muzaffar Ahmad's personal grudge against Chakravarty 
as otherwise Muzaffar Ahmad could have easily arranged for Chakravarty's 
exemption from payment of SUbscription under para. 6 of the Party Consti
tiltion (see" A Call to Action ", page 42). The document in which the opposi-
tion J'esigned their membership of the party is ~. 423 (I. C. 392) dated 8th 50 
March 1929, in which there resigned from tho party. Kali Sen, N. N. Majumdar, 
P. Dinda, Ashutosh Roy, D. K. Goswami, N. K. Chakravarty, Pyare Mohan Das, 
Gopal Basak, (For these ).a.st three Goswami signed the letter), R. Hazra, 
Sudhir Hahn, and Nalindra Sen Gupta. An examination of this letter shows 
that the resignation of these members was not due to any difference of opinion 55 
on matters of principle, and that is a fact which is well borne out by quite a 
number of letters. For instance in P. 2161 (1)P (I. C. 397) dated lith March 
1929; (fopal Basak writes to Spratt: " Both the groups arE! no doubt sincere. to 

O. P. 1268. the canse of communism and proietari8J;l. revolution, with of course exceptions 
. of very few who are really opportunists." The same sentiment is expressed 60 

by Gopal Basak in another letter P. 2161 (2)P (equals P. 475), (L C. 398) in 
which he writes to Muzaffar Ahmad: " However 1 think that there is yet time 
that we do not split. No doubt there are opportunists and social democrat 
elements in 'our party. But they are not comrades Chakravarty, Goswami and . 
neither Kali Das Bhatt. As regards me I can say I have come to know some 65 
I)f them and we will manage to clear them out when we have made the party 
stand on 81 strong footing." Lastly in this connection there is the letter 
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P. 391(1. C. 402) from Gopal Basak which was found at 211, European Asyhun 
·Lane, to which I referred in connection with the evidence that at one stage it 
. was an1.icipated that Goswaani. accused would come into the ranks of the C. P. I. 

In Goswami's search a number of items of interest were recovered. P. 7 is 
an extract headed" The Immediate Tasks of the Communists" which is a copy IS 
of a portion of the Colonial Thesis taken from the published edition of that 
document, P. 90. A careful comparison shows that it is the original of a carbon 
.copy found in the possession of Joshi accused P. 336. P.8 is a copy of Stalin's 
« Leninism ". P. 9 is a copy of the Statement of Programme and Policy of the 
Young Comrades' League. P. 10 is a copy of the group photograph taken at 10 
the time of the Cawnpore Conference of the A. I. T. U. C., and P. 11 and P. 13 
are notices. of the A. I. W. P. P. conference. The document P. 9 to which I have 
just referred deserves somewhat closer consideration. In the eariy part we have 
severall'eferences to Russia. Then in the section headed" What is the remedy" 

o. P. 1209. we get a passage as follows :-" While pressing for redress of our immediate . 15 
wants we shall never forget that greater than all these are our ultimate objects. 
We have to work for complete independence and for the emancipation· df the 
masses from their position of economic and political subjection." Further on 
it is suggested that there are two alternatives for the youth, either (1) to join 
the capitalists or (2) to join the masses and fight with them for the independence 20 
of the country from Imperialistic and capitalistic exploitation. The authors go 
on to say that it is impossible for the young workers, peasants, and oppressed 
and poverty-stricken of all kinds to choose any but the path of independence and 
·complete emancipation. Further on they suggest the ideas of " realistic revoln
tionism" and of ~, the class struggle as the main spring of historical develop- 25 
mellt." 'rhen under the head" What we should do " the authors state that the 
Y.C. L. has bl'en established to carry on the propaganda of these ideas. A little 
further on they bring out the idea of the State as the organ of class domination 
and that old and familiar story of the new great war of conquest which is being 
planned and prepared against the Soviet Republics. Lastly they call for a fight 30 
against lmperialism and proceed to sketch a programme of practical work for 
the inunediate future. 

It remains ouly to consider Goswami's statement as accused in this court. 
He l)egins at page 63 of the statements of the aC<'used by saying: " My profession 
is inclivisibly connected with my political stand. Being a Marxist my principal 35 
profession is to study Marxism and to propagate it by mElans of editing a paper, 
contributing to it on Marxian ideology, issuing pamphlets, booklets etc. and also 

o. P. 1260. speaking from the platform." Then he goes on to talk about his connection 
with the C. P. I. and the document P. 1310. and also about Gopal Basak's letter 
P. 391. In this connection he attacks the findings of the committing Magistrate 40 
at some len/rth, but concludes as follows: " I do not deny that being a communist 
naturally I should have full sympathy with the ideals of that party (C. P. I.), 

. rather I should like to say that that remark of the Magistrate minimises my 
position as a Communist. To a Communist there caunot arise such an absurd 
question of sympathising with his own ideal as a Communist. My ideal is 45 
Communism and the establishment of Communist order of society through the 
intervening transitional period of the establishment of the dictatorship of 
Proletariat .......... " On the following page (65) he discusses the transitional 
period and says; " But what takes place during that transitional period through 
which the society as a whole shall have to pass from capitalism to socialism or 50 
otherwise Communism' To explain it in the briefest form, it is this that during 
that period the Proletariat will seize the existing Capitalist State and forcibly 
overthrow Capitalism and establish its own State, that is, the Dictatorship of 
Proletariat, that is the proletariat organises itself as ruling class. Marx says: 
" Between capitalist and communist society there lies a period of revolutionary . 55 
transformation from the former to the latter; a stage of political transition 
corresponds to this period, and the State during this period can be no other than 
the revolutionary dictatorship of the Proletariat," (" State and Revolution ", 
page 190). As a Communist I aim at that because the communists have got 

, separate ideal than that of the proletariat, and as such my immediate aims are 60 
the organisation of the proletariat on a class basis, destruction of Capitalism and 

o. P. l24Il. Bourgeois supremacy, and conquest of political power, and as such I also support 
every revolutionary movement against the extant social.and political condi-" 
tiona." On page 67 Goswami comes, in answer to a question put by the court, 
to his pOHition in the W. P. P. About this he says: " I do not deny that I was 65 
a memher of the W. P. P. of Bengal and A. I. W. P. P. and also I was elected 
Sectional Secretary for Labour of the W. P. P. of Bengal, but why I becamll, a 



member of that party requires an explanation. In order to explain that it, is 
hardly necessary to say that the W. P. P. is the only part in mdia that stands for 
complete independence from British Imperialism and thorough democratisation 
of India based on economic and social emancipation and political freedom of men 
and women as it is mentioned in the constitution of the Bengal W. P. P. (P.549 5 
(9» and also subsequently in the constitution of the A. I. W. P. P." He goes 
on to f:xplain : " My views and aims being diametrically opposite to that of the 
Indian National Congress and other existing bodies of India I was naturally' 
inclined to associate myself with that party which alone stands for the emancipa-
tion of the masses of India and professes class struggle and which alone has got 16 
correct militant and scientific programme for it. The Indian National Congress, 
which is an organisation of the Bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie, has been since 
its birth carrying on a' non-revolutionary movement aiming always at a compro-
mise of whatever nature it may be. whereas the W. P.P. being a party of 
revolutionaries (that is a party of workers and peasants who are by nature 15 
revolutionary) leads from the very beginning a systematic, well-planned. well
organised and uncompromising militant struggle against Capitalism and 

o. P. l26lL Imperialism." Then he discusses the Non-Cooperation movement and the Civil 
Disobedience movement and says that the analysis of the party was accurate. 
" Now there can be no doubt that this body (Congress) will henceforward play 20 
definitely the counter-revolutionary role." At the foot of the page he says in 
answer to the charge of being anti-national : " I here do not make it a secret 
that I am an internationalist but that does not prevent me from co-operating 'I'Iith 
the national movement of oppressed people against the oppressing Government, 
against Imperialism and for their liberation from it. " But he says that "the ,25 
present national movement cannot ,be a real national movemen~ real national 
movement will be for a national democratic revolution led by the workers and 
peasants at its head against imperialist Government and definitely for the over
throw of it." On page 68 he accepts the responsibility for printing the theses 
01' resolutions adopted by the First A. I. W. P. P. conference. On page 69 3t) 
talking of the T. U. Movement thesis he says: " The W. P.P. as the chiof 
ol'ganisE'd radical party in the country had of course to pay special attention to 
the T. U. Movement. Its object was to organise a federation of T. Us. primarily 
for the purpose of a political strUggle for the independence of the country and 
also for the general improvement of the condition of the masses. Further it had 35 
an iilea that in the mass struggle for independence the organised workers should 
take a decisive leading part." On the same page he says in regard to strikes : 
.. It is certainly an utterly defeatist view to think that the policy of strike is 
unwise, because strikes often meet with failure. Whether failure or success 
every strike leaves a lesson for the workers. Its lessons to those who take part 4(t 

o. P. l263. and to the working class generally must be utilised to the advantage of the 
movement." At the foot of this page he takes upon himself the responsibility 
for the issue of the invitation letters to which I have alluded already. It is 
interesting to find him on page 70 refusing to say any thing about the documents 
relating to the split in the Bengal party. No doubt this was in obedience to the 45 
principles enunciated in the Maslow case. From this he goes on to deal with 
his position and work in the Scavengers' Union and from this to the Lillooah 
~trike, ab?ut. the last of which he says : " I have already said that I am a believer 
m the prmclple of the class struggle and as such I go to all places wherever' 
wor~ers are engaged in carrying on their struggle against their emplolers and '5(t 
ag/llnllt the capitalists." On page 76 we get his explanation of the eVldence in 
regard to his connection with the Young Comrades' League. About this he says: 
"I do not deny that I was a member of the Young Comrades' League .. ' ...... 
Yes, I claim theresponsibilij;y of taking some part in guiding that body as I was 
one of the organisers ,of it. 'I joined this, organisation "'and I did work for it 55 
consciously and deliberately. I joined it because I believe and still believe 
that there was and there is still the urgent necessity of such an organisation of 
the militant youths. of the lower middle class, workers and poor peasants. The 
idea of the organisation was to' give the exploited youths of this class a correct 

, militrutt and scientific lead on the basis of Marxian ideology, to create a militant 60 
movement of these youths, to redress their immediate grievances, and to help the 
masses, that is the workers and the peasants, in their struggle against tbe 
existing capitalist system and thereby ultimately aiming at the establishment of 

O. P. 12C" the independent republic of India on the baSIS of social, economic emancipation • 
, ;of the masses." Lest this statement be misunderstood he says lower down the 65 
" same page (77) : " Some people think that they may get some reform by the 

pressure of the organised masses, but by that there caunot be any ultimate 
aolution of this underithe present capitalist system so long as it exists and is not lAJlWO ' , , 



removed: The remedy therefore lies in the overthrow of capitalism and achieve
ment of complete independence." 

Nex.t on page 78 he comes to an e},:planation of the evidence in regard to the 
yonth conference held at MaIda and the speech which he made at that conference. 
About this he says: " I had spoken there about mass revolution and I do not 5 
refrain from saying openly and frankly as I was doing so all along that all-round 
freedom or otherwise complete independence is only impossible without going 
through a mass revolution, we had better term it as national democratic revolu-
tion, at the head of which will march the revolutionary workers and peasant~." 
It is quite evident that he fully understood all the implications of Spratt's spl'P.Ch 10 
on that occasion for he says here : " I did declare that by revolution I under
stand what has been rightly and splendidly explained by Engcls. Engela has 
defined that" a revolution is an act in which one part of the population imposes 
its will upon the other part by means of rifles, bayonets and artillery." I 
therefore say t;hat the one part of the popnlation which will impose its will npon 15 
the other will be none else than the toiling masses of workers and peasants." 
A little further on he says : " Further I shall say that for the success of this 
historical task the working classes as a whole shall have to capture the existing 
capitalist state and estahlish instead their own, that is the dictatorship of the 

e. P. 1265. proletariat. Revolution cannot be successful withont destroying the present 20 
existing state through which the exploiting bonrgeois class dominates over other 
classes of the society. " He cl)ncludes his explanation of this evidence by saying : 
" Thus I come to the conclusion that I was perfectly justified in saying that those 
.yonths who think of revolution etc. etc., their revolntion cannot succeed leaving 

o. P. 1266. 

out those persecnted and exploited classes. In India and other similar colonial 25 
and dependent countries revolution can sncceed only nnder the leadership of the 
working <llass inaliance with the peasantry." 

On page 81 he eomes to the Lenin Day celebration abont which he says: 
" I did participate in the Lenin Day celebration and presided over that Lenin 
Day meeting which was specially organised for the occasion. I considered it 30 
my duty to participate in the celebration of the anniversary day of Lenin, the 
greatest Revolutionary of the world. A revolutionary feels proud of partici
pating in Lenin Day celebration. In my opinion and belief Lenin had not only 
made the proletarian revolution a success and extablished in Russia the Dictator-
ship of the Proletariat which was the long cherished idea of Marx, but has also 35 
left behind a great legacy of theoretical works for the teaching and guidance 
of the revolutionary working class of other countries dependent, independent, 
colonial or semi-colonial, oppressed and exploited by Capitalism and Imperialism, 
so that tbey can also match ahead with same energy and inspiration and fulfil 
their historieal task." After this he comes to the Bengal Jute Workers' Asso- 40 
ciation and justifies his connection with that body. Next he answers the court's 
question in regard to the '\\·orkers' invasion or capture of the Congress on the 
30th December 1928. In this connection he admits that there was some difficulty 
at first in securing the permission for the workers to enter the Congress pandaL 
Lastly on page 84 he justifies his possession of Stalin's •• Leninism" on the 45 
ground that the book is not proscribed. In this connection however he adds : 
" This book deals with various subjects based on Leninism which are worthy of 
careful study for a revolutionary, especially for a Communist. Amongst other 
liIubjects it deals very accurately with the theory of proletarian revolution, the 
question of the movement of the oppressed people to secure liberation, and the 50 
relationship of that movement to the proletarian revolntion and tactics as the 
science of the leadership of the proletarian cIass struggle etc. etc. which are the 
most important subjects for study. Above all this the book lays a special 
stress on the expounding of the theory of Leninism.. "Leninism," as it states, 
"is the Marxism·of the epoch of Imperialism and of the proletarian revolntion." '55 
It further adds: " To be more precise Leninism is the theory of the proletarian . 
revolntion in general and the theo~ and ~e tactic of the dictatorship o.f pro
letariat in particular ... · As snch I like this book very mnch, and who WIll not 
like to study the science, of proletariat who. believes in it and 1i~hts for .the 
proletarian course'" He conclud~ by denymg that he h;as coD8prred aga~st 'eo 
the King-FAnperor on the very fut!l~ plea- that a C~~ ~oes not coD8prre 
aooainst an individnal. And in additIon to the above illnmmatmg extracts from 

~=~sSi=to~:;e~e~ei~o~~~~t!:!lD~ n!'Jf:be!i: o~e th~ c:,~!: .~ 
aCCllSed by Nimbkar 800used. 

The evidence against. GoswaIni accnsed. seems to me to be overwhelming. 
He has been a member of the W. P. P.. of Bengal from an early stage· and as a 'I 



0. P. 1267. member of that organisation has done active work in the T. Us. The objects 
of work done by members of the W. P. P. in the T. Us. are clearly established, 
so we may take it that the work done by GOSWl!.mi in the Bengal Jute Workers' 
Association, Scavengers' union, Dock Workers' Union and the E. I. Rly. strike 
was all done in furtherance of Communist aims. He himself lays it down that he 5 
is a Communist and no one could possibly suppose him to have been a more or 
less arm-chair Communist. Then again we find him working among the Youth 
in true Communi8t fashion in the Young Comrades' League and on such occa
sions as the MaIda conference. As in the C88e of his work in the E. I. Rly. strike 
so also in his connection with the Y. C. L. there is evidence of his being interested 10 
in and employed in fraction work~ Furthermore we find him closely associated 
in' all that he diu with two of the leading spirits in this conspiracy namely 

. Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad accused, and looked up "to by others like Basak as 
one of the persons to come to for guidance and help.· Lastly there are good 
reasons for supposing that the leaders of the conspiracy relied on him 'so far 15 
that at one stage he was regarded 88 a nataral candidate not merely for member-
ship of the C, P. I. but also for membership of the central executive. In the 
light of these facts it seems to me that there is no room for doubt that Goswami 
llcClised took a part in this conspiracy. . . 

Agreeing with four and disagreeing with one 88sessor I hold that Goswami 20 
accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the. King-Emperor of his 
sovereignty Df British India and has thereby committed an offence under section 
121-A L P. C. I convict him accordingly. . 

49& 
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.... _ PART XXXI. _ ., 
0. P. J,268. Gopendra Chakravarly ·accused, like Goswami accused, first appears in the 

G. CBAK- evidence in this case in Ie A Call to ActiOn" which shows that he waa elected a 
BAYABTY·member of tlle E. C. of the Peasants' and Workers' Party of Bengal in the 

18:-:, general meeting held in February 1927. As this was the occasion. on which the 
.»engal Party waa really re-organised with the assistance of Saklatwala and a. i: :~ 
new progJ:"amme of demands and organisation adopted, it was probably not for 
nothing that Chakravarty became a member of the E. C. at this time. Chakra-
V8l"ty was also elected General Secretary of the Bengal Jute Workers' Associa-
tion at the beginning of 1928 and the allusion to the General Secretary bein~ a 
member of the party on page 47 of " A Call To Action" is to him. Accordmg 10 
to Kali Das Bhuttacharji D. W. 16, Chakravarty joined the B. J. W. A. about the 
middle of 1927 and during the rest of the year, though not given any office in 
the Union, he used practically to do the work of a Secretary at Bhatpara. 

On the 31st March 1928 at the annual meeting of the Peasants' and Workers' 
Party of Bengal at which the name of the party was changed to the W. P. P. 10 
Chakravarty accused . was once more elected. a member of the Executive Com
mittee, and immediately after this meeting we find him with Kali Das summoned 
to attend a 1p.eeting of the E. C. of Bengal W. P. P. to be held at Calcutta on the 
5th April to transact very important business namely (1) election of the enlarged 
Executive Committee, (2) appointment of gJ:"oups and sub-committees, (3) to 20 
devise ways and means of proceeding with the work of the party successfully 
(vide P. 279, (L C. 138), a document signed by Muzaffar Ahmad recovered in 
the search of the B. J. W. A. office at Bhatpara). 

o. P. l289. 'We next hllar of him as taking a part in the Lillooah strike on the E. L 
Railway, when hc was arrested along .with Banerji accused for committing Satya- 20 
graha in front of the Howrah Police Court. This occurrence is mentioned in a 
letter from Spratt accused to Ghate, P. 1322 (I. C. 165), dated 12th May, 1928, 
and also in one· or two other letters, for example in Basak's letter to Spratt 
P. 526 (19) (L C. 166) dated 15th May 1928. A few days later Chakravarty 
,accused along with Goswami, Aftab Ali, Pyare Mohan Das and Kali Das Bhatta- 30 
charji was informed by Halim, another member of the E. C., in P. 446 (1) (I. C. 
167), that he had been elected a member of the Labour group of the E. C. 
Cbakravarty accused's activity in the Lillooah strike was by no means limited 
to thc Satyagraha occurrence. We have it from P. W. 47 Sub-Inspector M. L. 
Bhattachariya that Chakravarty occasionally addressed meetings of strikers. 30 
He also took part in a workers' procession to Chinsurah and Serampur on April 
14 and 15 and spoke at a meeting on the 17th. P. W. 83 Sub-Inspector K. B. 
Sen Gupta has dp.posed that he saw Chakravarty at meetings on June 9, 11, 14, 
28,29 and 30, and July 1,2,3,4,7,8 and 9. Lastly P. W. 94 Inspector J. M. 
Chatterji deposes to his presence at meetings on May 8, 11, 16, 20, 22, 23 and 28, 40 
June 1, 7, ~2, 23, 24, 26 and 27 and July 4 and adds that on May 16 Chakravarty 
accused translated Spratt's speech into Hindi and himself added that Satyagraha 
was not for men who had blood in their' veins because if the strikers wcre 
'assaulted they would not bear it without retaliating. 

There is also evidence to show that during 1928 Chakravarly accused waa 40 
Secretary of the Angus Engineering Workers' Union. His own statement on 

o. P. m~ thit! subject at page 152 of the statements of the accused is as follows: " Besides 
it (The Bengal Jute Workers' Association) organised the workers of other 
industries in scveral unions, e.g. the Bengal Paper Mill Workers' Union, Angus 
Engineering Workers' Union, and Ishapur Ordnance Workers' Union. In 1927 00 
1 was Assistant Secretary and in 1928 I was elected General Secretary, and in 
1929 I was Secrctary of the Bhatpara branch of B. J. W. U. (i.e. B. J. W. A.) 
and was also the Secretary of Bengal Paper Mill Workers' Union and the Angus 
Engineering Workcrs' Union (see also in this connection the list of Trade Unions 
in Bengal found at 211 European Asylum Lane, P. 544 (3». There are two 65 
defence docnments illustrating Chakravarly's connection with this Angus Engi
neering Workers' Union namely D. 42 (5} a letter from Chakravarly aa Secretary 
of the Union to the International Federation of Trade Unions, dated 5th June 
1928 and D. 42 (6) a reply to this letter from the I. F. T. U. Two other docu
ments show Chakravarty's connection with this Union, namely P. 614 and P. 615, 60 
both of which bear Chakravarty's signature (proved by the evidence of P. W. 
133, Colonel Rahman). 

The next document in evidence gives some indication of Cbakravarty's posi-
tion in the Bengal Party. This is a telegram P. 280 (L C. 227) dated 13th Sep
iember 1928 from Gopal Basak to G. Chakravarty, Bhatpara, Bengal which runs 65 
JAJMOO . 
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as follows: "8th day Dakeswari !trike start all with money immediately" II 
~elegram which implies that Gopal Basak regarded {Jhakravarty ,as one of the 
people who could, like Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad and Goswami, be appealed to 

, to bring help from the Party to strikers at Dacca. 
, Later on in the year Chakravarty accused appears to have interested himself 6 

O.P.1J7O-A.ln the Banria and Chengail strikes. In this conneetiol1 there is in evidence .. 
letter P. 526 (9) (I. C. 305) dated 29th November 1928, from Ghosh accused to 
Spratt in which Ghosh says that he was told by Chakravarty that he had been 
staying at Banria for the last 40 or 45 days with an absence of about a week 
during the whole period. It was in this connection that Chakravartv accused 10 
attended a I?-eeting at Bauria on the 11th November in company with Ghosh, 
Huda and Mlttra accused (P. W. 98 Sub-Inspector H. V. Basu}. He next attend-

'ed a meeting at Cbengail on the 28th November when he Was again in the 
company of Ghosh and Huda accused (P. W. 37 Sub-Inspector Tincouri Sen). 
Another meeting at Bauria at which he was present took place on the 2nd 1& 
Decemher at the Karbala Maidan at Bauria when a report P. 2224 was prepai'p.d 
by P. W. 98, Sub-Inspector H. V. Basu. This report shows that Chakravarty 
accused addressed the workers but says nothing about what he said. I shoula 
note that JohnstonI', the delegate of the League against Imperialism to the A. r. 
!l.'. U. C., was l'resent and spoke at the meeting at Chengail on the 28th November 20 
and at that at Bauria on the 2nd December. I may also mention here that 
Chakravarty took part in another meeting of Bauria strikers at the same place 
011 tIle 6th January 1929, at which also he addressed the workers, see P. 2227 
and the statement. of the same witness. 

O. P.l2'11. Chakravarty accused took part in the A. I. W. i>: P. conference at Calcutta, 26 
to which he was also nominated as a delegate by the Young Comrades League in 
p. 468 (4), dated 11th December 1928, a letter from the Secretary of the Y. C. L. 
to the Secretary of the A. I. W. P. P. conference to which I have referred already. 
P. 669 shows, that on the 3rd day of the conference Chakravarty accused sup
ported the amendment to the constitution of the All India Party moved by 30 
Goswami accusp.u. He also on the 4th day supported'the small amendment to 
the Peasants' resolution. In the settlement after the dispute he was one of those 
elected as a member for Bengal to the National Executive Committee. 

Coming to 1929 on the 3rd January at the Annual General Meeting of the 
E. J. W. A. Chakravarty was elected secretary of the Bhatpara branch. Then 35 
on the 19th he took part in the anti-Simon demonstration and was seen by P. W. 
36 Sub-Inspector G. B. Roy in the large procession which came to the Ochterlony 
Monument in Calcutta with red anti blAck flags carried by members of the 
W. P. P. In this procession there were olso carried placards or banners with 
slogans on them,such as " Down with Capitalism ", .. Long Live ~oviet Repnblic ~ 
in India" etc. It will be remembered that this demonstration is mentioned ia 
one or two letters from Muzaffar Ahmad. Reference may be made to P. 1346 
(I. C. 349) dated 22nd January in which Muzaffar Ahmad writes to Ghate about 
this demonstration: " Vve came out with red flags and party slogans in black 
and white. Aftab Ali and another member were aITcsted on the spot for car- 45 
rying a poster inscribed with" Long Live the Revolution". "Another men-
tion of this incident, will be found in P. 1335 (I. C. 368) dated 11th February 

O. P.l2'12. 1929 from Muzaffar Allmad to Ghatc in which he says: .. You must have read 
in newspapel'8 that on the 19th January InAt in the anti-Simon procession we 
had earried a large number of bauners inscribed with all kinds of radical 50· 
slogans. Two of them 'Were "Long Live Revolution " and "Long Live the 
Revolution of India "." . 

We come next to the evidence in regard to the split in the Bengal Party. 
The first documl'nt in this connexion is D. 36 dated the 20th of Febmary, 1929, 
a letter from Muzaffar Ahmad to (Jbakravarty accused, informing him that 55 
" copies of the resolutions passed at a mel'ting of the E. C. of the Bengal BrsIWh 
of the W. P. P. of India have been Bent to the GenClaI Secretary of the B. J. 
W. A ...•.• : .•••• Since you have joined the Party in 1927 you have, in spite of 
repeated veJ.'baland written requests, never paid any subscription to the Party. 
~The payment of subscriptioll is a condition lor the continno!d membership of 6() 
the Party'.) YOll ha"e therefore ceased to be the m('JTlber of the W. P. P. of 
India. (Vide Resolution 1 of the E. C. dated 17.2-19~9)." Another letter i1l. 
the same connection is Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to NlIDbkar aOO1lsed, P. 1767 
dated the 18th of February, 1929, in whiell Muzaffar Al1mad sends to Nimbkar 
as General Secretary of the W. P. P. of India copil's of th.e !lame resolutioDs, 65 
which he says were an passed nh:u.imously. The letter continues: .. Comrade 
Gopendra Krishna Chakravarty, WDO was elected a member of the N. E. C. 



'o~ ~e Pa.rty and who also hud been a: membtlr of the m.e. of the B~iigil1)!'ra
·vmmal. Bl'!IDch has now ceased to be 11 member of the Party. He jOined the 
.Pa.rty ill 1927, but never cared to pay any subscriptioli to the Party in spite of 
rrepeated request. We slulll recommend the name of another comrade in hill 

0. P. U73. place t? the x,nemberehip of the N. E: C. during its next sitting;" I have already, .n: dealing With the ease of Goswal!ll accused, explained the sequel to this expul
!Don of Chakravarty accused from the. Party and made it clear that this split 
.m the Party was not due to anr r.eal dIfferences. be~ween the two groups in the 
~eJlgal Party on matters of pr~nClllle. That pomt IS, of course, also important 
ill 9hakrav~ty's case and I Will therefore refer to the documentB in that con
~eJ[lon agam. P. 423, I. C. 392, dated the 8th March, is the letter of resigna
tion sent by a number of members including Goawami and Basak accused. 'l'his 
Jetter mentions no difference on matters of. principle. Then we get Gopal Baeak's . 
letters, P. 2161 (2)P. dated the 10th March and P 2161 (l)P. of the 11th March (I. 
C. 398 andll97). In the first.of these which is addressed to Muzaffar .Ahmad, 
Basak Says: " However, I think that there iii yet time that we do not split. No 
.doubt theL'e are opportunists and social democrat elements in 0lir Partyj but they 
.are not comrades Chakravarty and Goswanri." In the letter to Spratt he says : 
" ~oth the gr?UPS !ire no doubt siIl.ce:r:e to the cause of co=unism and prole
.tal'1!ln reV!l~ution v.;th of course exceptions of a very fe,!,," who are really oppor
tllIllstS. Difficulty IS that at the stage you cannot get nd of these opportunists 
who are working this split, but in a few months the struggle that will concerli 
~he Party 'wi! clear them, out. It may be ambition or· something else that has 
blinded my comrades to know the real opportunists." Another letter in the 
.eame l',onnexion is Basak's-letter P. 391 which does not, however, add anything 
Jio the above. There is still another document in this connexion which I did 
not mention in Goswami's case, namely accused Spratt's analysis of the split, 
P. 527(8). lJ:: paragraph (3)- of tills document, Spratt says: "Such, ill 

o. P. 12740 brief outline, were the events which led to the breach. Other events and 
, circumstances are relevant and important and some will be referred to later, 

;But enough has been said to show that to an appearance the breach was caused 
by differences of a personal or trivial character. It is indeed the fact that at 
:110 stage was here any difference or disCllssioli on a question of political prin
ciple. "A little further on, however, he says : "N cO\-erthelCl:lEl, it is the pur
pose of this essay to show that beneath the personalities at work, there is 8. 
divergence of a political character. It is not suggested that there is any ·sharp 
-cleAvage, or that the split has divided the persons concerned into two ideolo
gically well--defined groups. In particular, it is not dnimed that the Party as 
a whole is or has been free from all the political errors alleged against the 
dissidents." In paragraph (6) Spratt expresses his own conclusions as to 
what the divergence was. He says here: . ". The political tendency of ,the 
opposition group may thus fairly be characterised liS at bottom petty-bourgeois, 
showing itself principally in very typical deviations both to thE' " left" (anar
ehi8lIl) and to the " right" (:refornllsm and nationalism). This diagnosis is 
€If interest and value as casting light upon the probable future of the" People's 
);>arty". Bat it is .clear that the political difference which exists, important 
though it may be, is not by itself a sufficienf explanation of the. split. Especi.allt 
is thissQ, since the existence of the political divergence I Ii :I:IOt clearly recognIsea. 
(In. either side;>' 'this documentcoutains two '£oot-notM wbich are, connected, 
with this particular parngrn ph. In onE' he Sa,~iB : " " It is interesting' to 'recall 
mgns of a definite class-<lol1sciousness I such as ~he ;refUSal to igell the . fartr 
. €)rgan in public.. This is TIe, ,doubt felt ·t6 be. a inllninl: occupation." tIl the 

o. P. 1278. other he says, ),lresumably, with referep.ce to, the" .left ," deviation: 'H'fhere 
is some recognItion of it, thOllgh ·it is pOSSibly Mt !'ll'at, as is shOwiI Dy a~· 
mark of a prominent member of the dissiden~ group during the. Conference. ..n9 
referr~d t(l) his followers as the" left Wing" of tho Party.'! 

Like Goawami, Chakravarty als~ was co~ected'with the Young Comrades'~ 
League and his name also appears in the League Address Book, P. 560 .. The 
papers contained in P. 568 arc very confnsed indeed, but they show that dh~a:
varly accused was Rresent at (l. meeting on the 8~h of. February, 1929, along WIth 

. Spratt,Goawami and Mittra accused and one Ajudhla Prasad.Varma...wh~ ~lI:y 
be Ajudhia Prasad accused. There IS 8;nother paper sheet 55 ~t this.ejiliibl.t 
which shows that Chakrlj.varty accused PaId, or promised, a fItlbscnpt;lon of Re. 1. 
This list of subscribers appears to have been prepared 011 the 20th of Febrttary. 
Chakravarty accused has further admitted his connection with .the Young Com-; 
rades' League about which be says at. Jinge 147 ; .. " The Youilg Comrades 
Leagl11l was organised with 'a view to enlist the se~'les of the tl.idicaUy minded 
petty-bourgeois youth in the cause of' the working elasii JtIid tOJwin: them .o.vet 
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consciously to the side of the mass revolutiouary movement. In this connection 
I wish to say that, I was a. member of the Young OOID.J:ades' League." Chakra
varty aCCllsed was also connected insome way with the AIl India Youth League 
vide P. 147, a document recovered in the ~earch of the B. J. W. A. Office at 
97, Cornwallis Street,. Calcutta. -This is a document which bears Chakravarty's .. 
own signature. It also bear~ the tlignatures of GOtlwami, Basllk, Kali Sen, Shah, 
and others. 

Coming now to the accused's statement, it is first to be noted that Chakra.
varty is one o! the many signatories to the' joint statement made by Nimbkar 

0, P. 1276. accused: In his own statement, in answer to the Court's question in regard to hiB 10' 
occupation, Chakravarty accused said his occupation WitS Trade Unionism. Next 
when qUE'stioned about the evidence connecting him with the Workers' and Pea-
sants' Party of Bengal, the A. I.1,'v. P. P., Dnd the Y. C. L., he said: "I was 
a member of the E. C. of the W. P. P. of Bengal from 1927, i.e. from its begin-
nin~ and I was also elected as a member of the E. C. of the A. I. W. P. P." It 16 
will be remembered in this connection that the W. P. P. of .Bengal did not actually 
begin in 1927, but was only reorganised in that year. He goes on " I am a Com
munist by convict!on. I fully subscribe to the system of thought and the scienti-
fic programme laId down for world revolution by that most powerful and revo
lutionary organisation of the world, the Communist International. My ultinIate 20 
aim is the establishment of a classless society, that is a Communist Society, 
through the transitonal stage of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. But 
attainment of complete national indeprmdenM from British imperialism through 
a mass revolution is my immediat.e objective. Then he goes on to discuss the 
stage which has been reached ill the progress towards an objectively re"olu- 26 
tionary situation and at page 145 Rays: "Revolution is therefore the prospect 
before India either soon or le~s Foon, but inevitably at some time." Then after 
saying that the revolution will be of the nature of the Bourgeois Democratic 
Revolution modified by the conditions of n. colonial country, he goes on to dis-
cuss the question as to what class will carry through or lead the revolution. 30 
He excludes one by one the bourgeoisie, the petty-bourgeoisie and the peasantry, 
and, as we should expect, falls back on the working class and proceeds to explain 
why it is that class which must lead the revolution. On this point he says at 

o. P. 1277. page 148: "Finally the working class is placed in such a position in control 
of strategic points, the big towns, the decisive parts of the productive system, 3. 
the transport and lines of commrmication of society that the force of its attack 
is immensely greater than the relative weight of its members." A little further 
on he says: "The working t'lass Qf India. in thE' sense of an organisable active 
force apart from the agricultural proletariat llumbers some 5 millions. It is 
a small class compared with the peasantry, but the working class in China which (() 
has played and is playing a definitely leading part in the revolution is realtively 
and absolutely smaller than the Indian working class. Even the number of the 
Russian Working c1aBs was at the time of the revolution only a relatively small 
fraction of that of the peasantry". Henc.e he sums up as follows (page 149) : 

" I conclude therefore that the working class can and will be the leadin.g " 
class in the Indian revolution. While th.e peasantry will establish for the 
revolution the indispensable base in thE' country by seizing the land and over
throwing the feudal capitalist systE'm of exploitation in operation there, the 
working class assisted by auxiliaries from various sections of the town poor, 50 
artisans and proletariat will conduct the decisive attack upon the centres of 
the State power, and will be principally concerned in establishing the new 
State and the new order, that is the democratic Dictatorship of the proletariat 
and the peasantry in the form of a Soviet Republic. To establish and con- • 

I solid ate the alliance between the workcr'l and the peasants and the democratic " 
petty bourgeoisie the Workers and Peasants party was organised. The views _ 5" 
I (have) expressed above explain my connection with the W. P. P. and the 
Young Comrades' League." 

0, P. 127R Like Goswami accused, Chakravarty refused to make any statement in 
regard to the split in the Bengal Party. 

Kext in regard to his Trade Union activities he said 11t page 150: "14Y eo 
activities in the T: U. movement have bel'n in accordance with these principles, 
that is my only defence of them." By these principles he appears to mean the 
principle of teaching the workers how to organise their economic struggle and 
impressing upon them that their economic struggle is, closely bound up with the M 
struggle for political emancipation, that is to say the principle of making the 
trade unions work for political rather than economic ends. He goes on to say : 
II 1 reacted to every manifestation of tyranny and oppression, of police violence 
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and of every petty event in order to teach them the methods they must"adopt 
to end the evil effects of the capitalist system, the causes of strikes, &c. &0." 

At page 151 Chakravarty comes to the Bengal Jute Workers' Association 
(or Union) and his connection with it. About this he says: " It is the latest 
type of Union, an industrial union. It was organised definitely on a class basis. II 
From the very beginning its object was and still is to fight the entire employing 
class in general and the jute employers in particular." Then on page 152 he 
says in somewhat the same vein : " That the B. J. W. A. was really a militant 
working class organisation is evident from its activities in connection with 
various strikes. The same report (Johnston and Sime's Report) says" during 10 
the past two years the B. J. W. A. 'has conducted nine strikes "." A little 
further on he says " Besides no appeal to the union for aid in jute strikes has 
gOlle in vain." In the next paragraph Chakravarty ,brings out the way in 
which the,B. J. W. A. has operated not merely as a jute workers' union, but as 

0. P. 1279. a branch of the Workers' and Peasants' Party. He says: "But it did not 15 
eonfine its activities only to the field of jute labour. Accepting, as it did, class 

\ struggle as its guiding principle it generously responded to aU appeals for help 
from whatever industry or union it came. In response to the appeal of Mr. 
K C. Mittra, General Secretary, E. L Ry. Union, it deputed me as its repre
sentative to assist the locked-out workers of Lillooah. It gradually extended 20 
the field of its operation within the jute industry and succeeded in establish-
ing seven branches in different jute areas. Besides it organised the' workers 
of other industries in several unions, e.g., the Bengal Paper Mill Workers' 
Union, Angus Engineering Workers' Union and Ishapur Ordnance Workers' 
Union." At the top of page 153 Chakravarty accused was asked to explain 25 
his association with other accused in the case, but he deliberately refused to 
furnish any explanation and replied: " I do not want to say anything about 
association. I want to say something about the case generally." , 

Chakravarty accused argued his own case and I have looked carefully 
through the notes I took of his arguments to verify whether there is anything 30 
in tho@e arguments which purports to be a reply .0 any of the above evidence. 
'Ihe only point worth discussing, so far as I can see, is his allegation that his 
connection with the Y. C. L. is of no value in support of the prosecution case 
because, as he says, " Many prominent communists like comrade Saklatvala 
and the C. I. itself did not approve of the Young Comrades' League. " Un- 35 
fortunately that statement is definitely incorrect. There is evidence to· show 
that it was Saklatvala himself who su~gested the name 'Young Comrades' 
League' as a name for a youth organisation of the kind which Spratt and 
Goswami organised in Calcutta, vide Spratt's syllabus P. 1013 and his letter 

o P. l28Q, to Mrs. Mellonie, P. 546 (10), F. C. 456. I have also dealt at an earlier stage 40 
• with the suggestioll that the C. I. was opposed to organisatious of the type of 

the Young Comrades' League. It is quite true that that was the view ulti
mately lJeld after a-full cousideration of the problem in August, 1928, but there 
is no evidence that that view was held or had reached India at the time that 
the Y. C. L. was in I!rocess ~f organisation. 9hl!-kravarty accuse.d also dis- 46. 
cussed the W. P.P., his work m T. U's., the anti-Sunon demonstration, and the 
connection between the W. P. P., the C. P. I., and the C. I., but all his arguments 
entirely missed the point as they were mainly directed to the legality of indi-
vidual organisations or actions. I • 

Taking the case against Chakravarty accused as a wp,ole, we have to con- 6() 
sider his membership of the W. P. P. of Beng)l.l, and the W. P. P. of all India, 
sud his position in the Trade Unions wherein he was definitely working in 
furtherance of the aims and objects of the Party. We have it further that he 
was taking a part in strikes with which he was in no way concerned in his capa-
city as General. Secretary of the B. J. W. A. In addition he took some part in 55 
the organisation of the Young Comrades' League, and in all these activities we 
have him associated with Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad and Goswami accused and 
to a less extent with other members of this conspiracy. We have further to 
take into consideration that he is a professed Communist and that his own , 
statement and the joint statement to which he is a signatory conclusively de- 60 
monstrate the objects with which he was taking part in all these activities. In 
my opinion all these things taken together leave no possible room for doubt that , 
Chakravarty accused was a party to this conspiracy. 

Agreeing with four and disagreeing with one assessor, I hold that Chakra- : 
(). p, 1281. varty accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of ., 65 

his sovereignty of British India and has thereby committed an offence under . 
Section 121-A, I, P. C. I convict him accordingly, 

110ft 
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P.A.B.TXXXII,' 

0. P. 1282. i Shamsw'Huda accused first appears. in the evidEmce in this case on the 
BBAIISUL occasion of a visit by him and Spratt accused to Jamshedpur in September, 1928. 

BUDA. P.W. 101 S. P. Varma, stenographer to the Deputy Commissioner at Chaiba1!8 
t7. in the Singhbhum District deposes that he was ,asked to report a speech made 

by Spratt accused on the 27th September at the G·town Maidan during the strike /) 
fu the Tata Iron and Steel Company's works. P. 2206 is the transcription made 
by thi1! witness from his notC1! of Spratt accused's speech. P. W. 102 Sub
Inspector M. M. Chakravarty was Sub-Inspector at Jamshedpur at that time 
and attended the meeting referred to by the last witness and heard speeches bY' 
Spratt and Shamsnl Huda accused. He has deposed that he took notes in lon~"' 10 
hand of important points in Sham1!nl Huda's speech., He stated that his 
original notes which were produced in court contained a correct record of the' 
gist of what was said and that P. 2207 was a typed extract from this report 
which he had compared with the original. Another witness to this visit was-
P.' W. 103 Sheikh Samir, khansama of the JamshedpnrDak Bungalow wha ]5 
deposed to the stay of Spratt and Shamsnl Huda at the bungalow and produced 
the visitors' register which contains entries in Spratt's handwriting. Spratt's 
speech does not contain very much of intcrest except his statement that he is It 
Communist. He says : .. As you may have heard I am one of those people who 
are called Communist. I believe many' of you have been abused by the Company, 20 
during the strike as Communists. As I may as well say that I also come under 
that stigma. I do (not) consider it.a stigma myself, but, I consider it and 

O.P, 12113. regard it a1! a high ideal to which I conscientiously aim, but I do (not) want for 
the moment to talk about this." He goes on to suggest ,socialisation of the 
factories. Shamaul Huda, who wa1! described as .. the outside leader" said in 25 
his speech that .. the big leaders do not care .for the labourers. They want to 
serve their own purpose .......... Mr. Bose was a Congressman and he wanted 
to utilise labour for the good of CongreAs." Further on he said that .. They 
(workers) shonld not depend upon any and should try to stand on their own legs. 
Be you educated and make leaders amongst you for the trade unions and so long 30 
(as) you do not come to such position you must depend on others who will fnl:fil 
your demands and not upon leaders like Joshi, Gandhi and Bose. They came. 
to- exploit and :fill their own pockets etc." At the end he said : .. To meet this 
(the Trade Disputes Bill) they must unite and help each other and then the 
freedom was in their hands. They shonld unite with the international associa- 35 
tiollB as well." This visit to Jamshedpur is also'mentioned in Spratt's letter to 
Page Arnot dated the 23rd October 1928, P. 2419 P, (F. C. 607). 

The next meeting in which Shamsnl Huda took part was one at Matiaburz 
on the 7th October 1928 at which he was in the company of Muzaffar Ahmad and 
Dharani Goswami. (P. W. 52, Sub-Inspector P. N. Banerji). The report of this 40 
meeting P. 2146 further shows that Kali Kumar Sen of the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party, Manindra Singh, Secretary of the Matiaburz Branch of the 
Textile Workers' Union and Sachindra Singh, brother of the last-named, were 
also present in this meeting. Acccrding to this report Dharani Goswami and 
Shamsnl Huda ,spoke in the same terms. They referred to the revolution in 45 
Russia and pcinted out that what was possible among the workers of one country 
was also possible of the millions of workers oin India. They informed the 

O:P.l2M. audience of the existence of a party called the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
whose aim is to awaken the consciousness not only ·of the labourers but also of, 
the ryots to enable them to claim their just rights and safeguard their interests. 50 , 
The conference of the Party they stated will be held in Calcutta on the 21st, 22nd 
and the 23rd December when representatives of the labourers and pea1!ants from 
all parts of India will attend and they invited the workers of Matiaburz to take, 
part in the conference. 

: Shamsnl Huda's next reported speech is one made by him on the 28th 5tY 
October 1928 at a Dock Workers' meeting at the Ochterlony monument in 
Calcutta, which was reported partly by P. W. 84 Abdnl Lais Muhammad 
and partly by p. W. 86 Ghnlam Hasnain, both of them Urdu Shorthand 
Reporters to the Government of Be~gal. The report of this meeting is 
P. ,1929 (1) and (2). Shamsnl Buda was not the on1v accused at this 60 
meeting, as we ~ave it fr?m P. W. 36 Sub-Inspector G. B. Roy that Muzaffal," 
Ahmad, Dharam Goswaml and Shamsnl Huda were all present at this meeting , 
and all three made speeches. In this speech Shamsnl Huda preaches the usual 
QDctrines., After talking a good deal about capitalists,he says: " The labourer . ,,, 
qlass of people in the world has extensive powers. When IJ, laboUrer romes' to ,85 



know his strength, if will be dilllcll1t"· fot' - 'capitalists to govern. There are 
hundreds of labourers in Calcutta but there is no unity among them,." He goes 
~n to explain the reason for this, that people come and form unions and, I sup· 
pose, collect subscriptions and then disappear. In consequence when anyone 
wants to start a union now, he is regarded with suspicion. Then he S8yS : " Yon 5 
have ·come to know the rnles of our Workers' and Peasants' Partv". Then he 
goes bark again to the subject of the sort of people who have formed unions 
which were really formed in collusion with the capitalists. Then coming back 

o. P. )286. to the W. P. P. he says: " Labour brethren, do not think that the W. P. P. also 
is one which will loot you. It is a party which will accomplish its business." 10 
Then he goes on to the problem of the improvement of the position of the 
lnhourers and we find him saying: "Labourers can never reach their goal 
unless they stand on their own legs and make themselves their own leaders." 
Then after explaining that Congressmen, Khilafatwalas and Swarajists, none 
of them reallr work for the interests of the workers, he says: "No one (ever) ]5 
explained (this) to the labourers in India. We shall explain to the labourers of 
India. 'What rights have you in the world' What can you do in the world , 
Can you or can you not be the governing body in the world " We shall explain 
all this to you ........ We shall give you what we are bound in duty to give yon 
snd we shall take from you what we are bound in duty to take from you. . Our 20 
Workers' and Peasants' Party will explain (matters) to you. We have been 
trying for a number of days to hold a meeting of those who work in the docks. 
We have worked hard. We had wished to explain matters to you and form a 
Transport Workers~ Union." Further on he says: "I would submit that yon, 
the labourer brethren, should become united and form a union. The principle 25 
of. our Party is to create unity among the labourers and lead them ...... Is there 
any country in the world where the labourers are the governing body' In 
Russia the labourers govern the country ........ Much tyranny was done in the 
tlme of the Czar ........ But a leader appearcd from amongst them and told them 
the (way) so nicely that they achieved ·liberty. They achieved liberty in 1917. 30 
-4 Soviet Government was formed. Soviet Government means Panchayat. At 
one time Russia too was in the same plight in which India is today, but they 
have crushed the tyrants and the Soviets are governing. They desire that the 

O. P. 1286. whole world may be governed by labourers." Then again lower down he says : 
., Labourer brethren, do not forget that YOll have strengfh in you. If you want 35 
to use your strengfh, come with us. We can show whether or not you can get 
your rights from the Government.......... Our country should be in our 
Mnds. The time of English Government in India has come to an end. It is 
necessary that students should ,come forward with labourers and make an agita· 
tion against the Government in a united front so that we may get tbe Government 40 
through which we can get our rights." Then again on the last page he says : 
'.t.A capitalist said toa friend of India: ' These men are carrying on a propa
gnnda against Indian Capitalists. Weare ready to work. But unless English 
Government is thrown away, we are not prepared to act with you.' ..... " ... We, 
the Indians, whether Capitalists or labourers shall fight unitedly against the 45 
Englishmen until India is liberated, never mind if we lose our lives or our 
property." And further on he continues to harp on this necessity for abolish· 
ing the existing form of Government. He says : "The sons ot India have for 
years suffered the tyrannies of Englishmen. They suffered much during the 
time of the Moghul kings and the English. We shall have to destroy it 60 
(tyranny) .. We can break it and crush it to pieces. We can crush the old 
systems .. You should have consciousness. You should learn how to obtain 
liberty, If you desire to obtain liberty tomorrow, you can have it tomorrow." 

Shamsul Huda accused took part: in 'anoth~r Dock Workers' meeting at the 
Halliday Park on the 4th November, 1928, at which he made two speeches which 55 
are reported by P. W. 84, Abdul Lais Muhammad, and P. W. 35, Raihan Ahmad. 
The :first of these speeches is P. 1927 in which he says: " UJaless you, labourer 
brethren, exert yourselves, do not try to get up, and do not show your power to 

O. P. 1287. the Government of India, the English and the Indian Capitalists, you shall not 
get your rights (or dues)." Then, after talking about other people who form 60 
umonsnot really for the benefit of the workers, he says: "We shall try and 
form a nnion by which you may get your rights (dues), such a right as is 
enjoyed by everyone in India." The report of the second of these speeches is 
P.1935 in which he preaches the lesson of nnity and the rights of the labourer .. 
Then he goes back to the old subject of the tricks which aro played on the 66 
workers through other associations. Finally, he calls on Dharani GolIWILIni to 
speak after him. 
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Shamsul Hilda aooused also took i.,certaiD.'BmOuDt of ,intereSt in iheBau1lia 
strike and was present with Ghosh, Mittra and ChakravartY aoouaed at ameeting 
held on the 11th November at the Karbala Maidan.· Next on the 16th Noven:iber, 
we find him writing a note P. 25 (I, C. '288) to Ghosh accllsed arranging a meeting 
'between them at Bauna on the following Sunday. Another'meeting in conne:ill>n 
with this strike which he attended was the one held on the; 6th ,J anuary 1929~ at 
which he was in the company of Banerji and Chakravarty accused. The witness 
to both these meetings is P. W. 98 Sub-Inspector H:V. Basu who prepared a report 
P. 2227 of the meeting on the 6th January. The report mentions that Shamshl 
Huda spoke, but gives no account of what he said. Meanwhile ill 'between these 
two meetings, Huda had certainly visited Bauria at least once:as >appears from 
the statement of P. W. 37 Sub-Inspector Tincouri Sen and the correspondence 

, between Ghosh accused and Spratt. P. 526 (7), I.:C. 303; is a letter from Ghosh 
to Spratt, dated the 28th November in which Ghosh tells Spratt that he.is taking 
Johnstone (of the L, A. L) to Bauna and adds: " If yourself and Muzaffar can 
go to the station in time, if possible with Huda, it would be very good." On the 
following day we find another letter from Ghosh to Spratt P. 526 (9) in which he 
mentions P. 526 (7) and says: " It seems none of you except Huda could do so!, 

15 

0. P. 1288. The contents of the letter however show that Ghosh did go to Bauna that day. 
The last paragraph of this letter also shows that ,Ghosh had sent a message :to 
Spratt through Huda accused. He says : " Perhaps Mr. Huda informed yon 

o.P.:l289. 

· that Johnstone has made an appointment w:ith you at 5 P.M. in his hotel. If you 
annot meet, come here." And P. 27 (I. C. 304) Spratt's reply ,written the same 

day £:hows that Spratt had received this message and proposes to do as requestcd. 

Shamsul Huda's next activity was to participate in the Jharia Session of the 
A.. t T. U. C. on the 18th December. P. W. 254 Rai Bahadur N. V. Trivedi merely 
deposes that he saw ShamsulHuda at the Conference. P. W. 123 Sub-Inspector 
Wahid Jan Khan deposes that en the 19th a. resolution, No.9, was move4.·to ' 
protest against the use of poliee and military force against strikera. It suggE)s.t~ 
the organisation of general strikes in the event of such foroo being used ag'amat 
wmerB. The resoluti~ :was .moved by Dewan Ch~.Lal and seconded b)' 
,Joglekar accused. Among those' who spoke in support were Mittra aud Hua.. 
8OO1lsed. 

20 
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Immediately after this conference ShaIllBlH. Buda -toOk 1llrttinthil firs~ A; <f. 
W. P. P. Conference at CalOlltta on the 21st to "the 28rd December. 'The l'epoJ.:t 35 
P. 669 shows that he supported 1he Tesolution 'protesting1lgainst 'the detention 
of three colW'ades under Regnlation ill of 1818. The '8'Vidence of P. 'W;'99, 

. Assistant Sllb-Inspector Abdul Rashid Khan further 1!hows that 'Shamsul Huda 
took part in the procession' organised by the 'W. P. 'P. whie!h marchedtf!r~.' 
Sradhanand Park to Park Circus where a meeting 'Was 'held at which Sahan Singh 40 
Josh accused and others spoke. 1 noted that this witness identifiedShamsttl 
Huda with diffieulty. On the other hand the probaliilityofShamsul' 'Huda'13 
having taken part in the procession of this kind is very considerable.. :As a matter 
of fact Shamsul Huda accused does not deny his participation'in this demoJ;lst.ra-
tion and merely says that" it does not make a 'conspiralfY to ,dethrone King 4.5 
George the Fifth." . . 

. We come next to the meetings of the COIIlm1IIIiat Party of lndia held on ttha 
27th, 28th and 29th December. As regards ,the meeting of the 27th, the TOUgh' 
notes P. 1300 and the fair report P. 1295 show that on that day Shamsul Huda 
was elected a member of the Central Executive of the Party as a representative 50 

· of BengaL On the 28th we find in the rough notes P. 1303 : " 2. Shamsul Huda. , 
wants to know why he is being charged by Muzaffar Ahmad. of having made a mis-
take, Halim. 3. He is not given proper treatment. Bradley and Spratt to 
look into the ease." In the fair report this matter is dealt with in the following 
terms: " Shamsul Huda's complaint that he was negleeted by Muzaffar Ah:mad. 55. 
Spratt and Bradley were deputed to look into the complaint." There are two 
other interesting documents in Huda's case evidently resul~g from the gather-
ing of members of all the parties at Calcutta on this occasion. These are Doth 
documents which had been rejected by the prosooutiou, but . were tendered in 
evidence by Spratt &OOllsed and marked P. 490 D. Spratt and P. 489 D. Spratt. 60 

· P. 490 is a draft letter in the handwriting of .Bradley accused dated ,the 4th of 
January 1928 (1928 is evidently a sli~ for '1929) intended to be issued 'by the 
General Seeretarr of the Transport Workers' Union of Bengal to the Managers 
of firms or orgamsations to be selected. It gives a'list of d.emands 'Which aTe said 
to have been agreed to by the members of :the above unions ata mass meeting 65 

. and concludes as follows = .. I am instructed to forward the above demands for 
lA2JIICC 
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·your. early and favourable consideration: A further mass. meeting of the mem
bers of the Union will be called at an early date to consider your reply." P. 489 
dated the 5th January 1929, also, like P. 490, recovered at the search of the W. P. 

O.P.I289(IJ) P. office at 211 European Asylum Lane, is an office copy of the letter based on 
this draft issued by Shamsul Huda as General Secretary of fue Bengal Transport 5 

o. P. 1290. 

0. P. 1291. 

Workers' Union to the Manager of some firm or other. P. 489 actually contains 
two such drafts or office copies. These documents serve to associate Bradley as 
well as Huda accused with this particular Union and also show Huda consulting 
Bradley accused and taking his advice. I may also refer here to three other 
documents which associate Huda with the Transport Workers' Union of Bengal. 10 
These are (l)P. 544(3) the list of Trade Unions in Bengal, partly in Spratt 
accused's handWliting, found at 211 European Asylum Lane showing their affilia
tion, (2) P. 548 (10) which includes a notice issued by Huda accused on behalf 
of the W. P. P. of Bengal for a public meeting of workers on the 10th November, 
and (3) P. 491 also recovered at 211 European Asylum Lane, a document headed 15 
Transport Workers' Union of Bengal and dated January 1,1928 (a mistake for 
1929) giving an. account of resolutions passed at a meeting of the T. W. U. of 
Bengal held 9.t Halliday Park with S. M. Shamsul Huda in the chair. The resolu
tions adopted on this occasion are exactly those which we should expect, !(1) 
Boycotting Simon Commission, (2) protesting against the policy of the National 20 
Congress and tll eA. p, C. in adopting the Nehru Report etc. and declaring the aim 
of the working elass to be complete independence. from Imperialist exploitation 
and rule, and the establishment of Workers' Socialist State, (3) Condemning the 
Trade Disputes Bill and declaring in favour of resistance to it bv means of a 
General Strike and (4) protesting against the arrest of Comrade J. W. Johnstone, 25 
the fraternal delegate of the L. A. I. to the A. I. T. U. C. and the A. I. W. P. P. 
Conference. 

Ii addition to the above there are a few miscellaneous items of evidence in 
Shamaul Hucla's case. For example in Ghosh's diary P. 41 there is an entry 
showing that Ghosh paid tram fare or something of the kind for Huda and Spratt 
to go to Bauria on the 18th November. It is fairly obvious that in addition to the 
other visits to Bauria which I have already mentioned, Shamsul Huda visited 
Bauria on the 18th November. Another piece of evidence on the point of asso
ciation only is a group photograph P. 457 which shows Shamsul Huda in ·the 
company of Muzaffar Ahmad and Spratt accused. 

Lastly it is worth noting that at the time of his arrest he was found to be 
living with Muzaffar Ahmad, Spratt and Ajudhia Prasad accused at 211, 
European Asylum Lane. 

Shamsnl Huda began his statement with the old cliche that " Communists 
scorn to hide their' views and aims. They openly declare that their purposes can 

.only be achieved by the forcible overthrow of tlhe whole extant Social order." He 
then went on to say: " I am a Communist and I stand by the Communist Party 
of India. I do not agree with those who say that the working class should not 
enter politics, that it has no politics." On the same page (33) he says: "The 
llnmediate aim of the C. P. I., the attainment of independence from Imperialism, 
the destruction of feudalism, nationalisation of land and key industries and the 
establishment of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat and peasantry, the immediate 
aim is a national Democratic revolution. That is why Communists cooperate 
with and join genuine anti-imperialist organisations like the W. P. P. and the 
League against ImpE:rialism." It appears to me that this last statement is not 
quite as frank as some of the rest of his statement. It suggests that the W. P. P. 
and the L. A. I. are organisations which have been: brought into being quite inde
pendently of anything Communist and into which Communists come at a later 
stage in order to cooperate with them, which ill certainly not a true account of 
the origin of the W. P. P. Then he goes on (page 34): " Freedom from British 
Imperialism is not the ultimate aim of the Communist Party, but the immediate 
aim. The ultimate aim of the Communists all over the world is the aim of the 
Communist International. .. The Communist International, the international 
workers association, is a Union of Communist Parties in various countries. It 
is a w~rld Commmllst party. As the le.ader and the organiser of t~e world 
revolutionary movement of the Proletanat, the upholder of the prmClples and 
aim of Communism, the Communist International strives to win over the majority 
of the working class and the broad strata of ·the propertyless peasantry, fights 
for the establishment of the world union of Socialist Soviet Republics, for the 
complete abolition of classes and for the achievement of Socialism, the first stage 
of Communist society.(P. 2339, P. 12, P. 1208 (3». In the attainment of this 
aim the independence of the colonial countries lilre India and China is a stage, 
because the international independenc.e weakens imper;ialism and emancipates the 
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peasantry from. the feudal. burde~s, cla.ri1i~ the .class struggle a~d }lI~stens the 
social revolution." On page 35·m connection Wlththe·fact of his bemg found 
residing at 211 European Asylum Lane, h~ says: " I was a member of the 
WP. P. and as sucll I had a right to live there." He further explains that he had 
ao~e there to save his room rent. Next, dealing with T. U. activities, he says 
~t page 36 : " The task of the revolution, the overthrow of Imperialism can.be 
done only by a Po~i.tical Party of the working class which contri~utes i~ b.est, 
most reliable, intelligent and fearless element to the class Party Wlthout distinc-
tions of trade or craft: thus to charge the Communist with using Trade Unions 
as a cloak for revolution is illogical. The Communist works in Trade Unions to 
:fight the econOlnic battle of day to day demands for the partial improvement of 
workers' lives, for convincing them of the necessity of the working-class struggle· 
on a bigger sc.a1e, of the revolutionary struggle against the bourgeoisie as a class. 
TIle T. Us. by themselves a,lone cannot emancipate the working class. It is the 
task of the revolutionary party of the Proletariat." Then he goes on. to deal 
with his connection with the Bengal Transport Workers' Union and the Dock 
Workers and about this he says: " I worked in Bengal Transport Workers' 
Union of which I was the General Secretary and for the dock workers also." A 
little lower down he says : " Referring to my activities in connexion with their 
(dock workers') unions, the Magistrate in his committal order remarked tlh.at 
my object was not to organise them on the T. U. lines but to recruit them for the 
party. This betrays the ignorance of th.e aim of the Communist. I did want to 
organise them into a union, but as I have already said that merely trade unionism 
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will not help, they must also organise politically. . ............. Only a strong 
organisation and ultimately revolutionary acti,on can save the workers from' 25' 
degradation, poverty and exploitation." At page 37 in answer to the Court's 
question about his activities in the Bauria and Chengail strikes, he said that he 
went to Bauria and Chengail once or twice, 'and that he met Johnstone of the 
L. A. I. at ChengaiL On the same page dealing with the J amshedpur speech, he 
says: " It is necessary to expose the hypocritical game of the nationalist bour~ 
geoisie as it is lIarmful to the working class ", and further, on page 38 : " The 
workers were betrayed and it was necessary to warn them against the treacherous 
bourgeoisie, so I went to Jamshedpur. I only advised the workers not to be 
guided by the hypocritical promises but to have their own organisation, their own 
leadership, to organise on class lines and to carry on a struggle for wages and 
better conditions and for national independence. " . 

Next speaking of his speech at Matiaburz P. 2146 he says: "I went to 
Matiaburz to invite the workers to·attend the A. L W. P. P. Conference, the con
ference which would give them proper lead towards their goal, that is independ
ence. In reference to Russia, if I Raid lit aU about the Russian revolution, it 
is perfectly -right to teach the workers experience of RussUm revolution." A 
few lines further on, he explains why and says: " The Communist Party of 
Russia at that time gave them (the Russian workers) proper lead towards their 
goal by which they' overthrew the barbarous .CzariRt Government lind established 
their own Government. If India wants to be free from the British Imperialism 
like Czarism in Russia, th,il Indian worker has to be taught experience of Russian 
revolution in order to over1;hrow the barbarian' Government in India, and there-
fore I said if I said at all." On page 40 in answer to a question in regard to the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference, he says: " About my membership of the W. P .. P. 
probably: your h.onour has not got any documentary evidence before you, but I 
voluntarily admit·that I was a member of the Bengal W. P. P. The W. P. P. 
was no~ a Co~unist Party. I~s.aim was to secure indep'c,!-dence and democracy 
for India. N:,elther the bourgeOIsie nor the petty bourgeOISIe as a class·can bring 
about this independence. It is the task only of the working class and the 
peasantry." He goes on to show 1ili.at neither of these by itself could carry out 
the revolution single-handed and therefore, he says," The W. P. P. was organised 
to establish this necessary. alliance bet~een the wo~kers and peasants." Finally 
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on page 42, he concludes his statement m the follOWIng terms : " The Communist 
International is the vanguard of the suffering millions of the world and will 
liberate them from the Imperialist domination. I therefore stand by the prin
ciples lind programme of the 'Communist International; though I hold the 
principles as I have stated now I say that I have not conspired between 1925'and 
1929 against the .King's sovereignty as the charge is. It is my belief that the 
independence of India, that is of the Proletariat and peasantry, cannot be brouaht. 
about by the conspiracy of individuals but the revolutionary action of a wh~le. 65 
c!ass, the ~xploitcd !oilers of ~dia." He assumes ~pparently taat the organisa-
tiOll of this revolutIonary action of a whole class IS not a matter which comes
within the purview of the Indian Penal Code. 



litO 

It is trUe that the case against Shamsnl Hn(\a aCGUsed is not, like some others, 
'based on a very long period of work or a very large number of activities.z but 
we have it that he was a member of 'the C. P. I., a membllr of the A.ll rodia 
Workers' and Peasants' Party and on his own showing, as indeed we might infer 
from the place where he was living at the time of his arrest, a member of the 5 
W. P. P. of Bengal. We further have it that he was engaged in exactly those 
activities which characterised the work of the conspirators such as Trade Union 
work, and was utilising those activities in exactly the same manner. Lastly we 
have the fact that, in all that he did, he was associated with leading members of 
the conspiracy, as for example Spratt, Bradley, Muzaffar Ahmad, Goswami and 10 
Chakravarty accused. In the light of all these facts, to which must also be added 
his own statement and the fact that he is a signatory to the joint statement of the 
Communist accused, it seems to me to be impossible to doubt that he was taking 
part in this conspiracy. 

Disagreeing with all five assessors I hold that Shamsnl liuda accused has 15 
taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of his sovereignty of 
British India and has thereby committed an offence under Section 121-A., I. P. C. 
I convict him accordingly. 
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O. P. 1295. . The first mention of G1>pal chandra &.sail: 800118ed in the evidellCf! ill·t.bia 
case is in Dange'. letter and report dealing with the working of the T. U. 0-

GOPAL Left at the Cawnpore Session of the A. L T. U. 0. in November 1927 (P. 1878 C.) 
C:~~~~~A (L C. 72). In that document his name is given as Bhoahak. but as he also figures 

18. in the group photograph (P. 1383 etc.) taken at the late Mr. Vidyarthi's tea 
party, there lIan be no doubt that the referenee in P. 1878 C. is to him. It may 
be further noted that at page 60 of the statements of the accused Basalt accused 
admits that he attended this Conference and the tea party which WIIS the occasion 
of the photograph. 

We ned hear of him on the 16th January 1928, when he is referred to in the 
letter P. 1613 C.(L C. 86) from Muza1fBl" Ahmad to Dange accused, in which 
M~at' Ahmad AyS : " I have &l"l"8nged with a friend Basak for the publica-
tion of your book co Hell Found ". He has just started a branch of his father's 
llbrary in Calcutta. This library will .entirely be managed by himself. Sa 
please send the manuscript of the book .to me at once." This is the same lettel' 
1D which !rfuzaffar Ahmad referred to the formation of a Scavengers' Union 
and II Glass Workers' Union. Another letter in the same connection is P.482 
(L C. 124) dated the 10th March 1928, in which Ghate writes to Muzaffar Ahmad 
as follows ;~ .. Dange has sent his manuscript on to you and the last section to 

,- Basalt directly. I have received a letter from him." In eorroboration of this 
statement we have the fact that in P. 997, a conection of postal receipts for 

cI. P. 1196. registered packets, found in Dange's possession, there is one dated the 9th March 
. , 1928, l"egistered No. 55, to G. C. Basak, copy of lXll1lluscriPt on •• Prisons ". 

This exhibit also contained two receipts for Jail Mss. sent to Muzaffar Ahmad OIL 

the 17th February and 7th March, and three acknowledgment eards, 6nesigned 
by Basak and two by Muzaffar Ahmad. In connection with this braneh <If his 
father's library (bookshop) which Basak accused set up in ealcutta, it 'Will 'be 
convenient to mention he,.e that thi'l was the Vangusrd Literature Co. &boot 
which Basak accused has a certain amount to say at pages 54 to 56 of the state· 
ments of the accused. He .concludes this passage by saying: " I had 10 set up 
the company because big .1irms dare not bring these books for fear of lQss ,of 
trade, police raids and official displeasure. -The address of the company was that 
building where the W. P. P. office was, because the W. P. P. alone was an institu-
tion interested in th.Jl..literary and other productions of the proletarian schOGl.. ,. 
There is also in evidence a document, P. 12, recovered in Goswami's search, a 
leaflet of this Vanguard Literature eo., headed" Revolution & Independence" 
which advertises" A Call to Action", .. Two World <:Jurrents,Commumsm-
Fascisqt ", Dange's book " Hell Found" and II Krishaker Katha ". 

. The section on "Organisation and work " in the report {If the Executive 
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Committee of the Peasants' and Workers' Party of Bengal, 1927-1928, wlUell 40 
forms part of " A Call to Action" eontains an item at page 47 : " (b) Party t\ 
mllIDbers are engaw,ed in re-establishing the" Dakeswari CJotton Mill Worker,,' 
Union" at Dacca.' I may also mention here item (d), which runs as follows ~ 
•• In January 1928 under the auspices of the Party was formed. the II ScaVeJI-
gers' Union of Bengal", begun at Calcutta with branches already formed. at 46 

o. P. l297. Bowrah and Dacca, and one in process of formation at Mymensingh." .All 
regards this item (b) we have also in evidence a document tendered by the 

. defence, D. 299, a letter dated the 30th November 1928 from the General Seere
.~ of the Bengal Textile Workers' Union, Central Office, 211 Enropean. Asylum 
Lane, Calcutta, to the SecretaI}'" B. T. U. F. asking for· the affiliation of the 50 
B. '1', W. U. to the B. T. U, F. With this letter there was enclosed an account 
of the history of the Union, which begins with an accoont of the history of the 
Dakeswari Branch. From this we find that the Dakeswari Cotton Mill Workers" 
Union was .actually started on the 1st October 1927, but did not make much 
progress until it was reorganised at a mass meeting on February 27, 1928, when 55 
a constitution was adopted and. office-bearers elected including Mr. G. C. Baeak 
as General Secretary. There was a further reorganisation, it seems, in August, 
but in this also Baeak aecllsed was appointed General Seeretary. The report 
further states that the office of the Union was changed to 61 Nawabpnr Road 
Dacca. Then as regards the Scavengers' Union, with this also Basak accused 60 
was connected. We find him saying for example in P. 526 (14) (L C. 149), a 
letter dated the 18th April 1928 to Spratt aCClused : If These days I was busy 
with Mill Workers and Scavengers." A little further on he says: II I am meet: 
iJlg thll seaven/lBl"S individually in different quarters. The Munieipal anthorities 
are trying their best to apply their tactios.·· 85 
WJ](OO 
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Another letter about this time, which establishes Basak's connection with 
melI!bers of the Bengal W. P. P., is P. 449 (I. C. 142), a letter of the 5th April 
from Ghate to Muzaffar Ahmad, at the end of which there is a P. S ... Please tell 
Basak that the Publisher of" Modem India" refuses to give 50 copies at 
Re. 11.-. He will have to take all (1500) copies, then the price will be Re. 11-. 
Let hIm write to me early." 

'5 

The letter P. 526 (14), to which I have just referred, mentions a certain 
number of other matters of interest. He says for example: " These days I have 
eagerly gone through papers, but have not found anything particular about 
Lillooah and Howrah, only that the Magistrate is expected to take some steps 10 
against Sachinandra. I hope to be fully informed as regards our Howrah and 
Lillooah brethren-the workers here are also eager to be informed of the situa
tion." He also refers in this letter to Dange 's book and sa.ys : " Now as regards 
Dange's book, did you find any time to go through the proofs and give Nirod 
Chakravarty (instructions ') as regards printing and binding' What do you 15 
think of simultaneous foreign publication-if you think it is necessary you can 
send some. I think we should write to Labour Monthl!. and others for adver
tisement." On the 15th May we find Basak accused wnting to Spratt in P. 526 
(19) (I. C. 166) in the hope of getting Spratt and others to come down to Dacca 
ill ,'ery much the same way as Gauri Shankar got them to come to Meerut a few 20 
months later. He writes: "Dacca Workshop workers and the jute growers 
and jute bailers arp. ready to be formed into respective Unions, I am waiting all 
these days for you all here, when I have decided to call those meetings." At 
the end he says: " You will please let us know what has become of the Lillooah 
strike and our comrades." This letter also mentions some conference in the 26 
Dakeswari Mill, about which he says: " Within two or three days, I am expect-
ing that a conference with authorities of Dakeswari Mill will take place. 1 don't 
know what 1 have to do then, as 1 (am) not familiar with the tactics they will 
play." This is pre8umably a reference to the meeting of the Manager with the 
representatives of the Union on the 12th June, which is mentioned in D. 299, 30 
where it is stated that the Manager refused practically all demands and shortly 
after this meeting recognition of the Union was withdrawn by the Manager. On 
the 29th May: Basak accused wrote another letter P. 415 (12) (I. C. 176) to his 
friends at 211 European Asylum in which he says: " These days I was busy 
with press affairs and Dakeswari Mill Workers' negotiation with the authority." 35 
Thcn he complains of the tricks of the mill-owners and suggests that the workers 
are not in a mood to be played upon. Then he refers to a letter written by him, 
self to Spratt about the grievances of Railway ~orkers and also asks ,vhat 
has been done about Dange's book. Then in the last paragraph he says: .. I 
gave these days hope to Dakeswari Workers, Spratt and you all are coming, 40 
but as you are not coming, the workers becoming disheartened, and mill-owners 
who became somewhat afraid of your presence here, are becoming bold enougli 
to say now that as they think that some foreign agents mean mischief to both 
workers aud the mills through their influence on me, they are right in taking 
repressive measures that have taken." In this same letter he mentions that the 45 
Managing Directors. while giving hopes of a conference have been privately 
threatening individual members with dismissal About a week later on the 9th 
June Basak accused writes in P. 2016 P. (I. C. 185) to the General Secretary, 
Bengal W. P. P., to inform him that at a meeting held on the 8th June a branch 
of " our Ilarty " has been formed at Dacca. He encloses a report of the meet- 60 
ing, which shows that an advisory meeting was held on the 8th June at 61 
Nawabpur Road Dacca, at which a resolution to form a branch at Dacca of the 
w. P. P. of Bengal was unanimously passed. This document further shows that 
Basak himself was elected on the Executive Committee as General Secretary, 
ana one Dibendra Bipoy Gtiha, whose name appears in the oral evidence in. 55 
regard to the Da~ca search~s, ~as elected treasurer. . At . the e~d of the report 
we 'get an abbre'\o'"l8.ted constItution based on the ConstitutIon pnnted at page 41 
of " A Call to Action." In this sections 2 & 3 relating to the Object and Means 
are retained without change. Para. 4 relating to • Extent' is naturally modified. 
and states that the activities of the Party will extend to the entire district ot 60 
Dacca. Para. 5 in regard to Membership is modified to read as follows : .. Any 
person not below the age of 18 years who, will subscribe to the object, constitu-
tion and programme of the Party and who has been elected by the Young 
Workers'League (to be formed within a ~eek) in its ~ual Conference (after 
one year's training in the study circle cIs:ss attached With the League) may be 65 
taken in as an individual member of .the .Party subject to th~ appr,!val of. the 
Executive Committee." The sub-sec~on In regard to the affiliabon 18 retamed 



as it stands in the constitution of the Bengal Party, and the remaining sections 
are retained, deleted or varied as necessary.·. ',: 

Basal!: accused's next letter is P. 2018 C. (I. C. 199) dated the 24th July 
1928, a letter in: Bengali addressed to Muzaffar Ahmad. hi. this letter Basak 
begins by complaining that although he has written Muzaffar Ahmad a few 
letters, he has not received any rep9': as yet. Then he mentions Chakravarty's 
case and inquires what is happening about it. He makes further enquiries about., 
Spratt, Goswami and" you all". Then he refers to Ganavani and says: .. All 
the 85 copies of the first issue of the paper I took for the Dakeswari Union have 

0. P. 1301. been .sold. The 2nd and 3rd (issues) were ,sent and have been exhausted. But 
'since that the sale ·has fallen off, because you do not pay any attention to the 
paper." Then he puts forward another complaint about the Ganavani and 
says: .. Anyway, why did you not print the information sent about the Dacca 
Mehtars' I hnve sent you the article at the first day's meeting of the study 
circle class-shall I send the remaining 20 or 23 pages which I have with me , " 
Further on be says: .. The work of the (illegible) Union is not much advancing. 
So we are laying stress on the study circle. If it goes on well, workers get a 
training, i( the number of boys becomes larger, the work of the Union may be 
e:rpect.ed to be furthered." It will be noted that Basak accused had fully 
grasped the value and importance of study circles. There is also a reference 
in this letter to Majid's article and the letter closes with another enquiry apout 
Goswami.Only a few days later on the 28th July Basak wrote another letter 
to Muzaffar Ahmad, P. 2019 C., (I. C. 202) dated the 28th July 1928. hi. this he 
mentions llaving sent to Muzaffar Ahmad some reports of Scavengers' organisa
tions and some articles discussed in" our study circles". He further mentions 
that in a meeting of the Dakeswari Workers' Union a resolution has been adopted 
that this Union bl" henceforth declared as "Bengal Textile Workers' Union, 
Dakeswari Branch." This was followed almost immediately by a letter, P. 2020 C. 
(L C. 203) addressed to Goswami but containing actually two letters, one to 
Goswroni and the other to Muzaffar Ahmad. hi. the letter to Goswami Basak 
mentions receiving letters from Goswami and Chakravarty and says: .. New' 
problems are cropping up in our·work. Anyhow I have received a letter from 
Chakravarty ; it would be good if he can visit this place en route. Let us lIee 

O. P. l3Ofo what happens." Then he says: .. We generally expect that what goes from 
our Party or the Dacca (branch) connected therewith should be published in 
the Ganavani. The study circle becomes effective if all our proceedings therein 
are published and commented on in the paper. Many people's eyes at Dacca 
are now on it." It is remarkable how often the importance of publicity is stress
ed in these letters. Writing to Muzaffar Ahmad Basak accused acknowledges 
receipt of a letter and says: "You have not written anything regarding my 
report .concenrlng the Mehtars. Goswami has informed me that it will be cent 
to the paper Inter on." Then apparently by way of reproach he says that the 
Banglar Vani people have been taking a keen interest in all that Basak and his 
study circle were doing. He says : " They want all the proceedings of the study 
circle. But we decided to send all the proceedings to you and we hoped that you 
would plint them after correcting the mistakes in language; and in the-next' 
issue you would print regular comment thereon, that would make the study circle 
attractive." , 

O. P. 1303. About a week later on the 5th August Basak ag~ writes to Muzaffar' Ahmad 
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enclosing two notes. hi. the first of these notes he asks .. what is the rate of 
commission allowed on your Ganavani' What is the basis on whieh you charge 
for unsold copies as well as for those which have been distributed at the 
Dakeswari Cotton Mills and other places free for propaganda on behalf of the 
Party' He (Kadir) has asked to be informed of .this soon. On receipt of 
replies to these questions he will arrange to send the balance of the money." In 
the lIecond note he says : "I send the report of a meeting of Dakeswari 
(Workers' TIniOD.). Please ,be sure to print in the present issue. There nra 
many things to write in the next one. You will hear some things from 
Gopendra Babu's lips also" from which it would appear that Chakravarty did 
PRY his promised visit to Dacca. . 60 

.f. 

Another letter written by Basak about this time is the letter P. 471 .(I. 'C; 
208) bearing a postmark of the 20th August 1928 and addressed to Goswami 
acclUeed which I mentioned in dealing with Goswami's case. hi. this letter he 
l1a .... s: ., I forgot to take from you notices for scavengers........ We requirl:! . 
another Hindi appeal to Jute workers also. Please do sendit at once." Thpll 
he goes on to beg Goswami and Spratt to come to Atia. Then he asks fox 
instructions in regard to Comrades' League and talks about organising Study 

. . I L '. ~" , , '. it 
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Circles at Mymeneingh and Jamalpur. Then in a sort of P. S. he saYII : .. 1 wail 
invited in the E. B. Railway Employees' Conference and I joined it. Thero 1 
pushed forward our oircular for propaganda against Trade Disputes Bill." 
Finally he MyS : " Tomorrow we are going to hold a public meeting to denounce 
Trade Disputes Bill and suggest a general strike." 

On the following day on the 21st August 1928 Basak wrote to Spratt in 
o. P. I~ P; 526 (23) (]'. C. 218) in which he again mentions the Railway Employees' 

Conference lind the subject of Atia. It would seem from this letter that Basak 
had just met Spratt or missed meeting Spratt at Mymeusingh. Then there is a 
reference presumably to the affiliation of the Dakeswari Mill Workers' Union to 10-
the B. T. U. F. and the A. I. T. U. C. About this he says: •• Regarding Dakeswari 
Mill shall 1 write now to Kishori Babu or to Kishori Bah and Joshi both, what do 
you advise'" We shall come later on to a reply to these inquiries givcn by 
Goswami int.he middle of September. Basak accused must have spent a good 
deal of his time at this pcriod iu writing letters as we get another letter from him 
to Muzaffar Ahmad on the 23rd August, P. 2022 C. (I. C. 218). This letter states 
that .. ill pursuance of the Party circulation letter we held a condemnation meet-
ing of the Trade Disputes Bill at the Coronation Park yesterday." The refcr-
ence to a circulation letter or a circular would seem to be to P. 415 (9) dated the 
11th August 1928 the copy of which was fOtqld at 211 European Asylum Lane. 
Another document in the same connection is P; 464 a draft handbill or leaflet in 
Spratt accused's handwriting. . After some discussion of propaganda tIone 
against him and his friends by Congress people Basak says that " the meeting 
was successful". He adds: " Hope that you will come to Dacca with Donge 

11> 

and others. At that time I shall be able to produce many working-class youths 21> 
before you." This mention-of Dange ind.icates that Basak was aware that the 
Bengal members were trying to get the meeting of the Provisional Committee 
of the A. I. W. P. P. held at Calcutta, as we know was indeed the fact. Then 
he goes on :-" I have asked you to send written appeals addressing Mehtars and 

o. P. 1106. scavengers,' Jute Press workers and Dakeswari Textile workers, the first two 
in Hindi and the last one in Bengali-. 1 have not yet received them, please send 
them positively." 

3()O 

D. 299 shows that a spontaneous strike of the weavers of the Dakeswari 
Cotton Mill broke out on the 6th September. It is of course this which explains 
Basak's telegram to Chakravarty on the 13th September: " Eighth day Dakes
wari strike start all with money immediately." It further appears from D. 299 
that this strike lasted till the 19th when it was called off by the Union through 
the intervention of the Dacca District Congress Committee, from which it lro'ldd 
appear that BRBak's first attempt to run a strike was not very successful. In 
this connection we may refer to Basak's own account Of the history of the strike 
in P. 422 (I. C. 232) dated the. 19th September 1928 a letter addressed to 
Mnzaffar Ahmad. 

On the 18th Sf'ptember we come to Goewami's letter P. 2203 C. (I. C. 23-1) 
explaining to Baeak in reply to his letter of the 12th September, which is not on 
record, what had been decided in regard to the affiliation of the Dakeswari Cotton 
Mill Workers' Union to the B. T. U. F. and A. I. T. U. C. I need not repeat 
in detail that letter here. It is however corroborated by D. 299 from which we 
find that on the 1st October 1928 representatives of the Dakeswari Cotton Mill 
Workers' Union and the Bengal Textile Workers' Union met at 211 Eurnpean 
Asylum Lane, Calcutta and decided to unite the two as the Bengal Textile 
Workers' Union and to take steps to organise the workers in the other cotton 
rills in Benaa!. In this new Union Muzaffar Ahmad became Vice President and 
Pyare Moha'; Das General Secretary, the President being Dr. Miss Probhabati 
DRs Gupta. In accordance with the procedure laid in P. 2203 C. an application 
was made to the B. T. U. F. which should have reached the Secretary by the 

o. P. 1306. 5th December but apparently failed to do so. It was however considered on the 
16th De('embe~ and the Union was affiliated to the B. T. U. F. on Spratt accused'. 
report (P. 26). 

~ 

We next hear of Basak on the 22nd October, when he wrote a letter P. 2058C. 
(L C. 260) (equals P. 470) to Goswami ~~sed complainin$" of the non-arrival 60-
of some comrades who were expected to VISIt Dacca and sending a copy of sreeo
lution of a general meeting of the Bengal Textile Workers' Union, Dhamgarh 
branch, electing Bassk himself to represent that Union in the Enlarged E. C. of 
the W. P. P.of BengaL A week later on the 1st November Bam wrote tD 
Goswami as Labour Secretary of the W. P. P. pressing him to come with Spratt, " 
the two Chakraval'ty's and Kali Babu (Kali Das Bhattacharya or perhaps Kali 
Sen referred to earlier in this letter) to Dacca, IlOmplaining that opportuDitie&, 
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were being lo~t by reaSOD of their not coming to help him to meet the' situation 
and make a reorganisation of everytbing. 'He also complain!!, in' this leiter ~at 
he has written so many letters without getting &.fly reply. 'He further mentionlil< 
that Kali Sen has also apparently forgotten.to writeto him. 

Just about this time Basak appears to have writ~n Ii letter to the Labon," i 
Research Department, as there 'was found in his possession a letter dated the 
26th November 1928, P. 252 (F. C. 675), in which' Emile Burns, Secretary of the, 
L. R. D., informed Basak 1Jb.at .. as requested in your letter received today, we 
have forwarded your two letters on to the names stated on the letters." Then 
he gives Basak ,;ome information a,b~ut certain publica~ions and als.o 'be address~s' 10 
of the " Far Eastern Monthly" and the .. CO=UDlst International, ", that IS 
the periodical of t.hat name. About this time Basak accused must also .have 

O. P; 1307. recei.ved the letter D. 159, which he put in hinIself, from Tom Shaw of the'Inter
national Federation of Textile Workers' Association. This was in answer to a 
letter from Basd himself. In it Tom Shaw says.: .. If you. will tell me speci- 15 
fically what you want, also whether you are a union prepar,ed to work in a national 
organisation with the uniops, the Presidents of which are Joshi a.t Bombay ~d ~ 
Shiva Rao at Madras, I will try to help you.". I suppose the, obJect of PllttlD,g 
in this letter was to show 1Jb.at Basak was also in touch, with orgamsations con-
nected with Amsterdam.. I do not think that this document by itself really helps 20 
him at all, particularly in the light of ilie stand taken by him in his own statemen~ 
and as II ~ignatory to the joint statement_ ',' ,. 

Early in December Basak accused wrote two more letters. ',The first of these 
is P. 2059P (I. C. 316), a letter in Bengali dated the,3rd December 1928 to 
Muzaffar Ahmad, In this Basak reports ilie collection of some subscriptions tor. 2i 
the Party and for the Calcutta Conference. I notice that Debendra Bijoy Guha; 
and Gopm Basak subscribed to both. He also mentions an attempt, unsuooossful, 
to do some work among peasants' at Narsingdi and' promises to report further 
about that place in ten days' time. Towards the end he says :'" Has Comrade 
Aftab come down from hills' Please let. me know. He owes something to the 30 
Press, it would have been of use if it had been now received. I want to pus,1r 
.. Hell ~'ound " in the' Congress Session for Vanguard Literature 'Co. after hav-
ing printed proper handbills. I write to Comrade Dange also. If you can make 
time for drafting the advertisement, then please send it." 'The second lettelj,is 
P.2Q60P (I. C;,319) dated the 7ili December 1928 addressed to Goswami as Secre-: 35 
tary of ilie Reception Committee of the A. I. W. P. P. Conference. In thilI., 

o. P. 1308. letter he promises to send the names of ten bona-fide peasant delegates. Then 
he sends a list of intelligentsia members adopted in an E.C. meeting on the 3rd 
December and asks if these persons can be taken as delegates from Dacca,"appa-
rently for the A. I. W. P. P. Conference. The letter is however railier confused. 40 , 
There is a Bengali note at the end in which he says : .. Dear Comrade, you did 
nothing about what I wrote about Radha Raman there ............ Let Radha 
Raman Bahu write to me immediately." This document has not really much 
effect.ill Basale's case, but might have 80me little bearing in the case of Mittra 
accused. At the end of, the monili Basak accused took part in the A. I. W. P. P. 45 
Conference. The report, P. 669, shows that he moved a formal amendment to' 
ilie Principles and Policy resolution (P. 161), which was accepted..' " 

, After the Conference fuere is not much evidence relating to Basak except in 
• connection 'with (1) the •• Spark" and (2) the split in the Bengal Party. As' 

re~ards the·" Sp8Al'k "', P. 1251 (equals P. 2006P) is a letter from Spratt accused 50 
to Desai. aoouseddated the 4ili February 1929, in'which Spratt asks Desai to 
send copIes of Nos. 1 and 2 and V. P. for a year to Godbole, Aftab Ali and G. C. 
Bnaak, 61 Nawabpur Road, Dacca. The receipt of the" Spark" presumably in 
a(~ordance with Spratt's directions is mentioned by Basak in a letter to Muzaffar 
Ahmad dated the 8th Mareh 1928, P. 2150P (I. C. 390), in which he says: .. I 55 
am in regular receipt of" Spark "-some dailies are enquiring of it whether 
they can get in exchange." This letter also contains the usuaI.complaint that he 
has not received a reply to his last letter. There was also enclosed in this letter 

. ' a note for Goswami, in the course of which he mentions that he was hoping for a 
O. P. 1309. letter and says that he has sent Deben Babu (presumably Debendra Bijoy Guha) 60 

, . to Goswami for some works and asks Goswami to help him. He also says : " I 
hope to J:lee you soou and arrange some business in some important subjects." ' 
, , i'his letter was written on the same day as P. 423, ilie letter of resignation 
sent to Mnzaffar Ahmad by Kali Sen,"Goswami, Basak (for whom Goswami signed 

1.., as he h;ad h.een authorised to do) and oiliers, the reason given being the autocratic, 65 
expulsion from, the Party of Chakravarty accused on the ground of non-payment 

,'. I.eIJllOO ' . 
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of sublCl'iption. It would seem that Muzaffar Ahmad wrote to Basak to enquire. 
whether he had authorised Goswami to sign this letter of resignation, 811 there 
iN. m evidence a letter from Basak dated the 16th March, P. 404 P, in which Basak 
informs Muzaffar Ahmad : " Yes, ] have authorised Comrade Goswami to take 
any steps as regards qur Party work on my behalf-I did so before I started tor 
Dacca, as I found the existence of two groups in the Party. So much of it. I 
am of course perplexed regarding the situation as you have defined. I am Shortly 
coming to meet you all" Basak accused wrote several letters to members of the 
Party in connection with the spIit: The first of these is P. 2161 (2) P (equals 
P. 475, I. C. 398) dated the 10th March 1929, in w'hich, writing to Muzaffar 
Ahmad, Basak ~ays : " 1 am pained to learn about some disciplinary measures 
taken by you on Comrade Chakravarty. 1 cannot understand what is the matter 
with you all at Calcutta. Did we not call ourselves comrades T Then why these 
uncomradely actions f" A little further on he says: " I am at a loss where 
these will lead to. What are all these misunderstandings for social-democratic 
mania or personal ambitiol!-." The most important pas'sage however is the last 
paragraph, in which he says : " However 1 think that there is yet time taat we 
do not split. No doubt there are opportunists and social democratic elements 
in our Party, but they are not comrades. Chakravarty and Goswami, and neither 
Kali'Das Bhatt." This letter was enclosed with another letter dated the 11th 
March 1929 addressed to Spratt accused, P. 2161 (1} P (equals P. 549 (14). 
(I. C. 397). ·In this he says: "I think I can speak to yO\l as a comrade. who can 
understand the grave situation that will be created by a break-up in our party in 
Bengal. There is someth~g wrong in understanding among our comrades of 
both the groups. Please don't make a fool of yourself by being led by a false 
idea and imagination of a grave danger of social democracy, as analysed in the 
6th World Congress of the Comintern, to be present among us. Both 
the groups are no doubt sincere to the cause of Co=unism and proletarian rllvo
lution. with of course exceptions of a very few who are real opportunists". And 
there is more in the same vein. Another letter of Basak in this connection is P. 391 
(I. C. 402), which like the. others makes it quite clear that Basak's resignation was 
1Il0t in any sense due to a disagreement with the ideals of the Party. The onI,. 
ether document in connection with this split in the Party is the letter written by 
C.hakravarty accused from Bhatpara on the 15t. March 1929, whieh was inter. 
cepted.and copied at'the Dacca Post Office on the 16th March, P. 2202C (I. C. 4(7). 
There is of eourse no evidence in regard to the . handwriting of .this 
letter, but it is written on note paper of tlhe Angus Engineering Workers' Union, 
0£ which Chakravarty accused was admittedly Secretary, secondly the contentll 
are such as we might expect from Cbakravarty aocused at this date, and thirdly 
though this document was put to Cbakravarty aCcuse.d he never denied 'having 
written it. In it he mentions some future movementg of himself and Kali Das 
Babu, and concludes as follows :-" Most probably yon are aware that all of us 
have come out of " the Workers' and Peasants' Party ,. which is an autocratic 
regime."of Muzaffa.r Ahmad. More when we will meet.'· 

The only other activity on the part of Basak accused at this .time is the 
article P. 1257 headed" Beware of the Imperialist lie ", which he sent to the 
Edit.or of the " Spark" on the 13th March. In sending this letter Basak saYIl : 
" 1 send herewith an article on ' Imperialist lie'. If you think !bat. it can. be 
helpful for propaganda purpose, which I meal! here, then please glve It publica
tion, if not please return." This was an article dealing with and denouncing 
the decolonisation theory, and is clearly based on' his study of the proceedil!gs 
of the 6th W orId Congress of the CominteriJ. and the Colonial TheSIS. , 

This brings me to Basak accused's search, in which qnite an amount of 
interesting literature was found, though perhaps hardly as much as one might 
have expected from the remark about Basak's stock in Joshi's letter to Muzaffar 
Ahmad P. 416 (16) (equals P. 2155P, I. C. 371). I tlUnk it would be fair to say 
that the most important material recovered in this search was 19 issues of 
Inpreeorr beginning from the 30th July 1928 and extending up to the 21st 
November, precisely those numbers which contain a full account of the pro
ceedings of the 6th W orId Congrells of the Communist International. In con
nection with Basak's searches -there was some attempt in cross-examination 
in regard to the search of the joint office of the Dacca Branch W. P. P., the 
Dakeswari Cotton Mill Workers' Union the Bengal Textile Workers' Union, 
Dacca Branch, and the Bengal Scavenge;s·. Union (of all fou~ of which organi; 
sations Baw accused was Secretary, as appears from the eVldence of P. W. 42 
Sub-Inspector M. L_ De), to push the responsibility for what was found on to 
the shoulders of Debendra Bijoy Guba, who was suggested to have had • 
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pharmacy in the same< place. Bearing in mind. that Debendra. Bijoy Guha wa. 
o. P. 1312. the treasurer of the Dacca Branch of theW. P. P., (vide 'Basal!:'a own letter 

P. 2016 P, L C. 185) it does not seem. to me that it would really have helped 
Basak accused; even if it had been established that this gentleman wae keepmg 
a pharmacy in the same room. For the search at 61 Nawabpur Road the 
scareh-list ie P. 226. In this search there was recovered P. 230, an appeal in 
aid of the Spratt Defence Fund of 192'l with some manuscript notes on the 
back, which are proved by the evidence of P. W. 133, Colonel Rahman, to be 
in the handWriting of Basal!: accused. These are headed "Lessons of the 
Revolution" (Lenin) and conclude with the following sentence: "In these 
great crises 0.£ universal history, the ordinary aspects of the class struggle 
assume a violent, catastrophic expression, developing into war, civil war and 
into the searing magnificent upheaval of the Revolution." P. 231 is a preli
minary copy of " A Call to Action ", P. 232 contains 249 copies of " Ganavani " 
of different dates, while P. 238 contains a. few more. P. 234 is a copy of the 
Political Resolution. P. 235 is a copy of the T. U. Movement resolution; P. 23r 
is a copy of Sohan Singh Josh's Presidential address at Calcutta, P. 236 is a 
copy of " A Call to Action ", P. 239 is a sign-board of Dakeswari Cotton Mill 
Workers' Union, P. 240 is II. sign-board of the W. P. P. of Bengal, Dacca Brane-h, 
with. the hammer and sickle token on it, and ,P. 241 contains 14 copies of a 
Bengali notice issued by Basak as Secretary of the W. P. P. of Bengal, Dacca 
Branch" announcing a meeting of Bengal peasants to be held at Coronatiol1, 

.Park, Dacca, on the 22nd Augnst 1928 to discuss the Trade Disputes Bill. 
Next we come to the eearch of his room at his father's library or hook. 

shop, the Albert Library, of which the search list is P. 243. In this search 
again we get a copy of Bohan Singh Josh's Presidential address, P. 244, 

o. P. 1313. P. 245 is a copy of the l'Labour Monthly" for February 1929, P. 246 is a 
eopy of the " Communist Review" for January, 1929,' p" 24'l is "An mus. 
trated History of the Russian, Revolution" Vol. I, P. 248.is " The Masselil 
of India" for July 1927, P. 249 appears to be a copy of the ,group photograph 
takcn at Cawnpore in November 1927. Then P. 25()' is a manuscript essay ill 
Bengali on "Socialism and its Gradual Development" and P. 251 is a 
manuscript article in' .Bengali on "Lenin ". both of which 'are stated by 
P. W.120, P. K. Chandra, to be for the most part in the handwriting of Baeak 
lWCused. P.254 is a note in Basal!:'s handwriting apparently giving .lin idE-a 
of the contents of each of the numbers of Inprecorr. which were found in hili 
possession in P. 259. Po' 255 is' a list of addresses, some Communist and some 
Socialist. While suggesting that some of this material may not have beel). 
his, Basal!: has made no attempt to say that any particular item did not belong 
to him. " 

In addition to these, two documents affecting Baeak accused were r6-
CIOvered in the search of the B. J. W. A. office at 97 Cornwallis Street,Calcutta. 
One of these is r. 147 relating to the All-India Youth League, which beara 
Basak's signature and alro e.ontains his name in a list of Provincial organisen 
at the foot., Another is P. 145, a long article or resolution " on the formatioa 
of (" The Young Communist Leagne in India" scratched out) organisation 
of You!;hs of Marnst views as vanguards of social revolution in India". 
apparently laid before the First All-India Socialist Youth Congress, Calcutta. 
I have quoted from this document before. but it may be well to quote again 
the laet paragraph in which he says: ., The awakening consciousness of the 
youths from de-classed intelligentsia and youths for other workers and peaeant& 

O. P. 1314. should be immediately mobilised to be formed into YO)lng Communist League 
,of India, to train themselves for the scientific outlook of the movement for con. 
trolling the political· mass nationalist movement and for leading the transi. 
tion to proletarian civilisation, as such be it resolved that with their DUlin. 
general programme task 'will be (1) to spread radical Marxist ideae among the 
lower middle claes, workers and poor peasants (2) to ,further the trade union 
acthitics and kick out 'the reactionaries and Imperialist agents from the trade 

, union "movement (3) to educate in ideas and to give military training to the 
workers, poor peasants and students from its study circle classes' volunteer 
corps." There is one other document, P. 284, about which P. W. 133, Colonel 
Rahman, said in examination-in-chief that it was all in Basak's handwriting. 
In cross-examination after comparing, it with another document he said :" I 
cannot recollect the handwriting in P. 284." His evidence, therefore, does Mt' 
help very much. P. W. 277, .Mr. Stott, was of ,opinion. that this document was 
in Basal!:'s handwriting, but about this document I feel considerable doubt: 
It is the sort of document which Basal!: accu.'~ed !night well have produced, i>ut 
I am not entirely satisfied about the identity of the handwriting. I propose. 
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therefore, to leave it out vf consideration. Another document affecting Basak's 
case was recovered 'in Goswami's search. 'rhis is P. 16, an account-book of 
the Dakeswari Cotton Mill Workers' Union. maintained in Bengali, in which 
besides other entries relating to Basak himself there is an~entry in August 1928 
showing that travelling c~arges wer~ paid for P. Spratt oft~e Bengal P. W. P., I; 
Muzaffar Ahmad, .Dharru Goswanu, Gopal Basak etc. This entry may very 
pro~ably be connected with the visit to Mymensingh, to which I have referred 
earher. . 

o. P. ~315. • Basak accused is of. ~lirse 8: si~atory to the joint statement made by 
N~bkar aCCllsed. In ad~ti~n to this hIS own statement contains numerous points 10 
~f mterest. At the beg'inning at page 43 of the statements of the accUsed in 
answer to a question in regard to his connection with the Workers' and Pea
sants' Party of Bengal he says: "I am a member of the W. P. P. I joined 
it at the end of 1927 because it was an anti-Imperialist mass party which stood 
nnconditionally fo.r. complet~ il!depen?ence from Imp~rialism As distinguish- 15 
ed fram other politIcal partIes m India the W. P. P. IS frankly a revolutionary 
party. It stands committed to ·the programme of national democratic revolu-
tion. Its policy is based on the principles of class struggle." At the bottom 
of the page he puts forward that absurd suggCS'tion that as 'a class struggle 
exists independently of the efforts of the accused there can be no charge ~ainst ~ 
them of fomenting it. In this paB8age he say's: ." The class struggle IS not 
our making, it exist8 independentlt of ~, is the very basis of the society we live 
~ ; what we wish to empha!!ise is this ihat until the class struggle assumes a 
conscious form, becomes nation-wide, until it'rises to the pitch of an agrsrian 
re:volution and until it i8linked u'p.'with the political struggle for nationallibera- 25 
tion led by the proletariat..,untiI then. the success of national democratic revolu-

• < tion is not guaranteed. . with this in view .. the W. P. P. formulated the class 
demands of the worker" and peasants and made these the basis of organisational 
work among them." He goes on to scout the s11ggestion that those demands or 
principles can be imported from abroad. Then he does a little exposing of the 30 
nationalist bourgeoisie. At the bottom of page 44 he gives some idea of the 

O. P. 1316. aims of the W: P. P. and says: "It was the aim of the W. P. P. to be the 
organisational and conscious expression of the revolutionary movement. The 
endeavour of the WOP: P. was not to create split in the ranks of nationalists 
hut 6!l'the other hand to rally together all genuinely anti-ImperiaIist and revolu- 35 
tionary classes and elements on a minimum programme of national. democratic 
revolution." Naturally after tiris he has to explain the exposure and criticism 
of Congress leaders. About this .he says on page 45 : . " Our criticism an~ 
attacks on the CongrESsB leaders were made' with. the view to purge the anti
imperialist front of all treacherous anti-revolutionary elements, that is with a view 40 
to strengthen that front." At the end of this passage he said thai he had nothing 
to say as regards the documents which he had been asked to explain. He was 
next asked to explain his activities in connection with the Young Comrades' 
League etc. He took the opportunity to make a longish statement on this point 
most of which is of no particular value. However on page 47 he says: " I am " 
charged of having done work among the youth, 'of setting up youths' organisa
tions. Yes, I have tried to do. some work amonll' the youth." Then he diSClO.!lscs 
the various roads on which the youths are travelling at presel!~ such as the roa.de 
of social welfare work, pacifism and boycott, Gandhi-ISm, and terranst 
nationalism, and rejects them alL Regoes on: "What remains is the way of 50 
revolutionary working class and. pellBantry. Believing as I do ~ this ,I m~st 
state that I was not trying to set up at the time organisation for immediate ro
surrection. My ideas and the scope of my. work were strictly limited and per
fectly legal. I was only pointing out the way history .was moving in th~ world 
and the way it will inevitably go in India." I hav!) already dealt With the 65 

O. P. 1317. defence suggested in this passage. On the following page (48) he says: "It 
was my idea to make those youthR study economiflll, history. llteratUTe, philos!>p~y 
from a different point of view, ,that is from tbe Marxist historical matenalist 
point of view." Then he goes on to say that other histories particularly modern 
histories of India " purposely blur the class struggle. . Marxism proved that the 60 
history (except of the primitive society) is a history Of class struggle." He Jroes 
on to explain that he talked about .his philosophy of class struggle tG Hindu 
youths- with t~e result that ~hey got bewild,:red. I mnst ~d.mit that a~y one 
might feel bewildered who tned to contend With Basak's wntmgs at theI!' best. 
He attempts to remove this bewilderment in the next few pages' and at page 51 65 
we come to his conclusions as to the proper part of the youths. He says here : 
" As I am convinced that the working class is the only revolutionary class, the 
petty bourgeois youths attracted towllrds the youth movement, it they want to 



'-!' 519." 

.' will. independence, must follow the workin~ clll!>R. So I considered it nect'ssar:r 

Ii 

to give them the scientific outlook ·of Marnsm which task was not at all an eas]'. 
one." . Lower down the same page he .says:. "If the petty bourgeois, youth 
wants mdependence he must ally with workers and peasants but before he· can 
do so, before he becomes a reliable ally, he must be convinced of the Marxist 
stand, otLerwise he becomes an opportunist, he uses the workers and· peasants' 
for his own class interest ; he must adopt the characteristic idea of the working 
class which is Commllnism and hen(',c the youth of the working,class and the re,
volutionary petty bourgeois youth who' has left his class prejudices can work 

.• ; only by means of aConnnunist Youth League fOl' the attainment of national 10 
O. P. 1318. ind('p('ndcnce and the establishment of Socialism." On page 52 he discusses· 

the scientific foundations of Communism or Scientific Socialism which he wanted 
the youths to understand. Tn the middle of this page he says: "Mani sm 
and its logical application to the epoch. of Imperialism, ·that ,is Leninism, is the , 
only revolutionary philosophy. that enn lead the colonial countries like India to " 15 
n.ational independence, because Conummism is the summarised experience of 
the revolutionary working class of the whole world fot the last century." And 
that is why he was preaching it. But he goes on to put forward a kind of defence 
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t9 the cbarge of conspiracy by saying: "When I advised the youth to form 
Young Communist League I did not do it at thlibehest oj!' any persons or any 
party, neither did I do it in furtherance of any conspii-acy. It was my 'studies 
and experiences and the objective condition~ in Ii colonial country tliat made me il 
Communist by conviction." The suggestion is that whatever he did in conneiltioll' 
with the youth movement and I suppose with his other activities was not done 
as part of the work of the W. p, P. or in association witb others. It is 1 think 
sufficient comment on this to point out that the great bulk of the evidence in the 
case of Sasak ailcused consists of his own letters in which he consulted the leading' . 
members of the W. P. 1'. in regard tt) every kind of activity. In answer to the 
lIext question put by the Court he 'dealt with the Van~ard Literature Company, 
his reply in connection with which I have quoted earlier on. He was then asked' 
to explain his activities in connection with the various Trade Unions at Dacca. 
Tn J.'eply he said on page 56: "My T. U. aetivities were mainly confined to the 
works of Dakeswari Union 80 I would give a short sketch of the 
Union and the "trikes . therein," and he proceeded to do so. At the 

,D. P. 1319. middle of page 59, he mentions that the Dakeswari workers passed a resolution 
j' : to affiliate their Union to the W. P. P. The W. P. P. having a textile union 

35 

.. ,' at .Matiaburz already affiliated to the PlUty objected to the existence of motl! 
than one union in one industry, and as a result of this the Dakeswari Union and . ,; 
the Union at Matiaburz amalgamated and formed the Bengal Textile Workers' 
Union. The result so far as the Dakeswllri Union was concerned was that the 
sign-board of the Dakeswari C. M. W. U. was taken down and instead 
a ,sign-board of the B. T. W. U. Dhamgarh Branch was hung outside the 
office at 61 Nawabpur Road (Dacca), and he admits that he was then See
retary of that branch. Then in regard to the Scavengers' Union he says: "As 
regards Scavengers' Union, ScavengeI'll' Union at Dacca was from the beginning 
organised as a branch of the Scavengers' Union at Calcutta. I was also Sec
retary of this Union." At the foot of this page he explains the reason why he' 
worked in the Trade Unions in the following pasRage: "Believing as I do that 
the workers and peasant~ are the only genuinely revolutionary class in 0111' 
country, r had worked among them in their class organisations, that 'is the 
T. U.'s, where I fought along with them in their drab day-to-day struggle, and as 
reptesentative of. these Unions T had attended the Cawnpore Session of the' 
T. U. C." After this he was Ililked qnestions about the A. I. T. U. C. and the 
A. I. W. P. P. in reply to which he said that he had attended the A; I. W. P. p. 
Conference as a delegate of. the Dacca branch of the W. P: P. Fmally he re~ 
fused to offer any explllnation in regnrd to the numerous documents relating 
to the split in the Bengal W. P. P. and said he hl\d nothing to say about the 
miscellaneous documents such 'as the article he sent to the" Spark ", the copies 

O. P. 1320. (If" Inprecorr ft. the A. I. W. P. P. theses and the various items of Communist 
literature which I have mentioned already. 

Basalt's case was argned at considerable length by Mr. ryare ~al Sha~a. 
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On looking over my notes it does not appear to me that there IS anything tanglble 
in the whole of the arguments put fOl'Ward. As in so m~n~ other cases t~ey 
consisted in asking the Court to' take each document as if It were something 
entirely independent and not to consider the sequence of events and the connee- 65 

. tions. between one thing and anothe,r. No attempt. wl,ls made, so far as ~ can . 
see to denl with the important eVltlence of assoclation. Stress was lald on 
Ba~ak's failure to get help from the Workers' and Peasants' Party; but it i9 to 
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be. remembered that'that failure was not a complete fnilure. On the contrary 
his own letters indicate thllt he expected and did receive, thoul1;h not so frequently 
as he wished, advice and help from the Part.y. It appcars to me that the evidence 
against Basak accused is most convincing. From the time of the Cawnpore 
Session of the A. I. T. n. C. he has bt'en in continnous as~ociation and communi- IS 
cation with such members. of the c.onspiracy as Spratt, Mnzaffar Ahmad, 
Goswami and Chakravarty accused. He has been a memher of the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party and an active member who has nl/mag-ed to 'establish a branch of 
the Party at Dacca. He has hecn workinA' in the Tradt' Unions at Dacca par
ticularly among the Cotton Mill Workers and the Scavengers, and it is elear that 10 
he was carrying on his Trade Union work with the familiar aim of making the 
Trade Unions politically-minded and revolutionary organisations. It is true 
that he has not made any speeches, hnt it. docs not seem lo me that. that is neeeB-

q. P. 1321. sarily a point in his favour. What he ha.s lost in that direction he has easily 
mado up for on paper. Lastly we have to consider his statement to the Court 15 
and the fact that he is a. signatory to the joint statement. In the light of all 
these I think it is impossible to feel any doubt that Basak accused did takp. part 
in this conspiraey. 

Agreeing with fonr and disagreeing with one assessor I hold that Basak 
accused has taken part. in a conspiracy to deprive the Kin~ Emperor of ,his 20 
sovereilffity of British India and has ther(>hy committed an offenee under seehon 
121-A. I. P. C. I eonvict him accordingly. 
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PART XXXIV. 

O. P. 1322. The case of Radha Raman Mittra accused is markedly different from most 
• R. R. of those which have gone' before. It is not contended for the prosecution that 
, I~: R A. he has heer: a Communist and a member of the conspiracy from the time of his 

. first appearance in the evidence or that he has been a membet of the C. P. 1. or 
W. P. P. The theory put forward by the prosecution is that in the course of 6 
the year 1928 he became more and more closely associated with such leading' 
members of the conspiracy as ~pratt accused and was led thereby to join the 
ranks of the Communists in which he now claims to stand firmly. 

His first appearance in the evidence in this case is on the 8th March 1928 
when he took part in a meeting of scavengers held at the Ochterlony Monument 10 
in Calcutta. P. W. 53, Inspector S. C. Ghosh deposes that of the accused 
Muzaffar AblIll\d, Goswami, Chakravarty and R. R. Mittra were present. This 
.vitI!ess gave some aecount of Jl.littra aeeused's speech. According to him Mittra 
said that" as a member of the Calctltta CorpOration Teachers' Union he sympa
thised with the scavengers, he was also in the same boat with them. He had 15 
seen the Chief Executive Officer was trying to break the hartal with police help. 
He had seen European police with revolver's patrolling the district gaokhanaSl. 
They !!hould remain firm. The rich were all combined to suppress the poor. '! 
P. W. 88, Abdul Wadud, Urdu shorthand reporter to the Government of Bengal, 
said that he missed the first 15 minutes of Mittra a.ooused's speech·as he had 20 
gone out of the meeting to get some food. On his return he found Mittra Slpeak-
ing and reported his speech from that point. P. 2104 is the report of Mittra's 

. o. P. 1323. speech prepared by this witness. This report shows that P. W. 53 got hold of 
the gIst of the speech rather s:ueeessfully. There is only one point to which 

O. P.13U. 

, . 

I may draw attention and that is that Mittra accused told the scavengers that 26.; 
when people tried to persuade tli!!m to break the strike they should reply " ad-
dresl' our Union on this point. We shall go (to work) when our officers permit 
us." 

Mittra accused next took part along with Kishori Lal Ghos.\l accused in the 
fOrlIll\tion of the Jute Workers' Uillon at Chengail. It appears from the 
evillence including a number of documents which formed part of D. 84 
and also from D. 274 that the formation of this Union was the work 
of the Bengal Trade Union Federation which purported to he acting 
under the directions of the .All India Trade Union Congress. At any rate 
it is a fact that at the E. C. meeting held at Delhi on the 26th February 1928, 
the A. I. T. U. C. did make a grant of Rs. 250 to the Bengal Provincial Com
mittee of the A. 1. T. U. C. (Bengal Trade Union Felieration) for the 'Worik of 
organising workers particularly in the Jute industry. The Chengail Uni!>n 
actually came into existence on the 24th March 1928. The office bearers appoint
ed were Mr. Mahbubul Haq as President, Mittra accused and another as Vice 
Presidents, Bankim Mukerji as Sccrl'tary and Ghosh accused as legal. adviser. A 
month later on the 23rd April a strike hroke out at Chengail,vide the evidence 
of P. W. 27, Sub-Inspector Ashutosh Mahapatra. As a msuIt of this we find 
Gho~h accused writing on the ~3rd April in P. 526 (15) (I. C. 152) to Spratt 
accused saying: "The situation at Chengail is serious. My unavoidable 
engagements make it impossible for me to leave Calcutta to-day. Bankim Bahu 
and Radha Raman Babu are doing their best. If you can manage to go with 
Radha Raman Babu it would bl! very helpful." We learn from Spratt accused's 
.statement at page 424 of the statements of the -accused that this letter was 
received through Mittra accused. What he says is: "On the first day of the 
Chengail Rtrike, towards the end of April sO,far as I remember, I was requested 
by Ghosh in a letter which I think was sent through Mittra (P. 526 (15» to 
visit Chengail if I was not otherwise occupied. He asked me to go on ~ehalf 
of the B. T. U. F. as he could not get away........ So I went to Chengail and 
I staved there on and off throughout the strike." P. W. 27 also deposes to a 
meeting of mill-hands held at Chengail on the 24th April at which Radha Raman 
Mittra arcused presided. He says that speeches were made by Radha Raman 
Mittra, Rishori Lal Ghosh and Spratt. This was the occasion on which the 
Sub-DiviRional Officer was present and at his suggestion Ghosh proposed that 
a deputation of strikers accompanied by the S. D. O. should wait. on the Manager 
who was ready to receive a deputation. For the rest P. W. 27 says that 
" Ghosh, Mittra and Spratt IIBked the strikers to relIll\in firm and make the. 
strike a BU(,CCSS. Spratt aBked the workers to resort to quiet picketing with a 
view to desist the workers from doing any work inside the mill. He also in
sisted to raise a Union army with badges on for purposes of picketing and form 
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a. Strike Comm~ttee, selecting ·one. Irllpresentative from each department who 
will look to the mterests of ~he shlkcrs. .Whcn the suggestion of a deputation 
was made Radha Raman MIUra accused mterfered and asked the strikers not 
~o send a deputation. ': Tjtis witness also a~tended a. me('tinl\" on the 25th April 
In the evemng at whICh Radha Hamaa Mlttra agam presided. The meeting 
of the 24th April also mentioned by P. W. 98, Sub Inspector H. V. Basu who 
prepared a gist report of Spratt accused's speech P. 222R • 
. ' .. In the next month ~e find Mittra aoe.used taking Rome part in the Lillooah 
strike on the E. I. Railway. ,P. W .. 94, Inspector J. M. Chattarji deposes that 
in the evening meeting on :!tray the ]4th Banel~i and Radha Raman Mittra 
accused were both present and spoke b>1vin~ inl:!tructions for collecting funds 
for the continuance of the strike. Tbis witness also mentions the presence of 
Mittra accused at a meeting in. the e,ening of the 22nd June at Howrah Maidan. 
Another witness to Mittra accused's participation in the l.illooah strike is 
Po W. 47; Sub Inspector M. L. Bhnttacharya who deposed that he knew Ghosh, 
MiUra, Chakravarty, and )fuzafl"ar Ahmad, and that Ghosh, Bancrji and Chak
ravarty occasionally addressed the mectings of tIle strikers. Then he men
tions a meeting at Howrah ~faidan on the 17th May at which Chakravarty 
accused "ith others addressed the meeting and he adds that P. Spratt and 
Radha Raman Mittra. were also. present at this meeting. It is however clear 
that this evidence does not by any meaTiS cover the whole of Mittra accused '8 
activities. There is. a small notebook recovered in MiUra'S search with his 
own name on the front page P; 121, which contains nnmerous entries,. ending 
with entries in connection with !Ondal and Asansol which give an idea of the 
Elate of the earlier entries. In: the ('ourAe of this we find references to tickets 
for journeys between Chengail Ibud Cnleutta. 'I.'hel!l later on there are'three 
entries relating to visits to European Asylum Lane, the headquarters of the 
W. P. P. of BengaL Then there are 3 or 4 entries relating- to journeys to 
Lillooah and references to Kiran Mittra i.e. K. C. MiUra. the leader of the 
E, I. R. strikers. The name of Spratt accused occurs five times among the 
later entries. '. 

,1 

T'owards the end of May it 'was decided that the strike must be extended 
along the line and one of thOse. who, t{)ok part in this work was Mittra accnsed. 
P. W. 67, Sub Inspector Fazlul Haq Chowdhri deposes that Spratt, Dharani 
Goswami, Radha Raman .Mittra aecused. and a few others were responsible for 
the strike of Ondal railway wtll1kers . which started in May 1928. The first 
meeting in this connection of which we have evidence is one which took place 
on the 23rd May 1928. P. W. 86, Ghulam Hasnain and P. W. 84, Abdul Lais 
Mohammad shorthand reporters took down notes of the speech made by Radha 
Raman Mittra on this occasion. and P. 1930 (1) (a) & (b) and P. 1930 (2) (a) 
& (b) are the reports prepared by·these witnesses and translated by the Urdu 
translator.Ali. Mohammad, P. W. 145. This is a very long speech ending .with 
au appeal to the workers of Ondal to go on strike, because if they do thecon-' 
dition of all would be improved.' He begins by alluding to the presence of 
police at the meeting. Then he goes on to explain the Lillooah strike and point 
to the glaring contrast between the poverty of the poor workers and the wealth 
of the rich masters. Then he tells his audience' that the labourers in England 
are like the rich of India, each with his ' Kothi " car, gramophone, education 
for his children; theatres, cine,mas, high pay and so on. Then he points out 
that in England both workers and masters are organised. T'hen he points to 
the instance of Russia as a place where the Labour Party has seized the Gov
ernment. He says: "But the men of other countries have understood you 
and have stood up, This is a very strong dal (organisation). A /lhort time 
ago one of our parties, the Labour Party (or one of our Labour Parties) has 
taken the (administration of ·f) Government. This will happen very soon in 
England also. There are no rich men and no poor men in Russia." Then he 
goes on to the existence at the moment of strikes all over the country, and from 
that to the latest events in the Lillooah strike and the Agent's offer to open 
the works. This, he says, is because the Agent thought that the workers were 
starving, but herein he (the Agent) was wrong, because the workers were 
receiving help from everywher(', from Calcutta, from the Babus and so on, and 
not only from these but also from Russia, about which he says: "Russia haR 
Bent R.~, 30,000 for the strike, which has taken place in Bombay, These people 
never help us, if our dispute is not with our masters. For this reason the 
lahourerllo of different part8 of thll world are brethren among themselves." 
This introdtl<'9s the idea of the labourers of Onllal helping the labourers of 
Lillooah and 'JIowrah. He' suggests that if the brethren at J amalpur and 
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Ondal and wherever there are workshops strike work at this iastmoment fol' 
:.. few days only, the Agent will be upset and a comprOl:niae w!Jl be e!Iected. 
From this he goes on to urge the workers to go on strike. saym~ their only 
weapon is unity and the strike and Hartal. Then at the end finding that the 
workers were not ready to go on strike then and there, he gave them, a day to 
think over the matter. 

On the following day Mittra accused made another speech, which was re: 
ported by P. W. 84, Abdul Lais Mohammad, in P. 1931. In this for t~e ~st 
time we find Mittra accused identifying the Government with the capltalists. 
He says earlier on! "Will the Polioe and the Government help you' The 
work of the Police and the Government is to help the masters and the munibs. 
All the Governments in the world except Russia say that both the rich and the 
poor are alike in their eyes. But there can be no falsehood greater than this, 
This is 'a deceit. All these Governments are in the hands 'of the capitalists, 
The Government itself is a capitalist .. T'herefore the work of the Government 
is always to side with the capitalists and suppress the poor and peasant breth: 
ren with lathis and bullets, if they stand up to demand their rights." Further 
on he insists on the right. to strike. 

On the 25th May we get another speech at Ondal by Mittra accused re
ported by the same witness in P. 1932. On this occasion the witnes~ sta~es 
that Dharani Goswami and Spratt accused were also pre~ent. The mam pomt 
in this speech is an appeal to the workers of OndaI, who have decided to strike, 
~o be firm in their deternrination and full of courage. 

Mittra accused spoke agaiD. at a strikers ~ meeting at Ondal on the 26th 
May, when his' speech was reported by P. W. 86, Ghulam Hasmm, in P. 2107. 
In the course of this speech he called for the formati.on of a Strike Committee 
and the opening of a branch of the East Indian Railway Union and moved two 
resolutions in· that connection. The evidence of P. W. 59, B. N. Chattarji 
shorthand reporter, shows that Spratt accused made a .speech on the same date; 
which: was reported by the witness in P. 1919.. I imagine from the wording of 
this speech that it was made before Mittra's. Like Mittra's it.calls for the 
establishing of a branch union and the formation of a Strike Committee. The 
statement of P. W. 67, Sub-Inspector Chowdhri, shows that Mittra was present 
at Ondal on the 27th May also. 
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Next on the 28th May Mittra accused took part in a ~eeting in the evening,. 35 
when he made a speech reported by P. W. 86, Ghulam Hasnain, in P. 2109. In 
the course of this speech he explains to the men what their demands are. or 
should be. P. W. 67 has also furnished a report of this meeting, P. 2176" 
Which gives a very similar list of demands. It will be remembered of eourse, 

.. ', that it was during these days at Ondal that Spratt and Goswami accused wrote. 40 
on the 25th May to Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 501 (1. C. 171), ·to which Muzaffar, 
Ahmad replied in P. 526 (12) (I. C. 173). From Ondal Spratt, Goswami and, 
Mittra went to Asansol, where a meeting was held on the 30th of May at which. 
Spratt accused spoke in P. 1921. On the 1st June a meeting was held at a place' 
called Chandmari Dangar at which Mittra and Spratt accused were present, 
and the former made a speech asking the railway workers to stop work (P. W. 

.45' 

68. Sub-Inspector Mohd. FazulllUq). This speech was also. reported. in full' 
by P. W. 84, Abdul Lais Mohammad,.in P. 1933. The witness. states that there 
is a gap in the middle, which is explained by the fact that he took a short rest .. 
This speech begins with an allusion to the Railway Strike of 1922, at which time· 60 
the leaders Gandhi & Co. had nO time to watch and help the workers. But now, 
he says, the situation is changed. "Since then 6 years have passed away. 
Within these six years, in 1928, a new era has opened in respect of the Labourers' 
movement."· He goes on to draw attention to the large number of workers out, 
on strike in all parts of India. Coming to the explanation he says : "The: 65 
fact is this, that a new agitation has begun in India today." Then he refers to' 
the example of EUrope, where also, he says, " the labourers suffered tyrannies, 
but then the movement of fornring Anjumans, called Unions in English (got .. 
up) among the labourers, and they began to form Anjumans." Then he ~mes" 
to the demands of the workers, and after that to the inner meaning of an: 60 
Anjuman, which he explains as follows. :-" It means that when all the work. 
ers become its members (and) when the Anjnman demands payment at a 
certain rate, then there will be no one to say that he will be ready to work for 

(). 1'.1330. a lesser amount." Then he goes on to say that the time has come for struggle .. 
"Workers have stood up to demand their rights in different parts of the· 65 
world. The day has' come. Clouds have come........ All the .. !!len. of. thQ-' 
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E: I. R. (should) stand up at once. The workers of eaeh and every place in 
India should demand their rigbts." Then he comes to an idea which, it will 
be remembered, was being put forward much about tbe same time in strike 
speeches in Bombay and says: "Who made tbe Rail' Who made all the 
articles of ease and comfort' Is there anything that has been made with the 
physical labour of these, who get their work done for nothing, and who sucl!: 
blood' All the thing)! .... from grain to workshops, associations, machines, 
·-.nd all which we see, have been made by you. Therefore I say that evny 
man who makes a thing is its master. Therefore you are the master of the 
whole world, in truth." Then he talks. about wages in England as compared 
with wages in India, and explains the principle at work in the following terms: 
" If you say that you wish a certain amount of money, then you must sell your 
thing. What have you got, You have got your hands and feet. Yon have 
got your labour. You have come to the market of the world to sell your labour." 
Then he comes a little further on to the idea of the unity of workers and says: 
" When you unite and say deliberately 'we all the brothers havl! united and 
we shall not be devided in our opinions ; we demand our rights unanimously 
and loudly. We want to live in tbe world with ease and comfort like a man.' 
When you. all the workers unitedly make tbis demand, thnt very day you sball 
get it. " Then he finishes by calling on the workers to go on strike immediately 
for tbeir betterment, for their rights. for their benefit, for the demand and in
dependence of the workers of their India. 

o. P. 1331. On the following day Mittra made another speech at Asansol, which was 
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reported by P. W. 84 in P.1934. This is a speech in which the word' Man Bap , 
iR used as a kind of refrain. It is an attack on the Railway administration anel 21S 
tbe Government, both of whieh call themselvef! the father and mother of the 
workers, but do not treat the workers at all as if they are really thei:\, children. 

On the 4th June it appears that Mittra with Spratt had gone back to OndaI, 
vide the statement of P. W. 67, Sub-Inspector Chowdhri, who saw them both !!of 
a meeting there. According to the evidence the strike at Asansol actually broke· 3t) 
out on the 9th June during the absence of Mittra from that place, see Mittra's 
own statement. However, they (Mittra and Spratt accused) both returned to 
Asansol on the 12th, when the same witness deposes that he attended a meeting, 
at which Mittra and Spratt were present and Mittra spoke asking the strikers to· 
proceed to Ondal, Sita~ampur and Dhanbad to agitate the Railway employees 31S 
to make a strike. It was no doubt as a result of this speech that strikers from 
Asansol dfd go to Sitarampur on the 14th. About the meeting held at Sitaram-
pur on this occasion, there is the statement of P. W. 84, Abdul Lais Mohammad, 
who says: " On June 14, 1928, there was a meeting at Sitarampur of Railway 
strikers who marched from Asan601 to Sitarampur to iuduce the men there to 4() 
go on strike. R. R. Mittra and Spratt accused were present and Mittra was the 
only speaker. I tried to take shorthand notes of his speech, but conld not on" 
account of incessant rain. I noted the gist only." The gist report which this 
witness tendered is P. 2508. According to it Mittra traced the history of the 
Lillooah dispute and gave an account of the demands of the Lillooah men. He 46 

O. P. 133J. told the Sitarampur men that Ondal and Asansol workers had strnck in sympathy 
with the Lillooah strikers, and he asked the Sitarampur men to help them either 
by going on strike in sympathy or by contributing money for the relief of striker&. 
He told them also that the workers of Europe had helped the strikers with money, 
the greater portion of which, Rs. 10,000, came from Russia. As they were- IlO 
workers of the same Railway, it was much more their duty to help the cause of 
the Lillooah workers, which would also benefit them. 

On the 15th June we learn from P. W. 68 Sub-Inspector Mohd'. Fazlulhaq 
that t.here was another meeting at Asansol, in which Mittra, Goswami and Spratt 
accUHed were all present and Mittra made a speech, of which however there is no 66 
report in evidence. 

Mittra accused again spoke at Ondal on the 27th June /!t a meeting of the 
Railway strikers there, and a report of his speech was taken by P. W. 86, Ghulam. 
Hasnain, Urdu shorthand reporter, in P. 2108. This speech opened in rather 
peculiar fashion, as. Mittra accused call-:d on. the workers to cry the " .J&]. :' .of 60 
the Anjuman, to whIch the workers replied wIth shouts of ' Mazdur RaJ ki J8l " 
, Mazdur Dal ki jai '. There have been hints already of a resemblance between 
MiUra's speeches and the speeches made in the course of the Mill strike in 
Bombav.. In this speech the hints become very much stronger. He begins by 
aUudin'g to the fact that the Agent of the E. I. Railway has now. in l'eply to 66· 
Ii. ~. Mittra's demand that all the st.~ers should be taken back to work, refused 



to take back 187 dismissed men at AsanaoI. He goes on, on the 2nd page of thil 
Ipcech, to say: "Brethren, I have for a long time been connected with. the E. t. B. 
I1trike and have seen a number of strikes. I gain experience day by day, I see 

0. P. 1333. that there is. no justice, but deception." Then he goes on that formerly Govern
ment was not so hi"gh-handed, because it treated the agitation among the Ii 
labourers as child's play. Then he goes on : " Do not rely upon us also. Tum 
DR out as soon as possible, and make leaders from among yourselves ", and he 
goes on to explain why this should be done. The suggestion he makes is that 
all these outsiders, who have taken part in Unions in the past, were in the pay 
of the Government. . But now these people have been upset and turned out. He 10 
goes on: "New men have come, and there has been much agitation. I say 
openly that I shall form a regiment of workers and shall make the labourers 
militant workers, who will stand up to snatch their rights from the masters and 
perform their duties. I do not want men who weep before the masters and ask 
for increment. The men of the old Dal were against the strike. Whenever the Hi 
Mazdur Dal llecame agitated and did not listen to them, they began to try to 
break the strike. Those who break the strike, are the greatest enemies of the 
labourers," from which it is clear that Mittra accused has learnt a good deal. in 
the last few months. Then again he says: "Now a Dal has appeared in 
England as well as in India, which says, " do not weep for the poor, do not give 20 
them alms ; leave all those who are friends of the poor ; let them die j let them 
stand on their own feet ; we do not wish ...... we do not ask ...... that big men 
.honld come to our help. " Then again : " This strike is against the Government. 
Therefore the Government wants to break it. The Government professes to 
bave made laws and to do justice. In whose favour justice is done'" A little 26 
further on he says:" The British Government is an association of the 
capitalists." He attacks at great length the methods of Q:overnment or Gov-

G. P. 1334. ernment officers in putting down a. strike and refers to the military marching 
through Asansol, a thing which he said, conld never happen in England or any 
other free country. So he says towards the end: " Now it is our duty to lift 30 
our head and show to the country what tyrannies do they commit in India, that 
the- poor and the labourers of India caunot be suppressed by tyrannies." He· 
advises .the workers to be ready to go to jail Lastly he refers "to a law, which. 
has been made, which only the literate ean undel"stand, and a law which will. be. 
pllssed in the neaF future to put a stop to the agitation among the labourers. 35· 
About this law he says: " They shall then turn out men like me. This battle· 
is to be won. If it is won, it is possible that the law may be prevented." 

0. P. 1335. OR the 8ih Jnly Mittra accused; took part along with Banerji, Chakravarty 
and Spratt aeMlsed in a strikers' meeting at Howrab Maidan in regard to which. 
we have the evidence of P. W. 83, Sub-Inspector K. B. Sen Gupta. This witnesB" 40 
deposes that" Radha Raman Mittra said to the strikers that they had held out 
lloF monthe together yet the Agent did not ·offer any favourable terms of settle
ment and so they had no other alternative but to go along the lines. He spoke 
m Hindi. His words meant to extend the strike along the lines. He also told 
th.e audience that they had succeeded in· bringing about a strike at AsansoL'" 46 
This witness hrther deposes that. Mittra, Banerji, Chakravarty and Spratt were 
also present at a. meeting at Howrah Maidan on .Tuly the 9th. In cross-exa.
mination ho said that" on Jnly 9 R. R. Mittra spoke and said that the strikers 
had become victorious since they fought hard with Government!' The strike 
came to an end on the 9th July and therewith Mittra's connection with it. ., 60 

A week later. on the 15th July. he and Ghosh accused were present at a 
meeting at the Karbala Maidan at Bauria, "ide the statement of P. W. 98, Sub. 
Inspeetor H. V. Basu who took notes of thei.r speeehes and made a. report 
Ex. P. 2223. This report contains an account of Mittra accused's speech but for 
eome.reason it was not printed in the printed exhibit. Thewitliless has however lUi 
reprodueed it in his oral statement in which he savs : " R. R. Mittra said tha.t" 
the- Union meant only the unity of the workers and so no Union was fOFnl~'. 
there till then in the true sense of the term. So long as three-fourths. oil the. 
~kers had not become m~mbers of theYnion th.ey were not fit for any serwus· 
a~lOll. .If they fuok to vlOle.nce or stnke at thl& stage their Union· wonld be- 60 

, nIpped m the bud. The police would. interfere, the authOl"ities wouldt sJ)!lnw 
0. P. 1338. money in thousands. Poor as they were they would be nowhere. He wanllid 

them not. to expect much from the Union which was still in its-eradle: nor to 
e~ect that iheir con<!ition. w~uld ~prove by- leaps an~ bounds by fo~g, the 
UmolL. He told of his experlenCll m the LillQoah strike and advised them to 61S 
accum.ulate money Rlld 10- unite in one body as early Itll possible." The witness 
furthel: stated that. " a.t thla meetag .& l"I!I3ol'll.tioll wu movecl fer the fOrming ot 
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the· Union and K. L . . Ghosh was elected President and R. R. Mittra Secretary 
and' other people to other offices." The evidence shows that a strike broke 
out very floon after this meeting and lasted until January 1929. In answer to 
questions from Mittra himself the same witness P. W. 98 deposed to a meeting 
held at t;untoshpur one mile from Bauria on t.he 22nd July at which Mittra 
accused advised the workers to face the police with dauntless breasts and< court 
arrest in numbers. This was a reference to the riot which had taken place a 
few days earlier but about which the witness has no personal knowledge. In 
connection with this meetiIlg there is also in evidence a document recovered 
in Mittm's flearch, rejected by the prosecution but put in by Mittra in his own 
defence. This is P. 118 D. Mittra and is apparently a kind of diary of events 
from the 4th June to the 30th October. The entry in regard to the 22nd July 
is " Meeting near Konai Mochar-Kishori I, Debkumar. "Don't run for fear 
of IIf1'est." I may perhaps note that Mittra accused has mentioned Spratt in 
this docume'Jlt on six different occasions. . 

At about this period Mittra accused's name appears twice in exhibits relat· 
~ng ~o the Young Comrades' League. In P. 565 his name appears in a list of 
~ames ,vith donations promised on the 2~th July. He apparently promised a 
sum of Rs. 2. His Dame also nppears in the list of persons present at a meeting 
on the llth August with the word 'gllest' written agalDst it. Both these 
entries are admitted by Mittra accused. 

Mittra accused continued to take lin interest in the Bauria strike right up 
to the elld, and it may perhaps be as well to collee.t the whole st.ory together 
here. . On the 12th of August he attended a meeting at the Karbala MaidaIf 
in company 'with M. K. Bose, Bankim Mul<:erji alld others (P. W. 98, Sub· 
Inspector H. V. Basu, at page 48 of that volume of printed evidence). The 
same witness proves that Mittra attended meetings at the same place on the 
16th and 22nd September and again with Ghosh and Spratt on the 28th October. 
At ·this last meeting all three made speeches. He next took part in a meeting 
011 the 3rd November at Dahuka Bazar and after that on the 7th in one at the 
Karbala Afaidan at Bauria. On this occasion he asked! for strong picketing 
everywhere and to despatch batches of volunteers to the neighbouring mills to 
prevent men from comin~ to Bauria to work. Next on the 11th November he 
took part in another meebng at Karbala Maidan along with Ghosh, Chakravarty 
and Shamaul Huda accused. Then on the 2nd December he accompanied Ghosh, 
Chakravarty and Johnstone of the L. A. I. to a meeting at the same place. 
Again ou the 29th December he was present at Bauria and spoke at another 
Jp.eetillg. On this occasion also the witne~s P. W .. 98 took a gist report of his 
speech which is in evidence as P. 2225. In this we find similar ideas to those we 
have come across elsewhere. The report runs as follows : .. Radha Raman 
M:ittra cli."plained the causes of their absence from Dauria on Thursday last and 
said that he was very sorry to learn that they were losing faith in their Union 
and were ready to join work because the leaders could not come to hold the 
meeting on Thursday last. He said that the labour agitation was not a child's 
play and its object was not to gain increased rates. The workers would be 
trained as national soldiers who would be reatly to fight for their country at 
the call of their leaders. The days of this struggle were not far off. He said 
that they had asked for RB. 25,000 from the Congress for the relief of the 
llauria workers. He asked all to be present in the meeting on the next day 
where they will settle how they will procced in future." This is the last speech 
made by Mittra accused to the Bauria strilters and seems to me to be rather a 
good fillale. It may be noted that the moetings of the 12th August, 16th Septem
ber, 22nd September and 28th October are all mentioned in the document P. 118 
to which I referred just now. That document also mentions meetings on the 
5th August, Sth August, 15th August, 16th August, 26th August (in which Spratt 
took part), 2nd September, 9th September, 29th September, 6th, 7th and 8th 

'October (in all three of these Spratt accused took part), 13th October, 15th 
Ootober, ]8th October, 21st October and 27th October (Spratt took part) and 
29th October. This docume!lt also refers to an article entitled .. Bauria 
Stnlggle" (presumably by Mittra himself) being given to the" Forward" 
on the 11th October and to its being published on the 19th. 
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. I think it is rather Eigui1ieant that M:ittra accused should have been elected 
a member of the Reception Committee of the A. L W. P. P. Conference, vide 
the letter from Goswami as Secretary of the Reception Committee dated the 
19th November 1928 P. 122 (I. C. 288). It does not of course prove a ve,.y clos8 66 
association between Mittra and the W. P. P. but it does show him to be a person 
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with whom the Party was (as we know) in touch and whom they thought not 
0. P. 1339. unlikely to give some assistance in the organisation of the Conference. This 

letter shows that the minimum subscription for a non-Party member of this 
Reception Committe was Re. 11- and we have it from P. 105' that the subscrip-
tion paid by Mittra accused was actually Re. 1 !-. That exhibit consists of two '5 
receipts for Re. 11- each from Mittra accused and his friend Bankim Mukerji, 
and in corroboration of it there is an entry in Mittra's account book P. 119 that 
he paid Rs. 21- for himself and Bankim. 

Two documents recovered in Mittra accused's search, P. 115 and P. 109, 
contain draft telegrams to (1) Saklatwala, House of Commons, London, (2) ]() 
Tligorc, care Smedley, ,...t a Berlin address, (3) Interfed (Le. the I. F. T. U.), 
Amsterdam, and (4) Ankolina (Le. the League against Imperialism), Berlin, 
all of them asking for help for the Bauria strikers said to have been locked out 
since the 16th July. The telegram to Saklatwala was signed Radha Rama.n 
Spratt, that to Tagore was signed Muz'ft.ffar Ahmad, and the other two were 15 
signed Radha Raman Mittra, Secretary Jute Workers' Union, Dauria, Howrah. 
The original of the telegram to Sakla.twala was produced from the Telegraph 
Check Office, Calcutta by P. W. 58, A. C. Chatterjee, and is in the handwriting 
of Spratt accused. Another telegram produced by the same witness is P. 2194 
also in Spratt accused's handwriting, which is word for word the same as' the 2() 
telegram to Tagore in P. 115, but was actually despatched by Kali Das. Bhatta
charya. It is fairly clear therefore that t.he telegrams contained! in P. ;1.15 were 
despatched in consultation with Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad and Kali Das, that is 
to say in consultation with the Workers' and Peasants' Party. In ~his con~ 

- nectionthere are certain other exhibits. . There is ail entry in Mittra's accounts, 25' 
0_ P. 1340. P. 119, of Rs. 9-9-0 paid as cost of telegrams' to Saklatwala and Soumen Tagore. 

... , 

Then on the 22nd November there is a letter from Spratt to Mittra . accused, 
P. ]04, in which Spratt asks Mittra to see Kishori and himself with Bankim if 
possible, tomorrow (Friday) morning, at Kishori's place; IIe says ~ "It .is 
about the telegram which I sent yesterday, Kishori is furious and wants me 30 
to withdraw it. I can do nothi'llg of courRe' until we have a general discussion 
arid decide." To this letter. Mittra accused replied in P. 83 (I. 0,292) suggest-
ing the following afternoon or Sunday for the meeting and discussion .. Then 
on the 24th we find Spratt accused agam writing to Mittra and sayi.n.g: " I can't .:-. 
be at Bauria tomorrow. Can I see you at Kishori's place at 8 p.m. today , It 35 
is' essential to clear the maHer up at once. I feel that I cannot allow the posi-
tion to remain as it is any longer." J!'inally O'llthe 29th there is a letter from 
Spratt accused to Kishori Lal Ghosh, P. 27 (I. C. 304), answering Ghosh's le.tter 
of the same date, P. 526 (9) (I. C. 305). In this Spratt writes: " I am sorry 
I am engaged this afternoon and cannot come. I really think anyway that I 40 
could aud little of value to the discussion, though I should be interested to 
hear it. I am surprised at Bankim's statement. The telegram bore both 
signatures, Radha Raman's and mine. As to that matter, Raclha Raman caine 
to the office here last night, and the matter was settled after a prolonged dis
cusiion. " The result of all this was that on the 28th N oveniber Saklatwala 45 
representing the Workers' Welfare League despatched a sum or' £10 for tlie 
Bauria strikers toRadha Raman Mittra, Secretary Jute Workers' Union 

of.. Bauria, through the Chartered Bank, Calcutta, vide Exhs. P. 2110 to P." 2113 
o. ~. 13410 and the statement of P. W. 75, A. B. Das. This Rum was paid to Mittra aCcused 

m. the 5th December. Just about this time Mittra accused appears to have 50 
written a letter to the" Forward ", which was tendered by him asa defence 
)xhibit, D. 22 (4). This letter gives some account of the strike situation at 
;he time, and further mentions that telegrams have been sent to the Dundee Jute 
Workers' Union, the Workers' Welfare League, London, and the Berlin Branch 
)f the a.eague against Imperialism asking for help for the strikers. This letter .55 
would appear to be dated some time in the first week or ten days of December, 
LS it mentions the meeting at Bauria on the 2nd December; at which Johristone 
)f the Leagne against Imperialism was present. 

Much ahout this time also Mittra accused received the letter from Ghosh 
lated the 29th November 1928, P. 116, (I. C. 304). In this he begins by say~il() 
ilg : " Instead of coming to me at every step for work that ought to have been , 
lone by the Secretary, you have now gone to the other extreme of not caring 
;0 inform me by a I.i:ne as to how things are going on at Bauria or the measures 
rou .lIre taking:" Then he goes on to make some enquiries about the monies 
received by Mlttra accused from other sources' and .asks for Rs. 100 out· of 65-
,~e sum ?f Rs. 2~0 received from the B. J. W. A .. in order to get cross-examina-
;lon copies. This letter would seem to support the theory of the growing 
IAJl[OO 
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attachment of Mittra to the W. P. P. and his concomitant detachment from 
Ghosh accused. 

On'the 7th December we finll a letter P. 2060 P (I. C. 319) which establishes 
a connection between Mittra accused and Basak accused. This is a letter from 
Basak to Goswami in which Basak says in a P. S. " You did nothing about what 
1 wrote about Radha Raman there..... Let Radha Raman write to me imme
diately." Next on the 10th December we come to P. 114 (1. C. 324), a letter 
from Goswami as Secretary of the Reception Committee of the First 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference inviting the Secretary, Bauria Jute Workers' Union 
(R. R. Mittra accused), to send two representatives to watch the proceedings 

O. P. 1M2. of the Conference" so that your organisation may be-made aware of the prin
eiples and p.llicy of the" Workers' and Peasants' Party", which is now ~ 
rapidly growing influence in labour and political affairs." Next Mittra accused 
attended the Jharia T. U. C. Accordin$ to his own statement he did so on behalf 
of the Bauria .Jute Workers' Union and supported Dewan Chaman LaI's reso
lution protesting against the use of force against the strikers. It is not quite 
clear how he could represent this Union, as a union so newly founded would 
have had no right .to be represented at the Congress. In due conrse Mittra 
accused attended the .A. I. W. P. P. Conference as a delegate of the Bengal 
Jute Workers' Association, vide his delegate's ticket, P. 142, recovered in the 
search of the B. J. W. A. office at 97 Cornwallis Street. It is of course ~o8Sible 
that this merely represents Goswami's view of t.he proper delegate's bcket to 
issue to M.ittra, as there is nothing to show whether it was or was mot actually 
used. He was oortainly present on the 3rdday, as P. 669 shows that on that 
day he peconded a resolution moved by Chakravarty accused expressing sym
pathy with the strikers at Bauria. This would not really prove very much,· 
as he was particularly interested in the Baum strike as Secretary of the Union. 
What is perhaps more important is that he took· part in the procession of 
workers organised by the Party, which marched to the Congress Nagar, where 
a short meeting was held at which, the report shows, Sohan Singh and R. Mittra 
spoke. One of the slogans carried in this procession was "Long Live the 
Independent Soviet Republic of India." In this connection it is worth noting 
that in the file P. 1764 recovered from the possession of Nimbkar accused re-

D. P. 13U. lating to the .A. I. W. P. P. Conference the Bauria resolution appears marked 
Appendix L, and there is on this piece of paper a sigaature of Mittra accused, 
ahout which it is impossible to feel any doubt. It was not put to any witness, but 
it was shown to the Court and the assessors along with other signatures of this 
accused. 

Next on the 30th De-cember Mittra accused took part in the workers' in
'vasion or capture of the Congress Pandal, vide the evidence of P. W. 49, Sub
Inspector D. N. Roy. I do not propose to go into the details of or the evidence 
in regard to this occurrence here, as it does not greatly affect the caee against 
this accused. . 

On the 3rd January 1929 the election of officers of the Bengal Jute Woriers' 
Association for the year 1929 took place. In this election Banerji accused was 
appointed President, Goswami Vi:ce-Pre~ident, Chakravarty Branch Secretary, 
Bhatpara, and Mittra accused General Secretary. In this connection the close 
associatimi. between the B. J. W. A. and the W. P. P. lritherto has to be borne 
in mind. 

In the middle of January Mittra accused took part in the Anti-Simon 
demonstration and the Lenin Day meeting. In connection with the former we 
have the evidence of P. W. 35, Raihan Ahmad. and P. W. 84, Abdul Lais 
Mohammad, who reported the speeches made by Mittra. on this occasion in 
P. 1937 and P. 2469. In the first of these speeches he makes a general attack 
on the sending of the Commission and on the capitalist regime and ends by 
saying: " We, therefore, want that there should be such an administration, 
such a Government under which the full rigb,t to strike should exist, and if the 
'ID6IIlagers declare a lockout, it wonld amonnt to an oppression. We want a 
-Government under which bullets will not be med, nor will this be so that one 

o. P. 1m man will get a thousand rupees, and the other will get ~. 10/- or Re. 15/- to fill his 
'belly. . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. So long as the Mazdur Dal will not be happy, we will 
carry on our agitation. We will not keep ailent so long as Ollr condition will 
not be improved in India (and) so long as a Government of us, peasants and 

'labonrers a!lld the poor, is not established in India." In his second speech, 
P. 2469 he sets out to make clear to the workers the difference in attitude regard-
~g the' Simon Commission between h~self and people representing the workers 
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like himself, and others such as Congressmen and the rich men of the community, 
who were taking part in the same demonstration. The point he makes is that 
U Simon" ,stands for British Imperialism, and that the reason why the workers 
say" Simon go back " is because they do not want Imperialism or Capitalism 
of any kind. On the last page of this spcech he sets out the view of those who Ii 
say that they will have nothing to do with " Simon ", because the most that 
" Simon" can give to them is Dominion Status, and what they want is Com
plete Independence. He goes on to say: "What do the workers say t The 
worker,s say that their salvation does not lie in the Dominion Status, that their 
good does not'lie in it. Their object is complete Independence. Their salva- l~ 
tion does not lie even in Complete Independence itself and their salvation would 
be effected only when the labourers get Complete Independence. Therefore I 
say to the labourers that I have told them a great deal. There can be no better 
and braver Swamdist army than of the lnbourers--Subash Babu says that if 
anybody can attain the independence of India it is the Labour and Peasants' Iii 

(). P. 1MB. Party. What does it mean! It means that he wants to take work from the 
labourers by patting their backs." A little further on he says: "But-we 
won't fOTget and we won't be deceived-we will understand that until the 
labourer gets complete possession of it, no good shall be done to them. There- • 
fore we don't want the Simon Commission. Whatever" Simon" has got it ~ 
is Capitalism, Imperialism, Landlordism etc. etc. We want none of these. 
Our object is clearly before us. We have come t"oday for it. ,. It is quite clear' 
that his hearers under,stood what Mittra accused meant, because the finish of 
his speech a couple of sentences later was greeted with shouts of " Lal Pathan 
ki Jai" (evidently a mistake of the reporter for" Lal Paltan ki Jai ',:.) and ,25 
" Mazdur Kisan Hukumat ki Jai". It is further to be noted tha.t in e'1Irinec-
tion with this demonstration the workers' procession carried banners bearing 
the .inscriptions "Long live the Revolution ',', " Long live the Revolution in 
India" and" Long live the Soviet Republic" (vide P. 1346, I. C. 350, P. 1335, 

-,L C. 368 and the statement of P. W. 36, Sub-Inspector G. B. Roy) .. Mittra 30 
accused also took part in the Lenin Day meet.ing on the following day, and made 
,a long speech, which was reported by P. W. 82, N. H. De in P. 2459. The witness 
admits that this is not a complete note of the speech. He says that it was a 
long speech 8iIld he got tired, and that he does not now remember whether he 
stopped in the middle and went on again or stopped altogether and did not 35 
resume. About this speech it i,s interesting t.o note the statement of Mittra 
accused, which begins at the foot of page 25 of the statements of the accused. 
The passage in this connection ends as fonows: "Although my object was 
not to hero-worship Lenin, but to explain his principles as far as I under,stood 

, them, in the reported portion of my speech" there is nothing of Leninism: it 40 
:0. P. 1346. was only iIII theoretical exposition of Marxism which is the common stock..in

trade of even Social Democrats of the Labour and Socialist International. 
Similarly there is nothing in it of the Russian revolution or of the Comintern." 
I take this to mean that had the remainder of the speech been available, we 
.should have found something in it about Leninism, something IIlIbout the Russian 45 
Revolution and ,about the Comintern. However, unfortunately, all that is not 
available, and we have to take the speech as it is. A study of this speech makes 
it quite clear that it is unfinished and presumably unfinished in exactly the WtitY' 
suggested by Mittra accused in his speech. However there are a few passages 

,_ which, in spite of ,his remark about their being the common ,stock-in-trade of 50 
even Social Democrats of the Labour and Socialist International, deserve con
sidel'altion. At page 72 of the printed version he says: "But the leaders .in 
.the country do not think that they have any duties in this connection, at such 
meetings, or such occasions.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . It has not come to be recognised ,as 

~:'" the duty of the majority just at this moment, on the day of Lenin's dea.th, to 55 
.' observe the anniversary of his tbirth or of his death. Whose duty is it' It is 

-the duty of the poor, of workers and labourers, and of the Workers' and 
PeaBllnts' Party." Lower down the same page he says: "We have assem-
bled here to show respect, faith and reverence in the principle for which Lenin 
lived, and worked and died, and the system and order for which he worked all 60 
his life and for which at last he died. Mr. Spratt has spoken to you for about 
an hour about Lenin's life in detail. I am not very well up in Lenin's life, 
. •• . . . .. . . . . In reflecting on some points about Lenin, about the Communistic 
or Socialistic system of present day Russian rule, or about Communism' or 

00. P! IM7. Socialism, some problems confront ihe Indian now. 'It is necesS81ry for us care- '. 65 
fully to discuss those problems." Then he goes on to di,scuss Marxism and -
Leninism, though as ~e himself says he scarcely reaches the fringe of Leninism. 
and the remainder of the speech is mainly devoted to Marxism. At the foot of 
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:page 75 he sl!-Ys! r~f~rring to so~ething .tha·t had immediately preceded: .. This 
IS the matenalistlc mterpretabon of hIstOry. Marx first gave it to the world. 
The second thing he gave to the world was his proletarian movement and the 
theory of the dictatorship of the proletariat." Then he goes on to the inherent 
contra~ctions of Capitalism. Then again he comes back to the proletarian 
revolution ~tc. and sars at the ~op of P!lge 78: .. His primary principle is 
the proletanan revolutIon and dlCltatorship of the proletariat. What then is 
ou~ duty-our wor~ 7 .If. that is so, i.f capitalism itself generates the method.s 
of Its o~ destruction, if It does that Itself, what are we to do. Our duty is to 
hasten It, to strive to aceelerate its pace. This is vour duty and ours" In 
this connection he mentions that he himself joined the Labour Moveme~t only 
this yea!, .and that leads him to di.scuss t~e position of Bhadralok people who 
want to Jom the Labour Movement, and he mSlsts on the necessity of a declassed 
mentality, rather than of actually joining the working cla~s itself as a worker 
in a factory, pointing out in this connection that Marx and Lenin neither of them 
actually belonged to the working class. And as to the possibility of this 
" declas.sing " he points to the instance of himself as one who had lived with 
Mahatma Gandhi for two years with the result that there was no blind devotee 
like himself, that is to say no one who was a greater devotee of Gandhi. But 

L as regards this phrase it may be noted that in his cross-examination of the 
. translator P. W. 92, K. B. Roy, Mittra accused extracted from him the reply 

O. ,. 1348, ,that " for ' devotee' can be read ' admir~r '." At page 80 of the speech he 
goes on to point out that MarX was the first person to discover what is called 

. "claiSs-consciousness." However he ~ays that Marx l'Iucceeded in acquiring 
a de~ssed mentality and that Lenin possessed this declassed mentality. 

Immediately after this meeting we come to the correspondence in connec
tion with the grant of Rs. 500 by the Grrni Kamgar Union to the Bauda strikers. 
The prime mover in this matter had apparently been Ghosh accused and I shall 
deal with it more fully in connection with his case. So far as Mittra accused 
is concerned I may refer to P. 1346 (I. C. 349) the letter dated the 22nd January 
1929 from Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghate in which he acknowledges the receipt by 
T. M. O. of this sum and says: .. I have asked Radha Raman Mittra to call a 
meeting of the workers. I shall make over the money to him in presence of the 
strikers." Two days later on the 24th January 1929 in P. 70 (I. C. 88), which 
is lnisdated the 24th January 1928, Muzaffar Ahmad wrote to Ghosh accused in 
the following terms: " The G. K. U. Bombay sent me Rs. 500 for the relief of 
the strikers at Bauria. I informed Mr. R. R. Mittra to arrange a meeting at 
{lnce where I wanted to make over the money in the presence of the workers. 
Before he had done so the strike was over. Now-1 do not know what to do. I 
am just wiring to the above-named Union for instructions." The reply to this 
wire is P. 396 (I. C. 89) from Dange to Muzaffar Ahmad saying: "Sorry 

.Bauda collapsed your telegram spend on them as you think best." Mit~ra 
accused says at page 18 that he never received the money because the strike 
collapsed and so the meeting ~poken of by Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 1346 never 
took place. In connection with this matter there is in evidence another letter 
P. 73 recovered in Ghosh accused's search in whicl1 Muzaffar Ahmad writing 

O. P. 1349 •. about tms G. K. U. money says: "You must have known that for this mon~y 
I am personally responsible, not the Workers' and Peasants' Party. Agam 
:Messrs. R. R. Mittra and Bankim Mukerji were not working under my instruc
tion, nor they are members of our Party. So it is no good to talk .frivolous 
.things about the Party. I had to spend money through Messl'!!' Mittra and 
Mukerji because they attended the Court while you wanted to finIsh your duty 
by writing letters.". This might Beem to be a piece of evidence helpful !o the 
accnsed Mittra but bearing in mind that it is said in the course of a dIspute 
between Muzaffar Ahmad and Ghosh accused I am doubtful whether any great 
value can be attached to it. In anv event it is not actually the case for the 
prosecution that Mittra accused was "ever a memher of the W. P.? Th~ir con
tention is that though not a member he was very closely assoCiated With the 
:Party and with the leading members of the conspiracy. 

Very much about the same time, that is in February 1929, there is more 
evideuce associating Mittra accused with the Young Comrades' L.eague. ~~e 
of these pieces of evidence is an entry in P. 568 at page 21 of ~he pnnted exhibIt 
showing R. R. Mittra among the members present at a meeting. of the Lea~e 
held on the 8th February 1929. Ano:her document connecting.this accused With 
-the League is P. 566 also recovered ill the searcl1 of the .pr~1IllSe8 of the Young 
Comrades' League at 7811 Harrisou Road Calcutta. This IS a letter dated the 
17th Februarv 1929 from N. (Nalindra) Sen, Secretary of the Y. C. L. to the 
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. editor' of th~ "Forward" forwarding for publication a notice about a Hindi 
class of the Y. C. L. in the following terms: " The Hindi class of the Young 
Comrades' League will commence from 18th February, Monday. Members 

. willing to attend the class are requested to register their names on or before the 
;" ! 18th February. Comrades Radha Raman Mittra and Bankim Mukerji will take 

'1 0. .,. 1350. the class." About this Mittra accused says: .. P. 566 shows that I had agreed 
." .</ to teach Hindi to the members of the League just a month before my arrest. 
".. Unfortunately the class never met." Still the fact that he was to hold a Hindi 

t. elass for members of the League cannot be regarded as being without significance. 

, 

We have next to consider the items recovered in Mittra's search and some If' 
other miscellaneous items of evidence which affect his case. Among the search 
items are P. 97 Stalin's" Leninism ", P. 111 " The T. U. Movement Thesis" 
lind P. 123 " The Mind and Face of Bolshevism" by Rene Fullop Miller. He 
8ays that both " Leninism" and " The Mind and Face of Bolshevism" were i.' 
books which he had borrowed from a library. He was doubtless rfght in saying 
about the thesis that he must have received it at the A. L W. P. P. Conference. 
As regards other documents Mittra accused's name of course appears in the 
B. J. W. A. address book P. 140, as we might naturally expect from his con
·nection with that organisation. There are also several mentions of Mittra . , 
accused in Ghosh's diary P. 43. The first of these is an entry ill regard to ·20 
Muzaffar Ahmad's handing over the G. K. U. money Rs. 5001- to Radha Raman 
Babu at a meeting. Then on February the 28th there is the following entry: j' 
.. Spratt came, and (I) had a prolonged talk with him.. Told him everything" 
about the impertinent letters Muzaffar wrote to me, he could not justify them. . 
Gave me hints that there is no love lost between 97 Cornwallis Street and 211 25 
European Asylum Lane. Kalidas has been expelled from the Party. Bankim 
and Radha Raman have made common cause with Muzaffar's opponents." Then 
again on the 6th March we find another allusion to Mittra accused. Here Ghosh 
says: " Spratt came in the evening. Promised Spratt to hunt up Campbell's 
letter and give it to him next time. Had a talk about the enquiry he conducted, '-30 

o. P. 13111. as also the position of things regarding a split. He says Bankim and Rltdha 
Raman being outsiders got into the Party under false pretence and quarrelled ", 
from which it is clear that even if Mittra accused was never a membeJ:: of· the 
W. P. P. he had never the less a considerable amount of influence there, so much 
so that he was one of those who helped to bring about the split by lending his 35 
8UppOrt to Goswami, Chakravarty etc. 

Coming now to Mittra accused's statement it is to be remembered first of 
all that he is a signatory to the joint statement of the Communist accused. In 
his own statement he begins with a discussion of the old problem as to whether 
the Workers' and Peasants' Party is really a veiled Communist Party. The .0 
whole argument proceeds on the incorrect assumption that the title" veiled Com-

. munist Party" has been given to the W. P. P. by the prosecution and the Com
mitting Magistrate. The point has been discussed before and I need not discuss 
it ~gain. Then coming to the' part taken by him in the Elist Indian Railway 
strike at page 4 he says that he went to Ondal because he was requested to do so '6 
.by K. C. Mittra. That may be the case but there is no evidence in support of it 
and I may also refer in this counection to Spratt's letter to Pltge Arnot dated 
the 23rd October 1928 P.2419P (F. C. 607) in which he'says :" When eventually 
he (K. C. Mittra) consented to let us try spreading' the strike, it was too late and 
the effort failed. At the same time he was able to shift on to us the blame f01" 51) 

. the ,?-ctimisation etc. which befell the men at Asansol who did strike ", which 
defimtely suggests that the whole idea of spreading the strike and the work of 
Ilpreading it :was don!! by the W. P. P.· It is true that D. W. 20, K. C. Mittra 
suggests a different Idea and even says that it was he himself who proposed 
extending strike along the line. But I 'do not think anyone who listened to 56 

O. P. 1362. K. C. Jlrhttra's evidence would be inclined to put much faith in him. In any 
case his statement as to the date at which Mittra went to Ondal does not tally 
with the i'acts proved by the prosecution evidence. Mittra accused took full 
responsibility for bringing about the strike at Ondal and also for the Asansol 
strike as well though he says that technically he was not responsible for the ,61) 
latter 8S it came about in his absence. He also admits that he attempted 
unsuccessfully to extend the strike to Sitarampur. Then at the top of page 6 
he ~xplaius his statement that the stri)!:e was a victory and says c " Many of the 
strIkers were disappointed as they got nothing for their hard struggle for so, 
many months. It was to those that I said that they should not take the defeat' '6 
so much to llear1; as a defeat of this kind, that is after a strenuous struggle, is 
tlmtamount to VIctOry." As Crown Counsel pointed out in his arguments the 
LollJ:MOO \ 
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only sense in w!Jich this can be true would be the sense in which strikes are 
treated in Communist theory. That is to say since every hard-fought and pro
tracted strike gives an opportunity for education of the workers and training 

, them it is a victory of a sort. Then about his references to Russia he says a.t 
page 7 that they may appear objecti9nable to the prosecution. But of ,course 
that is not the point at issue at all. The point at issue is that references to 
Russia conpled with teaching of other kinds and associations or acts of certain 
kinus are the kind of thing to be expected from persons taking part in a 
Communist conspiracy and therefore are evidence against the person making 
them. On page 8 he says: " The second reference (to Russia) followed my 
statement that 5 per cent. of the people of the world had been keeping the remain
ing 95 per cent. in slavery for hundreds of years. After this statement it was 
necessary for me to give them the encouraging news about the state of affairs 
in present-day Russia, otherwise they would have gone away with the impression 
that mass slavery being centuries old was an inevitable and permanent thing 
and that. they must bow down to it ", which of course means that he was'setting 
up RUSSIa as an example to be followed. However he goes on to say: " But 
that my object wale' not to preach revolution or do propaganda on behalf of 

/) 
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15 

Soviet Russia i!l evident from the sentences that inImediately follow etc ........ . 
Had that been my intention I would not have held out the example of British 20 
workers to my audience for their emulation. I would have spoken of the Russian 
workers ouly and their conditions under their own mle. I would not have 
p-ointed out to them the road followed by the British workers namely the road 
of Trade Uni0n organisation but that travelled by the Russian workers namel,. 
the roud of revolution or the Moscow road." Then he goes on to make an 
important statement. He says : " I do not mean to suggest for a moment that 
I regard the preaching of revolution to workers as wrong. What I want to 
point out is that even a Communist, supposing I am a Communist, can and dors 
participate in the petty day-to-day economic struggle of the workers like any 
other genuine Trade Unionist not only for remote bigger gains but also for 
immediate and partial improvements, and that in doing so he not only cau but 
actflally does lay aside for the time being all thoughts and talks of revolution 
or the dictatorship of the proletariat. This point requires special stress in view 
of the .prosecution's contention that we engaged in Trade Union activity not 
primarily for the inImediate improvement of the workers' lot but to train them 
in solidarity and united action and also in view of the similar contention of the 
Magistrate that the Communist hopes to improve the condition of the working 
class not in thc immediate future but in the more distant future." Unfortunately 
as Crown Counsel has pointed out this statement is completely irreconcilable witll 
the stat(lmcnts in the joint statement at pages 2865 and 2872. In the first of 
these two passages Nimbkar accused says: " Communism puts before itself thc 
revolution and the preparation for the revolntion as its highest aim, to which 
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all other partial or immediate aims must if necessary be sacrificed. Reformism, 
on the contrary puts forward no such ultimate aim, and professes to be exclusively 
concerned with immediate matters. This is the theory. But in practice it is 45 
hard to believe that any circumstances are likely to arise under capitalism in 
which the interests of the revolution would demand a sacrifice of the inImediate 
economic interests of the workers." At page 2872 Nimbkar further says: " The 
Communist leadership in. the Trade Union does support the policy of fighting 
for the immediate demands for improvement of the conditions of Labour of the 
workers, for social and political reforms. Bnt while this is so, while we support 

50 

the policy of rallying the workers into the Trade Unions on the basis of their 
inImediate demands for improved conditions, we mention that the most important 
function is for the overthrow of the capitalist system, it being a fact that there 
cannot be any real or lasting gains under capitalism." At page 10 Mittra waif 65 
'questioned ill regard to the Banria strike. At page 12 he says: " The Union 
was formed under the auspices of the B. T. U. F. (Bengal Trade Union Federa- ' 
tion)." He makes his position clear in regard to the proper function of the 
Trade Union Movement as a whole on page 15 where he says: " I claim that it 
is the natural and proper policy of the Trade Union Movement to put before 
itself IlS its aims not only the fight for impro"ements within the system of 
capitalism both by economic means and legislation but al80 the attainment or 
socialism through the overthrow of capitalism and in a colonial country the 
revolutionary fight for independence." He goes on to say a little more about 
this lower (lown where he says : .. This fight will be led and carried through by 
the genuinely revolutionary proletariat in conjunction with the revolutionary 
peasantry and a section of the petty bourgeoisie." On the following page be 
comes to' the Workers' Welfare League and argues in its favour from the f8(·t 
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that it was founded earlier than the Communist International. Next on page 11 



he puts up a defence for the League against Imperialism. I have already dealt • 
sufficiently with- the status of that organisation, but it may be useful to quote II. 
small passage from his statement where he says: "The League against ' 
Imperialism is therefore a genuine embodiment of the united anti-Imperialist ~. 
front and Communists take part in it on the same terms as others openly and 5 . 
. professedly and not under a camouflage, in order to further and carry out their 
programme of supporting the colonial revolution which is also the programme of 
the League." In dealing with the Chengail strike he mentions the fact that the 
Union was orgauised by the B. T. U. F. but devotes most of the space he gives to 
this strike to' explaining his own attitude in connection with the proposal made II} 
by the S. 1). O. for a deputation to wait on the Manager of the mill. The only 
explanation he gives for his participation in the scavengers' strike was the fact 
that . he was also an employee of the Calcutta Corporation as a teacher and 
attended the meeting on behalf of the Teachers' Union. Next on page 22 he 
Wll.S asked about his connection with the Young Comrades' League. He says 15 
he could not bell. member of the League on account of his age but he does not 

~. P. 1366. suggest any reason for his having taken an interest in the League. He was next 
questioned about the Anti-Simon Demonstration speeches and the Lenin Day 
speech. I do not think there is anything of value in his explanation of the former. 
As regards the latter he admits that he delivered the speech P. 2459 and says 20 
that it is no crime to honour great men even if they are only working-class 
heroes or above all Lenin, the greatest revolutionary of the world. He goes 
on to indicate his position by speaking in. high terms of praise of Lenin, con. 
cludin~ with the remark : " It is not the mausoleum under the walls of Moscow 
Kremlin but the Communist International which stands as a towering monument 25 
to Lenin and Leninism. " From this he went on in answer to the Court's question 
to deal with his attendance at the Jharia Session of the A. I. T. U. C. and his 
presence in the workers' demonstratiou which invaded the Congress Pandal at 
Calcutta on the 30th December 1928. Then on }la~e 29 he was asked if he had 
anything to say in regard to the evidence assoclStmg him in his activities witli 30 
Spratt, Goswami, Ghosh, Chakravarty, Banerji, Muzaffar Ahmad and other 
accused to which he replied: " I have said about myself, about. others I don't 
want to say anything," which is a very direct refusal to give any explanation of 
those assoe.iations. He then went on in answer to a general question to say : 
" Though the Court has not asked me because. there is no evidence on the point 3.5 
I do not want to hide from the Court that I am a Communist by conviction." 
But he also says (page 30) : " Up to the time of my arrest I was not a member 
of the Commlmist Party of India," which is not particularly useful as it was 
never suggested that he was. Then he gives what I suppose is his general 
explanation for every thing that he did by saying: " I spontaneously reacted 40 
to the specific situations as they developed in the way I did, and if that is the 

.(). P. 1357. way of the Communist International it shows how correct and scientific it is, &lId 
I claim that anyone else not already corrupted by reformism would have acted 
just like myself under the same circumstances." Finally from the middle of 
page 30 he makes an odd sort of attempt to deal with the charge. It will be 45 
sufficient to say that the argument here. makes no attempt to deal with the real 
charge and is based merely on the supposition that there must be secret illegul 
acts to justify a charge of conspiracy. 

Mittra accused's case was argued at some length by Mr. P. L. Sharma, 
who dealt with most of the evidence against him and laid stress on the absence 5~ 
of correspondence between Mittra and other accused. He contended that the 
prosecution case establishes nothing but a weak sort of suspicion. That is 
of cour~e. only a ,·cry gl'neral kind of argument, and not one which is of very 
much aSSIstance to the Court. A point which seems to me to deserve a little 
(:onsideration is the fact t~at in the course of the hearing in this Court Mittra'55 
accused made a very obVIOUS change of front. He had originally put in as 
evidence three letters from Mr. Gandhi recove!illd in his search, which are on 
the record, though not otherwise proved/ as D 12 (1), (2) & (3). Before the 
end of the statements of the Bengal witnesses was reached however Mittra 
acc~sed definitely gave up the Congress defence, on which he had so far been 60 
relymg, and from that time forward he has adopted the same line of defence as 
the Co~unist ,,:ccusl'd genera~ly. It is. in the light of this change of front and 
the pOSItIOn, whIch he has ultImately taken np both in his own statement and 
by adhering to the joint statement of the Communist accused that we have to . 
interpr~t the fact~, which are in evidence against him. what the evidence 65 
shows IS that havmg begun probably as a Congress worker Mittra accused in 

(). P. 1368. the cour~e of the East Indian Railway Strike became associated. with Spratt, 
Goswanu and others. From that time forward we find him becoming more and .' . , 
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more closely associated with the activities of these persons and of the W. P. P. 
of Bengal. The evidence to which I have alluded above shows clearly the 
extent of his association with the Party and with leading members of the 
conspiracy. I have pointed to the evidence showing that he went to the Party 
office at 211 European Asylum Lane on many occasions, and that he was , 
associate(l with the Party right up to the time of the split, in which it would 
seem that he took a very definite part in spite of not being a member of the 
Party. Not only that, but he also took a part in the First Conference of the 
All-India Party. Had he not been working for the same aims as the Party on 
that date, I do not see 'Why he should have done this, much less why he should Ie) 
have taken part in the procession to the Congress Nagar on the 24th December 
and himself made a speech at this Party demonstration. Then again we have 
it that he took an interest in the Youth organisation started by the W. P. P., that 
is the Young Comrades' League. Another organisation in which we find him 
associated with the W. P. P. or its members is the Bengal Jute Workers' Ii 
Association, which at any rate prior to the split was working in close co-

~ operation with the W. P. P. Lastly we have to take into consideration the 
numerous speeches which he has made and which show a definite and progressive 
advance from being ordinary strike speeches to being speeches, which put 
forward the same aims, for which the members of the Workers' and Peasants' 00 
Party were working. Considering all these facts in the light of his present 
statements to this Court,. as an individual accused and as a signatory to the 
Joint Statement, I find it impossible to reach any conclusion save that through 

e. P. 1359. his association with Spratt and others he came into touch with and joined this 
conspiracy and worked up to the date of his arrest to further its aims. 25-

Disagreeing with all five assessors I hold that Mittra accused has taken 
part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of his sovereiguty of British 
India and has thereby committed an offence under section 121-A, I. P. C. 
I convict him.accordingly. 
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PART XXXV. 

6. P. 1360. : TheIe is a large volume of evidence in the case of Kisho!i Lal Ghosh ac~sed", 
JUSBORI but in view of the fact tbat Crown Counsel in the course of his arguments declined. 

LAL to lay a considerable amount of this before the Court for very good reasons, the 
GHOSH. case againf~t him is not quite so bulky as it might otherwise have been. The 

III. evidence on which Crown Counsel \las declined to rely in·the case against Ghosh 5' 
is mainly evidence' in regard to his organisation of certain Trade' Unions at< 
Bauria, and Chengail and his participation in strikes connected therewith. The 
reason for this refusal was that there is no doubt that during the period under 
oonsideration Ghosh accused was Secretary of the Bengal Trade Union Federa- \ 
tion, which is the Provincial branch or Committee of the All-India Trade Union, 10. 
Congress. Ghosh accused unquestionably received from the Trade Union .' 
Congress Executive Committee meeting held in Delhi in February 1928 instruc-' !I. 
tions or a mandate, and a sanction of a certain sum of money for organising 
the workers in the Jute industries in Bengal. It was apparently in accordanoo 
with that mandate that he organised these Labour Unions at Chengail and Bauria. 16 
His' participation in the strikes at Chengail and Bauria was the natural out· 
\lOme of his organisation of these Unions. As to whether in the course of the 
strikes he made any speeches which ~y tend to put the case against him in a: 
different light, is a' question which will be considered in due course. In the 
came way Crown Counsel has conceded with respect to Ghosh's participation 20 
in the East Indian Railway strike that there is nothing in the evidence as to 
how he came to participate, which can be used against him ,and the same also in 

0. P. 1361. the case of the Scavengers' strike. In all these cases the explanation of his 
public activities is to be found in his position as Secretary of the Bengal Trade 
Union Federation. which in the case of both these strikes was invited by the 25 
person leading the strikers to give what assistance it could. Here again the 
question, what he may have said in speeches, stands on a different footing, and 
his spceches will be considered in due course in their proper place. Tbe prose
cution has accordingly based its case against Ghosh accused on two kinds of 
evidence, namely (1) his public activities, such as speeches and (2) his private 30 
activities, such as correspondence and association. 

Comillg now to Ghosh 8.ccused's pu1!lic activities, the firs~ fact about which 
we' have evidence is the mention of him in connection with the Delhi Congress 
of the A. I. T. U. C. held in March 1927, at which he was elected Provincial 
organiser for Bengal. He should, if he was present at that CongretlS, have 35 
oome into contact with some three or four ,of the accused including Spratt, who 
wrote'him a letter, P. 38, shortly after it, suggesting that he might go to the 
Canton Conference but I am inelined to infer from the wording of that letter as 
also from the absence of any mention in Ghosh's own diaries. that he was 
not present there. He certainly participated in the next Session of the A. I. T. 40 
U. C. held at Cawnpore in November 1927, and we find from P. 1383 etc. that 
he was present at the famous tea-party given by Mr. Vidyarthi at the Pratap 
office. We have it therefore that on this occasion he came into contact with a 
number of accused in this case. On the other hand, as Ghosh's name does 'not 
appeaf in Dange's T. U. C. Left report, P. 1878C, we must take it that at any 40., 
rate at' this stage there was nothing more than contact. At this Congress 
Ghosh was elected a member of the Council of Action to represent Bengal and 

, also along with Spratt and others to the Sub-Committee, of which Spratt was 
0, P. 1362. appointed convener, to draw up a Labour constitution for India. In February 

1928 Ghosh is shown to have attended the meeting of the E. C. of the A. I. T. U. C. 5(J 
at Delhi, when he and Spratt were deputed to look into the position of Trade· 
Unions in Bengal, and a sum of Rs. 250 was sanctioned for organising the 
workers in the Jute industries in Bengal, as I mentioned earlier. Finally 
Ghosh accused took part in the Jharia Conference, at which he seconded a reso-· 
lution in favour of a Socia:list Republic. According to his own statement, after 55 
this Congres8 he wrote a letter to the .. Forward" discussing the good organisa-
tion of the minority in the Jharia Congress and suggesting similar efficiency of 
organisation for the majority: Unfortunately Ghosh has failed to prove this 
Jetter, vide the statement of D. W. 35, Mr. R. R. Bakhle. 

Next we have it that he did to -some extent participate in the First 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference, to which, however, he says, he went merely in order 
to call Bradley accused. He was at any rate seen there by P. W. 254, Rai Sahib 
N. V. Trivedi, but was not apparently seen by P. W. 36, Sub-Inspector G. B. Roy 

60 

who· certainly knew him long before that date, as he had I!een him ta:king part 
in meetings in,Calcutta as early as May 1928. On his own admission' we may 65 
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take it that he did go to the Conference at some time. Whether it is a fact that 
he came into possession of P. 51 the Trade Unio~ Movement thesis, P. 56 the 
Political' Resolution and P. 68 the same·in Bengali: which were found with· him 
three months later on the occasion of his visit to this Conference, it is impos.· 
sible to say. Thatis his contention; at any rate, but there is no evidence. /I 

O. P. 1363. Another as~ect of Ghosh accused's public activities is his participation m. 
and making of speeches at public meetings of different kinds.. The first speech" 
by, him that we' have on the record is P. 1893(1), a speech which he made ab 
Beadon Square on the 26th April 1928, and which was reported by P. W. 87, 
S; N. Bhltttacharya, Bengali shorthand reporter. This speech opens with &. 10 
oritical consideration and condemnation of the ' Bhadralok ' leading up to the 
remark that" if emancipation, ever comes to this country, it is through the low" • 
class people that it will come." Then he goes on to consider the likely effect of, 
any political change, such as is at present contemplated, and says that " it will 
only mean that the white-faced men will go away and some brown-faced men· 1$ 
will come and sit in their places." Instead of. this he suggests that the Bhadra. 
10k should realise the value of the· workers and says : " But if you can today, 
come and take up your stand, beside these friends, if you can harness your. 
brains to work for them, with the . energy y.'hich' will be then augmented, sooiety. 
may be reconstituted. Therein the interests and rights of the depressed classes 20 
will be protected, and, the honoured clasB " (that is, no doubt, the present bour
geoisie) "will have to work like the depressed classes, to· show theil'l 
competence, then, will they be able to retain, their· leadership." The' 
speech generally appears to me to· be a' panegyric of the working-clas& 
masses. The' point. is' generally summed up towards the end of. the speech 2i 
in the following passage. " So I say, the principal means for our emancipation 
is that we should combine with these people, and working like them, learning' 
how to combine im organisation with them, where there' is . authority, assuming< 
the leadershipj where there is no authority; mixing with them, if we work in 
unions and combination, emancipation, will be (found therein) •. Both political, 30 
and economic'emancipation will be accomplished· by, this course." It should. he , 

o. P. 13640 remembered that this speech was nominally intended, to persuade the audience 
to subscribe for the help of the Lillooah strikers .. 

Ghosh accused spoke again at· Harish Park, on, the following, day: when, his' 
speech,was reported, by the same witness P. w.. 87, S. N. Bhattachariya. The 35 
witness' ·says' that the report is, incomplete because he: got, tired before Ghosh, 
finished, speaking. In the beginning' of tbi&- speech Ghosh· refer&> to the French. 
Revolution and the' Russian, Revolution and, !t8ems to. be 8uggestin~ the' possi~ 
bility of a revolution happening unexpectedly, alt he concludes this'passage bYI 
saying. : " So nobody can· say from now as to what will happen withryou here at. 40 
aparticlliar time. For when reV'olution comes' it does not come' proclai.ming, 
its ,advent: with & beat of drum after advertising itself. Only when it does come. 
then people understand that it is revolution." Then he refers to the strikes. 
all over the country and says that the cause of these is the need for the removing. 
of· ordinary human wants. He· goes on :. " And this also ilt the· demand· ofl the. 46 
'Workers' Party (Note. In.cross-examination the translator P. w.. 92;K. B, Roy.
admitted'that this should be merely' workers,' and. not' Workers" Party'),. 
Whenever we make known this demand, many people forthwith, say to Ult,that, 
this· evolution, of. ours is, the same as, revolution, In. that case" possibly the
politieal'reform, which, is taking. place- with uS'· is. also revolution; but- they· 50. 
forget that a revolution takes· place suddenly, wherea& the proces8 of evolutionl 
iSlvery slow. And as,soon altit is stopped, it turns out· to be revolution," and, 
he' points· to· the analogy of steam. The rest of the speech does, not. seem to, 
me: to lead. anywhere in, particular though possibly! it! did come, back to some, 
clear. pointi aften the, reporter had given up. In his explanation of, this· parti. 55 
cular passage Ghosh seems to, have been trying- to suggest that it was in, agree
ment. with 'one ofl the doctrines of the Second InternationaL It may· be that. 
that is so,. but that is·no explanation of its appearance-in this· particula~ speech. 

o. P. 1365; According, to Ghosh's Ittatement> at! page 1150' of the· statementlt' of the accu!t8d 
he was trying to impress on the public not to,be,miBled bypropaganda,against 60 
the workers in general and the Lillooah workers in, particular. Their demands 
werl! moderate etc: and'to say'that' their demands should' not be conceded to, 
oilierwi!t8 the' country would' be' faced' with revolution; was' to talk nonsense: 
It' "'as C<m.servative& whO' talked' like' that who werl!' responsible for'revolution 
bY.' stopping' all. avenues· for' evolution: This' IDay possib~y have been the idea 66 
}j'llf I diiJnet qmte' BOO why he' thouglit It nece!t!t8ry to put It forward, and if that'. 
Wall' the- idl!lr- why he went' oJ!.' to aU the- rambliiIg- st11ft'· which' follows on the 
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sUbJect' of' th~ compal'llti'v'e"WeaknesS' of ille' educatedJ classes as compared' t'd 
the' wo~ class'which' woUld' seen!: tl1be< lllading up'ttt a' caU" to the educated.' 
olasses, to deoiasB' themselves'. Another' possible interpretation and' much m<ll1t 
obrious one: appears, to be that the speech' is in th~ nature' of a threat.' 

Ghosh accused. next took part in the May Da.y celebration., The repGd i 
:e. 2172 prepared by Inspector S. C. Ghosh, P. W. 53, shows that about 1000 strikto 
ers"includingsome workers of the Calcutta. Tramway Workers' TiTnion and Prestt 
Employees' Association, led by K. C. Mittra, Philip Spratt, Kishori La! Ghosliy 

',' Aftab Ali, :Uuzaffar .Ahmad and others started abont 5.30 p.m. for Mirzapur Parll! 
and urived at the Maidan neat the Monument at about 6.45 p.ml where· they) 10 
were supplemented by about 300 workers uom,the Seamen,'s Union, Bengal Marm-
ers' Union" Port Trost and Marine Workers' Union and sOjlIle emploYee;JQf the,.. 
Port Commissioner who had founded the Port Trust Employees' Association., Th& 
meeting was addressed by Spratt, Bankim Mukerjj. and. others and the only othel', 
mention of Ghosh is that he- spoke of. c unity. amongst. workers,'. The imparl., Ii 

0. ~ 1360. ant speech. on this.occasion was Spr-att's, ill the,couDse, of. which, he said.amonW. 
• other things that·" the Left Wing of. the British., T.aboua" Mov:ement-the Com;. 

munist gection whet are very sinool'e---were &Ctively; supporting tl1& Indian. Laboull. 
MOvemenl MacDonald's pru:ty was. fOIT Dominion- Status 011 for' somEI' nonsenset 
like that. It was practically the Communist section who- were giving their full. 20 
support to the peasants' and workers' movement in India ........ ". In the next 
paragraph he talked about· Russia and remarked thnt c. Russia' is an example 
of what Sociali&'m can do. He haped the Indian Wot·king class would alB() fly th~ 
fill!\, of Sociali9m and f«)llow Russia.'" ' 

Ghosh aooused next· spoke a~ Deshbandhu Park on the 8th May and' liiS" 2i 
speech wag reported in p~ 2264- (:IT lit, (2) by P: W.!t 81 and 82, N~ C:, Dutt andl 
N: If. De. Thill is II long speech with Ii goad deal of interesting material m it: 
I't begins about the Lillooab strike being alleged to have been created in an atmoll'l
ptIere of artificiality and' says that falSehoodS' are told about the ,strike such a~ 
that it has been provoked· by people who have received bribes f~·Moscow. J!isi 30 
reply to this is that" it does not need money to be remitted from Moscow for this' 
purpose, and no incitement is' needed for these' Rtrikes. .For if men' are men, ifI 
their blood has not wholly turned"into w~ter, a time comeS' when his blood is, up;'" 
and' from this he goes on to enlarge on the numerous genuine grievances and-theul 
he comes't1)·the subject· or politicall agitation and the danger of a SWaraj whicli' 36 
caters for t}ie2'p. c; and~not tll.e·98"R; c. rrhen turnmg-to hiS'all.diimee<,.evidentl" 
a literate audience, he says: ". You have brains, t!hey· lili.ve ffie' spade; they Il8lIJ 
work. Why should not there be union between these brains and'these spades " ... 
Dater on he again emphasises tills idea t!hat the Bhadralok mlllit join the lowel" 
classes. Then he turns back again to the 8Il1lject of money from Moscow aucf 40 

o P 1367. saYS': "r shall only say to you where does money from Moscow come' to' fot4 
•• Ult.'" Then he says that there i.st a great' deaYof bluff' in this; and that the fact 

is that the British'Trade Union CongreBB want to keep th(l'Labour Movemen1t 
in India subservient to themselves. Then he goes on to mention the I. F: T. T!T; 
and' the R; I. L. U: and says that "'the 1'. F. T. U. ('01"' Amsterdam) is trying-1Io' 4D 
!Jet the Trade Umon' movemenfi! m aIr dependent countries' to' join it. In', that 
tlIlBI1, France, England'tlml Imperialist ('ountries will' be able to keep their- molt&< 
ments under control, so that they: might not join MoscoW'. With this object the" ! I 
lire carrying on variou!!' kinds, of propaganda~ ~<\:nd- they< halt& proscribed' bGokl{ . .OJ'' .. 
relating to Russia, and true incidents therein ana" pietureS' thereof: Aind fals~ 50 

, hoods are permitted to· reach t1li:eru; 1:n thiil wa~r; it it> being made to appear tlia1l 
Ri:ulSiit· isI very bad~ and' on the' other' side'. an effort i'B' being' made to win Ul! ovel!' 
to their side." Then he makes, Bome remarks about tlie'condllcl;i of' the Britisli 
'D •. u.·e, and: the r.,F., T., U. ",helli appl'oaehea,folt h.elp ro~ the E.!. ~ strika and 
Bays that;:, tl1e Btitisll' T: U •. C. wrote. that, they wereCClmmllnicflting with th.e' Se6" 55 
retal'Yf 0:6 State· and after that ga.w no,reply. .Amsterdam' andl the' Inter.national 
'IJl'8nspoot Federation- connected, wiUdt gavE' no, teply~ 0D' the- othel! hand! the 
Bed Lntel1ltlltional Federation. gave money. for" tlUj' B. N. RailWay stDike; even 
witl10ut arJ.J' appeal to'iliem'and,ha\'e given·semeRs'. 35j080in.alh. Biigbt thJ1ough' 
this passage lle speaks'in eulogistio tmms ,of what· MOf!(J/lw has done ondlie> doingt. 60 
In. this> oonnection we haw. it further' that Ghosh- w.r.ohar "' l~ttel\ tb the' C c· State&< 
1!IIIIJl, n Th 11741 (ii.)\. in l'e!J8rd, to this1 idea' of. 8' Mosl!O'I'II agent. bemlf. behindHft. 
stltike8 in Bengal.. This,1etwr givos GhosblBl 8Ccottnit of: SpndVII< ope,rstionlf' ii» 

• BengUj. and! he'! sant a outting- containing- itt' te- fi!Ilratt. aoousedl forr pel'Usalland 
O. P. 1368, --in; P. 526 (olS~ ~I\ (!), 339) some' time' m. J\1D1!' 1928-. INs. mteJJtlstingo: tc:Jl 65 

compare tli.s· accomU) in. tllie letter of Spmttl'Si viaib 1n> Ondai with! Spratt;'1r GWJII 
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~ccount oi it in his letter to Page Arnot of the 23rd October 1928 P. 2419P (F. C. 
607). Crown Counsel has, I think, rightly drawn attention also to the fll6t that 
the point which Ghosh made in this Rpeech about the British T. U. C. trying to 
get control over the Indian Labour Movement is exactly, the same point which 
Dange sought to make in his article in the Urdu" Kirti " for May 1928 (P. 747) IS 
entitled" Conspiracy of Imperialism in the A. I. T. U. C.''' Another point which. 
he lIas mllde is that it suggests certain probabilities as to Ghosh's actions at the 
meeting of the E. C; of the T. U. C. at DeThi: in February 1928. In connection' 
with that meeting there is an entry in Ghosh's diary P. 41 against the date 26th 
February 1928: "Meeting of the Executive Council A. I. T. U. C. room no. 53, 10 
Committee' Room, Assembly Chamber;" below this there is a pencil entry : 
" Royal Hotel 5618 room no. 35, Dange and Spratt". So that we have it that 
at the time of the E. C. Ghosh accused had It con8ultation with Dange and Spratt 
at the Royal HoteL Further it is to be remembercd that the Bombay W. P. P. 
not to speak of Dange himself had issned open letters or circular letters in con- lIS 
]lection with this vote on the subject of the R. I. L. U. and the I. F. T. U. (cf. P. 
37 found in Ghosh's search). In the light of the contents of this speech and of 
the above consultation it is hard to suppose that at the E. C. meeting Ghosh 
accused can have voted otherwise than in favonr of affiliatin~ the A. I. T. U. C. 
to the R. I. L. U. If he did not do so he mUflt have acted Inconsistently from 20' 
lIome motive undisclosed. 

Ghosh. accused spoke again at ~Iirzapur Park on the 11th May when his 
speech was reported by P. W. 82, N. H. Dc. in P. 2265. In this speech he begins 
by emphasising the firmness and ilie braveness of the strikers. Then he comes 

0. P. 1369. to the subject of " agents provocateurs." Then he comes back to the !lame sub- 2lS 
\ ject of Moscow money and the artiiicial atmosphere in which the Lillooah strike 

had been engineered and speaks of the latter of contradiction which he had him
self written, This may refer to D. 174 (6) but I think it probably refers to an 
earlier letter as that is dated the end of ',May some time after this speech. Then 
he. comes to the same subject of the failure of the British Trade Union Congress 30 
to help the strikers and their final despatch of a sum of £200. On the other hand 
he stresses the way in which the R. I. L. U., without cver being written to, sent 
Rs. 21,000 for the Bombay Textile workers. Then he comes to the telegram 
asking for help from Moscow which was never sent off, but nevertheless was 
printed in the " Statesman " evidently with the idea of frightening people who 31S 
might otherwise have helped the strikers. Then he goes on to preach by im
plication the idea that the State is the instrument of the capitalists. He em
phasises that ilie officer next to the Viceroy has no authority " to do that which 
is the duty of the ruler, of the ruling power, viz. to' save the weak from oppres-
sion by the strong. And if they have that power, they will not make use of it, ~ 
till ilie policy of this Government undergoes a wholcsale change." It looks very 
much as if in this speech Ghosh was speaking with a lawyer's caution and hinting 
that it is not the policy of the Government which needs to nndergo a wholesale 
ohange but the Government itself. Then at the end we get a passage about econo-
mic justiee and political justice in which he says: "These things which occur,- " 
one of the chief reasons therefor is that in our country we all now realise that 
the fight for economic justice to us is practically identical with our fight for 
political justice. Can you ever, about your struggle now proceeding, say to a 
ooolie or worker or to a man who is employed in a mill, that he will only fight for 

0. P,137o. economic justice to himself, and not for political justice. If once you infuse 50 
into him a sense of justice, if once you rouse his manhood, he will never make any 
discrimination lUI to whose interests may be affected." Here again the under
lying suggestion seems to be the familiar one that the economic fight must be 
turned into a political fight. 

Ghosh accused made a short speech at Bauria on the 8th July 1928, the gist . M 
of which was reported by P. W. 98, Sub-Inspector H. V. Bam in P. 2222. In 
tills he is reported to have said that " it was the Indians who were instrumental 
in bringing about ilie ruin of India, otherwise two lakhs of Europeans could not 
rule 30 crores of Indians. The fact was that these two lakhs of Europeans had 
2 crores of Indian servants. The Gurkha soldiers, the sepoys, the Indian Police, 00 
and the Baboos were to be dreaded all the more. He argued how in England 
the labourers freed themselves from fetters by even calling nnderground 
meetings when labour agitation was prohibited by law." Ghosh accused has 
given a long explanation of this speech at pages 1134 and 1135 of his statement. 
It may be correct but there is nothing in the evidence to support it except the 6~ 
statement of P.,W. 98 in cross-examination that the general object of the meeting 
appeared to him to be to explain the utility and object of formation of Labour 
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. unions, but thai of course would not explain the reference to underground 
mcetings. 

: . Anollier speech by Ghosh at Bauri~ and in fact the last speech of Gho~h 
aooused which has been put in evidence is the onc made by him on the 15th July 
1928, the gist of which was reported by P. W. 98, Sub-Inspector H. V. Bam ill 5 
.p, 2223. In this speech he condemned violence on the part of the workers and· 

o. P.-I37I_ asked the workers" to fight through the Union in a peaceful manner as violence 
would in no way improve the situation,. on the contrary it would bring police 
in their midst, and hamper their cause." He also advised the workers of the 
two other mills at Bauria not to go on strike as by going on with their work 10 
they would be able to help their fellow ~orkers and it would be convenient to 

0, P. 1372. 
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the Union to give relief to the men of one mill only. ' 

. - Turning now to Ghosh aooused's private activities the first matter for con
silieration is his clounection with Donald Campbell (George Allison). In this 
connection we have to consider Ghosh's statement, some defence exhibits and 15 
a . few prosecution exhibits.' ,Ghosh aooused has dealt with his relations with 
Donald Campbell in his statement on pagcs 1049 to 1053 of the statements of 
the aooused and also in his statement in the Lower Court P. 2599. The state
ment in this Court unfortunately is full of irrelevancies and fails to give any 
very clear idea of when the acquaintance between Ghosh accused and Donald 20 
Campbell started. In this counection Ghosh has mainly referred to his state
molnt in the Lower Court from which I find that according to Ghosh he first came 
in contact with Donald Campbell in December 1926 just before the meeting of 
the E. C. of the A. L T. U. C. held at Calcutta on about the 18th December 1926. 
HIl says that he understood from Campbell then that he was trying to bring 25 
about a settlement between the two factions in the Bengal Trade Union Federa-
tion. (In this counection reference may also be made to the statement of 
~r. N. M. Joshi, D. W. 26.) About this he says: " Twice he came to my place 
to discuss these things, and the last time he came the day before the E. C. 
meeting was to meet. He said if he were able to bring about a settlement he 30 
would let me know at my office at 34 Bow Bazar Street before the E. C. meets. 
About two hours before the meeting I sent a note from the office to him at the 
India Association Hall and that letter was answered by him. My subsequent 
relations with him were those of a lawyer and client: and any information which 
I received from him was strictly that as between a lawyer and client which I 36 
cannot divulge." The reference here is to P. 77 (I. C. 15) a letter dated approxi-
mately the 18th December 1926 recovered in Ghosh's search. In this Donald 
Campbell writes to Ghosh : " I am in receipt of your note and although not fully 
conversant with what transpired at 12 Dalhousie Sq. yesterday afternoon I am 
fully aware that as the time for'the E. C. meeting drew nigh the environment '40 
and the tension grew increasingly unfavourablc. I can only, regret that the 
fatcs made it impossible for something tangible "to be done and hope that by 
!lome means, at present unapparent, a resolution will be forthcoming." Fur
ther information in regard to this dispute in the B. T. U. F.' can be found iIi 
D. 391 at pages .10, '42, and 43 and In D., 753. Coming back again to Ghosh's 4.5 
statement in this Court he stated at page 1052, referring to this statement about 
his meetings with Domild Campbell in counection with the E. C. meeting of the 
A.L T. U. C., that Donald Campbell" introduced himself as a Miner and Trade 
Unionist who had come to India to study the movement. I never knew the con
nections and the associates he had in India besides Messrs. Muzaffar Ahmad and 60 
Soumyendra Nath Tagore whom be introduced to me as gentlemen who had 
interested themselves on his behalf and one of them stood surety for him. " 
Which suggests that Ghosh did not know Muzaffar Ahmad or Tagore befol1l 
December 1926, a suggestion the truth of which I find it difficult to accept. 
I do not really understand Ghosh's statement in regard to his association with M 
Donald Campbell. At page 1050 be speaks of .. our conversation which was 
Dlostly confined to the actual state of things in England. as far as the growth and 
organisation of British Trade Unions are concerned." That again is a state
mllnt which I find it hard to believe. Campbell had been in India for well over 
6'months at this time, and that is not the subject which would really have 60 
interested him and Ghosh as a subject for conversation. Then, without ever 
giving any idea of what opportunities'be had for conversation with Campbell 
Ghosh says at page .1051 : .. Campbell and I parted as best of friends when he 
WIlS taken in custody to stand his trial at Bombay." Then after an impertinent 
and irrelevant digression on the subject of the severity ,of the punishment 65 
awacled to Oampbell as compared with, the treatment by the Government of 
Inspector Derojinsky 'he goes on to say .. As a Trade Unionist of great British 
~oo . 
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:experience whose conversation I found verv instructive I did riot scruple to 
associate with him as I did in spite of the fact which he knew very well that he 
and I would never expect to see eye to eye on the question of Communism. But 
'with all this personal intimacy Campbell never took me into his confidence more 
'than was absolutely necessary for him in regard to the case before he knew that 
the r'sse waR to be transferred to Bombav. 'Even the fact that he was a Com
munist he did not disclose to me till he engaged me to appear on his behalf." 
Bllt Ghosh has very carefully abstained from explaining how much in the way 

10 
of interviews he had with Campbell between the time he met him first in con
nection with the dispute in the B. T. U. F. and the time when Campbell engaged 
him to act as his lawyer, which would presumably have been about the 23rH 

o. P. 1374. January when Campbell was arrested. It may be noted that both P. 77 and 
P. 50, the only exhibits in this connection, are undated. The acquaintance would 
seem at any rate to have extended from December 1926 to the 12th of February 
1927, on which date Ghosh accused sent to Bakhle at Bombay the telegram, 

fl. P. 1376. 

P. '1354 (3) (I. C. 21) which runs as follows :'. Inform Ginwalla Campbell 
Arrives Bombay Monday Morning Via N agpur Arrange BaiL" There is one 
other letter touching on Ghosh'lI association with Campbell, which should be 
mentioned here. That is P. 24 (I. C. 319). dated the 7th December 1928, a letter 
written by Ghosh accused to Mr. N. M .. Joshi, in which he speaks of his asf!OciA
tion with Saklatwala, Campbell (Allison) and Spratt as something on which he 
'had been able to base certain conclusions in regard to the Communist. It is in 
the hght of all this that we have to consider Spratt ar.cused's letter to Ghosh 
dated the 16th March 1927, P. 38, (I. C. 29). In this letter Spratt writes: " I 
was asked to get in touch with you by my friend, Mr. Campbell, who gave me a 
letter of introduction to you. Unfortunately I gave the letter by mistake to 
Mr. Bose whom I met here (Delhi) at the Congress. I wish however to meet 
you when I come to Calcutta in a few weeks' time. Meanwhile Campbell wishe4 
me to approacll you with a view to your going to Canton in May of this year t9 
represent the A. I. T. U. C. at a Pan-Pllcific T. U. Conference. If this can b~ 
dcne officiaHy, I will put your name forward, with your consent, as a delegate, 
If it cannot be done officially by the T. U. C. ie. if Joshi & Co. refuse, we wish 
you to go unofficially. In either case your fares will be paid. Will yon in reply 
tell Mr. Mnzaffar Ahmad, by whom I am sending this letter, whether yon agre, 
or not, and let him communicate to me' If you agree to go, I should like to 
diSCIISS the nature of the Congress and your report and so on with you before 
you go." 

Now we know that Spratt accused had been in touch with Campbell in· 
Bombay, while Campbell wa.s on bail there. In ·fact they were both living in 
the Y. M. C. A. Further than thi!l we know that Campbell and Spratt both came 
to India in furtherance of this conspiracy, and one of the ideas was to link up 
the Indian movement with the P. P. T. U. S. then in process of formation .. In 
these circumstances the fact @f Ghosh being approached by Spratt after eon
snltation between Spratt and Campbell to go to the Canton Conference cannot 
be regarded as withont significance. Another point in this connection is the 
obvious fact that although it was hoped that Ghosh might be sent in the guise 
of a representative of the A. I. T. U. C., still it was clear that it was not the 
A. I. T. U. C. whom he was to represent. but the persons or organisation for 
whom Spratt was speaking, when he said: "We wish you to go unofficially, 
if it cannot be done officially." Ghosh received this letter from Spratt on the 
20th March, vide the entry in P. 46 on that date: "M. A. came with a letter 
from S." , '; 
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Now Ghosh accused says in his statement at page 1052 that he did not give 
the matter (of Spratt's letter) much thonght, because he had no intention of 
going there (to Canton). This may be so, but I find it difficult to reconcile it li5 
with the evidence. In his diary, P. 42, Ghosh has noted the address and tele
phone number of MackiQ.non Mackenzie and Co., and the Consul General for 
Japan and the Public Inquiry Office. Then on the 31st March he wrote a letter, 
D. 246, as Hony. Secretary of the Indian Journalists' Association, asking 
Thomas Cook & Sons Ltd. to supply him with information as to (1) the fares 60 
for Hongkong, Canton, Hankow and Shanghai-first class and second class 
etc ...... (3) how long does it take for a man from Calcutta to reach 

P 376 HODl!'kong or Canton.. To this Thomas Cook & Sons Ltd. replied on the 2nd 
o. . 1 . April in D. 247, furnishing him with RlIch information as was available an4 

reminding him that passports were necessary. -Ghosh made a note of the, in· 65 
formation contained in this lctt('r in hill diary, P. 46. Next on the 2nd April 
Ghosh himself as Secretary of the 'Indian Journalist!! ,Association issued to ~ 



,~tors and proprietO'rs of newspapers anQ·jO'~rnaltdn llndi~,~ (ljJ)calal' ,lettllr. 
A. 180, suggesting ,that jO'urnals in In.dia might cO'mbinlt to' send. aA.eplJtatWJ1 
of trained jO'urnalists 0'1' failing that at least O'ne to study the situation in C~ 
~th an unbiased mind and keep O'n supplying news as long as they or he w:oul~ 
.lIe there, besides explO1'ing the PO'ssibilities of organising Bureaus fO'r the !lUPply 
:of accurate infO'rmatiO'n:. In the last paragraph O'f this letter GhO'sh asked ea,clt 
.addressee to' give the matter his earnest attentiGn and to' let him (GhGsh) !mOW, 
within a week frGm the date of receipt, his opinion frO'm the business pGint"qf 
view and the jGurnalistic PO'int O'f view.NGw the defence suggestion is t4a.t 

I i these enquiries. frGm ThO'mas CGGk & SGns were with respect to' D. 180, but. i;t 
is O'bviGusly equally pGssible that the whO'le of the enquiries, and the isslJe O'f 
D. 180 were all.made'with a view to' render it pGssible fGr GhGsh to' aciceptt;he 
'invitation contained .in Spratt's letter, P. 38, Bearing in mind that GhG~~ 
Recused was at this time Gn the staff of the" Amrita Bazar Patrika " arid w.Guld 
'not have wished'tG IGse his pGst by gGing O'ff to' .CantGn asa representativo I of 
the A. I. T. U. C. 0'1' of Spratt and his friends, it WO'uld be very natural fGl".hitd, 

'. in' view of his pGsitiO'n Gn the Indian Journalists' A~sO'ciatiGn, to' try to' get Ici. 
o. p .. lm. excuse fGr being sent as a jGurnalist in such a way that he might nO't ther~b1 

lose, tO'uch with the newspaper,.Gn which he was emplO'yed. Ghosh accused' iii 
the course O'f the PrGsecutiGn arguments referred apparently in answer to. this 
snggestiGn to' P. 26, the minutes Gf the meeting Gf the B. T. U. F. held O'n the 
9th April 1927.: In these prO'ceedings there is a reference to 8. letter,frO'M 'th~ 
Administrative Secretary of the A. I. T. U. C. with reference to' the Laboill' 
Conference at. CantGn, which is evidently a reference to' P. 2517, the lette*, 
issued by the General Secretary O'f the A. 1. T. U. C. O'n the 5th April 1927 asking 
the members O'f the E. C. of the A. I. T. U. C" whether they apprGved Gf authotisL 

ing Thengdi and Ghate, who had expressed their willingness to attend tM 
Pacific T. U. CGnference at CantGn O'il the 1st M:ay 1927 at their own expense; 
to attend the CGnference as delegates Gf the A. I. T. U. C. The B, 'r. U. )!'~ 
decided that in view of the shO'rtness O'f the nO'tice it was. nGt cGmpetent tGgiv~ 

~. ~ an opinion one way or another. Ghosh's suggestion, I suppose, is that this 
decision by the B. T. U. F. supports sO'mehowhis view that he· never intended 
to gO' and the view that the inquiry he made frGm ThGmas CGGk &; SGns was .ill 
quite & different connectiO'n. But bearing in mind the comparative dates, it 
does nO't seem to' me that the decilliO'n recGrdedin P. 26 has any effect at alL. 
The' mere receipt of P. 2517 must have made it clear to' Ghosh that differe~ 
arrangements had been made and that the prO'Posal made to him by Spratt no 
longer stGGd. The decisiO'n recorded in P. 26 dO'es not seem to prGve anything 
whatever one way or the other. ,. 

We have next to consider the relatiGns O'f GhGsh accused with SG~y~dr~ 
Nath TagGre. It will be remembered that according to Ghosh he first cam.~ 
into contact 'with this gentleman in December 1926 or January 1927, when 

G. 1'. we. Tagore and Muzaffar Ahmad were intrO'duced to him by DGnald Campbeu.: 
Tag,Gre went to' EurGpe in April 1927. The first letter wl1.ich passed between 
them and which is on the recGrd i.s P. 72 (1) (F,C. 341), a letter dated the Sret 
January 1928 found in GhGsh's pGRsessiGn in March 1929. It begins: "t 
have not had any letter frO'm YGU fGr a lO'ng time. I trust YGU gGt my letter 
all right fI, clearly indicating that thcre had been cGrrespGndence between Gb.O's1/. 
and TagO're befGre. . On the (lther hand the tGne is sO'mewhat fGrmal. This 
letter speaks of a Trade UniGn Conference in Germany, to which TagGre wishe, 
to' submit a report abGut Trade UniGn difficulties in India from GhGsh.The 
·repGrt .should give an account Gf the histGrical aspect Gf the T. U. MGv~ni~nl 
in India with aooounts O'f concrete particular Trade UniGns. Thc writer the~ 
gives GhGsh an address clG Miss Agnes Smedley. P.79 (F. C. 737) dated .the 
7th February 1928 is apparently 8. draft or office CGPY O'f part Gf GhGsh's reply 
to P. 12 (1). In the printed exhibit this draft is mixed up with a draft letter 
to' Miss Agnes Smedley apparently written at the same time. The whGle Gf thi~ 
dJ;aft to .Miss Agnes Smedley is to be found in D. 212. This letter to' 'ragGre. 
80 far as it goes, refers mainly to' TagGre's prGPosal in P. 72 (1) and in a pre, 
ceding letter nGt in evidence to' O'pen a LabGur InfGnnatiGn Bureau in EurGP~ 
on behalf of the A. I. T. U. C. He had no doubt alsO' suggested supplying ,tb..11 
Indian Journalists' AssO'ciation with news, frGm this Bureau, as GhGsh'.s letDilr 
encloses a resGlutiGn passed by the AssGciatiGn O'n the subject. The prGpGsal 
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was apparently .for an GrganisatiGn fGr the exchange O'f accurate LabGur newa 
t·) from India in return for accurate fGreign news frGm EurGpe. In this letter' 65 

(), P. 1379. Gh.oSh mentiGns that fO'r the last twO' weeks he had been b. usy abGut the Harta~ 
ob~qusly meaning the Hartal whichtGGk place. at the time O'f ~he landing;.,o~ 
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. the Simon Commission. It may be convenient to' dispose of the letter to Agnes 
'Smedley here too. Its only importance is that it contains a reference to Ghosh '. 
scheme for sending a delegation of journalistll to China. The circular issued 
by Ghosh on the 2nd April 1927 had referred to a deputation of journalists, 
'and it had therefore seemed that there might be some special significance in 5 
the use of the word' delegation' in Ghosh's notes in his diary P. 46 in regard 
:to the fares to Hong Kong and Canton, which were lmdeI' the heading" Delega-
tion to China ". The entry in this letter to Misll Smedley shows that he was 
using the words 'deputation' and 'delegation' interchangeably, and that 

., therefore no special significaillce can be attached to the entry in P. 46. . 10 

The third letter which passed between Ta~ore a:nd Ghosh is P. 76 (F. C. 
429), a Bengali letter dated the 12th June 1928. In this letter Tagore mentions 
the previous discussion about the News Agency, and a letter written by him 
'on the 24th April. which is not in evidence. He snggests Ghosh's coming over 
to Europe for 6 months on behalf of the B. T. U. F. Then he mentions Dange 15 
as if he were a person with whom Ghosh was acquainted. Then we get a men-
tion of the article regarding the Trade Union Movement. which Tagore had. 
asked for before and had evidently by now received. lIe promises that it will 

,'.' shortly be put into print, but he insists that what he wants from India isa ,. 
detailed picture of the daily life of Indian labourers in all industries. Then he 20 
mentions .having remitted £60 each for a paper for Kali Daa Babu's Jute 
Workers' Association of Bhatpara and for the Bombay Textile Workers, the 

0, P. 1380. money having been sent in the former case to Mnzaffar Ahmad and in the latter 
i' to Dange, and says that he has got a pl'omiS1l of £20 a month for each paper. 

He also asks whether he can help Ghosh's Press Employees' Association in any 25·' 
way. Another remark worth noticing in this letter is the reference at the bEl'
ginning to the Left Wing paper, about which, Tagore says, he had written to 
Ghosh in his letter of the 24th April. This letter com'eys the impression that 

.. ". Ghosh is in fairly close touch with Muzaffar Ahmad., On the other band, there 
js no very definitely Communistic suggestion in it. 30-

The laAt of these lette~s is P. 2008 (F. C. 503) dated the lst August 19213; 
In this letter we get ref!'!l'ences to th!! Labour Bureau, the Press Service and 
GhoRh's article on the' Indian Trade Union Movement '. In connection with 
the Press Service Tag-ore complains that Ghosh has not done as much as ". a 
Madrasi named Namhiar" who has made an arrangement with the Free Press 36 
whereas Tagore and Miss Smedley liad been hoping that Ghosh would make an 
arrangement from the Indian end, which would seem to indicate that Ghosh was 
a little lukewarm in carrying out the requests he received from Europe. Coming 

, . next to the main point of this letter, name)y the question of affiliating the Indian 
Trade Union Movement to one of the two Internationals, the letter contains 4().. 
more indication of Tagore's point of view than it does of Ghosh's at this date. 
Ghosh appears to have said that it was suicidal to tie the All-India Trade Unio,n . '" 
Movement to the tail of the 2nd or 3rd International. While accepting the view 

: '. that a mechanical affiliation of the Indian movement to any foreign movement 
was undesirable Tagore says that an analysis of the ideologies of the two move- .6 

o. P. 1381. ments is e~sential and leads him to the conclusion that the second ideology, that 
is the ideology of the destrnction. of capitalism, is the right one. Affiliation 
he thinks is unnecessary, but on the other hand he cO:nsiders it quite essential 
that the Indian movement should avail itself of the experience of the world 
Labour Movement. He goes on to condemn the reformists and the scoundrels 50-
of the British Labour Party. Talking about the money for these newspapers 
he says that the donors do not want to exercise any authority over the move
ment in India, but only want a guarantee that the money will not be misApent. 
Tagore himself personally desires that unions should be formed in all key 
industries and be rescued from reformist leadership. There is another indica- IS5 
tion her!'! that Tagore was by no means certain of Ghosh's position. . A little 
further on in this letter (at F. C. 505) he says: "I shall be obliged if you 
will kindly let me know the policy on which you want to conduct the paper on 
behalf of the Federation." Ghosh llRS disenssl'd the correspondence between 
him and Tagore at pages 1029 to 1034. I find it difficult to understand Ghosh's 60 
idea in his statement. He seems to have thought it useful to offer the Court a 
whole heap of information, whether true or false it is impossible to say, because 
in support of it there is practically no evidence .. As far as relates to the in
nuendoes and hints like the one that the prosecution must have been in posses-
sion of many more letters, which were intercepted while passing between him M 
and Tagore, it is sufficient to pomt out that. no proper cross-examination was 
directed to eliciting evidence in support of the suggestion. All this evidence, 
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therefore, haS to be judged ~ii. its meri~s entirely, disregarding the Bupple
mentary unpronld material with which Ghosh in a manner entirely unbecoming 
to a trained laWyer has sought to coilfuse the issue. However, taking thll 

O. P. 1382. eOITespondence as a whole and comparing it with the correspondence which 
passed over the same period between Tagore and Muzaffar Ahmad, it is obviouS 
that there is a cons~~erable difference. Tagore. of cou~se could not, be in I!-~Y 
doubt about the peslbon of MUlll1ffltf Ahmad, wIth. whom. he had belln assoCIat-
ing for more than a year ih the Pl'aSRllts' and Workers l Party and probably 
earlier. On the other hahd it i~ clear that np to the last he was not certain 
what Ghosh's position was. _ ' 

There is a little evidence in Ghosh's case of association with Communist 
organisations in England. This c·onsis!s of thee letters P. 30 (F. C. 335), 
P. 167 (F. C. 228) and P. 168 (F. C. 229). The first of these is a letter dated 
July ]927 from Ghosh accused to Harry Pollitt of the National Minority Move
ment acknowledging a letter dated the 17th June which had teen delayed in 
transit and was received on the 11th July. In this letter Ghosh acknowledges 

·thll receipt of sample copip.~ of literature and asks for a message of goodwill 
for the All-Indian Press Employees' Conference to be held on the 13th & 14th 

\ 't... August. P. 167 dated the 3rd August 1927 appears to be H. Pollitt's reply to 
this letter and was recovered in the search of the B. T. U. F. office. This is a 
letter written by H. Pollitt as General Secretary of the National Minority Mov:eo 
ment addrcssed to the Secrctary B. T. U. F. sending the be~t wishes of the 
Minority Movement to t"c Second Session of the All-India Press Employees' 
Conference. r. 168 is a similar le~ter datE'd the 5th August 1927 from the editOli 
of the" Sunday Worlrcr" (William raul) to the Hony. Secretary; AU India 
Press Employees' Conference sending greetings on behalf of the "Sund~y 
Worker" and expressing a hope th:\t the Conference would strengthen the 
organisation of Indian workE'rs to fight Imperialism. Bearing in mind the 
date and occasion of this correspondence, I do not think that it would be reason
able to attach a great deal of impor~ance 'to it. 

o. P. 1383. We come next to Ghosh's relations with Johnstone of· the ~eague a~itinst 
Imperialism and Ryan of the P. P. T. U. S. With Ryan Ghosh's ar,quaintance 
appears to have been limited to inviting him to attend a meeting of the Bengal 
Trade Union Federation, where he introduced him to a nUmber of peol,le. .A& 
regards Johnstone, there is a good deal of evidence of Ghosh's connection with 
him. It apparently began with the letter P. 84 dated the 25th November 1928 
from P. C. Bose of the Indian Colliery Employees' Association, Jharia, introduc
ing J olmstone as the delegate of the League against Imperialism to the Jharia 
COllference. Following on this we get P. 526 (7) and P. 526 (9) indicating 
an attempt to Ghosh to introduce, Johnstone to Spratt accused. P. 27 is Spl'a~t 
accused's reply to one of Ghosh's notE'i'!. Then on the 2nd December we have 
P. 2224, the report of a speech by Johnstone at Bauria, where he was accom
panied bv Ghosh, Mittra and Chakravarty accused. Like Ryan Johnstone als() 
attcnded" some proceedings of the B. T. U. F., vide the minute-book, P. 26, and 
we also get some mention of him in Ghosh's own diaries. P. 80, a document 
recovered in Ghosh's possession, is a cable from the League against Imperialism 
at Berlin to Johnstone instructing him to attend the National Congress and the 
Conference of. the Independence League as well as the A. I. T. U. C. The fact 
of this document and P. 81 being found in Ghosh's possession sllggeRts rather. 
close association between Ghosh and Johnstone. This document P. 81 is a state
n;.l'nt by Johnstone of his experiences in India ending in his arrest. It would be. 
reasonable also, I think, to attach some value to the fact that this document is 
in .. Hhosh accused'a handwriting, though bearing Johnstone's signature. 
Ghosh's l'xplanation (given in his statement to the Lower Court) was that this 

e. P. lS8ll. letter was dictatE'd to him by Johnstone with instructions to fill in the date 
and blind it over to the press after he was arrested. That mayor may not be 
true (there is.of course no evidence to support it) but in any case the fact that 
th'l document is in Ghosh's handwriting indicates close association between him 
and .Johnstone .. Bearing in mind the position of );he League Against Imperial
ism as a specifically revolutionary organisation such close relations ~usi .be 
regarded as baying some importance in Ghosh's case. 
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'Va have next to consider the relations between' Ghosh and the BeIlO'a}. 
Workers' and Peasants' Party. It is not contended by the prosecution th:at' 
Ghosh was a member of the Bengal Workers' and Peasants' Party. '1'he smF' 
gestion rnther is that there are instances of association with it such as justify &5 
an Jnference that both were working for the same ultimate objects. tn this ('onc: 
nection we IlUTe to considei' the nature of the docUments' recovered in Ghosh'S' 
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seaa:ch. 'These include P. 23 the Manifesto of the W. P: P. to the Indian 
National Congress, Madras,' P. 40 the short report of the Bhatpara Conference, 
P. 52 and P. 53 copies in English and Bengali of the E. C. report for 1927-1928 
presented to the Bhatpara Conference of the Bengal Peasants' and Workers' 
Party and included in " A Call to Action ", P. 85 a copy of the Manifesto of IS 
the Co=unist Party of India to the All-India National Congress at Gauhati, 
P. ~1. a copy of ~he Trade Union Movement resolution and P. 56 a copy of the 
Pohbcal ResolutIon, both adopted at the A. I. W. P. P. Conference in Decembor 
1928. ']'hese documents are not very numerous and certainly do not lead to 
any very gefinite inferences in the case of a Labour worker who was taking liS 10 
wide an interest in Labour and social questions as Ghosh accused. P. 2510 is 
however a document, which stands' on a somewhat different footing. 'l.'his is a 
version of the programme of the Bengal Peasants' and Workers' Party and its 
preamble in Ghosh's Own handwriting. This document was recovered in the 
search at 2:1 European Asylum Lane, the headquarters of the Bengal W. P. P., lIS 
vide the evidence of P. W. 48 Sub-Inspector Shamsuddin Ahmad when recalled 
on the 26th .January 1931. Ghosh's explanation of it at page 1074 is that it is a ' 
translation of a Bengali printed leaflet or manuscript which was handed over 
to him by Mm.affar Ahmad with a request to him to render it into English. 
Ghosh says that this was perhaps some time about the middle of 1927 and addll: 20 
"It was, I understood from him, the progra=e of the Peasants' and 'Vorkers' 
Party of Bengal and an English translation of it was urgently required for 
circulation. ltis a translation of p. 1414 B." P. 1414 B is the copy of the 
programme in Bengali, which was sent by Muzaffar Ahmad to Mukherji accused 
at a much later date. There is of course no evidence to support Gho,sh's state- 25 
ment about this document. But it is difficult to understand why an English 
translation should have been required urgently and if so why Muzaffar Ahmad 
could not have made it himself. The document tallies very clo~ely with tile 
" Whereas ., document P. 1017 prepared at Bombay in about February 1927 and 
would therefore have been available in English in Bengal at a very early date. 30 
Moreover the list of demands contained in it appears to tally exactly with those 
contained in .the Appendix at pagE' 56 of " A Call to Action" and these were 
formulated at the second conferenee of the Peasants' and Workers' Party of 
Bengal held on the 27th February 1927. In these circumstances I find it very 
difficult to decide what value is to be given to the fact of P. 2510 being in 35 
Ghosh's handwriting. 

o. P. 1386. The other important fact which associates Ghosh accused with the Work-. 
ers' and Peasants' Party is the fact to which I have referred earlier that he 
certainly did visit the First A. I. W. P. P. Conference at Calcutta for at any 
rate a short time and he is proved to have been present in the procession which 40 r 
marched to the Congress Nagar on the 23rd December, vide the evidence of 
P. W. 90, Sub-Inspector Abdul Rashid Khan. The, only cross-examination of 
this witness on the point is as follows: "I knew K. L. Ghosh accused before. 
It is not a faot that he was not in the procession." There is as a matter of 
fact no reason whatsoever for disbelieving the statement of this witness and the 45 
importance of that fact IS that Ghosh accused suggests that he went to the 
A. I. W, P. P. Conference once only and that on the 23rd December. He says 
he wanted Bradley to go to Bauria and that" Bradley made an appointment 
for himself and his friends for the 23rd December and asked me to pick them up 
from Albert Hall in the afternoon as thev would be there at the time in connee- 50 
tion with the Conference." Further on he states that he found the Conference 
in a state of great disturbap.ce and that Bradley expressed his inability to go 
in view of the state of things. However he (Ghosb) went with Mr. Kulkarni 
'lnd 1wo or three others to Howrah but as thev missed the last suitable train 
decided'to postpone the visit. The weakness of this story is that the procession 55 ' 
on the 23rd of December had bp.en arranged beforehand (see P. 549(12» llnd 
the CQnference met a little earlier that day and the sitting ended at 4-15 p.m. 
instead of much later in the afternoon specifically because of this procession. 
It is then·fore nnlikely that Bradley could ever have made an appointment to 
go to Bauria that day. In fact it may well be doubted whether he could possib- 60 
lv have agreed to go to Bauria on any of the days fixed for the Conference. 
. Another important piece of evidence in this connection is Ghosh's diary, 

P; 44. which contains entries on the 21st, 22nd & 23rd December in regard.to 
'the Session of the A. 1. W. P. P. Conference. At least one of these entnes 
looks more like an entry of something attended than of a future engagement. 65 
There is also in the same connection an entry in Ghosh's other diary for 1928. 
p, 41, against the date 27th Decembe.r but with a note against a number of the 
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0. P. 1387\. entries"" 21st ~'; '1'hese"entries' relate ;to his expenditure' on going to. the 
Albert Hall (where the A. I. W. P: P~ Conference was held) and from there to 
Howrah with Kulkarni and other leaders and, back again. This would appear 
to indicate -that if there is any truth in the particular account given by Ghosh 
of'an abortive attempt to take some of the W. P. P. leaders to Bauria it took IS 
place on the 21st, that is the first day of the Conference, and not on the 23rd. 
IIi: the light of these facts I am not prepared to accept Ghosh's story that'he 
only went to the Conference on this one occasion and in the circumstances 
described. In any case there is no evidence whatever in support of the story 
althongh Ghosh accused did actually produce in Court a number of witnesses. 10 
Moreover, as has been pointed out, Ghosh has himself stated at page. 1073 that 
he did not see anything wrong in attending the Conference. At the same time 
he sng"g'ests that he would not have gone there, because, whereas in 1927 the 
W. P. P. had very little acti'lity to its credit which conld result in a clash with 
the B. T. U. F .• by the end of 1928 relations bctwecn them were strained. 15 
Hence he says it was nm.likely. he would have gone to the Conference, and he 
endeavonrs to get ronnd the evidence of' P. W. 90 by saving that it is not diffi-
cult for people in P. W. 90's position to know him (Ghosh). But that is a very 
different matter from saying that one Raw him on a particular occasion taking 
part in a particular demonstration. This matter of Ghosh's attending the 20 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference and taking part in the demonstration on the 23rd 
December seems to me to be one of the facts which tell definitely in favour of 
the prosecution theory. 

Closelv connected with Ghosh's relations with the W. P. P. are his relations 
with Muzaffar Ahmad accused. The prosecution theory is that political re- 25 
lations between Muzaffar Ahmad and Ghosh were satisfactory but that there 
was side by side with this a personal hostility which led to Muzaffar Ahmad 
taking every o]'lportunity to criticise Ghosh. Ghosh accused's contention on 
the other hand is that their personal relations were always cordial, that there 
was no personal feeling between them, but that there was always a disagree- 30 
ment on political matters. It was presumably in order to support this view 
that there was no personal hostility between them that Ghosh accu~ed, at page 
1057, stated that what made him keep in touch with Muzaffar Ahmad after 

o. P. iass. their first meeting was that he always used to consider Muzaffar Ahmad as 
the victim of miscarriage of justice. One wonders why. One also wonders 36 
why knowing Muzaffar Ahmad's past activities and the aims and objects of 
the Party of which he was one of the live wires at the moment Ghosh thought 
him a good person to keep in touch with and hav,e cordial relations with. One 

'\.. also rather wonders what the evidence is of these cordial relations. I certain-
f' ly do not remember that Ghosh accused was able to point to any. Tbenhe 40 

proceeds to say that he, and Muzaffar Ahmad both criticised one another pub-
licly and it was for-these political reasons that Muzaffar Ahmad brought out' ,.,' 
Ghosh's reformism and Ghosh objected to Muzaffar Ahmad's Communist 
idE>as. Ghosh has alluded to some of these criticisms. -The first is an 
editorial in "Ganavani" dated 26-7-28. P. 593, written a fortnight after 45 
the Bauria strike. was established. In thiR Muzaffar Ahmad had rriticised 
tbe foundation of the Bauria and Chengail Unions as contrary to the T. U. C. 
prineinle of one union for every .indu~try. Ghosh's answer to this was the 
one given by him ·in his letter to N. M. Joshi. P. 24 (I. C. 318) dated the 7th 
December, where he objected to KaH Dae Bhattachariya's idpa that all the 50 
unions formed in the industry should be branches of the B. J. W. A. and put 
forwl!rd his own view. that the unions should go on being formed and should 
later consolidate themselves. on the basis of federation or of one union with 
branches spreading out in the whole jute area. Ghosh alleges that the differ-
AnilE' of opinion betwE'en him and the B. J. W. A. arose from the fact that after 55 
failine: to settle the dispute hetween the two OVE>rlappinl!' unions in the jute area; 
namely the B. J. W. A. and the Kankinara· Labonr· Union, and finding that 
the whole organised labour force in the jute area was only about 3,000 workers 

, Ollt of 3t lakhs, he obtained a small grant from the E. C. of the T. {T. C. in 
-0. P. 1389. Febl"lary 1928 in order to make a move in regard to the' organisation of jute 60 

workers. He had at first thought of ot:ganising the Champdani Labour League, 
but :whl'n QPportunities .offered at Bautia and. Chene:ail he took them in· pre-. 
fcrcnee Dnd hence incurred the hostility of the B. J .. W. A. and asthe·B. J. W. A-
wns affiliated to the W. P. P. the hostility of the W. P. P. also. He illustrated' 
the extent of this hostility bv referring to "Inprecorr" of the Brd January 65 
1929 part of P, 2491,(a) which contains @ article entitled 'f The Bauria, Jute 
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MmLockout in' India;;b; one M. Ali who, he suggests, is possibly Sep~si. .• 
It is of course much more likely that the article emanated from Muzafiar Alitbatl. 
This article criticises the reformist leaders M. K. Bose and Kishori Lal Ghosh. 
Ghosh accused has given -a long account of this article in his statement at pa~B 
1062 and 1063 presumably with the intention of showing that not only the 6 
W. Po. P. but the, W. P. P.'s masters also regarded him (Ghosh) as a reformist. 
that is to say I suppose in order to bear out his general contention that the 
differences between him and Muzaffar Ahmad were political. In the same con
nection.Ghosh has referred to Spratt's letter P. 2419P. (F. C. 607) dated the 
23r4 October in which, speaking of the Bauria Jute Mill strike, Spratt says to 10 
Page Arnot: " Tile situation is that the oldest Jute Union, the Jute Workers' 
Association, is led by us, but there recently have been established at Chengail 
and Bauria separate unions .under. the rather reactionary leadership of, the 
Bengal Trade Union Federation. When the lockout took place at Bauria, the 
Association, instead of helping and getting support, simply stood aloof and did 16 
nothing. I have been to Bauria a number of times sroce I realised what was 

'0. P. 1390. happening to persuade the Association to alter its policy but without success. 
The Federation is naturally making much capital out of it. The feud has, as 
usual, assumed an intensely personal form and to act correctly in such circum
stances is very difficult." Another document which has been referred to as 20 
leading to much the same conclusion in regard to Ghosh's political position in 
the Trade Union Movement is a much earlier letter D. 140 (1) dated the 24th 
January 1928 in which Muzaffar Ahmad ,replying to a letter from Spratt, 
written by Spratt from Bombay shortly after the Madras Congress, wrote in 
regard to the Dockers' strike in Calcutta in the following terms: _ " Daud and 25 
Ghosh have some differences among themselves but are quite at one about 
the keeping of Communists and Radical Trade Unionists out of the Labour 
Movement." .-

Lastly we come to the long dispute between Ghosh and Muzaffar Ahmad in 
regard to the -money sent by the Girni Kamgar Union for the Bauria strikers: 30 
Ghosh accused has dealt with this matter at pages 1090 and 1091 of his statement 
and I have already given a full list of the letters which passE'd in this connection 
at an earlier Iiltage, see page 642 above. It will be seen that Ghosh accused began 
to move fictively in this matter on the 3rd January 1929 when he wrote to Dange 
accllsed at the T. U. C. office in Bombay asking him to send the promised contri- 35 
butior..from the G. K. U. to him as Provincial Secretary, A. I. T. ·U. C. and 
President (If the Bauria Jute Workers' Union as promptly as possible as the 
situation was urgent. Ghosh claims that he received no reply to this lettel' 
and tha~ the first he heard of the grant of money by the G. K. U. (which actual-
ly sanctiolled a grant of Rs. 1.000 on the 16th January) was when he got the 40 
telegram D. 208 (8) from D. W. 35, R. R. Bakhle on the 24th January. On 

p. P. 1391. re(,eipt of fbiR telegram GhosH sent a note to Muzaffar AhIl).ad in reply to which 
< Uuzaffar Ahmad wrote back in P. 70 (I. C. 88), dated the 24th January 1929 

but ruisnated 1928. In .this letter Muzaffar Ahmad told Ghosh that he had in
formed R. R. Mittra accused to arrange a meeting at once" where I wanted ~ 
to make over the money in the presence of the workers". Meanwhile however 
as the Rtrike collapsed Muzaffar Ahmad said that he was in doubt what to do 
nnd had wired to the G. K. U. for instructions. On the following day, that is 
25th January, Dange wired to Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 396 (1. C. 88) "Sorry 
Bauria collapsed yOUII'. telegrl)m spend on them as you think best." On the ISO 
eame day Muzaffar Ahmad paid Ghosh a sum of Rs. 100 out of Rs. 500 which 
he had receiyed. On the 29th January evidently in answer to a further request 
for money from Ghosh Muzaffar Ahmad wrotE' : " Dear Comrade Ghosh, I have 
already /riven you Rs. 100 to conduct the cases. I do not know why you are 
again asking me for money. I shall go personally to the Court tomorrow and ISIS 
see how .the things go OD- I shall take with me some money there and pay 
~f necessity arises. In the mcantime please give me the iWtailed account of 
Re. 100 which has already been given to you.'~ This letter was recovered in 
Ghosh accnsed's possession with a draft reply on the baok of it which shows IlQn
siderabl"e annoyance on Ghosh's part at Muzaffar Ahmad's attitude. He begins: 60 
" I confess I am a bit surprised at your reply yesterday to my letter of that 
requesting you to pay me a further 8nm of Rs. 150 in ('onnaction with the cri
minal cases pending against the Bauria workers." He goes on to criticise 
the suggestion that he should give accOlmts of every thing spent at that stage 
and to promise that a full account will he- given and will be published in due 86 
coursE'.. l''inally he suggests that. there are only two alternatives either_ that 
Muzaffar Ahmad should give him mQney to conduct the cases or that he (M. A.) 



~. 

0< P. 1382:'!;ho~ld take charge of them himself. It is evident that Ghosh must have Written 
to Mr. N. M. Joshi complaining of this as there' is a letter in evidence from 
N. M. Joshi, D. 208 (4). dated the 9th Febmary. in which he saYfI in regard to 
the'money from the G. K. U., " of course the Communist Union in Bombay does 
not WBnt to hand' over the money to you". That of course only represents 
N. M. Joshi's view of Ghosh's position. On the 11th February Muzaffar 
Ahmad wrote to Ghate inP. '1335- (1. C. 368) stating that he was spending the 
G. K. U. money in con(Jlucting the cases of the Bauria workers. Then on the 
16th we get a letter from Ghosh to Dange, D. 565. In this letter Ghosh gives 
a full history of all that had taken place in connection with this grant from the 
G. K. U. for the Bauna workers. He explains' that after obtaining the first 
RS. 100 he met Muzaffar Ahmad and it was decided that the money (from the 
G. K. U.) wonld be spent on the cOnduct of the cases ,and IlPpeals. Then he 

10 

gives the history of his request for a further Rs. 150 and the reply. Subse
quently he says he' learnt that Muzaffar Ahmad was acting behind his back in IS 
connection with the cases and he remarks : "1 need not enter here into the 
1\'8.Y your Party in Bengal behaved throughout tho strike and how some of them 
ewing to personal grudge-for anything I know they might have against me
conducted themselves-whose conduot contributed not a little to failure-but 
what 1 want to know is that why this money was sent. to Muzaffar who did not 
even visit the strike area more than once or mce during the entire period of 
the strike instead of my own self through Congress who had undertaken organi
sation as Secretary of the above' Federation under a mandate from Congress, 

20 

Even if it was sent to him, why WBS he given so wide discretion which he was 
to use without consulting even me. Was it because he belonged to your Party t 25 

o. P'. 1393. Is it the intention of your Party that the money was to be utilised to carry on 
propaganda against me rather than that it should be devoted to the relief of the 
workers 1 1 would be highly obliged if you kindly reply to my letter." This 
letter was written from Delhi and in it Ghosh asked that the reply should be 
sent to him at Calcutta: It is a letter which as it seems to me tells on the whole 30 
in favour of Ghosh's contention that he never actually belonged to the same 
eamp, as Muzaffar Ahmad and the Workers' and Peasants' Party. Lastly 
I should perhaps note .that it is in Ghosh's handwriting and was recovered in 
Dange's search, vide the, sfatement of P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. Patwardha.n: 

On the 19th February we come to another letter from Muzaffar ,Ahmad to 
Ghosh P. 73. This seems to me to express both personal and Party hostility. 
He' ssys : .. I received the letter you wrote to me on the eve of your departure 
for Delhi, I received one plote this morning. The terms you have used in 
your letters are extremely objectionable. You have no right to use such expres
sions about me. I did not bungle with the" Girni Kamgar Union" moneY,on 40 
the other hand I tried my best to see that none else including you 'are allowed to 
bungle "ith the amount." _There is 'more in the same vein. Then in the last 
paragraph he says : " You must have known that f-or this money I am personally 
responsible, not the workers' and Peasants' Party. Again' Messrs. R. R.. 
Mittra and Bankim Mukerji were not working under my instruction nor they 45 
are member .. of our Party. ' So it is no good to talk frivolous things about the 
Party., I had to spenij) money through Messrs. Mittra and Mukerji because 

.th.ey attended the court while you wlUlted to finish your duty by writing letters." 
Fmally we get Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to Dange, General Secretary of the 
G. K. U., P. 955 (1) (1. C. 382) dated the 1st :March.1929 in which so far as 1 can DO 

o. P. 1394. see there is no real sign of personal feeling, Muzaffar Ahmad makes a great 
deal of the mismanagement of the funds in the hands -of ~he office-bearers of the 
Bauria: Union, their failure to malte lmy announcement to the workers about 
receipt of money etc. and ends by saying: " I have informed them that unless 
Mr. Ghosh comes out with the aooount, and remaining sum of Dundee (about 54. 
R,s. 150) be sp~nt~ I am not going to par IJ. single rupee. Because it is useless 
to pay money' m that way. I 'shaU let you know the later development soon,'· 
The reference to Dundee money il\ to a sum of £40 from the Dundee Jute and 
Flax Workers' Union mentioned e!l.rlier in the letter. Taking this correspond-
ence as a whole 1 find it difficult to reconcile it with the prosecution contention 60 
that Ghosh a.ecused's differences with. Muzaffar Ahmad were based purely 011 
personal feelmg. • ' . ' ' ' ' 

I ('.ome now to 'the point on which perhaps the strongest reliance has been .' 
p.la~d by. the Crown in the case again~t Gho~h DeeuBed'. namely his close assa- I 
e1!lhon 'Wlt~ Spratt accused and' certam cunous matters in connection there- 65-
WIth.' Til-elI' first contact subsequent to Spratt's letter P. 38 of the 16th March 
~oo . 



o. P. 1395. 

1927" in regard to Ghosh's -going to Caliton must probably -have been: at- the 
CaW'llpore -Session' of the- A. I. T. U. C. in November 1927 which was followed 
~y t.heirrueeting at Clilcntta 'before Spratt went to Madras for the Indiail: 
National Congr~ss. Spratt :writing to Dutt in P. p26 (29) sometime early in 
JallUary ]928 dIscusses vanous people whom he had met in Call1Utta during 6 
the 10 days which he spent there. In this letter he mentions Kali Das 
JBhattachariya) and a numb~r of. others. Speaking of Ghosh he says: "He 
IS an h~nest man an~ very In!elli~cnt. He" controls." only one Union, the 
Pl"e~s Workl'rs'. He 18 rather mclmed to be statesmanlike like Joshi but is im
proving. He has a ~erpetull:l difference with Kali Das though they h~ve certain 10 
mutual respect. Mnnal Kanti Bose, otherwise similar to him is not impro'IT· 
ing. ': li'urther on he says about Ghosh: " He does not like di;pleasing people, 
and. m a~y ~ase has to go carefnlly to avoid the formation of a majority bloc 
agaInst hUll m the Bengal T. U. Federation." By" statesmanlike" and" im
proving"'I take it that Spratt means reformist and beginning to take an interest 16 
in ideas other than reformist. --

. It is I find difficult to estimate the importance to be attached to the fact that 
money was received by Spratt at Kishori Lal Ghosh's"address in Calcutta at the 
.time of his stay in Calcu.tta in December 1927. There is no question in regard 
to the fact which rests on P. 2429 series and P. 2430 series along with P. 1516 20 
to P. ]5]9, all at F. C. 324 to 328. Spratt had already given the Y. M. C. A. 
people in Bombay an address clo' Muzaffar Ahmad 80 that he was not really 
under any necessity to give Ghosh's address in Calcutta and the only explana,-
tion possible is that he regarded it as in some way preferable. There is equally 
Ino satisfactory explanation as to why the telegraphIC money order for £40.of the 26 
P. 2431 ~eries (read with P. 1530 and P. 1531) was addressed to Spratt clo 
Kishori Lal Ghosh. This'll.IIlount is of course the one sent in. June 1928 which 
was accompanied by the message .. For representative Manchester Confer
ence." 

Apart from these money orders we have also to consmer the circumstances 30· 
in regard to. several letters which came to Spratt addressed clo Ghosh in one 

. war or another. The first of these is P. 2002 C (F. C. 513) the letter signed 
'.J' making enquiries about" a couple of fellows in Manchester, Rhuden aud 
Uke-Rhug." This is a letter which gave rise to a good deal of trouble. It was 

. interccpted and copied at Calcutta on the 19th Angust 1928 by P. W. 97, Sub- 36 
o. P. 1396. Inspector A. K. Sen, who took the typed copy produced by the prosecution in 

the Court to be the one which he made at Calcutta at the time of interception 
nearly two years earlier. He was cross-examined' about the letter at some 
length but never seems to have felt any doubt. The defence'S interest wall no 
doubt ~timulated by the typist's initials R. H. coupled with the figure 1011 at 40 
the foot of this copy which had as a matter of fact been made in the Home 
Department or the Special Office at Delhi presumably jp January 1929. The 
witness was -also cross-examined as to whY the letter was copied and the en· 
velope photographed. The answer to that "is of course that the address was in 
longhand Ilnd might easily be identifiable whereas the letter was a typed lette!:. .5 
Another point on which the witness was cross-examined was ~ to the existene& 
.of an inner envelope. He at first said ' no ' but after consnlting his notes h& 
.deposed that the letter was contained in an inner envelope which however bad 
-no address on it. But the value of that statement again was somewhat weaken-
·cd by his saying l8.ter that he did not remember whether the inner envelope had 50 
-on it the words" for P. Spratt" or not. A curious feature in connection with 
-this documl'nt was that when this witness was recalled six months later in 
.January ]931 it was found that the left band bottom corner, bearing the initials 
R. H. nnd the date, had been torn off. No argument has however been based 
(In this matter and indeed it is obvious that none could, because what was 56 
written there had been so bronght to the notice I>f the Court when the matter 
first came up (imd it had in fact come on reCord in cross-examination) that it is 
impossible to understand with what object anybody could have torn the exhibit. 
flo I may leave that entirely out of account. It certainly seems probable that 
jhe inner en.velope must hav,] had something on the envelope to indicate that it 60 
was- to be gwen to Spratt accused. 

O. P. 1397. P. 2001 the second letter kno'!ll to hav:e been sent to Sp~att through Gh,?sli 
accused is a letter Rhmed • C whI('h was mtcreer,ted and wlthheld along With 
the enclosure P. 200{ (1) on the 30th December 1928. It is a letter dated the 
12th December 1928 which is proved to have emanated frOm -C. P _ Dutt but 65 
it is signed only with this letter • (}'. It l'UllI! 88 follows: "Dear Comrade, 

-'_4. 
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le.IIHnclosing with this note a copy of a letter addressed,tcdhe -+. ,1. W. P. ~, 
()onference in Calcutta. You would be doing a great service if you. would 
make sure that Philip gets this letter with the least possible delay as I do not 
know how to send it to him." The enclosed letter P. 2001 (1) was the E. e. C. I. 
letter addressed to the A. 1. W. P. P. Conference at Calcutta, another copy ot IS 
which ""as recovered in due course in the search' at 211 European Asylum Lane and is in evidence as P. 478. It is difficult to draw any inference from this 
letter save that Kishori Lal Ghosh and C. P. Dutt were known and I think: 
one might fairly say well known to one another. It also of course, clearl.)r 
~ndicates close association between Ghosh and" Philip 'I. 10 

. , The next letter of the same kind is P. 526 (44) (F. C. 749) an unsigned 
letter from C. P. Dutt to Spratt dated the 11th January 1929. This is a letter 
which we find from the interception copy pf it, P. 2004P, to have been addressed 
to Mr. P. Spratt clo Kishori Lal Ghosh. P. 2004P was not actually put. in 
evidence in the Sessions Court but I take it into consideration none the less. It 15 
is curious that it should have been so addressed because it haa written on the 
top the words" Please forward " from which I should be inclined to assume 
that the writer 'intended first to address the envelope to Ghosh but chan~ed 
lIia mind. {rhis letter was actually delayed in transit owing to its bemg 
aQm:essed clo Ghosh because at the time of its arrival in Calcutta Ghosh 20 
~nsed was away and as Spratt was 110t liviIrg with him it was not taken over 
for delivery. 

Cl.. P. 1311B. In additi~n to these letters and money-orders two telegrams also appeat to 
IIave been addressed to Spratt clo Ghosh. ,The first of these is not in evidenCl\ 
but is mentioned in Ghosh's letter to Spratt, P. 526 (13), which is to be dated 25 
somewhere about June 1928. ,In this he says: "I enclose herewith a telegram 
-and I owe you an apolo/lY. The telegram reached me in' the dusk of the 
evcning and the postman said it was mine-I signed it, took it to light and 
withont looking at the envelopo tore it open. But subsequently I came 'to 
realise when it was too late that it was yours directed to my " care". However 30 
the mischief is done, but is it really a greater mischief than that it has been 
known exactly by those of, our wives' brothers who are paid to poke their noses 
into 'other people's affairs ,.. I think one might reasonably infer front the 
'Wording of this letter that at this period at any rate Spratt's and Ghosh's political 
opinions were not the same, so that it might be supposed undesirable that Ghosh 35, 
should see the contents of a telegram addressed to Spratt. Another telegr~ 
which eame to Spratt clo Ghosh. is P. 2189 (F. C. 514) the,telegram from John 
.. Send urgently preferably wire information con:fidencs placed Orm Massel 2 
others in Manchester" which 'as we know was closely connected with ths lettel' 
P. 2OO2C ·(F. C. 513) and was referred to by Spratt )Vl'iting to Page Arnot in 40 
P. 2419P at F. C. 607 (611) and to which he actually replied in P. 2190 (F. q. 
i17). , 

In connection with this contention that his address was used by Spratt a& 
a, cover address Ghosh accused has put forward a good deal of argument in his 
statement at pages 1043 following. He particularly contended that it was not 45 
fair to draw an inference of intimacy from Dutt's signature in P. 2001. He 
alleged that an examination of the exhibits would show that Dutt " is guided 

0. P. 13119. rather by the whim of the moment or if I may say so by the exigency of the, 
, JIloment " (in the matter of the use of his full name or a squiggle in signing 

letters). In SllPIMlrt of this contention Ghosh accused referred to certain letters 50 
from C. P. Dutt on the record, namely P. 526 (44),:P. 526 (42}, P.1233 and P.1348' 
(34). Unfortunately there is no force in this argument. Ghosh says that 
P.526 (44) is signed C. P.'Dlltt, but that is unfortunately incorrect, the letter 
being one which is not signed at all. P. 526 (42) he has described correctly. 
P. 1233 is a letter which there was no reason for not sending openly, and the' g5 
same is the case with P. 1348 (34). It will indeed be found that all the letters, 
which C. P~ Dutt signed with his full signature, afe letters in the case of which 
a secretive signature like the kind of C, which he has used in P, 526 (42) arid' 
P. 2001, would servs no purpose at all. 'On the .other hand in all the letters,'~ 
which there is some cryptic phrase or some reason for concealing his identity, ,60 
Dutt uses either this letter C or a sqUiggle, or does not affix any signature at 
all A mors difficult question is whether there is necessarily any real signi
:lieance in the use of this signature in this letter to Ghosh. Knowing as he, 
IllUst do that Ghosh wos well acquainted with Spratt and must know him .8S' 
Philip Spratt (Spratt was sufficiently notorious in India by this time), Dutt 6q 
might have reckoned that even without knowing precisely who the person was 



who had signed .P. 2001, Ghosh W~lUld probably carry out hiarequest and 
!ieliver the enclosure, that is the E. C. C. I. letter; t~ Spratt. 
. In regard to the money-orders sent t~ his address for Spratt Ghosh tltated 

at page 1046 that he had an idea that Spratt'R people at home were sending him 
money, so he never gave a thought to it. It is true that one of these money-. 

o. P. 1400. orders, the one received in June, was apparently brought to Ghosh's house on 
a number of occasions, but I do not think one can fairly infer from that that 
lie must have read the message which accompanied it. If he did not read it 

I' t~~:~:t ;:ld hbe ~~~~d t~~t P~~~;!rul~ :;v sti!~thx::~~\~~~~~~e th~ !:~e f~~ 
again· and Ghosh would inform him that Spratt was still away. 

We get more ill regard to Ghosh's Telations with Spratt from Ghosh's 
diaries and from his statement to this. Court. There are numerous mentions 
of Spratt in Ghosh's diary -P. 41 beginning from the 20th March 1928. For 
instance on the 5th April he has an appointment with Spratt to come to him 
With the prospectus and the paper. On the 30th April he pays Rs. 41- to Spratt 
for Chengail expenses. Spratt's name again appears on the 26th JlUle in 
connection with Chengail. After that he does not appear again until the 27th 
October, but after that he is mentioned ·on the 2nd November, 14th November, 

"" 18th November, 21st Novemper1 23rd November and 26th November. More 
important perhaps are the entnes in the diary for 1929, P. 43. The first of 
these entries is on the 28th February 1929, where Ghosh writes : .. Spratt came 
and (I) had a prolonged talk with him. Told him everything about the imperti
nent letters Muzaffar wrote to me. He could not justify them. Gave me hints 
that there is no love lost between 97 Cornwallis Street and 2111!luropean Asylum 
Lane. K~ Das has been expelled from the Party. Bankim and Radha Raman 
:have made co=on cause with Muzaffar'S opponents." Ghosh had another talk 
with Spratt on the 6th March, about which he writes: ...... Spratt came in the 
evening. Promised Spratt to hunt up Campbell's letter and give it to him next 
time. Had a talk about the enquiry he conducted as also the position of things 

o. P. i~l. regarding split. He says Bankim and Radha Raman being outsiders got into 
the Party under false pretences and quarrelled." 

. Coming now to Ghosh's. statement, Ghosh contends that these notes and 
diaries show that Spratt told him very little, and that too in answer only to en
quiries. However at the end of this passage on page 1098 he says: "I am 
certainly not going to deny, in whatever light the prosecution may choose to take 
it, that I had very close personal relations with Spratt, and this intimacy was 
possible because each of us exactly knew the outlook of the other, and we agreed 
to differ on political matters. We had in our long conversations very little 
(' time) to talk and discuss either about the inner working of the Federation or 
of the Workers' and Peasants' Party, but we used to have frequent talks and 
discussions on the Labour Movement and on other subject." On this subject 
he enlarged considerably on page 1099, where he said that " perhaps with no 
one in India outside his Party members Spratt had such intimate personal 
relations as he had with me." Ghosh devoted the whole of pages 1100 and 1101 
to what is· practically a panegyric of Spratt, ending with a statement in the 
middle of page 1102 which really amonnts to no more than saying that in Ghosh's 
mind they were close personal friends and .. each was glad to work with the 
other as far as he might." 

There is one other matter in connection with relationtl between Spratt and 
Ghosh, which is to be considered, namely the telegram sent jointly by Spratt 
and Radha Raman Mittra to Saklatwala in connection with the Bauria strike, 
to which 1 have alluded in dealing with the case of Mittra accused. I have also 
alluded there to the arious letters in that connection including the one which 
mentions Ghosh as having been furious about it. At page 1092 of his state
ment Ghosh maintains that this was due to the telegram being in contravention 

o. P. 1402. of a resolution passed at the Cawnpore Session of the A. I. T. U. C. to the effect 
that no individual union or per~on should approach any foreign body for help 
except through the A. I. T. U. C. I do not really think that the matter of this 
telegram throws much light on the position of Ghosh relatively to the conspiracy. 

:: Another matter which we have to take into account in assessing his position 
is the fact that he was associated from time to time in one way or another with 
a great many persons, who have been definitely found to hav~ been members of 
the conspiracy, for example Dange, Chakravarty, <:!oswann, Shamsul .Huda 
and Radha Raman Mittra. So far as Chakravarty IS concerned there ~ not 
much evidence, and Ghosh at paga 1()!)6 says that he probably saw him at 
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,Lillooah. ,With Goswami he admits that he came into touch in connetcion with 
'the Scavengers' strike. Shamsul Huda, he says, he met at Bauria and invited 
to addl'ess the meeting. As' a matter ,of fact there is a mention of Huda ill 
the diary P. 41 against the date 14th November 1928, where Ghosh has 
written : "Had some talk with Shamsul Huda, who agreed to work at Chengail Ii 
under my instructions." At page 1105 Ghosh proceeds to give Huda a certi
ficate in respect of his honesty, becanse he says, Huda told him that he did 
not agree with his political views. As regards Radha Raman Mittra Ghosh 
had a good deal to say and explained that it was at his instance that Mittra 
was elected Secretary of the Bauria Jute Workers' Union. It will of course 10 
be remembered that at that time Mittra aecused had not developed in the manner 
in which he developed later. I should note that there are a good number of 
mentions of Mittra in the diaries, and that on the whole these entries suggest 
that Ghosh and Mittra did not work very well together in double harness. 

G. P. 1403, Lastly in the case of Dange aecused we have mainly to consider Ghosh's letter, 15 
P.86, (L C. 83) dated the 3rd January 1929. Ghosh's real point in writing this 
letter was to get money for the Bauria strikers, but the letter opens with some 
very fulsome compliments from him to Dange. In this first paragraph Ghosh 
says: "We missed you very much, believe me (at Jharia), and were surprised 
to,find that the Party for which we all know you did so much (was) giving 20 
preference to Joglekar over you in the selection of the Assistant Secretary to 
the Congress. At Cawnpore I found you to be the hot favourite and Joglekar 
not very seriously taken. What can have happened, in the meantime excepting 
the fact that Joglekar is hand and glove with Bradley that he would become 
the hot favourite at Jharia' However that is not our lookout. As soon as we 25 
found out from the statement made by Bakhle that you did not expressly express 
any (lisinclination to stand as a candidate for the Assistant Secretaryship, as 
we were led at first to believe from what J oglekar said, we all voted solidly for 
you. Your party, if you permif me to be frank, does not consist of so many' 
members having any adequate intellectual equipment that it can afford lightly 30 
to throw over one who 'is perhaps the most intellectual amongst them, especially 
during his absence." Side by side with thiS', however, we have to put the letter;' 
D. 565, to which I referred in cOimection with tlie Bauna money. I think it 
would he impossible not to regard these letters as definitely dissociating Ghosh 
aecused from any connection with the Workers' and Peasants' Parties. There' 35 
is one other document, which to some extent connects Ghosh with Spratt and 
Dange, namely Spratt's letter to Page Arnot, P. 2419 P (F. C. 607), dated the 

, 23rd October 1928, in which at F. C. 611 Spratt says: "About Research work, 
G. ,po 1404. I am afraid I have to report a complete blank. Dange has done nothing m 

Bombay, on account of the strike, and Kishori has the same record here, for 40 
less tangible but equally formidable reasons." It is really rather hard to know 
quit~ what Spratt meant by associating himself with Dange and Kishori here., 
There is some evidence that Ghosh was interested in Research work and had some 
relations with the L. R. D., with which he has dealt at page 1019 following. He 
himself says that he made some enquiries from Spratt accused and ultimately 45 
received from him a document ,very similar to the paper D. 92 put in from the 

~ , European Asylum Lane search by Spratt aecused and stated by Spratt to be a 
copy of the note on the subject, which he sent to Ghosh from Ondal or Asansol: 
The evidence does not seem to me to be sufficient to establish any real personal 
connection between Ghosh and the Labour Research Department. 50 

Pos~ibly the most peculiar feature of Ghosh's relations with Spratt aecused, 
is the fact that. we do not. find Spratt ever seizing an opportunity to expos~ 
Ghosh's refol"IIllst tendenCles. Even when the occasion must have been present 
by virtue of their working together in strikes Spratt aecused never seems to have 
done anything of the kind. The prosecution contention based on this naturally 50 
is that it indicates that there was no difference of opinion between them so far 
as relates to the objects for which they were working. On the other hand it 
seems to me that there is another possible point of view. As Crown Counsel 
has frequently pointed out, Spratt accused never seems to have wasted very 
much time on anyone whom he. did not think likely to be useful. He gave a 60 
.certain amount of time to Dewan Chaman La! at an early stage, but,after that 
he gave him up entirely. But the explanation of his persevering with Ghosh 
and not seizing opportuuities to expose his reformist tendencies may be only 

G. P. 14106, that he had hopes that Ghosh Jnight in the course of time come to-be of service; 
Ghosh held a useful position as Secretary of the Bengal Provincial Branch of' 65 

" the Trade Union Congress and Spratt may (leaving out of account their personal 
friendship) well have thought that it was ,wiser to go on, so to speak, .. nursing .~ 
IAJIlCO " " ' 
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~oElh, 'I'}8Il"bio111a!rly 'as 'the W6TKers" and Peasants" Party "WaS aiming at anB 
lindeed making 'good 'Progress towards achieving 's 'Co=umBt majority on tho 
·1. [. T. U. C . 

. As for Ghosh's point ·of view in regard to 'Co=unists in the Labour Move· 
..naent, <it ,is ,expressed at 'Page ill!l.i1.where he says he attacked the 'Communists 5 
ID.Ot because they were ICo=unistsbut because of their failure to act up to 
,their professions 'and their .acting in a 'Way which was <inconsistent with their 
j>rofessions. He thought rthat they appeal"ed to t:q"oceod on the as!lumption that 
.if the coulitry 'Was fIIo 'attain ,its salvabion, it must !be ihrough that particular 
'party, ,otherwise let the country [~or:in this ~ase !the worlcimg :class) be ,damned. 10 
!A.lld ,to 'some 'extent ,that is the point of -view which Ghosh 'exprp.ssed in his 
letter to MJ:. N .. .M. Joshi, P. 24 .(1. ,C. '319). where he eriticises tbe so-called 
Communiflts as typified in the 'membersof the Bengal W. P. ,P., whom he 
found to differ ·.greatly from what ,he expected from Communist 'literature and 
item ·hisacquaintance 'with Saklatwala, Donald :Campbell RIld Spratt. The lIS 
p1'osecntion ·have 'contended :that this is not an attack on !real CommunistR land 
11hat :is of 'COUTse penectly true, ibut it is 'an attack on ihe Irepresentatives of 
Communism with whom 'Ghosh was eoming mainly tiIrto, contact and with whom·one 
should in this case . expect rto :find him cooperating ,at any Tate :to so.me extent. 

0.1'. 1406. We bave now .to ·,consider the .documents recovered -in 'Ghosh .accused's 20 
search. We find among these P. 2-1 .a copy af the Communist Manifesto tby 
Marx and Engels, P. 31 and P. 32 copies of the" Masses of India" for Jul, 
and September-October 1927, P. 33 ,a copy of the " Vangnai:dof Indian Inde
pendence ".for September 1922, P. 48 the Labour International Handbook ,for 
1921, ·P .. 49 ,a bound volume of " Langal ".and " Ganavani " with a slip con- 2:· 
taining the· address of Upadhyaya's Indian .Seamen'sUnion ,in London ,and 
also the address of tragore .in Berlin, P. 54.a :copy of " Inprecorr " of 1923, 
P. '55811other copy of the" Masses of India" ,for ,June 1927, P. 57 aoopy of 
the" 'Sunda.y Worker "dated 8th July 1928, P .. 58, P. 59; P. 60, P. 61 and P. 62 
more .copies of" Inprecorr " of 1922 and 1923, P. ·63 a copy of .the "·Labour. 30 
Monthly'" for August 1927, P. 64.and P. 65 two more copies of the "Vanguard 
of Indian Independence" dated the 1st June and 1st .September 1922,P. 87.a 
copy of Stalin's" Leninism '~P. 8Sa copy ofZinovicv's book entitled" Russia's 
Path.to Co=unism ",.P. 89 a copy of John Reed's" Ten days.that shook ,the 
World'!, :P.90.acopy of ·the ,thesis entitled" The Revolutionary Movement ,in 35 
fhc C.olonies·" '(frequently alludedto.earlier) andP. 9Lacopy of Bukharin's 
.. Lenin .as a Marxist ".Ghosh has stated that he ,obtained the ,bulk .of these 
tbl'ough .the newspaper office in which he was working and contends at page :ll77 
that" a liournalist worthhis:salt--not to.speak.of a trrade.TInioniBt-who takes 
note of the International currents of .thoughts and ideas in the Labonr Mave- 40 
ment of .the world, oannot ,fail to .be interested in -the ,authoritative . exposition 
of an jrleology which .now influences the 'practical policy of one 'of the greatest 
Stlitesin .the world." . AU .these .books 'and newspapers certainly do ,indicate a 

. ver.y:keen .interest -in ·:Co=unism and ,their .presence .has -therefore .to be taken 
o. P. 1407. irito consideration, ·but.it is obvious that.they cannotllY them.qelves prove parli. 45 

clpation in .the ,conspiracy. 
tAnother /important :set of items iin Ghosh's rsearch lis ,the· series of .diaries, 

P.4] to P. 47. tI:havealluded to,lthese,diaries!already<from:time to:time,'and 
there are only a few points to which I need now draw attention in them. P. 47 
his diary I'or 1.92T'contains againBtthe date ·January 'the 6th the address of 60 
.Muzaffar Ahmad and" Ganavani", about which he says that the fact that it is 
.entered 011 that particular date does not mean that he came to know Muzaffar 
Ahmad then. This diary also contains the addresses of Shib Nath Banerji and 
Jhabwala which are to be found in the pages for memoranda. Coming to 1927 
P. 42 contains a number of entries from the 5th January to the 14th February 55 
in connection with the case of Donald Campbell. P. 46 is the diary which eon
tains·theentries in regard to Spratt's letter P. 38 and the enquiry in regard to 
lftresto Hone; Kong. 1t also contains pinned to the front page a visiting·card 
of Kedar Nath Sehgal of the" Khab'!-rdar" office of Laho~.e, that is to ~ay 
Sehgal accused. This diary also contams the address of MaJld accused, whlch 60 
appt'ars on date November 21st as. follows :-" Mr. M. A: Majid, Secretary, 
Punjab Press 'Vorkers' Union, Mochl Gate, Lahc.re " . .commg to 1928 we have 
two diaries, P. 44 and P. 41. I have already dealt With a goo~ many 'of !he 
entries in these diarie.! and need only.mention that P. ~l 'IIlenhol!8 a meetmg 
.with.Radha Raman Mittra on ·the 18th JanuaJ;Y,.an appomtment WIth Muzaffar 65 
Ahmad on the 20th. a letter to 'l'ngore on 'the 9th 'February and a letter to 



Mukherji accused at Gorakhpur on the 16th April, in addition to entries with 
regard to Spratt which I have quoted earlier. In P. 44 we find the address of the 
League against Imperialism in Berlin entered against the date Novem-

(). P. l~ bel' 28th and at the end the references to the A. I. W. P. P. Conference 
and other Conferences which followed it, to which I have referred al- li 
l"I.'ady. It also contains· a note of the telephone number of the Bengal Workers' 
and Peasants' Party. There is one other entry to which I will allude later. 
Coming to 1929 we have the two diaries, P. 45 and P. 43. I have already quoted 
from these diaries, and probably the only other item in them which is interesting 
from . the point of view of the prosecution is the entry in P. 45 on the 1st 10 
January, where he says: .. One of the things memorable in the history of 
the Indian National Congress in the year just expiring is the number of mes-
sages and (f of) goodwill it has received from far and. near .............. The 
National Minority Movement of England and the National Party of Tunis under 
the iron heels of France are the two most iJnportant bodies which indicate how 15 
the freedom movement in India is attracting world-wide attention. All-India 

,. Trade Union Congress has also Afr. Johnstone from Lcagne against Imperialism 
and Mr. F. J. Ryan and from Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat." Now as op
posed to these 'entries more or less tending in favour of the prosecution view of 
Ghosh's political aims and activities, we have to take into con.s:ideration the fact 20 
that at the beginning of his diary for 1928, P. 44, and again at the begiuning 
of his diary for 1929, P. 45, we find Ghosh writing a kind of personal meditation 
in regard to his views of life, and it is only fair to say that in both cases this 
review of his position is not such as we should expect from a man working for. 
Communist aims. 24 

There is no doubt that the prosecution have established a n1lIl!ber of points' 
against accused Ghosh. We have 1i.rst of all to consider his admitted close 
association with Donald Campbell and with Spratt aoonsed. In connection with 

0. P. l~. the latter 'we have to consider that this was on his own statement an unusually 
close friendship, and that as a result of it Ghosh accused did receive a number 30 
of letters and telegrams intended for Spratt. We have it further that as early 
as 1927 he was regarded as a. suitable person to be sent to represent Campbell's 
and 8pratt'sprinciples at the Canton Conference. Then we have it that there 
was a good deal of cooperation at one time or another between Ghosh and the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party, although it is quite certain that there were also 36 
disagreements between him and that Party and specifically between him and 
Muzaffar Ahmad. Then again we have to remember that he undoubtedly 
took a very keen interest in the I{ubject of Communism and that early in 1928 
his speeches indicate that he was moving in the same direction as the members 
of the Workers' and Peasants' Party. On the other hand, although the whole 4j) 
of these facts constitute very grave grounds for suspicion, I have been unable 

"to find any evidence, which clinches the case against Ghosh by proving an act 
definitely in furtherance of the objects of tne conspiracy. The act which comes 
to my mind nearest to being. such an act is his participation, so far as it i.a 
proved, in the A .. I. W. P. P. Conference and particularly in the procession taken 46 
'Out by the leaders of the Party on the 23rd December from the Sradhanand 
Park to the Congress Nagar. But a,gainst this it is to be remembered that the 
evidence on the record as to what Ghosh was doing between the date of that 
Conference and the date of the searches and arrests in March 1929 does not 
show him to have been worldng with the members of the conspiracy and for the· 50 
ends of the conspiracy. -

_ In the light of all these facts, while I am of opinion that Ghosh accused was 
rightly committed to this Court for trial and has from time to time tottered oil 
the brink of participation in this conspiracy, I am ilot convinced that he has ever 

o. P. woo actually done so. He is therefore in my opinion entitled to the benefit of the 1i5 
doubt. Agreeing with all1i.ve assessors I hold that Ghosh accused is not proved 
to have participated in this conspiracy and acquit him accordingly. 
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'PART' :XXXVI: 

o. P. WI. ,,", I come next 'to the case 'of' Shih. Nath Barierji accused. But before going 
:~~BH :i~to ,the evidence in his case it is necessa!y.first to go i~to the histo~ and POS}
BAIiERli tU)U. of the Bengal Jute Workers' AssoClation. Accordmg to the eVldence this 

21.' organisa1;i,on was formed in January 1925 as the result of the amalgamation of 
three previously existing organisations the Gauripur Works Employees' ASBO

,ciation. the Naddea Millworkers' Union and the Reliance Labour Union. D.68 
'a bOOklet, to which Kali Das Bhattaobariya' the original organiser of the 
'B. J. W. A.deposes, shows thl;1t in 1925 Kali Das Bhattachariya was Secretary 
,and SideShwar Chattei-ji General Secretary. In 1926 Shib Nath Banerji 
accused becanie 'General Secretary and Kali Das Secretary. We have it from 
Kali Dasthat in'1926 he; Shib Nath Banerji and Sideshwar Chatterji were 
the persons' controlling the Association. About' the middle of this year 

'Gopendra Chakravarly accused is said to have come and joined the Union. 
Though not given any office, he used practically to do the work of a Secretary. 
At the meeting held on the 1st January 1928 we find from P. 283 that Kali Das 
was elected Pre'sident and Treasurer and (''hakravarty accused Secretary while 
Shib Nath Banerji became an ordinary member of the Executive Committee. 
Another accused who came in at this election was Goswami who was elected one 
of the three Vice-Presidents. ' Meanwhile on the 24th September 1927 the Bengal 
Peasants'- and Workers' Party wrote to the B. J. W. A: suggesting that it should 
affiliate itself to the W. P. P. and it appears from item 1 (a) at page 47 of " A 

,w· Call to Action" that this affiliation actually came about in October 1927. The 
O. P. 1'12. E. C: report which mentions this fact goes on to record that " reorganisation 

and extension of the work of the Association are now being carried on." This 
report is the report of the E., C. of the Bengal P. W. P. for 1927-28 and must 
have been written early in 1928. In these circumstances it is of particular 
interest in thll case of Banerji accused to find that besides Kali Das he, 
Chakra'varty and Goswami accused were the most consistent and regular attend
ants at the meetings of the Execntive Committee of the Association. There are 
in P. 283 minutes of meetings held on the 1st January, 22nd January, 22nd April, 

, 17th June, 12th: August and 9th September. Excluding the General Meeting on 
the 1st January we find, Shib Nath Banerji was present at 4 of these meetings, 
Chakravarty at 4 and Go swami at 3. 'The B, J. W. A. was very closely asso-' 
mated with the Annual Meeting of the Bengal Peasants' and Workers' Party 

,held at 'Bhatpara on the 31st March and 1st April 1928. In this connection we 
llave in evidence leaflets in Hindi and Bengali P. 355 recovered in the search 
of the Hajinagar Branch of the B. J. W. A. and the Bengal Paper Mill Workers' 
Ullion. This is a leaflet dated 22nd March 1928 issued by the Peasants' and 
Workers' Party notifying the Annual Meeting and statin .. that" the office of 
the Bengal Peasants' and Workers' Party is located at 211 European Asylum 
Lane. If however brother peasants and workers want to know more about the 
Annual Meeting they can have it from the office of the B. J. W. A. at Bhatpara." 
We further find from" A Call to Action" at page 1 that the Conference was 
held in " a Pandal erected near their Central Office by comrades of the 
B. J. W. A." In the same paragraph we find tha:t representatives attended from 
the B. J. W. A. which fa affiliated to the Party. At this meeting of the W. P. P. 
the new Executive Committee which was elected included Goswami, Kali Das 
Hhattachariya and Gopendra Chakravarty an members of the B. J. W. A. 

o. ';1613. Continuing the external official history as it were of the B. J. W. A. we find 
,a close connection between that organIsation and tlie split in the Bengal Workers' 
and Peasants' Party. That connection appears even in the first signs of the 
split, which showed themselves at the A. I. W. P. P. Conference on the 3rd day 
when Goswami's amendment that the General Secretary of the Party should 
be directly elected by the annual' Congress was supported by Chakravarty, 
Kali Das Bhattacharya, M. K. Sinha and A. Roy, the first four of whom were 
all members of the ,B. J. W. A. The next event in the history of the B. J. W. A. 
was the annual general meeting held at Bhatpara on the 3rd January 1929, at 
which we find the following, office-bearers elected :-President, Shib N ath 
Banerjf ; Vice-Presidents, Go swami and two others; General Secretary, Radha 
Raman Mittra ; Branoh Secretaries, Gopendra Chakravarty at Bhatpara. Kali 
Kun;tar Sen, 9alcutta, N. K. Ghakravarty, Champdani, Manindra Kumar Sinha, 
Matiaburz, WIth Kali Das Bhattacharya as one among a number of Executive 

'Members. It will be found that these eleotions were not all of them considered 
'satisfactorY by the Workers' and Peasants' Party. P. 34 also shows that the 
Central Office of the B. J. W. A. had been removed to 97 Cornwallis Street, 
Caloutta. 
Lo2J)(OO 
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In February 1929 we come to·.tBEl'pm1i t&ken by the B. J. W. A. in the 
split in the Bengal W. P. P. The first exhibit in this connection is P. 2615, a 
letter dated the 16th. February 1929. in which Kali ])all resigned his membership 
of the Workers' and Peasants' Party. Next on the 17th Februa.ry we find from 
D; 37 that at a meeting of the E. C. of the W. P. P.of India, Bengal Provinoi:al 

"Branch, certain resolutions were passed in regard to ·the position of those mem
~rs who had not pa~d subscriptions for a period of two years. These resolu
·twns were commurucated to the General Secretary of the' A. I. W. P. P., 

o. P. 1414. Nimbkar accused, by Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 1767 (I. C. 378). Then on the 20th 
.Feb~a~y we get a letter P.I44 from Muzaffar Ahmad as SecretaI'1 ofthe Bengal 
ProvlUClal Branch of the A. I. W. P. P. to the General Secretary, B. J. W. A. 
97 Cornwallis Street, Calcutta, asking whether the association intends to remain 
affiliated and asking it, if so, to pay the necessary fees. On the same day we 
gdthe letter D. 36, in which Muzaffar Ahmad informs Chakravartv accused of 
his expulsion from the Party for not paying his subscription. ADother letter 
written by Muzaffar Ahmad on the same day was apparently oUe; in which he 
informed Kali Das of his expulsion on the same ground, to which Kali Das 
replied in D. 106 (equals D. 44 (1» acknowledging receipt of it and adding: 
" May I accept this also as the reply to my resignation letter which I sent to 
you on the 16th February last, in case I do not hear from you on the contrary 
within seven days from the receipt hereof"," These letters were followed by 
the general letter of resignation by Goswami, Basak and others, and the other 
letters to which I have alluded earlier in connection with the split in the Bengal 
Party. It may be noted that among the signatories to this general letter, P. 423, 
were Goswami, Kali KU,mar Sen and N. K. Ch'akravarty, all connected ,with the 
B. .J. W. A.' , . , 

0. P. 1416. 

O. P. 1416. 

t ~ 
\ 

Crown Counsel has emphasised and I think rightly that the relations 
between the B. J. W. A. and the W. P. P. are not to be estimated merely in the 
light of the rules governing the relati'ons between those two bodies. The real 
question is whether or not the Workers' and Peasants' Party was actually con
t.rolling the B. J. W. A. and its branches or not and that depends not on the 
rules but on the question as to who were the persons, that is the individuals. con-· 
trolling the B .• J. W. A. If they were persons whom we know to have been mem
bers of the W. P. P. then we can be sure that it was in reality the W. P. F. 
which was controlling the B. J. W. A. I have already pointed out what members 
of the W. P. P. were among the office-bearers of the B. J. W. A. in 1928. Those 
of whom we are aware were Kali Das Bhattacharya, D. K. Goswami and 
Gopendra Chakravarty. On the other hand even if in some respects the elections 
at the meeting held on the 3rd January 1929 were not quite satisfactory still 
we know that of the office-bearers Goswami, Chakravarty, Kali Kumar Sen, 
N. K. Chakravarty and Manindra K. Sinha, besides Kali Das Bhattacharya, were 
all members of the W. P. P. In addition to these there were the General Sec-

. retary Radha Raman Mittra who was certainly closely connected with the 
W. P. P. and Banerji accused of'whom more anon. 

Another aspect of the connection between the W. P. P. and the B. J. W. A. 
relates to the various organisations founded by the W. P. P. and the B. J. W. A. 
P. 4fl4. is a notice in regard to the Trade Disputes Bill drafted by Spratt and 
evidently intended to be issuea over the signatures of the Secretaries of the 
W. P. P; and organisations connected therewith. The names of the signatories 
(in each case the Secretary of the organisation) given at foot are Muzaffar 
Ahmad for the W. P. P. of Bengal, Kali Das Bhattacharya for the B. J. W. A., 
D. K. Goswami for the Bengal Scavengers' Union and Manindra Kumar Sinha 
for the Bengal Textile Workers' Union. It may perhaps be objected that in 
P. 544 (3y a list of Trade Union in Bengal apparently prepared in 1929 the name 
of the General Secretary of the B. T. W. U. is P. M. Das. The explanation is 
that P. 464 must have been drafted in 1928 before the amalgamation of the 
B. T. W. U. with Basak's Dakeswari Mill Workers' Union as it, appears from 
P. 299 that M. K. Sinha was Secretary of the B.T. W. U. prior to the amalga
IJIRtion. In any case it would make no particular difference as P. M. Das other
wise Pvare Mohan Das was also a member of the W. P. P. and in fact of the 
E. C. of the Party. Bearing in mind that the headquarters of .the B. T. W. U. 
after the amalgamation was at 211 European Asylum Lane and that in this notice 
P. 464 the Secretary of the organisation was Manindra K.. Sinha who in 1929 was 
also Branch Secretary of the B. J. W. A. Matiaburz Branch, it is not diBieult,to 
realise the close connection between the B. J. W. A. and the B. T. W. U. Iooi
dentally it may be noted that the re-organisation of the B. T. W.' U. and its 
amalgamation with the Dakeswari UtPon were evidently the work of the W. P. P. 
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as appears fromGoswami'slettert~'Basak P~ 2203'C. fb·.wmeh'I -have tef~ 
earlier in dea1ing with the cases 'of Goswami and' Basak. 'Another'pieoo"'tjf 
e~idemle leading to the same conclusion'is Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to Tagore, 
P.' 2256P. (F. C. 491), dated the 19th ,Julv'1928 in which Muzaffar Ahmad 
Writes: "We have started here' a Textile Workers' Union." 6 

In addition to this more or less . indirect partioipation in the 'formation-'Of 
unions the B. J. W. A. was directly responsible for starting the Bengal Paper 
Mill Workers' Union, the Angus Engineering Workers' Union and the Ishapur 
Ordnance Workers' Union, vide the statement of Chakravartyaocused at page 
1:52 of the statements of the accused. We find from P. 544 (3) that the office- 10 
bearers of the Bengal Paper Mill Workers' Union located at Bhatpara were 
S. N. Tagore as President and Gopendra Chakravarty as General Secretary. 
Chakravarty was also Secretary of the An"ous Engineering Workers' Union and 
in the Ishapur Ordnance Workers' Union Spratt was President and Kali Das 
Bhattacharya Secretary. Another Union evidently closely connected with these, 15 

~. P. U17. if one may judge from the names of the office-bearers, was the Garden Reaeh 
, Workers's Union of which Spratt was President and Manindra K. Sinha Actmg 

Secretary. -
In addition to the above evidence which illustrates how close the connection 

was between 'the W. P. P. and the B. J. W, A. there are two references by Spratt 20 
accused which are conclusive. One of these which I have quoted already in 
another 'connection is in Spratt's letter to Page Arnot of the 23rd October 1928, 
P. 2419P. (1<'. C. 608), in which he speaks of the B. J. W, A. (without actually 
naming it) as being" led by us". Another mention occurs in Spratt's analysis 
of the split in the Bengal Party, P. 527 (8), in which he speaks of " the tendency 25 
towards cooperation with the Congress shown by the B. J. W. U. which is under 
the control of this group (the dissidents). At the last' Annual Meetin~ three 
Congressmen were quite unnecessarily placed in prominent official positions in 
the Union." This remark quite clearly indicates that the Union referred to was 
one regarded by Spratt as being under the control of the W. P. P. and one ther~- 30 
fore in which the appointment of Congressmen to official positions should have 
been impossible. There is 'other 'evidence of this very close association but I 
hardly think it is necessary to quote it. It may however be useful to note what 
Chakravarty says about the B. J. W. A. at page 151 where he remarks: " The 
B. J, W. U. reflected this growing class-consciousness and'the increasingly felt 35 
need for class solidarity of workers in the jute industry of Bengal. It is the 
latest type of Union, an industrial Union. It was organised defutitely on a class 
basis; From 1he very beginning its object was and still is to fight the entire 
employing class in general and the ju.te employers in particular .. " Chakravarty 
goes on to say: " That the B. J. W. A. or Union was really a militant working- 40 

, class organisation is evident from its activities in connection with, various 
.(). P. 1418. strikes." He goes on to allude to its activities in connection with a number 

of strikes in the jute mills and adds : " But it did not confute its activities only 
to the field of jute labour ........ In response to the appeal of Mr. K C. Mittra, 
General Secretary, E. L Railway' Union, it,deputed me as its representative to 45 
aSElist the locked~out workers of Lillooah." That in itself coupled with what he 
says about organising other unions a little lower down would be sufficient to show 
that the B. J. W. A. was not an ordinary Labour Union limiting its operations' 
to its own particular industry and the particular interests of its own members. 

The same inference is irresistible when we consider the nature of 'the doou- 00 
ments recovered in the searches of the different offices of the B. J. W. A. The 
first of these searches is that of the head office at 97 Cornwallis Street conducted 
by P; W. 11, Inspector S. N. Chatterji, who found Kali Kumar Sen there and 
searched the rooms which he pointed out as being occupied 'by the Association. 
The search list is P. 134. Kali Das Bhattacharya, D. W. 16, has attempted to 55 
confuse the issue in regard to this search by suggesting that the B.' J. W. A. had 
only one room at 97. Cornwallis Street whereas the search list actually relates to 
four rooms. Kali Das Bhattacharya is such an obvious liar.that it is impossible 
to acccpt anything that he says as having necessarily any particular value unless 
it can be regarded as ay admission. We haV{l to set side by side his two state- 60 
ments that in 1929 he was the Acting President because Shib Nath Banerji though 
electedPreRident did no work as such 'partly because he went to jail at a very 

, early stage, and his. statement that he himself only went to the head office at 97 
, Cornwallis St.reet a few times, and this too bearing in mind that there never has' 
becn any doubt that Kali Das was the real driving force of the B.' J. W. A. through- 65 

-0. P. 1419. ont its history. The following documents were recovered in this search and have 
been put in evidence :'P. 135" A <:all to Action ", P.136 a ~py of the " Political 
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Resolution ", P. 137 a copy of the" Trade Union Movement Thesis ", P.138 .a 
copy of the" W. P. P. Principles and Policy Thesis ", P. 145 Basak's thesis or 
resolution for the First All India Socialist Youth Congress at Calcutta, P. 140 
all address book containing among others the addresses of Tagore, Banerji 
accused and Begerhotta, P. 146 a collection of addresses and P. 147 the paper 
to which I have referred earlier in relation to the All India Youth League. Iu 
regard to the search of the Bhatpara office we have the evidence of P. W. 11;, 
Sub-Inspector Ubed Ali and the search list P. 278. In this search the following 
interesting papers were recovered: P. 279 a notice of an E. C. meeting of the 
W. P. P. to be held on the 5th April 1928 addressed by Muzaffar Ahmad to Kali 
Das Bhattacharya and Gopendra Chakravarty, P. 280 Basak's telegram of the 
13th September 1928 calling on the comrades to come to Dacca to assist in the 
Dakeswari strike. These are the items which have been put in evidence. But 
the search list P. 278 shows that there were also found here copies of the W. P. p. 
Principles and Policy Thesis, a copy of the Presidential Address at the First 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference 1928, that is to say Sohan Singh Josh's famous address, 
a copy of Dange's book" Bell Found ", 2 copies of the Y. C. L. Programme and 
Policy and a copy of the Annual Report of the C. P. I. for 1927, that is to say 
presumably the same document which we have on the record as P. 1207 (I), 
and lastly a copy of the W. P. P. Manifesto to the Indian National Congress 
Madras 1927. Then in regard to the Bajinagar office we have the evidence of 
P. W. 20, Inspector R. C. Gulia and the search list P. 352. I have already 
referred to the document P. 355 which has come on the record from this search. 

o. P. 1420. Nothing of interest in this connection has come on the record from the search 
of Titagarh office conducted by P. W. 22, Inspector S. C. Ghosh who prepared the 
search list P. 357, but there is more of interest in the search of the Matiaburz 
office of Manindra K. Sinha at 7 Garden Reach Road which was searched by 
P. W. 25, Inspector C. C. Sircar who prepared the search list P. 362. This 
search list shows that the offices searched were those of the Jute Workers' 
Association, the Bengal Textile Workers' Union and the Garden Reach 'Workers' 
Union. From this search the following interesting pieces of evidence have come 
on thl) rellord: P. 363 a receipt book for subscriptions in aid of the First 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference, P. 364 a book of proceedings of the Garden Reach 
Wcrkers' Union which shows that Spratt accused was elected President of tho 
Union on the 9th January 1929 (a fact which helps to date the list of Trade 
Unions, P. 544 (3», P. 366 leaflets in Bengali, Hindi and Urdu issued from thl' 
W. P. P. headquarters in connection with the Fifth Anniversary of the death of 
Lenin, P. 366 a Hindi leaflet announcing the coming A. T. W. P. P. Conference, 
p, 368, P. 369, P. 370 and P. 371 copies of " Ganavani ", P. 372 27 copies of a 
leaflet advertising "A Call to Action", P. -374 a visitor's ticket for the 
A. L W. P. P. Conference, and P. 375 Urdu posters announcing the Conference. 
The search list P. 362 shows that these were not the only interesting items found 
in the search. It mentions also a copy of Lenin's U Imperialism, The State and 
Revolution", 3 copies of the Political Resolution, 4 copies of the Trade Union 
Movement Thesis, 3 copies of the W. P. P. Principles and Policy Thesis, 242 
copies of printed Hindi handbills for" La! Nishan" (item 48), 2 copies of the 
" Masses of India ", a slip of paper containing the address "Zulius Trosin, 
Bamburg, 4 Kines Strasse 10 " which may be compared with the address found 

O.P.1121. in P. 1065 at F. C. 722 recovered in Amir Baidar Khan's search. Lastly it is 
to be remembered that in the search of Kali Das Bhattacharya's house at 
Bhatpara on the 22nd January 1927 in connection with the arrest of Donald 
Campbell, the latter's British passport no. 85570 was recovered. This fact has 
been admitted by Kali Das in his cross-examination. P. 1996 is the search list 
prepared by P. W. 45 on the occasion of that search. It is in the light of the 
above facts in regard to the B. J. W. A. that we have to consider the case of Shib 
Nath Banerji. and particularly his connection with that organisation. 

In the course of the above account of the history and connections of the 
B. J. W. A. I have shown the different positions in that organisation occupied 
from time to time by Shib Nath Banerji accused. There had been some attempt 

l~ 

16 

25 

to spread a cloud over the position of Banerji in the year 1927. According to 60-
Kali Das Bhattacharya there were in 1927 two Secretaries, Shib Nath Banerji 
and Sideshwar Chatterji most probably. But Shib Nath Banerji only came 
once or twice on Sunday and otherwise he could not take part as he had no timl'. 
Be then added that Gopendra Chakravarty came about the middle of the year 
and " practically used to do the work of a Secretary." Chakravarty accused 65-
himself says at page 152 of the statements of the accused that he was Assistant 
Secrotary of the B. J. W. A. in 19.27. Kali Das's statement was of course 
intended to support the statement .of Banerji accused at page 88 of the state-
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ments of 'the accused that in 1927 there were two Secretaries and one Assistant 
Secretary and no General Secretary. (He put this forward in support of the 
view that connection between the W. P. P. and the B. J. W. A. must really have 
been very slight because P. 416 (1) was addressed by the General Secretary of 
the P~ W. P. to the General Secretary of the B. J. W. A.). On the other hand Ii 

(). P. 1422. P. 283, the minutes of the B. J. W. A. for the year 1928, certainly does not suggest 
that there were two Secretaries in 1927. The :first resolution submitted to the 
Annual General Meeting held on the 1st January was that the account and the 
report of working of the. Association submitted by" the Secretary" for the year 
1927 be approved. This is worth a good deal more than the statements of 10 
Mesers. Kali Das and Banerji. Moreover if there was to be any change in the 
secretariat of the B. J. W. A. in the following year we should have expected to 
find some l"emark. On the contrary Chakravarty is appointed Secretary C. E. C. 
and one M. N. Biswas Assistant Secretary C. E. C. without any commentary. 
Further when it is contended that Shib Nath Banerji fell out with Kali Das over 15 
the affiliation of the B. J. W. A. to the Bengal P. W. P. in October 1927, we have 
to remember that in spite of that fact Banerji acCused was an active member of 
the E. C.- of the B. J. W . .A. in 1928 and that he along with Kali Das and 
Chalqavarty accused was authorised to act as a representative of the B. J. W. A. 
to the E. C. of the A. I. T. U. C. for the year 1928. The chief document, relied 20 
upon in support of the theory of differences between Kali Das and Banerji in 
1927, is a letter from Kali Das to Banerji, D. 668. Unfortunately this letter 
utterly fails to show what the grounds of disagreement were. It rather suggests 
that the differences of opiuion had something to do with a Cooperative Credit 
Society but nothing clear emerges. If as a matter of fact Banerji accused did, 25 
as is suggested, object to the affiliation of the B. J. W. A. to the W. P. P. (and 
I find it impossible in the light of the numerous documents to which I have 
referred already to doubt that a 4e facto affiliation did take place) it is difficult 
to understand why he continued to work with the B. J. W. A. up to the end of the 

. year 1927, and also during 1928, as he himself says at page 91, " attended meet- 30 
o. P. 1423. ings of the B. T. U. F. and A. I. T. U. C. as a representative of the B. J. W. A." 

It is of course very easy for Banerj.i. to say in a passage immediately following 
the one quoted: "Later on when I had differences with B. J. W. A. I used to 
attend meetings of B. T., U. F. and A. I., T: U. C. as representative of other 
unions with which I had established connections." But it is quite evident that 35' 
that does not refer to the years 1927 and'1928 because in that case he could not 
have allowed himself on the 1st January 1928 to be appointed a representative 
of the B. J. W. A. on the E. C. of the .A. I. T. U. C., and this resolution (no. 4) 
of the General Meeting was passed in Banerji's own presence as is proved by 
the fact that the very next resolution was actually proposed by Banerji himself, 4.0 
sec P. 283. Banerji did in fact attend the A. I. T. U. C. Session at Cawnpore 
in November 1927 and it must be supposed in the circumstances that he did so as 
representative of the B. J. W. A. otherwise it is difficult to know what the meet-
ings were which he says he attended regularly as representative of the B. J. W. A. 
In regard to the Jharia Session Banerji contended that he was not there as a ~ 
representative of the B. J. W. A. in spite of the authorisation contained in , 
P. 283, which would obviously account for the issue of the delegation ticket P. 14, 
issued by Chakravarty as General Secretary of the B. J. W. A. in his name. 
About this he says at page 100 :" I did not see this document before. B. J. W. A. 
might have elected me delegate in recognition of my past services but the fact 50 
is that I did not use this ticket." That may be so, we have no evidence as to the 
use of this ticket. But the statement which I have just quoted is definitely 
unsatisfactory in view of resolution no. 4 passed in Banerji's own presence at 
the .General Meeting of the B. J. W . .A. on the 1st January 1928 and the fact that 

o. P. 1424. in spite of his alleged dissociation from the B. J. W. A. he was elected President 55 
on the 1st January 1929. ' 

On the 31st March and the 1st April 1928 the General Meeting of the 
Benga~ P. W. P., at whillh the name was changed to the W. P. P., was held at 
Bhatpara with the co-operation of the B. J. W. A. Banerji accused says that 
this was without his knowledge and without his lIipproval. It may be so but 60 
there is no evidence supporting the contention, and one begins to hesitate to 
accept statements of this kind from Ba~erji unsupported. 

The next event. of interest in Banerji's history was the meeting held at 
lshapur on the 3rd Apri11928 at which the Ishapur Ordnance Workers' Union. 
was formed, vide P. 548 (9) a document recovered in the search of the W. P. P .. 65 
headquarters at 211 European Asylum Lane. At this meeting the office-bearers 
elected were Spratt 'accused as President, Banerji accused as Vice,President 
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If I had given my opinion 'for or against Wly resolution of the meeting, it must 
have been in an informal way." K: C. Mittra; D. W. 20, of course did his best 
to support Banerji on this point. He says: . " I attended the A. I. T. U. C;, 
Jharia Congress as representative of the E. I. R. Union. Banerji accused and 
B. C; Mittra were also representing it there. . . . . We all three also attended 6 
the meetings of the A. I. R. F. Conference. Our Union wa.s IIiOt affiliated that 
year. But we got special permission from the President to attend. I was also 
allowed to speak on a special proposal. We did not vote as we were not 

o. P. 1430 •. authorised to do so." This appears to be another case, in which Banerji accused 
has deliberately told the Court a great deal less than the truth. J 0 

Immediately after the meetings of the A. I. R. F. Banerji accused took part 
in the Jharia Congress of the A. I. T. U. C. In the case of this Congress we 
have a report prepared by Bradley accused, P. 650. The :first mention of 
Banerji accused is in the report of the proceedings of the third day, that is the 
20th December, about which Bradley writes: "This was the most important 15 
day of the whole session as all the important questions had been left. The 
first item on the agenda was to reco=end to' the Session of the Congress the 
names of delegates and advisers for the two International Labour Conferences 
to be held at Geneva next year. This was the signal for a terrific scramble of 
those who wanted a free trip to Geneva." Then he goes on to talk about the 20 
nature of the support for the proposal. Then he comes to the oppostion and 
says: "The opposition to sending delegates and (' of) those in favour of 
severance with this Imperialist organ was carried on in a definite and organised 
manner. Those who spoke against sending delegates were K. N. Joglekar, 
D. B. Kulkarni, Shib Nath Banerji, myself and others." The result Qf ihis 25 
contest was that by a small majority it was agreed to send delegates. Dele
gates were then elected and Bradley says : " Our people refused to take part ·in 

, . 
this ", which is exactly what had been decided upon in the meeting of the 
Bombay E. C. held on the 7th December, vide P. 1344. The note of 
the decision runs as follows :-" It was also decided that Com. Kulkarni 30 
should be put up as a party candidate for the Presidentship of the 
T. U. C. Party members were to l'efrain from contesting the elootion 

'. of delegates for Geneva, and to vote against affiliation to I. F. T .. U."" Banerji 
o. P~ 1431. accused's suggestion at page 133 of his statement is that he opposed sending 

delegates to Geneva on" quite different grounds to those which· appear as the 35 
grounds put forward by the opposition according to Bradley's report. He 
says.: "My reason for opposing the proposal was that it leads to demoral
isation of labour workers seeking election as" delegates, . formation of. cliques 
etc. turning away the attention of the few workers in the cause of labour from 
the main wO.rk of organising and educating labour." His witness K. C. Mittra, 40 
D. W. 20, however, failed to give him any support in this connection, and the 
other defence wituess on the point Mr. Mahbubul Haq, D. W. 17, says nothing 
apout Banerji's speech but only quotes Banerji's own explanation to him of his 
opposition to the p1'oposal. In, this he says: "Banerji said he was opposed 
to' it, because the delegation diverts the attention of the real Trade Unionists 45 
from the actual work. He also said. it resulted in the formation of Party 
cliques for pushing up their own nominees." It is curious to :find that at the 
end of his cross-examination this witness said: "I did not know what Shib 
Nath (Banerji) had said to this Court in giving his reasons for opposing the 
sending of a delegate. He did not explain what he meant by saying that it 50 
diverted attention from the actual work. What I have stated he said to me, 
was said j.n private conversation in the same meeting, and I cannot say if he 
said the same in the course of his speech." This is really rather an amazing 
statement for a wituess who had listened to the said speech as Banerji made it. 
Moreover I regret to say that I do not accept for a moment this witness's state- 55 
ment that he did not know before he came into the Court what he was going to 
be asked about the Jharia Conference. "The witness came into the Court with 
a whole series of letters (relating to Ghosh's case, as he was a witness for , 
Ghosh accused as well as Banerji) ready flagged for reference, and it is quite 
obvious that in saying that he did not know ·what he was going to be asked, he ·60 

0, P. 1432, was lying. The statement which he made a little further on about these papers 
where he said, '.' what I brought I brought owing to my instinct as a lawyer" is 
quite delightful, but not calculated to impress a Court. 

. The" suggestion of the prosecution ill that the only possible" meaning which 
can be attached to Bradley's report is that Banerji was working as a member. of 65 
a group with Bradley and others at the meetings of the A. I. R. F. and the 
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A. L T. U. C. .In this oonnection we get anoth9l' piece of evidenCe as to the 
position and nature of thaf group in Bradley's article on the Jharia Congress 
9f the A. 1. T. U. C., P. 661. In this article he is ei:tplaining the necessity fOJ: 

':lighting against the attempts made to lead the' young T. U. Movement, of India 
on to reformist lines. Speaking of the Jharia Congress he says: "What 
happened at the Jharia Congress' Much time was taken up by discussing 
whether they should recommend delegates to the International Labour COl).· 
ference to be held at Geneva under the auspices of the I. L. 0 •......... ,., ... , 
The Communist group took their stand for complete severance with this, 
Imperialist body, the ouly logical position the Indian Trade Union Congress II)
could take." Then he points out how illogical the decision of the Congress was. 

• Another remark in this report P. 661 is the following :-" Within the r,r. U. 
Congress at Jharia there appeared a strong fraction led by the Communists 
who were conscious of this position and who led the fight to make the T. U. C. 
use the power of the workers in their strnggle against Capitalism." Another 15 
article by Bradley on the same lines is P. 1206 (1), a newspaper cutting; re
covered in the search of the Kranti office. In this he talks about the combina

-tion {)f the Communists and the IJeft Wing .. Then coming to the question' of ," 
, t ,the International Labour Conference he says: ".AB far as this question is 

"\ Pd433. concerned the Communists had a decided policy. They opposed the sending of 20' 
" delegates. " Then he proceeds to quote, some of the reasons. given, which 

'still exhibit the same contradictory nature, on which Banerji sought to rely in ' ~, 
his own favour. Then coming to the question of the affiliation of the P. P. 
T. U. S. he says: " The question was put to the vote and Chaman La} and the 
disunited won. But there was that solid vote of the Communists still there 25 
every time." At the end he says: "The Communist group worked well and 
deserved the praise that Kirk pays them in the " Statesman "." The prosecu
tion suggestion is that it is impossible to imagine that Bradley, who could write i 
these two articles P. 661 and P. 1206(1), in which he devotes himself entirely to , 
,bringing out the, rightness, of the Communistl! and Left Wing and the wrong- 30 
ness of the Reformists in theT. U. movement, could possibly mention Banerji 
accused as he has done, in P. 650 and P. 2416(4), unless Banerji were actually 
a member of his own group. An attempt was made to meet this by showing 

'., 

or trying to show that Banerji was one of the persons whom Bradley accused 
calls in P. 1206(1) "the disunited ", who voted for the election of Ja'iVahar 35, 
Lal as President in preference to D. B. Kulkarni. There is nothing in P. 650 
to show which way Banerji voted. All we get there is " two nominations were 
made for the Chairman to the Congress, Jawahar LaI. Nehrn and D. B. Kulka~. 

" 

In this matter Chaman Lal bad been canvassing for J. Nehru. We stood by 
D. B. Kulkarni as our nominee and as a worker. r may add this is the first '40 
time a worker has fought thil! position., The voting was 36 for J. Nehru; and 
29 for D. B. Kulkarni," Banerji accused says nothing in his statement about, 
the way he voted, but an attempt was, made to prove that he had voted' for 
'Jawahar Lal Nehru in order to bring him. into' Bradley'S category of the ilis-

4). P. 14M. united. The only evidence on the point iii the, statement of D. W. 35, Mr. R. R. 45 
Bakhle. Crown Counsel criticised his evidellce and the least that call be said 
is that the criticism was thoroughly well merited. Mr. Bakhle in examination.-

. in-chief said: "There was a contest that year for' the post of President 
between Mr. Jliwahar Lal Nehru and so far as I remember Mr. D. B. Kulkarni. 
I opposed Mr. Nehru, and I cannot say whether I supported or opposed Mr. 50 
~ulkarni. If I remember aright I think the' E . .1. Railway Union representa-' 

, tive voted in favour of Pt. Jawahar LaI." In cross-examination the witness 
said: "I can give a few names of Unions w'hich supported Jawahar Lal, such 
as Press Employees' Union, Bombay Textile Labour Union (myself' and 
others), Madras Labour Union (Mr. Shiva Rao and some others)." This of 51S 
course put the witness in ,an obviously awkward position, as he had apparently 
opposed Mr. Nehru and yet had. voted for his elect.ion. , In re-examination this 
contradiction was pointed out to him and he was asked to explain it where-

'4 upon he said: "What happened was that when the two names w~re pro.
posed I was in favour of neither, but in my speech I opposed the candidature . 60 
of Pt. J. L. Nehru. I believe I suggested some other third name being put up. 
When the actual voting came I had to make a choice only between those 2 can_ 
didates as there was no other in the field, and I voted in favour of Pt. 
,Tawahar Lal as against Mr. Kulkarni. I had no specific person in view for 
the third candidate, and did not suggest any. " This makes it fairly clear 65 
that Mr. Bakhle is not a witness ,in whom it is possible to repose any particu
la~:dence, and. in any case th~ reasons he gav:e for ha~ a vague i4e~ 



in the back of his mind that the E. 1. R. Union Tepresentatives voted fC1l' 
Jawahar Lal Nehru were most unsatisfactory. 

The next incident, in which Shib N ath Banerji was concerned, is the so-called . 
o. P. 1~36. capture of Congress. That is the occurrence on the 30th December 1928, when 

a large procession of workers came to the Congress Pandal and was at first 
refllsed admittance, but after some discussion was admitted, held a meeting and 
went away again. P. W. 49, Sub-Inspector D. N. Roy, deposed in regard to this 
affair as follows :-" On December 30 I was on duty at the Congress Pandal. 
It was the 2nd day's sitting of the National Congress and was to take place at 
about 2 p.m. IThe sitting was delayed as the Congress Pandal wa.s invaded by 
the labourers about 10,000 in number. Tbe labourers were carrying Red Flag 
and were crying" Mazdur hukumat ki jai". As they approached the gate, they 
were obstructed by the Congress volunteers who were on duty there. The 
volunteers were overpowered and the workers entered the Pandal by force." 
'rhe witness then volunteered: .. Ultimately the Congress authorities allowed 
them to hold a meeting there for one hour only. I heard an announcement made 
t" that effect. Among the crowd of workers I noticed S. N. Banerji accused, 
Mittra accused and Dharani 'Goswami accused. In the meeting the behaviour 
of the Congres8 authorities was first criticisl'd and then a resolution was passed. 
Its gist was that they did not like the present Imperialistic Government neither 
the Nationalist Imperialistic Government and wanted a Government for the 
workers." The witness was cross-examined at some length about this occurrence 
and added ~ certain amount of information. Another witness, who gave evidence 
in regard to this oceurrence was P. W. 104, S. C. Mazumdar, who was questioned 
about it at great length in cr08s-examination. Much stres8 has been laid on 
the fact that he was a prosecution witness, but as regards that it will be sufficient 
for me to say that his whole attitude as a witness betrayed a strong bias in 

o. P. 1436. favour of the defence. The evidence he gave for the prosecution was purely 
formal, and he really took the part of a defence witness. However, that is not 
important, because the occurrence itself,· apart from the importance attached 
to· it by Communist writers and the treatment of it in defence by Banerji 
8/,,eu~ed, has no real importance as a piece of evidence proving the participation 
of any of the aceusedin the conspiracy. The feature of this witness's evidence, 
which gave rise to great discussion at the time of argument, was the attempt 
to: prove through certain copies of the " Forward " of Calcutta, the offiCIal 
Congress organ, that this Labour meeting at the Cong'ress Pandal had been eoD
templated for nine days prior to the actual date. The defence contention, as 
we find from the evidence of K. C. Mittra, D. W. 20, was that permillsion had 
been obtained for the holding of this' Conference from the General Secretary of 
the Reception Committee of the Indian National Congress. Unfortunately it 
came out in the examination of K. C. Mittra that both the application and the 
permission were contained in documents, which were not put before the Conrt. 
The evidence that any such permission was obtained ther~ore gocs ont, and 
the only other piece of evidence, from which such a permission might be inferred, 
are the copies of the "Forward ", D. 173 (1) to (7), and D. 685, a licence 
obtained by K. C. Mittra from t1~e Police Commissioner for the procession, in 
which the workers marched to the Congress PandaL Very unfortunately for 
the accused at a later stage of the case the " Forward " for tbe 30th December 
became available and was found to contain official contradictions of the rumonr 
that permission had been granted to hold a Labour Conference in the Congress 

o. P. 1437. PandaL In cross-examination K. C. Mittra was shown a copy of the " English
man " D. 54 (2) containing a paragraph headed "A Misunderstanding" and 
stated in regard to this: " The 'Statement in the :first two sentences implying 
that permission was not granted for the holding of the Labour Conference in 
the Congress Pandal is not true. '.' Then he was questioned about the 
.. Forward" and deposed : "Forward is the official paper of Congress. I. 
cannot say whether there was in " Forward" of the 30th December an official 
statement that permission was not granted." The witness was then shown 
two notices, P. 2616 (1) & (2) in the .. Forward" of 30tb December both headed 
.. False Rumour" and deposed: " It was not possible for the publicity Sec
ret.ary of the Congress to put in such a notice as the latter as the notice of the 
I.abour Conference was appearing daily in the .. Forward". It is false that 
permission was not given. In the former passage the statement that no permis
sion had been applied for or had been given was false." A little further on he 
said: .. It is not a fact that it is untrue that permission was ever granted.'! 
The point here is not so much the facts which appear from the Forward of the 
80th December, which may be true or false ; there is no evidence. The point 
is that copies of the .. Forward " cov~ring a period of 9 days prior to the 30th ' 
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l1rn'lVll to be in favour Of the defence contention., in 8S milch as tJrey showed this 
LalIOU:r Conference as part of the programme of the week, were put in, and! the 
eoTl'V,of the" Forward" of the 30th 'which would have cast doubt on the nature 
ofilie demonstration was kept back. Of course it has been contended by defenae 
,"ounsel that this copy was not available when the copies of " Forw8l'd .. from the 5 
20th to the 29th December were put in, and that anyhow there is no burden H. 
the defence to put in documents, which favour the prosecution. But the faat 

ct. P. 1438. remains that the defence here quite evidently tried to bide somethiDg from the 
Court., It CRlInot be believed that " Fon-ard to of the 30th Decembe:r was nGt 
available originally, and even supposing for a moment that it was not availabl!l 10 
at the time of the evidence of P. W., 104, that is on the 26th June 1930, it could 
have been made available later, and an attempt to tell the Comt half the truth 
should not have been made. Banerji accused has dealt with this matter at great 
length on pages 122 to 128, and the only point with which I am concerned is his 
statement at page 124, where he said (and it is to be noted that this statement was 15 
made on the 8th April 1931)' : .. After it was fixed up the news was given to the 
press ; all the principal daily papers of Calcutta published the news that there 
would be a labour conference on 30th December hI the Congress Panda! in the 
list of engagements of Congress week ; this was also published in .< Forward .. 
in the same list of Congress week engagements from day to day (D. 173 (1) ttl 20 
(7». Forward was the official organ of the Congress at that time." It will 
be noted that there is no hint in this statement that Banerji knew, as he must 
have known, that " Forward" of the 30th December would undo the whole of 
the good effect of the entries in the other copies of " Forwud " put ill. 

, The last piece of evidence of importance'in Banerji's' ease is his electioR M 25 
President of the B. J. W. A. at the annual meeting held on the 3rd January 
1929, vide P. 34. About this he says at page 95 of his statement: " On 3~ 
Jannary 1929 T was elected President of the B. J. W. A., it is alleged, and the 
Magistrate tried to make' capital out of this fact. I had be~ sentenced to t 
months' rigorous imprisonment by the Calcutta High Court on the 18th or 19th 30 
December 1928.-.. . . . . .. . .. I was to surrender on the 11th January and sQ 
the election was only a week before that. . . . . . . . . . .. I was not ·present at the 

I). P. 1439. annual meeting when the election took 'place, nor was my opinion taken before~ 
hand, nor did I go to the Central Office after the election. I knew about it from 
a: llewspaper report just a day or 2 before my surrender, and so I am not Ut a 35 
position to state definitely what actuated B. J. W. A. to elect me President." 
. The Dccused proceeded to eontend that D. 26, a draft letter from Kali Das to 
Sime, consisting very largely of cancellations except in so far as it is eaten by 
white ants, would show that Kali Das looked on this election as a formal affair 
and said to Sime that he had again been elected President and did not evell 40 
mention Banerji's election. This letter is not dated. It contains in regard 1i1t 
the election of office-bearers the following remark:, "This year I have been 
elected Presidp.nt and Mr. Radba Raman Mittra General Secretary of. the 
Union." In his statement as a defence witness Kali Das says about it : .. MoRt 
proba'bly I wrote to Mr. Sime after the election of 3-1-29 that I was elected Presi- 45 
dent. D. 26 is in my handwriting. In my opiuion it was immaterial that Shib 
Nath was elccted President, because he was in jail." Then about this electi0ll 
he further eays : " I did not inform Banerji beforehand that I was proposing 
him as a Presidcmt. I did so afterwards. I can't remember if it was by lett.er 
or word of mouth. I can only say it is unnatural that we should not have 50 
informed him............ I must have informed him. r do not remember, 
meeting him after be was elected President so r cannot say if he was very 
surprised at his election. If I informed him I did it by letter. I do not Ire
member whether he ever wrote a letter in reply. My letter if I wrote one, I dil 
not remember when I sent it. ' If Shib Nath said that he got .the news from a 55' 
newspaper report 2 days before he went to Jail that must be correct. I cannot 

. say if he ever rec(>ived my letter. I cannot say whether D. 44 (4) is the first 
, e. P. 1~: letter I got from Shib Nath after the election." It is surprising to find that 

. , whereas BDnol'ji says that he never heard of his election until the 9th January 
,)1 thereabout, ho was actually in company with Chakravuty accused, who had 60 ' 
'boen elected Socretary of the B: J. W. A. Bhatpara Branch,at a Bauria strike 
meeting on the 6th January. It is difficnlt to imagine how he could possibly 
have failcd to hear of his election on that occasion. In fact I find it impossible 

, to believe that he did not hear of it until the 9th Jannary, as he lays. The only 
. piece of evidencE' on the point is D. 44 (4), a post-card dated the 11th January .. 65 

from Bnncrji to Kali Das in which he says that he is surrendering today and 
signs himself" Yours Sincerely Shib Nath, Jail President" with a mark of 
exclamation after the title •. One might have expected that hel would, if he had 

vi 
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only heard of his election indirectly a couple of days earlier, have made some 
sort of cOJnment on it or enquiry from Kali Das as to what, Kali Das' idea had 
been in getting him elected President.' In the light of all these facts I think 
it has been rightly contended by the Crown that Banerji's connection with 
the Bengal Jute Workers' Association was much more intimate than he has 5 
admitted in his statement. It looks as if he had avoided being appointed Seer&-
tary of that organisation in the elections on the 1st January 1928, becauso he 
wanted to he free to participate in other activities, rather than because of nny 
difference of opinion with Kali Das in regard to the affiliation of the B. J. W . .A. 
to the W. P. P. 10 

As Banerji accused was in Jail at the time of the arrests in this case, there 
is no evidence in regard to the search of his property. We have, therefore, now 
only to consider the effect of his statement to this Court and of the defellce 
evidence. He begins with the question .of his affiliated membership to tho 

O. P. 1441. W. P. P. and endeavours to prove that the relations between the W. P. P. and 16 
the B. .T. W. A. were not as close as the prosecution has suggested. At page 90 
he says: " 'I'here is abundant proof to show that this attempt of eontrolliug 

o. P. 1442. 

0.1.>.1443. 

B. J. W . .A. on the part of W. P. P. was resented by the former." But the 
documents he refers to here all relate to the stage of the split, and have no 
lIearing worth the name on the relations between the two organisations from 20 
October 1927 to the end of 1928, which is the period we have to consider in' eon· 
nection with his own association with the B. J. W. A. 

Next 'he comes to the election of the office-bearers {In the 3rd January 1929, 
and attempts to make out that he was one of the three Congressmen bronght 
into the Party aEl officials at that election. That is of course with reference 
to Spratt accused's discussion of the split in the Bengal Party (P. 527 (8», 
but, as Crown ,Connsel has pointed out, this suggestion is .obviously absurd. 
Bllnerji had been connected with .the B. J. W. A. throughout the whole period of 
its connection wlth the W. P. P. It follows that the reference to Congressmen 
cannot refer to him, and an examination of the names plus a consideration of 
the facts elicited from witnesses makes it quite clear that the three Congress
men referred to were R. R. Mittra accused, his friend Bankim Chandra Mukerji 
and S. K. Bose, all members of the North Calcutta Congress Committee. He 
nest attacks the problem from another angle, and seeks to demonstrate that the 
B. J. W. A. could not really have been closely associated with the W. P. P., 
hi-cause it was closely associated with' certain other organisations. The argn
mont is not very logical, and the evidence does not support it. There is nothing 
I'clllly very convincing about the connection between the B. J. W. A. aud the 
Duudee District Jute and Flax Workers' Union, and as regards the B. T. U. ],'. 
there was a complete brenk for a considerable period. However, what Banerji 
i!' really ~etting lit is still the same old Congress defence, and he tries to estab-
lish a close (!Olmection with the Congress Labour Sub-Committee., But here 
again 'I"hllt is the evidence' It consists solely of one letter from Banerji him-
8l-lf to Kali Das Bhattacharya and one letter from Kali Das to Banerji. I leave 
.out of acconnt B!lnerji's own statement that he had a lon~ talk with. the 1'resi
dent of B. P. C. C., because there is nothing to support It, and Banerji's own 
'!ltatemellts do 1'0 ohviously need corroboration before anyone can safely accept 
1hem. Now all Ballerji says in D. 44 (4) is: " The Congress J~abour Board 
'approal'hed me aud I have referred to you and somebody will see you regarding 
the mc.tter. Do what you think expedient." This letter is written on the 11th 
;,Tanuary, the date of his surrender to bail. Kali Das replied to it on the 18th 
in D. 44 (12), in which he acknowledges Banerji's letter and says: "I am now 
'Corresponding with the Congress Labour Board and shall try my best to induce 
thew to devote more time and energy for or/!'Buising labour. I hope I do not 
misunderstand your view regarding our policy towards the Congress." It 
iA curious in thl) light of what has been said about the election of Banerji al! 
Pref'ident of tbe B. J. W. A. being a mere formality to find Kali Das rather 
IImdous to be doiug what Banerji wants. But again we have to remember that 
all tbis relates to January 1929 just about the time when owing to the split 
in th(, Bengal Partv, a split arising largely out of personal disagreements with 
MU7nfl'ar .Allmad, the B. J. W. A. was inclined to break away from the W:. 1'. P. 
Banerji then !roes on on page 92 following to give a long al'..(lount of h~ o,,!,o 
conneeti'onwith the B;,J. W. A. in part of .~hieh he i~ supporte~ notverysat.ls
factorily hy Kali Das .• Counsel for ,BanCl'Jl.argned hIS case as if comple!e faith 
eould be put in C!yeryihing that.Kali Das saId. I regret t~ say t~at the l1!,pres-
siOli created in my mind by' Kali Das was that he was a Wltness"lD whom It was 
not possible to place thl' smallest cpnfidence whatsoever. 
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. It is.only ;necesasry to read through his statement arid' his cross-exnmina
ti();nto ;rcnlise'\'lhat sOl'l 0," a witness he is and I hardly think it is worth while 
to demonstrate his worthlessness by ,a detailed analysis ,of his evidence. ,Ac
cording to Banerji his relations with the B. J. W. A. became strained towards 
the end of 1927, which no doubt explains why- he attended the annual Geuc\'al 5 
Meeting on ihe 1st Jllliuary lQ2S; and continued to take an interest in the 
:As80ciation throughout that year.' 'What seems to me more'interesting in his 
statement in this connection is what he says at 'the foot of page 94 aboutliis 
Connection with other Trade Unions. He says here: " When I was compelled 
to give up my interest in the B. J. W. A., I diverted my attention to othllr II) 
channels and found more suitable atmosphere for labour work in other Trade 
Unions. First tO~'l!t.her with Mr. P. K. Sanyal I fonnded the Calcutta Tramway 
Workers' Union and was one of its Vice-Presidents. Secondly at this tinle I 
~,(l~ also taking interest in the Port Tru.st Employees' ,Association and in earlr 
1928 was elected General Secretary of that miion." Audhe goes on a few 15 
lines later to say: ., As I had not decided my policy with respect to B. J. W. A-
I was taking interest in other labour matters and corresponding with Mr. T. P. 
Sinha of the Indian I~ormation Centre in rega,rd to sending lndian Trade 
Unionists for training in England. ,., We have it, therefore, from Baner.iihim-
self that he was simply taking a general interest in Trade Unions of all kinds. 20 
The question is, with what ()bjeet' A -little further on he refers on pll.ge 9(i to 
Tagore's letter of the 6th June 1928 to Muzaffar Ahmad, P, 2032, and eont~nlJs 

o. ,p_ 1«4.' that "ragore's remarks: "I saw the name of Sb.ib Nath Banerji in thll ;news
flIlJ.llrs in connection with Lillooah strike. Is he our Shib Nath Babu' Does 
110t Shib Nath Babu work with Kali Das Babu now' ",should not be inter- 2i 
·preted against bim. In this ,conneotion ,he refers to Muzaffar Ahmad's remal']i: 
in his Jetter.to 'I'agore of the 8th September 1928, P. 1865 (1), in which. i'efer-
.r.ing to a ('omment in the '! Snnday Worker," he. says: " Shib Nath js not a 
'.)l;lember Il.r our Party directly. But he ;,s a member of ,a union affiliated to out 
:Party." There i~, Itbink, some ,little force in l,tjs contention that ,¥U~I,tJf~t ilO 
,Ahmad certainly did Dot .show any interest in his conviction as compared w~tll 
.,the interest he showed in that of Chakravarty, ane-cinal member of tb.e Party. 
On page 100 Banerji accnsed gives an account of the affairs of (he East Indian 
:Railway'Union and his' own conriection with it which, he says, began with, the 
'Bamangachi 'firing, There is a discrepancy here between his account. o~!tis 35 
reason for leaving Titagarh and that given by Kali Das, ,Accordi.ng to Banerji?s 
account, although there were numerous organisations which did 'help· the 
Lillooah workers, the Bengal W. p, p, never did so. He says on page lOjl;: 
" Some of the members of W. P. P. used to come and address meetings or helj> 
in other ways, but thpir number was only a small fraction of all those who 0 
,jlilsed to come $,Il.d :help tlIe iLillool1h workers dllring ·U!e 10ckollL.,'"";.,,, 
,The members ,of W. P. P. ·who -used to help the Lillooah· workers;ha~ 
JlO controlling hand in the Union and some stopped helping the Union and even 
.attacked t"omc l,f the office-bearers of the Union before the strike was OVC1'." 
.In this connection Banerji referred, ,to Spratt's letter, P. 2419P and the ,dis.- 4,~ 
.approval shOWll by :Soratt of the conduct .of the strike in that and other lett!ll's. 
,Then he goes on to tl\'lk about certain attem,pts at settlement, in which he cl~ 
,to have laken ,8 "on~iderable part. All this account of the- strike is very long-

o. P. U,41.., winded and does not really help, because it is not his mere participation in t,he 
"IItrike ,Oil which tile case against him rests. So far as .that ~oes the prosccu- ~ 
_tion really have based very little Ol). it. atl1ll, In fllct ;.t ,will .be found ,that 
.that is true in l'egarll to all strikes. It is not on mere participation that the 
,prosecution ,have based thcir case, but on the ;use made of the strikes by the 

',.accnsccl, who took part iI., them. No doubt the manner in which the .evidence 
,.of· participation wus put .before the .Court did suggest that mere participailon IS6 

: ",as a bctor~ IIl1d it may lie that at some stage of the case the prosecution ,aIRO 
,,auggested this by. arguing the case on those lines. But,.as the case now stands, 
·8S put befors the Court ill Crown Counsel's final argument, mere ,participation, 
,in strikes lias, I think rifGhtly, been given very little value. In the absence of 
('.vidence ,that that p:nti~lpation was being ]lsed for wor:\!: on CommuniRt UneS; M, J 

·that is work,in ·furtherance of the conspiracy, participation in a strike h!l.~ very 
,litUe ,e.tlec.t at all. ;It is just possi,ble.· 011 the .otherhllnd. that evidence of follow-

ing a reformist policy Oil the part of a particular accllsed in a strike mi~ht, be 
.helpful ;to Ilis ~II, .nnd thex:e is .a certa~ a,mount ,of evidence of that kmd 'in 
J3anerji's defence, viuo the.evid,ence of MJ'. Q.F. Andrews, Il.dded to which there eJ 
.js !he ;JlIlgp,tive ~act tbataltho]lgh .he .took a. veo/ ~ctive part .in the [.iIlQQJlh 
"".trlke o'1lSlr ,a ·penoll of 'l1lore .than thre,e montb.s, the »rosecution sCl&rcelv con1cmd , . .uuu .!llllre· is ,oUl ):oaI·,,\·ide,uce Qf his ;wo_rldng jn tb,e strlke on :Copuntinist :Jiu!l/l. 
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rr~at is a Po.int ,dlieh, I think, is very definitely in his favour. His part in the 
Llilooah strike and Eueh speeches as he made have to be contrasted with the 
part taken and the speeches made by the professedly Con'ununist accused in the 
Bombay 'fextile strike of 1928. . 

Brnerji goes on to discuss the capture of Congress with which I have dealt 15 
already. He accepts his share of responsibility for it ~s an office-bearer of the 

0_ P. 1446. E .. I. Railway Union and ~ays the whole thing was really organised by K. C. 
Mitt~a. At the end of this he comes to his participation in the Scavengers~ 
meetm~s on the 29t~ Marc~ a!ld 11th April In both cases he says his presence 

" 

was a~cldental,. a cunous COlIl:cldence, but on the other hand it does not appear that 10 
he said anything of great unportance at these meetings. After this Banerji 
.lealt ~th a numb~r of l!liscellaneou~ matters, and finally came at page 137 to 
the eVldehce of Mr. Brailsford showmg that he (Banerji) had been in Russia 
before he went to England and from there came back in 1925 to India. In re
gard to this he gave a long account for which there is of course no evidentiary 15 
support of th.e history of his movements and of his efforts to get penmssion to 
return to India from England. A great deal of stress has been laid 011 the fact 
that while in England he professed to have been disillusioned about COUIInunism 
by his stay in Russia. But it must of course be ,quite obvious that anything 
Banerji said in England, when he was endeavouring to get pennission to come 20 
back to India, could be of no value whatsoever as proof that he really was dis
illusioned about COUIInunisIU. The fact which emerges from the whole of this 
disquisition on Banerji '8 previous history is that he had had in Russia a full 
training in Communism and Conununist work, but that is not of course the ques-
tion in issue. It means that he had been fitted to do Communist work. The ques- 25 
tion is : did.he do. it and did he thereby take part in the present conspiracy f 

The last piece of evidence with which Bancrji accused has dealt was the 
entry of his name in the deceased Thengdi accused's note-book, P. 7fYl, along 
with his address and the remark" D. C.'s friend". This entry was evidently 
made in 1926 much about the time when Banerji himself says he first came to 
Imow Donald Campbell. I note however that Banerji accused gives no date o~ 
the occasion of his first meeting Donald Campbell, and carefully abstains from 

30 

o. P. 1447. saying anything about his further acquaintance with him except that he says: 
" There" (apparently a slip for' then ') " I met him also in the T. U. C. Execu
tive where he was trying to settle the differences between 2 sections at the re
quest of the E. C." This is apparently a reference to the events of December 
1926. It is rather curious that Banerji, who is so read, to gh'e almost too much 

35 

information in many cases, has been so cautious in this connection. . 

Turning now to Banerjt's witnesses I think it is hardly necessary for me 
to say much more about them than I have done already. KaIi Das Bhatta- 40 
chariya and K. C. Mittra are two witnesses whose evidence is far more likely to 
injure the case of anyone who calls them than to benefit them. K. C. Mittra 
refused to give evidence in English, the only language which he really knows, 
and preferred to give it in a mongrel brand of Hindustani, I suppose because 
that necessitated each question in cross-examination being translated which gave 
him more time to think about his answers. Time after time he betrayed him-
self by speaking English in. cases where there was no difficulty in using a Hindu
stani phrase. As for Kali Das the little I have quoted is quite typical of his 
whole evidence and not as bad as"the worst of it. In fact one of the main diffi
culties in Banerji's case is to forget Ballerji's own dishonesty and that of his 
witnesses and concentrate on the facts proved against him. Put shortly the 
ease against him is that admittedly he went to Russia and spent a considerable 
time there during part of which he Was a member of the Eastern University 
and certainly must have acquired a very thorough acquaintance with Com
muniRt aims and methods. He was nnable to conceal his previous history when. 66 

.. he reached England and posed whether genuinely or not as disillusioned. It 
,was in any case the onl)' possible attitude to adopt, desiring as he did to get 
back to India. After his return to India he was bound in view of the facts 
known about him to the authorities to walk most warily. We have proof of 

() P 1«8. his association during the years 1926 to 1929 :first with Donald Campbell, th.en 
.. with the B. J. W. A. and indirectly with the W. P. P., and after that WIth 

different members of the W. P. P •. in strikes, f{)r example Spratt and Chakra.
varty (with whom he had also been acql!ainted in the B. J. W. A.). 1f1en in 
1928 we have him associated not only With the B. J. 'Y. A. but also With the 
East Indian Railway Union. the Factory Workers' Umon at ~elko!ghat Road, . e5 
the Ishapur Ordnance Workers' Union. the Tramway Workers Uruo~ a~~ the. 
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Port Trust Employees' Association. Lastly we have him associated with the 
CommuniSt group in both the A. I. R. F. Conference and the A. I. T. U. C. 
Session at Jhana. This is a formidable record, but with it all we have to weigh 
the fact that he is not proved by any evidence of value to have been working 
.on· the SlUIle lines or for the same aims as the Communist members of' the 5 
conspiracy. He does not seem ever (with one possible exception) to have been 
pre.aohi!'lg Labour Raj in his speeches and he must have made many. His eo
operation with the W. P. P. was very lukewann and the Party does not seem to 
have attaohed any value to him. In my opinion there remains room for the great-
est suspicion in his case but I cannot feel quite conviuced that he was ever a 10 
member of this conspiracy. I therefore give him the benefit of the doubt. Dis
agreeing with one assessor and agreeing with the other four I hold that Banerji 
.accused did not take part in this conspiracy and acquit him accordingly. 

070 
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PART xxxvn, 
(). P. 1(49.. ; The case of Ajodhya Prasad is on quite a different footing from that of any 
UODHYA of tlle reRt of the Ilooused. It ill in sbort that he haa been ,,'orking in furtherance 
PRASAD. of the conspiracy as a courier, travelling as a'lascar between India and Europe 

21. with the object of maintaining communieatil'ns between conspirators in Europe 

\., ~ 

and eon~pirators in India. From some points of view therefore his case is defi- ;5 
nitely' more interesting, in fncta refreshing' change from those with which 
I have been dealing so fnr. -

We first hear of Ajodhya Prasad in 1924 when we have it from the evidence 
of P. W. 255, K. B. S. Abdul Karlin, P. W. 257, Police Constable P. A. Swami, 
P. W. 258, Inspector H. S. Abdul Sattllr and P. W. 259, Seth .Ali Mohammad that 10 
he visited Pondicherry and ViIlianur and stayed with R. . C. L. Sharma with . 
whom I have dealt in: an earlier ('hapter. According to the evidence he stayed 
with Sharma in these two places for some 4 or 5 months as he himself admits 
at pages 541 and 542 of the statements of the accused. There he says: "In 
'May 1924 he (R. C. L. Sharma) wrote to me that he was dangerously ill and 115 
·there was nobody to look after him. On the receipt of this information I left 
for Pondicherry and stayed with him. In the winter of that year when he 
recovered and became able to look after himself I came back to Jhansi. It was 
all before the present conspiracy came into existence (1924). After that I never 
wrote to him nor did he write any letter to me. This evidence of the prosecu- 20 
tion witnesses that I again went in 1926 to Pondicheriy. is untrue. The rela
tion~ between him and me were pnrely personal and not political." The refer-

41. P. 1460. ence to 1926 is perhaps to the evidence ot P. W. 255 who admitted in cross
examination that he was not definite about seeing Ajodhyn Prasad in 1926, but 
accused has forgotten the evidence on the point of P. W. 257 who deposed ,to 25 
seeing Ajodhya Prasad with Sharma again 2 years after his first visit and was 
not even cross-examined on the point., So we may take it that he did actually 
visit Sharma in Pondicherry twice, once in 1924 and once in 1926. At the. time of 
either the 19?.A or the 1926 visit to Pondicherry Ajodhya Prasad was also seen 
by P. W. 255 in Madras in company with C. Krishnaswamy Iyengar to whom also 30 
I have referred in an earlier chapter. This witness deposed that he once follow-
ed Iyengar in company with Ajodhya Prasad, and that he was not following the 
movements of Iyengar on that occasion but those of Ajodhya Pd. 

The next piece of evidence in Ajodhya Prasad's case is P. 2313P (F. C. 131) 
and its enclosure a Hindi-l.etter P. 2313P (1). This is a letter, dated Jhansi the 35 
31st May 1926 (Ajodhya Prasad accused is a resident of Jhansi) and signed. 
Alakh Prakash, which is proved to be in the handwriting of Ajodhya Prasad 
accused, vide the evidence of P. W. 258, Inspector Abdul Sattar. This letter 
shows a good general acquaintance with the affairs of the Communist Party. It 
mentions the opening of the Central Office at Delhi by Begerhotta, and the con- 4& 
.troversy with Satya Bhakta in the" Pratap " about which he says that his own 
article was not published il). full: " they have cut off a most hnportantpara.
graph in which I tried to prove that he is propaganding to receive money from 
Mas~o". With this letter Ajodhya Prasad sends a cutting from the" Pratap " 

. containing his own contribution and a letter for Elder, that is to say, the Hindi 46 
letter P. 2313P (1). Further on he gives a cover address for Tagore at Cal
Gutta and snggests that letters for himself should be addressed to •• town sehool 
address". Lastly be tells his '" Brother" (the letter is addressed to N. Swamy, -
18 Niliviraswamy Chetty Street, Triplicane, Madras) that he lost his grand
father· while he was in Calcutta. The Hindi letter, presumably intended for 50 
R. C. L. Sharma, enclosed with this letter has a number of allusions to persons 
connected with this calle. For instance tbe writer speaks of Iyengar and M. ,A. 

O. P .. I46k (evidently referrin~ to Muzaffar Ahmad) as he has been talking ab?ut Calcui;ta. 
Then at the beginnmg of the letter he says: .. However ·Kutbuddin purchas~ 

. a press aud got it fitted and ready. But as no electric cux;ent could be got It 615 
could not be made to work. It may perhaps have been working now. If not'so, 
it will begin work in a few days. The press has been purchased at a costo~ 
Rs.2200. You will get" Langal" as soon as it is out." 'l'hese references to 
Kutbuddin and the press may be compared with the references in P. 52 which 
mentions the .. Langal " as the organ (.f the Labour Swaraj Party and speaks 60 
of Ku1.budtlin as providing the initial expollses. At the end of this letter also 
he refers to the controversy with Satya Bhakt, and says: "You must have' 
received manifesto and a paper published by Satya Bhakt. I have got a lette~ 

I pnbIishoo in reply to. that paper in the ." Pratap ,", Although that has n.ot been 
LdJHOC 



printed in full, still I have been' sending' you ita' cutting along with this letter." 
This letter as I pointed out earlier is dated the 31st May 19::!6. We have in 
evidE'nce as P. 2318 the" Pratap " dated the 30th May 1926" which contains an 
'artieie at columns 2 and 3 of page 11 entitled " Mr. Satya Bhakt and Com-
munism " which is signed by Ajodhya Prasad Srivastava. 'l'his purports to be ,. 
'a reply to an article by the said Mr. Satya Bhakt and is quite evidently the article 
referred to in P. 2313P and its Hindi enclosure, so that quite apart from the 
,identification of Ajodhya Prasad's handwriting, we have it clearly proved from 
another side that the letter P. 2313P. emanates from n person who writing to 
the "Pratap " signed himself A;jodhya Prasad. It is fairly clear from other 10 
evidence thntthe paper published by Satya Bhakt to whieh Ajodhya. Prasad 
wrote a reply is the leaflet referred to by Roy in the" Masses" for Scptember 

o. P. 14.62. 1926, part of P. 2581, and alEro referred to by " Indian Communists Abroad" 
'(Sepassi) in P. 783 (F. C. 142) as the" Inischievons propaganda carried by 
Satya Bhakta & Co. of Cawnpore " in reply to which a leaflet called" National 15 
Communism " was being published. . 

.As I bve already pointed out it is clear that at the time of writing P. 2313P 
Ajodhya Prasad had recently been in Calcutta. That also appears from the 
opening sentence of the letter in which. he says: .. After waiting long time for 
the reply of Elder I left Calcutta and reached here in last week." This letter 00 
must therefore have been written not more than a week or 10 days after he had 
left Cal~utta. It is interesting in these circumstances to find that Iyengar writ 
ing to Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 2169P on the 31st May says: " How are you 81111 
onr de!!r chap A. P. getting on , " and again at the end of the letter: .. Ask 
please A. P. to write to me about his welfare." I think it is clear from all these 25 
facts that 8searly as the middle of 1926 Ajodhya Prasad accused was closely 
associated with R. C. L. Sharma, Iyengar and Muzaffar Ahmad accused. He 
~as also acquainted with' what was going on in the Communist Party of India 
and had or thought he had a statns which justified him in writing a letter to the 
,., Pratap " eriticising Satya Bhakta. 3() 

On the 30th June 1926 Ajodhya Prasad accused made a declaration under 
the Press Act (P. 2319). P. W.140, Mujtaba Husain, Chief Reader to the Court 
of, the District Magistrate of Jhansi deposed that Ajodhya Prasad accused 
.signed this paper in his presence. He took the paper along with the accused to 
the Joint Maglstrate who got Ajodhya Prasad identified and then asked him to 35 
verify execution of the form. In cross-examination the witness said : " Ajodhya 
Prasad brought the declaration written already and only signed it in my 

o. P. 1463. presence. I can say nothing about the ink of the part which was already written, 
'whether it was of my office or not." As a matter of fact inspection of the docu
ment makes it quite clear that the whole thing was written at one time and in the 4() 
.ame ink and the evidence of this witness therefore shows that Ajodhya Prasad 
and no one else is responsible fOJ: the whole of the writing in this declaration. 

Early in 1927 Ajodhya Prasad accused got himself registered in the 
Shipping MaHter's office at Bombay as an Indian seaman under the name Abdul 

. Hamid Abdul Karim registered no. 14513. We have not of course the evidenee 45 

. of any witness who saw him presenting himself at the Shipping Master's office. 
What we have is proof of identity of thumb-impressions which it is quite impossi-

·ble to go behiud e.en if there was not, as there is, other very good evidence in 
the case to support it. The witness on the subject of the registration is P. W. 233, 
R. N. Vaidya, a clerk in the office of the Shipping Master at Bombay. Thill 50 
witness produced the register of certificates of service which is prepared in the 
Shipping Master's office. This is a register which contains among other details 
the marks of identification and thumb.impression of tbe man who presents 
himself for registration as a seaman, as every man who wants to go to sea 
as a seaman must do. After the necessary registration is effected the newl)· 66 
:registered seaman is given a document commonly called 8 .. Naill" which he 
keeps in his own possession and in which he gets details entered from time to 
time by the Captain of the ship on which he sails, those entries being subsequently 

.countersit,rne<1 by the Shipping Master. At the time of registration a photograph 
9f the newly registered seaman is also taken, of which one copy is pasted 011 00 
to the" Nalli "and the other is kept in the register of photographs. The photo-

o. P. 14.Mo graph is taken with the man bearing on his chest a card having his registration 
numb!>r written on it. P. 2473P (1) and P. (2) are photographic copies of 
P. 2473. the entries in the register of certificates of service relating to no. 14513 
Abdul Hllmid Abdul Karim, that is to say, Abdul Hamid son of Abdul Karim. 65 
'and P.2229P is a photographic coPY. of the photograph contained in the original 
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regiSter of p:hoto~pm,.. (Tliere Can be no doubt that ~ man whosepboto; 
iraph as Abdnl Hamid P. 2229P is en the reoord is Ajodhya hasad aecUsed:.) 
This witness went on further to explaiJJ the procedure when a seaman wanta \.0 
sign on' for a voyage. In this connection lie deposed : •• When any Beaman 
signs on in Bombay to serve in a particular ship he produces his " nalli " and 5 
the details from that are entered in the artieles of agreement of that ship and 
voyage, the whole agreement being signed by the Captain and the Shipping 
Master, the agreement being between the Captain and the erew. 2 copies of this 
are prepared, one being the office's copy and the other for the ship. On the eo&
pletion of the voyage or the period the ship's copy is deposited with the Shipping 10 
Master. At the time of being paid off on discharge the seamen put their thumb
impressions on the ship's copy which is then retained by the Shipping Master. 
There is no thumb impression if he (i.e. a seaman) is not paid off on discharge.·' 
This witness was then sbown the articles of agreement and the official logbooka 
in respect of a number of voyages of the Anchor Line S.S. Elysia. For the first 15 
of these voyages we have the articles of agreement P. 2230 and the officiallogbool: 
P.2231. We find from the articles that they were opened on the 9th March 192'1 
and that the voyage terminated on tbe 27th May. The name of Abdul Hamid 
Abdul Karim appears at page 26 as no. 113 of the erew and in the last column 
where an entry is made as to the last ship in which the seaman served we find 20 
the entry .. 1st ship". The registered number of Abdul Hamid is alSD given, 

8. P. 1455. that is 14513. At the end we find his thumb-impression in token of his having 
been paid off. The whole entry relating to Abdul Hamid Abdul Karim is 
P. 2230 (1). Turning ta P. 2231 we find in the list of seamen a note against 
no. 113 Abdul Hamid Abdul Karim" Coal Trimmer ", Conduct" Very good"; 2S 
Ability " very good". In another portion we find an account of the voyage, 
that is the ports visited. Thia shows that the ernr came on board on the 12th 
March and the voyage ended on the 27th May. It may be pure coincidence that 
on the 10th March Spratt accused wrote a letter to Page Arnot of which P. 1955 
(F. C. 192) is the office copy. As Crown Counsel haa pointed out thia letter ie 30 
not one which it was particularly necessary to send by a secret method and it is 
possible that Ajodhya Prasad did not take it. Spratt accused stated that he 
forgot to post it at Bombay and actually did so at Delhi. In' connection witll 
tliliJ registration of Ajodhya Prasad accused as a lascar I should perhaps also 
refer here to Ghate's letter to Iyengar P. 2326P (F. O. 187) dated the 19th 35 
February 1927 in which Ghate says : .. The boy is quite alright. He may write 
to you separately. The arrangements are being completed on bia behalf." . It 
will be remembered that Ajodhya Prasad had got himself re~stered as an India:a 
seaman on the 14th Febmary and that he did not actually B1gn articles of agree-
ment for the Elysia nntil the 9th March. 40 

Ajodhya Prasad '8 second voyage on the S.S. Elysia is perhaps the CIne which 
is most interesting from the point of view of this case. With reference to this 
voyage we have the articles of agreement P. 2232 and the Logbook P. 2233. The 
articles of agreement were opened Oll the 5th Jnne and Abdul Hamid no. 14513 
was signed on on the 6th June and hie ~ferenee number for this vo:r.age was 45 
no. 117. He was paid off on the 20th August. The Elysia actually saijed from 

. Bombay at 3 P.M. on the 8th June as we :find from the logbook. We have it 
o. P •• I456_ further from the logbook that she cleared from Manchester on the 23rdJuly at 

, .8-30 A.M. and inspection of the articles also shows that they had been handed 
in at Manchester on the 18th and were returned on the 22nd with a note that the liO 
ship proceed!! to' Birkenhead. The articles were again handed in at Liverpool 
and were returned there on the 28th. The logbook further shows that the ship 

· cleared from Liverpool on the 28th July. We have it therefore that ~dhya 
· Prasad alias Abdul Hamid was at Manchester from 18th to 22nd'July and at 
Birkenhead (Liverpool) from the 23rd to 28th July. 55 

In connection with this voyage we have in evidence the following corres-, 
pondence. P.I007 (F. C. 213) is a letter dated the 9th June 1927 from C. P. Dutt 
to Spratt, recovered in Spratt's 1927 search, which contains in invisible· ink the 
followin~ ~ong other. remarks : " Why d.id you not meet Ismail in the Ni~ r 
I am ~altmg for Hamid." H, as we may very well suppose from some writing 60 
to which I am just coming, O.P. Dutt had met Hamid when the Elysia visited 

· Liverpool between the 28th April and the 3rd Mayan its previous voyage 
(P. 2230), be would of course know that Hamid would be coming again with the 
~lysia on the next voyage. P. 2407P is ,a letter intercepted and photographed 
m England I,y P. W. 1, Captain Booth and P. W. 8, Mr. Burges, which has been. 65 
p~oved bv P. W. 277, Mr. Stott and also appears to 'be in the handwriting of 
AJodhya Prasad accused. (I may perhaps remark here that a consideration- of 
Mr. Stott's evidence' and the reasons giVeJl by him for hie opinion as toAjodhya 



Pd.'s handwriting along with the juxtaposed photographs P. 2554 leaves no room 
for doubt as to the correctness of his view that'the person who wrote the encircled 
parts of P. 1943S and P. 1944S and, who wrote the pale blue ink writing on 
P; 2319 (i.e. Ajodhya Pd.) also wrote the originals of P. 2313P and P. 2407P.) 
It is dated,l!'riday and bears a Manchester postmark of the 27th July 1927. It G 
was addressed to C. P. Dutt, 38 Mecklenburgh Square, London. In this letter the 
writ,:r says that he will leave this port (Manchester) tomorrow morning and go 
to BlI:kenhead. He suggests meetmg Dutt on the Monday evening, that is the 
25th about 7 P.M. " near the gate of the docks wherefrom you returned last time." 

o. P. 1457. If this fails he suggests that Dutt should come to the ship on Tuesday about 10 
6-30 P.M. and inquire for Saifa fireman (the Punjabi man). He goes on : " III 
this case I will leave ship before you and wait near the ship's stair (the seedhi)." 
Another altcrnative which he suggests is that Dutt should write him a note with 
some appointment in Birkenhead on 24th, 25th or 26th after 7 P.M. We have the 
best possible rl'ason for thinking that Dutt duly met Ajodhya Prasad at 16 
Birkenhead in the shape of'a letter P. 1012 (F. C. 227) datedlhe 25th July which 
was found ill Spratt's possession in the 1927 search. This is a letter written 
on a page evidently detached from a tear-off pad. The handwriting is proved 
to be that of C. P. Dutt and the letter is signed" J". The contents also indicate 
that it emanates from Dutt, vide the discussion of Dutt's letters in an earlier 20 
chapter. 'J'he letter ends with the remark: "Have a talk with Musa." Bear-
ing in mind that until Ajodhya Prasad alias Abdul Hamid returned to India 
Spratt was lmable to have any conversation with Musa and that he did so between 
the 20th August and the 5th September while Ajodhya Prasad was at Bombay, 
it seems fairly ('ertain that the person indicated by the name" Musa " is Ajodhya 2ts 
Prasad himself. As regards these two letters it may be noted first that the 
address of Dutt to which Ajodhya Prasad wrote from Manchester is the same 
from which Dutt wrote a ietter P.1233 (F. C. 305) to Mirajkar accused in con
nCJction with the Spratt Defence Fund, and secondly that on the S.S. Elysia there 
was as we should expect a fireman Saifa Niazullah, Punjabi fireman, no. 82. 30 

Ajodhya Prasad was paid off at Bombay up to the 20th August 1927, vide 
P. 2232' (1), and the articles were deposited in the Shipping Master's office on 
the same day. It is rather curious that about a week before his return, on the 
15th August, Spratt accused writing to Dutt in P. 2329P (1) (F. C. 235) con
cluded his letter with the remark: " I have not yet heard from Muss." But 

o. 1'. 14S8_ it is to be remembered that this letter was written from Lahore and that Spratt 
accused was probably in some doubt as to the probable date of Ajodhya Prasad's 
return. In forwarding this letter'to Iyengar on the 26th Ghate in P. 2329P 
(F_ C. 236) wrote: " The boy has returned quite in good spirits ", and Spratt 
accllsed had already been informed of his return by Mirajkar and Ghate accused 
in p, 1010 and P. 1011 written on the 21st and 22nd August_ What Mirajkar 
'says if! : " God's messenger has come from brother and wants to meet you here. 
,He will go first week of next month (f'j-9-27)." Ghate says: " I am sending some 
:copies of the " Masses " that were sent for us through the boy who returned 
.yesterday. I am sending a letter that he brought with him." It will be noticed 
t.hat all4he facts are entirely compatible with the'" boy", " God's messenger" 
~tc. ,being Ajodhya Prasad. 

, .. 

Abdul Hamid alias Ajodhya Pral'ad next signed on again on the Elysia on 
the 31st Augul;lt, his number in the crew being 104. The" articles" show that 
he had to be on board on the 5th September which was the date of sailing as 
forecasted in Mirajkar's letter to which I have alluded above. (For this voy
age the articles are P. 2234 and the logbook P. 2235). The logbook shows that 
the Elysia actually sailed at 4-30 P.M. on 'the 5th September_ It can scarcely 
be a mere coincidence, bearing in mind the position of Ajodhya Prasad which 
I have indicated at the beginning of this chapter, that Spratt, whom we know 
from other evidence visited Bombay at this time, wrote on the 4th September 
the letter P. 1009 (F_ C. 300) with which I have dealt at considerable leugth in 

. an earlier ('hapter. There are two mentions of Musa in this letter. At the 
bwnning he says: " I have had a' chat with Musa" and further' on talking 

, about arrangements in regard to f' finances" be says: "If absolutely nec. 
o P. 1459. I should by Musa". But an e:ramina~i0!l of the original letter here shows .that 

. what Spratt seems to have wntten ongmally WBB .. send. by Musa". This he 
corrected substituting" I should by Musa". I take it that it was not generally 
conflidered desirable for the coconspirators in Europe to pnt all their eggs in 
one basket and send both letters and money by the same person, hence the hesi-

, tation in I'uggesting that Musa should be used to bring money from El)rope . 
. Both the articles 'and the logbook I!Ontainentries showing that Abdul .Hamid 
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deserted from the Elysia at Marseilles on the 25th September. There is an 
en~ry in the articles .. deserted a~ Yall!eilles, 25-9-21 ". and inste~ of ~re 
being a thumb impnBsion at the !'lght "hand end of the line of entnes relatmg 
to- Abd1l1 Hamid there is no further entry. In· the logbook there is &11 entq 
maned P. 2235 (1) at page 32 al follows :' .. 25th Septe!D-be! 1927, ~lI;rseiU~. Ii 
Abd1ll Hamid Abdul Karim, 104-, went on shore find up till tIme of sailing ~ail-
eel to rejoin ship. He has left on board a wooden box i~ked." Then agalDlIt 
him name ill. the IOgllOok there is an entry " deserted" Wlth a reference to the 
eIl.try just quoted. 

We know nothing about Ajodh~'a Prasad's mO"ements between. the 25th 10 
8.eptember 1927 and January 1928. He next appeared at Marseilles Just after 
the Elysia. had visited tha.t port again on its ncxt voyage bo England. The voy-
age on which he disappeared was concluded by the payment of the erew on the 
Srd December 1927 (P.2234). For the next :voyage we have in P. 2521 both the 
ILl tides of agreement and the official logbo?1t whichsho'!' that there 'W'!B JID iii 
Indian Seaman of the name of Abdul HaDlld Abdul Kanm on. the EIYSI& on
that voyage at IIll. The articles of agreement for that voyag~ were opene~ on-
the 14th December 1927 and the logbook shows that the Elysla. left MarseilleII' 
on the journey to England on the 7th January 1928. There is no evidence~s' 

o. P. 1480. to the reason of 1:he delay from the date in January lOO8 when Abdul Hamtd, 20 
went to the British Consul to report that he had been left behind by the Elysia. 
on the 5th, BJld the 2nd March, the date on which he was sent from Marseilles' 
on the a.s. Morea under the reconveyance' order P. 2236. Probably the lielay 
was occasioned by the necessity of obtaining this order from the Board of Trade 

" in England. This order is for the repatriation of Abdul Hamid Abdul Karim.;' 25 
Coal Trmmer, Elysia. The document then gives the official number of the ship" 
the port from which the voyage began, that is Bombay, the port at which the sea-' 
man was left behind, ie., Marseilles, and the date of leaving behind, that is the 
!'ith January 1928. The order shows that Abdul Hamid was conveyed from Mar
ieilles to Aden by the S.S. MQrea and from there to Bombay where he arrived on . 10 
the 16th March 1928 by the S.S. Razmak. In regard to the subsequent events we 
have the evidence of P. W. 253, Sub-Inspector, Kothari and P. W. 215, Inspector' 
Desai, who in consequence of information received had instituted inquiries a:li.c! 
sent Sub-Inspector Kothari to meet ,Ajodhya Prasad on hie return. Inspector 
Desai and Sub·Inspector Ko.thari both identified Ajodhya Prasad accused in the' 31i 
Court as the man whom they met and who had been repatriated from Marseilles 
under the name of Abdul Hamid. Inspector Desai also. served on: Ajodhya 
Prasad P. 1943 a summons under seetion 100 of the Intlian Merchants' Shipping 
Act in respect of his desertion at Marseilles. P. 1943 (S) is the signature ms,de' 
by Ajodhya Pra~ad alias Abdul Hamid on this summons in the presence pl (() 
P. W. 215 lind P. 1944 (S.l is the signature made by him on the receipt for tkEl, 
summons P. 1943. Abdul Hamid was then put up before the Chief Presiden.cy 
,)'IfAgistrate where he made the statement of which P. 1945 is a true copy proved 
by Inspector Desai. This statement was made on the 16th March 1928. It is in 
this statement that we get Abdul Hamid '8 otherwise untrue account of losillg 45 

o. P. Ite1. his ship at Marseilles which nevertheless explains how he was able to get the re-
• com"cyance order. It runs as follows: " I signed on the Elysia. I went on 

, ,uore .. I did not obtain the permission of the. Captain or chief officer. But I 
~..,ked the permiSliion of 'the serang. I admit I did not return but I lost my way 
and when the ship had left next dav I went to British Oonsul and informed him ". 50 
The result of this escapade on £he part of Abdul- Hamid alias Ajodhya Prasad 

. w~ that he was given a fort~ight in the Byculla House of Corr~ction, vide the 
lllip' P. 2235 (3) attached to the logbook of the voyage on whioh he deserted. 
Both Sub-llll!1pectorKothari and Inspector Desai further deposed that some 
time later, a.pparently in June 1928, Ajodhya Prasad came oile day to the office 65 
of the Deputy Commissioner of Police and complained that he was being 
watched by the police. 

Ajodhya Prasad next appeared in Calcutta in January 1929 when. MUl!laff'ar 
A]lmad wtiting to Ohate in P. 1346 (1. C. 349) dated the 23r~ January said abo1!l.t 
him : "AJodhya Prasad is here". MUl!affar Ahmad ag&lll mentioned him ill. 60 
a letter to Ghate (P. 1335, I. C. 368) on the 11th February, when he had a little 
more to say about him and remarked : " Ajodhya Prasad is still here. For the 
p.reseut he will not leave Calcut'L&." He had no doubt been at Calcutta for some 
time prior to this as we find him in P. 460 a group photograph evidently taken 

, at the A.. L W. P. P. Conference. In this group 'he appears along with other 65 
o. P. 1482. U. P. reSidents P. C. Joshi and Kadam accused and the' reason for. saying tha$ 

LI2Jl[CO' ;,. , 



the group was taken at the time of the A. I. W.P.·P: Conference is that it ilt 
one of a series of group photographs fonnd at the· W. P. P. headquarters at 211 
Etiropean Asylum Lane, all of the same size and to all appearances taken with 
the same camera. No accused has I think explained the composition of the 
various groups but it is very easily explainable on the supposition that the)! 5 
were taken on this occasion. It may further be noted that. at the time of the 

·.1 

1)1 

searches'on the 20th March 1929 Ajodhya Prasad accused was fonnd to be living 
at the W. P. P. headquarters at 211 European Asylum Lane, Calcutta and 
therefore to some extent shar~s the responsibilitv for the' mllnv important 
documents found ,in that office. . . . 10 

. In addition to the evidence of InRpector Desai and S)lb·lnspector Kothari 
we have another equally conclusive piece of evidence that Ajodhya Prasad is 
the' same person who sailed three times from Bombay on the S.S. Elysia as 
a coal trimmer Abdul Hamid Abdul Karim. On his admission to the Meerut' 

,\ l Jail Ajodhya Prasad's thumb impression: was tall:en inthe jail admission register' 15 
which was put before the Conrt and the entries. relating to Ajodhya Prasad 
marked P. 2461. A photographed copy of the entries including the thumb im. 
pression is on the record in two parts as P. 2461P. and P. 2461P. (1). The 
thumb prints made by Ajodhya Prasad in the jail admission register are proved 

'-: by the evidence of P. W. 142 Sub~Inspector Gulab Singh formerly finger print 20 
expert in the C. 1. D. Finger Print Bureau to be identical with the thumb prints 
made by Abdul Hamid.in P. 2232 (1) and P. 2473P. and P. 2473P. (1), that is 
to say his thumb prints in the articles of agreement for the second voyage of 
the S.S. Elysia and in the marks of identification register maintained in the 

... ~ office of the Shipping Master Bombay. The witness further deposed that the 25 
thumb print P.2230 (1); that is the thumb print of Abdul Hamid taken at the 
time of his being paid off at the end of the first voyage of the S.S. Elysia was 
blurred. He said that it was of the same type and formation but that the ridges 
could not be deciphered owing to blurring. This witness was also shown the 

O. P. 1463. original thumh print P. 2461 (1) in the jail admission register both in the Lower 30 
, Court and in this Court so his eviflence floes not merely rest on the photographed 

copy of it P. 2461P. (1). He did not actually see the original in the Shipping 
Master's register but he has deposed that comparison of thumb impressions can 
be made perfectly satisfactorily and without difficulty from photographs. I 
can seen no reason to feel any doubt about the evidence of this witness. .35 

I,' 

Before I come to the accused's statement I must mention one piece of evi
dence which mayor may not really relate to Ajodhya Prasad though I am in
clined mvself to think that it does. This is the reference in P. 1295, P. 1300 
and P. i303, the notes of the meeting of the C. P. I. at Calcutta on the 27th, 
28th and 29th December 1928, to Hamid. It certainly is a fact that other members 
of the C. P. 1. are mentioned in these notes by their own names, but it is to be 
remembered first that we do not find evidence of there being any member of the 
Party of the name of Hamid, secondly that it is fairly clear that Hamid dis
played some special knowledge in regard to the selling of the press by Swamy. 
This I take to mean that the press at Madras referred to elsewhere must have 
been sold by Iyengar, and we have it iu evidence that Ajodhya Prasad had a 
particularly close acquaintance with the Madras-Pondicherry post-office and 
would be particularly likely to know anything that took place there. For the 
rest the fact that Hamid was to go to Juhbulpore tells us nothing. Ajodhya 
Prasad was at Calcutta at this time as I ha"7e indicated above and it is almost 
incredible that he should not have attep-ded the 'meetings of the C. P. I. 

His statement begins at page 531 with a reference to the evidence connect
ing him with the C. P. I. About this he says: "I am a Communist and I 

. was III member of the C. P. I. until my arrest." Then he discusses the evidence 
O. P. 14M. about Hamid, denying that it has any reference to himself and says on page 

. 532: "I was a member of the C. P. I. by my real name Ajodhya 
Prasad .......... The C. P. I. was not affiliated ta the C. 1. at the time of my 
arrest ............ I maintain that to organise the C. P. I. as a section of the 
C. I. is perfectly legitimate in India." 1'hen he goes on to discuss Communist 
philosophy for some six pages, at the end of which he comes to the question of 
independence and violent revolution, about which he says: "No discussion 
and argument round the table can bring complete independence. This can only 
be attained through violent revolution. The oppressed nation is always at war 
with its oppressors until the domination of the latter is overthrown. Once the 
active fight is started there is no middle course between freedom and death." 
On the following page he gives instances of the determination of the masses as 
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compared with the feeble efforts of the bourgeoisie. Then on page 540 he .says 
that" national revolution ....••.•• is long over-due .... , .•• '.. The only possible 
course open for tho,se anti-Imperialists who desire complete independence 
for India is to unite all such politi08Jl parties and groups on a popular mass pro-
gramme ..... , .... to' carry on the struggle against Imperialism." As to the 5 
methods which he favour,s he suggests " a no-tax no-rent campaign among the 
peasantry and the town poor and the general strike among the working class 
-for their immediate relief." "At the same' time," he says, " Kisan Sabhas, 
mp.st be organised on an All-India scale, contaot must be established with the 
rlink and file of the army and police force so that they can be won over to the 10 
side of revolution. Groups of armed workers and peasants must be formed and 
generally all prepal'l8Jtions made, so that an armed uprising can be successfully 
carried through, and seizure of power effected," and a, few lines further on he 

0. P. 1465. says: "For these reasons I joined the C. P. I." So tha~ his personal posi-
tion is quite free from doubt. He joined the C. P. I. in order to work for 15 
revolution and has been presumably doing so. 

He goes on to deny writing the Alakh Prakash letter P. 2313. It does not 
seem to me that what he has to' say meets the evidence at all. Then he has a 
little to say about R. C. L. Sharma which I have quoted already. It may 
however be noted here that he has not attempted to explain why Sharma should 20 
have written to him to come and look after him when he W8'S ill, nor did he ever 
put any question to any of the Madras or Pondicherry witnesses in r.egard to 
this alleged illness of Sharma. , After that he comes to the documents and 
ietters to which I have referred in connection with his voyages to England. It 
seems to me that although he has talked a good deal he has not said anything 25 
that is of any value. It is interesting to- note that he said practically nothing 
at all about the documents and oral evidence identifying him with Abdul Hamid. 
All he has to say is :' "As the -Magistrate has said in the Committal Order, 
that I became a courier of letters to llnd from conspirators in England and 
India. I deny the allegation that I was so used or'that I ever engaged in such 30 
activities and I maintain that it is utterly nntrue. It is for the prosecution 
to prove their theory, and I should not be expected to say anything which would 
help the pl'01lecution in nnjustly implicating me." It is sufficient to say that 
the evidence is there and that there is nothing on the record which detracts from 
its convincing force. After this Ajodhya Prasad went on to a rambling dis- 35 
cussion of the supposed reasons for the institution of this case and of some 
legal point,s which it was hardly necessary for him to say. anything about as 
he himself said on page 550 that he did not know any law. In the course of 

o. P. 1486. this discussion he remarked at page 551: "Speaking for myself I consider 
" to deprive the King of his sovereignty of British India" as my birth-right, 40 
by all means at my disposal ". Lastly in this co-nnection it is to be remembered 
that Ajo-dhya Prasad is one o[ the nump-rous signatories to the so-called Joint 
Statement made on behalf of the Communist ae.cused by Nimbkar aooused. 

It appears to me that the case of Ajodhya Prasad admits of no doubt what
ever. He is and has been for al long time a member of the Communist Party 46, 
of India and has been associated one way or another with such members of it 
as Begerhotta, Iyengar, Ghate, and Muzaffar Ahmad besides Mirajkar and 
Spratt,8IIld if, as I am inclined to think, he was present at the Calcutta meetings 
with a good many more. It is qnite clear on the evidence that he travelled to 
and from Europe itt least three times as a courier with letters in connection 50> 
with the conspiracy, and that on one journey he brought back with him a letter 
and copies of the " Masses ".. We do not know what the letters were which he 
carried but we can be rurly sure that two of them were P. 1012 and P. 1009. 
and there can be no doubt in the light of his own statement and the Joint State-
ment with what object he did all that he, is proved to have done. 56 

Agreeing with four assessors and disagreeing with one I hold that Ajodhya 
Prasad accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor 
of his sovereignty of British India and has thereby committed an offence under 
aection 121-A. I. P. C. I convict him accordingly. 
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PART XXXVID. 

0. P. 1461. We first hear of Sohan Singh Josh accused or rather of the newspaper, with 
BOBAII which he ",-as so elosely connected, the Kirti of Amritsar in the Punjab, in 
8111GB Sepassi's Urdu lettcr of the 29th September 1926, P. 2121P (F. C. 171) 
"o:s..a addressed to Muzaffar Ahmad but beginning" Dear brethren Nassim, Majid and 

others.". In tlu!! he-, says: "A Gurmukhi .newspaper ,(monthly) entitleq the 5 
Kirti is issued from Amritsar. We receive its issues but none of us can read 
Gurmukhi. Please find out and ascertain after getting it studied (by someone) 
what sort of newspaper it is." The paper is again referred to in Spratt's letter 
to Page Arnot of the 21st July 1927, P. 1968 (F. C. 224), a letter written by him 
from Lahore. In this he says: " The Sikh movement also seems d('ad. The 10 
paper " Kirti " which Burton mentioned to me, is conducted from Amritsar, 
by some of the ex·Canadian Sikhs. The editor died a few months ago. A 
memorial number of the paper appeared, and I hear that it is being continued. 
Its influence is not very widespread, I think. The language Gurmukhi or 
Punjabi written, a modified Devanagari script, is read only by Sikhs. I have 16 
not been able to gather anything about the contents." Spratt speaks of the 
Kirti again in P. 2329P (1) (F. C. 235), the cryptic letter written by him on the 
15th August 1927 to C. P. Dutt, but it is obvious that here Spratt is referring 
to an individual and not to the paper itself. He says: "Jerse (Kirti) seems 
to be an independent sort, and though friendly is suspicious. Perhaps 20 
L. " (Majid) " has been tactless with him." It is obvious of course that in 
referring to the Kirti here Spratt must mean the editor or at any rate the person 

0. P. 14611. reb-ponsible for running the Kirti. A month later in September 1927 Sohan Singh 
Josh Recused became second Manager of the Kirti, and there is an appeal in the 
Gurmukhi Kirti for September 1927, part of P. 746, in which the new Manager 25 
spoke as i1 this would impose upon him a very heavy responsibility indeed. 
There is an astounding contrast between the tone of this appeal and the infer
ences to be drawn in regard to the importance of Josh accused's position on the 
paper from his statement at page 299 of the statements of the accused, where 
he says : "The policy of the Kirti was in the hands of the editor. I had nothing 30 
to do with the direction and control of fts policy. The editor was quite free to 
write anything, subject to one condition, which he was made to sign at the time 
of the appointment. ,that he would have to <:liscuss things in the paper from the 
Marxian standpoint." Then he goes on to describe his own duties, which con
sisted of pushing the sale of the Kirti, writing letters in consultation with the 36 
editor to men in the Labour Movement with Marxian views for contributions 

-·to the Kirli, finding photographs and getting blocks made of them for publica
tion in the Kirti. I think it is obvious that the inference to be drawn from the 
appeal in the Kirti and from numerous other facts on the record is that, in fact, 
if not in theory, Sohan Singh Josh accused was the real editor of the Kirti, 40 
though it is quite likely that someone else, really only a figurehead, used to 
occupy the editorial chair, so as to be available to be used as a scapegoat in case 
the paper got into trouble with the .authorities. 

Sohan Singh Josh's first public appearance, as it were, in this case was 
at the Cawnpore Session of the A. I. T. U. C. In connection with this we have 
the evidence of P. W. 111 Sub-Inspector J. N. Sen Gupta as well as Dange's 
T. U. C. Left report, P. 1878C (I. C. 72), which shows that Josh accused was 

o. P. l~ present at the meeting of the T. U. C. Left at Gowaltoli on the 29th November. 
. Josh accused of course admits that he went to this Congress and says at page 

299 that it was there that he met Spratt accused wlrom, he says, he had not seen 
at Lahore, which of course is possible as Spratt's report about him in the letter, 
to whieh I referred earlier, may.have been from hearsay. ,; 

The first ,time in 1928 that we come across Sohan Singh accused is on the 
13th March, when he wrote a letter, P. 1637, (I. C. 125),.to Dange accused a.t 
Bombay. This is also actually the first letter from this accused, which is in 
evidence. The letter refers mainly to articles, but begins with an anxious 
enquiry abo~t ~ome books, which were evidently ex:pected to come from Bombay 
at about thls time. The reference to Dange's arbcle appears to relate to the 
article entitled "Conspiracy of Imperialism at the A. I. T. U. C." which 
appeared in the Urdu Kirti for May 1928 (P. 747). 

Just after thls on the 15th March 1928 Sohan Singh Josh accused wrote a. 
foreward to Miss Agnes Smedley's booklet" India and the Next War" (P 897) 
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T~is bookl~t contains a couple of articles by Miss Agnes Smedley herself' along: 
Wlt!t a lea~~g artide and a front page criticism of one of these articles by Lala 
LaJpat Rai ill the " People " of Lahore. The main point whlch Miss Smedley 65 
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wa~ leading uI? to in her artrol~8. appeal'S< all page 48, where she says: .. I 
believll that nothing can meet the sItuatIon, but a programme which would lead 
fn the establishment of a ~ocialist SY,stem of society.- Such programmes are 
1;Ieforo the country already m the vanous Workers' and Peasants" Parties &Dd 
Qne such, is outlined in Palme Dutt's book" Modern India "." , 

. . 9n the 12th April.192~ a meeting was held ·at the Jallianwala. Bag~ 
o. P. 1£70 • .A.!):ui.tsar, f~r the .0rgam~atIon of la~ourers and peasants. The persons responsir 

ble for calling this meetmg, accordmg to the Urdu Kirti for May 1928 P 7.4.~ 
were Sohan Singh Josh accused and Bhag Singh Canadian, the other M,a~age( 
o~ the Kirti. The meeting is said to have been attended bv among others' 
Majid ~nd Sehgal a~used, Feroz Din Mansur, Lala Ram Cha~dra BA. etc. A 
resol1l;hon was unammously.passed that a party should be established, the objec1;. 
of which should be to orgamse the peasants and workers, that it should be called! 
the " Kirti Klsan ~arty", and that those present should be regarded as its. 
mombers. Sohan Smgh Josh accused was elected General Secretary andj 
brother M. A. Majid of Lahore as Joint Secretary of the Party. The repoI:li 
further says tha~ a sub-committee consis.ting of Sehgal. Majid and Sohan Singh. 
accused along With two others was appomted to draw up rules and regulatiollBt, 

10 

15 

The paragraph relating. to this meeting was headed " Establishment of tb.e. 
Kirti Kisan Party (Workers' and Peasants' Part.y)". Information of the forma-. 20 
tion of this Party no doubt reached Calcutta and Bombay fairlv soon, bnt no. 
offici~l intimation seems to have been given for some time, and it would appeaJ:; 
that It lUllst have been asked for by Muzaffar Ahmad, as we find Sohan Singh 
Josh accllsed in P. 2051C (I. C. 197) dated the 14th July writing to Muzaffar 
Ahmad in the following terms: " Your letter to Com. M. A. Majid, dated 
Calcutta, May 23rd, 1928, has been handed over to me to inform you officiallJ; 
about the formation of the W. & P. Party, in the Punjab. The Party came into 
being on the 12th April 1928. The constitution of the Party is also complete." 
Mter t.his he goes on to talk about the Conference proposed to be held at Lyallpur 
from the 28th to the 30th of September. P. 1444 found in the Kirti office and: 

0.· P. 14111. p~ 344 found with P. C. Joshi accused are copies of the rules framed for the 
Punjab Kirt! Kisan Party or W. P. P. 

-25 .. 

30 

From now on we get a. whole series of letters written by Sohan Singh Josb. 
accused either with reference to the Lyallpul' Conference, to which many of the 
accllsed were invited, or to the Kirti itself, that is to say letters in which he asked, 35 
for contributions for tbat paper from one accused or another. There are also. 
on the record a number of replies from different accused. Among the lettel's 
relating to the Lyallpur Conference I may mention P. 1608 of the 14th July, a, 
letter to Dange, P. 2051C; of the same date already-mentioned, in which he invites 
Spratt, Bradley and others to the Conference, P. 549 (18) dated the 27th July 
to B!·a.Uev and Spratt, P. 1234 of the same date to Mirajkar, P. 1641 of the 18th 
Augm.t: to Dange, P. 1642 of the 14th September to Ghate asking him to come 
with Bradley, Mirajkar and Jhabwala, P. 2052P to Muzaffar Ahmad, and P. 2093. 
and P. 1901P letters from Muzaffar Ahmad and Ghate regretting their inability, 
to come. Among the letters asking for articles for the Kirti and letters from 
(}ther accused to Josh in regard to such requests, we have P. 1637 of the 13th 
March 1928 a letter to Dange, P. 1449 of the 7th of April 1928 a letter from 
Jhabwala, P. 1609 of the 1st June a letter to Spratt, P. 1638 and P.1639 letters 
to Gbate and Dange written in July 1928, P. 526 (25) a letter from Spratt of 
tho 13th July 1928, P. 1608C a letter to Dange of the 14th July, P. 1640 a similar 
letter to Ghate of the 6th August, P. 419 a letter to Muzaffar Ahmad of the 10th 
November, P. 2147 of the 23rd November the lettor from Spratt enclosing two 
articles (" Russia and India" and" The Power of Labour "), P. 1895 a letter 
from Usmani of the 17th January ]929 and P. 1085 which is m the nature of a 

.0. P. 14,12. reply to Usmani's letter. M?s~ of the letters written by Josh !lccused, ~hether 
the evidence consists Gf an orlgmal or of a copy, have been admitted by him. 

On the 2nd Septembr,r ]928 Muzaffar Ahmad wired to Sohan Singh accused 

55 

in P. 2184 " Postpone Startiug Others Not Coming." :r'his telegram ~orms part 
of the correspondence relating to the Party.discusslOns or Council ~f Wa.r, 
which ~as ultimately held in Bombay, and which presumably Bohan Smgh did 60 
n(}t attend No doubt this telPgraID was sent to him, because the Punjab people 
had agreed to send a representative to Calcutta if the discussions took place 
there. vide Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to Ghate! P. 1!,16C (I. C. 209) dated the· 
3rd August. Spratt's n(}tes of the Bombay diSCUSSIons P: 526 (32) show that 
it was decided there that Sohan Singh should be the PreSident of the Calcutta. 65 
Conference. He was actually elected President of the Conference at a later 
date and the election is mentioned in Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to SircaJ:, P. 27.4 , . . 
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,~ C. 29.t). claW the 2Bt>d: Nio>."9lbeJl and filt!l'8.llt'li Jettei-,.1Io. Sohall. S).D,gh, him~ 
of the S,lme date; P. 214'7!, (Ji. 0 292), U~ wlaicJJl Spnatt writes in I/o pOliltscript ;. 
'"'l;'he Receptioll Cpmmittee d.L'Cided last night to ask you (Sohan Singh 
I JOBh ') til preside at the Calcu,1;ta Conference. You will of course be informed 
ojijcially. " This letter is Ol).e which was actually addressed to the editor of the 6 
Kim sud enclosed the two articles" Russia and India ". and" The fower of! 
J;./l.bonr ". 

We come next to the LyaUpur Conference. I have already mentioned that 110, 
good' many letters were written about this Conference. Originally it was intend-

., ~d that Danga accused shoufd preside over i.t, but ultimat.ely it was found impoSt- 10 
sible for him to leave Bombay owing to pressure of work in connection with tlut., 

o. P. "'13. Textile strike. Invitations were issued by Sohan Singh to many of the accused, 
as I have mentioned, above. Then a pOOtcr in Gurmukhi P. 13!}3 (equals P. 451) 
was issued in connection' with it by Sohan Singh and Bhag Singh, the Managing; 
Directors of the Kirti Magazine, Amritsar. In this 'Ilotice it is stated that the 16 
foosid(:nt will be S. A. Dange of Bombay, a stannch patriot and.a well-known; 
Communist, who was convicted in the Cawnpore Bolshevik Conspiracy Cast> . 
. It is further sta.ted' that ~esides him. Mr. P. Spratt, author of the proscribed! 
book II India aud China ", Mr. Bradley, member, Commwnist Party, England,. 
Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad, General Secretary,. W. P. P., Bengal, and several other 2Q 
IlYIDpathisllrs of workers belonging to the Bombay Presidency, the Bengal 
Pl:esidency and the U. P. of Agra and Oudh will attend the meeting and add to 
its glory. A.t the end we find it further stated that Lala Kedar Nath Ji Sehgal~ 
President of the Naujawan Bharat Sabha, Mr. M. A. Majid and Lala Chhabili 
Das will also p1lIt in their appearance. It is also mentioned that Mr. Ram 26 
Chandra, B.A.-national has accepted the presidentship of the Reception Com
mittee. Another document in connection with this Conference is P. 2093 (1)-
a letter of greetings dated 26th September 1928 from the. W. P. P. of Bengal> 
to the Conference of the W. P. P. of the Punjab. This message alludes to the
n.ecesfoity of, and the steps which are being taken towards forming the Workers~ 30 
and Peasants' Party of India and holding its firRt Conference at Calcutta a1; 
Christmas. The only other important piece of eyidence in connection with ~hi8' 
Conference is the evidence in regard to the speeches. but it will be, I think, more 
('.onveni'mt to take the whole of Sohan Singh accnsed's speeches together. 

On the 12th October Muzaffar Ahmad aooused: sent a telegram. P. 2196, 35 
O. P. 1'76. (I. C. 245) to Sohan Singh IIccused. which reads as follows: II Spratt my" 

self attending Workiers' Conference Meerut f01uteenth fifteenth. Come there. 
if you can." It does not lJ!.uch matter whether Sohan Singh accused did or did!. 
not receive this telegram. It is at any rate a fact that he attended the Confell" 
ence, as he admits at page 312 of the statements of the accused, where howeven 40 

i h8 say!' that he attended the Meerut Conference on being inlVited by the Mazoo. 
Sangh. P. W. 173, Sub-Inspector Mardan Singh, and P. W. 126, P. S. L MangaJa 
Sigh Tewari, both depose to his presence on this occasion, an(31 the latte» 
reported Jus speech, P. 1090, which will b~ dealt with along-· with his other <I 
spee('hes. . 40 

We come next to the First All-India Workers' and. Peasants' Partv COll
ference at Calcutta. Sohan Singh accused was. informed of his election as 
President of the Conference by Goswami in U1e letter P. 1873r (I. C. 302) dated, 
the 27tb. November 1928, but the fact thllthe was to be·asked to preside had been 
mel).tioncd in the circular letters issued, to, organisations outside India by( 60 
Goswami accused as early as the 1st November, viele P. 467 (7). (F. C. 632)" 
P. 2420P (I. C. 633) etc. Sohan Singh accnsed himself wrote to Muzaffar 
Ahmad on the 10th Decemb'er in P. 2i51P (I. C. 322) to say that he was pre
paring his address and hoped to start for Calcutta on the 18th. He further 
said that he would blillg the report. along: with him and wire before 65 
starting from Amritsar. I presume the reference is to the Provincial Party: 
report of activities during tlIe year. In dne course he did send a telegram t~ 
Muzaffar Ahmad at the time of starting, vide 1?: 468 (11 ~11. ,C.336)~ As rel1:a~ 
the part taken by him in the Conferel).ce the most. im-go;rtant piece of evidence 
is his own apeech, which however X shall leave till later. He is of course men- 60 

o. P. 14<6. tioned a few times in P. 669 and himself mo~ed a considerable nUIl).ber of resolu
tions from the chair, the resolutions which were expected .to be and' were passed' 
nnan.im?usL~ He also took part in, the procession 01). the 3rd d,ay, which, went 
to, t.b&. Congr-ess Nagar, and made 81 speeoh. at tha.t.pitlce, On tbl! 4;tJ;f. "ay. he w~ 
('tee~d as a, member, oft the National Executive (lommittee representing ijl.e 65 
Pu,nJab, aloJl& '1tiJ;h tRra~ olrhers. AlJ.o.tb.CJ: 1jIIla,IJ. piece Q£ evidence in connell:-
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tion with his participation in this Conference is the group photograph, P. 458, 
recovered in the search of the headquarters of the Bengal Party; 

The next event of interest in connection with Sohan Singh accused is the 
series of meetings of the Communist Party of India held at Calcutta from the 27th 
to the 29th December, in connection with which we have Ghate's notes P. 1295, Ii 
P. 1300, P. 1303, P. 1309, and P. 1310. I have dealt with P. 1310 before, and it 
is sufficient to say here that the names suggp.sted in it for the Punjab members 
of the Central Executive of the C. P. 1. were those of Sohan Singh, Abdul Majid 
and Feroo Din. Curiously enough, although Sohan Singh was not a member of 
the Party until the 2!ltb December. vide P. 1295, he was selected as a member 10 
of the C. E. C. on the 27th, vide P. 1295, P. 1300 and P. 1303. 

It appears from Sohan Singh's diary, P. 909, that he left Calcutta on the 
2nd J a'll'llary to go to J amshcdpur. . The next we hear of him is through a 
letter P. 1895 (I. C. 347) written to him hy URInaui from Bombay on the 17th 
January, in which Usmani writes: " My negotiatiolls with Khan having col- 15 
lapsed I had 'to leave Punjab. Sorry could not see· you before leaving. The 
Kirti should be sent in many' copies here, as Comrade Ghate wants a copy in 
every branch of their Gi~ Kamgar Union." After this on the 7th March 
Sohan Singh wrote two letters. The first of these is P. 485 (I. C. 388) to 

e. P. 1'7~ Muzaffar Ahmad, in which he apologised for not replying to letters earlier, 20 
because he had been very busy with the Second Session of the Naujawan Bharat 
Sabha, about which he says Muzaffar Ahmad might have read in the" Tribune ". 
Then he mentions that " the Editor of the Kirti ha~ been arrested under Sec-
tion 124-A." A little further on he remarks : " The Punjab is doing well, we 
hope you, along with Comrade Spratt, will be alright. I am safe up till now. 25 
We have never hea.rd anything from our Bombay Comrades." This letter is 
signed by Sohan Singh ,as General Secretary of the Punjab Workers' and 
Peasants' Party. The other letter written by him on the 7th is P. 1085 (1. C. 
389), addressed to Usmani accused. After acknowledging a letter from Usmani 
Sohan Singh writes: " We hope you will be faring quite well, and trust you will 30 
come out successful in your new venture. ,Kindly send us two copies of your 
weekly, one to my address and one to the address of the Editor Kirti. I am 
arranging to send you the hack issues of Urdu Kirti. I think you might have 
read about the anest of the editor and the search of our office." Another letter, 
which must have reached Soh an Singh during this period is the original of 35 
P. 1897P (F. C. 753), dated the 13th January 1929, Roy's letter addressed to. 
Messrs. Darbar & Co., P. O. Box 14, Amritsar, Punjab. In this letter Roy 
writes : " Bhai Ishwar Singh requested me to contribute regularly to the Kirti. 
This r will, of course, do 'with great pleasure. As'it may not be advisable for 
the Kirti to publish too many articles signed by me, I shall write them with a 40 
pseudonym "M. Rahman"." He goes on to ask that the Kirti in both 
languages should be sent to the following address: "Herrn Bhadnri clo 
Arnheim, 44 Jagow St. Berlin." This letter had an inside envelope addressed 

O. P. 1'77. "for Kirti ", and is itself good evidenC',c of the dose connection between Darbar 
& Co. and the Kirti. In this connection it may be noted that the evidence of 45 
P. W. 163, Inspector Nasiruddin, shows that the offices of the Kirti and Darbar 
& Co. were both in the same room, and in the same building as the Onkar Press. 
In reply to the only question asked abont this statement in cross-examinatiO'll the 
witness 8aid; " I do not know what the connection is between the Kirti and 
Darbar & Co." and indeed it is hard to say, for nobody outside the offices of 50 
tlle Kirti and Darbar & Co. could possiblv know what the actual connection was. 
But it is a reasonable inference that Darbar & Co. merely served as a cover 
address. 

There is on the record evidence of a whole series of speeches made by 
Sohan Singh accused running from Februarv 1928 up to March 1929. The' 55 
first of these is reported in P. ]903, whidh is a" report of the speech made by him 
at the Second Naujawan Bharat Sabha Conference held in the Bradlaugh Hall, 
Lahore, on the 24th February 1928 (P. W. 179 Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh). 
This report shows that Sohan Singh Josh was ele~ted President of tbe Naujawan 
Bbarat Sabha for the following year and Abdul Majid Vice-President. This 60 
speech is comparatively unimportant, the only interesting thing in it being an 
attack on religion which, he says " is only a means of exploitation now". 

His next reported speech is tbe one made by him on the 1st May, vide the 
re'Port P. 1879(1), 'Prepared by P. W. 159, Sub-Inspector Rashid Ahmad. 
Urdu Shorthand reporter. There is a good deal of talk about w~rkers and 66 
peasants in this speech. He says at ope place: "Brethren, we WIsh that ,the 
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Raj of the Kirti should spring up in the world in the real sense of the term 
and that administration also should fall into our hands." T'hen he talks about 

41. P. 1478. ~e coming war between England on one side and Russia on the other, ,and 
asks the labourers and workers of India not to help the English in that war 
at all Towards the end he says: "I again ask you to destroy this Capi
talism and Imperialism, and Kirtis (workers) should join together and estab
lish their own Raj in their own country." • 

5 

On the 26th May Sohan Singh accused took part in a Naujawan Bharat 
Sabha meeting at Jullundur, at which he made a speech P. 1883(3) repo;rted 10 
by P. W. 158, Sub-Inspector Badri Nath, who however says that Sohan Smgh 
Josh spoke in Punjabi, and as he does not know Punjabi shorthand, he took it 
down in longhand Urdu script. This speech begins wi~h an attack on religion 
and further on points out that it is no use substituting an Indian bureaucracy 
for the English one. . 

Next on the 12th June he made a speech at the Bardoli Day meeting held 15 
under the auspices of the City Congress 'Committee of Amritsar and the local 
N aujawan Bharat Sabha. In this he speaks of the possibility of an Indian 
Government being created without its' having much good result and says: 
" But I am of . opinion that if India is to secure complete independence, then, 
as a resolution was passed at Madras, all labourers and peasants should become 20 
organised and start a revolution in India. And we can come out successful 
only by creating a revolution." 

A month later on the 20th July Sohan Singh spoke at the Mabalp'ur Diwan 
described by P. W. 179, Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh as a meeting of the Sikh 
Diwan. P. 1911 is the translation of a longhand note taken by this witnes80f 25 
the speech, which Sohan Singh made in Punjabi. This is a long speech full ·of 
references to Russia. His attitude to the existing system of society is also 

~. P. 1479. well illustrated in it. He says: "The condition of India makes one's hair 
stand on end. The whole of this system is rotten. The whole' of it 'should be 
reduced to pieces and thrown into the sea, and a new edIDce -should. be erected 30 
(instead)." Further on he says.: "This is the society we want to overthrow, 
and We want to establish a new system, under which the requirements of every 
man may. be fulfilled!' Then he comes to the example of Russia and talks 
about the revolution there and says: "If you want to remove hunger. and 
poverty from the world, then I say, you will have to get ready like Russia .alad 35 
create a revolution." Then further on again: "The present age is the age 
of workers. Now workers' war is to take place. Whether it takes plaee.soon 
or later is a thing which lies in your hands." The speech concludes as follaws : 
" Arise and join the revolutionary movement. Unfurl. the red flag of liberty 
in this India and attain liberty." ' 

Again on the 5th August we find Sohan Singh speaking at a meeting'held 
. at Jallianwala Bagh, Amritsar, under the auspices of the Nal1jawan Bharat 

8abha. This meeting was held in the. course of the "Friends of Russia 
Week", and Sohan Singh's speech, which is reported by P. W. 179, Sub
Iuspector Arjun Singh, in P. 1910, naturally contains numerous allusions.to 45 
Russia.. For example he says: "The principles which Russia is teaching 
are, I understand, calculated to give salvation to India. I want that a Govem-

, ment similar to that .of labourers and peasants which exists there should exist 
in India as welL" 

Sohan Singh spoke again on the 18th August.at another Naujawan Bhami 59 
8ab.ha meeting, when his· speec. h was reported by P. W. 158, Sub-Inspeotor 
Badri Nath in P. 1884, (1). There is nothing of much importance in this 
speech. " 

(). P. 1480. Coming now to the Lyallpur Conference we have a report P. 1906 _pre_ 
pared by P. W. 179, Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh, which contains notes of five 55 
,speeches made ,by Soban Singh 'on the 28th, 29th and 30th September. In the 
tirst of these speeches Sohan Singh explains that it was impossible for Dange 
to come to preside at the Conference, because of the strike at Bombay and that . 
Lala Cbhabil Dass Principal, National College, will preside instead. He also 
mentions that the strikers in Bombay have received help from Russia first a 60 
Bum of Ra. 20,000 and afterwards a sum of Rs. 14,000. In his second speech we 
findbim ·saying: "An opportunity has come today that we 'should tight for 
ourselves and establish Raj in the world for 98 per cent. people." Then in the 
3rd speech he refers to the establishment of W. p, Parties all over India. 'He 
say~ :. "As a.Workers' & Peasan.ts' Pll;rty has been est!lblished in the Punjab, 65 
-so SImIlar parties have been established III all other provmces throughout India. 

La2JMOO 
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They are joining together and casting away the yoke of slavery." Then he 
goes on to allude to a letter from Mazhar Ahmen, presumably a mistake of the 
reporter for Muzaffar Ahmad. The 4th speech contains a number of allusions 
to Karl Marx and his doctrine of a proletarian revolution. The last speech 
was made in moving a resolution in regard to the Nehru Report, which runs as & 
follows: "This session of the W. P. P. Conference congratulates the authors 
of the Nehru Report for their havi.,ng tried to unravel communal tangles and con
siders the declaration of rights in this report as a step (7). It condemns their 
action in fixing Dominion Status as their creed in place of complete independence 
and showing criminal neglect towards the interests of peasants and workers. 10 

e. P. 1~1. At the same time, it declares that nothing short of complete independence can 
satisfy workers and peasants." 

Coming now to the Meerut Conference P. 1090 is a report prepared by 
P. W. 126, P. S. I. Mangal Singh Tewari, which contains the resolution relat-
ing to economic demands moved by Sohan Singh Josh on the 15th October and 1& 
the speech made by him in support of this resolution. He begins by saying : 
" We are holding a new conference here ", and proceeds to contrast the ob-
jects of this Conference with those .of the Congress. Further on he says : 

," What is needed is Proletarian revolution." Then again he says: "We 
shall not let Imperialism and the rule of rich men exist, nay, we shall establish 20-
in India a Government of peasants like that in Russia." Finally he concludes : 
" This is the time of seizing your rights on the strength of your Jatha (organi
sation)., If you can seize your rights by force seize them, otherwise no one will 
save you ... '" T'his society is filthy. Injustice is done to you in it. Conse
oquently, try to sweep it out of enst,ence. When we shall unite, we shall start 25-
proletarian revolution, and we shall in this way establish workers' and peasants' 
rule in India and prosperity will increase." 

Sohan Singh next spoke at J allianwala Bagh on the 16th December in a 
meeting held to celebrate" Kakori Day." His speech was reported in P.l905 
by P. W. 179, Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh. He began by saying: "The sub- 00-
ject is difficult ", and indeed he found it so because he had to preach against 
individual terrorism. He deals with this in the following passage: "I would 
like to point out that our Naujawan Sabha does not repose confidence in terro
rism. We understand that ' individual terrorism' has not succeeded anywhere. 
We can murder a few persons by this method, but they can be replaced by other 31i-' 

0. P. 148J.'tyrants. In this way this system cannot be changed; nor can any injustice and 
oppression be ended. Hence our object is to change the system and not to 

'murder individuals. Mass civil-disobedience and mass no-tax campaign should 
be launched. It is for this reason that we lay emphasis on organisation." 

I come now to Sohan Singh accused's speech. at'the A. I. W. P. P. Confer- 4()' 
ence. Copies of this speech were found in no less than 18 different searches. 
It is printed as P. 596 and the :copy found with Sohan Singh Josh himself is 
P. 915. He begins with a lengthy discussion of the position of the Congress and 
eomes to the conclusion that the Congress Movement has up till now been car-
ried on for the benefit of the bourgeoisie. Next he takes np the subject of the 45-
Simon Commission and sees little hope of any benefit to the masses from that. 
Then he deals with the Nehru Report which he says is a class constitution which 
betrays the interests of the proletariat. TO'l'Vards the end of this section he 
says: " We must clear the air and put the issue definitely before India that 

. we are out not only to end Imperialism but Empire as well." A little further 50-
on he says: "The presence of the King, the Governor-General and the Governor 
in the Nehru Scheme has made it all the more reactionary." And towards the 
'end of the same paragraph he says: "India will get true freedom only when 
the British interests are cleared away bag and baggage, ...... India can attain 

'true lillerty only through a revolution and not by framing constitutions." This 50' 
bi-ingR him to a number of esseIltial demands. the last of which is: .. Land to 
the peasants and last but not the least cancelling all the vested rights by law." 
Next he comes to the Independence of India League which he criticises by saying: 

G. P. 1483. "Because the Congress had dOlle nothing for the good of the masses they were 
'getting out of control, so the conscious bOllrgeoisie have created this League in 60 
order to k<>cp the masses under their influence". He concludes the main para,
graph on this subject thus: "On the other side our Party is carrying on an 
uncompromising campaign for complete independence, our Workers' and Pea
sants' Party is an Independence Party and 0111' slogan is Complete Independence. 
Then what was the need of this Party f All people who believe in revolution 6& 
and class struggle. should join our Party and placil!g before the .workers an~ 
peasants a revolutionary programme should orgaruse them to WID freedom. 
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Next speaking on the Trade Union Movement he says: .. It is led by persons 
belonging to the petty bourgeoisie class who want to limit this movement to 
economic fight and do not wish to let it meddle with politics." He complains 
flIat " the Trade Union Movement has no militant policy. All power is spent 
on redressing minor grievances, most of its leaders keep aloof from politics ..... 
So our work consists in organising the workers and the peasants, so that' after 
~atiug our organisations with the Trade Union Congress, we might capture 
It." Next he comes to the affiliation question and says that" it is essential that 
our movement should have international connet'tions, for it is only by interna
tionally organising ourselves that we can fight with the so-organised capital. ..... 
therefore we mnst of necessity affiliate ourselves to the internationsl move
ments. " He goes on to recommend affiliation with the League Against Im
perialism, the International of Moscow or the Peal>ants International Kres
tintern, and in the next paragraph he saYI!: .. Therefore we should establish 
relations with the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Seeretariat as well." Coming then 
to the British Trade Union Congress he~ndemns it and the International 

o. P. 14M. Federation of Trade Unions, Amsterdam, and suggests the Workers' We1fare 
League of India as an official agent in Great Britain. Next he touches on the 
subject of strikes and gives a word of praise to .. our Bombay comrades". He 

. says here: .. If all of us would imbibe the spirit shown by them I am sure that 
we can bring about revolution in a very short time." In this oonnedtion he 
acknowledges the help given by Russian workers and " onr Indian friends" and 
says: .. Without this timely help the Bombay workers would not have held 
out so long. We should thank the Soviet Government for infusing among the 
workers a desire to help their oppressed brethren abroad.." I think that 
,. honest Josh" (1 do not for the moment recall who it was that gave him.this 
title) has probably described very aptly the moving spirit in the matter.of con
tribntions from Trade Unions in Russia for the help of strikers etc. in other 
conntriee. Ne.....:t he discusses the Indian Legislatures and the I!Ystem of nomi
nated reprel!entatives of Labour and says: "We should once for all decide that 
we shall have nothing to do with the Imperialist Government and that he who 
cooperates with it will not be one of us." However at the end of this section he 
suggeets Utaking advantage of the elections in disseminating our ideals among 
the public". He then proceeds to condemn the Trade Dispntes Bill, the passing 
of which .. is meant to deport comrades Spratt and Bradley". After this he 

. discusses the problem of the peasants whom he describes as " a big army that 
ea.n win freedom if we manage to awaken them to class-consciousness". With 
this object the Party " should place before them a progrnmme containing their 
immediate demands and they should be made to understand how their condition 
will improve nnder a free Government". He continues on much the same lines 
in discussing the Bardoli (lispute. .At the cmd of this discussion he says: "We 

o. P. 1~. believe that as long as the present syst£'m coil~!les there can. be no hope of the 
betterment of the workers' and peasants' conditions. For this reason we shall 
have to end this evil svstem, and all this can be brought about by a revolution 
alone. Therefore in order to prepare the peasants for a revolution we should 
place before them·a ;programme based on their immediate needs of life, and 
organising them in this way prepare them for the battle of freedom." 

Naturally it is impossible for Sohan Singh to avoid the subject of the coming 
war which. threatens Russia. It would not matter much if it threatened anybody 
else of course, and the reason that it threatens Rnssia is that .. her existence means 
i/o message of revolution to the poor workers and peasants all over the world. As 
long as the Russian Bolshevik Government exists it will be a beacon-light for' 
the revolutionaries the world over. The people will imbibe revolutionary and 
Communist ideas and will try by every possible menus to overthrow the existing 
order of tllings". Then he states ~e proper methods for the workers to adopt 
in case of war, as for example mass strikes, sabotage, hartals, boycott, paralysis 
of the means of transport, and harassment of the enemy in the rear, keeping the 
enemv in fact between two fires. In the next section entitled" Our Enemies" 
he Bays: .. Is it not a matter of pride to be called a Bolshevik ,,, and in the 
second paragraph of tIlls I!ection he states his position plainly in the following 

.. words: ". To speak my mmd freely I am working to hrmg about such an order 
of things (that is just distribution of wealth etc. etc.) and because the Bolsheviks 
of RUBsia have shown us thll way in this rcspect,-we are thankfnl to them: U 
our enemies' call us Bolsheviks, we accept the epithet, because we know: that 
Bolshevism stands for liberty, equality and fraternity." . ' 

o. P. 1'" IIi the next section he discusses the need for a central organisation and 
weekly organ a~d from this comes to the tasks" of th£' Par~. In this connec~.on 
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he emphasises clalla struggle, en~uragemcnt of hartals and strikes the 81~gana 
of ~~mplete Independ~nce, ~onstituel!t. :\-ssemhly, universal adult suffrage, 
abolition of landlordism, mternatIonal affilIatIon, the dissemination of " our ideal 
amo~g the young men" .(that is the Youth Movement) and propaganda against 

" commg war and alollg WIth these all the time concentration on organisation and 
8?lidarity. Then he has a few words for the comrades in jail and the deporta.-· 
tlOn of Donald Campbell, and concludes 'with a peroration in regard to the coming 
'of the millennium in whicll " kingship will wholly vanish from the surface of 
the earth". The last three lines of thls perol'lItion however lire really the most 
important where he says: .. But all this ('almot be nc:bie",ed "ithout revolution, 
for a revolution is the only friend of the poor and tllC helpless. It is revolution 
alone that can bring real brotherhood and liherty to mnnkind." The speeCh 
concluded with five slogans: "Long live the Proletarian Revolution, Long live 

.. 
5 

the Soviet Rule, Long live Marxism aIlrl Leninism, Long live the solidllrity ·of 
the exploited people of the earth ", and then tbe anti-climax, "Long live the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party of ]india." 

15 . 

At Jamshedpur, where he went on leaving Calcutta, Sohan Singh Josh made' 
1\ speech on the 3rd January whlch iR I'cported iu P. 2208 (P. W. 122, Su" 
Inspector R. P. Ghosh). In this speech as usual he criticised the Congress 
leaders. In the middle of this speech hp said that" the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party are trying to secnre universal franchise for the labour so that every 
worker will have the right of vo.ting". He also Raid that these thlngs were their 
immediate objective and the u!timate goal of their Party was to establish a 

8. P. ,1487. Labour Government and to secure political power for the labouring classes like 
Russia. He wanted to crcate a rE'volting spirit in the minds of the labour ·to 
obtain their goaL Further on ht> RIl.id that "he would like to bring about a. 
change in the existing order of things like Russia lind als~ would b~g. about a 
revolution for the same j the- labour should have a revolutIonary Spint m them, 

:.! they must have a Labour Government and will follow the principles. of Russia ". 
'The witness who reported the speech has' also deposed that copieR of Sohan 
Singh Josh's Calcutta speech were distributed at this meeting. 

Sohan Singh Josh next spoke on the 24th January 1929 at Jallianwala 
Bagh when his speech was reported by P. W. 179, Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh 
·in P. 1904. In this speech he said that" he was the great enemy of the Briti.sh 
Government and wanted to efface it". He and his friends as everyone knew 
did not want kings. Nevertheless he was supporting the resoluti.o~ about ~he 
King of Kabul (Amanullah) because he was the enemY"of. the Bnhsh EmpIre. 
The meeting was apparently held to express sympathy WIth Amanullah (VIde 
statement of P. W. 179). 
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Sohan Singh Josh spoke again at Lahore on the 22nd February. P. 1871, .40 
is II. printed copy of the speech which was distributed at the time and came into 
the hands of P. W. 160, Sub-Inspector Sardar Dhyan Singh who was present 
at the meeting. This was at the Second SeRBion of the Naujawan Bharat Sabha 
held at the Bradlaugh Hall. P. 1877 actually contains an omission but the full 
speech was reproduced in the Urdu Kirti for March 1929, P. 207. In this speeoh 
he talks first about communalism, then about " what it is that we young men 
want " and says that "the aim of the young men is to secm:e Complete 
Independence". Then he goes on to say that "we are deadly opposed' to 
linperilllism". A little further on he says: .. We clearly see that the oilly 
obstacle in the way of our Independence is the British Government .. We should 

8. P. US8. therefore drive it out of the country first of all and then alone 'we can attain 
Social Independence." Then he goes on to discru;s the possibilities of the 
future and says that " at present the rev~lution on the part of middle classes 
is in progres.s, and in due course they will get hold of the reins of the country N •. 

" But ", he .says, " their mentality and their policy will be identical with that 
of the Imperialists, and this will bring about no special change in the condition 
of the masses. For this reason the masses shall have to prepare themselves 
for mass action (lit. republican revolution) and shall hav41 to fight for their 
rights." He repeats this in another form later on where he says: "But we, 
who find our interests linked with those of the masses, ('an establish a republic of 
the labonrers and peasants only if we make them fullv understand what the 
present system and the one that is to follow it mean for them. It behoves us 
to frame a programme covering the needs of the masses, to organise them (the 
masses) and create so much power in them that they U1IIy gird up their loins 
for the protection of their rights!' Then he goes on to discuss the' future 
programme, the matter of individual ,terrorism (about which he says: "We 
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do not believe-in.lndividual terrorism. We believe inre\!'ol~l1cmar,.,massaotiolt 
only and' thi,s <is the only method with us by whi2h we can secure compleW 

• ipdependence .. "), the war danger, the Public Safety Bill.nd so on. ..: 

." . The last speech made by Sohan Singh Josh was reported in P. 1468' bt v 
.:p. W. 154, Sub-Inspector Jagat Singh. This speech was made at the Workers"/) 
·.and Peasants' Conference held at Rohtak an the 8th, 9th and 10th March 1929. < 
In this speech we get the usual subjects of the rich and poor, the necessity for • 

. ,: unity, the marvellous joys of Russia compared with the evils of life in India 
.'" ~ and the wonderfnl improvement in RussiR since workers' and peasants' rule 

(). p~ l'88.'was established there. He goes on to preach the abolition of private propertY' .10 
• !~ ;:. - . and finally calls on the workers to " rise and estahlish a Swaraj in which we; 

'lo.~ workers and peasants, should rule." Tht' la.st sentence of the speech sums up' 
the whole matter in much the same terms when he says: "We have to- , 
establish a Government of workers and peasants and not Swaraj." 

Coming now tit Sohan Singh Josh's search, the searches with which he is lIS 
oonnccted. were conducted by P. W. 150, Sub-Inspector Rahmatullah. The. 
search list for his house' at Islamabad L'I P. 883. In this search we get. P. 884,. 
nutt's" Modern India", P. 885 the Peasants' Resolution, P. 886 the Resolution, 
on the geneMl political situation which is found in " A Call to Action .. , P. 891-
the W. P. P. Principles and. Policy thesis, P. 892 the Political Resolution, 20 
P. 893 ., A Call to' Action", P. 895 a copy of the" Masses of India-" for 
February 1928, P. 896 some issues of thl! "Workers' . Weekly " and cutting.,. 
from it and .similar other papers, P. 897 Miss Agnes Smedley's co India and thlt 
Jliext War" (this was actually pliblished by the" Kirti " office), P. 898 " The 
Proletarian Revolution" by Lenin,. P. 899 "Wage I..ahour and Capital" by- 25 
Karl Marx, P. 900 Lenin's" The State and Revolution to, P. 902 a- typewritteJl> 
copy of his own Presidential Address at Calcutta, P. 903 8. typewritten copy 
of the resolution on organisation adopted by the Bombay Parly in MarcH 1928, 

; '. p: 90~ a oopy of Spratt's Draft Resolutions fo1" the Jhllria Session of. the-
A. L T, U. C. which corresponds exactly with P. 1373 (8) C to EJ P. 908 Rcry'w 30 
" The Future of Indian Politics ", P. 909 a diary for 1929, P. 911) a dial"y" ld-;' 
1928 (which mentions a visit to Majid), P. 911 numerous copies of the" Kirti '~, 
P. 912 part of a copy of the" Sunday Worker" dated the 13th May 1928, t:1'itt 
pages missing from which were found iIi the seatch at 2!1 European Asyluf1f 
Lane, Calcutta! and are in evidence as P. 533, P. 914 the W. P. P. Manifesta td 35 
the Madras Congress, and P. 916 the Trade Union Movement Thesis presented' 
to the Calcutta Conference, ., 

~ ~ ~. Sohan Singh Josh acensed, who· ie of course Ii .signatory to Nimbkar'. Joint 
. " Statement, has made a JOflg statement of hi! &wn but I do !lot know that the~ 

is very much in it that a.fiects the case against him. First b6 talks about th" 4,0 
W. P. P. of the Punjab for which on pRge 293 he really lleeept. 8' lar~ sharli 
of the responsibility. At page 295 he says thati. " the W. P. P. was not II! Cold-' 
mumst body. It wa,a an Independence Party in the real and full meaning or 
the term." He adds: U The Party aimed a1i the establishment of the Nations) 
Democratic Independence through revolutiO'li. It was openly a revolutionary' 46 
body of the militant workers and peasantll, who being disillusioned by the Con.
gress defeatist polities, had risen in revolt against it." On the same page het 
says: "The Workers' and Peasant.s' Party was' a body based ott the clall" 
Btruggle." After' discussing hill' speech at Lyallpur and lIome miseellaneou. .. 
matters he comes at page 299 to his position in cOnnection with the " Kim'P 50 
and denies tllat he was ever editor or manager .of· the .. Kirti". His reaF . 
llosition, he .says, was that of a joint managing director. I must admit that it 
appears to me to make little differencll what the name of the post was. The' 
question is whether he was or was not the moving spirit, and there is a goodt. 
deal of evidence in the way of letters to show his activities in connection witll' 55 
that paper. As to the evidence of P. W. 195 Balwant Singh. on which he sought: 
to rely, it can only be said that he was not a witness who inspired mnch cOn\,; 
1idenee. He was called as a prosecution witness fOT formal purposes only anef 
was then cross-examined and nry readily ~nve evidence favouring the defence'~ 
In ro-examination with the permission of the Court in re~ard to his ability t<1. '60 
recognise the handwriting of Sohau Sin~h he immediately began to prevaricate. 
He had known Sohap. Singh's handwriting for a period of well over a year btl£ 
p'retended doubt about it. . In fact his first answers. in this connection are most . 

C/. P. 1'91. illuminating. He said first of all that he reeornised a signature, but. when. 
defence counsel objected to proof Of Sohan Singh's Rignature in re-examinatio1Y~ 65 
the· witue88 altered his statement and. said: cO The name' written is SohaIY. 
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Smgh's. I cannot recognise the handwriting as it is a long time since I saw 
it." A little later he said. he did not know who tho General Secretary of the 
W. P. P. of Punjab was. It is evident that as a witness to rely on for anything 
in support of which there is no other evidence Balwant Singh is of very little 
value. Incidentally it may be noted that Sohan Singh at page 293 admitted 5-
the genuineness of a. letter P. 2052P, the handwriting of the signature in which 
Balwant Singh declined to recognise. At page 303 Sohan I::lingh made some 
remarks about Darbar & Co. ,saying that the "Kirti " management had no 
connection with it. It may be so but there is no evidence except the evidence 
showing that the two offices were in one room. Next he deals with the money Ie> 
order sent to Usmani. I have dealt with that in Usmani's case and commented 
on the falsity of the suggestion made by Sohlln Singh here.' At page 304 in 
answer to a question about the numerous articles written by other persons which 
appeared in the " Kirti ", the respon,sibility for which would be damaging to 
hinl, he said: "I am not responsible for any of the a.rticlos appearing in the 1,. 
Kirti magazines over nameR other than my own. The editor or the writers of 
the articles are responsible for them." In my opinion that is not a reply which 
can be. accepted. I am quite satisfied that Sohan Singh's position on the 
" Kirti " was one which gave him the real control over and hence the respon
sibility for what appeared in: the" Kirti ", 'and a studv of the Gurmukhi Kirti 20 
P. 746 and the Urdu Kirti P. 747, P. 731, P. 726 and P. '207 show,S that there are 
great many articles requiring explanation. Incidentally it may be noted that 
the rules of the Punjab W. P. P. P. 1404, which are translated- in Urdu transla-

o. P. 1492. tions under P. 344 'conclude with an advertisement of the Kirti which is described 

o. P. 14113. 

in the following terms : "It is the only sOcialist organ of the workers and 2& 
peasants throughout India. It wants to ,bring about revolution in the existing 
,social, economic and political system." , 

From the" Kirti " Sohari Singh Josh comes to the Naujawan Bharat Sabha 
in comlection 'with which hl1 talks about religion and says that" the chief plank 
of the propaganda of the Sabha was anti-communalism and anti-religion ", and 3C) 
goes on to say that" the Naujawan Bharat Sabha is not a Communist body". 
There is a good deal more about the Sabha but I do not think it is of mnch 
assistance to the case. On page 307 he comes back to the Rubject of religion 
to which he ill always very hostile. From this he comes again at the top of 
page 309 to the Congress and I note a statement here which is fit to be classed 35-
with the most fillgrantly false of the lying stories which have appeared from time 
to time in tho statements of Communist accused. This is where he remarks : 
" Gandhi's nOli-violence was thrown overboard by the peasants and some spies 
were murdered at Chauri Chaura." I have already stated elsewhere that the 
true facts are that this was an attack on a thana by a mob of overwhelming size 4() 
resulting in the murder of a Sub-Inspector and some 16 constables and chaukidars.
From the Congress he comes at page 312 to the Meerut Conference, in connee-
tiOll with which he criticises the report and the translation without much convie-

o tion. He states at page 313 : " It is not to my knowledge that any Workers', 
and Peasants' Party was formed at Meerut. " This again is a very feeble denial. ., 
Then in cOlmection with the Calcutta Conference he says that he delivered the 
speech P. 596 and that he stands by every word of it and bears the full 
responsibility for it. He goes on to admit that he attended the Cawnpore, 
Congress of 1he A. I. T. U. C. but of course does not remember anything !'\bout. 
Dangc's T. U. C. Left report. Next in answer -to a question about his connee-, 50 
tion with the C. P. I. he says at the foot of page 315 : " I am a Communist in, 
the Marxian Leninist sense and in no other." This he amplifies on the following 
page by saying that" a Co=unist is one who knows the doctrine of the 
requisites for the emancipation of the proletariat, that is to say who understands_ 
the determinants of the proletarian movement, foresees its course and results, ~ 
and whose chief aim in life is -to organise the workers and peasants on a class 
basi'! 'l\ith a view to destroy the bourgeois supremacy and conquer the political 
power by the proletariat. He is not worth the name if he does not devote his 
life to the bringing about of such revolution as will root out all the social injustices 
and economic inequalities from off the face of the earth." Further down. 6C) 
the same page (316) he says: "I claiming to be a good Co=unist had the 
honour to be a member of the Communist Party of India. ", A little lower down 
he speaks of the British Empire" which we are out to smash up ", and he refers 
to the existence of a Communist Party in, Great Britain, suggesting that that 
justifies its existence in -India. He goes on to say: " Our C. P. I. was not G6 
affiliated to the Third International at the time we were arrested, though we 
had a mind to get it affiliated as soon as possible." At page 317 he was ~es
tioned about the documents connecting hinl with the Bengal Party. He SSld ill 
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't'eference'to P. 721, which mentions the " Kirti " office of Amritsar as one of the 
'places 'where " A Call. to Action" could be purchased, that he did not know 
6Ilything ahout it. But he, added ~t " the manager of the Kirti" (meaning 
I suppose Balwant Singh) "did receive,some copies of "A Call to Action'''. 
He Bold 'some of those copies and the money was returned, to m., knowledge, to 
the Ganavani office, Calcutta." It is curious to note the way m. which Sohan 
Singh who was originally appointed the second manager of the" Kirti ", vide 
'P. 747, has now, apparently in order to be able to put a little more 'responsibility 
on Balwant Singh, changed himself into a managing director. 

At page 318 he was questioned about his speeches and. entered into a long 
discussion of agrarian revolution, the W. P. P. Progflimme, National Revolution 
and so on. In the. course of this at page 328 he discussed non-violence an4 
violence .. He condemned the creed of non-violence as one .. which had never 
been and would never be successful, saying: " I want to .say violence has' been 
the rule, in history ........ is quite essential for the progress of mankind." But 
even then be attempts some sort of defence by saying :'" Violence, as long as 
it is not practised, remains only of academic interest, nothing more, nothing less. 
The prosecution as well as the Court cannot gel away from this fact." A good 
deal of.wbat he has to say after this is full of contradictions. This is particularly 

5 

10 
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the .case in regard to his attitude in regard to the law of the 'land. At page 20 
330 he says : " To confess the truth, we could not do what we ought to have done. 
The 'reason is .tllat the law of the land stood in the way and we tried to steer 
clear of It as far as ,possible. . But in spite of the fact. that we committed no 
illegal act, we were eaught all'the same." Yet at page 341 he says, 'speaking 
of tyrannical laws : " Fortunately or unfortunately I, have a knack of disobeying 25 
I'll those rules, regulations, orders and laws that stand in the way of forming 
my own opinions and doing my own thinking." Curiously enough, going on to 
discuss revolution he carefnlly avoids the methods by which I'evolutipn is to be 

. ~ed'out j\'hich however, I suppose; we are to ~erfrom w~at he ~said 
earlier. At page 335, he comes back to the C~mmullll!t, InternatioI).al agam, a~d 
says : " Although I was' not affiliated to the Comintern in any way I want to 

o. P. 1495. declare here in this Court that ,I 'believe in the programme laid down from time 
to time by the Communist International. The 3rd International in my opinion 
is the only International that is in thought, word and deed the standard-bearer 
of Marxism and the advance guard of revolution." It certainly seems a reason-
able infet'ence that if he holds this, then all that he did must have been done with 
the object of furthering the programme of the Communist International. At 
the end of Hus section he replied to the question put to him about his speeches 
some twenty pages earlier and said : " In regard to other speeches I may say 
that they fairly represent my views." He goes on to say that the reporters 
made lnistakes but that " taking all in all the reports show my views appro:x;i
mately correctly." He was ne:x;t questioned About some miscellaneous items of 
evidence, some of which I have not mentioned before. One is the mention of ' his 
name in P. 146, a list of nllll1es found in the Calcutta office of the B. J. W. A. 
He says both about this and about the appearance of his name in the Krantikari 
office register P. 433 that he does not know how his name happens to be there. 
Re was next questioned about his search, when he admitted that the proscribed 
books found in his possession were his. About the other articles, papers etc. he : 
says tlley came to the Kirti office and he got them from there. Speaking of 
Miss Agnes Smedley's" India and the Next War" he says: " These articles 
appealed to me. I thought it would serve our purpose better if I would publish 
.them in the book form," and so he did so. At page 349 he came back to the 
Russian Revolution which he described, as he did in a speech I have quoted 
before, I\S a .. beacon light in the history of the world." At page 350 he 
attempted a defence to the charge with which I have dealt earlier in this judg
mE;]lt, when he said that" a conspiracy means dark corner meetings .. : ..... 

o. P. 1496. secret wbisperiugs and underhand dealings ........ manufacturing of bombs and 
procuring of firearms etc. etc." I need not criticise this contention again. Then 
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_ at page 352 he proceeded to demolish an argument of another accused on the 
subject of kings whom he condemned entirely. Finally at page 353 he said: 
" Having expressed my views on feudalism, kingship and monarchy I admit that 
I did celebrate Lenin Days, May Days, I did join the demonstrations agamst 
Simon' Commission and other tyrannical acts of ,British Imperialism. I did 
deliver many speeches and hold some conferences to expose BI'ltish Imperialism 
iu India, but these opinions and acts of mine do not constitute a consplI'acy and' 65 
I have done nothing so far to deprive the King Emperor of his kingdom in 
India." "Qnfortunately that is ouly an expression of Sohan Singh's opinion and 
I regret that I am mi.able to share it.. ' 



· The, facts against Sohan Singh Josh acCused seem to me 'to be utterly 
damning. He first became connected with the" Kirti " in September 1927 wh8~ 
we find that he took his appointment very seriously indeed. That paper has beea 
Conducted throughout (I have not thought it necessary to quote from it either 
Sohall Singh's own articles or the articles contributed by other accused because 
there is such a mass of other material, but the statement is easy to verify) as a 
paper preaching Co=unist revolutionary ideas. He was probably, or at any 
rate possibly, in touch with Majid before the Cawnpore Session of the 
A. I. T. U. C., but if not he certainly came into touch with him and a number of 
other accused on that occasion. From that time on he became the leading 
organiser of the W. P. P. in the Punjab and was at its inauguration in April 
appointed its General Secretary with Majid as Joint Secretary. It is quite 
clear that he was the live wire of the Party, vide his efforts to make a success 
of the Lyallpnr Conference by getting the members of the Party from other 

O. P. 1'117. provinces to attend it. Further the fact that he was a live wire was clearly well 
established ill the minds of the leaders of the conspiracy, a fact amply proved 

-by his being called in to help in the Meerut Conference and by his selection as 
President of the First A. I. W. P. P. Conference at Calcutta. The part which he 
took in ~hat Conference indicates his standpoint most dearly. Finally we find 
him admitted to the Co=unist Party of India and becoming a member of the 
Central Executive Committee. Along with these facts we have to consider hie 
speeches, a long series of speeches running from February 1928 to March 1929; 
throughout which he follows the regular Co=unist revolutionary lines. Lastly 
we have to consider the fact that he is a signatory to the joint statement of the 
Co=unist aecust-d and that in the statement which he has made to this Court he 
to a very large extent admits that he has been working to bring about a revolll
tion. In the light of all these facts I feel not the smallest doubt that Sohan Singh 
Josh accused has taken a part and a very active part in the present conspiracy. . 

Agreeing with four and disagreeing with Qne assessor I hold that Sohan 
Singh Josh accused has taken part in a cORspiracy to deprive the King Emperor 
of his sovereignty of British India and has thereby committed an offence under 
aection 121-A, I. P. C. I convict him acoordingly. . 
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0. P. 1498." : AbduLMajid,aocu!ied"s name apJlws for the first tiine in Sepassi'a lette .. 
ABDUL te-Beg-erhotta P. 783 (F. C. 142) dated the 2nd Septemher 1926 signed" Indian 
MAIl8 Communists A,broad_ >I, in the last paragraph of which Sepassi writes: " We were 

at. ,"ery glad to'heRr that comrades Gohar Rahman, Nasim and Majid are there. -We 
could not \\-'Tite _to them because we have no address of theirs. Give them Olm Ii 
greetings. ", lle is also one of the addressees of the Urdu letter of the 29th .!"-:! 

September 1926 P. 2315P (1), the'translation of which is printed as P. 2121 at 
F. C. 171. l'his is t.he letter addressed by Sepassi to " Dear Brethren NasiIli, 
~ajid and others" which was 'sent through Iyengar to Muzaffar Ahmad at 
Calcutt!!; and was int~epted first on its way to Iyengar and again when Iyengu 10 
sent it for 'thefiecondtiine to Muzaffar :Ahmad addressed clo N. C. Dey. The 
interesting passage in this letter in 'connection with Majid's case is where Sepassi 
says: " More' money win be 'seht to you ~f you will start a newspaper of the 
Party (and Bend that newspaper to us). ,It is a defect in all of you comrades that 
you ,go on complaining but do not intimate_ your address where letters might be 15 
senti where money might be r!lmitted, where newspapers might be sent and where 
litemture might be sent. Please write in detail about these things and have such 
friends in Bombay as might have -connection with sailors. We shall send news
papers and literature through sailors." ,Th4Jis followed by an enquiry about the 
GUI'J?1ukhi Kirti and by a reference to -D9Jl8ld Campbell about whom Sepassi 20 
says': ~< Cables will be got sent on the o(!casion of your conference. One 
Campbell of the British Communist P~rty is present there. He is being instruct. 
ed fo deliver at the conference a_ speech on behalf of his Party. He should not 

o. P. 14111. only' be given a 'chance to do so but care should also be taken that he does not 
faU into the hands of the C. I. D. He should be cleverly made to disappear afte. 26 
he has delivered ,his speech." ,This letter was sent off by Iyengar from Madras 
for thcsecond time on the 2nd November and must have, reached Nasim, Majid 
&: Co.' by the middle. of the month .. In·tIle-light of its contents it is,interesting 
to find from P. 1207 (I) the report subinitted to,the O. P. I. meetmg held &.t 
Bombay on tlle 31st May 1927, the sectiop headed" Record of Wor~ done during 30 
!~e peviod ", that " efforts were repeatedly made, here (Lahore) by comrades ' 
DCi'veshi (Gohar Rahman), 'Majid" Ram Chandra and Hasan to start a regular ,"1': 
(,rganisl1tion of the work on educative lines......... Recently the weekly 
Mehnat-Kash, an Urdu weekly, has been started by them, which is doing splendill 
work in educating the masses of the Urdu-knowing districts." At the end of 36 

. the same report in the list of organs (non-official) we find Mehnat-Kash, address 
'blochi Gate, Lahore,which incldentally is the same address as that of M. A. 
Majid whose name appears as a member of the Executive. The conference 
referred to would appear to be the' one mentioned in this same report as a propa
ganda ('onference which it was deCided to hold at Delhi in November last, that illl 40 
N"vember 1926. ' 

Majid a~cuscd was of course acquaint~d with Muzaffar A.1uIiad. P. 2125Q 
(I. C. 14) is 11 copy of a letter in Bengali from Muzaffar Ahmad to Abdul Hali.n;l 
written on the 15th December from Lahore. Both at the beginning of this letter 
and at the end Muzaffar Ahmad has given his !lddress as clo M. Abdul Majid Esq.: 46 
Dal Mohalla, Mochi Gate, Lahore and in the body of the letter he says: " I am 
still putting up in the house of fdcnd Abdul ~{ajid." There is also on recor'd a 

o. P.~. bill P. 415 (6) (F .. C. 174) add-ressed by the Communist Bookshop, 16 King 
, Street,London tu Muzaffar Ahmad clo M. A. ,Majig Esq., Mochi Gate, Lahor", 

mdia. Tlle Ramo address waa,also given by Muzaffar.Ahmad writing to J oglebJ.' 00 
in P. 1844C (1. 0. 17) on the 1st January 1927. There is an alternative addres$ 
Jiven in this lettr,r clo Reception Committee, which is, explained by the reference 
1I\ the body of the letter to the Lahore ,Conference which we find mentioned in 
P. 1207 (1) as proposed by t1& Lahore group to be held in February 1927. 
Incidentally the "ame report later mentions in that connection that "comrade 66 
Muzaffar who had gone to Lahore ran down to Bombay to meet Saklatvala on 
his arrival ", which it will be remembered took place on the 14th January 1927 .. 
Majid's connection with this proposed Lahore Conference is further supported 
by the recovery from his possession of three receipts P. 732, P. 733 and P. 734 all 
:Cor money received from the Secretary, All India Communist Conference, 60 
Lahore. ' 

'We next come across Majid at Delhi' on the occasion of the Delhi Confer
ence of the A. I. 'r; U. C. P. 1494 shows that he was staying at the Royal Hotw. 
in room 110. 32 along with Gohar Rahman Derveshi. His signature also appears 
in token or having received the noticie P~ 781 which was sent out, by Ghat~ 8I/.d 66 

>"", LdJMCCl~ 



Begerhotta on the 15th March calling an: infol'Illal meeting of the members of 
the C. P. I. pr('(lent in Delhi at 10 a.m. in room no. 33 at the Royal Hotel. Majid 
aectu!ed /&(hnits that ·he .came. to Delhi at this time but says that he came to 
attend the A. I..~'. U. C. as a delegate of the .Punjab ·Press.Workers' Union. 
Abont P. ·781 he.says that he, does not remember to ~aye ~Tfer eigned such a 
pa'Per.<)rltll haye-~ttendedameetfng:.of the .G.~, 1 •... :aut,j,t·il\~quite'obviou8 that 

c no"importance can be' attached to anything except h~s.admission that he was 
0. P. 1601. present at Delhi on this .occasion for (1) there is no doubt al)out his signature on 

E. 'l8'1 aud (2);it is clear that he could not have come to attend the A. I. T. U. C. 
as a'delegateof the Punjab Press Workers' Union. The rea.sons for this con
clusion are two; (1) we have Spratt's letter to Page Arnot P. 1968 (F. C. 224) 

(11 dated the. 21st .r uly 1927 in which speaking of.Ramchandra, Majid, and Derveshi 
he' says::'" They sJl('ceeded hi starting a Press Workers' Union, which had about 
60 members,. but it has now been dead for 6. months or more, (2) the defence 
pnt in in ('vidence the official report of the Delhi. Conference of the A. I. T. U. C. 
as D. 391. This report shows that the Punjab Press Workers' Association was 

;\1 affiliated to the A. I. 'l~. U. C., but that Association <;loes not appear in the list of 
Unious represented by delegates at the Congress which is given at page 2 of the 
report. Moreover had Majid been present at the Congress as the representative 
of tllC Press Workcrl'~ Union we might have expected: to find his name in the 
report of the Delhi Session sent by Spratt to Page Arnot in P. 1828 (F. C. 197) 

U: on. the.~ 26th March. He had mentioneu there at F. C. 198 most of the other 
personR'of importance in this casc who were present and the omission of Majid 
if. he. was present would be remarkable. Majid emphasises the fact of bis pre
sence at Dp,lhi On thi!l occasion by saying that it was here he met Spratt aeeused 
for: the first time and made some attempt to look after him when he fell ill in the 

'1(! Ro~al Hotel. 

;'. . We . next hear of Majid in Ghate's letter' to Muzaffar Ahmad P. 2127P 
.(1. C. 164) misdated 10th May 1928 but actually written on the 10th May 1927 
(it was intereepted'at Calcutta by P. W.54, Sub-Inspector R_ N. Gupta On the 

0' 12th May 1927). Tn this letter Ghate says: " I have written to Majid to send 
hl(, Urdu copies from Labore." By this he apparently means copies of the Urdu 

0. P. '11102. paper Mehnat-Kash. This letter was written shortly before the General Meeting 
of the C. P. I. which if! reported in P. 1201 (1). I have already quoted from that 
rlQcnment. '['here is nothing in it to show what members were present at the 

c;; Annual Session but the report shows that Majid accused was el('cted to the 
.Executive. 

In Juue 1927 Majid accused was in touch with Spratt who had now come 
to Lahore, vide Spratt's diary P. 1947 which shows that he and Majid met on the 
2Gth Jtine and fig-ain on the 29th. Majid's name appears frequently in Spratt's 

0) correspondence at this time. He is mentioned in P.1967 (I. C. 54) Spratt's letter 
of the 14th July to Dangp, and again in P. ,2133P (I. C. 57) of the 21st July in 
:which Spratt writing to Muzaffar Ahmad mentions that Messrs. M. A. Majid & 
Co. send their love. As I mentioned before he is also referred to in Spratt's 
letter to Page Arnot of the same date P. 1968 (F. C. 224) where Spratt says: 

c: " Some of the ejected ones Ramchandra, Majid and Darveshi two of those who 
'nave returned from Russia, own a paper the" Weekly Mehnat-Kash ", which 
J hope YOIl are getting. They are very keen, but suffer from laek of funds and 
.education." 'l'here is also in addition to these letters some oral evidence of 
police officers which associates Spratt during the time of his visit to Lahore with 

C1 :r.rajid and Sehgal accused, vide the. statements of P. W. 165, P. C. Niranjan Das, 
P. W. 170,P. C. Anwar Ali Shah and P. W. 171, Sub-Inspector Phoni Bhnshan. 
There is. further evidence of this association in Spratt's letter to Dutt 
P. 2329P (1) (F. C. 235) dated the 15th August, a letter which it is reasonable 
to infer from Mirajkar's letter 1'. 1010 (I. C. 60) dated the 21st August and 

c,' Ghate's letter P. 1011 (I. C. 62) dated the 22nd August was actually takenfrolD 
Lahore to Bombay by Majid himself. In this letter Spratt writes: "Lujec 

o. p, l603. (Majid) & Co. here are rather inexperienced, but sound. They are getting 
among the local ulliversity (T. U.) men, and have especially established good 
relations with Lal (Chaman Lal) who supports their paper. Unfortunately their 

i) . best man has just heen spirited away, probably for a year or two." The refer
ence here is undoubtedly to Ram Chandra whose arrest and trial was mentioned 
by Spratt in a number of letters at about this time. Going on Spratt mentions 
another activity of Majid and says: " There is no Methodist (W. P. P.) organi
sation here, though a Young Christian Association with very similar ideals was 
established a year or so ago. It had branches in several places, and was active 

" . :for a time, though like everything else it is now-dead. L. (Majid) is trying in 
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what, sJlai'e-tlm-e-heo has·to-revive· it, and that is obviously a good polley. The 
eontents,'of theit'''organ (Milhnat-Kash) is' stilltoo'theologieal (1 take thitl to 
mean " theoretical ") and not practical enough, but they know thehr weakness 
and are improving it. The revival of University (T. U.) activity here is giving 
them material to use." Elsewhere he speaks of L (Majid)as" arranging with 
Fh. {qp.ate} about. getting copies.of the Bible (probably he means the Masses) 

'if, they arrive;" and 'adds : .. Similarly for the 'Bulletin and the C. Times." 
Further on again he says: .. Even L is greatly handicapped by poor English, 
but he could do something to spread the gospel of light." Then it is in this 
same letter that Spratt speaks of Jerse (ie. Kirti, that is Sohan Singh Josh) and 
remarks ~ ',' Perhaps L has been tactless with him." 

~ " We find Majid mentioned next in Spratt's letter to Dutt dated the 4th 
September 1927, P. 1009· (F. C. 300). The relevant passage here is as follows: 

• " .. Re. A. I. English Journal, we have had an informal general conference, Lozzie, 
Q, P. lB\I4. Lujec & Co. at ·Bombay, and have agreed to start, one as ,soon as arrangements 

. - can be made, chiefly in el].arge of Confe & Rhug." 

; . The evidence of P. W. 111, Suh-Inspector .J. N. Sen Gupta II1ld P. W. 119, 
In'spector Jagannath Sarin shows that Majid accused wa~ present at the Cawn-
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6~ pore Oonference of the All-India Trade Union Oongress. But a further proof 
is thegroull photograph frequently mentioned before, a copy of, which, P. 743, 20 
was actually found in Majid's own posSilSsion. Dange's T. U. C. Left report 
P. 18i8C also has a particular interest iIi his case as this copy of it was addressed 
to him as Abdul Majid elo .. Mehnatkash". In the light of this address arlnl
ments based on the facts that Dange began the letter" Dear Mr. Majid Ali " 

{,~! and in the report of the informal meeting held at Gowaltoli on the 29th November 
described him again as Majid Ali, have little value. Majid accused has of course 
admitted that he went to theCawnpore Oongress, vide his statement at page 519 
'where referring to the photograph P. 743 he says he went to the Congress and 
mentions the circumstances in which the photograph was t4lken. About Dange's 

. letter P. 1878C however he says: "I do not remember if I ever received this 
paper." 

Shortly before the Madras Session of the Indian National Congress it seems 
to have been suggested by Singaravelu that a Communist Conference should be 
held at Madras during the Congress week and in consequence of this suggestion 
Ghate accused wrote the letter P. 2101C (I. O. 75) on the 9th December to 
Muzaffar Ahmad in which he mentions Sillgaravelu's suggestion and adds that' 
.. friends here have suggested that an ordinary meeting of the Party be held 
at Madras and no conference." He suggests that Muzaffar Ahmad should 
consult Spratt and write to Ghate what he should do in the matter. 'Ghate must 

l' have written a very similar letter to Majid as we have in evidence, recovered in 
G.,P. 1606. Appaji R.ao's search, the letter P. 1287 (4) obviously intended for Ghate in which 

Majid writing from Lahore on the 12th December acknowledges Ghate's circular 
letter dated the 10th December 1927. He. goes on to eay: .. Iappreeiate the 
suggestion of Comrade Singaravelu, but sorry it is very far and most of us 
could not attend the Party meeting. If you people agree personally 'I have no 
objection but I and comrade Gohar Rahman will not attend the Party meeting 
which I think is important for us." The mention of Gohar Rahman in this 
-letter is quite typical of Majid's letters. It appears that these two were great 
friends and closely associated in everything that they did. ' 

9. ~ 15Oa.' The first reference to Majid accused in 1928-,is in Spratt's letter P. 2096P 
(I. C. 87) of the 16th January, when he speaks of Majid accused with reference 
to Chaman Lal,obviously in connection' with his books and other articles, which 
had been left in Chaman Lal's possession and which in spite of repeated efforts " 

/:.\ he had not so far succeeded in recovering. It was in this connection that on the 
1st !<'ebruary Majid accused himself wrote the letter P. 526 (28) (I. C. 97) to 
Spratt, in the course of which he suggested that the best thing would be for him 
to come to Lahore for a day or two on his way from BOIllbay to Calcutta:. Majid 
wrote another letter to Spratt accused on the 10th February, P. 526 (47) 
(I. C. 100), also in regard to Spratt's property. These letters do not reflect 
very; well on Mr. Chaman LaPs conduct. At the end of this letter Majid says: ' 
.. I mtend to leave for Peshawar on the 12th instant and shall be back in Lahore 
by the 18th. I hope that you 'I'I(ilI also arrive at Lahore by this time." As a 
matt~r of fact Spratt was not able to visit Lahore until he came to Delhi for the 
meeting of the E. C. of the A. L T. U. C. . 

On the 24th February. Majid accused took part in the Second Naujawan 
Bhar/lt Sabha Conkrence held at the Bradlaugh Hall, Lahore, in which, as we 
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fiDd: from'p. 1903, he was 'elected '·Vioo~President. 'Soha'/{Singh Josh accUsed 
being elected President. He himself made a speech in moving Ii 'resolution on 
the War danger, and this was reported by' P. W. 179, Sub'Inspector Arjun Singh; 
in P. 1902. His main point in connection with the War danger was that Indiamr 
should not help in any war in future. 6 

Another meeting was held in the Bradlaugh Hall on the 3rd March; at 
which Spratt accused was present accompanied by Majid and Sehgal, who at 

G. P. 1507. the conclusion of the meeting saw him off at the Railway station, vide the evidence 
of P. W. 164, Head Constable Ram Singh; P. W. 170, P. C. Anwar Ali Shah, 
P. W. 171, Sub-Inspector Phoni Bhushan and P. W. 179, Sub-Inspector Arjun 10 
Singh, the last of whom only attended the meeting. This was the visit to Lahore 
during which Spratt made a last and only moderately successful attempt to 
recover his property from Chaman Lal. . 

The next event of interest in Majid's history is the meeting held 'at the '. 
Jallianwala Bagh, Amritsar, on the 12th April, at which the Punjab Workers' , ilf :i 
and Peasants' Party or Kirti Kisan Party was formed with Sohan Singh Josh as 
General Secretary and M. A. Majid of Lahore as Joint Secretary. Majid 
accused was also one of the five members of the sub-committee, which Wall' 
appointed to draw up rules and regulations. It appears from the evidence of 
P. W. 179, Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh; that a Young Men'S Conference was held 20 
at Amritsar on the same day, in which Majid accused took part. The witness 
reported the speech made by him in longhand, P: 1914. The only remark of 
interest in this speech is. where he says: " We are prepared to help them" 
(apparently the Youth Party of China) ".in every way, and come what may, 
we shall try to put an end to the curse of Imperialism." 26 

,Majid accused ne:x;t .took part in the May' Day meeting held at Lahore on the 
1st May and made a speech, of which P. W. 159, Sub-Inspector Rashid Ahmad, 
took a report P. 1879 (2). He began by talking about the Commune of Paris 
in 1870 and Karl Man:. Next he went on to the subject of religion, about which 
he talked for the remainder of the speech in spite of considerable interrnption, 30 
in the course of which Sehgal accused, who also made a speech on this occasio~ 
tried to help him out. This meeting is mentioned in the Gurmukhi Kirti for 
June 1928, part of P. 746. 

, It appears from Sohan Singh Josh's letter to Muzaffar Ahmad, P.20510 
O. P. 1008. (I. C. 197)" that on the 23rd May Muzaffar Ahmad wrote a letter to Majid asking ali 

for offici'll intimation of the formation of the Punjab W. P. P. Next on the .; 
22nd July we find Majid himself writing a letter P. 1626C (1. C. 197) to Dange. 
This iH ill connection with the Lyallpur Conference. and in it Majid tells Dange 
that his name has been suggested as Pr.esident. He goes on : " So I request you: 
to kindly please UI1 by approving the same. ,Moreoverjt is quite evident to yon '" 
that we are short of funds and expect that all the expenditure in connection with ' .' 
this shall be borne by you. We are also invitin~ Comrades Mirajkar, Nimbkar, 
Bradley, MM. Dange, G"hate, Muzaffar and p, Spratt." On the following day 
Majid accused wrote two more letters. in connection with the LYll.llpur Con
ference. These were both endosed in one envelope, and were interceptd and 46 
copied,as P. 2045C, but one of them was subsequently recovered at 211 European 
Asylum Lane and is in evidence as P. 526 (24). These are two letters, one to •. 
Muzaffar Ahmad and the other to Spratt inviting them to come to the Lyallpuf, 
Conference in September. In the letter to Muzaffar Ahmad Majid also says: 
•• As regards the Calcutta meeting I rellTet to say that at present none of us 60, 
eould attend the meeting, but if you are willing, we can send the name of our re- . . 
presentative. " This was no doubt' in connection with the meeting of the . 
Provisional Committee of the All-India Party, which had evidently been men
tioned by Muzaffar Ahmad in earlier letters to Majid. vide Muzaffar Ahmad's 
remark in his letter to Ghate of the 28th May, P. 1348 (22) (I. C. 174). . 55 

Majid accused took part in another meeting at Jallianwala Bagh, Amritsar, 
on the 18th August. when he made a speech, which was reported by P. W. 158, 
Sub-Inspector Badri Nath in P. 1884 (2). In this speech he begins by quoting 

.-4} .P. 1D09. the example of Russia and says: "Today Russia has set an ex.ample (lit: 
taught a lesson) to the world and has shown how workers are goverrung and how 60 
!they) can take up the reins in their own hands after destroying big Govern
ments.' ~. A little further o~ he said :" I myself have seen the condition of 
Russia" and then went on to' explain that even if the Russian workers were not 
.retting ~ore food, they were free politically and that this freedom was keeping 
tltem alive. Theil he gave rather a muddled' account of Russian history, the 65 
wanderings of Lenin and finally the Communist revolution. • ' . 
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. Majid lIC!l'1lsed also took part in the Lyallpur Conference,.,at. which on the 
29th September lie rollde a speec'h, ,!hich was reporte~ by P: W, 179, 8!,b, 
Inspector Adun Singh in P. H),?7. Thl8"8peech. was made m r;novmg a res!lluhOJl. 
against the Trlule Disputes Bill It opens nth a declaration of the rlg!tt ~. 
strike. In the course of this speech he observes that the .Government 111 I._ 
reality always with tbl' capitalists, and he goes on t .. The mterest of both 18 
eommon. Therefore they help their own men. Class struggle. As yet our 
labourers have not 1l1ll1erstood (the meaning of) mass action, owing to which the 
world is battling with them... I say not even one Bolshevik can be seen. It 
is the Government itself· which J.lrodnces thousands and thousands of 
Bolsheviks every day and every rught. Bolsheviks are appearing day br 
day from amongflt lhe peasants and labourers. The Gov~rnment and the 
capitalists are respo1l:sible for this.. If. the Gove~ent Wlshes that there 
should be no Bolsheyiks; why does It kick away theIr (labourers') demands." 
Further on he says: .. We cannot improve .our condition nn~il we. change 
this Govenllllf'nt. Every step that we take IS towards changmg this Gov. 
ernment thereforc the demon of Bolshevism cannot terrify us. If this i8 
Bolshevism then Cflch individual among ns, shall---and shall necessarily-be a 

0. p. UHO.' Bolshevik. ,: Anothl"r iuteresting document in connection with this Conferellce 
·.is P. 1908 which eontains a copy of five of the resolutions passed at the Con~ 

.,. ference namely those on the War danger, the Trade Disputes Bill, the Nehru 
Report: the Red Flag and the Right to carry arms: . 

Majid accused next took part in the Meerut Conference, at which on till! 
13th October he made a speech P. 1087 (reported by P. W. 126, P. S. L Mangal 
J;ingh Tewari) in seconding a resolution in regard to political prisoners. Illl 
oed this speech to eompare jails in lndiawitb jails in Russia suggesting that 
in RusHia the life or prisoners is exceedingly comfortable. In the course of, 

~ this lie says: .. I consider India as Central Jail." In tbill speech he refers 
to the Assemllly letter in a passage which apparently rather troubled him. ;It. 
runs lUI fpllows : "You might have recently heard that a letter of M. N. Roy, 
who is described liS IL big agent of the Bolshevib, while I am only !& llmaU fl.gent, 
When I read thai letter in a newspaper, I understood that it was II fictitioull 
letter." He deals v.ith this in his statement at page 514, where he suggest. 
that what he really suid and meap,t was not 'I I am II llmall agent" but" I or w" .re descn'bed as emall agents". His e:q>lanation may of course be correct, it 

~ f: is not easy to liay. P. 1088 is another exhibit relating to this Conference, which 
. " llontaiu8 the l'r-solutions lIlOved by Majid accused on the 15th October. These 

reeolutions coyer the social demands illeluded in the :Bengal programme. It 
concludes with a lew remarks which I may quo~e : II The existing systam wilt . 
1I0t pve you any concession unless you change it and replace it by another. 
You can lead 1\ life like the labou.rers of Russia.. It will take hours to de8ori~ 

~. ~ . UJeir condition in full." . 

0. P. 1611. Majid accused did not take part in any of the subsequent conferences, suc~ 
lUI the Conference at ,Tharia and the Calcutta Conferences, though he was elected 
a Vice-President of tbe A. I. T. U. C. at Jharia in hill absence. He was expected 
to come to the Calcutta Conference, as we find from p, 467 (1), a notice lBsued 

, by the Assistant Secretary of the Reception Committee On the 19th December 
'1928, which announced that Sohan Singh Josh would arrive by the Punjab Mail. 

on tho following morning, and that Comrades Abdul Majid, Kedar Nath Sehgal 
~ and Ram Chandra Kapu~ were to arrive Calcutta tomorrow morning from 

Lahore, b~t they along, With others had been arrested and detained at Lahore 
., by the Police. In the A. I. W. P. P. Conference a· resolution regretting the 

abseneo of Ahdul Majid, Kedar Nath Sehgal and Ram Chandra Kapur of Lahore 
was passed and appear~ as Appendix D in P. 669. Majid accused was also 

'. elec~ed as olle of.the P~IlJab repr~sentatives on the National E;s:ecutjve Committee, 
He u also mentioned m the vanous notes of the meetings of the C. P. I. which 
iho,v that he Wa.;! l'loeted to the Ceutral Executive in his absence. IJI. co~ctioJi 
with hie absencll from these meetings we have also on the record a letter written 
by Ma}id bi~self to l\1uZ!lffar Aluna~. P. 2153P. (L C. 356) dated the 28th January 
1929, In whil'lI he expJamed that h18 absence was due to his arrest and that h\l 
was still on bail and was not certain wh~t would be the result. 

The only other activity of Majid accnsed of which we have any evidence 
is in eonnectioll with the Naujawan Bharat Sabha Conference held at Lahore i~ 
February 1929. For this Conference he sent to Muzaffar Ahmad Secretary 
Workers' and P~asants' Party, Calcntta, a telegram on the 18th Feb~ary which 
runs all fullows I "Attend Nanjawan Conference with Spratt Majid." , 
Le2J IdCC ., • . 
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o. P. 11112. There are a few miscellaneous items of the evidence in addition to the above, 
·which should be melltionl'd. First of all we have speeches made by Majid accused 
at three meetings, which I have omitted in the above historical sketch. The first 
of these is P. 1881 made at Jhaman on the 13th May 1928. There is nothing of 
any particulr.r importance in this speech. He spoke again a couple of days 6 
later at II. meeting at Jallianwala Bagh, Amritsar, when his speech was reported 
by P. W. 179, Sub-Inspl'ctor Arjun Singh in P. 1913. In this he has a certain 
amount to say about religion. Among other things he says: "This society" 
(that is the N. J. B. S.) "will have no concern with any particular religion." 
Then a little furthl'), on he says: "We do. not want a capitalist Government. I 10' 
declare that we want to change the system of capitalists, and the labourers who 
in reality are the masters of this country will govern it." He goes'on to point 
out that he does not really differ from the principles of the Congress, but he 
differs from the people who have control over the Congress, because they are 
really capitalists. The third and last of these speeches of Majid to which I 16 
.have to refer iii' t.he one made by him at Jullundur on the 26th May, which was 
reported by P. W. 158, Sub-Inspector Badri Nath in P. 1883 (1). In the course 
of this speech he calls upon the youths to liberate their country and says : " Until 
you liberate your country you won't get anything. There is unemployment in 
the country. This cannot be removed until you crush the existing system (or 20 
Government) like Russia ...... like the present Russia ........ and create a new 
system (or Goyernment). The object of our Naujawan Sabha is to liberate jjhe 
country and form a Government of 98 per cent. people, and that this 98 per cent. 
should have the right to govern." 

O. P. 1513.. Majid accused's name is also mentioned in the Kirti Subscribers' register 26 
P. 1409 as also in the Payam-i- Mazdur Press File P. 1086 and also in the list of 
names found in tile B. J. W. A. office in Calcutta, P. 146. 

Majid 'accused was present at his house on the 20th March, 1929, when it 
was searched by P. W. 143, Inspector Jawahar Lal, who prepared the search 
list P. 699. In this search a number of items of interest were recovered. 
P. 703 is an article by Saklatwala from the" Labour Monthly" ; P. 704 is the 
W. P. P. Manifesto to the Indian National Congress, Madras, with a note at the 
foot by Muzaffar Ahmad dated the 19th December 1927: "Do you approve 
this publishing in the name of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of all 
India" ; P. 706 is an 'article' by A. LOsovsky entitled "The International 
Congress of friends of the Soviet Union" ; P. 708 is an account by A. G. E., 
presumably Glyn Evans; of the meeting organised. by the International Class 
War Prisoners' Aid at the Albert Hall to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the 
Russian Revolution etc. ; P. 711 (1) is a letter' from the W. W. L. I. signed by 
Potter Wilson to the editor of the' Mehnat-Kash sending a copy of the 9th 
Annual report of the League, for the year ending 31st December 1926; P.713, 
P. 714, P. 715, P. 716, P. 726, P. 730 and P. 731 'arc' all copies of Kirti ; P. 717 
includes copies of the W. P. P. Principles and Policy Thesis, the Trade Union 
Movement Thesis and the Political Resolution ; P. 718 contains five copies of 
Sohan Singh Josh's Presidential Address at the Calcutta Conference; P. 719 
is a copy of a pamphlet entitled" Communism" by PaIme Dutt, P. 720 is des-
oribed as Resolution on the need for a Workers' and Peasants' Party, and 
includes a Rl>solution on Organisation and a Programme of Immediate 
Demands; P. 722 is a copy of " A Call to Action" ; P. 723 is a form of appli-

o. P. 151'- cation for memhership of the Beng-al W. P. P. ; P. 727 is a coPY of that wonder
ful production by Usmani entitled "A Page from the Russian Revolution" ; 
P. 728 and P. 729 a,re copies of the ConRtitutions of the Bengal Peasants' and 
Workers' Party and the Bengal W. P. P. : P. 736 is a copy of the rules and 
regnlations of the Pun;iab W. P .. P. in Urdu: P. 737 is an account book which 
mentions the receint of Rs. 42 from Muzaffar Ahmad, and expenditure on 
telegrams to Muzaffar Ahmad and Saklatwala, and P.737 (1) is a slip of paper. 
which was attached to P. 737, showing debit entries of Rs. 12 for Spratt and 
B.s. 30 for Usmani. 

30 

36 

Majid accused is of course a signatory to the joint statement of the Com
mnnist accused. He begins his own statement by saying: "I am a Com- 60 
munist and was a member of the Communist Party before my arrest..... .... I 
whole-heartedly sympathise with the scientific programme of the Commnnist 
International, which it has put before the world for a world revolution." A 
little further on he says: "I am fully convinced that one day the proletarian 
revolution will surely be suocessful in India. My study (of the situation) 65 
convinces me that the success of the proletarian revolution in a Colonial 
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country:'Iike India, is based on a national democratic revolution ...... , .... . 
We, the Communists, are making efforts to bring about this revolution. We 
are convinced that all those parties, which are unitedly making efforts to crush 
Imperialism, can attain success only by acting according ,to the programme, 
which we have placed before the ·country." On the following page he says: 
.. We take upon ourselves the responsibilities of our revolutionary activities, 
organisation and leadership. The prosecution alleges that the unrest in India 
is due, to the Moscow activities, which India does not want. We, the Com-

II. ... 1515. munists, do not object to. or refrain from, taking aid from the Internat!-0nal 
, or Russian workers. In fact, we think, that India .should welcome such &Ids." 

On the same page he again says: "I do not know who Mr. S'epassi is, nor 
was any person bearing that name my friend or acquaintance at any time; I 
neither w:rote any letter to him nor did I receive any letter, on his behalf." 
On page 513 he deals with the Meerut Conference, about which he says: "In 
October 1928 I not only attended the meeting of the Meerut Workers' and 
Peasants' Party, but I made a speech also. As far as I know I cannot call 
this meeting to bea conference of the Workers" and Peasants' Party, nor do . 

. I remember if at that meeting any foundation of the Workers' and Peasants~ 
- Party was laid." I fear that ,not much importance can ,be attached to this 

statement. He goes on to point out a mistake on the part of the reporter in 
translating , smsh ' as ' sedition J and to offer an explanation of the passage, m which he had described himself as a smAll agent of the Bolsheviks. On page 
'516 he deals with the eVidence relating to his connection with the Kirti Kisan 
Party of the Punjab. In this connection he says: ," I took part in the organi
sation of the Kirti Kisan Party of the Punjab, and the aims and objects for 
which the foundation of it was laid are contained in P. 344 and P. 736. (P. 736 
was recovered from my place.) But these aims and objects themselves became 
annulled since the formation of the All-India Workers' and PeaStlnts' Party. I 
consider it necessary at this stage to mention the aims and objects of the W. P. P. 
It is a political body of workers, peasant" 'and middle class people. Its object 
is to bring about a national democratic revolution." He goes on to describe 
its immediate demands and.furthe,r says: "The W. P. P. is not a Communist 

o. P. 1516. Party, but it is a national revolutionary party of the public." Then he pro
ceeds to explain the difference between the programme of the W. P. P. and 
that of the Congress pointing out that "the programme of the Congress is 
constitutional and not revolutionary ", whereas, as he has just said, "the 
W. P. P. wants to reach its goal by establishing a complete independent 
democracy of workers and peasants and by adopting ways and means of 
organised struggle to which the Congress is opposed." He goes on to attempt 
to explain the difference between the Communist Party and the W. P. P. and 
says:, "If there is any resemblance between the C. P. and the 'w. P. P. it is 
this that the immediate programme of the former and the ultimate goal of the 

'. t,'1' latter is one and the same ", but he adds: "As both are revolutionary 
.1/_ bodies, it is necessary that their national revolutionary programme should ,re

semble each other." After this he discusses the report of ,what he said at :the 
Lyallpur Conference. At the foot of 'Page 519 he deals with his connection 
with the Mehnat-Kash, but tells us little except that it was a weekly organ .of 
the Workers' class, and that its office and his own office, that is the office of 
M. A. Majid & Co., were in the same place. He tells us here that the Mehnat: 
Kash had stopped work, which may very probably be due to some failure on 
the Pllrt of the arrangements for finance fr()m Europe, since it would appear 
from the Assembly letter, P. 377(1), that financial aid had been coming in for 
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,'. ," the three pape.rs ",. w¥ch were presumably those mentioned in P. 1207(1), 
lIamely Ganavanl, Kranti and Mehnat-Kash. Then he goes on to deal with 
the Naujawa~ ~harat Sabha, w!-th which, however, we are not really con
cern~d, save m so far as the eVidence relates to the speeches made under its 

o. P. 1617. an~plces. Next at page~ 523 to 525 ~e deals with May Day, in connection with 
which he sho)V8 that he IS well acquamted with the change in the nature of May 
Day celebratIons broug~t about by the Russian Revolution, namely that it has 
~e~me the day !or taking ~ oath to ~afeguard S'oviet Russia from Imperial-' 6q 
~stic. atta?ks. w~ch h~wever IS not qrute the same description of the oath as 
18 w!en m B~al~ford s book, P. 1777 (page 92). There is nothing else of any 
real mterest lJl his statement. . 

Majid accused' argued his own case. perhaps however that is putting 
too high a construction on What he did, as I found after a short time that for' 65 
practical purposes what he was doing was to repeat in Urdu, presumably for 
the benefit of ,the assessors (all of whom however understood, English), the 
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arguments which had been put forward by Joglekar accused. As those I\r~
ments have already been dealt with sufficiently, I need not discuss them agam. 

The case against this accused is I think quite clear. He has been a mem-
ber of the Communist Party of India from at any rate 1926, and his name is 
mentioned in a number of letters from Europe indicating that he was in touch Ii 
with conspirators outside India, as indeed we should expect in view of the fact 
that he himself claims to have visited Russia. He was also in 1927 publishing 
a newspaper, which was a non-official organ of the Communist Party of India. 
and right through the whole period from 1927 to 1929 we find him associated 
with such members of this conspiracy as Spratt, Sohan Singh Josh, Muzaffar 10 
Ahmad, Ghate and Mirajkar in addition to those whom he met at Cawnpore, 
such as Dange, J oglekar and Goswami. When the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party was organised in the Punjab in April 1928, he became its Joint Secretary, 
and throughout 1928 he was taking part in public meetings in almost all of 
which he made speeches calculated to further the aims of this conspiracy. It 16 

O. P. 15180 is evident that he has been an active worker throughout, and as to the objects 
with which he has been working it is only necessary to refer to his own state
ment and the joint statement. I am quite satisfied that Majid aecused has 
been an active participant in the present conspiracy. 

Agreeing with four and disagreeing with one assessor, Iboid that Majid 20 
accused bas taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of hii 
Bovereignty of British India and bas thereby committed an offence under 
dection 121-A, I. P. C. I convict him accordingly. 
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PART XL. 

0. P. 1519. ' The nrst pi~ce' 1)f evidence in the ease of Kedar Nath Sehgal accused iii 
KEDAR the statement of P. W. 165, Police Const.a~le Ni~anjan Das, that he watched 
BATH Spratt fu August 1927 when Spratt was livmg wIth Dewan Chaman Lal, The 
8B~AL wi.tness ~eposed that S~hgal.and. M. A. Ma~id accused used to visit Spratt duri~g 

"thIS penod. In cross-exammabon the Witness ad~ed that. Sehgal and. MlI:Jld 
accused took a great part in political matters, attending meetings and delivermg 
speeches. 

The next mention of him is in the' evidence of P. W. 111, Sub-Inspector J. N. 
Sen Gupta, who saw him at the Cawnporc Conference of the A. I. T. U. C. It ~s 
however to be noted in this connection that Sehgal's name does not appear Ill. 
Dange's T. U. C.Left Teport, nor was he onll of those who attended the late 
Mr. Vidyarthi's tea. party and appeared in the group photograph. 

On the 3rd Mareh 1928 we have him once more associated with Spratt ana 
Majid accused, This was on the occasion of the meeting held at. the Bradlaugll 
Hall in Lahore, at which according to P. W. 179, Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh. 
Spratt, Sehgal, Dange and Majid accused were present. Subsequently P. W. 
164, Head Constable Ram Singh,. saw Spratt go with Majid and Sehgal to Sehgal's 
house and half an hour later in a tonga to the Railway station. . There they 
were all three seen together, by P. W. 170, P. C. Anwar Ali Shah and P. W. 171, 
Sub-Inspector Phoni Bhushan. The last two witnesses say that Sehgal and 
Majid saw Spratt off in the Bombay M~l bound for Delhi. 

A month' later we come to the inaugural meeting of the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party of the Punjab reported in the Urdu Kirti (the official organ of 
the party) for May 1928, part of P. 747. This report shows that the meeting was 

o. P. 1620. held at the Jallianwala Bagh, Amritsar, at the invitation of Sohan Singh Josh 
and Bhag Singh Canadian and was attended by M. A. Majid, Lala Kedar Nath 
Sehgal and various other more or less well-known people, the total audience 
numbering about 60 persons. At this meeting a resolution was unanimously pas
sed that a party should be established, the object of which should be to organise 
the peasantq and workers, that it should be called the Kirti Kisan Party and 
that those persons should be regarded as its members. Sohan Singh Josh was 
elected Secretary and M. A. Majid of Lahore Joint Secretary, and a sub-co=ittee 
was appointed to draw up rules and regulations. ·Sehgal accused was one of. 
the five members of this sub-committee along with Majid and Sohan Singh Josh 
aecused and two other persons.· There is no evidence to show what part was 
taken by Sehgal accused in the wor!!: of drawing up the rules and regulations. 
In the absence of evidence it must be presumed that he took his share in it. 

Sehgal accused's next public activity was his participation in the May Day 
meeting at Lahore, at which a speech was made by him, as well as by Sohan 
Singh Josh and Majid, which was reported by P. W. 159, Sub-Inspector Rashid 
Ahmad in P. 1879 (3). There were also other speakers. The witness was cross
examined at somc length by Sehgal accused, but the ouly thing of interest which 
he deposed under cross-examination was that he had seen Sehgal accused doing 
Congress work for the last ten years. This speech opened with some remarks 
about religion induced by the heckling which Majid accused had suffered in the 
eourse of his speee.h. Seh~al then moved a resolution in regard to the firing 
on the Bombay and the Lillooah strikers. Next he went on first to say that) 
Government is helping the capitalists and does not protect the rights of the 

o. P. 1621. workers, and secondly to attribute the co=unal hostility to the British rule. 
Abontthis lie says: " The fact is that all these skirmishes will never come 
to an .end nnless the English go away from here. So long as you do not 
drive ont the.J~nglish from here, no work of yours will be done satisfactorily 
. . . . . . . . . . . . You should destroy the Governnlent of these Englishmen and the 
capitalists. " 

Sehgal accused next spoke at a meeting held at Jullunduron the 26th May 
1928 in connection with the organisation of the Naujawan Bharat Sabha there, 
when his speech was reported in P. 1883 (2) by P. W. 158, Sub-Inspector Badri 
Nath. He begins by laying down that the Naujawan Bharat Sabha will be a 
non-co=unlll orglmisation. Later on he talks about the coming war and ·the 
proper policy for Indians in connection with it. He further reco=ends boycott 
of the Simon Commission and of English-made goods. 

We learn from the editorial note in the Urdu. Kirti for September 1928, 
part of P. 747 tllat the II Friends of Russia Week" was celebrated from the 
2nd to the 8th August. In this note it is stated that during this week the 
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., Friends of Russia" all flver the world r~ised a voice of protest against the 
war preparations being made against Russia and extolled the system of Govern
ment ill Russia. I·'nrther On it is stated that this week was celebrated in the 
·fnn;iab ,,;ith great ;zeal and fervour and that grand meet~gs were held at Lahore 
,lind ADintsar. It III also stated that people attended these meetings in thousands 
,11114 that.Principal.Chhabil Das,.Lala Kedar Nlj.th Sehgal, brqtber Abdul Majid 
;Il'lld, Bhal. SO.hau Sm.gh. Josh- deliwllred V!!ry IItrops .. lectures agaInst war dnnng 

" ~ese days lind ~posed fully thl! dE'ceits of the Government. . 

. 0. P. 1622. Sehgal accused next took part in the Punjab W: P. P. Conference held at 
Lyallpur from the 28th to·the 30th Septembe!,. His nlime appears, as one of those 
who w9u14 attend, in thE'· notice P. 1393, alld we have in regard to his partici
pation the evidence of P. W. 179, Sub-Inspector A!'jqn Singh, from whose note 
P. 1908 It appears that Sehgal moved at least .tWQ resolutions, one about the 
War danger and another about the right to carry anns. It was also elicited 
in cross-exapllnation from the witness that he seconded the resolution moved 
by one Dey }ial'ain Pande that the W. P. P. flag should be of uniform COrOll1' and 

.' that the colour should be red, and. that in seconding this resolution Sehgal s/!.id 
tbat the flag should have on it the sign of aloaf of bre1Ul or ~ stick. 

Sehl\'al accused's next public activity is perhaps the most important of all the 
faets in evidence against hinl. This was his participation in the VI orkers' and 
Peasants' Oonference at Meerut. There are twO' aceonnts 01 his speech on this 
,occasion. The :first is the report of his speecb printed in the supplement to the 
Desh Bhagat of the 22nd October P. 198 (equalsP. 1456), which will be found 
printed under P, '1~2J and the second is the report of the speech as taken by 
P. W. 126, P. S. L ~angal Singh Tewari, P. 1101. The printed speech is very 
lengthy, !Jut a great deal of it can be disregarded entirely. At an early stage 
he givlls a very wide de:fi.nition of labourers. Then he goes on to dilate at great. 
Jllngth 1)11 the pnhappy condition of the poor' in India. From this he comes to 
crime Jltatistics. Then he comes to the bureaucrar.y .of India, whi(lh he describes 
~i;I the .foot:eaWle ofalldi~eases in this unfortunate country, mainly it appean 
on the gfQ1md pf HI! 1!~l!nsivencss. Afte!: thill he dellis witb the eapitalist 
leaders and the results of capitalist conditions, nllmely the prevailing unrest 

0. P. 1623. !ind strikes.Tbilj passage .he concludes by saying: .. Public welfare caB ,bl! 
achieved. hy severing connection with the capitalists. Tbe capitalist leaden 
j;herefllre must either join hands with us, that ill the workers, or go over to the 
papitaliljts so that the matter JIlay be settled." He goes ou from this to talk 
about religion and aft!!r that the Simon Commission and the Nehru Report, whiDll 
however he would reject on the ground that complet/! independence is essential. 
Then he talks about the Bolshevik bugbear, Early in thill section he saYII·: 
.. We h~ve now decided that we will not let this British Government also remain 
here as fUler." Then he says that nlmours are being spread that Russian 
people are not satisfieq with the new system of Government. In answer to this 
he makes an attempt to set out what he calls t.he advantages of revolution in 
Russia, that is the manv improvements which have bepn effected since the revo
lution. At the end of this state:tIlent he comes. to his peroration and says: 

. . , 

II The statements that I have placed before you have carefully been ascertained 
by Englishmen, for I had no opportunity to go to Russi'a, but my brother Abdul 
.Majid however did go there." Then he makes a remarkable ~tatement and say~ : 
1',Although the bureaucracy will now blame me for carrymg propaganda. III 
favour of the Bolsheviks and perhaps for receiving money from them yet I may 
tell the Government that if the bureaucracy also provides similar facilities to 
the poor rndians I shall be the first·pt'rson to make a statement, I1S I have done 
;Ibove. in placing before tbe public the report regarding the Soviet Government." 
Then coming to his actual summing up he says: .. First hear what is it tbat we 
wa.nt. We want complete independence. ·We want lahoDrers' and'peasants' Gov-

0. P. 1524. ernment. We want that since land baR been created bv God and all the created 
... beings of God have equal rights, all should have it by shares. Peasants and 

labourers should have a control over the Government and an should have equal 
share, for land should not be the property of a single individual or of any 
family." F'urther on he says: " Now the object of peasants' and labourers' 
Government is that motherland should be regarded as the property of the whole 
nation. and that republican Government should make arrangements for the 
Nation. I' He goes on to suggest that if all tlris is done the millennium will come 
in a very short time. He ends with nine behests to the labourers and peasants 
of India in the following words: ., (1) Unite together; (2) Start unions at 
,different places; (3) Act upon what you pass (unanimously) ; (4) Use articl~s 
manufactured by the labourers of India; (l» Sq 10Dg as you do not attain 
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~Ilrty, never. use .8.P.Y,article, however heau1:iful, manufactured by any foreiix\ ' 
jlountry; (6) :~j!."($al Bag': should be -pf. unifonn ·colour,.; (.7) Celebrate all 

", . festivlIl~ j!.nd Wrs, together· so tbat-{mutual) love may· be, engendered ;(8} ·DQ 
not try in any way to offend each other'S feelings; (9) Make common gymnaSl~ 
Iso that they may afford pleasure." -It-will be round that the bulk of the import.. ant passages-in this speech are to be found in the l'eported speech, although on 
1iOI!0unt·of the length.of Sehgal's oration the witness was not able to report tblv '\c' 

q-hole of it .. lit ",illoOf course be- remembered ·that in company' .with· Sehgal ~. 
aCcusllfi at this meeting t4ere, were present also Spratt, MU:liaffar, Ahmad, ·SohaJ1. .. 
Singh ana Majid accused besides P. C,·Joshi and Gauri Shankar.' We find frcllJ U;' 
the 2nd issue of Krantikari dated the 24th November 1928, that in addition to 
the formation :of the. Party etc~ and the appointment 'of offies-bearers the Celn
ference decided that tracts should be ,written for the popularisation of the reso· 

0. P. 1625. lutions adopted on the occasion of the Conference. One of the tracts·which the 
report says" are now being written and will shortly be published ", is one on Ill' 
Jallianwala by Kedal' Nath Sehgal of the Punjab Party. There is of. course 
not any evidenes as to' whether. Sehgal ever wrote .this tract, but the .fact that he 
Ilgl'eed to write it is· mentioned again by P. C. Joshi accused in his 'letter to 
fahne Putt of the 5th November 1928, P; 2409P. (F. C; 633), in which he says; 
" To fdmiliariSe our resolutions we are publishing some tracts each on the fol-, 20'·, 
lowir.g subjects .. , ..... Jallianwala, Saigul........ We will pUblish them ilJ. 
English as also get them translated in the vari.oull vernaculars.'· 

'Sehgal allCused certainly intended -to go to Calcutta for the A. I. ·W. P. P. 
Conference. This is clearly indicated by the document to which I referred a few 
page", back in the case of Majid accused; f .. 467 (1), and also ,by the resolutioll ,2~ 
paRsed at the Conferenes, which is mentioned in P. 1763 and also in P. 669. 011 ' 
the first page of P. 669' (printed exhibit) we find it stated that at the close of his 
Prebidential' speech at the Conferenes Sohan Singh Josh mo\'ed two resolutions 
of'protest against the arrests of J. W .• Johnst.one of America, a fraternal delegate 
to the Conference from the League against Imperialism. and of three members 30 
of the Party, M. A. Majid, Ram Chandra Kapur, and Kedar Nath Sehgal of 
~hore. which had occurred 'a few. days before the Conference. The second of 
these resolut.ionli is the same which appears in Appendix D, " Resolution on thl! :.: ' " 
arrest of three Comrades of Punjab. ", whiqQ runs as ~oUows :-" This Confer. 
ence ree:rets the 'absence of its members Abdul Majid, Kedar Nath Sehga' and 35 
Ram Chandra Kapur of Lahore, who on the eve of their departure for this Con· 
fcrence were arrested by the polles and detained, alld expresses its whole-

0. P. 1Ji26. hearted sympathy with them.'" There is \lUother reference to these arrests in 
Majid's letter to Muzaffar Ahmad P. 2153P. dated the 28th January 1929 iII 
which he says: " Ram Chandra and Kedar Nath Sehgal and other Comrades 
are being tried under Section 124-A. Indian Penal Code. and the result you 'can 
easily know from the daily papers of Lahore." It seems to me Clear tbat in 
this .letter Majid implies that Sehgal belongs to t.he same group or organisatioll 
as himself and his correspondent. . , . 
• The next mention of Sehg~l accused ill in Sohan Singh Josh's Presidential 4,5 
address to the Second Session of the Punjab Nau~awan Bharat Sabha at Lahore 
on the 22nd February 1929, which is reproduced in the Urdu. Kirti for March 1929, 
p, 207. In this, in thanking the members for making him President of the. ' ,~. 
Conference he says: " Prior to me Lala Kedar Nath Sehgal has adorned the 
Pres.identi~i Cha~r: of the Na~jawanBharat Sabha. The ability, capacity and 5n., .• 
sllcnfice With which he has given a lead to the young men of the Punjab have 
fal!en to his lot only and it is due to his patriotism and (spirit of) sacrifice that 
he 18 soon to become a guest of the Government. " I take it t.hat it was in connec-
tion with the case which later resulted in.his conviction that on the 22nd, February 
Sehgal wired in P. 340 (L C. 299) to Joshi at Allahabad asking him urgently for a 55 
Slim of Rs. 2001-. see also Sehgal's own draft of this telegram P. 765 at I. C. 265. 
Two dOlluments found in P. p. Joshi's search were a money-order form filled in for' 
Rs. 601- and addressed to Sehgal. P. 323 (I. C. 265), and a draft telegram '}IiI' 
addressed to him, P. 326 (L C. 264), but thEft-e is nothing to show whether or not .! 
the m?n~y was actually scnt. The evidence i~ mainly vahll!-ble as indicating a close tiD.' 
~soc~a~on .between S~hgal and P:,C. :Joshi. and there IS further proof of this '. 

O. P. 1527. aSSOCIation m the note m P. C. Joshi /! diary, P. 311, where Sehgal'S name appears 
under the heading of Krantikari as one of those noted in the section " Inte~ 
naticilal contributions" along with Agnes Smedley, Palme Dutt, Shah and 
Shaukat (Usmani). . • 65 

There is also on the record Bome other evidence of Sehl'\'al'8 associ~tion with 
other'accused. For ~ple in Sohan Singh's diary for 1929, P. 911, there are 
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'two entries containing'references to Sehgal. The first :of these ill 'on the 28th 
lanuary, where he writes: "Reached Hoshyarpur in the morning. Magistrate 

, allowed me an internew wi.th I.ala Kedar N ath-Ji." 'The second is on the 9t1:l 
February where he writes :. "Went a~l\in to Lahore. Heard Jawahar Lal's 
speech and met Kedar Nath. Slept at Kedar Nath'$ house at night." Sehgal 

" has made no attempt to explain these entries and takes refuge behind the smy 
defence that he is not the writer of the entries. Two other pieces of evidence 
con~ecting Sehgal with Sohan Singh Josh and the Punjab W. P. P. are the Kirti 
registers, P. 408 and P. 409, and here again he has put. forward the same futile 
defence. We have also proof of association with' Usmani, who, it will be 
remembered, must apparently have been in Lahore in January 1929, as he watl 
deputed to organise the N. W. R., but gave up the idea when his negotiations 
with M. A. Khan were abortive. The evidence of this association is Sehgal's 

'possession of Usmani's photograph, P. 756, and also of Usmani's book 
" Peshawar to Moscow", P. 754, which he says at page 1565 of the statements 
of the I.lccused that he purchased for his own study. About the photograph he 
says at the foot of page 1562 that it " had, as far as I think, been given (to us) 

. by some journalist in 1928, to get a block thereof prepared through us". There 
. is of ('ourse no evidence in support of this suggestion. There is one other piece 
~. P. t.528. of evidence of association, namely the appearance of Sehgal's name in the list 

, .. , P.146 found in the G. J. W. A. Head Office at Harrison Road, Calcutta, where 
however his address is given as clo the Provincial Congress Committee, Labore. 

Coming now to Sehgal's own search, whieh was conducted by P. W. 169, 
Inspector Mohammad Sadik, who prepared the search list P. 754, the first item 
is a copy of the" A. B. C. of Communism" (P. 755) and a little further on we 
come to Trotsky's hook "Towards Socialism or Capitalism'" (P. 757). 
About these'his explanation was that they were both given to him by a third 
person to return to their owner, apparently one Ratan Lal Bhatia. Another 
book recovered in this search was P. 759, " India in Transition" by Roy, which 
he says he picked up in a friend's house and borrowed to read, but never 
succeeded in getting on .with. P. 760, " Inqilab-i-Roos " in Urdu, he says was 
given him by the author. In addition there were found the Magazine" Soviet 
Russia ", which apparently emanates from New York (P. 761), and an Urdu 
booklet entitled" Ek Communist ka Paigam" (A message from a Communist) 

, (P., 763), & an invitation from Sohan Singh Josh and Bhag Singh to Sehgal to 
attend the Lyallpur Conference (P. 766). 

No attempt was made by Sehgal accused to argue his case, so we have left 
for consideration only the statement which he made to the Court. He begins 
his statement by dealing with the Meerut Conference. He gives on page 1503 
a detailed account of the way in which he was approached to become President 

" '... of the Meerut Conference. It will be sufficient to say that there is no evidence 
.':' whatsoever to support his statement. He professes to have begun by refusing, 

" -; 0;, ; but says he ultimately agreed owing to Gauri Shankar accused's persuasion~, 
'Q.Pj 1629. and finally started for Meerut on receipt of a: money-order for Rs. 201-. On hIS 

arrival at Meerut he says he was met by Congressmen, who took him to tire 
residence of Mr. Balwant Singh Rais, President of the Meerut Congress 
Committee. In this connection he referred to a document P. 176, which was 

'rejected by the prosecution and tendered as a defence exhibit, purporting to 
be a report of the U. P. and Delhi Proviucial Political Conference, which shows 
that he took part in a political procession in the account of which he is mentioned 
as President of the Workers' and Peasants' Conference. He suggests that this 
proves that the Workers' and Peasants' Conference was organised solely by 
the Congressmen. That however misses the point. It does not matter very 
much who the organisers were. The question is what it was used for, and 
whether Sehgal accused took a share in \Ising it for that purpose. Now as to 
that the position is that Sehgal accused presided over this Conference from 
start to finish. It must be taken therefore that he was privy to the nse of this 
Conference for setting up the WorJ!:ers' and Peasants' Party of the U. P. &' 

. Delhi. It was impossible for the various economic, political aud social resolu
tions to be passed and speeches made proposing the fonnation of a U. P. 
Workers' and Peasants' Party without his understanding what was going on, 
and in any case there could h/!"no reason to suppose that a man who had taken 
a part in the inauguration of the Punjab Party and had participated as a 
member of it iu the first Conference held by that Party subsequent to its inaugura
tion the Lyallpur Conference, shoDld he in any doubt as to what was being done 
at Mcerut. Moreover I should note that this document P. li6]) is not supported 
by any evidence. Sehgal accused went on to compare his printed speech with 
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fro P. 1530. the speech as reported by P. S. I. Mang-al Singh. It seeme< to me that this .~, '. • 
a complete waste of time. He proceeded to discuss and explain various items. in "' " ·h.' 

this speech at considerable length, particularly his reference to Russiaj, about ~: ,'j '-. 
. which he says that he cannot at all understand how it can be a crime to compare ,'" ,', 
, tw? countries, which of course avo~ds the point. At page 1524 he prevaricates ,'~.)~"; 
qUIte shamelessly and says : " BesIdes, no 'Workers' and Peasants' Party was,',',.' , 
formed lInder my presidentship, nor was any sllch resolution passed under ,my' • ,: '( 
presidentship, nor can I remember or think of any, nor yet did I sign any such 
resolution in token of its having been can:ied out." I suppose the suggestion is 
that he ·was so exhausted by his famous oration that he slept throughout the: It) , 
'remainder of the Conference. Then he goes on to pretend entire ignorance of ".- ., 

'thE! suggestion that he was to write a pamphlet on Jallianwala and to rely •• 
against .J oshi 's letter, P. 2409, on the evidence of one or two prosecution witnesses, ,.' 
'who stated that they k:!Iew nothing .about any organisation in Meerut like a; ".' 
,Youth League or a Young Comrades' League. • )t\·· 

At page 1527 he laid stress on the fact that he was a member of the E. C_ ,I(. 
of the Punjab Provinei~l Congress Committee and ,a member of the Indian 'J .... :;;: 

National Congress, and was.also President of the Punjab Provincial NaujawaD:. 'i 
. :Sharat iSabha. He further emphasises that leading Congress members were ,. 
present at meefu;lgs which he attended, specifically the ,May Day meeting. That '20:~ 

,'of course proves nothing at .all. His ,presonee at the Lyallpur Conference' ,is 
also attributed by him at page 1533 to the fact that .hewas a member of the' ; /1. . 
'E. C. of the Pnnjab Prov.incial Congress Committee. I.am afraid that this " , 
'explanation is scarcely adequate. At page 1535 .he.coines to the subject of the ." 

o. P. 1531.' Red 'Flag resolution. He says at page 1537 that ,he 'desired that the flag should ,lIa: 
'beof red colour, because 'that colour is brighter and ,deeper. His remarks on 
, the subject of the resolution about the right to ,carry arms are almost equally 
'absurd.· . . 

At the foot of page 1539 he comes to grips with his membership of the. ;", 
. 'W. P. P. of Punjab and says: "I read the aims and ,objects of the Punjab", 3() 
'''Workers'.and Peasants' Party in the ,jail, and this too at the time when I was 
; confronted witll the painful necessity of making. a statement. Otherwise, I had • ,,' 
'''never to·this day seen t.he objectS of this WOl'kers' and Pea,sants' Party or ,of 
, the party of any other province. " I find this quite impossible to believe in ,the. 14 
'light of the facts, to which I have alluded above. In the same connection he ,31 j 
, says &.t page 1542 that he had no time to attend the foundation meeting of the~ '~ i\ 
Pnnjab Party, because the Punjab Political Conference was going on at the ~ . 

'same time and he was fully occupied with it in his capacity of a member of the 
E. C. of the Pnnjab Provincial Congress Committee and also of the Subjects'; • 

'''Committee. If ,he really inten~ed to put forward these contentions seriously, . ~ 
,he should have .called witnesses to support them. Similarly he goes on. to' give ,:'., 
"a fanciful account of what little he heard about the idea of forming the Punjab .' J'. 
i·W. P. P. and proceeds to mix this up with the Pnnjab Zamindara League. 'But' • * .. 
;again I must remark that there is no evidence to support his story. From page ,c. ,,: 

1.1547 he talks about ,the Naujawan Bharat Sabha; which of course has a certain·' '41i' 
'amount of , distant resemblance to the Young Comrades' League, but the prosecu- ';': 
'tion have:'not really attempted to ba.se their case ,on the Naujawan Bharat ,.: .: • .' 
':Babha, save.in so far as that association has provided a platform, from which ,<I',' 
'numerons speeches of importance have been made by the ,three Pnnjab accused, .; .. 

0. P. 1632, ' Josh, Majid and Sehgal. In any case here again there is no evidence.in support", ~ 
. 'of Sehgal's lengthy disquisition on the subject'of that organisation. He .then ,:.!.~ 

flttempts at page :\,556 a rather feeble explanation of his visits to Dewan Chaman' ; c:;: ~ 
.Lal's house, when Spratt accused was staying there and denies his association' ',:; 
with Spratt. He proceeds .to allege that his first introduction to Spratt took .", ~ 
nlace at the meeting ,held at the Bradlaugh Hall on the 3rd March 1928 and to: ::'~ 
deny that :Spratt accused came to his house after the meeting. J have however' ,,j .," 
failed to 'find any sufficieut reason for rejecting the evidence of the witnesses to." ,: 
,whom I have referred in this connection. Next he suggests at page 1559 that .ti 

. he met Sohan' Sirigh Josh for the first time at the First Punjab Provincial. " ' • r. 
Naujawan Bharat Sabha held at Amritsar from the 12th to the 14th April 1928.' W. 
'Oddly enough in this connection he says: "My connections with him (Sohan .. '. 
'Aingh Josh) are political like those with hundreds of other members of the '. 
Oongress,' members of the Naujawan 'Bharat Sabha and other societies. Up· 

'till the time of my arrest, not even the mention of any private society was ever 
made between us, rior did we conspire. Nor did we speak any such sentence· iI6 

, to each other, which would savour of conspiracy. n He goes on at pages 1559 
to 1561 to give 8 long account 01' how he first heard of Majid accused in October 
LS2J1lCC' • 
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1925; ,and at page,1561 says about him that" later on in 1928 he began coming 
to .the Congress Committee on my insistence and was also elected a member 
of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee." Again there is no evidence. 
He says something here about a conversation with Majid, but it is very inde-
finite. Then he goes on to explain the various books and documents recovered I) 
in his search and from that to allude to certain evidence of prosecution 
witnesses, which he ,suggests aRsociates him with the Congress and not with 
this conspiracy. ' 

o. P. 1533. Finally on page 1570 we come to' a passage in his statement which strongly 
suggests that despite all he has said about being or having been a Congressman J 0 
Sehgal accused is really much nearer to the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
than he is USUiaily prepared to admit. In this he says: "There is much hue 
and cry nowadays that India should be for Indians, but this has no other mean-

• I ing except that the administration should be wrested from the hands of a handful 
of Englishmen and made over to a handful of capitalistic Indians, who should 16 
also act in the same way in which the handful of Englishmen have been acting, 
keep all the property and riches in their own possession and let the 98 per cent 
of people remain where they are and put them off summarily. That won't make 
much difference. In my opinion ' India for Indians ' means that India should 
be for those crores of people, who plough the land, the poor working classes, 20 
who produce all articles of food and dress, who provide all the goods required 
in living,' whom the owners of pounds, by means of their power, keep deprived 
of their necessities of life.......... This is the idea which has from the very 
beginning taken root in my mind and brain, in pursuit of which my whole life 
has been spent, and shall be spe;nt in future." }'inally in conclusion he says: 26 
" I am sorry to say that so far I have not been able to prepare my brain for 
Co=unistic ideas. But I know today what my desire is and that I have stat~ 

·sbove." 
This statement of course takes him only apart of the way and he has care

fully avoided saying anything about how the end is to be achieved. Neverthe- 30 
less it seems to me that it is impossible to reconcile the evidence against Sehgal 
accused with his innGcence. We have it that he has been in association with 
Majid and Spratt since the summer of 1927 and so far as Majid is concerned 

o. P. 153'- possibly for very much longer. He has been closely associated with Josh 
accused since at any rate early in 1929 and took part with him and Majid in 36 
the formation of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of the Punjab. He says 
that he took no part in drafting the rules and regulations hut there is no evid-
ence to support that contention. All we know is that. he was appointed a. member 
of the Sub-Committee and that his connection ~th the Party did not end with 
that Conference. On the contrary he attended the Lyallpur Conference of the 40 
Party, and. even more important, he took an important part in the inaugural 
meeting of the U. P. Party, 1St which the other two leading members of the 
Punjab Party Majid and Sohan Singh Josh were there to support him, by 
presiding over it. At Meerut he was further associated with Spratt again and 
with Muzaffar Ahmad and it is obvious that he could not possibly have 45 
misunderstood what wa's going on. Moreover his own speech indicates that one 
of the objects of the meeting was to preach a Labour Government following the 
example of Russia. Hlld there been no evidence whatsoever affecting him after 
the Meerut Conference it would even then have been difficult to believe him in
nocent. But in the light of the fact that he was expected to attend the Calcutta 50 
Conference and was regarded by the members there as one of the members of 
the Party, it is I think impossible to regard him as anything else than a geuuine 
member fully cognizant of the aims and objects of the Party. Those aims and 
objects have been laid down so frequently by different members of the con
spiracy that no one who like Sehgal associated with active members such as 66 
Majid, Sohan Singh Josh, Spratt, Dange and Muzaffar Ahmad could possibly 
be in doubt about them. It seems to me clear that Sehgal accused did take an 
active part in this conRpiracy and that in so doing he must have had a full and 
sufficient understanding of its aims and objects. 

Agreeing with one and disagreeing with the other ~our a~se~sors I hold 60 
0. p, 163 .. that Sehgal accused has taken part in a conspiracy to dnpnve the King Emperor 

of his sovereig"ll.tv of British India and has thereby committed an offence under 
~e('tinn l~]·A. T. P. C. I convict him accordingly. 
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PART XLI. 

The ~se of Motiram Gajanan Desai is another case which is on decidedly 
different lines from the generality of the individual cases of the accused. Put 
shortly the case against him is that in furtherance of the conspiracy and in associa
tion with other accused he brought out in January 1929 a weekly newspaper' 
ealled the" Spark' '. His 'own contention of course is that the " Spark" is a 5 
socialist newspaper which he himself brought out as an entirely independent 
ventur!l. , 

Desai appears to have gone to England somewhere about 1924 and says 
that while there he devoted himself to journalism. In this connection he has 
relied on certain defence documents such as D. 4 a letter of the 7th March 1925 10 
from Colonel Josiah Wed"oowood M.P. introducing Desai accused to Mr. George "', 
Lansbury and D. 582 another letter from Colonel Wedgwood of the same date! 
introducing Desai to Mr. Gillies. Letters of this kind however really only go 
to indicate what Desai was saying to people in England at that time and do not 
give any particular assistance in the estimation of the prosecution evidence 15 
against him. On the 18th June 1925 we come to a letter written by Desai from 
England to Mr. D. P. Sinha (Defence Counsel) which was intercepted and copied 
as P. 1872C (F. C. 45) by P. W. 100, Inspector Ghulam Murtaza. The copy 
contains a few wrong spellings and corrections but it appears that there is only 
one thing in it to which Desai accused really objects. The actual authorship 20 
of the letter is not contested as appears from the numerous references to it on '. 
pages 1611 & 1612 of the statemlUlts of the accused. In this letter Desai writes 
to Mr. Sinha: " Your introductory notes proved very valuable. I have been 
working regularly at the Labour Research Department and have been contributing 
to one of the labour papers. I wonder if you notiee any of my articles in the 25 
Bombay Chronicle. They have -been appearing recently under a different 
pseudonym (From our occasional correspondent). We have been trying to form 

.e. P. 1537. a Trade Union Centre in conjunction with people in Bombay and Calcutta for 
the Indian lascars over here. There are at a time 1500 Indian seamen in Britain. 
You might find some information on tbe subject in my article of the 16th April" 80 
Ta.king the references in this letter in the order in which they appear, the first 
is to the Labonr Research Department. We have it in evidence that, the Labour 
Research Department employed a body of voluntary workers (the fact is 
mentioned by Spratt accused and there is also documentary evidence) and there-
fore one would naturally suppose that by saying that he had been working 3J 
regularly at the L. R. D. Desai meant that he had been working there as a 
voluntary. worker. The defence contention was (vide Desai's statement at the 
foot of page 1609 of the statements of the accused) that he went there to look 
up statistical references, just as he went to the British Museum or India Office 
Libraries. . ~'here is however no evidence on the record which supports the view 40 
that people do go to the L. R. D. to look up references in the manner suggested. 
The second reference in this letter is to Desai's own articles in the Bombay 
Chronicle. In this connection the prosecution tendered in evidence a COPy of the 
Bombav Chronicle dated the 16th April 1925 containing an article described as 
being " from an' occasional correspondent ", of which P. 2583 is a copy. 'The 45 
article is headl'd " Export of British Capital-Centre of Gravity shifted-Indian 
SJlamen in London" " (From an occasional correspondent, London, March 3)." 
About this article, after a lot of talk which rather suggested that he might be . 
intending not to admit it, Desai said at the top of page 1612 : " I strai~htway 
admit that it is one of the many articles I sent to' this paper. At the tIlDe of '50 
writin~ this one I was not yet appointed the official correspondent of the Bombay 
ChrOnIcle. That came later." Desai's contention is that in the passage in 
P. 1872C which follows his reference to his articles in the Bombay Chronicle 

00. P. 1638. whcre according to the copy he had written " We have been trying to form a . 
Trade Union Centre ", what he actually wrote was" They have been trying to 55 
form ", and he suggests that the prosecution put in the copy of the Bombay 
Chronicle containing this article in order to bolster up the reading of P. 1872 
as it now stands. What we fiud in the article is however only a more or less 
impersonal account of a mass meeting held at Poplar Town Hall with the object 
of forming an Indian Seamen's Trade Union Centre in London with branches at 60 • 
Cardiff, Liverpool and other ports. It· is not easy to say whether this article 
indicates personal knowledge and interest in the subject of the Indian Seamen's 
Union because, when all is said and done, it is part of the business of a reporter 
to make the subject he is writing about interesting. Desai himself says at the 
top of page 1613 that it was because he was an Indian journalist to whom 65 
individuals and associations used to send notices and reports of public functions 

.' 
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especially those which were connected with India and the East, that he received 
a n'port of this meeting of Indian Seamen and incorporated a summary of it 
in his article to the Bombay Chronicle. He denies that he had any connection 
with 'frade Union matters throughout the whole of his stay in England. In 
spite of all this argument and assertion I find it difficult to believe that the police 5 
officer who copied Desai's letter, even if he had to retire from service a tew yeal's 
latcr on the ground of ill health, would have substituted" we " for" they". 
Moreover it is to be borne in mind that apart from a few mistakes in the spelling 
it is not contended that the rest of the letter has been in any way incorrectly 
copied. TEe article P. 2583 does not perhaps really affect the issue very much 10 
either way except to show that the subject had been in Desai's mind some three 
months earlier than the time of his letter to Mr. Sinha. Taking the facts as a 
whole it seems to me that it is not possible to reject this letter as proving that 

o. P. Ui39. he was taking an interest in Trade Union matters which affected Indians in Great 
Britain. As a voluntary worker at the L. R. D. he could not help being interested 15 
in Trade Union matters to some extent and it would be very natural for him to 
feel a particular interest in them as relating to his own country. 

It will be remembered that there is a good deal of evidence in regard to this 
matter of organising Indian seamen in London. As it so happens Desai's article 
gives the first reference, namely to a: meeting held at Poplar Town Hall on the 20 
27th I.<'ebruary 1925. The next reference is in P. 2374 (F. C. 55) dated the 26th 
June 1925, a letter recovered at the search of the C. P. G. B. headquarters at 16 
King Street, giving a brief survey of the progress recently made in connection 
with colonial work. In this it is mentioned that .. a very successful" Hands off 
China" demonstration was held on Friday last at Poplar Town Hall which was 25 

·remarkable because of the huge number of Oriental and Indian seamen present." 
This meeting would have taken place on the 19th June. Coming next to P. 2375/ 
!Robson's report of the Conference attended by Roy at Amsterdam on the 11th • 
and 12th July 1925, we nnd that one of the complaints made by Khan was that 
" it had been proposed to form a Seamen's Union among Indian seamen (no 30 
doubt a reference to the February meeting) but that so far nothing whatever 
had been done. At a recent meeting in Poplar Town Hall, arranged for this 
purpose, party speakers had only dealt with China." Khan repeated this com· 
plaint later on in this meeting. Robson replied to it by pointing out that" this 
work had ouly been going on a few months and that Upadhyaya was in charge 35 
of the acti\=itv under the auspices of the Minority Movement." U padhyaya was 
also present at the Coriference and reported that" he had received practically 

. no support from the members of the Indian Bureau in his work among Indian 
seamen, but mainly from members of the British party." He was followed by 

6. P. 1540. Dutt who stated that" everything possible had been done to get the Seamen's 40 
Union going, that the Indian unions had been co=unicated with and no reply 
received, and that it had been decided to consult Joshi" (presumably N. M. Joshi 
who was iJ:! Europe at that time) " on the position but during the last week or 
·two the Bureau had decided to go along on their own with the work." The matter 
was again mentioned in P.2377 (F. C. 79) a report of Colonial Activities sub· 45 
'mitted to the C. P. G. B. by the Colonial Department apparently in September 
1925 in which it was stated at F. C. 81 that" contact with the seamen was 
established and maintained by a process of regular weekly meetings at the London 
Dock Gates where an average of 50 to 60 Indians regularly turn out." The 
report goes on to talk about the circulation of literature and the holding of special 50 
Indian seamen's meetings in different ports to discuss the demands of Indian 
seamen: The report says: " This latter enabled us to secure good contacts with 
whole groups of seamen on many ships and it has developed into prominence the 
question of organising Indian seamen into a Trade Union affiliated to the All 
India Trade Union Congress. We are now pursuing a campai~ for this latter.!' oa. 
In addition to this documentary evidence there is the oral eVldence of P. W. 4, 
Detective Sergeant Renshaw, who has deposed: " I know a man called Upadhay. 
I have had personal dealings with him and once searched him in the street. I 
know him well. He organises the Indian seamen. He does it through the' 
National Minority Movement. He has organised the seamen in a Union. I was 60 
in London on May Day 1925. I have read the passage in P. 2393 relating io· 
participation of seamen in the procession that day. I saw them myself. Bhat, 
Vermani, Nandi and Upadhay were present at the meeting held on 20th September 
1925 to organ:se the seamen." 

The next piece of evidence to which the prosecution draw attention in 65· 
O. P. lIi41" Desai's case is P; 2379 (1) (F. C. 87). This is the letter from Roy to Dutt, to 

which I have alluded earlier in this judgment, conveying the decision of ~e 



Communist International in regard to the members of the Indian Communist 
group in Great Britain namely C. P. Dutt, A. C. Banerji, M. A. Khan, J. Cho\V~ 
dhry, M. Bhat, D. C. Virmani, P. C. Nandi, M. A. Desai and N. G. Upadhaya.. 
The question is whether the person referred to here is really the accused M. G: 
Desai. It must be said that the material for reaching a conclusion on this point /) 
is not very adequate. Had the initials been M. G. Desai one might have felt 
fairly certain that the. reference was to Desai accused. The mere fact that the 
initials given are M. A. Desai does not prove that the person referred to here 
in this letter was not Desai accused. It would be sufficient in this connection 
to remember that Upadhyaya's initials are really N. J. and not N. G. On the 10 
other hand tllere is evidence associating Bhat, Virmani, Nandi and Upadhyaya. 
together while there is nothing of the kind in Desai's case except that he also 
was showing an interest in the Indian seamen. That fact however cannot be left 
out of consideration and it does suggest the possibility that the Desai to whom 
this letter refers is the accused. . On the point of initials too it is worth noting 15 
that an examination of the originals of the letters relied upon by Desai in defence 
shows him described more than once as only M. Desai and not M. G. Desai. ' 

DeSai accused arrived at Bombay on the 28th November 1927 as a passenger 
on the S.S. Aquileia when certain articles found in his baggage were seized as 

,~~. proscribed literature under the Sea Customs Act by P. W. 220, Mr. D. V. Kamat; 
Preventive Officer in the Bombay Customs, who prepared a list of the articles 

'seized by him P. 1476. The list includes a couple of copies of the" Sunday 
,Worker ", 34 copies of the .. Labour Monthly", a copy of the .. Communist ~ 
view" and numerous books on labour subjects. According to his own statement 

!.. Desai joined the staff of the .. Bombay Chronicle" a few days after his return, 
o. P. 1642 .• but went iu January 1928 to the" Indian National Herald" where he worked as 

• an assistant editor. According to his statement in the Lower Court towards the 
,"end of the year the Bombay High Oourt passed orders to liquidate the" Herald ,,' 

I ,as it was financially in a bad way, and he then decided to start a weekly paper 
pf his own. According to his statement in this Court on page 1626 he worked 
on the" Herald" up to tbe enll of the year 1928. Elsewhere, on page 1661, 
:he said: " The Indian National Herald financially got into low waters early in 
1928. About.August 1928 the High Court of Bombay passed orders to liquidate 
the concern ", however for reasons which he explains" the" Herald" continued 
some sort of existence even after I left it in January 1929." He goes on to 
explain that he realised that he had made a mistake within a couple of months 
after he left the" Bombay Chronicle ", that is to say very early in 1928, and .' 
'began to consider whether he might not be able to start something of his own 
in case the" Herald " actually went down and use his knowledge of Socialism. 
He goes on to mention a whole series of persons wbom he consulted. The prose· 
cution case is that it was at this time that he came into close touch with the 
members of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay.' It will be remember-
ed of course in this connection that until we come to the Bombay discussions in 
September 1928 there is no mention anywhere of the" Spark" and that Desai's 
own name does not appear in the evidence until January 1929. : 
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;Before we coine to the evidence surrounding the actual production of the 
I/< Spark" it is important to remember that one of the matters which had often 
been considered in the correspondence in this conspiracy was the bringing out 
'of an English organ. The letters in this connection are all of the year 1927 but 

'.' it is not likely that the subject was forgotten. The first reference in this con- 50 
0. P. 1M3. nection is in C. P. Dutt's letter of the 25th July 1927, the one which no doubt 

came to India by the hand of Ajodhya Prasad, P. 1012 (F. C. 227). In this he 
says: .. What about the All-India Methodist organ in English' That should 

. be one of next things. Of course it should really be preceded by an All-India 
C'omerence." It was 'possibly because this letter had been seen by him that 55 
Mirajkar accused writing to Spratt on the 21st August in P. 1010 (I. C. 61) 
remarked: " The English paper has not been started yet, because I am afraid 
hs ruruv.ng is not yet assured, I mean economic." The subject was also referred 
to on the 22nd August by Ghate in P. 1011 (I. C. 62) in which he said: " I think 
lie should seriously concentrate on bringing out an English paper-I have begun 60 
to doubt our wisdom in coming out with the vernacular paper first: I am to 
blame in this respect as much as anybody else." It is therefore natural to find 
Spratt referring to the English journal in his letter written 10 days later, P. 1009 
(F. C. 300) dated the 4th September 1927, in which he says: "Re. A. I. English 
Journal, we have had an informal general conference, Lozzie, Lujec & Co., at . 65 
Bombay and have agreed to start one as soon as arrangements can be mado, 
chiefly in charge of Confs and, Rhug. It will- not be official they think. II!-

UUKOO . 
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present circs. if can be done by reducing the present Bombay organ to smaller 
Elize and devoting it mainly to stuff to univs. But that should be avoided if 
possible and if it is avoided more material would be required." The subject 
was not quite forgotten in 1928 as we find in the resolution on Peasants adopted 
at the Bnlarged Executive meeting of the Bombay W. P. P. on the 29th January 
1928, a section towards the end headed" Party" which runs II.S follows: " MQst 
important of all we require a party with a large membership, efficiently organised, 
disciplined and active. It should have a propaganda organ in English and oft 
agitational orgall at least in Marathi." The above documents establish clearly 
the fact .that the need for starting an English organ of the Party was always 
in the minds of the Party members, 

le} 

It is in the light of these facts that we have to consider the notee keJ» 
by Spratt and Bradley accused of the discussions of Party policy which took 
place at Bombay from the 6th to 10th September 1928. I have already quoted 

. ibe entries in both these sets of notes in full but it will be convenient to reprfl- II) 
'duce so lllU(lh as is necessary of them again here. Spratt's notes on the subject 
are in p, 526 (48). In these notes we get a heading" Organs ", then the name 
Spark underlined and in square brackets, followed by the remark : " Socialist 

. paper for but not an official party organ". The only other paper in this list 
, ,which is ill square brackets is "Lal Nishan" which ie described as 'Hindi 21) 

weekly.> I have already referred, when I was dealing with this matter earlier, 
to the evidence ill regard to " Lal Nishan " which shows that it had been intend-: 
,ed to bring this Ilaper out just about this, time, vide Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to 
Tagore P. 1865 (1) (F. 0.,562) which was actually written from Bombay about ' 
the 8th September as its contents show, but was intercepted at Bombay by ~25-
p, W. 253, Sub-Inspector Kothari. The meaning of the square brackets surround-
,ing " Lal Nishan " and the " Spark " quite obviously is that these were twe 
organs which were contemplated but had not yet reached the stage of publica- ... 
'tion, As to the comment by Spratt against the name" Spark" it Beems to me ' 
elear that its meaning is that the" Spark" was to be a socialist paper published ~ 
for the Party but not to be an official Party organ. It will be remembered that, 
thnt ill practically the position which had been forecasted for it a year earlier 
in P. 1009. ~'urning now to Bradley accused's notes of these discussions, P. 670, 
alt he writes is " Organs: Spark "-Below that he gives" K. Restarted" and 
80me details, then " Ganavani " and some details, then " Hindi-Lal Nishall," 35-
tIten •• English-" followed by a blank and the words" Iskra Bengal". These 

o. p, IM6. are aU mentioned of course in Spratt's notes but I hardly think it necessary to 
'give the whole of Spratt's notes. In view of the fact that these notes showed , 
quite clearly that the future publication of the Spark was a matter considered 
by the members of Workers' and Peasants' Party in September 1928, an attempt 40 
.... '8S made in the arguments to suggest that the notes were not written until 
December. I have already dealt with these notes as a whole on a former oceasioD 
alld I do not think the argument really requires consideration. It was based 011 

a suggestion that a reference to Nariman had something to do with a Youth 
Conference at Calcutta in December, but it is quite evident that it had nothing 45 
\\'ltatso(lver tt) do with any Calcutta Oonference. Bradley's notes show that it. 
related to the Youth Movement in Bombay consisting of " three men J'egul~ 
nnder the influence of Nal'iman." 

Crown Oounsel in the course of his arguments drew the attention of th~ 
Court to an important fact in connection with Desai's explanations in his state- 5e} 
men! in regard to the Spark. There is nothing of course on record in regard to 
this fact, but Desai aecused and his counsel were both listening attentively to. 
Crown G'ounsel's arguments and they made no attempt (except the one to which'. 
I shall refer shortly) to question the fact stated by him. It is this. Desai 
aecllsed began to deal with the evidence regarding his activities in India, spem.. 6$ 

" Dcally in conm.oetion with the" Spark ", 011 the 19th November 1931 at page 1627 
of the statements of the accused. He went on doing this on the 20th but at th. 
beginning of his statement on the 21st at the top of page 1638 he suddenly len, 
tIte Spark entirely and proceeded to deal with certain misoellaneons letters. He 

o did not come ba(,k to the subjeet of the " Spark" until the 27th when he bega~ 6G-
o to give an aoooont of his preliminary activities in regard to the starting of the 

II Spark .'. Practically three whole days' statement and five days COllsideraticm. 
intervened hetween the place where he broke off and the place where he reB1lIIled. 

o. P. IM8. The explanation given by Crown Counsel is that on the morning of the 21st whell 
, Desai was putting forward guesses as to the meaning of Spratt's IUld Bradley" 66 

Dotes to whieh I have referred above he ent in with t4s very gener8Us <hint to 
the aooosed that it was no nse his pretending to make B guess. The prosecutiOll 
, . 
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:new and would satisfY the Court that Spratt's and Bradley's notes _re wriuei 
iB Bombay in September 1928. The only comment or reply made. by defence 
_nsel on these facts was to say that at page 1634 Desai aecused was dealing 
with the Ewidence against him in chronological order. To put it mildly that 
was a misstat.ement. I have looked through Desai's statement carefully to see IS 
whether the evidence with which he was dealing relating to the year 1929 from 
page 1627 was dealt with in chronological order, and I find that taking the 
documents with which he dealt in the order in which he took them up they are 
dated as follows: 1. 21st January, 2. probably 29th January, 3. 4th FebrulU')' 
,. 4th Pebruary, 5. 4th February, 6. 14th March, 7. 11th February, 8. 14th Febru- 10 
.ry, !to 4th February, 10. 14th February, 11. 15th March, 12. 5th March, 13. 14t1l 
March,14. 15th March, 15. 15th March, 16. 2nd February, 17. 25th February, 
18; 15th Mal"t'h. I do not tl:.erefore follow defence counsel's !'emark about chro
Dological order and it appears to me to be quite clear that Desai accused did drop 
the explanation of the documents relating to the Spark hastily on the 21st in 15 
erder to take time to consider the position arising out of what Crown' Counsel 
had just told him. . The importance of the incident must of course not he 
exaggerated. I treat it merely as indicating the weight to be attached t9 the 
mention of the Spark in these two doeuments. 

The next piece of evidence in Desai's case is a letter of the 10th December, 20 
.1928, D. 780. This is a lettf!r signed. by Mr. Horniman of the Indian Nation~ 

o. P. 1M.,; Herald authorisin!f M. G. De~l1i to act as repres.mtative of the Herald at the 
't Indian Na.tional Congress and all other conferences at Calcutta during this and, 

the next month. This document of COUl'se supports Desai's contention that he 
was working for the Herald up to the end of 1!l28. But it is ourious that if he '25 
received this authorisation as early as the 10th December, Desai should not bave 

.;reached Calclltta until after the A. I. W. P. P. Conference. That is what he 
~ays at page 1645 and there is DO evidence on the point one way or the other. 
,It may however be noted that in Desai's search a nllmber of documents relatiDg 
to that Conference were recovered ; as for example P. 1242 ('ontaining 5 copies of 30 
the W. P. P. Principles and Policy Thesis, P. 1243 ('ontaining 6 copies of .the 
T. U. Mo'eml'.nt Thesis, P. 1244 ,containing 4 copies of the Political Resolution, 
Il1ld P. 1277.a copy of Bohan Singh Josh's Presidential address. . 

The next mention of Desai is in a letter written by A. B. Khardikar OD the 
15th January 1929 from the address of the League Against, Imperialism iD. 35 
Berlin to C. G. Shah (recovered in Shah's search). In this letter Khardikar 
says: "I do not know Mr. M. G. Desai's address, will you please give him my 
address and ask him to write to me." This letter clearly indicates a fairly 
close previons acquaintance between Desai and Khardikar, because otherwise 
instead uf asking that Desai should write to him Khardikar would merely have 49 
asked for the address of Desai. ' 

On the 22nd January Desai accused was present at the Lenin Day meeting of 
which he took notes·in P. 1261. Bearing in mind the character of his paper there 
is nothing at all surprising in this fact. A report of the proceedings appeared in 
the Spark, in which Shaukat Usmani was described as havillg put himself forward 45 
as an eyewitnelis of the scene of freuzied grief at the news of Lenin's death. 

"This"gave rise to some cor~espondence between Muzaffar Ahmad on the one 
• hand and Ghate and Usmaru on the other in P. 1335 and P. 480. I shall come 
to these letters in due course. 
", Next on the 24th January an advertisement of the " Spark" was published 50 

in the" Indian National Herald" D. 784. On the following day the" Herald" 
{ Jlublished the manifesto of the Workers' and Peasants' Party, vide D. 375. Ii 

0. P. 1MB. MlS on the 25th January also that Desai signed a declaration under the Presl 
.:.Aet before the Chief Presidency Magistrate, P. 1886 • 

.0' "',' A few days later on the 29th Desai aoc~sed sent a telegram P. 526 (3) to 55 
• Spratt accused asking him to send by registered post an article of 1000 'Words 

on the Public Safety Bill. 'fhe telegram was signed " Desai, Spark, Bombay· 
~ ,". At some time earlier than this Spratt must have asked Desai for a pamphlet' 
• on ('Jass struggle, since on the 4th Febrnarv Desai wrote a letter P. 526 (4) . 

(1;,0"'362) (of which P. 1249 !'eClOV13red iD Desai's posseAsion is apparentlyilie' '60 
draft) in which he says that he has \;leen frightfully busy in bringing out the • 

• ~Spark and it will not be possible to write the articla. None·the-less he is hoping . 
to get an article from Spratt on the Public Safety BilL He goes on to tlRy t, 
.. How do you like the Spark t We are going to add a few more features nen':," l ~ 
timer-sJ?1¥JI! permitting." Then he aski! Spratt if he ean ~t (lomeone to. send 65' 
.,err bnef. but brigh~ Calcutta notes for the Spark. ,Finally' he 1'8Yl! :',~' I 

, • t -_. ~,:4 ' 
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do not know if this is going to be my last letter to you, In tbat cnse au revoir; 
But try to keep the Spark in mind and "Tite something for it from wherever 
you might be." This letter from Desai crossed a letter from Spratt found 
~th l?esai and marked P: 1251 in that se~rch but priI}ted as P. ,2006P (I. C.363)-
ill whlCh he sends an arhcle on the. Public Safety Bill and wntes in regard to I> 
the Spark: "We received no. 1 today. Quite bright and so on, I thought. 
Please send nos. 1 and 2 and V. P. P. for a year to (1) D. P. Godbole (2) Aftab Ali 
(3) G. O. Basak (the addresses are also given of course). He goes on to suggest 
that a specimen copy or two followed by a V. P. P. might be sent to one 
S. N. 8ah~i, P. O. Khagaul, Dinapore !lnd S. N. Chakravarty, Sobjibagh, 10 
P. O. Bankipore and Provash Chandra Mittra, Jamshedpur, the last name does 
not appear in the printed exhibit. In this connection Crown Counsel referred to 

o. P. 1549. a document P. 2617 which is an address book of subscribers to the Spark and 
which is largely in Desai accused's handwriting. There can be no question of 
course about the handwriting as the book was compared in Court with other Hi 
documents in Desai's handwriting. The book actually came from his search as 
the endorsements on it show, but as it so happened it WaS not put to the searching 
{.fficer. However in view of the handwriting that was obviously not by any 
means essential. On examining the contents of the book we find that Spratt's 
suggestions were accepted and the names of Godbole, Mtab Ali, Basak, 20 
'so N. Sahai, S. N. Chakravarty and Provash Ch. Mittra appear in the register 
8S nos. 27 to 32. Incidentallv the book contains another corroboration of its 
genuineness in the shape of an entry no. 38. In this entry,.which is no. 38 in the 'I [
list which begins at the other end of the notebook. there is the address of' 
K. Sriuivasan, editor" Free Press of India ", 265 Strand, London which was 2~ 
evidently entered in compliance with the request made by Mr. Sadanand, D. W. 34, 
in his letter D. 778 of the 24th February 1929. AIlSlrt from its interest as show-
ing Desai's readiness to accept suggestions from Spratt accused, this notebook 
ctlntains other interesting entries. For instance at no. 19 we have the name of 
Singaravelu Chettiar, Triplicane, Madras, at no. 20 that of Krishnaswamy - 30 
Iyengar of 18 Venkatachelam Chetty Street, Triplicane, Madras. and at no. 22 
that of P. C. Joshi. 34 Holland Hall, Allahabad, and in the list at the other end 
at no. 21 the name of A. C. Nambiar, Berliner Str. 66, Berlin W. It also of course 
has the names of the editor of the" Labour Monthly" and the editor" Sunday 
Worker" besides numerous others. At the end nOR. 4.'5 and 47 are" Ganavani " 35 
and" Kranti". In the same connection it is worth noting that the subscribers' 
register of the Krantikari, Jhansi organ of the U. P. Workers' and Peasants' 
Party P. 433, shows that the' Spark' was a subscriber to that paper. ' 

I come now to the" Spark" itsclf. Seven is~ues of the Spark were published 
on the 27th January, 10th, 17th and 2Hh February and 3rd, 10th and 17th 40 

O. P. 1560. March. Crown Counsel in the course of his argumenta went right through the 
whole )f these seven issues of the Spark and demonstrated with the greatest' .. 
clearnees the nature of this publication and the way in which it did all those 
things which would be helpful to the Workers' and Peasants' Party, as for 
example (I am quoting here from a note, generously supplied by the prosecution 45 
to Desai and his counsel at some date prior to the date of his statement, in which 
the prosecution stated that they would read practically the whole of the contentil' ' 
of the Spark to show its tone, and argued that there was practically nothing hl' - -
it that was not put in there with the ohjects which follow) instilling class hatred; 
exposiug and ridiculing reformist leaders, praising Lenin, the Soviet and every- 60 
thing Uussian, attributing evil motives to British Imperialism, drawing atten-
tion to the splendid work of the W. P. P. and G. K. U., praising individual 
members of W. P. P. or G. K. U., and ridiculing or deprecating the influence of 
religion. I do not think it would he proper for the purposes of a judgment to 
go into the Spark in anything like this amount of detail. I will however draw',5/) 
attention to a few points in connection with each issue. 

The lirAt number of the Spark was published on the 27th Jannary 1929 
accompanied by a headnote which nms a~ ~ollows : "Weare c:o!f1ing out a fo~ • 
night !l8rlier than we intended and are g'IVlllg a full page publiCIty to the candi
dates of the Workers' and Peasants' Party" (tbat is to say, for the Bombay 60 
Municipal Elections) " as they seem to have been let down at the last moment 
by the local Congress organisation on a ffimsy pretext. From 10th February 
the Spark will appear regularly every Sunday :-Ed. Spark. " I have been 
given on behalf of the defence and particularly by .one def~nce witness.an 

o. P. 1651. explanation as to why the Spark ~a.s bro!lght out a fortnight earlier,. accomI?amed 65 
, by the suggestion that the publiCIty grven to the W. P. P. candidates m the, 

Spark was not accompanied by any bias in their favour. Unfortunat~ly the very 
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'!lIiadiug of the paragraph devoted to the W. ,P. P. candidature on the front pAge 
stamps this 11.8 false. .The article is headed " Labour'lJ Municij)al Platfoi'ni
~upport Workers' Candidates," which is a definite invitation to the reader1 
Of the Spark to vote in favour of the W. P. P. candidates. Moreover there 'are 
other little bits of Buggestion in the article itself. Then we come to Ii report Ii 
headed •• Amanullah's Fight Against Mad Mullahs'" which is definitelv ihtended 
to casl RUspicion on foreign intluence, that is British i11fIuence, as workiitg agaihst 
AmanuJlah. The same spirit is to be found in the alleged quotation from the 
"Daily Herald" on the Mystery Man, that is Air-ilraftsman Shaw alias 
Lawrence of Arabia. Then we come to an article by Adhikari accused entitled 10 
~, What Germany thinks of India". This is described RS " spl!cially written for 
the Spark'" which obviously meahs that it was written by Adhlkari for the 
Spark at the request ·of· the Editor. A very short study of this article shows 
that what .Adhikari is out to impress on wyone who reads his article is thi! 
·revolutionary point of view of the German proletariat. .' 16 

, . Coming to the editorial, which is headed" A rag for those in rags" ~e 
get a good deal of exposure and ridicule of reformist leaders. Then at the' end 
he says: "The Spark will be anti-capitalist, anti-Zainindar, anti-communal 
hut above everything anti-Imperialist." And again the .last ~it.ragraph i~ I 
most suggestive. It runs as follows: "We arc painfully conscious of flU;'" 20 

0. p ••• "limitations. But eV!ln a ' rag , like ours can work wonders especially when 
soaked in Marxian oil and ignited by a spark from the sharpening clash of <lIas!! 
forces. If it cannot move mountains, it might clear away the jungles of par~
sitic interests and blaze the Workers' Path to Power." Then we COme 'to 

.. j. Bourgeois Brain Waves" which appear in every nilmber (except one) and 
consist in the main of sarca~tic remarks aimed at the kind of people to whom. a 
newspaper inclined to he Communist in its political attitude would naturally be 
hostile .. Next there is an article beadefl " Dominion Status-The cry of vestei! 
Interests " by Desai himself, which again casts a certain amount of scorn on 
the bourgeois leaders by calling Gandhi the Gilbertian Mahatma. This is an 
llrticle, which contains an allusion in terms of aflmiTa~ion to the workers'. ntv!l.
'/;ion of the Congress at Calcutta, which he calls "the lightning-like challenge 
of -militant Labour on the second day of the meeting ", when, as he saYf!, 
l, Those thirty thousand men of action captured the pandal and in the fewest 

'vv-orfls proclaimed what they were after and how exactly they would go about 
the job." It will be remembered that • what t.hey were 'lifter' was'" 'Workere;' 

. "Government" . (P. W. 49, Sub-Inspector D. N. Roy). Crown Coulls~1 
demonstrated in regard to this article that ~ome 0'£ it quite clearly had its origiJil. 
hi Nimbkar's speech at the Indian National Congrt'ss, ,ide the report containe~ 
th D. 163. This was largely in connection with Dominion Status, which, WI\I! 
PnpliedIy condemned. On tbe next page we get 1\ review by C. G. Shah .pf 
llalph Fox's novel "'Stol'miilg Heaven," followed by II smllll quotation f.:';Onl 
Bernard Shaw and the description of the tenii.l Day meeting at Bombay. Jt.iS 

"lluite clear that there ~s n.othing in any of these itoms which could have beeIl, in 
the smallest degree obJectIonable to the members of the Bombay Party or dltmag-

0. p. lo53. ing to their Cause, quite the contrary. In t~e report of t~e Lenin Day me.()tin~ 
we get accounts of the speeches of USmllnl, Braflley, Nunbkar and Adhlkar;t>: 
imd it is interesting to find that. whereas the official reporter failed to make any
thing of Aflhikari's speech, Desai was ablete report that .~ Adhikari. just ~ 
turned from Germany, finally elaborately explained how Lenin arrested the corr 
fllption of Marxism by Labour Imperialists arid carried forward the wor)! ,o,f 
Marx from the era of Capitalism into the epocli of Imperialism, Ilt the same tim~ 
working out a practicsl IIpplication of his theo1'i(,s." The tone of this report 1s 
very obviously more than friendly, as for instance where he speaks of the rousing 
reception given to the workers' procession as it entered the hall, saying that it 
was something that would have delighted the heart of I.enil1; and there are other 
suggestive passages. Then on. the last page we get an item headed " British 
Monroe doctrines exposed" Rnd another hinting at the nllhire of the bill soon 
to be introduced to cope with allegefl Communist influence in Labour disputlls, 
This is followed by another PlIl'ligl'aph hended .. Who s,tys lJJdian Coinmunists 
will be spared'" plainly intendeJ to suggo~t thltt a O'"llnlinent ,,·ill soon bring iii 
repressive measures against Indian Communists lis well as non-IndiaIi. ones; 
Lastly' we have another bit of sarcasm at the expense of bourgeois leaners ill the 
suggestion that Gandhi may be going to lend a genllral strike. 

, The second number of the Spark op('ns "ith an articie headed "Bo~nb~y»~ 
13100d Bath " which tiontains several passnges, in which the ~vritcrspGll.ks favour
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ably of the attitude of the Labour leaueril. The article further suggests thnt no 
O. P. 15M. labour leade.r could be su~h R. lunatic EtS tocrel\te discord deliberately between 

masses of Hmdu and Muslim workers. It may be so, bllt it is obviously the point 
of view which the Workers' and Peasllnts' Party must have wanted put forward. 
This number of course contains' Bourgp.ois hl'ain waves' again. Then there is ~ 
a leading article on the Public Safety Bmwhose moin object, he says is to per. ' 
petuate the slavery of the workers and pellsants of India by isolating them from 
the international organisations of all the exploited masses of the world. From 
this he goes !,n to ~he oppos~tion to the ~i1l !-n the Assembly, part o~ it capitalist 
and part of It obVlously natlOIlOl reformist m charader. ']'Ins leadmg article is I( 
followed by an article on the Municipnl electionR headed" lJessons of Defeat ", 
the tone of which is clearly very hostile to vested interests ; but the real under. 
lying cause of complaint in the article is the defel\t of the Workers' representa. 
tives, " who .had by far the m?st comprehensive and constructive progrl\nune to 
offer". This seems to be falrlY'open support of the Workers' and Pellsants' It 
Party. 

Next we get the alticlQ on the .JhnriaCongress by Bradley, from which 
I quoted in dealing with the case of Banel'ji accused. This is followed by an 
article on the subject of the Bauria strike which is hpaded in the most correct style 
" Workers' fight with Jute lords". Next is an item relating to a Soviet fihn 2(J 
entitled "Storm over Asia" which is described as I\n indictment of British 
mandates, colonies, etc. Then on the last page we get" Marxism for Everyman" 
and other items such as would certainly be of interest to members of the 
_W.P.P. 

In issue !!l0. 3 the first item is Spratt's article on the Public Safety Bill. 23 
The original of this article is contained in Spratt's letter, P; 2006P (1) (I. C. 

qP.1IiIi5. 367), and it has been pointed out that n short passage has been cut out. I do not 
think that is calculated to makc much difference to the general tone of the article. 
Then we get an article headed" Robber's rule in Kabul ", obviously intended 
to support Amanullah, no doubt because he was considered to be hostile to Great 30 
Britain. This number also contains a8 usual' Bourgeois brain waves 'and 

-, Marxism for Everyman'. The leading article is headed " A Week of Blood 
and 'rerror " and is used, as the article " ~ombay'8 Blood Bath" was used, to 
-eompliment the Labour leadors on the clear and caIrn lead given by thcm. There 
is also an article on the Traue DisIJutes Bill which is deHcrihed as " new fetters 36 
.to further limit the libertieR of the Indian working doss etc." At page 6 there 
is what purports to be a review hy Shah of " Lenin" by Trotsky. It consists 
mainly of extracis, one of which contains an allusion to " Iskra (the Spark) ". 
It runs as follows: "The group of revolutionaries with whom Lenin asso· 
-ciated in London and carried on vigorous anti·Czarist and anti·Capitalist pro- 40 
paganda through the -two papers, Iskra (The Spark) and Saria (The Dawn), 
ilJ thus described by Troti;ky." Later on we get an extract in regard to Lenin's 
ideas about moral values, to which I bave referred parlier. In this he says: 
" Lenin unlike Gandhi did not believe in absolute moral values. The criterion 
he adopted to judge the morality or inmlorality of a principle was as to whether 4lS 
it advances or thwarts the revolutionary struggle of the exploited masses." 
Then we get an article headed" What claim have the British to be in India f" . 
and on the last page an article on the subject of Mr. Khadilkar, Editor. " Nawa 
Kal ", being put on trial for sedition. It may be noted that there is in the 
article headed" Marxism for Everyman" in this number a passage very re- ISO 

0. P._l666; miniscent of a passage in P. 1207 (4-), on article on Lenin Day, which is prov~ 
to be in the handwriting of Adhikari accused, which rather suggests that this 
feature of the Spark emanated from him. 

The next issue no. 4'begins with a picture of Clara Zetkin. veteran German 
Communist, and an article headed" Talks with Lenin-Art and culture belong to 6lS 
workers ", which purports to consist of extracts from an account of this lady's 
first visit to Lenin's home. It may be noted that it has been suggested that the 
photograph of Clara Zetkin may very easily have come from Muzaffar Ahmad, 
who, we know. received a picture of Clara Zetkin from Tagore in July 1927 in 
P. 440 at F. C.221. On the next pa&,e we come to "Workers' world" contain· 60 
ing information about the Clerks' Umon and the Dock Workers' Union, most of 
which would appear to emanate from Mirajkar accused. Ncxt there is an article 
on a pamphlet by Kropotkin entitled" An appeal to the yonng". This appears 
to have emanated from Shah and is definitely on the right lines, that is in favour 
of the theories supported by the W. P. P. Then we come to the leading article. 66 
which is signed B. T. R. and concludes with the following sentence :. " What is 
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wlillted is a complete liquidation of the present structure of Imperialist domina
tion. " Then we come again to ' Bourgeois brain waves ' which are on the .usual 
lines. They are followed by an article by Adhikari accused on the Trade Dis
putes Bill, which obviously does not call for discussion as he could not possibly 
write an article, which would be unsuitable from a Communist and W. P. P. point 
of view. Next comes" Marxism for Everyman" and then ·an article entitled 

" The Ghost of the Kuomintang". This is an extract from an article in the 
." Labour Monthly", P.! 1269, . There is. nothing much else of any real interest. 

0. P. 1li67. Issue no. 5 begins with an article on the" Significance of the Anglo-French 
Alliance" by Hutchinson accused. This is follo'Yed by a paragraph headed 
.. Their spare-time job-M. A. L. S (this is apparently a misprint for M. L. A.'s) 
talk about the' Fight for freedom '." The point obviously lies in the suggestion 
that that fight is their spare-time job. Sarcasm at the expense of bourgeois 
leaders always occupies a good deal of space i'n the Spark. Another similar item 
in this issue is headed" Mahatma to travel by blue express". Then we have 
"Marxism for Everyman" and" Workers' World ", in which there are almost 
two whole columns, the second of which is signed S. V. G. (Ghate). It appears 
to me,bowever, that both columns really emanated from him. ;Elsewhere on this 
page we get attacks on British exploitation and the Indian Government. The 
leading article in this number IS very long and is headed "Roots of Hindu
Muslim antagonism ", the suggestion being that whereas formerly only British 
Imperialism approved if not encouraged friction between Hindu and Muslim 
upper classes, in the post-War period the Indian working classes themselves are 
taking a hand in the game. The writer concludes with the suggestion that the 
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only remedy is " a militant Socialism which embraces within its fold all the 25 
toiling masses of the country, cutting across the barrier of creed lind caste, and 
allies itself with the exploited masses of other countries, who are also fighting 
against the same enem;r-Imperialism." There is much more which could be 
quoted in tlus, but I hardly think it is . worth while. Then follows an enra(,t 
from a story or article by Dmitri Firmanov, the only apparent object of which 30 

. is to excite admiration for a member of the Russian Red Army. Another item 
0. P. 1668. in this number, which is obviously pn the " right lines" is the' item of news 

headed" SaCco and Vanzetti vindicated-Bourgeois" Justice "-another Word 
for Bourgeois Revenge". On the Illst page we get" More of Mystery Airman" 
and" Movies to Broadcast Imperialist Propaganda ", tbe underlying suggestion 
of both of which is obvious. This issue also contains an advertisement of the 
copyright of Shaukat Usmani's book" Peshawar to Moscow." 

35 

. 0..; 1669. Issue no. 6 opens with an article by one Zelda K. Coatcs stating that there 
is nothing whatsoever wrong with the Soviet regime. On the contrary all is 
gcing on satisfactorily in spite of difficulties. Then we get Sarcasm at the. 40 
expensE' of Gandlri, and a quotation from Saklatvala, which is on the " right" 
lines from the W. P. P. point of view as one would naturally expect. Next we 
have" Marxism for Everyman ", and an item headed" British Workers and 
War Danger·" suggesting the importance of mobilising mass action against war . 

• ' The editorial is.headed "Under the Dictatorship of Lombard St." and deals 
with the Indian budget. The gist of the attack is in the last paragraph which 
says : " 'I'he essentials of Imperialist policy are thus clearly seen 'in the budget." 
Tbe writer goes on to lay stress on tbe beavy taxation of the poorest peasants 
and workers and tbe vast apparatus (maintained) to keep them under entire 

;;" subjection in order to ensure the hegemony of Imperial interests. Then follows 
an article on " The Revolt of Youth in India" by Mr. Meberally of the All India 
Y outb Congress and Bombay Presidency Youth League. The writer wants 
young India to be on the move. 'I'hls is followed by " Bourgeois Brain Waves " 
and items headed" Banglilore Editor's Glorious Figbt Against Autocracy", 
" Textile Strikers in Nizam's Dominions ", " Suppression of Socialism A La 
Japonais ", "Ansari Pays Congress Levy on In.come ", "Hunting Out Com~ 
munists", "White Masters in East Africa" (a story of an alleged brutality by 
one), " Sun Yat Sen's last Letter to the Soviet Government" wbich talks about 
the nations which are the victims of Imperialism etc. and suggests that tbey 
should follow the Russian example, and an item beaded" Negro Insurrection 
in French Congo, Railway that cost 17,000 lives" which is presumably' an 
attack on French Imperialism.. . 
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In the last issue, tbat IS no. 7, we get first an open letter by G. Adhikari to 
0. P. l5eOt Com.. Meberally beaded" Youth Leagues-Revolutionary or Reformist,,, The· 

proposals contained in the programme of action at the end of this letter are what 66 
we would expect them to be from Adhikari accused. The nen item is headed 
" :what does Dominion Status Mean' " and is a paragrap~ containing a report 



that lii deliv~riri~ a lectui-e ill England Ii certaili King's Cotlul!el expressed thll 
opiGiou that Dominions had no right to secede. Then we get lin item helldeti 
:.' Repressioii is Stalking in Land." Next is the leading lirticie ali the subje(lt of 
Gandhi's arrest at Calcutta. In the course of t.his article the writer expres~e8 
,the opi'nion that the unnecessary extension of the boycott of British clOtH to 
all foreign cloth is an attempt conscious or unconscious to exploit nationalist • 
sentiments in the interests of Indian capitalists. Generally speaking the article 
is an attack on Gandhi whose faith in the" charkha " is described as naive and 
pathetic. This is followed by an extract from Jawahar La! Nehru's book 
" Soviet ¥ussia " s~ggesting th.at the only possible c?nclusion from 11 study of 10 
the facts IS that Indla has nothmg to fear from RussIa. Then we come to the 
" Bour/!,eois Brain Waves ", which are followed by a review by Hutchinspn 
~.ccuse~ of t~e salI!-e bo~k " Soviet RUBsia " of .J awahar ~al N ~hru. Side by 
SIde ":'lth this reYlew IS another by someon.e. who SIgnS himself X-Ray. 
Hutchmson deSCribes Jawahar LaPs book as pOSItIvely dangerous and earlier 16 
on criticises it as containing very little which might tend to co~nteract the 
sinister capitalist propaganda about Soviet Russia. The other critique of this 
book concentrates first on the glories of Russia ae revealed by it. The writer 
however criticises the author's failure to shake off his scepticism regarding the 
ultimate success of the Communist programme. It will be noticed that both 20 
these critiques are from a more or less W. P. P. point of view. These are fol
lowed by an article signed R. S: N. (Nimbkar) under the caption" Workers' 
World-Bombay Oil Strike ", and by Marxism for Everyman. On the last page 
we get three items, an extract from a book by Lenin, a paragraph headed 

0, P. 1881. "Gandhism-a Reactionary Gospel" which is an extract from M. N. Roy's 25 
" India in Transition ", and a list of dates entitled" Landmarks in the Life of 
Karl Marx ". 

The point which emerges from the .study of the Spark as a whole is that it 
is impossible to point to a single item in it from start to finish to the publication 
'of which the members of the Workers' and Peasants' Party could have objected. 30 
On the contrary there is a good deal which seems definitely intend'ed to pro
pagate the Party's ideas and thus to further this conspiracy. 

We come now to consider the comments with which the Spark was received 
by members of this conspiracy, and I think it is most important to note the 
tone of all these comments. The first occurs in a letter from Bradlev accused '35 
to Potter Wilson of the W. W. L. 1., P. 2417P (F. C. 799) dated the 2;jd FeQru-' 
ary 1929, that is to say just a week after the first number of the Sparl\: had 
conie out. In a postscript to this l~tter Bradley writes : " Enclosed tind " The 

,Spark" a new paper that has come out, it has got to be improved." I think it 
is fairly obvious that one does not write about a new paper that it has got t6 40 
pe improved unless one imagines that one has some authority in the matter, 
which will enable one to take steps for its improyement. Then on the 14th 
March we :find Spratt accused writing to C. P. Duttin P. 527 (1) and saying; , 
" Have you seen Desai's " Spark" by the way' He has done it quite well, 
X think, in the circumstan(!(>s, but it was a hopeless proposition from the first. 45 
We have heard nothing of it now from thrce weeks, so it must have collapsed, 
I suppose. (I am wrong, as I write, Nos. 5 and 6 (but not 4) are recei,ved.) :' 
Now here again the comment" he has done quite wcll in the circumstances" 
shows a kind of fatherly intercst in the Spark which is only understandable o-d 
tlia supposition that Spratt or the Party were somehow interested in the Spark; 60 

O. P. 1662. and; I would think, had known in advance of the intcntion to produce it ; as of 
course they certainly did, vide the notes on the Bombay discussiOOlS. 

We come next to the draft letter, P. 1174 (F. C. 855) found in Adhikari's 
search and evidently intended for M. N. Roy. This is the letter in which we 
get the hinted mention of Usmani. It is a letter, in which, it will be remember- 65 
ed that he talks about ,Usma~ as the" friend against whom you wam ",and 
elsewhere says, "Urdu paper is being edited by my friend ", thus avoiilinlf 
meutioning the" Payam-I-Mazdur ". Again he says: " I write in the Marathi 
Drgall " and so avoids speaking of the ' Kranti • by name. It is after all this 
that he comes to ' Iskra' and sayll : " Iskra is in other hands but we control 60 
'it to a certain extent, if we could finance it we could get guaranteed control 
Wailt of English material Hunger for these thiugs in p. b. circle." In argu
ment it has been suggeRted that Iskra here must be the paper mentioned there 
in Spratt's and Brll;dle!'s notes as " Iskra Beng~", .an irregular ne:ws !lD;d 
phipagnnda sheet, dIstrIbuted fre>J, but the suggestIon 18 absurd. AdhikarI 18 65 
talking here about the Bombll.Y papers with which he is personally acquain~di 
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and as regards the us~ of the llame Iskra it is impossible to suppose that Roy, 
well-read in Co~unist history, would have the least difficulty in drawing the 
inference that this was a reference to t.he paper Spark .. Moreover, a8 Crown 
Counsef has pointed out, if I~kra Bengal wa,s a proP!lganda sheet distributed 
free, that means thant was a paper, the finan.cmg of which was already arranged 
for, so that .there would be no point in the remark" if we oould finance it we 
eould get guaranteed oontrol ". . . 

, Then we have another reference of a slightly different kind. This is a 
.. \ letter referring to the ooming out of the Spark and really rather to be classed 

(). llo 1663. as written prior to its appearance, though it was actually written· after the first 
number had come out. It is a letter from P. C. Joshi accused to Muzaffar 
Ahmad; P. 2155P (1. C. 371), which is the same as P. 416 (16), Il'Ild was inter
cepted and photographed on the 14th February 1929, and must therefore have 
been presnmably written about the 12th: . In· this letter. Joshi writes : .. It is 
il pity 1 have not been hearing anything from the Party headquarters, and am 
absolulkly in the dark about the things being done or to be done. 1 also read 
Desai is to edit a Weekly. Is it true' When is it to come out'" This is 
doubtless a reference to the report in the .. Krantikari " (Issue no. 9)' of the 
4th February 1929 (P. 431), which appears in a paragraph headed" A Com
munist paper would be published" and runs as follows : " A Communist weekly 
entitled the " Chingari " will shortly be published from Bombay. It would be 
edited by Mr. M. G. Desai." That that is the reference is a fairly certain in
ference from the fact that Joshi accused originally. wrote "I aIil told" 
I,md then scratched it out and wrote" I also read". Now this letter obviously 
implies that both Joshi and Muzaffar .Ahmad know Desai, or at any rate.know 
who Desai is and are interested in him. It implies that the fact that Desai is 
goin~ to edit a weekly is interesting to the Party. That appears to me to be 
nothing more than the normal na.tural interpretation of the passage. Desai's 
oomment on this at page 1634.is to take np the wording used by,the Magistrate 
in the Committal Order where he said that" P. C. Joshi wrote to Muzaffar 
Ahmad" 1 also read Desai etc. ", as if Desa~ needed no introduction to either 
side." He says in answer that the objective world we live in does not oonsist 
of a series of bourgeois drawing rooms with their formal introductions and inane 
exchange of' how do-you-do's '. That is of oourse the last word in futility as a 

.0. P. 16M. reply. and in fact there is DO answer t() this criticism. For the rest Desai at
tacked Joshi's ignorance on the 14th February of the fact that one issue of tlte 
Spark had oome out on the 27th January and another on the 10th February. But 
that is neither here nor there. Admittedly the first· issue of the Spark was 
brought out hurriedly for a special reason, and there is nothing at all surprising 
in its not having been seen either byP. C. Joshi or by the management of the 
Krantikari at Jhansi, , 

This however is not the only letter from P. C. Joshi in regard to the Spark. 
On the 5th March we find him writing to Gauri Shankar a post card, P. 195 (L C. 
:l86). In a postscript to this he says: " The Weekly Spark is being published 
from Bombay. Did you get it! It is an organ of the Party." In cross-exami
nation the Urdu translator agreed that a be.tter translation of the word for which 
he had given' organ' as a translation would be ' follower '. It is obvious that 
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the substitution does not make any very serious difference. The importance of . 
this letter of oourse is that it indicates that the information which Joshi had as a 
member of the Workers' and Peasants' Party was that the Spark was oonnected. 50 
in Bome way with the Paro/' . 

. Another interesting piece of evidence in connection with the question whether 
the Spark was an independent ventnre or was brought Qut, so to speak, under the 
Party auspices is Roy's letter of the 27th February 1929, P.1676 (F. C. 825). 
This is a letter with which I have dealt to some extent in Adhikari's case. It M· 
was intercepted and withheld. and the evidence shows that it was typed on Roy's 
typewriter. The oover was addressed to Miss Chattopadhyaya and oontained 
an inner oover addressell: "For Suhasini". This inner envelope contained a 
short note dated BerJinJ, 27th February 1929 to Suhasini asking her to pass the 

-0. P. 1665. enclosed on to. " our friend Adhikari". The enclosed consisted of a letter sign- 60 
ed .R. ~ated the 25th February, a cert.ifiCl1-tc in favour of G. A. also signed R. and 
an article on " The Role of the Pr91etariat in the National Revolntion " signed 
Abdur ?nhman. In his letter to Adhikari Roy has a good deal to say about the 
Spark, m fact there is one long paragraph almost ent.irely devoted to it. I Will 
qnote a 'few of the more important remarks. In the second paragraph of the 65 
letter he says: " The. Spark was very very weloome. I can wel~ imagine the 
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difficulfies under which it has to come out, although I fail to understand the rea
son for some of them." Then in the next paragraph he says: " Now I believe 
you would not mind my making one or two suggestions about the Spark. First 
an enquiry. Is it the outcome of private initiative or is it officious (official !) t 
I ask this, because in the latter case, I would be very surprised that it had so 5 
much difficulties. As far as I know, efforts have been made for months to hastellt 
the appearance of one like it." Then he goes on to co=ent on its being des- , 
cribed as " a Socialist Wee!ily " and on the remark in the leading article that 
" it is almost utopian for instance to expect a socialist daily in Bombay like the 
Daily Herald in London" which, he says, made him think that perhaps the Spark JO 
was the outcome of private initiativc. In this paragraph he also suggested a 
~ub-title, such as " a Working Class ·Weekly" in place of the sub-title "a 
Socialist Weekly". It seems to me that the obvious interpretation of these 
co=ents is that copies of the first issne of the Spark were sent to Rov to show 
what was being done witllout giving him any details of the history of "its incep- ]IJ· 

O. P. 1686. tion.. Roy however shows that he was aware that efforts had been going on for 
a long time, as we also know from the evidence to have been the case, vide the 
1927 correspondence and the notes of the Bombay discussions. If he received 
copies of the Spark without any further information, he would inevitably con
clude that the Spark was the long-Ioolted-for English journal of the Party, and 20 
hence he would naturally make such suggestions in regard to it as he thought 
necessary. That fact th~refore does not really prove ,'ery much. On the 
other hand it certainly does not help the defence either, for all it shows is that 
Roy was so far in the dark as to the exact position of the Spark, in regard to 
which we may well snppose tllat the members of the conspiracy would have 25-
hesitated to write in plain terms for fear that their letters might be intercepted 
and the editor of the Spark thereby hopelessly involved. It is however important 
in considering this letter not to lose sight of the postscript, which relates to the 
article. enclosed. In this he says: " The two articles mentioned above" (that is 
tllose mentioned in the body of tbe letter)" are being sellIt to the address of your 3(} 

. prof. friend. '.rhe one er.closed herewith is for the Spark. It is the copy. The· 
original was sent by the last mail ", from which it is clear that Roy was quite 
definitely under the impression that the Spark \Vas a Party paper, which would 
welcome articles from him. 

Another reference to the Spark is to be found in Muzaffar .Ahmad's letter 3/J' 
to'Ghate of the 14th February 1929, P. 1335 (I. C. 368), where Muzaffar Ahmad· 
co=ents on a passage in the Spark, in which Usmani speaking at the Lenin 
Day meeting was reported as having described himself as an eye-witness of the 

o. P. 1087. grief of the Russian people at the news of Lenin's death, whereas Usmani was 
actually in Peshawar District Jail at the time. Commenting on this Mumffar 4(} 
.Ahmad says: "I do not know through whose mistake such a report has 
appeared in the .. Spark". In any case Usmani must clear. his position." 
To this letter Ghate replied in P. 480 D Spratt, a letter rejected by the pro
secution but put in through the evidcnce of the searching officer by Spratt. 
accused. Enclosed with this letter is a note to Muzaffar .Ahmad from Usmani' 45-
in which he says: "I have already told the editor of Spark that it could only 
be my ghost to witness the death frenzy of Lenin in Moscow. I was in prison 
and that he also knows now. The mistake was due to the graphically dealing 
with the frenzy of the people in Moscow when Lenin died." I do not know 
that this correspondence really helps one very much to assess the relations. 5(} 
between the Spark and the Party. 

• 
On the other hand we get another little hint as to the relations between 

members of the Party and Desai in Spratt's letter to C. P. Dutt of the 14th 
March, P. 527 (1) (F. C. 846), to which I alluded in connection with the Spark. 
This was in connection with the subject of Press reports for the .. Sunday 
Worker." In this letter Spratt writes: "You remind me of the question of 
sending Press report.s to the " Sunday Worker" and so on. I feel very guilty 
about this. I found soon after I came that I should have to get some sort of 
licence from the Director General of Posts and TeJegraphs in order to wire at 
press rates. Otherwise it is impo~sibly expensive of course. And 8t that I 
simply dropped it. Subsequently Desai told mE" in Bombay that he intended 
to do something, but I do not know if he is. I saw him for a few days in 
Calcutta hut forgot to rai~e the question." Spratt of course had not been in 

o. P. 166& Bombay since September 192R, so t~at it is fairl~ obvious that this co!lvers~tion 
with Desai must have taken plat'c either at the time of the Bombay disC1ls810ns, 
as we might very well suspect in view of the entries in Spratt's and Bradley's 

60 
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notes, or«larlier. Secondly of course one notices that Spratt speaks of Desai 
in this letter to Dutt; as if Desai were someone 'with whom he knew Dutt to be 
already acquainted, otherwise he must have described him as Mr. M. G. Desai 
and said who he was. The same of course is implied in the reference to Desai 
in the next paragraph in connection with the Spark.. " 

The prosecution have Of coarse contended throughout that the name 
, Spark' is itsellf an indication of the underlying idea,with which this paper 
was started, and that the idea of the name came from a famous newspaper 
always as.sociated with the. name of Lenin, namely the " Iskra". I have dealt 
with this subject to some extent earlier, but it has a peculiar importance in 10 
Desai's case, because in his sbatement to the Court he has .endeavoured to cast 
ridicule on the whole idea. In the course of his statement at page 1661 he says : 
.. It was during my talks'with Mr. Khare that we hit upon the name" Spark" 
8S a simple and striking title for the paper." On the following page he says : . 
.. When I decided to give the simple name SpaiI'k to my paper, I never dreamt 16 
that mch a terrible hullaballoo would be made about the same." He goes on 
to say that the name was selected as one which news-boys could not easilJy twist 
out of shape, and that the' name is one of t.hosE' which journalists all over the 
world favour. He went. on: "When I chose that name I for one did not know 
that the word .. Spark" when translated into Russian meant "Iskra ", and 2() 
Iskra, was the name of one of the numerous papers with which Lenin in his 

o. 1'.1669. chequered caree.r seems to have been connected." Further on' he referred to 
the. evidence of Mr. Brailsforw "that a socialist jou~list might call his 
paper Spari without reference to Iskra. He might hit on the name by entire 
alllDdent ", but he of course said nothing about Mr. Brailsford's further IIIill8wer 26 
al couple of sentences later when he said: "To me the probability of the 
accident would be diminished' by a referenee to Marxian oil in the editorial in 
lhe lilt number." It seems to me that: this last answer entirely gives away> 
what he had ilaid originally; for I do not think a reference to Mar~an oil would 
really take. a. socialist jonrnalist much further. Any . socialist journalist, who 30 
olaimed as Desai does to have studied Socialism, must be expected to be 
acquainted with the history of Socialism and Communism and the three InterL 

natiouals, and therefore with, as Dcsai himself put it, Lenin's chequered career; 
and no one who ha.s studied Lenin·s chequcred career could possibly be ignorant 
of his connection with the Iskra or of the fact that Iskra means the Spark. I 35 
do not suppose that there is a single English book on Lenin which mentions the 
Ima at all which does not also give' a translation of the word. In this con
nection Crown Counsel drew attention to a number of books and other documents 
which are iJ!. evidence in this particular case and therefore easily available fbI" 
reference to show the manner in which Iskra (Spark) is referred to in conn~ 4A) 
tion with Lenin:. The first of these is D 3" Lenin and Gandhi" by Rene Fullop" 
Miller which defence counsel himself on one occasion (objecting to its being put'; 
on the record as an exhibit) said was a book of reference which could always be 
referred to. In this book at page 64 the author says: "At the beginning of 

0. P. lB7O. moo Lenin returned to European Russia, rCSIlIDed his propagandist tours and 46 
collected men everywhere who like himself were working for revolution. In 
1901, along with Martov and Potresov, he founded the journal Iskra (the Spark) 
which was to play such a great part in the future of the revolutionary movement 
m' Russia. The motto of this paper was Pushkin's utterance on the Decabrist 
rising; "From sparks will burst forth flame. In Iskra Lenin obstinately 110 
.champibned his radical point. of view and defended the necessity of creating an' 
organisation of "professional revolutionaries" on the ground that the fight' 
for freedom required. not amateurs at this craft but professionals, technicians.'" 
At this stage in the arguments defence connsel suggested that Lenin was asso
ciated with Iskra rather by reason of his criticising it at a later date than by 66 
reason of his having founded it and been associated 'with it, and therefore any~ 
one "minting to select a paper with which Lenin was a~sociated would not pick 
out Iskra. This was a reference to the occa8ion on which Lenin criticised 
Iskra in the" Wperjod " in February 1905 in the article " Two Tactics" and 
was referring to the new Iskra and not to the old one, that is the original Iskra. 60 
In this connection we may turn next to Lt>nin's own book" Left Wing Com
munism, an Infantile Disorder ", P. 975, at page .8 where he speaks of Kallltsky 
writing an article in 1902 in " the revolutionary organ Iskra". Another refer" 
ence is to be found·in" the history of the Russian Communist Party" published 
in serial form in the" Masses of India" during 1925. The interesting passage' . 85 
in,this connection is in the December number at page 15 where,. after talking' 
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about various matters ill connection w%th Lenin, the writer (Ziuovi~) comes 
to the Pskov Conference at which it was decided to create the paper Iskra. He 
goes on to say: "In December 1900 there appeared in Munich the first issue 

41. P. 1671. of Iskra, destined to play such a tremendous role in the hi.story of revolution 
~ generalll;nd the Communist Party in p.articuiar: It was not merely a paper, 
1t was a pnnted weapon that succeeded m becommg the arbiter of thought of 
a whole.generati?n, !lnd in f~g a great literary;-political task carrying on 
meanwhile orgawsatlonaI-politlcal work of the first lmportance for uniting the 
forces of the Party." A little further on he writes that "Iskra appeared 
under the editorship of Plekhanov, Lenin, Martov, '.Axel-rod, Potresov and 
Zasulitch. Among these 6 individuals was one future Bolshevik and 5 future 
Men.sheviks. Comrade Lenin's role in connection with Iskra was 80 important 
that after a short time the paper was knoWn as the Leninist paper and such in 
truth it was." P. 506 " Lenin" by Marcu, apparently the prope;ty of Spratt 
accused, devotes a whole chapter to the Spark. Talking of the Pskov Confer
ence it says: "The Conference met at Pskov and approved the purposes and 
the name of the paper." It was to be called Iskra, the " Spark". Its motto 
was to be no secret, every number was to bear the line from Pushkin, " From 
the Spark .shall spring the flame." There is a great deal more about the Spark 
in this chapter, but as regards its importance to Lenin Marcu says on tbe follow
ing page (88): "To him the newspaper meant a political instrument, the 
head and centre of a movement in his homeland." Further on in the book w.e 
get an account of the disputes over the Iskra which culminated in the other 
members of the editorial board except Lenin and Plekhanov going out. This 
was followed by 6 numbers of the Iskra being issued by Lenin and Plekhanov 
after which \Plekhanov wanted to get back the other members of the old board. 
Lenin rejected the proposal and resigned from the board. The result, as Marcu 
says, was that the Iskra became Menshcvist, and it was this Iskra, the new 

4>. P. IG1B. Iskra, which Lenin subsequently attacked. But of course Lenin himself had 
nothing to do with this new Iskra. Then again in Stalin's " Leninism". P. 8 
at page 96 we get a reference to" the campaign of the old Iskra .......•.. which 
not only smote the economists hip and thigh, but also provided a theoretical 
foundation for a truly revolutionary Russian working-class movement." The 
distinction between the old and the new Iskra is fully brought out in the article 
by Lenin himself" Two Tactics ", a copy of which was found in the Kranti 
office and is in evidence as P. 1207 (2). He begins by talking about the oppor
tunists on the one hand and the revolutionary Communists (the" old Iskra ") 
on the other. Throughout the rest of the article he speaks frequently of the 
" new Iskra" which he criticises with great vigour. The" new Iskra" is 
mentioned almost on every page and in some cases more than once, and there 
is only one place where he speaks of 'Iskra' without giving it the adjective 
" new" and that is where he is speaking of a particular issue the number of 
which he gives. 
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The only other evidence to which it is necessary to refer on this subject is 
the statement of the defence witness Mr. Brailsford who was called as a Court 46 
witness because, by a more or less lucky chance, he happened to ~e in India 
while the case was going on but a long time before the stage of calling defence 
witnesses was reached. This witness said among other things, " Iskra means 
" Spark". I came to know that by my study of the history of the Russian Revo
lution. Anyone studying Leninism would know it from their reading." Later liO 
on he said: "It would be wrong to call it Lenin:s Iskra beca~se it was .ru!! ~ 
by a board, but the mention of Iskra makes the ordinary man thInk of Lewn. .. 
I think there can be no doubt on the whole of the evidence that the reason whY' 
the mention of Iskra makes the ordinary man who has read anything about the 
history of Socialism and Communism think of Lenin is because Lenin was the li5 

e P 1513. moving spirit in starting the famous revolutionary paper of that name, and not 
.. because several Years later after the Bolsherus and the Mensheviks had parted 

company, he had criticised'it in articles in other newspapers; and in fact t~t 
is the obvious inference from another statement of this witness where he sald 
that" that paper is recognised as a revolutionary paper ", to which however 60 
he added the gloss " under Czarist conditions, when even Liberal papers were 
revolutionary." This addition of a gloss is quite typical of the evid6I}ce of 
Mr. Brailsford as will be apparent from a very cursory study of the eVld('nce 
given bv him in his cross-examination by Crown Coonsel. It wonld have been 
interesting to keep a record of the questions as distinguished from the record 65 
of the answers; but of course one has really not got time to do anything of 
the kind. Bnt a good instance of Mr. Brailsford's method is to be found in the 
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first seVen lines of his cross-examination, the record of 'which is as follows':' 
II I think the 2nd International view is that if constitutional methods fail they 
would be prepare4 to break the 'law to' gain their ends. Volunteers: They 
.would be slow to conclude that constitutional methods had failed. Volunteers ,,, 
in reading over: By constitutional methods failing I mean .. if constitutional 6 
opportunity should be lacking" or " in the absence of opportunity to attain our 
ends by constitutional methods." 

I may now take up Desai accused's statement to this Court. His conten
tion of course is, as he states at the very beginuing of his statement, that he is 
a socialist and not a Communist. At page 1607 he says: .. I am a journalist 10 
by profession and an avowed and unrepentant socialist by conviction." He 
then proceeds to try hard to evade the issue, and that. issue is whether the 
Spark was being conducted as part of an attempt to further the ahns of this 
conspiracy. . He says on page 1608: II I make bold to say that any competent 

0. P. 1674. journalist or anyone who has a first-hand acquaintance with modern politics 15 
would not take longer than a day to 'go through the :file of the • Spark • and 
come to a :final conclusion whether the • Spark' was really a Socialist weekly, 
as its sub-title proclaims, or a Communist organ." But that of course begs the 
question. The Spark might have been conducted nominally as a Sooialist week-
ly and yet have been used to further the aims of tbis conspiracy. It would of 20 
course have had to sit on the fence to some extent, but I do not think that that 
would have caused any particular difficulty. In any case. the idea that a news
paper newly started to assist the aims of tbis conspiracy would from the very 
start have gone II red!' on the boldest lines is obviously ridiculous. It is a 
question of policy. If you want to assist a movement whose legal status is in 25 
doubt you do not immediately put yourself. out of Court by stamping yourself 
as a revolutionary in such terms that the authorities are bound to .take action 
against you. You will naturally go slow until you have tested the temper of 
the powers that be and seen how far it is possible to go without being in danger .. 
of having your whole venture brought to a sudden end. 30 

. From page 1609 to page 1625 Desai accused dealt with bis stay in England 
quoting at length a whole series of letters wbich are quite useless for the decision 
of this case. Some of them are proved and Bome of them are not proved, bnt 
they ouly show the attitude he. adopted' in dealing with oertain people, wbil1! as 
to bis connection with the Independent Labour Party that seems to me to prove 35 
notbing except that he was trying to acquire a knowledge of the inner working 
of Parliamentary Parties in England possibly with a view to see what use could 
be made of them in future. It is also interesting to note in this connection that 
one of the documents found in Desai's search, P. 1254, purports to be a letter 
of recommendation in favour of Desai from William Paul, Editor of the Sunday 40 
Worker, dated the 30th June 1926, written 011 the notepaper of that news
paper. 

• • At page 1628 Desai accused comes to a piece of evidence which I omitted 
0. P. 11176" to mention when :J: was dealing with Spratt accused's letter P. 1251 (2006 P.) 

(I. C. 363). That letter is the one in wbich Spratt sent Desai six addresses of 4D 
persons to whom copies of the Spark might be sent, all of wbich were, as I 
pointed out, to be found in P. 2617. Iu the last sentence of this letter Spratt 
savs :." I can tbink of no more addresses at the moment. Muzaffar will no 
doubt be writing to you regarding sales here." Desai's explanation of this 
seems to me to be painfully unconvincing. He argiles that .the Magistrate in 50. 
the Committal Order picks up the last clause regarding sales and .. quietly 
drops out .. the firsj; clause about addresses. He goes on: .. The context 

. before and after the statement about sales (I may note that there is no con
text after the statement about sales) makes it quite clear that the reference is 
to the suggested V. P. P.s." Spratt accused has made a feeble attempt to 55' 
help Desai here by saying: .. Actually I meant by tbis sentence that he 
(Muzaffar) would send the addresses that I could not remember and possibly 
other addresses." It is sufficient to say that the sentence has an obvious 
meauing, namely that the W. P. P. in Bengal would push the sales of the Spark 
there and that·Muzaffar would write to Desai about it, and there is no· reason- 60 
able alternative meauing. Desai goes on to say :. .. In fact not a single copv 
of the paper was sent to Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad and no member of the W. P. p. 
received a free copy of the paper, and, as is obvious from other exhibits one 
or tW() W. P. P. members outside Bombay, who wanted to get a copy of the 
Spark, found it a little difficult to get any copy of the paper." But does that 66 
taj,e the matter any further f I cannot see that it does. What we have from 
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this letter, is that two members of the Bengal Part'y/ Spratt and, MlUiaffat 
Ahmad, took or proposed to take iln interest in pushing the sales of .the Spark. 

I come next to a very remarkable statement made by the aeeused which hi 
o. P. 1576. unfortunately not in accordance with the facts. He says at page 1629: "And 

ill consequence no dumps of the copies of the " Spark" were found in any of 5 
the searches except of the Spark office. Hence to say that the members of 
the W. P. P. helped in the sale of the paper is an irresponsible statement. 
A single copy of a few issues of the paper was being sent for some time, and 
that too not regularly, to Mr. Spratt in ordinary courtesy in return for the 
article he had written for the paper in response to my invitation." This last 10 
admission was no doubt due to Desai's remembering Spratt's letter to Dutt of 
the 14th March P. 527 (1) (F. C. 846), but what are the facts f An examina-
tion of the exhibits shows that no less than 129 copies of the Spark were found 
in the search of Mirajkar accused's house and are in evidence as P. 1225. For 
the rest we find copies of the Spark recovered and put in evidence as follows: 111 -
P. 401 seven copies of the Spark found in room no. 1 at 211 European Asylum 
Lane, Calcutta, the headquarters of the Bengal Party, P. 542 five copies recover-
ed in room no. 3 of the same office, P. 577 one copy found in the office of the Young 
Comrades League, P. 667 three copies found in Bradley accused's luggage, 
P. 987 and P. 989 five copies found in Dange accused's house, P. 1042 ten copies 20 
found in Hutchinson accused's house, P. 1105 two copies found in Joglekar 
accused's house, P. 1163 five copies found in Adhikari accused's house, P. 1205 
six copies found in the Kranti office at Bombay in a file with the headin<r 
" Spark" on it, P. 1262 thirty-five copies found in Desai's own house, P. 1577 
five copies found in Usmani accused's house and P. 1744' five copies found in 25 
Nimbkar accused's house. Then a reference to the search-lists shows that II 

few more copies were found in other searches. For example the ,search-list of 
the house of D. B. Kulkarni P. 872 shows two copies of the Spark under item 65· 

0. P. 1m. the search-list of C. G. Shah's house P. 1279 shows five copies of the Spark 
under item 49 ; the search-list for the Kirti officc, Amritsar, P. 1402 shows two 30 
copies under item 1. indicating' the Spark, was reaching Sohan Singh Jor], 
accused, and finally the search-list of the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union office I\t 
B(}mbay P. 1444 sh(}ws that one copy was recovered under item 13. This is 
the .office with which Jhabwala accused was associated. I do not know whether 
Desai accused w(}uld call a ('ollection of 129 copies a dump or not. The queA- 35 
tion however is rather one of circulation and the above record shows that, con
sidering the short time that the Soark waR running. it had a pretty good cir
culation among the members of this conspiracy. In this connection I may 
further note here that there is also a mention of the Spark in Basak's letter to 
Mllzaffar Ahmad of the 8th March 1929 P. 2159P (I. C. 390) where he says: 40 
" I am in regular receipt of Spark. Some dailies are enquiring of it whether 
they can get in exchange." 

At page 1629 Desai accused tells us how he first met Spratt aOOtl.~ed. He say" 
he was introduced to him bv Mr. L. G. Khare at the office of the Bombay . 
Chronicle in December 1927 'when he was working on that paper. and he givell 45 
some account of the conversation which is of no importance. On page 1630 
h(}wever he makes a statement about which I feel grave donbts. He says: 
" The next time I saw Mr. Spratt waR after more than a year in the grounds 
of the Indian National Congress during its annual session at Calcutta." In'" 
my opinion it is hard to believe that Desai did not meet Spratt at the time of 50 
the Bombay discussions in September 1928. It is possible that Spratt's notel! 
about Spark in P. 526 (48) were based solely on what he was told by the mem-
bers of the B(}mbay Party who took part in these discussions. But that would •. 
su/!"gest that Spratt when talking about the arranl!'ements for press telegrams 

0, P. 1678. in P. 527 (1) and his conversation with Desai on that subject was speaking of 66 
something which happened 15 months before, which seem!! at any rate unlikely. 
particularly in View of the fact that in what Desai says at the foot of pa/!"!' 
1629 about the sending of news to the" Sunday Worker" he makes no men-
tion of this matter of press telegrams. -

Going on at the foot of this page 1630 to deal with P. 527 (1) Desai en- 60 
tirely omits to deal with the way in which Spratt speaks of him to C. P. Dutt all 
if he was a person with whom Dutt was already acquainted. It is to the 
'occasion of this meeting at Calcutta that Desai assigns Spratt's request ~o him 
to write a pamnblet on .. Class Struggle". On page 1635 Desai explainR 
P. C. ,roshi's reference to the Spark in his postcard to Gauri Shankar (~. 195) 66 
as" an unwarranted inference on the part of Mr: Joshi" which he can only 
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asoribe to Joshi's ,immature ideas at thlllt stage and his inability to distinguish 
between one school of socialism and another; The explanation ig. not very eon-

.vi.neing. Next he 'comes to Bradley's "letter to Potter Wilson P. 2417P in 
which Bradley says of the Spark: "It has got to be improved". He leaves 
the responsibility of this to Bradley with the remark that" Bradley never han 6' 
anything to do with me or with my paper." Bradley accused has offered iui 
explanation in which he has done his best for Desai at page 587 of the state. 
ments of the aCCllsed where he says: "I could never fancy such a far·fetched 
meaning could be read into mY,casuaJ. and impersonal rematk " it hail got to 
be improved". What was in any mind when this letter Was wHtten, was that 10 
the paper as such was absnrdly sman to be of milch use to illlybpdy, and of 
course being in English it did not get to the workers." He goes on to say that 
obviously the paper could not be expected to be of much use to," us, Cotn
muiIists. " This attempt by Bradley ttl help Desai seems to me to be' decidedly 

:a weak. iii 
0. P. 1679. Next Desai comes to Adhikari accused's letter P. 1174 and aCcepts it aIJ 

evidence that the Spark was not in any way financed by the W. P. P. or the 
C. P. L He wants of course to "have it both ways" and while taking the 
benefit of that inference to deny the truth of Adhikari's assertion that " We ..
control it to a certain extent 'f. Then he goes on to make suggestions as to the • 20 " 
meaning of Spratt's and Bradley's notes, a matter with which I have dealt 
before. At page 1638 he deals with Khardikar's letter and says: "I am not 
. sure who this Khardikar is...... I knew nothing more about this gentle-
man and I was never in correspondence with him." It Can only be said that· 
this entirely fails to meet the point which I made earlier on. At page 25 
1644 he deals with P. 146, the list of addresses found at the office 
of the B. J. W. A. in Cadcutta, which contains ainong others the name 
" M. G, De~ai clo W .. P. P.,Dwarka Das Mansions, Bombay". He says he 
knows nothing about It and never gave such an address to anybody. It cer-
tainly indicates at least this much that Desai's name was known to someone ;lO 
connected with the B. J. W. A. an organisation very closely associated with the 
Bengal Party. Then he mentions. the article P. 1250, bits of which appeared 
in the Spark. 

0, P. 1580. Next he deals' with P. 1253, an article entitled "Oli the eve of tht 
Congress", which he says. he . did not send in to any paper because on 35 
second thoughts he did not like it. Next he comes to two articles P. 1255 and 
P. 1256 both by M., N, Roy, one of them typed on Roy's machinEi and thE! 
other bearing his signature, and says that they came to the Spark office throu!\,li 
the inland post. He says that they were lying among the rejected materlal 
in his office, and rather suggests that there was something suspicious about the 40 
war they were sent to him. ,The interesting thing' about these two articles is 
that they are both mentioned in Adhikari's letter to Roy P. 1174 in Which: he 
begins by saying: "Received the f0110wing things from you. ..... (2) art.j 
about National Congress (3) about W. P. P." These two articles are entitle'd 
" The lessons of the 43rd National Congress" and the "CoIiference of the 45 
Workers' and Peasants' Party of India". ,It is fairly obvious tnerefore that 
both these articles came from Adhikari. In, view of the fact that, as I have 
already indicated, Adhikari was plainly in close touch with Desai as he cer, 
tainly contributed three articles to the Spark and was probably also responsible 
for the feature Of Marxism for Everyman", Desai's" story that he received 50 
these articles through the post does not look 'gery plausible. Dealing with 
"P. 1259 Bradley's article on the" Jharla Congress" he says he cut out some 
portions. I do not· quite see what particular purpose that explanation is 
supposed to serve. As regards his possession of fonr copies of " Kranti " 
P. 1263 he says that these were sent to the" Spark" with a view that a copy 55 
of the Spark would be sent to the "Kranti" in exchange. Next he takes 
P. 1265 sarno copies of the" Masses ", P.1266 an issue of" Workers' Pictorial ", 
P. ]~67 tllrp!' iRsuesof" Sunday Worker ", P.1268 a number of issues of" 'Work, 
ets' Life ", P. 1270 some copies of the" Communist '! and P. 1274 a copy.pf 

o. P. 1581, the "Far Eastern Monthly .. " and says that these came irregularly to, the 60 
.. Indian National Herald" from whence he is supposed to have brought them 
home, .while about P. 1269 12 issues ()f the " Labour Monthly" he says tha:t 
he brought these with him from England 'When he came out, except 5 issues 
for 1928 which came irregularly to the office of the" Indian National ,Herald ". 
Curiously enough P. 1274 has on it on the first page a signature of Mirajkar 65 
accused which very: obviously suggests that this document did not come frofu 
the'Indian National·Herald office at all. The accused has not offered any ex-
planation of this signature. . 
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, At page 1661 Desai accused came back to the II Spark' 1, and it is a state" 
ment made by him in regard to the II Spark" in this part of his statement 
which brings me to consider the evidence of his defence witnesses. He men-. 
tions here the names of the friends 'with whom he discussed his ideas of start-
ing a small indep~ndent 'weekly. These were Mr. Pothan Joseph, Mr. L. G. II 
Khare, Mr. Khadilkar and Mr. L. K. Prabhu, of whom Messrs. Khare and 
Khadilkar have been produCed as defence witnesses no. 21 and 22. He gives 
rather a detailed account of his conversations with Mr. Khare and says: "It 
was during my talks with Mr. Khare that II we," hit upon the name II Spark '\<' 
as a simple and striking title for the paper." Desai had been aware through- 10 
out, as indeed his statement in this Court iridicates, that the title which he had 
giyen to his paper was regarded as significant, as he based his- explanations in. 
this Court very largely on the Committal Order, and the Magistrate had rp~ 
marked in that Order: !' The very title "Spark" is taken from Lenin's 
paper Iskra." The questions therefore as to where the name of the paper 111 
originated, 'and who had suggested it had always been in Desai's mind. His 

'statement therefore on the 27th November 1931 at page 1661 that" we hit 
upon the name Spark " must be regarded as a considered statement. Indeed 

0,1. usa. a study of what he says at the foot of ,the page 1662 about his decision to givp 

~, • the simple name " Spark" to his paper and his choice of' the name would 20 
seem.to take the matter rather further and put the burden on him personally. ' 
In the light of this it was somewhat surprising to find that when Mr. Khare 
came into the witness-box on the 15th February 1932 he deposed that when he' 

. and Desai were discussing possible names for the" Spark" it was he who sug~ 
gested " Spark ", the idea of which he got, from the electric sparll: and there- 26 
fore said to Desai when he made the suggestion that he hoped it would not be 
an intermittent sort of spark. Immediately aiier getting this suggestion 
Desai, according to the witness, went away. The statement is: "So I sug
gested Spark from the " electric spark " and said I hope it would not be an 
intermittent sort of spark, and then he went away." To say that this explana- 30 
tion was somewhat laboured would be an understatement. The defences 
which were offered on this point were two., One is that the first opportunity 
Desai 'had to tell anybody that it was Khare who had suggested the name or 
the Spark was when he stated his case as an accused in this Court. That of 
course is not true. He had the opportunity in the Lower Court and even when 86 
he had the opportunity in this Court he did not make use of it to tell the whole 
truth. The second defence was that if he did not disclose the fact it was 
because he did not want to disclose his case to the Court. I do not understand 
this defence at all. If you have a true case to disclose on a point like this what 
can be the objection to making it known to the Court T Mr. Khare is not the 4C) 
sort of witness who might be supposed to be liablEl to be persuaded by any 
third party not to say what he was wanting to say in favour of Desai. More 
particularly is that the case whEm we come to consider some of this witness's 

0. p. 11583. statements in cross-examination. He was asked a certain number of questions 
to elicit what talk there had been between him and Desai in regard to his 45 
evidence, it being a reasonable 8,Ssumption that he could not have been called 
into the witness-box without Desai having first ascertained that he was in a 
position to give some evidence which would be helpful to Desai's case. On this 
point the witness has prevaricated quite shamelessly. He says: II Desai 
accused has never told me what the point was in this case about his editorship of 110 
the Spark and I dont know yet what the point is." Then again later on he 
says: "I saw Desai when he came to Bombay on bail. He said he wanted 
some files of the daily and Sunday Bombay Chronicle...... I did not ask him 
how he was getting on in his case .. 1 did not see him again till I saw him here. 
I arrived here last Thursday and have seen him at my hotel I did not talk to him 65 
about the case. I told him I was quite comfortable in the hotel and asked him 
to go away as I had a lot of work to do which I have brought with me. I am 
afraid I have not read any number of Desai's Spark." These answers to my 
mind speak for themselves. There are other points to which I might refer but 
it hardly seems worth while wasting time on this witness, particulayly in view . 60 
of the fact that he is careful to say that no one else was present at either of the 
two conversations he had with Desai when Desai's intention to bring out a 
weekly paper was discussed by them. 

Desai's second witness in connection with the bringing out of the Spark 
was Mr. K. P. Khadilkar, D. W. 22. The only item of importance in his evidence 66 
is an attempt to explain the publicity given to the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party in the first number of the Spark. This the witness attributes td an 
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. 0. P. ·168!. interview he himself had with Nimbkar accused whom a& told that he- could not 
give the labour candidates for the Municipal elections full support in his paper 
the" Nawa·Kal "but he would give them second place. The witness says that 
he suggested to Nimbkar that if he appron<:hed Desai he would get proper sup-' 
port, as the new;English weekly was a labour weekly.: ~~hereupon Nimbkar slUd 6 
he was not acquainted with M.r. Desai and a::;ked the witness to induce Desai to 
advocate their ceusc~ Nimbkar left manifestoes and other literature "With the 
witness for Desai's use which the witness gave to Desai. It is of course obvious, 
as.- pointed out in argument, that Nimhkar accused might qUite well have told 
this witness that he did not lmow. Desai even if, as one may well suspeet, the 10 
statement was not true. So this evidence really goes for very little. It certainly 
does not prove that Desai was not acquainted v.ith the members of the Warkers' 
and Peasant.s' Party. 

Another witness mentioned by ])esai in his statement at page 1662 was 
Mr. Sadanand, manager of the Free Press of India WllO, it was said, offered to 
encourage Desai by ghing his Saturday's news service·to him at a concession 

•. rate. This Mr~ SadanDJul was ultimately pro(!uced as D. W. 34. He says that 
. he first heard of Desai's paper, the Spark, in the latter half of 1928, llome time 

before it was started. He further saYI! that Desai consltlted him on the busines, . 
and. financial aspect of the paper. Coming to the matter of the news service 
the witness says that he gave his news seryice for the night preceding publicp.., 
tion (that would be Saturday) to Desai, the arrangement being that. the service 
should be given free for some time and after that at concession rate's. The 
evidence of this witness does not really help the case at all. No doubt the Free 
Press did supply a number of news items but the origin of those items has no 
particular importance. What ill a little important is the nature of the items 

o. P. 1585;, used and what is much more important is the way in which they were used. 

16 

26 

Desai accused goes on at page 1665 to his explanation as to :why the first 
number of the " Spark" was brought out early and gave its support to the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party. About this he says referring to the note on the 
front page of no. 1 explaining the change of plan about bringing out the" Spark" ~ 
"We believed it would he obvious from t}lis that. we published their Election 
Manifesto not because we were in agre(\ment ",;th the policy and programme of 

30 . 

~ the W. P. P. but because it wss reprt'sentpd to UR, and we believed it, that these. 
workers' candidates had been sudclcmly doprivecl of tho facilities for pUblicity. 35 
which would have been available to thllm if they hlld stood as Congress candl-. 
dates." That however does not explain the headline" Support Workers' Can
didates ", with which is to be read the article iu issue no. 2, " Lessons of De
feat" .. ~'hen he goes on to the policy of the" Spark" at page 1668 and I need 
not deal with what he has said IJCre as I have already dealt with the point he 
makes about its preaching Socinlism and not Communism. In continuation of 

40 

this he deals with, the contents of the " Spark" but with that subject again 
I have dealt already in considerable detail. 

At page 16801, speaking of the reports of Trade Union activities received 
from Ghfite and Nimbkar accused he says: "I never knew that the persons 
who sent these reports were members of what the prosecution call the C. P. I. 
I never knew that there was such a body in existence." This is at any rate 
IIUrpriSing' in the light of his statement lit page 1645 when he was dealing ,vith 
Roy's articles P. 1255 and P. 1256, since he said there that he remembered the 
matter of the receipt of these two articles because .. it was shortly after a con
trovcrsy had been raised in Borne of the well-known papers over the autheIlticity 

o. P. 1586. of 1\ certain letter from one M. N. Roy which wat! read out in the L'egislative 
Assembly during the debates on the Public Rafety Bill." In this connection 
I mav refer to Ghate's letter to Muzaffar Ahma!l of the 27th AU/l'llst 1928, 
P.549 (20), in which he wrote that he was enclosing cuttings from the papers 
of .the statement on Roy's Letter and the Trade Dif'pnt:es Bill for Muzaffar. 
Ahmad's information. This letter WfiR actuallv endorsed 011 a draft statement 
for the papers which contains the statement' dated the 25th August of 'the 
C. P. I. on the Roy ll'tter signed by Ghate as General Secretary of the Party. 
The cuttings include one which contains the :first two paragraphs of this' draft 
and contains It mention of. the Communist PuTty of India. It sec,ms unlikely 
therefore that, if Desai had taken an interest in.· this controversy, IIR he himself 

.implies he did, he could have been il,"llorant of the· existence of the C. P. L That 
is of course on his own statClment, hut on t.he facts which I hnve brought out in 
the conrse of this chapter I think it iR impossillle to sunpose for a moment that 
he WRS not fully Wonned about th~t Party as well as about the W. P . .P. 

L2JMCC 
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Going on to page 1685, after calling his description .of the capture of the Con
gress Pandal " me.tli-phorical ", which I SUppOSE> may be due to ignorance of the 
English language, he comes to the note (of which a copy was given to him) in 
which .the prosecution stateu what use they proposed to lllake of the contents 
of the " Spark". I suppose one must not expect too much from an accused 6 
person"but. I must admit that Desa-i's attitude in regard to this generous act 
on the part of the prosecution quite amazed me. 'What I should have expected 
of him was that he would thank thll prosecution and then proceed to endeavour 
to meet the sugge~tions contained in the note. lnetead 01 this he speaks of it 
as a " belated document" and endpavout's to ridicule it by talking IIbout it.] 10 

o. P. 1587. " resounding generalisations". Then he suggests ill reply that he has never 
criticised Mr. N. M .• Joshi, easily the most prominent of the so-called reformist 
Labour leaders. That might have been supposed to be qnite a good point, if it 
had not been for the fact that Mr. N. M. JORhi appcnred in this Court as D. W. 
29 and stated in the course of his evidence that at tlll' enu of 1928 and the begin- 16 
ning of 1929 he was ill and confined to beel. and under medical advice not allowed 
to go out or to receive visitor". Mr .• Tollhi was in fact out of action and therefore 
opportunities for criticising him wpre Incking. Mr. Joshi had indeed been un-
able to go to the Jbaria Congress and there are letters showing that he was still 
ill up to about the middle of February. 20 

For the next 20 pages Desai analyses or quotes from the " Spark" with 
the object of showing that the suggestions contained in the prosecution note are 
unsound. It does not seem to me to be necessary to go into all this again. It 
all comes back really to the question what is the real issue, and if some of the 
things he says in the course of these explanations are carefully considered, 25 
especially what he has to say on the subject of Imperialisms .at the top of page 
1691 and on the subject of religion at the end of this section, it will be found 
that what he says really strengthens the prosecution case against him illBtead 
of weakening it. 

Defence counsel summing up the case on behalf of Desai pointed to a large 30 
nnmber of defence letters which I need not quote in detail as showing that 
DeHai was in touch with Socialists in England, I suppose as distinguished from 
Communists. I cannot see in what way this fact would rebut the prosecution 
case against him. Counsel then proceeded to argue at some length about the 

o. P. 1688. I ... R. D. 1 have already dealt with that organisation and need not go into ~he 36 
matter again. Then he made a long attack on the copy of P. 1872C. and on the 
other documents to which I referred in discussing Desai's interest in the Indian 
Seamen's Union. This is however only a small piece of the case against Desai 
and is rather suggestive than otherwise. I would not be inclined to take it as in 
any way conclusive in itself. He went on to lay great stress on the fact that there 40 
was no reference to Desai' in the prosecution evidence throughout the period 
from the date of his arrival in India up to the end of 1928 and that he was never 
mentioned anywhere in the correspondence passing between conspirators in 
India. That of course is a point to. be considered and I have kept it in mind 
throllghout the whole of mv consideration of Desai's case. Next he dealt with 45 
the" Spark" and in connection with the name he put forward that marvellous 
argument that the name" Iskra" was not associated with revolution. Next 
he urged that it was a point in favour of Desai that the W. P. P. papers 
" Kranti", "Ganavani to, and "Kirti" never made any allusion to the 
" Spark" as a new recruit to the ranks of papers supporting the right cause. 50 
That JUay be so but the explanation of it is no doubt to be found in the mere 
instinct for self-preservation. I should perhaps note that in the course of his 
argumeuts on Desai's case defence counsel sought to tender a number of docu
ments as evidence. I was of course quite prepared to consider any books of 
reference but it seemed to me that the time for tendering documents, whether 65 
requiring proof or not, as defence evidence came to an end the moment the 
summing np of the defence case was begun. Defence counsel in dealing with 
Desai's case also argued a large number of points which relate to the general 

o P 1589 case or to pieces of evidence with which I have dealt at !In earlie.r stage. I do 
.. . n<.t think it is necessary to repeat all the discussions on these pointa. 60 

As it seems to me it is impossible to reconcile the facts to which I have 
drawn nttelltil)n in this lengthy discussion of Desai's case with his innocence. 
It is quite clear that prior to September.1928 he had been in touch with members 
of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay and had agreed with them to 
brin ... out a paper which was to be another of the non-official orgaDs of the 65 
Party, that is to say it was to support t~e interests of the Party, that is, further 
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the interests of the conspiracy, without disclosing its position, When the paper 
does come out it is brought out sooner than intended specm('.ally with the object 
of supporting the W. P. P. candidates for the Municipal elections. Then 
throughout its whole history of 7 issues the paper consistently, while posing as 
socialist, takes up a line which is consistent "\\ith the theory that it must not 5 
bring in anything whick will be objectioooble to the Party and must. use all 
possible items of news in such a way as to further the interests of thEl, CQI/spiracy. 
Then we have it that the members of thjl Party are interested in furthering the 
iwerests of the paper by assisting in itt' distribution, vide Spratt's letter with 
ilS! reference to Muzaffar Ahmad and the possession by Mirajkar accused of 129 10 
copies of the first issue. Then again we have the various letters which indicate 
that members of the Party took an interest in the paper which is entirely under
stsndable in the light of Spratt's and Bradley's notes of. the Bombay discussions 
but not understandable if the " ~park " was an independent venture. Lastly 
there is the point of association, and in connection with the " Spark " there is 15 
clear evideuce of Desai's association with Spratt, Bradley, Muzaffar Ahmad, 

0. P. 1590. Adhikari, Mirajkar, Nimbkar, Usmani, Hutchinson, Ghate and P. C. Joshi 
accused in addition to C. P. Dutt. Taking into consideration the whole of the 
evidence, coupled with the very unsatisfactory explanations given by Desai in 
his statement, I can come to no other conclusion than that Desai accused joinlld 20 w 
this conspiracy and brought out his newspaper the" Spark" in order to further 
its aims. 

Agreeing with one and disagreeing with the other four assessors I hold that 
Desai accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King-Emperor of 
his sovereignty of British India and has thereby committed an, offence under 25 
section 121-A, I. P. C. I convict him accordingly. 
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PART XLII. 

c. Po 11191,' P. C. Joshi accused first appears iIi: the evidence in this case as the writer 
P.C.IOSHI.of a letter P. 126 (I. C. 178), which was recovered in the search of the house of 

1'1_ one Aftab Ali, a member of the Bengal W. P. P., at 7 IkbalpurLane, Calcutta, 
. vide the evidence of.P. W. 72, Sub-Inspector Badiuzzaman. This letter is undated 

but is at any rate earlier than the 7th August 1928. It was probabJy ~itten 6 
in June or Julv. In it Joshi accused, who signs himself Puran, say. : " When 
are you coming here t (2) What do you think of my joining the Party 1 (3) Of 
starting a study circle here immediately t. . . . . . . . If you approve of it could 
you instruct your Party office to send me the available literature soon for a small 
library. _ ... _.. It will serve as the basis of the Party library in U. P." A 10 
little further on in para.. 5 he says : H Whence to get the Co=unist badge
h=er and sickle' Ma.I!y boys are requesting me for them. If in the Party 
Office, you ~ill ask them to send me some." Put shortly this letter shows Joshi 
accused trying his very best to get into touch with the Beng~ Party. 

We next hear of him in P. 131 (I. C. 205), another undated lettet also 15 
recovered in Aftab Ali's search. It may be noted here that this accused never 
seems to date any letter except by accident. P. 131 was evidently written about 
the end of September or early October. In this letter he says: " On 11, 12, and 
13 October at Meerut they are going to have the Delhi Pol. Conf. under Jawahar 
Lalji's Presidentship and the U. P. Workers' and Peasants' Conf. At Jhantli 20 
on 27, 28 'and 29 October U. P. Pol: Conf. again under Jawahar Lalji and. 
Baghelkhand W'Orkers' and Peasants' Conf. under Jhabwala. I wrote to you 
to'come here immediately so that we may go to both together. We would have 

o. ,_ 1692. got an opportunity in the very beginning of our work to form a permanent 
organisation and see the workers what stuff they are made of. What is mo~t 25 
important we would have got an opportunity to impress our views on the policy 
and programme to be laid down. -It is easiest· to capture an association when 
it is being formed." Further on he says:" lam trying. my best to get accepted 
the Bengal Workers' and Peasants' progr=e and have a permanent organisa
tion. " He also says that he is leaving Allahabad for Meerut on the 9th and 30 
will leave Meerut for Cawnpore on the 15th. He gives his address at Meerut 
and also his address at Jhausi which will be clo. Mr. Dhulekar, " the Reception 
President, a labour. worker, and a Congressman." 

P: 132 (I. C .. 207) is another undated letter, which is evidently a reminder 
to Aftab Ali induced by the'fact that he had received no reply.to P. 131 .. In. 35 
this hesaya, about the benefit to' be' derived from his and Aftab' Ali's attend-' 
ing these Conferences, that " we would have been able to give a momentum to 
them and influence the organisations with extremist ideas in the very beginning-'-
thi) best and surest way." These two· letters show quite clearly WIth what ideas -
P. C. Joshi accused came to Meerut for the Workers' and Peasants' Conference. 40 
I think it is important to note that he evidently arrived at Meerut on the 10th 

'. October, while the Conference actually took place on the 13th, 14th and 15th. 
P. W.'s 126 P. S. 1. Mangal Singh & 173 S. I. Mardan Singh prove that he 
attended the Conference but there is no evidence as to his taking any active 
part in it, though we may infer from his letters that he was active behind the 45 
scenes. The report printed in the second issue of the Krantikari dated 24th 
November however shows that he was elected Secretary. P. 1091, the report 
of the speech made by Muzaffar Ahmad, also shows that he was one of the five 
members selected as representatives to be sent to the Calcutta Conference. 

O. P. 11193. Joshi accused's own search shows numerous items-resulting from this meeting. 50 
For example P. 310 is a pad of correspondence forms of the U. P. & Delhi 
Work{lrs' and Peasants' Party, which mentions that the Weekly organ is 
Krantikari (Hindi) (Jhansi), that the President is Dr. Vishwa Nath Mukherji, 
Vice,J>resident, Dharamvir Singh, and the General Secretary, Puran Chandra 
Joshi, M.A., of 34 Holland Hall, Allahabad, the address which we find on the 55 
letters from which I have just been quoting. P. 325 contains 19 printed forms of 
application for membership of the W. P. P. of Bengal, P. 331 is a bundle of 
enrolment fOTmsin Hindi relating to the W. P. P. of U. P. and Delhi, and P. 333 
consists of 20 blank receipt books for subscriptions to the W. P; P., U. P. and 
Delhi. 60 

Immediately after the Conference on the.18th O~tober we find Joshi accused' 
writing a letter P. 1619P (I. C. 249) from Meerut to Dange accused. In this he 
begins by saying: " You, must have read from the papers the account of the' 
Conference h~re. . Yon Wlll be glad to learn that. a permanent organisation· has, 
.been formed ill U. P" and lam supposed to be·lt!! Secretary.", Then he goes 65 

La2JKOO 
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on to mention the proposal to publish a number of pamphlets to popularise Party 
ideals and says that Comrades Spratt and Muzaffar have suggested that he 
(Dange) sliOuld be asked to write the pamphlet on Bardoli. He asks that this 
pamphlet should reach him at Allahabad by the 5th November. Then he gives 
Dange Bome suggestions as to the sort of ideas he wants to emphasize. After 6 
that he says that he is going to the Jhansi Conference and hopes to see at l'llast 
Joglekar and Jhabwala there. He also asks for copies of the Bombay Party 
pUblicatione and pamphlets and constitution. Another letter on the same lines 
as thi~ letter is the letter written by P. C. Joshi Ol!l the 5th November 1928 to 
R. Palme Dutt, editor of the· " Labour Monthly", P. 2409P (F. C. 633). In 10-

o. P. 16l14. this letter also he mentions the formation of the U. P. Party and says: .. Yon 
will be glad to hear that an active and strong Workers' and Peasants' Party 
of U. P. and Delhi has been formed. We have already held two Conferences, 
onC! at Meerut and the other at Jhansi, to familiarise the people with the Party 
programme and ideals, and to organise the active workers." He goes on to 16-
mention the establishment of branches at Delhi, Meerut, Gorakhpur and Jhansi 
(the Party headquarters being at Allahabad), and a Young Comrades' League 
with branches at Delhi, Meerut, Jhansi, Allahabad and Gorakhpur. Then he 
goes on to say a good deal about the needs of the Party and speaks of the tractsl which I have mentioned elsewhere, and suggests that Palme Dutt might hinIselr 20· 
provide a pamphlet on the Workers" and Peasants' Swaraj. Then he s'peak& 
of the • Krantikari ' and says: .. Could you afford to send for it a fortmghtly 
review of t.be interriational affairs or write to Agnes Smedley (1 have lost her 

. address), or ask any nice comrade there to do it." At the end .of this letter he 
says : .. I um writing to Comrade Spratt to write to you about my credentials." 25-
It was presumably at much about the same time as this letter to Palme Dutt 
that Joshi. accused wrote the letter P; 526 (6) (I. C. 313) to Spratt remindin!r 
him 011 the subject of the two pamphlets i.e. the two mentioned in the Krantikan,. 
namely (1) on " "VI-'bat the labourers of the world are doing and what can Indians 
and peasants do ", and (2) on "How t(} organise the Workers' and Peasants' 3()
Party". At the end of this letter he points to the necessity of his being helped 
by Spratt and other comrades saying: .. I am absolutely raw. You comradee 
ought to make me ripe." 

Ne~t on the 19th N()vember we come to a letter mis-dated the 19th October 
written by P. C. Joshi from Allahabad to Muzaffar Ahmad, P. 2069P (1. C. 253), 35 
with an enclosure evidently for Spratt which is in evidenc& in original a8 

o. P. 1695 P. 526 (8). In this letter he justifies his own optimism remarking that" oppor
tunism stands absolutely discredited............ Thus it is nothing surprising 
that we find comrades in the districts who were in the Congress fold the other' 
day and today acutely feel its impotency though yet sentimentally attached to. 4& 

. the institution. I would give as an eXllmple, Comrade Gaun Shankar, who. 
since your visit to Meerut now feels himself stronger and bigger. So are the 
comrades at Jhansi." Then he goes on to mention the importance of book., 
to enable organisational work to be carried on with the assistance of scientifie. 
propaganda. In the next paragraph he mentions that he has organised a league 46-
of young comrudes at Allahabad, as also at Jhansi and Meerut and says : " 1 
mean to begin by forming them into study circles." At the end of this para
graph he says: " It is disappointing that except Comrade Spratt nobody else 
has sent me down pamphlets, nay, has not even replied to my letters in spite 
of reminders." This remark in itself gives the clue in regard to the enclosure. 6() 
in which P. C. Joshi thanks' Dear Comrade' for the welcome tract. Going on. 
with his letter to Muzaffar Ahmad he says: " You will have received the first 
number of the Krantikari." This mention of the Krantikari shows that the 
date at thll beginning of the letter is a mistake, and should be 19th November 
instead of 19th October, since the first issue of the Krantikari is dated the 17th 56 
November 1928. In his letter to Spratt Joshi speaks of translating Spratt's 
tract into Hindustani in time for the Calcutta Conference and says that he is 
also translating the British Workers' Delegation Report on Soviet Russia. He 
expresses a hope that Spratt will have written; to the Bombay Comrades about 
the tracts and articles- for the Krantikari and that he will have sent one to the 6()
Krantikari himself. 

o. i. 16M. Meanwhile on the ?8th and 29th ~ctober the Bundelkhand Labour Co~er-
enCll was heIdi at JhanSl, and we have It from P. W. 126, P; S. r. Mangal 8mgh 
Tewari, that JOt;hi accused was present at that Conference. ·On the sanIe date, 
29th October, we get a letter from Muzafiar Ahmad to Joshi, P. 311 (L C. 262) . 

. bi thill letter Muzaffar Ahmad has a good deal to say about enlisting individual 
members fOF the Party .froll\: workers and peasants and from the intelligentsia, 

65-
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~nd advi~es Joshi to be very ~~efui with the latter and makecertaiil first of art 
whether they really believe in the "Policy and Programme of' our Party' ':; 
He goes on : .. I read the report which you gave to the press. '·You omitted the 
most important thing-that is the formation of the Workera' aqd Peasants· 
Puty of U. P. and Delhi. Ido not know wily you did that." , I) 

Next on the 1st November we find Mukherji accused writing tG Josl!i. the 
letter P. 321 (I. C. 267), in which he acknowledges receipt of Joshi's· letter 
intimating that he had been. elected President of the U. P. Peasants' and 
Wel'kers' Party. He also mentions receipt of a letter from Muzaffar .Ahmad. 
He goes on to allude to his ill-health, which was responsible for his failure to" 10 
attend the Jl1ansi Conference. In this letter he says: "I am happy to leam 
that a party has been formed here in these provinces. It was a long felt Ilnd 
cherished desire of mine and I am glad through your noble efforts it has come 
to its fulfilment." Then he enquires when Joshi is expected to see him 'at 
Gorakhpur or when " we cu conveniently commence our tour m the provineA 15 
for propaganda purposes." 

Next @i1 the 2nd November we find P. C. Joshi writing a letter P. 1875P 
(1. C. 271) to Feroz Din Mansur at Delhi. The most important passage in this 
lett&r relates to Jhansi. In this he says, " At Cawnpore'I found Harihar Nath 

G. P. 1697. a rank opportunist, as you all said" and was disappointed, but at Jhansi· I madit 20 
up for all this. They have affiliated their org. with the .Party .. They arB 
three absolutely sincere, whole-time workers, though not very intellectual, and 
have in their hands a Railway Union with 5 tho member!!; What is more they 
have started a Hindi Weekly Krantikari for Jhansi, that will .bethe Patty 
organ. " He goes on to ask Mansur to send them every week a translation of 25 
one of the articles on theory and strategy for (' from) the" Labour Monthly ,~ 
Then he enquires about the Study Circle and .speaks of the League of Young 
Comrades of U. P. and Delhi. He goes on to send Mansur a list of suitable book~ 
for the Study Circle and to try to move him to activity in regard to the organic 

. Rational work, as also in regard to getting purchasers for the Krantikari in 30 
Delhi. On tbe same 'day Joshi aecused wrote another letter P. 209, (I. C. 274), 
i.B Hindi to Gauri Shankar. In this also he mentions Harihar Nath and goes 
on to say: " There was Ii far greater success at Jbansi 88 compared to the 
defeat at Cawnpore. Three brethren there are tive and liberal just like you: 
:J.'hey are whole-time workers. They have opened a. branch, and have promised 35 
to· help as far as possible. There are two Parsi young men who will open a 
:study circle. The greatest of all things is tbat they are to publish a Hiildi 
'weekly containing 16 pages, which would be the organ of the Party." He goes 
oil to talk about Dr. Mukherji and about Study Circles and the League of Youn3 
Comrades, and at the end he says: " You shall have to get all the Urdu traot& 40 
printed, those of Hindi and English wi!l be printed at Jhansi." . 

In connection with these two letters and particulaJ'ly with regard to the 
remark about thE.'re being three whole-time workers at Jhansi, the proseClition 
have refcrrl'd to Joshi aecused's diary, P. 311. It will be noted thnt these threE! 

o. P. 1698. whoill-time workers are said to have in tlIeir hands a Railwav union of five 45 
thousand members. Against the date January the 20th we find 'in this diary an 
entry: .. Railwaymen's Union: President, Dhulekar, Vice-President, Din 
Mohammad, Secretary, L. R. Kadam, Lakshmi Narain. Membership nearly 
5 th." The witness Dhulekar, D'. W. 11, was asked some questions about this: 
Union and deposed as follows: "Apart from myself, Kadam and Laksbmi 50 
Narain the only other office-bearer in the Railwaymen's Union was one Din 
Mohammad, Vice Chairman, a railway employee." It is quite obvious therefore 
'lliat Din MO)Jlunmad could not have been a wbola-time worker, and there-
fore it "ould seem to follow naturally that by the " three absolutely sincerE! 
whole-time workers" Joshi accused was in his letter to· Muzaffar Ahmad 55 
l'eterring to Dhulekar, Kadam and Lakshmi Narain. I think that tIlls reaSOD-
ing is oorrect. In the same diary there is an entry on the 25th: •• Jhansi 
BranclI: President, Har Prashad Singh of Banda, MJ •. C., Secretary, Rrishan 
Gopa!. Executive Committee: (.1) K~dam. (2) Lakshmi Narain.(3) Rustamji>. 
.( 4) Gllnl<:adhar Aushde." Dhulekar in cross-examination said he knew a Parsi 60 
called Rustamjee at Jhansi, and that he was a Congressman, a student and a 
young man. This gentleman might therefore well be one of the two Parsis 
referred to in Joshi's letter to Gauri Shankar. 

On the same day as tbese two letters of Joshi we get a. letter, P. 328 
(L C. 276) written. by KadaIIl from :lli8.!lsi. to, thll aceused Jos¥ .. In tlril! he 86 
8ays: .. The first 188ue of the Kranhkan shall be sent to you wltbm a: day or 
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two' as soon as it is published." A little further on he says: "Please send 
the resollltions etc. so that the work may begin." Next on the 4th November 
in P. 1621P (I. C. 277) Joshi accused reminds Dange on the subject of the 
Bardoli pamphlet and mentions the early publication of the Krantikari, which 
will be " our official organ ". He suggests that Dange might help in the matter IS 

o. P. 1599. of contributions and asks if he can manage to. send a fortnightly letter review
ing the political and labour events of the Presidency or ask Comrade Mirajkar 
to do it. He also requests Dange to ask the Bombav Comrades to contribute 
to the Krantikari regUlarly and gives him the name and address of the editor. 
In a P. S. he remarks that they would themselves get the articles translated, but 10 
" they should be highly popular expositions of ideas and strategy." Another 
lettet in which P. C. Joshi communicates the news of the formation of the 
U. P. Party and asks for a pamphlet is P. 1620P (1. C. 282) dated the 6th 
November addressed to C. G. Shah clo the W. P. P. Bombay. In this he ask9 
for regular contributions to the Krantikari as well as for a pamphlet on the II5 
" Workers' and Peasants' Swaraj, the True Swaraj ". 

On the same date. 6th November. we get a letter from Muzaffar 'Ahmad to 
Joshi accused, P. 316 (I. C. 283), in which Muzaffar Ahmad complains of the 
silence of Joshi and Gauri Shankar, and asks for infonnation about the members 
of the Party and what they are doing for the All-India Conference, mentioning 20 
that GIlUri Sbankar had promised at Meerut to collect up to Rs. 2001- for the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference. 

On the 17th November the first i~sue of the Krantikari was published. A 
few days later on the 20th Joshi aecused sent a post card, P. 1433 (I. C. 289) 
o Mukherji accused apologising for having been unable to come to Gorakhpur :l5 
lVhen he had promised as he had been waiting for Comrade Muzaffar. Next on 

the 22nd we get a reference to Joshi in a letter from Mulrherji accused to 
Muzaffar Ahmad. P. 468 (3). in which Mnkherji says: " Mr. Joshi and myself 
will now tour throughout the whole province and bring into existence a strong 
party of the peasants and workers here." 30 

It appears from P. 338 (I. C. 297) a letter from Tara'porevala Sons & Co., 
found in Joshi's possession, that on the 20th November he wrote to this firm 

o. P. l6OC. for a series of books suitable for study circles, as the list in this letter corres
pond~ almost exactly with tb.e one given in his letter to F. D. Mansur, P. ;l875.! 
(I. C. 2i2). 'rhen on the 27th Muzaffar Ahmad wrote to Joshi mentioniIlg" 35 
Mukherji's letter P. 468 (3) and also the fact that Joshi had been sent a parcel 
of books V. P. P. for about Rs. 30. He suggests that Joshi should come to, 
Calcutta in time for the Jharia Congress and that Mulrherji should also' come. 
Then he complains of the silence of Gauri Shankar Rnd the Jhansi Comrades· 
and the fact that he has not seen a single copy of the Krantikari.40 

On the ~9th November we come to an interesting letter from C. P. Dutt 
writing as acting editor of the" Labour Monthly" to Joshi in reply to the latter's 
letter of the 5th November, P. 2409, (F. C. 633), to which I have referred above. 
In this lettc,r he a~ks for a copy, two or three eopies if possible, of the new Hindi 
Weekly to be sent to the Labour Monthly office in exchange for the "Labour 45 
Monthly." Then dea!iItg with organisation he says: "I hope that you are 
finding it po~siblc to draw in actually proletarian workers into the W. P. P. The 
peasant::! of course should be organised in special peasant leagues with their own 
special programmes! of demands and not in the same branch as the industrial 
workers. Our strenl:,>1h will depend very largely on how far it is possible to 50 
attract actual worker~ engaged in industry, to help them to organise themselves, 
and to help them produce leaders of their struggle from tlieir own ranks. The 
experience of Chinn iF! of overwhelming importance for us just on this point, for 
the history of the Knomingtang has given a gigantic lesson of the dangers COD
flonting any mass movement, which ill led by the bourgeoisie, or even by the petty 55 

O. P. 16010 bourgeoisie, when the latter is left with sole control." There are two points 
here ; first the I>tres8 on leadership from the rank and file, and secondly the new 
idea of separate organisations of the workers and'peasants as distinguished from. 
the system bping applied in India up to that time of Workers' and Peasants' 
Parties on a two-class basis. ' • .,60 

O. P. 1602. The next letter in evidence against Joshi accused is P. 2070P (I. C. 306) a 
letter from him to Muzaffar Ahmad accused which was intercepted on the 1st 
December. 1n t1is letter he gives an account of his visit to Mukherji accused at 
Gorakhpur and also talks enthusiastically about a new recruit to the Party who. 65 
he says, .. belioves in Direct Action. viz. of workers and peasants and is on the 



4. P. 11103. 

\IO.y t ... ~~iJ\e tAl.. fact f4 class war," He .goes .on to mentiOll the AImS, 
<!lOmrades and saJll be js ~oing to Moradabali ,to talk t& the Railway U ni-on pe&ple 
·fhere. The:a he says ~ " r have lannabed the Youth Movement here (Mla;habad. 
I&B.d mnst be here tnT a :week to organise it, and then I come straight to you. t 
{OQ' halfe Dot beard from comrade pauri Shankar, except a postcard fr~1iI. IS 
Gathm.uktesar fail'. He.is :having a .conterellce ~ere 'Wifhout even ·earing tt 
inform me .of it. It must have been farciCllil. ,. In a ,po.stsoript he give!! -alORg 
list of books to he sent by the book company to Ram Saran Vidyarthi I!! :Meerut, , 
Mukherji at Gorlikhpur, The' Manager Hindu Mitra P;ress, GorakhpUi", aaQ tb..e . 
'Secretary, Municipal Board,Jhansi. He also asks Muzajfar .Ahmad to write h' 10 
Gauri Shankar" whether our proceedings (i.e. at the Calcutta Confe:rence~ will 
be in English or vernacular". These V. P. P. parcels of books are mentioned 
later in a letter frem Muzaffar Ahmad P. 1096 (I. C. 383) in which he /lays :that 
RamSaran Vidyarthi and the Hindu Mitra Press refused the V. P. P.'.l\. 

Joshi 8<!eused wrote another postcard to Muzaffar Ahmad OD. the' 11th 15 
December,which was intercepted in Calcutta on the 13th. This is P. "2071P 
(I. C. 326}. Joshi mentions in this that he is leaving for 'Calcutta Oll the 16Ul 
lW 17th. He also /luggests that the Party Conference might 'be cillematographed 
at least by a Puthti Cinema, and that that would he useful in propaganda. A 
ooupleof days later Joshi 'wrote ,a letter t& the Vice-President of the Party, 20 
Dharamvir Singh, whillh is in evidence as iP. 1388, in which he speaks ~f the 
Cal(;utta, Conference a.nd says that "Party strategy and lines of immediate 
programme will be deeided (ant) and enforce as PartY discipline." He mentions 
that he is I.'tarting for Calcuttaou the 17th .and hopes that Dhar8lJ;)vir Singh 
.bs beeo, receiving the Party weekly" Krantlk;ari " .from Jhao,si regulady. , 25 

Auother Jetter written :by Joshi,ft the same day ,was P. 210 (1. 'c. ,834)., .~ , 
Hindi letter to Ganci Shankar in. which he asks that ,the business Qf -the Pltrj;y 
should be done in a businesslike maimer. He ,also asks that the iPa,rty member/! 
ilhould Teach Caleutta in. time and should write the time of their arrival to com-
rade Muzaffar Ahmad at Calcutta. He adds that" just after the sessioll of the 30 
e~ngress there will !be a sitting of the Executive ,Committee ·of the provmcial 
p'arty at ·Calcutta." Joshi accllsed took part in the Calcutta Confereo,ce and: ;Ul 
mentiolled a few times in the official report P. 669. We find 'his name as amem-
her of .the Drafts Committee. on the first day ,aJld as one of the U. P. membcrs 
eI~ted to the Natio;pal Executive Committee. He also spoke on the Politi~' ·36 
~is. . 

.coming IlC;l:t.to the me~gs of the C. P. I. at .calcutta his name 'appears ,in 
.abate's note P. 1310 as a proposed member of the Central Jllxecutive to ,represent 
-the U. P. :Nothing however came of ,that, as we ;fin~ from ·P. 1003 that:it was 

; ,decidecl that P. C. Joshi shoul~ he left .for the present. The note on the slilbjeqt 40 
, runs 1lS follows: .... Recruitment of members : Sohan Singh to be ~dmitt8il. 

P. C •. Joshi to ,be left for the present. Ku:lkal'ni to be admitted," 

;Joshi accu~ed continu.ed to be active during 1929. On the ,10th January he 
.rect'ived two letters hoth of which are included in P. 1095. one from Mukherji 
accused and the other from Krishna Gopal Sharma, editor of the" 'Ktantikari .IJ.. 45 
:Mnkherii writes that he has been ill and so was unable to at.tend the A. I. T; U. e. 

4). P. 16<K. and the" Indian National COngress. .He goes ,on: ,. However I would like. ill 
start work in the Province. Please ,;ihalk out a programme of :work and send 
it to me. Have you got the letter perhaps printed , . As regards the collections 
we Ilhall do it During our tour. 1 would like to see ~ou .at Allahabad. Will you 50 
kindly let me know when I Icould do in!" Krishna Gopal merely asks Joshi to 
try to increase the number of the Ilubscribers of the ;Krantikari and to get articles 
for it from outside. 

Nen()n the 15th January P. C. Joshi must have received Muzaffar Ahmad:s 
.circular letter .in regard to the ,ccl'ebflLtion of Lenin Day, P. 343, to which I hav;o 55 
alluded.in an earlier chapter. Then on the 26th January we find Joshi himself 
writing.to Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 452 (I. ,C. 351). In this he begins by complain-
ing that he has not received (1) the opeh letter to the Independence League,; 
(2) the extracts from the thesis on India (which I take to be a reference to the 

': Colonilil Thesis) ; (3) the report of the Party Conference and '(4,) the Th!lsis on 6.0 
peasantry. Then, .asso .often, he .asks· to ,be sent books,wAat he describes ~ 
". first ,class stuff .on.agrarian mOvement and strategy ". Then .he goes on : 
•• Will ~ou please ask comrade Sl;lratt. to send .my,address to C. P. Dutt and the .
I .. R. D. ,people. I will pay them ·m any form and whenever they please. " Then 
lie makes some mrcUl:leS for !the 'mistaken .ideolog'lT pi the •• Kr8,~tila,l.Jj ". ~!ld &I!~!l 65 
IAJHOO 
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;Muzaffar .A~ad to ". own it and set it. right". FinallY he enquires about the 
:tracts Whlch It has been proposed to wrIte for the U. P. Party. This reference 
,to the mistakes in the" Krantikari " relates to an article on ", Mahatma Lenin" 
in the" Krantikari " of the 21st January 1929, part of P. 431. This lettel' ends 
with a quite delightful little parag1'aph in which Joshi says: "You need not 
despair of me. I will alway,8 stick to mv guns, nor lag behind in revolutionary 
~scip1ine ; or party loyalty. My silence was only personal indolence, say." 

O. P. 1605. Much about the same date we find Joshi writing also to Ghate accused in 
P. 1304 (I. C. 353). This letter is undated but in the P.S. he says: "I do not 
,know Shah's address, please give the accompanying letter to him." This letter 
to Ghate and the letter to Shah were intercepted at Bombay on the 30th Janu
ary, vide P. 18MP (I, C. 354).P. 18MP (1) the intel'ception copy of P. 1304 
is of course not in evidence because the original was recovered in Ghate's search. 
In the letter to Ghate, P. 1304, Joshi asks Ghate to contribute to the" Kranti
karl". In this letter also he asks for the open letter to the Independence League 
'imd extrae-ts from the thesis on India and asks Ghate to remind Nimbkar or to 
send them himself. There is another interesting remark in this where he says 
,II Any hope of starting the Party weekly for Bombay "f which shows that the 
expectation that a weekly English journal of the Party would soon be Jlublished 

: '. had been mentioned in the conversations at Calcutta, an interesting point in 
connection with Desai's case which I do not remember to have noticed before. 
The letter to Shah is in the main merely a reminder about Shah's promises to 
write for the" Krantikari". ' 

About the same date Joshi wrote a letter to Usmani accused, ,addressed 
clo Kirti office, Amritsar which was intercepted on the 30th January (P. 1894C 
!(I. C. 357». In this letter he begins by saying: " I did not hear from you nor you 
from me," which seems to indicate that each was expecting the letter from the 
'other. Then he asks for assistance in regard to books and contributions for the 
" Krantikari". He also speaks about some local recruits who are very keen to 
begin work. This letter must have actually crossed a letter from Usmani P. 337 
(I. C. 358) written from BOI!lbay on the 31st January, which is concerned mainly 
witl! the manuscript of some novel written by lJsmani and his efforts to sell the 
copyright of " Peshawar to MORCOW ". 

O. P. 1606. ; Joshi accused was very prolific of letters at this time. (I may perhap~ note 
here that there are no less than 39 documents on the record in his handwriting.) 
P.197 (I. C. 359) is a letter in Hindi (undated as nsual) to Gann Shankar. In this 

Jhe says: "You did not tell me how you liked the policy of the Conference as also 
'the articles. We shall have certainly to work according to that. You must have 
read (the article) in regard to the labour agitation in the" Krantikari " ; the 
one regarding the peasants' agitation would be published next time. Write to 
me about that in detail. I have pointed out a programme of work also in that. 
Write to me how you like that. Write fully in detail on the points you differ. 
Read out that article in any meeting of the peasants and enquire of them how 
they like that........ They shan have to start a campaign against zamindars, 
mahajans and the Government on one and the same time." Further on he 

, says: .. Write what are the works that you have been doing for organisation 
'and propaganda f The best policy is to go to the villages and make friends 
:with the young peasants and school teachers. Let you explain to them your 
,'policy well Later on they themselves would do organisation works ....... . 
Don't converse with the Babus, you should onlv plunder them; let the work 
centre round the labourers and the peasants." 'Then he urges Gauri Shankar 
'to work much harder to get subscribers 'for the" Krantikari ". He evidently 
'sent some leaflets with this letter as he mentions them in a postscript. 

Another letter which must have been written by Joshi in the first half of 
'February is P. 2094 (I. C. 361), a message to the Naujawan Sabha Conference, 
Lahore, written on the Party letter-paper, In this he preaches the ideology of 
the red flag and the classless society. He quotes Lenin's demand for" a com
.·pact band of professional revolutionaries" and says he is sure that the Sabha 
,will prepare whole-time workers. 

I), P. 160'1. On presumably the 12th or 13th February J?shi accused wrote a letter to 
Muzaffar Ahmad" intercepted on the 14th and pnnted as P. 2155P (L C. 371) 
which was afterwards recovered in original at 211 European Asylum Lane, 

'Cnlcutta, and is in evidence as P. 416 ~16). ~s is as usual written on the letter
paper of the U. P. Party and contams, agaIn as usual, a request for books. 
Joshi also asks Muzaffar Ahmad to get him ".all the stu1f on China, as mnch 
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ILB possible ·on ideology· and strategy, on Lenin and Trotsky.';· Further oil he 
J!&ys : ., Is it not possible to get the annual reports of the. Third International 
and the C. P. of G. B. as also of the Young Com. International' When will you 
get me monthly and weeklies and fortnightlies' They will train me in tactics. 
Will you please ask comrade Spratt to write to them so that they may send it 
on to me straight." He then discusses the unsatisfactory editing of the 
u Kralltikari" and saYlf somet4ing about Dharamvir Singh and Mukherji 
accused and about Desai'lf editing a weekly. He closes with some remarks on 
the subject of books, and· also a long list of books wanted. 

.. At the end of February we get the incident which I mentioned in the case 
of Sehgal accuSed in which Sehgal wired to Joshi, vide P. 765" and P. 340, for 
RB. 200i-, in connection with whiCh we have the draft money order for Rs. 601-, 
P.323. There ill nothing to show. whether Joshi actually sent the money or not. 

On the 2nd March Muzaffar Almiad replied to Joshi's letter P. 2155P in a 
letter P. 1096 (I. C. 383) in which he explains that he had expected to go to the 
Naujawan Bharat Sabha Conference at Lahore and to stop at Allahabad on the 
way for a day. In this letter he mentions that the booklet on organisation 
which Rpratt accused was preparing for Joshi would be ready in a few_ days 
time and adds that if the Bill (Public Safety Bill) is passed into an .. act there 

.. P. 1608. iii no cllance of detaining comrade Spratt in India. He goes on to mention the 
matter of the V_ P. P.s which had been refused and then refers to the letter to 
the League of Independence for India, which he says he has not read himself. 
He addR : "I believe you have gone through the other things very carefully", 

. which implies that the other things must have reached P. C. Joshi by this time. 
To this letter Joshi replied in P. 2148P (I. C.379) (undated but intercepted on 
the 6th March 1929 by P. W. 89, Sub-Inspector P. N. Sen). In this letter Joshi 
acknowledges P. 1096 and refers to a whole series of items mentioned in that 
letter. For instance he speaks of the ' memoirs of a revolutionist' mentioned 
in it and the' other things " that is the Colonial Thesis, etc. About this he says : 
" Yes I have read all the papers carefiilly. I got the Inprecorr thesis and dis
eURsions on international situation imd colonial problem-it is so rich and com
pletc." He goes on to. say that" Krantikari· is improving" and that Mukherji 
wanted a programme, so he (Joshi) has got the Peasants' Thesis published in 
the ".Krantikari " " and the several issue gave plan of action". Further on 
he speaks of the activities of Kadam and Mukherji. Next he says: "I have 
got Rpratt's former paper translated. A friend of mine is Willing to get it 
published in May........ He wants me to start a Communist monthly-'
ideological for young comrades-"-and is willing to pay for it." He goes on to 
discuss some of the difficulties and says about this: " The one great problem 
will be getting suitable articles from abroad. It will be invaluable, since books 
are nnprocurable and will become morc so." In·a postscript to this letter 
Joshi mentions that he had read a paper on the role of the Congress in the local 
Youth League at which Jawahar Lal Nehru was present. He goes on to 
mention a conversation with Jawahar Lai. As to this paper on the role of the 

G. P. 1609. Congress it may be noted that in Joshi's search there was fonnd an article P. 346 
entitled" The Rble of the Co.ngress " which is pro.ved to. be in his handwriting. 
This i.s an interesting article into. which ho.wever 1 need. no.t go in detail, and 

.... l:will o.nly quo.te o.ne passage in which Jo.shi says that" any scrio.us and uncom
pro.mising movement o.f liberatio.n o.ught to. pro.vide and prepare fo.r these suc
cessive stages-mass demo.nstratio.ns, no.n-vio.lent disciplined direct mass action 
e.g. strikes. etc.. and finally armed mass rising," and of co.urse .as the Co.ngress 
certainly did no.t contemplate the last o.f these stages he Buggested that young 
India .sbo.uld no.t give it their allegiance. With this letter J o.ehi accused enclo.sed 
a letter trom Lakshmi N arain Sharma o.n the subject o.f the po.licy o.f the" Kranti
kari "in which the latter says that" it is necessary to. advance slo.wlvin o.rderto 
avoid alienating sympathisers.1 ' Lakshmi Narain was running the" Krantikari" 
along with Krishna Gopal, and acco.rding to D. W. 11, R. V. Dhulekar, Lakshmi 
Nllrain was the pro.prietor and Krishna Gopal Sharma his partner. In the 
seconll paragraph of this letter Lakshmi Narain says: "Please do send articles 
in Hindi as it takes time in translating your ho.rrible writing. Also. guide· us 
f~om time to. .t~e where we ~stake. AlSo. please send me amo.unt of printing 
bill as the man IS badly pressmg fo.r early payment . ., . . 

On the 5th March we find Jo.~hi writing again to. Gauri Shankar in P 195 
(1. C. 386) a Hindi po.stcard. This is the letter, in the Po.steript to which he 
apeal's o.f the Spark. In the. co.urse of the letter he complains .o.f not having 
received any letter from Gaurl'Shankar an4 go.es o.n : " What did yo.u do. fo.r the 
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.,' KnmNkari ,', Did ,'0'0. do anything to'W'8rds organisation and propaganda t 
o. P. 1610. 1m the last two issues ,of the " Krantikari " have appeared the demands of the 

:peasant!! and the programme of 'Work. What do you think of them' EJlquil't 
of the villagers also and write to me in detail. Read ..out the two articles til 
them and clKplain to them." .5 

On the 9th March Muzaffar Ahmad replied to Joshi's 'letter P. 2148P i.D 
P. 304 (I. C. 394). In this letter he begins by talking about the matter e>f boob 
and his proposed visit to the Punjab. Then he discusses "comrade Lasmi 
Narain's letter" and says:" I am sorry that I cannot support his explanation 
at all Is this a fact that the masses of thc pcople have still ge>t a blind faith in lO 
the bourgeois programme and policy' Does he mean the Congres.s programme and 
policv by his terms' If so where is the link between the masses and the Congres. 
programme f Our duty is to rouse the mass consciousness at any cost, but com· 
rade Lasmi wants to keep them in darkness." 1'hen he goos on to talk about 
the Bengal Peasants' League and finally comes to the proposed magazine in 15 
English, that is the magazine for which if oshi had l'aid that he could get the 
money. Hediseusses this and mentions an announcement in a Punjab paper 
'that Soban Singh and Bhag Singh are going to start an English monthly under 
the name " Indian Worker "'. He goes on : "A rentral theoretical .organ in 
English ,is more than necessary now .. But I am not sure .about the success of 2(} 
sporadic attempts like these. It is better that we IIhall discuss this matter in 
the meeting of the N. E.C_ of the Party." He goes on to say that he himself 
would rather prefer a Hindi ideological monthly to be published .at Allahabad. 
Then he (l'Oes on to criticise Jawahar LaPs remarks to Joshi with some vigour. 
alluding mcidentally to the split in the Bengal Party. . 25 

O. P. i611. -On the 14th March we come to a Hindi letter from Krishna Gopal Sharma 
P. 312 (I. C. 401) in which he asks for more material from Joshi and saye 
" kindly let me know whiche>f the articles published in my paper were against 
your Party. The Partywallas are not giving any help :to the paper. Ther-e-
fore I am compelled to make the policy of the paper a. bit moderate in te>ne'" 30 

{). P 

Then he says " kindly send the account of the printing of forms. When win 
you oome here , " 

On the 15th March we get a. letter frOID Nimbkar, General·Secretary of the 
W. P. P. of India, to Joshi, accused, P. 1098, asking for .a report of a.ctivitieJl 
in tbe U. P. since the Calcutta meetin,g and suggesting a new da.te for the meet- 35 
mg of the N. E. C. . 

Another detter of the same date .addressed to Jo.shi is P. 1099 from Ghate 
-aceused in which he says : " I am telling the editor of Spark to send you .. 
.oopy of the first number. As far as I know it was being sent to the editor of 
the" Krantika.ri·' which was not sent to our Party 'any way.'" The manner 40 
in which .Ghate speaks of " telling" the editor 'of the Spark to do something' 
-is r.a.ther suggestive. . . 

The last letter in evidence written 'by Joshi accused is P. 1800 (1. C. 410) a 
letter b.earing a postal stamp of Katra, Allahabad, dated the 19th March 1929 
which was intercepted a.t Bombay on the 21st March hy P. W. 271, Sub-Inspeetor 
Ketkar. This is a letter to Ghate with an enclosure addressed to Nimbkar ,and 
a second enclosure also evidently intended for Nimbkar which is marked" pri-
vate". In the letter to Ghate Joshi writes abont the" .spark" : " I have not 

1612. received the Spark no. 1 or any issue after 3-will you please ask them to send 
It tome regularly." The way in which Joshi associates" Spark" with .the 
"BoIl';lbay Party deserves to be noted. He goes on to say that he is writing to 
the ., Krantikari " people and it (Krantikari) wi1llle sent to Ghate regularly. 
In the letter to Nimbkar he speaks about the meeting of the N. E. C. and com
pJains of getting no information about Bombay work or Party WOi'k in gooeral 
The second enclosure consists of notes on the, progress of Party work at 
Gorakhpur, Meerut, Jhansi .and Allahabad, evidently furnished in response to 
Nimbkar's letter to which I referred above, P. 1098 of the 15th March. • 

45 

50 

Joshi's room in Holland Hall was searched on the 20th March 1929 by P. W. 
131, Sub-Inspector Abdul Hadi, who prepared the search·list P. 295 and deposed 
tha.t in this search exhibits P. 296 to P. 338 ond P. 340 to P. 349 were recovered. 60 
The witness was not cross-examined at all The search witness P. W. 132, 
Bishambar N ath, was examined a.t some length, bnt there is nothing in the cross
examination to create any doubt as to the ownership of the books and papers 
seized inilis search. In a.ddition to numerouslettors to which I have referred 
already the following books and papers were seized: P. 296 a copy of Roy's 65 
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... India's Problem and its Solution", P~ 297 -a ·copy of Roy's. .. Political 
iLetters "; P. 298 a copy of the" Worker ", P. 299 a copy of the .. Sunday 
Worker", P. 300 a copy of .. Workers' Life ", P. 301 and P. 315 some issues 
of the K"rantikari", P. 302 and P. 303 issues of." Payam-i-Mazdoor". P. 305 
containing 10 copies of Sohan Singh Josh's Presidential Address at Calcutta, 6 
P. 306 containing 37 copies of the T. U. Movement Thesis, P. 307 containing 23 
copies of the Political Resolution, P. 308 containing 109 copies of the ,same in 
Urdu, P. 309 oontaining 49 copies of the W.P. P. Principles and Policy Thesis, 

0. P. 1613. P. 311 a diary with a number of interesting entries in it, p,. 314 "The Two 
Internationals" by R. P;Dutt, P. 318 a Hindi manuscript article on the organi- 10 
sation of peasants and workers, P. 319- some notes apparently from Trotsky's 
book ".towards Hocialism or Capitalism", P. 320 a Hindi manuscript article on 
the conditions of labourers and peasants in Russia, P. 322 Ii file of papers con
taining draft resolutions in the Meerut Conference, P. 324 containing 27 posters 
in Urdu, Hindi and Bengali in regard to the celebration of the fifth annh-ersary 16 
of I,enin's death, P. 327 a constitution of the League of Young Comrades of the 
U. P., P. 329 a printed copy of Jhabwala's Hindi address at the Jhansi Conference 
P. 330 a form of application for membership of the Young Comrades' League, 
P. 334 a hinder containing (1) extracts from tI1e Colouial Thesis (2) a copy of the 
E. C. C. I. letter and (3) a copy of the report of the First A. I. W. P. P. Confer~ 20 
cnce, P. 336 a copy of .the short extract from P. 90 entitled" The immediate 
Tasks of the Communists ", and P. 342 a long list of books evidently considered 
by .J osl1i to be suitable for furthering the aims of the conspiracy. . 

Coming back to Joshi's diary P. 311 we find in it the address 17 Dwarka 
Das Mansions, Sandhurst Road, Bombay which was in fact the address of 25 
Ghate. Elsewhere we find the addresses of the Communist Bookshop in London 
and also- the L. R. D., and the address of Jhabwala accused. Then on the 
pages for the 18th and 19th January there is a series of notes in regard to the 
.. Krantikari." Some of these I have mentioned before in dealing with the 
cases of other accused. We find under the head" International Contribution" 30 
the names of Miss Agnes Smedley, Palme Dutt, Sak., Shaukst and SehgaL 
Then we have a note .. Spratt on Nehrn Report" and. another ." Provincial 
Letters, Muzaffar, Dange, SO.han Singh, P. C. Joshi," and another" Nationalisa-
tion of Land ", Dange. Then there are the note.s about Jhansi to which I hav~ 

o. P. 1614. referred already and on the page for January 26th a note" Jhansi members 35 
of the E. C. U. P. Kadam, Krishna Gopal, Lakshmi Narain ", with the word!! 
"delegates to Calcutta" just underneath, -and ou another page we find the 
name" G. Adhikari " with the address" 17- Dwarks Das Mansions ". 

Another piece of evidence in Joshi's case is the group photographP. 460 
taken at the A. I. W. P. P. Conference to which I referred in the case of· Ajodhya. 40 
Prasad accused. . 

P. C. Joshi accused is of course a signatory to the Joint Statement of th~ 
Communist accused. In his own statement he begins at page 226 of the state
ments of the accused by saying: "I was the Secretary of the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party o-f U. P. and a member of the National Executive Committee '" 
of the A. I. W. P. P. In briefest terms the aim of the W. P. P. was the achieve
ment of independence from British Imperialism through a revolution for the 
e.s~blishment of a Workers' and Peasants' Republic." He goes on to say that 
A Call to Action and the theses presented to the A. I. W. P. P. Conference 
" are the authoritative expositions of our programme and methods of work." 50 
Then he goes into a long exposition of theory which, bearing in mind the number 
of such expositions which have already heen considered, can safely be dis· 
regarded apart from a few of the more salicnt passal1:es. One of these is to 
be found in the middle o-f page 227 where he says, speaking of a passage in the 
Political Resolution: .. I would 'like to explain these sentences and lay down 55 
premise.s which will show how the only way to secure fret'dom from Imperialism is 
through a revolution." Another such paSSRl1:e is at page 242 where he says: 
" Our thesis put briefly is that in India today nat.ional revolution means a 
workers' and peasants' revolution ; we struggle against Indian landlords and 

o. P. 1815. capitalists because we stand for independence and these classes are against 60 
independence and further independence can only be achieved through a rev?lu
tion. therefore we stand also for revolution and these classes are agamst 
revolution." He go-es on to explain that they are in fact counter-revolutionary 
and says at the foot of page 245: .. The Indian hourgeoiRie is fully conscious 
of this situation and is therefore oPDosed to national revolution, and when the 65 
revolution actually breaks out i~ will play a counter-revolutionary role and be 
on the other side of the barricades with the Imperiali.sts." On ·page 256 he 
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comes to a section headed" ;rhe Leader of the National Revolution ", in which' 
,he says: "The Indian proletariat is the historic leader of the mighty anti-
Imperialist struggle .......... it will and it alone can lead the Indian toiling 
masses to victory against Imperialism .......... ". Next at page. 260 he 
emphasises the necessity of a revolutionary struggle and says: "The anti- 5 
Imperialist front is a revolutionary front, it accepts the only possible way of 
overthrowing Imperialism, revolution; it systematically and consistently follows 
the stra,tegy and tactics of the revolutionary struggle .......... ". A little 
further on he says: "The revolutionary tasks impose upon the front the 
further obligation of exposing the illusion of peaceful revolution ,spread by the 10 
bourgeoisie to cover its own treachery and retreat; revolutionary classes follow 
revolutionary methods and non,-revolutionary classes the reformist ones ...... ". 
:At page 262 in the section heaaed " Revolution" he says: "Revolution to 
Imperialism is dreadful, by us it is adored." And under thissectiou again 
.. Revolution is not to be justified according to the sections of the Imperialist 15 
Penal Code or defended -before an Imperialist Court of law; the inevitable 
success of the revolution is its own justification, and it speaks through the voice 

(). P. 1616. of history." Then he goes on to a .section headed "Violence versus Non
violence" in which at page 263 ·he says: "British Imperialism makes the 
natiolJJ81 struggle a legalistic issue. National ,struggle is either legal or illegal, 20 
and it decrees that constitutional or harmless non-violent struggle is legal, 
and revolutionary, therefore necessarily violent, national .struggle is illegal 
The law iii the law of Imperialism meant for its continued preservation ...... ". 
At the top of the next page he says: "Peaceful revolution is no revolution, it 
is nltimately peace with Imperialism", and again: .. Non-violent revolution 25 
is at once the bourgeois vulgarisation of the national revolution and its virtual 
repUdiation. The Indian workers and peasants are revolutionary classes, for 
them the de,struction of British Imperialif'lIll is an imperative necessity, there-
fore they advocate and support violence." And little further on: .. Revolu
tionaries, are realists. Their task is to understand thpse real material factors 30 
(police, army and the paraphernalia of modern warfare) and not to escape 
or avoid them but to meet Imperialist violence by organised mass violence." 
A little further down he says: .. A ruling class never voluntarily surrenders 

,its 'power, only it is defeated in a bloody violent struggle. Political power is 
never transferred but only captured after all, armed ,victory." And at the end 3i 
of this section he says at page 265: .. Bourgeois :violence during bourgeois 
revolution succeeded, mass violence during mass revolution will likewise 
succeed." JIe then goes on to discuss the course of the national revolution 
which in the case of the peasants will begin with the negative stage of a no-tax 
no-rent campaign but will " advance to the positive and higher stage when the 40 
landlords' land is forcibly seized by the peasants and the moneylenders' papers 
burnt by them." In the case of workers .. the workers' strike against 'the 
British Imperialism and Indian capitalism by going on strike." This movement 

o. P.,16I7. begins with individual ,strikes and leads up to the general strike which he says 
at page 267 is the .. heaviest frontal blow at British Imperialism". He con- 45 
eludes this section with two rather long paragraphs which are important. Th!ly 
run as follows: "British Imperialism meets this menace to itself and Its 
allies by pittin!l' its entire armed might against the~e revolutionarystr~ggles 
to drown them m blood. The crucial problem then anses that the revolubo,na:r 
mass movement has either to collapse before this show and use of Irilpenalist 00 
a!ffied force or on the contralry meet and cmsh it and march forward to final 
Vl6toiry. ~rmed mass insurrection is the highest stage of the upwardgro~h 
of orevolution. The prize of the victory is the captnre of power, the destructIOn 
of the enemy and the liberation of the people. We, therefore, hail and salute 
the final armed 'mass uprising of, those who are slaves toclay but will be free 05 
after it." 

" The masses have Dot to decide whether armed insurrection is ethically 
or legally justifiable or not, it is forced upon them by British Imperialism 
which inevitably nses all methods of violence to cmsh the national movement. 
Mass insurrection is at once the defensive and the final offensive of the masses, 60 
it is in the end a simple equation of force versus force. The problem which 
has to be consciously decided,. however, is the when and the how of the armed 
insurrection." He goes on to deal with the tasks of the revolution and 80 
forth and at page ,271 mentions the measures necessary for carrying out the 
tasks of the revolution, namely among ()thers the destmction of the Imperialist 66 
£,tate machine and the oreation of the new State, the disarming of the exploit-
m,g classes .and mass anning of th! workers and peasants, and the creatiO'.l1 of a 
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military revolutionary committee to deal with the enemies of revolution. At 
0. P. 16180 page 274 he claims that" the foremost amongst the international allies of the 

national revolution is the first workers' and peasants' republio in history, 
Sovietr Russia." From this ,he goes on to the Communist International about 
which he says at page 276: "The real Workers' International is the Com- .6 
munist International .. " At page 280 he comes to the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party which he says was a mass anti-Imperialist party, a party of those classes 
whose interests are opposed to Imperialism in a revolutionary manner. In 
this connection he discusses the position of the Congresll at some length and 
concludes on page 284 that" the entire Congress leadership stands, in their own 10 
words, between British Imperialism and revolution. " .on the other hand 
" the Workers' and Peasants' Party stood for the destruction of Imperialism 
by the revolutionary action of the organised masses". Thi,s is a fairly 
clear statement of the position of that Party. At page .285 he says: "The 
Workers' and Peasants' Party was a national revolutionary and not a Com- 16 
munist Party whether veiled or otherwise .......... the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party was a coalition of the workers, peasants and revolutionary youth, that .. 
is, all the anti-Imperialist classes." In this section he also ·e).aborates the 
distinction between the Workers' and Peasants' Party and the Communist 

0. P.'161L Party. On page 286 he'comes to his Conclusion, in the course of which he 20 
says: "National revolution, however, cannot be postponed by depriving a 
few revolutionaries of their personal freedom ; revolution is both inevitable 
and necessary, it will come. National revolution is the historical impeachment 
of British Imperialism by the Indian masses, and then bullets and not words 
will speak." So we are left in no doubt as to the nature of the revolution 21S 
which this accused contemplates. On the following page he says in answer to 
a question about his membership of the C. P. I.: "I am a Communist by con
viction. but I was not a member of the Communist Party of India." For 
practical purposes he refused to answer questions in regard to the corres-

• ' pondence in evidence against him by merely saying that he refused to admit 30 
the documents. On page 289 he was questioned about the documents recovered 
in his search and replied: "The search-list is not signed by ine. I did not 
carefully supervise my own search and so' cannot say which, documents are 
mine and which are not. It is significant that the search list was not signed 
by the Hostel Warden Professor Thompson or the University Proctor Pro- 35 
fessor Rudra, though both were present and available on the spot. Moreover 
. the University Proctor has magisterial powers. It is the usual practice to 
get the search list countersigned by the Hostel or University Authorities or 
their representatives present when students are arrested. My table was 
ciommonly used by several students whom I had to tutor........ My room 40' 
was always kept open even when I was away and my friends, as is the general 
practice in our Hostel, often used to leave their things at my table and in my 
room just in the same way as I several times used to leave my papers or 
books on the tables or in the rooms of my other friends." .In that case one 

O. P. 1620. can only wonder why he did not carefully supervise his search. This accused's 4/S 
case was argued by Mr. Pyare Lal Sharma, who laid stress on the fact that 
his client had no connection with the Communist Internationai or the Com
munist Party of Great Britain or theC. P. I. The only other argument put 
forward seriously was that there are no' letters in invisible ink or cryptic 
langulfge against this accused, and therefore his correspondence cannot serve 50 
as proof of the existence of a conspiracy or of the part taken by him in it. I 
can only say that I do not find any force whatever in these arguments. 

It appears to me that the case agRinst this accused does not contain a 
single element of doubt. He has taken a keen interest in the organisation of 
the Workers' and Peasants' Party of the U. P. and Delhi and the running of ISIS 
its organ the Krantikari. He made a very thorough study of Communist litera-
ture including the Colonial Thesis and it is quite evident from everything he 
has written and even more so from his own statement that he knew exactly 
what the object of forming the Workers' and Peasants' Party was, and that he 
made that object entirely his own and worked' for it with the greatest enthu- 60 
siasm. It is. in fact the things he has himself written and himself said which 
show most conclusively that he has been a member of this conspiracy. ' 

Agreeing with four and disagreeing with one assessor I hold that P. C. 
Joshi accused has taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of' 
his sovereignty of British India, and has thereby committed an offence under 6/S 
Section 121-A, I. P. C. I convict him accordingly. , , 
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PART XLIII. 

0. P. 16111. The first mention of Gauri Shankar accused in the evidence is in connection 
GAURI with a conference held during the.Nauehandi Fair at Meerut in March ~928, 
8B.&:'AR"which was orgllnised by him as See.retary of the Mazdur Kisan Sangh. About 

this Conferepce D. W. 8, Ram Chandra Sharma, stated that the organisers were • 
Diwan Datij Kamta Prasad, Balwant Singh and Gauri Shankar, and that the
President was Diwan Dat.t, who was in place of Dewan Chaman Lal who could 
not come. Tile wit.ness further said that he knew Shaukat Usmani accused anel 
knew that he was present at the meeting. ,He was shown '" doc'llment P. 187 D 
Gauri. Shankar recovered in Gallri Shankar's search, which is a letter ,to the 
editor of the "Bir Hindu", a Meerut newspaper. sending an acconnt of the 10 
proceedings of the Workers' and Peasants' Conference held on the 23rd and 24th 
March 1928 on the-occasion of the Nauchandi Fair. This report opens with the 
followin~'JlaralO'aph : .. The Workers' and Peasants' Conference was held with 
great pomp and show on the occasion of the Nauchandi Fair, Meerut, on, the 
23rd and 24th March 1928 under the Presidentship of Shaukat Usmani." The -15 

. witness said ill regard to this document that he could neither assert nor deny 
the truth of the- statement therein that Shaukat Usmani presided at this 
Conference. The matter is not of great importance, but the contradiction 

t,. between this document and the witness's reply does not inspire one with much 
confidence in the statement of the witness, • 20 

It is obvious from all that has gone before in this case that one of the main 
points in the charge against Gauri Shaitkar lies in his participation in the' 

.. 1\'orkel's' anu Peasants' Conference held at Meerut on the 13th, 14th and 15th 
October 1928. It will be remembered that the evidence suggests that P. C. Joshi 

0. P. 1622. accused must have reached Meerut on the 10th October. That may perhaps 25 
el..-plain why it was that on that daVa Gauri Shankar accused sent a telegram to 
Muzaffar Ahmad, P. 2197 (1. C. 242 as follows: " Please come with SRratt 14th 
15th October Meerut Majdoor onference wire Expenses." This eviden!ly 
m.eant that GIlUri Shankar. was wiring expenses him~elf, because we have in 
evidence P. 2089, P. 2088 and P. 414 (all on I. C. 243), which show that on the same 30 
day Gauri Shankar sent Re. 35 to Muzaffar Ahmad by telegraphic'money-order. 
This must have reached Muzaffar Ahmad without delay, because on the 12th he 
wrote a letter to Sircar in P. 272 (I. C. 245) in which he said : " In order to attend 
a worJanen'H ('onference at Meerut, Spratt and myself are going there today . 
. 'There was nothing previously arranged about the visit. We are having to go, 35 
because ~llridenly a telegram and fare have been despatched. :.We go onlv because 
therel1Y party propaganda will be encouraged." Towards the end of this letter 
he says ( ., The Meerut Conference will meet on the 14th and 15th. We shall 
return to Calcutta by the 18th." 

. On tlle 11th Gauri Shankar sent Rs. 20by telegraphic money-order to Sehgal 40 
aceuscd at Lnbore, vide P. 1466 and P. 1467 (I. C. 244). As we know this was 
to enable Sehga1 accuse!! to attend and preside over the Conference. Another 
accused, who was invited to the Conference but not bv Ganri Shankar, was Sohan 
Sinll,'h Josh. who was sent for by Muzaffar Ahmad by means of a telegram, 

. P. 2196 (I. C. 245), and there is also evidence to show: that Joglekar and Dan~ 45 
'accused were expected to attend thi!l Conference, see the evidence of·P. W. 173, 
Sub-Inspector Mardan Singh, who deposed that he remembered some announce-

~ .• ments being made at the Conference, he thought by Sehgal accused, in regard to 
.(). • 1623. the absence of Joglekar and Dange. Another accused who actually did appear 

.and take au active part was Abdul Majid. ,-, 50 

. In r('l\'ard to this Conference we have the evidence of P. W. 126, P.' S.I. 
Mangal Singh Tewari and P. W. 173, Sub-Inspector Mardan Singh. The ".first 
and an important item in the proceedings was of course Sehgal's Presidential 
speech, of which we have in evidence the printed report P.198 (corresponding 
to P. 1456 and P. 172, the number under which it is actually printed), which was 55 
actually recovered in Gauri Shankar's own search. The other report is P. 1101 
P. S. I. Mangal Singh's note. I have already dealt with this speech in some 
:detail in dealing with the case of Sehgal accused. What is important to note 
about it is that pace Gauri Shankar the sentiments expressed in'it are by no 
mean~ wholly Congress; for example it contains some remarks about religion, .60 
about the Nehru Report, abont Russia and the BolsheVik bugbear and the condi
tions of. revolution in Russia, which are certainly not what one would expect 
to find m the speech of a Congressman. P. 186 is a Hindi list of resolutions 
prepared b('forehand for conRideration by this Conference, which was recovered 
1D the search of the office of the Peasants' and Workers' Party at Meerut by 65 
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P, W. 124, Mr. Rofiq Ahmad Deputy Superintendent of Police. These are very 
ordinary rcsolutions, some of which relate to matters of purely local interest. 
P. 208 on the other hand (Note: this document will be found printed under 

·P. 175), which was recovered in the sear<:h of Gauri. Shankar's own house: by 
P.''W. 127, Chowdhri Badan Singh, Asstt. Superintendent of Police contains Ii 
whole s~ries .of r~soluti~ns, 'Which are. described a~ political: monetary 
(econounc), and SOCial, which are those whIch are contamed for the most part 
in the resolution~.moved by.Majid and Sohan Singh Josh ac,cused and noted in 

,Po S. I. Mangal Smgh Tewan's reports, P.1088 and P.1090. This report of the 
o. P. 1624. resolutions purports to have been published by the Secretary Workers' and 

• 'P~asants' COllference, A~eerut, and we h~ve it in the evidence of D. W. 4, 
.c. Blshambar Sabal propnetor of the Preun Press that" there was a Mazdur 

Kisan Sangh in Meerut. Its notices etc. used to be printed in the Premi Press. 

'10 

Iti 
P. 1175" (which is the same.as P. 208) "'was printed in my press after,the 
Conference, perhaps 15 days later." So we may take it that p.1208 is· an 
official report of the resolutions;':" It'is of course to be noted that these resolu, 

.. tions.d() not include the resolution moved by Muzaffar Ahmad in regard to the 
formation Qf a Workers' and Peasants' Party, which was reported by P. S. I. 
Mallgal Si1Igh Tewari in P. 1091. On,the other hand a copy of that resolution 
along with most of those which appear in P. 208 was found in P. C. Josb\ 20 
accused's posaeRsion as part of P. 322. In that exhibit the resolution is in two' 
parts: " (1) This Conference directs, the Subjects' Committee to establish one 

• more U., P. Workers' and Peasants' Party. Delhi would fonn a part of thill 
Party. (2) This Conference makes the U. P. Party a part of the All-India 
Workers' and Peasants' Party (which is to be) established; and ,sends the 
following members to Calcutta as its delegates. These delegates shall have the 
power to take other members with them: (1) Dr. Vishwanath Mukherjee. (2) 
Puran Chandra Joshi. (3) Gauri Shankar. (4) Balwant Singh. (5) Feroz Din 
Mausm::" Moreover P. 1091 and P. 322 are not the only evidence to prove 
that at this Conference such a resolution was passed. Another piece of evidence 
is 1;he· report, in the Krantikari, shown by many letters and also by the Party 
letter-paper to be the organ of the U. P. Party, which gives an account of the 
formation of the U. P. Party at this Conference, and in addition there are 
numerous letters of P. C. Joshi, Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad accused showing 

0. P. 1626. tllat the work after accomplishing which they went away from Meerut was the 
.JQrrqation !Jf the new party of the U. P. It must be taken that Gauri Shankar 
accused as the organiser of this Conference was present at it and heard the 
Pmddential speech of Sehgal accused and the speeches of Josh; Majid and 
Muzaffar Ahmad :dIoving these obviously very important resolutions, and indeed 
the evidence of P. W. 173 S. I. Mardan Singh proves th~t he WIjS so. ;' 

30 

35 

4() 

It is the contention of Gauri Shankar that nothinl!' new was created at this 
Conference to his knowledge. That is distinctly difficult to accept in the light of 
the gre/it contrast between the resolutions found in P. 186 and those which 
Gauri Shankar himself presumably got printed up very soon after the 'Con!" 
ference in P. 208. Another point in this connection is that in Joshi's search. 46 
there werll recovered fonns of application for membership of the U. P. 1:'arty" 
P. 331. in which the object of the Party is stated to be " to secure complete inde" 
,pendence from the British Empire (lit. Imperialism), to get economic and 
Bocial liberation and to make India completely republican on the basis ef the 
political freedom of men and women." This is to be contrasted with D.732, liO 
the form of application for membership of Gauri Shankar's old Mazdur Kisnn 
Party, in which the object is stated to be " having organised the workers and 
peasallts by peaceful means to protect their rights." . 

• • So much for the Conference itself. Coming now to the correspondence 
afteI"the Conference the first letter of importance is Muzaffar Ahm~'s lette~ 55 
of the 30th October to Gauri Shankar, P. 213. (L C. 263) recovered lU Galin 
Shankar's'search. In this letter MuZaffar Ahmad says: " I wrote to you one 
letter ana also sent to you per registered post 100 membership fol'Ul6 of the. 
Party but unfortunately have not received any acknowledgment from you.. 
Plea8~ let me know at once how the work is progressing there at Meerut and '60 
elsewhere. ,'Oomrade J oshl, I believe, has already left Meemt. Please go on 

O. P. 1826. elllisting inoividual members to the Party as much as you can. In ~e of the 
mcmber hein/!, an intellectual 'You must be thoroughly satisfied that he 18 really 
ready to Ul'cept the Prognmme and Policy of the Party. In case of work()rs 
and peasants no such scmtiny of course is necessary." Then he goes on to the 65 
question of raisinjt funds for the A. I. W. P. P. Conference and adds that he 
has written to Dr. Mukherji proposing to him to amalganJate his Gorakhpuf 

" 
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Divisional Mazdoor and KisanSabha with the newly form~ "~W~rl!ers' and 
.Peasants' Pari;y of U. P: and Delhi ". The reference to membership forms is 
obviously to P. 199, membership' fl'Jrms of the W. P. P. of Bengal, of which 40 
cnpies were found with Gauri Shankar accused, vide item 23 of the BearchJis~ 
1;'.}93.". . ,:." .... ", .• . ,: '-. ,~l' 

The next letter of lIIlportance is JoshI's letter to Mllzaffar Ahmad of, the 
19th November (but misdated 19th October) written from Allahabad, P. 2069~ 
(1. C; 253), in which he speaks of the bad odour into, which~, opportunism ha, 
fnllen and says : "The empty bourgeois catch phrases d'O noJ! capture thjl mass • 
mind or of the petty bourgeois.. The mass mind is no longer concenvated" lO 
devoted, but indecisive, disillusioned and willing to act, to lmow-ready for a ;4 
militant s('ientific lead. Thus it is nothing surprising that we fuJ,d comrades in· 
the districts, who were in the Congress fold the other day .and todilr acutely 
feel its iml'otency though yet sentimentally attached to the institution. J: "",ould 
give as 'an example 'I Comrade Gauri Shanka,!%-. who since your visit to Meerut 15 
now feels himself stronger and bigger." Further on however he says.: '.' It is •. 
a pity I have not yet heard from Comrade Gauri Shankar; I have no iae" of . , 
'Yliat he is doing. How indifferent.".. ;. ,I" 
,. ~ext on the 2nd November we come to a Hindi letter from Joshi to Ganri 
. Shankar himself, P. 209 (I. C. 274) recovered in Gam Shankar's search. In 20 

0. P. 1627. this he speaks about his success at Jhansi and about the Krantikari, in con
'nectioll. wi.th whieh he says : " 'rhey will send 25 copies of the first issue." ([. 
take it-be means to Gam Shankar.) "Please secure as many subscribers for 
this paper as you C8IlJ and try your best for it. Do not be disappointed after 
seeing the first issue ; from the second everything will be all right. There was 25 
II, great hurry.............. The' greatest thing to do at present is to secure 
as many snbscribers to the paper as possible." Then he goes on to tell Gauri 
Shankar that Mnkherji has accepted the Presidentship and has sent' ·f.orhim" 
(Joshi) t.o come to Gorakhpur. Then he comes back to the jobs which had 'been 
left to GaUli Shankar and says: "I have not received the printed resolutio!is 30 ,S yet. What is the matter' Try to send them as soon as possible. :M'aI\Y 
works arc penning for want of them." Then he goes on : " I have'been sendin~ 
Party forms.· Get 500 similar forms printed in Urdu and the S8Ule number in 
Hindi. Enrol members to the Party one after the other. Charge ,one' rupee . 
from tlie 'intellectuals and four anuRs from the labourers and peasants, Jl':hi.c\ • 35 
you Clll,l realiRe in two instalments even. If you like you may enlist, ~thotrt 
~arging'anYthing, such brethren who are extremely poor. Keep half the 
8UlO1lnt of the subscription with you there and send the oth~r half to 'the U. P. 
Party office .......... ;.. Maintain a regular register and receipts., In a way 
yon have been doing everything quite satisfactorily. But a, work which is done 40 
methodienlly is'right." Then he goes on to ask about Gauri Shankar's work 
in the villages and says: " Did you ,establish any panchayet' The best way 

.1.0 work in a village is to pick up acquaintance with any young and true man of 
• village and take work from him.. Be sure to send Krantikari to some of the 

'true masters." (I take it he means school masters.) Tqen he goes on to talk 45 
Q. P. 1628.' about the st.ndy circles and the Young Comrades' League and the decision.about 

~he Ganga Ashnan, that is the Garhmuktesar Fair. 

. On the 5th November we find Gauri Shankar writing a postcard P. 2061P 
(I. C. 280) to Muzaffar Ahmad in reply to the latter's letter, P. 213. In 'this 
letter ''Gauri Shankar' says: "We are working enthusiastically. We have" 60 
plinhid 1,000 copies in the form of p8Ulphlets of the resolutions passed 'at the last. 
Session of the Kisan and MltZdur Conference held at Meerut and are going out 
for their distribution in the villages..... ....... Comrade Joshi left Meel'lltea 
week ago." He then goes on to confirm his promise about collections f9r the 
A. I. W. P. P. ConfeJ:ence and requests Muzaffar Ahmad ,to convey his greet- 65 
ings to the comrades at Cnlcuttn, pllrtiC!DlaJ'ly Comrade Spratt. In. a P. S. he 
asks Muzaffar Ahmad to despl1tch the Hindi anti Urdu pamphlets plIomised by 
~im as early as possible. No doubt P. 175 and P. 208 were copies of the pam-

I phlets referred to in this letter. P. 208 actually consisted of 80 copics of it, which 
were found in Gam Shankar's own h01l.se at the time of, the search. . 60 

On the 6th November we find Muzaffllr Ahmad writing to Joshi accused in 
.' P. 316 (L ·C. 283)complainllig that he and Gauri SlVlDkar are keeping silence. 
Hs enquires as to whitt both of th~m are a(,f,'lally doin~. Muzaffar .Ahmad must 
of COUl'se have received Ganri Shirnkar's letter P. 2061P ahout the 7th of Novem-
ber. He acknowledged it in p" 211 (I. C. 286) on the 12th .. In this letter he 65 
says: "When you pay your visits to villnges on propag~da work please dQ 
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'not forget to enlist as many tnembers 1111 vou cnn. This is most important work . 
. Without a ,regular registered ,me.mbership a Pnrty cannot .hold any position. 
I sent to you 100 membership forms of th!' Bengal Party. Flease do pnnt some 
formslik!j that in Ilindi, have thp.m filled up when tlnlisting membl"rs. I am sony 
that we liBye not ',as yet been IIblc to pUblish mllnifestoes in Hindi and Urdu. 6 

0, P. 1629. I ho'pe to get them ready in a weck's timc." Further on he says: ,. We shall 
require a report of your Party" (that is for the A. I. W. P. P. Conference). 
II A short history' of formation and activities Will be ncccssary. Please Bend the 

.'IDilteria\ to Comrade jo~i,,,'ho ~ill prepnre the report." 

The~e letters. an. ~hm. qnite ')llcady that so~far at any rate Gauri Shanka'l' 10 
accused was cooperating with Ml,lzaffar Ahmad and P. C.·Joshi in trying to build 
up a new party, quite definitely different from thc Peasants' and Workers' 
Sangh, With ,which he had pre"iously been nssociated. 

. The' next activity on the part of Oanri Shankar of which we hear is in con- • 
nection with the GarhmuktesarOFair beld from the 20th to the 28th November. 16 

{ ,;P. W .. 1V~, Sub-Inspector Mardan Singh stli\tes that he saw Gauri Shankar at 
this fair an'd that he had a small tent there with a signboard on i~ showing· that $t 
was the office of the 'Workcrs' and PellSants' Party. Th.is witnl"ss Irot two pam
'phlets P. 1460 and P. 1461 purchased from Gatni Shankar by P. Q. Kabul Singh. 
Of these P. 1460 is" A Call to Action" and P. 141)1 is the same as 1>. 208. I do 20 
not think the cross-examination (If this witness was calculated to detract from 

~. the value of his evidence. P. W. 174, P. C. Kabul Singh, deposed to purchasing 
P~ 141)0 and P. 1461 from Gnuri Shllllkar at the fail'. He paid eight annas for 
" A Call to Action" and 6 pies for the IlamphlClt containing the resolutions, 
and gave the books to Sub-Inspector Mardan Singh: In cross-examinatidll this 26 
,witness deposed that Gauri Shanl:ar himp(:lf Bltid thnt " there' (these f) were 

· two boo~~ ngainst the Government. anll if I wanted them I should get the money 
· froll}. the .sub-Inspector." 

.. '. ,In connection with Gauri Shankar'S activitier< at tho fail' we have also in 
evidence a letter from P. C. Joshi to Muzaffar Ahmad, P. 2070P (I. C. 306), in 30 

O. P. 1630. 'Which Joshi says: "I too llave not heard from C(lmrad~ Gauri Sharurar 
except a postcard from Garhmuktesar Fair. He is having a Conference there 
without eren caring to inform me of it. It must hnve bocD, Iarcical., I am writ
ing to hirO. again today. He is so unbubiness-like and self-centred." In a P. S. 

'1;6 this letter Joshi says: "Please ,,;ritc to Ga11l'i Shankar whether our pro- 36 
ceedings will be in English or in vp.rmICulnr.'· 'rhis enquiry no doubt related 
to the proceedings of the All-India Workers' and Peasants' Conference at Cal
butta. Nel(.t on the 15th December Joshi wrote a Jetterin IIindi to Gauri Shankar, 
P. 210, (I. C. 334). In tbis letter he asks that thp WO'rk of tho Party should be 
done in a business-like manner. In the llext paragraph he writes on the subject' 40 
of leadership and says: "There should be only one id~a pervading a party
Comrades all-leadership should not be of any man but of the programme of the 
principles of the Party and of the Party <liRciplinp.." He goes on to tell Gauri 
Shankar tbat he will be goinlr to Calcutta the next day but one and to instruct 
him wjthdUt fail to write the time of his arrival to Muzaffar Ahmad at C'aleutta. ,.40 
He also mentions that tlleTe will be a meeting of the E. C. (If tho Provincial Party 
at Calcutta jnst after the Sl"ssion of the Con~regs. • 

Ganri Shankar accused in due course went to Calcutta for the Party Con
ference and was seen there by P. W. 254. Rai Sahib Trivedi. The report of the 
Cenference. shows that he was elected to the Drafts Committee on the first daY' 60 

· a;nd also later dn to the National Executive Committee. ' 
• ' •• The fi.~st docnment we come to in 1929 is Muzaffar Ahmad's circular letter • 
in regard ·to the observance of the 21st January as the 5th Anniversary of the 
deatIi of Lenin. A copy of this was found in Gauri Shankar'S search and is in 

o. P. 1631. evidence as P. 212. There is nothing to show that Gauri Shankar accused took 6lJ. 
any notice' of it. The next let.ter after this is Joshi's Hindi letter to Ganri 
Shankar P. 197. n. C. 359). which is as usual undated. but. would seem to have 
,beel!. written towards the end of January or the beginning of February. In this • 
letter .T(lshi .complains of not having met Gauri 'Shankar " last" at Calcutta. 
The alltnal' wording is: ,e Neither did yon meet me on the last occasion 00 
(" akhiti martaba ") at Calcutta nor did you write to me." By" last occasion" 
I understand him to mean the last time they had arranged to meet. He goes 
on to SIIV that he had gone to the place whero Gauri Shankar was staying on .the 
3rd, but' found that he had gone away. Then he Bays : " Yon did not tell me 
how vou liked the policy .of the Conference as also the articles. We shall have 66 
certainly to work according to that. Yon must.have read the article in regard 
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'to' the laboU1:' agitation'itl,the Ktantikari .. j 'the ~neregardihg the peasants' 
agitation will be·publishednext time.' Write tQ.me about that iD.. detail.' , I havo 
Ix,inted out a ptogI'amme -of wor~also in thafj write tIl me' how you like: that. , 
Write fully in detail on the points you differ. Read out."that artii;le tn'ail~ 
meeting o.f the peasants and enquire of them:. how they like. iliat ... ,. and' so pn. 
(I havEl quoted from this letter before). In the p.1.'.xt paragraph he says ::' " Tllere 
.seems to be. some ill-feeling 'in your mind (aga~st me)," Write·to me 'cleitrly 

• whatever that ·maybe. Is trus treatment prop-er bet~ve'.en 'one:' Comrade' '~n_d 
(If another f Write everything that is in your n$d ..• YOllllp!1ear . .to b& indifferent 

• from a long time.'.' In the net'!; paragraph he'gives ",a:ui-~hankp.r instructions 
about work in the villages, whieb I quoted in 'dealing 'witk r. C. J oshi,'s case and 
then goes on to talk about the Krantikari. Abdut this he says; " Ydu have not .. 

" So far made any subscriber to the Krantikari. You$hall have tO~l!nlist~50 
'0. 1'. 1l1li2. subscribers within 15 days. You sleep much, 'this is my martial or~r." . At 

< '. 'the end there is a postscript in which he says: " Distribute these leaflets rit flui 
villages. Do not spoil them in town. Do you~need English ones also' 'How 
many' Do you want Lenin's photos <also' How. many' Did' not- Co.rnra~ 
Muzaffar send them to you , " .,1 I'" 

IS 

10 

lIS 

G,! the 5th Ma'rch Joshi accused wr.ote again to GauriShimkal\ vide the 
postcasd P.'195 (I. C. 386) .re~overed in Gauri Shankar'S search. In this he 20 
says : ." You have not responded to my letter even. What· is the matter, 
Should'nt you have written something' Why did you deny (me this privilege) , " 
'What did you do for the Krantikari' Did yon do anything towards organisation. J', 
and prollaganda' In the last two .issues of the Krantikari have appeared tilll 
.dem8llds of the peasants and the programme of work. What do you think of .2& 
them f· 1Jnquite of -the villagers also and write to me in detail .. Read out,j;he v . 
two articles to them and explain to them." Then he goes on to speak of·tlIe 
meeting of the National Executive· Committ~, which is to be held shoTtly and. 
(in a }'ostscript) of the publication of the Spark. f ' • J, • 

'.. '1'he last letter which affects Gauri Shankar's' case is Joshi~s 'etter';io' 30 
Nimbknr enclosed in his letter to Ghate,. P. 1800 (I. C. 410) posted j!.tAllahabad .. 
on the 19th. March. ,In this letter there is a report del<cribed as enclosur~ ,no. tl. 
dealingwitJ;! ,the WOrK of the different branches of the U. P. Party. One sllctioIl' 
of this. IS h~ded • Meerut' and runs as' f(lllows': "I have not hetlrd" from 
Comrade Ganri ShanIi:ar at all If Ii proper expo is not forthcoming; I ''Woul~ 36 
plead it~ di.safliliation. He was murmuring something in Calcutta about· our 
abusing the Jeaders. He is ideologically bunL.'11lll.and is sentimental. . The fault. 
is ours... We have no' literature in Hindi." . ~: . , ; 

. 'The-re are two searclle's which affect the case of Gauri Shankrr accused.) 
.• Ont! is the search of the office of the'W. P. P. at Meerut conducted by P. W. 124, 40 

0. :P. 11133. Mr. RaJ;iq Ahmad, vide the search list P. 183, and the other is the. search of 
Gauri STtallkan's house by P. W. 127. Chaudhri Badan Singh, Asst. Sl1pelin-, 
tendent of Police. Gauri Shankar was not present at the search of the W. P.P. 
office" in which there were found the following items : P. 186 consisting t>f 26 
sheets containing resolutions in Hindi passed at the W. P. Conference at.Meer1~t" 45 
P. 187 with which I have dealt earlier, P. 188 an announcement'l()f the W. P. Con, 
ference to be held at the 'Na.uchandi F.air in March 1928 (both of these are docu~ 
ments I,"ejected by the prosecution but put in by Gauri Shankar as defence etri~ 
dence), P. 190 consisting of three copies of " A Call to Action", P. 191 some ~, 

" membership forms of the Bengal W. P. P. and P. 192 a signboard with the fol- 50 
lowing inscription on it " Bande Matram " in Urdu~ "Office ~ ~aur 'llt.d 
Kisan Sangh, Meerut ", in Urdu and Hindi. In the search of Gauri.Shinl:ar""; . 
house there were found besides the letters, to which I have drawn"'attentJ.qp. 
already, P. 196 a copy of the W. P. P. Manifesto to the Madras SesSion of the 
Indian National Congress, P.199 40 copies of enrolment forms for the W. P. p... 55 
of Bengal, P. 202 three' copies of the Krantikari, P. 203 a blank receipt book for 
ilubscriptions and donations for the First A. I. W. P. P. Conference at Calcutta; 
t.he first 8·receipts in which bear the ,signature' of. Muzaffar'Ahmlild accuseg, 
P. 204 a receipt book for subscriptions of members of the Reception Committee 
of the Workers' and Peasants' Conference, Meerut, P.205 rules and regnla1;i.ons 60 
of the Naujawim Bharat Sabha, P. 206 a copY' of'·" Inqilab-i:ROos"; P. 207 
copies of .the issues of the Urdu Kirti fOr January and March 1929, P. 208 80 
copies of the resolutions adopted at ·the Meerut Conference, and P. 214, 7 copies 
of" A Call to Action". It may be noted that the Urdu Kirti for March con-. 

, tained copies of the E. C. C. I. letter, of Roy'~ open letter to the Independence 65 
o. P. 1684, League and, of the speecn made by Sohan SmghJ osh· as • President of the 

Naujawan :aharat Sabha <Conference in February. 
La2JJ400 . 
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. ' ,Coming neXt to Gauri Shankar'l:J statement, his"whole C8se is that he·baa 
always been a Congresswala and nothing else. I need not deal with his War 8ero • 
;vice as a Hospital Store-keeper, which is not relevant to the case. He sayi 
le joined the Congress shortly hefore thc Non-Cooperation Movement began, 
:and in 1922 opened a society called the ' Khaddar Bhawan'. He goes on to say' i 
·.that as part of his Congress nctivities he opened a Mazdur AshraIll in 1925. 
which was supported by. the Congress workers and whose object was to propa-
gate the Congress prograIflme atpong the ppasants and workers. The name ot 
this organisation was changed into Mazdur Kisan Sangh at a Conference held· 
OD the occasion ot the Garhmuktesar Fair towards the end of 1927. At the 10 
foot of page 503 of the statements of the accused Gauri Shankar comes to the 
Meerut Conference and says that to illcrea.~e the popularity of the Mazdur 
Kisan Sangh, the Sangh decided to hold a Mazdur Kisan Sammelan along with 
the Delhi Provincial Politieal Conference, which was to be held on the 13th, 
14th and 15tH October 1928 and to be attended by a large number of leaders. He 16 
admits at the top of page 504 that be took a considerable part in making the 
Sa=elan successful, although be had accepted no office on the Reception Com
mittee. He says here: "No outside body or outside hand worked in this 
Sammelan other than .the local Congress workers and the members of the 
Sa=elan. At that time 1 had had no knowledge of the existence of any W. P. P. 20 
assoeiaiion at C&'lootta, 'or of Messrs. Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad's connection 
With it. But someone, whose name 1 can't re.collect at this moment, had sug
gested that Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad and Mr. Spratt had st.artcd a Mazdur Kisan 
Sangh. Therefore they were invit.ed on behalf of the Reception Committee. 

o. p, HlI6. I do not know who had sent the telegrams in my name. It was settled in my 26 
presence that they should be invited. I do not know why the telegrams ~ere 
sent in ~y name. " I find it difficult to accept a good .d~al of this, but the matter 
will be dealt with further in connection with the defence evidence. He goes on 

, to speak j)f Jpshi accused and says: " I had had no acquaintance with Mr. Joshi 
for some 'days before the Conference." (I find that this translation" for some 30 
days" is a mistake on the part of the translator. What Gauri Shankar actually 
says was "until some days before the Conference "). " First of all I was 
introduced to him by Dr. Bhopal Singh....... Even at that time Mr"Joshi waS 
dressed in khaddar from head to foot." Thcn he gocs on to suggest that most 
of the proceedings took place behind his back and says : " Owing to my engage. 36 
ment in the Mazdur Kisan Sammelan and the Provin(!ial Political Conference 
I could not take much part in its proceedings at the time of the speeches; yet 
so far as 1 know, neither any speech was made in this eonference against the 
Congress, nor was any resolution paRRed agaiust it." It seems incredible that 
Gauri Shankar should not at My rate have listened to Sehgal's Presidential 40 
speech. Th"li he goes on tn the subsequent history of the Party and savs : . 
•• Some time after the Conference some forms of membership, marked Exh .. 
P. 191, and letters 0lUIle to me from Messrs. Joshi and Muzaffar Ahmad. 
~fforts were being made to instruct and guide me to lead the Sangh, of which 
I hacfbeen t.he Secretary since 1925. I did nnt like to receive instructions and 45 
mandates from such students as had not eve'll complcted their studies, who lived 
at such a great distance, who had no information of the condition of the peasants, 
but through books, and who could not fathom the local state and condition.~ As 
I had been working from before under the supervision and help of the local 

o. P. 16360 Congress Committee I did. not reply their letters more than once. In that letter 60 
als,o I had. w;itten to Mr. ?oshi that I was workin~ in the Municipal and District 
Board Electwns along WIth the Congress, and had been elected as a member 
i~ the' Selection Board." This is not apparently a reference to his (Gauri 
Shankar'f!) letter P. 2061P (I. C. 280) dated the 5th November 1928, which 
only mentIons a proposal to set up. candidates for the local Boards at the coming '00 
elections, so that it would appear that he must ha,'c written more than once. 
P. 20filP also makes no mention of the Congress. For myself I must confesS te 
fceling considerable doubt whether any sUl)h letter as . Gauri Shankar no" 
m~tions was ever written bv him. It is I think further worth considerinll: that 
the l'emark in P. 2061P " We contemplate setting up candidates ", bearinl!' in .60 
-min, the context, evidently means that the new party contemplates this ,action. 
Another point about this lettcr is that "'hereas Gauri Shankar says now lit the 
foot of page 504 that he did not like to rc(!cive illstrnctions, he says in P. 2061P : 
.U We are working enthusiastically", and thanks Mn:r.affar Ahmad for hiB com
munieation. Gauri Shankar next refers to th('l election of Sehgal accnsoo liB 65 
President of the Conference and says: " I must BIIV thllt he had hpl!1l elected 
President of the Conference bv tbe nnllnimous vote of tbl! mem'bers of the Recep-
tion Committee, because they knew that ho was a particular well-known and 
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• '.of the v~-old leaders of the Punjab. ,The Congressites of this placeh~d' 
• vel'7 glleIIt respect for him. This was the' reason that these men sent- me to

, Lahore to request him on behalf of the Reception Committee t41 aooept the. pre;. 
,identship of the Conference. _ Sehgal Ji refused because he had -other engage, 

~ • melita ..•.• ,... But ultimately when I pressed him he agreed." Then he goea .. 5 
0. P. i637. ~ to make.ome more remarks in regard to.th!l respect felt for Sehgal by Meeru& 

people. 
• Next he deals with the receipt ,book for eollectmg snbscriptions tor thd 
.A. L W. P. P. Conference, P. 20;1. and says 'that people refused to subscribe, 
because they were willing to subscribe for a conference at Meerut, bnt not for 10 
one at Calcutta. He goes on to say: "PE'!'haps I might have tried further 
to raise subscriptions, but after reading the letters whicb ciune to me, and abdut 
which I have already made a statement, I did not ~ any more to raise thE! 
subscription." This again is a statement which I 1fiDd it difficult to accept in 
the light of the correspondence with which I have dealt earlier, and in the light Iii 
of his attendance at the Calcutta Conference. In connection with that CoIir 
terence of course Gauri Shankar again attempts to minimise his association 
with the Party. He says about it at the foot of page 505: .. I had gone ttl ' 
attend the Conference held at the Calcutta Albert Hall. But I could .not stay 
there for more than one hour on the drst day, because as would appear froIll 20 
letter P. 1800 I took no part in this Conference, for the reason that I did not 
like the proceedings of that place. On my return to Meerut I was informed by 
Mr. Ram Chandra Sharma that I had been elected a member of the All-India 
Executive Committee. But I received no formal information of my election 
till I received Mr. Joshi's letter, P. 195." The allusion to P. 1800 (Joshi's 2Ii 
letter) of the 19th Much (I. C. 410) is to the remark: .. He was murmuring 
something,in Calcutta about our abusing the leaders etc." I am afraid··the 
reference to P. 195 is rather a mistaken one, because in that .letter all that Joshi 
says about the N. E. C. is: .. The meeting of the National Executive Com
mittee will be held in this very month at Amrltsar. The notices':will be verx <130 
few (in number). You must remain rl'ady to come." This is certainly not·. 

o. P. 1638. formal information of Gauri Shankar's election to the N. E. C., and in.any case 
he woUld have received formal information not from Joshi but from Nimbkar 
accused. Another point in this connection is that this Mr. Ram Chandra Sharma 
was produced as D. W. 8, and deposed that he met Gauri Shankar accused at 36 
Calcutta in the Indian National Congress i.e. on the 29th to the 31st December. 
In cross-examination he said he thought he saw him every day there was a 
sitting of the Congress. In that case, as the elections to the N. E. C. of the 
W. P. P. had taken place on the 24th December (P. 669), it is very unlikely that 
he would not have informed Gauri Shanku of his election to it until after they (() 
returned to Meerut. Ganci Shankar went on to deal with individual documents. 
He said that he was sent a copy of Sehgal's Presidential addree, P. 198, by 

'. tbe editor of the " Desh Bhagst". He also said that neither he nor the Mazdur 
Kisan Si\ngh purchased the Kirti or the Krantikari, which were received free; 
as otten happens. Coming to " A Call to Action ", P. 216, at page 507 hf says 46 

., . that Muzaffar Ahmad lefthim half a dozen copies of the book. He went on to 
say: .. I did not sell any of them in the Garhmuktesar Fair as has been .stated 
by P. W. 174 (P. C. Kabul Singh) that he purchased it from me. Very few 
E!J.glish-knowing people go to the Garhmuktesu Fair as has been proved by 
P. W. 80. How could this book be sold at a fair where English-knowing people 60 
did not go f Of 'course I had distributed free to the peasants at the fair the 
proposals passed bf the Meerut Conference. They -were in Hindi. , 'I'}le SeGre-
tary of the Recepbon Committee got them printed anel gave them t8 mel' 
Unfortunately I can find no good reason for rejecting the evidence of 1'.C. KabUl 
Singh and Sub-Inspector Mardan Singh as to the fact that Gauri Shanku 'WEls 66 
trying to sell " A Call to Action " and the printed resolutions at the Mela. As
regsrds the statement that the resolutions were got printed by the Secretary .f 

-0. P. 1639. the Reception Committee, it is interesting to compare P. 208 and PI 176D j the 
latter, which is the report of the Delhi Provincial Politieal Conference purports 
to have been published by the Geneml Seeretary of the Reception Committl!9. 60 
On the other hand P. 208 ill desoribed as published by the Secretary, WoJ;kers' 
and Peasants! Conference, "Meemt, and aA I noted before the evidence of 
Bishambar Sahai shows that P. 175 (equals P. 208) was printed for tlIe Mazdur 
Kisan Sangh, of which Gauri Shankar was the Secretary. We may take it 
therefore that it was he and not the Secretary of the Reception Committee, wbo 65 
was responsible foy getting P. 1461, that is P. 2.()$, printed. A little further OR 
he referred to P. C. Joshi's statement in P. 2409 about the opening of a branch 
of the Young Camrades' League at Meerut and referred to the, evidence of 
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p. W. 80, Mr.A. W. Robertson,':Snperintendent of Police of Meerut But 
Mr; Robertson merely said that he did not know of any such society, and it may 
well be ,supposed that the local au~horities would not have been likely to know 
very much about so small an affair in its earliest days. Referring next to thl! 
signboard P. 192 he pointed ont that this had On it the Congress slogan " Bande 6 
Matram". There is however no evidence to show whether this signboar4 
really belonged to the new organisation or to the old one, and indeed it is q~ite 
likely that Gaur! Shankar Would not have put up any new signboard. • 

At the top 9f page 508 Gau,ri Shankar dealt with P. 146, the list of addresses' 
found in the Head .Office of the B. J. W. A. at Harrison Road, Calcutta in which 10 
his name appears, and said that he knew nothing whatever about it. Next in' 
regard to the money-orders and telegrams sent by him he said that he did not 
send any of them himself. Finally in answer to a general question he said : 

,I "I want to say that I have been following the Congress creed not only in 
,," thoughts, liut in deed also. I prefer practical work to writing letters, as I ha:ve 1" 

0. P. 1640. done practical work for 7 years as the Secretary of the Mazdur Kisan Sangh 
and the Congress... .. ..... Up to the time of my arrest I have been a member 
of the Town Congress Committee, the District Congress Committee, and the 
Provincial Congress Committee." , 

Gauri Shankar accused who is a re~ident of Meerut called and pr~duced a 20 
number of defence witnesses. The first of these was Pt. Indramani Vakil, a 
gentleman with apparently a certain amount of local standing. This witness 
mentioned the existence of a. Kisan and Mazdur Sabha in Meerut in 1928 and 
1929. Then he went on to speak of the Political Conference and the Mazdur 
Sabha Conference, which he calls the Congress Mazdur Kisan Sabha Con- 26 
ference, which were held side by side. He says that" to the Kisan Mazdnr Con. 
ference MC~Rrs. Sehgal, S; S. Josh, Spratt and, Muzaffar Ahmad and Majid 
accused were invited. T'hey were invited to educate the public, being known as 
best workers." The witness also stated about what was evidently the old 
Kioan ~razdur Sangh, that it was an independent organisation started' under 30 
1be anspices of the Congress workers, a district organisation, which may of 
('ourse btl a fact: Lastly he said that he talked with Gauri Shankar accused 
about bis political ideaa, and as long as they were working together, he never 
found anything (in Gauri Shankar) against the accepted Congress ideas. This 
witness's statement in cross-examination on almost all points was very unsati8' 36 
factory'.. He first said that the Mazdur Kisan Sabha started in 1928 and then 
!;aid that it existed from about 1926. Then he could not say at whose sugges-
tion these "best workers" were invited. He had himself apparently never 
heard of Spratt or Muzaffar Ahmad before. He also claimed never to have 
heard of the Cawnpore Conspiracy Case or of the Public Safety Bill prior to 4() 

0. p. 1641. Oct.ober 1!J28. Then he further claimed to have been present at tbe meeting and 
to have heard tbe speeches of Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad and Majid, yet he 
could not remember Muzaffar Ahmad's moving the resolution in regard to the 
formation I)f a U. P. Mazdur Kisan Dal which was reported by P. S. I. Mangal 
Sjngh. Further on he said: "No party wa~ formed at the Meerut Con- " 
ference. If a Party was formed without my knowledge, what I said does not 
apply to it." At the end he said: "I heard Sehgal's Presidential speech at 
the Oonference. I have heard of Bolshevism but what it is. I did not and do 
not know. I do not remember whether he said anything about BolRhevism or Bol
shpviks, but it was a very fine speech. I did not read it in the" Desh Bhagat". 60-
I do not remember if Sehgal said anything about Russia or the Russian Revolu-
tion. As I appreciated it I do not think there was anything against the Congress 
in it." The next five witnesses do not seem to me to benefit Gauri Shankar 
accused very much. D. W. 2, Chaudhri Sheonath Singh Vakil, says that Gauri 
Shankar used to work in the Congress up to the time of his arrest. D. W. 3, Lala 63 
Mahabir Prasad, says nothing at all except that he had heard the name of a Ma'z-
dur Kisan Sangh in Meerut lIome years ago, and paid a subscription to the MaJldut 
Kisan Sammelan, Meerut. I have dealt with the "vidence of D. W. 4, Bishambar' 
Sahai, already. D. W. 5, Dr. Ajudhia Prasad, deposed that he used to see 
Gaarl Shankar at Congress work np to 1929 and that in the course of conver- 60 
sation he found Gauri Shankar's views in entire agreement with the Congress. 
D. W. 6, Ch. Raghubir Narain Singh, deposed to Gauri Shankar's membership 
of various Congress Committees and said no one was elected to these Com-

i" mittees whose creed was against tbftt of the Oongress, a statement which it is 
difficult to reconcile with the fact that Muzaffar Ahmad, Nimbkar and Joglekar 66-
lI$lCused, for example, were quite important figures in C?ongress circles for 8 

0. P. 16&2t lritig time after they became members and very convmced members of the 



Workers' and Peasants' Party. This'mtness also said that ~e had often dis
cussed political matters with Gauri Shankar and found h~ a fonow~r . of 
Mahatma Gandhi and the Congress. He also deposed to bemg acquamted 
with the old Mazdur Sangh. D.'W. 7, Ch. Vijaipal Singh,·was another witness 
who had talked with Gauri Shankar aud had never found his ideas and creeds 5 
clashing with the Congress creed. This witness also knew of the existence of 
the Kisan Mllzdur Sangh at Meerut. which of course is not denied by anyone. 
D. W. 8 was one Ram Chandra Sharma to whom there are references in the 
letters received by Gauri Shankar, as for example Muzaffar Ahmad's letter 
P. 211 (I. C. 286) of the 12th November. Giving evillence on b~half of Gauri 10 
Shankar this witness deposed to the existence of a Mazdur Kisan Sangh at 
Meerut, which was a District organisation started by the Congress workers 
with aims based 'on the resolution for the betterment of the labourers and 
peasants proposed at the GauJiati Session of the Indian National Congress. 
He went on to say that that Sangh was never affiliated to any All-India or Pro- . 15 
vincial Mazdur Kisan Sabha, and that so far as he remembered no resolution 
was passed in the Meerut Conference of 1928 for its affiliation. But. of course 
it is to be remembered that it is nobody's case that the old Milzdur Kisan 
Sangh or Sabha was affiliated to the A. I. W. P. P. He went. on to say that he 
met Gauri Shankar at Calcutta in the Indian National Congress, but did not 20 
llee him on any day at the A. I. W. P. P. Conference, which he himself claini.ed to 
have attended on the 22nd. 23rd and 24th December. This was the witness who 
'said in regard to P. 187D that he could not either assert or deny' the truth of 
the statement therein that Shaukat U smani presided at the Mazdur Kisan 

o. P. 1643" Conference held at tlle Nauchandi Fair in March 1928. The witness proceeded 26 
in cross-examination to involve himself in great difficulties in connection with 
the question all to how Sehgal's name was suggested for the Presidentship and 
the names of Muzaffar Ahmad, Spratt, Sohan Singh Josh and Majid as persoils 
who should bc sent invitations. In this connection he said that someone in the 
Committee suggested Sehgal's name and that Muzaffar Ahmad's and Spratt's 30 
names were suggested by Thakur Moti! Ram and that he did not know who sug
gested the names of Soban Singh Josh and Majid accused.Thl! Witness also 
said: " Mr. Moti Ram is a Witness summoned and present today. ,', This arOS!1 
from his haVing quoted something which Moti Rani. was supposed to have said 
about Spratt accused. It was a little surprising in the li,ght of this statement 36 
to find that Thakur Moti Ram who had been summoned aild was present outside 
the Court waiting to be produced as a witness was exempted. This witness went 
on in answer to some question about what he was doing at Calcutta to 'say: " I 
went to Calcutta for the Indian National Congress: This Mazdur Kisan 
Conference was on, so I attended it too. The first day'of the National Congress 40 

. was on 26th, 27th or 28th December. I cannot deny that the sittings of the 
Oongress began on the 29th. I went there beforehand, because it is'a big city." 
Apparently the truth of the matter was that he went there in order to attend the 
A. I .. W. ,P. P. Conference and. did not like to admit it, and in order to make it 
appear that he had only reached Calcutta a few days before the sittings of the 46 
Indian NationnI Congress began, he tried to bring forward the commencement 
of those Rittings .to the 26th December. But of course according to his statement 
his attendance at the workers' Conference was qnite accidental. He met Sohan 
S.ingh Josh at Meerut, and went to see him at Calcutta and was given a ticket by 

o. P. 1644. him and so went to the Conference. Quite how all this came about is not 'apparent 50 
in the light of his statement:" I went to see him (Josh) in.the house where 
he wall staying perhaps in Circular Road. I had 'Do correspondence with him 
after he left. Meerut." . Curiously enough this witness remembered who, the 
peopte were who were elected to the National Executive Committee, no doubt 
because tbut was necessary in order to help Kadam accused, for whom he was 55 
also a witness. But it is not quite clear why he did remember all the names, 
because some of them he had not known before. About the last day's meeting 
,at wl!ich,theN. E. C. was elected he said: " I Fas interested in who was 
elected. I wanted to know who was elected. I had no connection with this Party. 
There was no reason for my interest. I remember who were selected from U. P. 60 
but not from Puniab. Puran Chand Joshi was elected and Dr .. Vishwannth 
Mukhel'ii and Gauri Shankar and Lakshmi Narain SlNIrma of Jhansi.. Lakshmi 
Narain I milt then for the first time ... ". I know P. C. Joshi since the Meemt 
Conference, I was not on the platform in the Calcutta Conference. I had nQt 
heard the name. of. Dr. Mukherji before 40his case. I did not see him in the 65 

: Conference, or hear his name except at the time e~ the election." A little further' 
on he went on to deal in connection with KadaIl)'s case with an incident at 
Calcutta, with which the same Moti Ram was concerned, which renders it all the 
more surplising that Moti Ram was exempted. The obvioulj inference of ,coursi' 
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is that Moti Ram, who was supposed to be able to give evidence on these matters, 
was not prepared to support Ram Chandra Sharma, which does not lead one to 
feel any particular confidence in Ram Chandra's evidence, not indeed that 
anybody, who had listened to and watched the demeanour of Ram Chandra 

O. P. 1646. Sharma in the witness-box, would ever be likely to attach the smallest weight tu 
anything deposed by him. Then again there is another point about this witness's 
evidence. He says in the course of his cross-examination: " Gauri Shankar was 
in Calcutta before I arrived ", and again later on, " I went back to Meerut 011 
th" night of 31st. Gauri Shankar returned to Meerut after me. He stayed 011 
in Calcutta. I know Gauri Shankar was Secretary of the Meerut Mazdur Kisan 
Sangh. I did not see him at all at the Calcutta Conference. I looked for him 
there. I was not surprised not to see him there, in spite of the fact that he was 
Secretary of the Meerut Sabha and present in Calcutta. I met Gauri Shankar 
in Calcutta at a house in the Bazar. I do not . remember when. It was before 
the Congress. He had gone to Calcutta in order to go to the Congress. He did 
go to the Congress. I think I saw him every day there was a sitting of the 
COn/lre8s." It seEms a little odd that he should not have been surprised not to 
see Gauri Shankar at the A. I. W. P. P. Conference, and this statement also showR 
that he had an opportunity to tell him about his election to the N. E. C. even before 
the sittings of the Indian National Congress began. 

The last point to which I must draw attention in Gauri· Shankar's case is 
his conduct in the Lower Court when examined under Section 342 of the Crimilllll 
Procedure Code. In this statement he reserved his statement for the Sessions 
in regard to the evidence relating to the property found in his possession and 
the letters written or signed by him. He further reserved for the Sessions his 
reply to the question whether he was a Communist, which is a little surprising 
in the light of the stand which he now takes. Next he reserved his reply to 
the question whether he was a member of the W. P. P_ That is perhaps a little 

O. P. 1646. less surprising. But what appears to me perfectly amazing is that when the 
Magistrate put to h'im the question, " Have you conspired with any of the accused 
to deprive the King Emperor of his sovereignty in India'" he replied to this 
question also: " I reserve my statement for the Sessions". I do not suggest 
that these questions are necessarily the questions which the Magistrate ought to 
have put, but wheu he did put them, I am unable to understand how, if we 
are to accept that there is even a vestige of truth in the statement which Gauri 
Shanknr now makes, he could have found any difficulty whatsoever in answering 
in the negative without hesitation the two questions • whether he was a Com
munist " and • whether he had conspired to deprive the King Emperor of his 
sovereignty in India.' In this connection I should further note that he was 
not the first accused to be examined by the Magistrate, and that the same ques
tion had heen put already, though not always qnite in the same form, to no 
less than 14 accused, so that Gauri Shankar was not unprepared for it. 

It is in the light of all these facts that the case of Gauri Shankar is to be 
considered. What we have in evidence in regard to him is that he was originally 
a Congress worker interested to some extent in the uplift of labourers and 
peasants, so much ~o that he had organised a Mazdur Kisan Sangh or Sabha, 
that is a kind of Workers' and Peasants' Union. At a Conference organised 
by thia Union in March 1928 we have it that Usmani accused presided. Then in 
Oatober 1928 we find Gauri Shankar organising another Conference and to this 
COllference Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad, Sohan Singh Josh, Majid, Joglekar and 
Dange accused were invited, while Sehgal was elected President. Not only were 
these people invited but Sehgal accused made a very significant speech, and 

0. P. 1"7. Sohan flingh Josh and Majid moved resolutions introducing the social and 
. economic demands of the Bengal Party, while someone else certainly moved 

resolutions which incorporate at least in part the political demands of the same 
party, vide P. 208, and finally Muzaffar Ahmad moved a resoluti{)n for the esta~ 
lisbing of a new U. P. WorkerS' and Peasants' Party, which should be affiliated 
tQ the All-India Party. Curiously enough the invitation to Muzaffar Ahmad Dd 

.- Spratt is shown to have been sent after P. C. Joshi accused reached Meerut and 
had had an opportunity of talking to Gauri Shankar_ P. C. Joshi at this time 
had been in close touch with the Bengal Party for several months at least. Theil 
we have it from the evidence that after this Conference Gauri Shankar aeeused 
waK regardcd by members of the Party such as P. C. Joshi and Muzaffar Ahmad 
as Secretary of the Meerut Branch and was receiving letters in that capacity. 
He says noW' that he did not appreciate this, but at the time in the only letter 
we have of his he showed no such feeling. On the contrary he stated that he was 
working enthusiastically. There is of course no evidence on the record in rega.rd 
to the si~ature of this letter, P. 2061P, and in all probability there could be 
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no proof of handwriting, because at this time in his history. Ganri Shankar's 
knowledge of English was very slight, and I imagine that P. 2061P was probably 
written on his behalf by a scribe. But in 'View of "the reference in this letter to 
Muzaffar Ahmad's letter, P. 213 (I. C. 263) of the 30th October 1928 (a letter 
which was not intercepted but was recovered only at the time of the search nearly II 
5 months later) it is impossible to doubt that Ganri Shankar himself was 
responsible f~ it. In this connection I shonld note that Ganri Shankar made 
no reference at all to either P. 213 or P. 2061P in his statement to this Court. 
In'the light of the correspondence of November and December and the fact that 

8. P. 1648. he certainly went to Calcutta and attended the A. I. W. P. P. Conference, I think 10 
it is quite certain that Gauri Shankar originally began to work enthnsiastically 
for the new organisation, as indeed he himself said and as we might infer from 
his selling~' A Call to Action II and the printed resolutions at the Garhmuktesar 
Fair. I should judge from the evidence that before very long he began, in con
sequence of his old sentimental sympathy for the Congress and probably some 16 
dissatisfaction with the nature and the working of the new orgailisation, to 
gravitate pnce more towards, the Congress, hence no doubt his murmuring at 
the attacks on Congress leaders in the Calcutta Conference and his subsequent 
lack of attention to P. C. Joshi accused's letters. It appears to me that the only 
reasonable inference from all the evidence in Gauri Shankar's case is that he was 20 
quite satisfied with the aims and objects of the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
as long he thought he was able to combine membership of that Party with not 
sacrificing entirely his allegiance to the Congress. The fact however that he 
retained a sentimental allegiance to the Congress cannot free him from the res
ponsibility of having accepted the aims, objects and methods of the W<orkers' 26 
and Peasants' Party, and that he dirt so far a period of at least 21 months, seems 
to me to be clearly proved. No intelligent man who was present at the Meerut 
Conference and joined the Worker.s' and Peasants' Party nnder the auspices, so 
to speak of Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad, Sohan Singh Josh, Majid and P. C. Joshi 
after, as I must suppose, discussions on the three previous days with P. C. Joshi, 30 
could be ignorant that he was joining a Party whose object was to bring to an 
end by means of a revolution the existing form of Government in India. In my 
view Ganri Shankar accnsed did join this conspiracy at the Meerut Conference 

0. P. IM11. and did paxticipate in it for several months, at first enthusiastically and gradually 
less and less so. 31S 

Disagreeing with all five assessors I hold that, Gauri Shankar aceused has 
taken part in a conspiracy to deprive the King Emperor of his sovereignty of 
British India and has thereby committed an offence under Section 121-A, I. P. C. 
I convict him accordingly. . .' 



4).P.wD. 
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Ill. 

We first hear of Lakshman Rao Kadam acCused alias Lakshmi N arabi 
Kadam in Se,Ptember 1927 through a letter written by him to some member of 
the W. P. P. of Bombay P. 1350 (1) (1. q. 67) dated Jhansi the 28th Septem
ber 1927. In this Kadam writes that he hilS recciv~d his correspondent's note 
of the 25th with a form of membership of the W. P. P. and some cOpies of 

' .. Krllnti". He goes on to imply that he would like to join the W. P. P. but 
cannot afford the subscripti,on, w'hile as regards the .. Kranti " he says: "I 
like it very much but I am unabl~ to subscribe it." Crown Counsel has in
vited the attention of the pourt to the Copies of " Kranti".' which might be 
mpposed from the -date to have accompanied the letter acknowledged by Kadam 
in this letter. They would be the issues presumably of the 10th, 17th and 24th 
September all of which forin part of P. 1375. The first contains references to 
the Sacco-Vanzetti demonstration and an article entitled" Why is there so much 
fear of Communists f" 'file second contains a review of the prosecutions of 
Communists during the last seven years accompanied by a statement that 
.. some men who have not been to Russia but have studied Communism in 
India are spreading it here." In the thirci there is an artiele on the coming 
great war with Russia. These mayor 'may not have been the issues which 
Kadam saw. Some ten days later on the 9th October Kadam sent II re
minder P. 1350 (8) (both these letters were of course found in the search 01 
the W. P. P. office in Bombay). In this letter again he mentioned his in
ability to pay subscription but said that he wished to be the member of the 
W. P. P. He enclosed an enrolment form of the Bombay W. P. P. duly filled 
in with his signature and asked that the roles of the Party should be sent to 

10 

O. P. 1861. him if they had been printed as he wished to open a branch at Jhansi. The 
membership form shows that the object of the Party is to establish Swaraj 
(complete national independence) wherein the means of llroduction, distribu
tion and exchange are publicly owned and socially controlled.' It may be noted 
here that in his statement to this Court at page 210 of the statements of the 
accused Kadam said that he signed this form because he found that the object 
stated in it wa.s not very different from' that of the Congress as he understood 
it. 

26 . 

30 

In November 1927 Kadam accused attended the Cawnpore. Session of the 
T. U. C., vide the statement of P. W. 111, Sub-Inspector J. N. Sen Gupta and, 
Kadam's own statement at page 212. . 35 

We next hear of. him in February 1928 in P. 1441, a document recovered in 
the search of the office of the G. I. P. Railway Union at Jhansi. This' is a note 
of a mass meeting of the G. I. P. Railwaymen at Jhansi held under the presi
dentship of R. V. Dhulekar Vakil on the '6th February 1928 which, the reporb 
states, was addressed by Mr. Jhabwala and at which certain resolutions were 40 
passed. The first of these was that the workmen of the G. I. P. Railway 
assembled in this meeting do form themselves into a centre of the G. I. P. Rail-
way Uniou. By the second resolution Dhulekar was elected President and 
L. R. Kadam Secretary. There were to be nine other o;ffi.ce-bearers elected later 
on, in consultation with the employees. I should note here that in this same 45 
search there were recovered 18 copies of the " Kranti " of the 23rd February 
1929 and a copy of the Urdu" Kirti " for the month of February 1929. On the 
16th February Kadam accused wrote to Joglekar accused in P. 1110 (I. C. 111). 
This is one of a,number of letters in whicll he has signed himself L.'N. Kadam; 
In this letter he writes: "Some' days ago, when I enquired regarding the list 50 
of books on communism, Mr. Mirajkar had sent me an address of an England 

() P J862, firm but I could get no response from the firm though 15 (7) passed." I take 
.. • it he means that he had written to some English firm in Bombay or Calcutta, 

He asked Joglekar therefore to get the books in that list and another list from 
local Bombay firms and send them to him. He also asked that a copy of the 55 
Soviet Year Book should be obtained locally for him. In a postscript he says : 
" Please let me know if any of you are going to attend the Labourers' and 
Farmers' Conference going to he held at Lahore on the 23rd instant under.thE! 
presidentship of Diwan Chaman Lal." Kadam a~.cused said in his statement 
that he gotno reply to this letter frpm Joglekar. During this year he says he 60 
formed a Kisan Mazdur Sahha in spite of ,or rather as a result of the indiffer-
ence shown by Mirajkar accused at Cawnpore. The result was that he wanted 
to further strengthen it by calling a conference. It is of course a fact which 
should be noted in this CQnnection that in the letter-paper used by Kaq,am accused 
JAlMOO 



in such letters as P. 1629P whillh was written on the 17th September 1928, 
nearly a month before the Meerut Conference, Kadam described himself in the 
l\ltter-heact as h N. Kadam,. Municipal Cummissioner, Secretary G. I. P. Rail
waymen's Union, Workers' and Peasants' J:'artyr,and District Congress Oom-
mittee, which supports his contention that he had established 'some sort of 5 
Workers' and Peasants" association some time prior to coming into Contact 
with P~ C. Joshi and the e. P. Party. On the other hand it is to be remembered 
that the organisation was founded aIter he had come into contact with .Jhab
wala, Mirajkar and Joglekar accuged"vide his Qwn statement at page' 213. This 
letter P. 1629P (I. C. 230) dated the. 17th SeptembeN 1928 from Kadam to 1& 
Jhabwala is the next piece of evidence on the record in Kadam's case. In this 
letter he informs Jhabwala that .. we are unanimously in favour of your being 
elected as President of the latter conference" and says: .. I earnestly request 

6 .P. 1663. you to accept the proposal and bestow the occasion with your gracious presence. 
I shall feel highly obliged if you would kindly favour me with the names and 1. 
addresses of all the comradcs to whom the invitation be issued." 

Kadam accused wrote again to Jhabwala on the 25th September on letter
paper headed .. Reception Commit.tee, Bundclkhand Peasants' and Workers' 
Conference." In this letter he agaip informs Jhabwala that he has been elected 
President of the Peasants' and Workers' Confenouce to be held on the 20th and 2() 
21st October and requests his acceptance of the proposal and he goes on to say: 
'I I shall also feel obliged if you will kindly favour mt' with your Presidential 
Address as early as possible so that it may be translated and published, in 
vernacular. " Kadam's next letter is another letter written as General Secre-
tary of the Reception Committee on the 17th October. This is the letter P, 289 26 
(printed as P. 2073P (I. C. 251» addressed to Muzaffar Ahmad asking him to 
attend the Conference. 

This conference was duly held on the 28th and 29th October, vide the 
evidence of P. W. 126, P. S. I. Mangal Singh, who prepared a report p, 1093 of 
Jhabwala's speecli which corresponds closely in essentials with the printed 34} 
version of the same speech P. 292. I have given a full account of this speech 
in dealing with Jhabwala's case. It is. to be remembered that a copy of this 
speech was in Kadam's possession prior to the actual conference and in filet 
he bad time to read and translate it or get it translated. The report P. 1094 
contains an account of the mottoes hung up in the Pandal which apparently was 3i 
used /:Iy both thll Workers' and Peasants' Conference and the Political Confer
ence. But some of these clearly cannot have been Congress mottoes, as for 
example the one which states that" All the rich Dlen and landlords are thieV'es, 
robbers or plunderers who have inherited their properties" and another. which 

o. P. 1654. states that the " land belongs to the people ". Besides Kadom and Jhabwala, 40 
P. C. Joshi also attended this Conference and it was after doing so that hll 
;wrote on the 2nd November to Mansur and Gauri Shankar accused in P. 1875P 
(1. C. 271) and P. 209 (1. C~ 274). In both these letters .Joshi Rpeaks of three 
whole-time workers at Jhansi who, he says to comrade Mansur, have in tbeir 
hands a Railway Union with 5.000 members and have started a Hindi weekly 46 
" K;rantikari " for Jhansi which will be the Party organ. Joshi also made 
certain entries in his diary P. 311 about affairs at Jhansi. In one place he 
wrote down the names of th~office-bearers of the G. I. P. RailwllYmen's Union: 
President Dhulekar, Vice-President Din Mohammad, Secretary' L. R. Kadam 
and Lakshmi Narain. Anotlrer entry also relating to Jhansi gives the names 50 
of Jhansi members to the E. 'C. U. P. (1) Kadam (2) Krishna Gopal (3) 
~kshmi Nl1rain. I have suggested in dealing with the case. of P. C. Joshi 
that the three sincere :whole-time workers from JhanRi must probably be Kadam. 
Lakshmi Narain and.·Dhulekar but apart from the reference to the G. I. P. 
Union they might also be Kadam, Krishna Gopal Ilnd Lakshmi Narain. nat 56 
however obviously makelj no difference in Kadam's case. As a matter of fact 
his name appears in connection with all the Jhansi or~nisations so far as they 
are mentioned in. Joshi's diary. 

Another letter of the 2nd November is Kadam's own letter P. 328 (I. C. 276) 
to Joshi in which he says: "I hope you have reachcd safely and feeling wen. 6() 
There are only two books out of the list, please arrange to get the rest sent on 
the address already sent to you." He ,goes on: "The first issue of the 
Krantikari shall be sent to you within a day or two as soon as it is published. 

O. P. i6M. Some notices distributed by me regar~g the conference ~re sent in a separate 
. packet. Please let me know if you reqw~e some .more copIes of Mr. Jha~wala'8 66 

address. " This paragraph confirms the IDlpreSSlOn we get of Kadam's mterest 
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; in: the: Kranti.kari from. J oshi's)ettel's. Next Kadarii' says " . ""The pralltical: 
work will begin after Deoember as nowadays we are busy in dongress, Municipal;' 

·:and .District Boom elections ·and as soon~s' the elections are over-'we shall have. 
to go to· Calcutta-in the ~eantime we' shall try to do as much as we can. 
Please send the resolutions etc. so that the work may be begun." This refer- 5 
enee to resolutions is explained by the portion <.If P!' 209 which appears at the 
top of 1. C, 176.'where Joshi says: "Send at once 100 copies of the rQSolutions' 
to me,.loo copies to L. N. Kadam, Gudri Bazar, Jhansi and 100 to Dr. Vishwanath 
Mukharji, President Warker.s" and Peasants' Party, Gorakhpur." Another 
passage worth notipg iJl.thts Il.'tter is the one aboye quoted about" having t6· 10 
go to Calcntta ", which must evidently in this context mean going there for the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conferen. and implies that Kadam realised the importance to 
the Party of that Conference, of which he must have been'informed by 
P. C. Joshi at the time of the ,Jhansi Conference as the announcement of it did 
not appear in the Krantikari until the 17th November. 15 

We get another ietter -from Kadam on the '25th November P. 2015P 
(I.C. 296) addressed. to Muzaffar Ahmad, in which he suggests that the W. P. P. 
Conference should be fixed on the 25th or 26th December so as to .save the 
pockets of those who go to Calcutta for the Indian National Congress. In a 
P. S. Kadam writes: "Please send me all the necessary information regard- 20 
ing Conference etc. for publication in the U. P. Workers' and Peasants' Party 
paper named" Krantikari ", newly started here." • 

The next reference we find to Kadam accused is in Joshi's letter to Muzaffai 
Ahmad P. 2070P (I. C. 306). This letter was evidently written in the first week 
of December and contains the following remar'ks about Jhansi comrades: 2$ 

. .. I hope you must have heard from' Jhansi comrades by now. Comrade Kadsm 
. writes to me to ask you to change the date. I think it is not desirable. W~ 

G. P. 1666. must meet before the Congress and mtlst have an interval for the committees 
and must be fully consolidated to clarify the issue, especially so since our own 
Party members have no scientific idea of the pro·gramml.'. Pleasl.' keep the 30 
whole time engaged and make itall a business affair." . 

Kadam .accused certainly wcn:t to Calcutta for the All India Workers' and 
Peasants' Party Conference. The official report P. 669 shows that he was elected 
I,! member of the Drafts Committee, that he seconded the Trade Union Movl'!Ilent 
Resolution on the second day and that he was elected a member of the NatIonal 35 
Executive Committee to represent, the U. P. along with P. C. Joshi, Mukherji. 
and Gauri Shankar accused. I notice that his name is given as L. N. Kadam ill. 
each of the three mentions of him in this report. Kadam has stated that the. 
TrAde Union Movement resolution was a long resolution which he had not read 
and that he failed to keep his attention on it while it was being read out by 40 
Goswami accused; lIe goes on to Ray (at the foot of page 219) : " Just when 
he finished I was asked by Swami KumaI'll. Nand, the member of the All India ... 
COIJgress Committee to second it. I agreed because I thought that it waes 
~'esolution laying down the programme and policy of the Conference with regard 
to the Trade Union Movement. What exactly the poliey and programme was I 45 
did not know for reasons stated above' so I seconded the resolution with: a short 
speech'in Hindi, which, curiously enough, the prqsecution did not produce before 
the Court because that would bave clearly Rhown what was at the back of my 
mind when I seconded it and how I regarded the whole programme;" As regards 
the non· production of this speeeh it is to be n<lted that the evidence of P, W; 84 50 
Abdul Lais Muhammad shows that the conveners' of the Conference asked the 
reporters present 110t to take .reports and threatened to take away their note!!. 
if !t,ey did so. There is this much support only for Kaejam's contention tbat. 
in P. 1764 against this resolution we find the name·tIf tne seconder given u , 
Kl:mara Nand orIginally, but that name was .crossed out and the name of 55' 
L. N. Kadam put in in its place. This exhibit P. 1764 eonsists of a number of 
sheets of paper mostly containing drafts of the resolutioI!s with the name of 
the proposer and seconder below. , Kadam also contcst(>d the fact of hilj election 

0, P. 1667, &8 a member of the Executive Committee and said at page 220: .. It is not a fact 
that I was elected as a member of the Executive Committ.ee ... It was Mr. Lakshmi 60 
Naril.in, the proprietor of the" Krantikari ", who was elected .. It seems. to be 
a mistake in the typing because in tbe.-original manuscript procieedings p. 1764 
the correct name viz. that of Mr.·Lakshmi Narain bas been given and D. 618 ill 
the delegation ticket of Mr. Lakshmi Narain which was recovered from 'his 
house, and also P. 432 which is a circular letter alleged to have been issued by.' 65 
·Mf. Mllzaffar' Ahmad to the members of. the Executive Committee about the" 
observance of Lenin Day was found in the search ot ". Krantikari ~' office, P. 4.26, 
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ot whi<'h he was the proprietor. The letter was addressed to him." ,In.thi8-
IIcnnection I ~aynote that P. 432' is addressed' simply to Lakshmt ~arain, 
Jhnnsi, and there is nothing to show that it was addressed to him as a member 
of the Executive Committee. It would be in any case VCJry natural for Muzaffar 
Ahmad to send a copy of this circular letter to LakshmiNarain because of his 
connection with the "Krantikari": T' am in some doubt as to the value to be, 
attachedoto P. 1764 as evidence in support of Kadam's contention that he was 
asked to second the Trade Union MovEment resolution at a moment's notice. 
The paper on which he is presumably relying i~ no. 16 of this exhibit and is 
headed" Second day of the Conference 22112128 Agenda". Against item no. 2 
we find Mr. Hemanta Kumar Sircar " will " speak a few words in Bengali on 
the reHolution. Then again the entry in item 4 is as follows: " Resolution on 
T. U. }Iovemimt. Proposed by Dharani Goswami, seconded by (Swami Kumara 
Nand Rcratched out) Lakshman Ram Kadam", and there is a note below" the 
resolution was left for discussion on the following day." But this note appears 
to have reference to the word" constitution" written in pencil on its left 
aIthoul,\'h the resolution on the conRtitution actually relates to the 23rd and not 

o. P. 1658. to the 22nd December, vide item 6 on page 21 of this exhibit. As regards the 
second point that it was LakRhmi Narain Sharma and not Kadam who was 
elected to the N. E. C., the entry in P. 1764 on which Kadam is apparently relying 
appears on the reverse of page 22 and we find in it a most extraordinary amount 
of ,coni"usion. For instance at the top there is a note "proposed by 
K. N. Joglekar, Bombay, Dange, Nimbkar, Ghate, Joglekar, carried." Then 
below there is an' entry of three proposals for Bengal, the first by Naren Butta, 
presumably Narendra Bhattachariya, the second by Muzaffar Ahmad and the 
third by Balwant Singh. The first of these contains the names of Muzaffar 
Ahma,l, Goswami, Chakravarty and Kali Kumar Sen, the first two of which 
are Raid to be carried. The second list has the names of Goswami, Sircar, 
Muzaffar Ahmad, Soumyendra Nath Thakur and Gopendra Chakravarty, 
Goswami's name being apparE'ntly scratched out while Soumyendra Nath's was 
withdrawn by the proposer. Theri in the third list proposed by Balwa"nt Singh 
we I<'et the names of MU7.affar Ahmad, Goswami, H. K. Siresr and Genda Singh, 
against the last of which there is a note • withdrawn by the mover.' The ulti· 
mate solution as we know was the election of Muzaffar Ahmad, Goswami, Sircar 
and Chakravarty. Then for the Punjab we find the names of Sohan Singh, 
Bhag Singh, Majid and Lala Ramchandra. But P. 669 shows that Lala 
Rllmchandra was not elected and F. D. Mansur was elected. Then for the U. P . 

. we find the names of Dr. Vishwa Nath Mukharji, P. C. Joshi, Gauri Shankar and 
LakshllJi Narain. This document seems to me to be very inadequate evidence to 
support the contention that the name L. N. Kadam in the list of the U. P. mem
bert! of the N. E. C. is not correct. 

Coming to the year 1929 the first mention of Kadam is in the letter from 
L8'kshmi Narain (Sharma) P. 2148P (1) (I. C. 381) dated the 25th February 
1929. 'rhis is the letter which P. C. Joshi sent to Muzaffar Ahmad on or about 

,0. P. 1659; the 4th March in P. 2148P which was intercepted in Calcutta on the 6th. In 
this letter Lakshmi Narain writes to P. C. Joshi: .. Yours to hand through. 
Mr. Kadam some 10 days ago ., from which it is clear that some letter written 
by Joshi to Lakshmi Narain was sent through Kadam accused. There is also 
a reference to Kadam in Joshi's letter to Muzaffar Ahmad P. 2148P (L C. 379) 
in which Joshi says: .. Comrade Kadam had started a Municipal Employees' 
Union and comrade Mukherji has·been holding some meetings of the peasantry." 
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The last mention of Karlam in correspondence is in P. C. Joshi's letter to 
Nimhkar P. l~OO (1. C. 410) pORted at Allahabad on the 19th March. In the 
report sent with this letter Joshi writes ,about Jhansi : .. Comrade Kadam has 
started n new union of Municipal workers. I askel1 him ,to. get the rules and 56 
regulations from you. The' Jhansi Reg. Union seems to make some noise. They 
have arranged some mpetirig;s~ and proc<'ssions too." 

Kadam's house was searcbed on the 20th March 1929 by P. W. 128, Inspector 
Jagdish Shankar, who preparerl a search-liI·t P. 287. In this search the follow-

'" in@' interesting items wer~ l'erovered : P.'290 a copr of Dutt's" l!odem India". 60 
P. 291 'a wpy of Miss Agnes Smedley's" India, ,ane}. the Next ~ ar", the pam
phl~fpubli5hed by tbe .. Kll'tl " office, :Atnrit<lari and, P. 292 th~' advan~ copy of 
Jhabwkhi'sPresideiltial Address at the Jhansl Co¥erenCf!. About· !Joder:n 
India ,,, .Kadam stated. at tag!' 214 that he hr~>ugh~ thI!! hOme 'from' Jha!lSl ~blic 
Library and on exam.mat~'m the b.ook co~tam~ 11 number IITBI82 WhICh ~s n~t 64 
expliUne~ by' imyt1!mg m'the ,e~~?nce m this~as,e: Kadam's explanatIon IS 
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th~~f?~ p~blY'~~~C?t:~:::':A~')O"':~e;~tbc~ 'h&~Ri4'hll did no(relluiinlle~a~,.~:, 
thin!;t 'about 'it: ·'~!here;·."'e~~ A,,'fe,r.Y 1arg~. ::r;tumber of books, he added,betweell'. 
400 IInd:;OO, at his hottle., , '.t'he Wlpiess however put the number at a,\>out 100;·, 
Mother s!'B:rch \vbirllafi'e~tIlR:&dR!'n )l ease ,Vas. the search of the Jbansi U nio,n·, 

0. P. leoo. offiee'lii:tdWodters' ~iid t'ensii!ifs;':o!lice conducted by P. w.. 112, Sub-Inspector i 
Th. Shankar Singh, who prepared a ~e!tri'.h ,list P. 1439. In this search the docu
ments recovered which are in evidence arll18 copies of the " Kranti' " of the 23rd 
February, a copy of the" Kirn " and the documcnt P. 1441, to all of which I have. 
referred earlier. I sec from the ~ri'h-li~t thllt the Jhan~i Union office means 
the office of the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union, Jhansi Branch. 16 

In the course of his statement Kadom explained his letters P. 1350 (1) and 
P.I350 (8) by sayirigthat he wrote at this time Doth toMr.N. M. Joshi expresRing 
his readiness to work in the Trade Union Mo\'ement and to Mirajkar, because the 
name of the Party attracted him and he thought that it mnAt have been formed' 
with tbe object of organisillg thl' agrirnltural and industrial workers. I bave Ii 
already. mentioned the reason ho gives for having signed tbemembership form 
which lie sent with P. 1350'(8),nnmely that he ,mpposed the organisation was 
founded 'to further the Congross programme a~ laid down in the Gauhati Resolll.
tion. 'He went on to.'say fnrther that he .thonghthe ought to see what the Trade 

.' Utiion Congress was and how it worked 110 he wrote to Mr. N. M, Joshi who re- 20 
ferred him to M.r, Jhabwala who was organising the G. I. P. Railway Union. He 
also wrote to Mr;Hsrihar,N"ath Rhlltltri. 8ecrc~ary of,the Reception Committee 
of the A.,I. T.U. C., and obtained an invitation to attend the Congress as a visitoJ:; 
In consequence of this he W4'Itt tf! the Congress .where he met Mirajkar·and 
Joglekar to whom he was ·introduced by the late Mr. Vidyarthi.· He was not 25 
palticularly pleased with lIfirajkar, he says, because Mirajkar did not remember 
anything about bis. letters. However he h&d lIome conversation with Jbabwala. 
at Cawnpore and got a promise from him which eventually resulted in Jhabwala's 
visit to Jbansi on the 6th February 1928 and the·fonnatinn of the Jhansi Branch 
of the q. I. P. Railway Union recordetl in P. 1441. At the top of page 213 30 

o. P. 1861. \ Kadam atated that" with regard to the issue of "Kranti "referred to in my 
le~r I mnst lIay that though I am a Maratha by birth but I kuow very little of, 
thia language, and with the limited knowledge of the language as far asI could 
understand tbe contents I consitlC'red it to be nothing but an ordil)ary labour 

.'. paper with a striking name." Apart from his di!<appointment with Mirajkar on 35 
meeting him Kadamhas a little more to ~ay about him which shows how keen 
he was to learu all he coulfl abont OfJmml1nisID. ·He RaYA: "I had also seen 
a report of the case (that is the Sprlltt-Mirajkar calle) in the paper, so I thought 
that. Mr. Mirajkar might help me in !riving th'! names of some books on Com
mnnism because of his closP, connection with an Eng-lishman like Mr. Spratt who 40 
had been for the first time in Indi~ proRCl'nted fOJ' a political offence ..........• " 
.AsJ I was not introdnced to Mr. Spratt at (lawnpore nor was aware of his addres,s 
so I wrote to Mr. Mirajkar who supplietl me the atldress of a publishing firm in,,· 
London named Allen Un"in. I wrote to the firm for a list of the books dealing 

," with Communism and tbeir price, I received no reply so T wrote to Mr. Joglekar 46 
(P. 1110) to whom as I have ~ll'eady said I was introduced at Cawnpore." This 
statement snggests that what Kadam rp,ally meant in P .. IllO by the words" some 
days ago " was· " some time ago". On page 215 he comes to the Jbansi Con-

, ference·and says about it: "It was quite natural that Mr. Jbabwala should be «A 

elected through my efforts as the Presitlent of tbe Conference particularly b9'- <IV 

oause of his being the General Secretary of the G. I. P. Railway Union of which 
I was the Branch Secretary, and moreover he was also the President of one of 
the Ward Congress Committe(ls at Bombay. ,. There is nothing of conrse to show 
how Kailam was aware of this latter faet. Then he goes on to explain his issuing 

, oi.invitations to Mirajkar in P. 1631 and Muzaffar Ahmad in,P. 2073 and says 6i 
00. P. 1862. that in Mirajkar's case he wanted to show.him that the Jhansi people were .quite . 

capable of bui.lding np Itn organisation on their own hldependent lines and that 
80 far 8S MnzaffarAhmad.was concerned he did it out of sheer courtesy because 
he read in the paper that he was the Secretary of tbe Calcutta Party. Then as 
to P. C; Joshi he says a little lower down: .c Mr. P. C. Joshi was not invited 60 
at all by me nor did I know him till 011 the day of the Conference. He was intro
duced to me by the nephew of Mr. R. y. Dhnlekar who was the Chairman of the Re
ception Committee of .the U. P. Provincial ,Political Conference." He laid stress 
on the fact tbat P. C .• Toehi took no part in the actnal proceedings of the Confer~ 
ence. Then be went on to deal with .Thahwala's Pre~identinl Address Rnd said ,6i 
that there was, only one thing' whit'h he thouj!:ht it necessary to get erplained by 
Jhabwalii. This was tIte re!t'rence in the ~oncluding lines where Jbabwala had 
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lV~tten : -,' ,In theeeinternationl'L cOllIlOOtiqnSI Inllia< li$,bounli ,to ,,~erge a, JIlost 
/ilullCCssful aruicompetent re¥olutionRl:y;iwlping iJdhe el't~Nishment o( a ,\Iappy 
millenium of .Soviet Raj in tho,world.'"! ':About thi~, he says ;l".'II,;Ur. ,Jhabwala,l. 
a'qillanutionwas that by So",iet·.~,f\:i, heimennt, the, systerDJ of;mle by: ,elj!~,:r..an
chayats" which atone' time ,willi the.d!S~b)ished ,flY.l1n'roi IfJIJ.'a} ,g9~erJlIP.~l1t ot .• 
India, and that the introduction of this form of nIle 'lVith 'therieceseary' modifie!ll
tions ,·require-d: by· modern conditiontl will bring about such a change (If the. epst. 
'ing. social,'and pOlitical structltres RS' 'IlI'ould bll''feyolutio~ry,,,in, characteJ.'." ,;l;n 
ether words· by revolution he meant the radical character and,extent of the· change. 

I"~ I must frankly confess that the explnnation, satisncd me and even now I see ·no 10 
~eason to thinkotheMlis<\,than whut he told me then." , . ," "', " , 

In reJrnrd to the'Pandal Kadam said that the W. P. Conference had no 
Pandal of its own but was held in the Pandal erected and decorated by the office-' 

O. iP .. ,.')',663. bearers of the U. P.' Provincial ,Political" Conference. In this connection he 
relied on the evidence of, P. W. 126,.F. 8.'1. Mangal Singh who however merely 11, 
laiel that it Wlljt held in the -same Pandal and of course could not say, as he had 
anly (lome there.a day'before.who wa& responsible for putting it up ana so'on. 
Kadam went on to say that all the papers p" 428 and P. 1094 were found in 
possession of Pandit Krishna Gopal Sharma who was,the Secretary of District 

'I Congress (1ommit!ee.as weI! ~ the General Secrej;~ry oli ~heRecel'tion Cow;nittee 20 
of theU. P. ProvlDClalPohbcal'Conference.P. 428 which was recovered In the 
search of -the ... Krantikar.i" . office was 81 bundle of posters 0'£ which two aro 
translated. The relevant' one is, an, 'advertisement fJf the' 22nd Political Con
fGre:p.ceof the U. P. which has a·note at the·enti .. :·- ~ conference Qf the Bundel
khand· Workers and' Peasants, a comerence of the ,Indian ~Sewa. Dal, as also 2 .. 
anatioual peeticalsymposium will be held on this occasion.': I do not think 
that helps Kadam very much. As' regards P. 1094 this was only P. W. 126's 
note-in'rogardto the·mottoes and'wouldnot have been found in the possession 
of any of the accused. It is difficult' to understand what Kadam meant by his 
reference w it. Then he went on to deal with P. 1445 (1), an odd sort of report 30 
I'~covcred in the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union office at· Bombay purPorting to 
deal with the. same Conference. The prosecution made no, reference to this 
document in argument and I would not 'mys~f feel inclined to attach any :weigh~ 
.to it. . • ". . . . . . 

1 .... 

At page 218 in reply to Ii.' question from the Court Kadam began to· deal 39 
with tbEl A. I. W. P. P; Conference, and said that he did not reach Calcutta until 
the mornmg of the 22nd which may of .course be true .. On the other hand, if he, 
was. not present at the Corlference on the 21st,' one 'wonders why he was elected 
a membcr of the Drafts Committee. . About the '23rd he says'that he had some 
nrgent persenal business to attend to and subsequently went to attend the All * 

o. P. 16M. Parties Convention, and about the 24th that he did not know if there was any 
meeting. IiI this connection ,he relied on the evidence of Ram Chandra Shal'Ill3 
to :which I shall come later on. He fUrther say& that he hOO absolutely no Idea of 
the Presidential Address because when he asked for a copy he was told that the 
supply 'was exhausted. Here again is a statement which may be true but doee 4J 
not lOOk true in the light of the fact that only 1Q days later Sohan Singh had 
Ilopies availableta distribute at Jamshedpur. As regards the Drafts COm
mittee Kadam 'saYs he was never told that he was eleCted to it and' never knew 
&t,any meeting' of it being held. Then 'he .went on to, deal' with the Trade Union 
}Iov6ment'Resolution and hiselectioft to the- N. E. C ... with bOth of' which: I a& 
~av&dealt alre~" .: I. 

, At page 221 he dealt with the letter P. 328 (I. C. '276) in whiCh be had told 
p" C. J otihi that the Krantikari would be out shortly and the first issue woRld 
be selit to him.. About this he says that the editor told him that in CBB& he ·was 
wiiting to P~ C. Joshi he should' so inform him; I can only say that this apIa- . 55 ' 
mation is verY' inadlllluate. It might have sufficed if the rest of P. 328 had ,not 
been 'so significant. I may refer to his remarks: .c The-practical work will 
begin after DeCember.... . . . . . . . . . .. In the meantime we shall try to do as 
much as we can ", and .. Please lIend the resolutionsoetc. so that the 1Vork may 
b~begun;"; "'Moreover as was pointed out in argument there is not tbe smallest 80 
'suggestion in P, 828 that this remark about the I" Krantikari " is a· meesage 
. fro;( Ii'; tlJird person. Similarly in . reference to' the postscript in ~ •. 20L,)P 
(I. C. 296) in which he asked Muzaffar Ahmad for all" the neeessary,mforma, 
tion re~ar(HnCl' Conference etc. for publication in the. ty, .P. Workers' .and 
Peasants' P8~ty paper named, U Krantikari " newly started here.!'. He ~id 66 
that when he was writing this letter. the editor of. the •• Krantikari ' 'was present 



'iI.'f the €!l:in.~FeSs'offil.ie'aild;had 'a~ked llim'~"\"eqnest'Muzaffar'Ahmil.d' to"eUPPiy' 
It. P. 1665. ~li~liew8'r~rdmg,the'Conferenee,.l' 0f:courl:Je,there is no support'iil evidel1ee 

-fIW!,tbis': \!latement; , H:esaid 'next :,'" I"hlid"nodirect"oonnection :with!fthe 
"'KrlliNikiH+" eXllept tJIat I knew both 'its 'proprietor ·and the' editor;' the, former 

J, "iIs,my'lWlleag\leJas'Geieral'SecretarY1of'the,G'. L.:P. Raihva)"UniOiland th&latter 6 
as '8ecretal-y of the District Congress Committee.! '" He went on' to rely on' the 

. fact that he had not been either a contributor nor, a subscriQer. to the ,~ Kranti-
bri '. lind' that 'no 'eopy'of'it was found in ,his pHsession. It can only.be said 
a\;ou€'aH'tbi~'that if he had'l1o:direet connection ,with the" Krantikari '. it'is 
B\Irprising' how'c1osely associated, with it- he -is throughout the correspondence. 10 
He then went on to say in regard to'fue MUnicipal EIIlployees' Union that p.·a: 
.Joshi mnst. hays read ahout it in the newspapers. N e~t p.! answer to. a general 
lJUestion he sald that he was never a member of the U. P. Party nor dId he evet 
accept the aims of the' Party. • That stllte:ml!nt has however'to be 'weighed in th« 
balancil agllinst' the letters which he himself wrote and the letters' which' he '16 ,: 
received from other persons' and the letters in "Which either. directly or 'by impli" 
cation he ismelrtioned. It is quite evident frOID.' P. C.-Joshi's lilttersthat,he WS$ 
illgarded"auj a member of the Party working for 'the same aiJ:rJs and that no doubt 
on-this 110int ever entered into P. C. Joshi's mind; . , 

,. ~'B~ 'i~, mind ilie (l104l~: cOIme~tion' which certainly did e~st,.~hateveJl 20 
~J.am m,!I. sayo'ahout it, ,between him ~d' the" Krantikari " it is important 
to Dote th~'lIatlire of that publill8.Mn.- ·First of aU it'shQuld be noted that every 
eopy of it has-the headin~ " The chief national organ of the U.·P. W;.P.<P ..... : 

. . In this eonn'-~!ion ~lso ~ '\hould d:raw attention again to the letter-pape~ of thlj 
. U. P. Party, m. Wh109 jt IS mentioned, as the Party organ. Then,. t1lkmg the ~i 

o. P. 11166, Wn\ellts, the very fiJ"st' ,number, ,containlJ an article entitled v Our Objects " 
which begin's With the words: "We are revolutionaries. The banner of: revolt 
is in om: hands. We have sworn to revolt and eannot but ~evolt. " .This artieII!' 
includes. an attack,: on religionj an attack on' the capitaliRts, soldiers, etc .. and 

. e'nds with a message ·of affeclionaddressed to the workers 'and peasants alone., 30 
Then there ill' a·noticti of· the eoming· Conference at Calcutta, . followed: by an 
article on " The..Real Meaning ,of Non-Violence" which suggests that violenee 
is· power by which the innocent are unnecessarily pu,t to -trouble. Tlle.writel'f 
goes on: "But if the same powerilt'tlsed to help the poor and' to do. similar 

, other good things that will be called virtue. '" Towards the end thll writer tries 35 
to lIave his' face Ii. little bY saying" It would be improper to take' this article 
1!0 mean tbat r am educating (the people) for an armed revolution or mutinY' 
lod,ay. I shall not speak anything, today whether to start an armed revolutioll! 
01" not:~ The support for protest against an, armed' revolution depends 'on the 
(!ourltry,' time and other, different circumstances. Those men who at 'present ~ 
consider::.arril.ed rllv'olution to be impossible or inadvisable', should not leave off, 
the very thought of it under the plea of violence. With this object in 'View the 
word violence has been explained so that nobody might commit the same serious 
and improper mistake," . In the next issl,le ill the report of the foundation at 
lieerut of the U.P; and Delhi W. P.P; it'is stated that" the object of the Party " 
is attainment of complete independence from British Imperialism through demo
eratisation or' India based on economic and social emancipation and political 
freedom of m,en and women " andfollQwing this the method is 'given iI.s II direct: 
~aBB action" and the way.as ". by organised endeavours alone.'" Another very 
lIignificant item inlhis report is the last which runa as folloWs ': U Th'e Provincial- Ii()i 
Secretary can be asked for the address from where books 'on 'Soviet 'Russia, 
Bolshevism" Worker and Peasant ,Partyalld' other such subJects"calr b~ had~,;r 
In the light of the interest which he ·had bllen taking in Communism etil, for at 
least a year Kadam could not 'possibly hav/! misunderstood this: paragraph. 
So far as 1 a~ aware Kadam ,does not deny h8.ving read thl!~' Krantikari ";, os 

e. P. 1667, as indeed in the. circumstances he was bound to do; If he did' read it, parti
cularly these two numbers; and .still ~a.ip.tained,us connection. with it and with 
,tlie Party afterwards as he certainly dId, then he must clearly have been through
out cognisant af what the. aims and objects of the Party were an~ . what the' 

": methods wer~ :~!lhich :thll~FOPOS!l~ to,,\!m,.v.l~l, ,.,::., " .: " .,," ": l:~:':~ 80 
'.: .. ~ the last -part of hIS stateme~t Ka?allf4ealt.Wltl! ~, ",l1s~ociatioIlBt;, id~B 
: tmdVlewa" and :endeavouredl to: 'ulentify " himself 'entll"ely WIth,. the· ,Indian 
'Nationiil Congress, referrin~particularly to the,mentions of Congress and other 
'alltivities' in whil'h,.he partlCipated which' allpeal' in his diary 'for 1928 1>.. 3'\0 .. 
I haveaITeady however indicated that assoclatiGn with the ,Congrel!s,: cOntinued 615 
a~tcr associatiou'with the 'Workers' andPeasa!lts' P!U'ty has,be~ is not really 

"any defence to tile charge. ,['he one is;oompatible W.lth,thp,Qthe~, ,,:(.&stIll" at tAle' 
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top of,page 225 he gave some sort of an. explanation of his association with other' 
accused and said: " In the course of my aetivitief! and in .the putsuit of mJideal' 
J .. ~ame across some of the accused in the dock and others outside of lt,' and' 
under the'improssion that they were also of my views I tried to cultivate their' 
acquaintauCo1 and seek cooperation with them to the extent and'in the way II 
I ~tat,ed above, that is (on) my own lines." : 

Kadam, accused produced two defence. witnesses Ram Chandra, Sharma 
~. W. 8 and R. V. Dhulekar D. W. iI. Ram Chandra Sharma's evidence related 
to Kadam's participation in the A. I.; W;P. P. Conference at Calcutta. He 
deposed that he met Kadam at. Cawnpore on_his way to Calcutta and that they 10 
reached Oaleutta together on the 22nd December. The witness hinlself although 
in no way personally interested attende.d the A. I. W. P. P. Conference on .the 
22nd, 23rd .and 24th. It will be remembered that Kadam has stated that the 

. reason that he did not attend the Conference on the 23rd was that he had urgent 
o. P. 1008. personal business and also went to the All Parties Conference. His witness how- 11 

ever says tllat he asked Kadam to come again on the 23rd but Kadamreplied that 
he had thought that it was like the Collference held at,Jhansi,but he found the 
mottoes not to his liking and therefore he did not want to attend it any more. 
'l'he witness asked him to come again but he refused. First this is a new 
s~ory, and secondly, there, se!!ms no reason' :why. Kadam, who, presumably 'had 20 
not objected to the mottoes posted up at Jhansi fo which I have referred before, 
should have objected to those put up in:the Albert Hall atICalcutta.·In regard 
to the meeting of the 24th the witness stated that he was present at -it and 
that Kadam accused did not attend. He said the name of Lakshmi N arain Pandit 
was .selected for Jhansi. Curiously enough in examination-in-chief he made 25 
no mention of having seen this Lakshmi Narain Pandit, that is Lakshmi Narain ,_ 
Sharma.In cross-examination he. ·said with reference to the occasion of this 
election that he met Lakshmi Nal'ain then for the first time. In cross-examina
tion, in support of his story that Kadam had not liked the mottoes, he fell back 
as in the case of the Meerut Conference on -Moti Ram and said that before the 30 
second dav's proeeedings at the W. P. P. Conference, Calcutta, ended he, Moti 
Ram, Kadnm and three others left the Conference together and were talking on 
the way bllck. Ht' went on to say: " So faras·I remember lie (Kadam) said 
that some of the mottoes hung up were against the Congress and he dld not 
like them. I also did not like them. There was other talk about the Confer- 35 
encc." This 'is a remarkable statement. ,First the person who should have 
corroborated him, Moti Ram, was exempted in ,the circumstances to which I 
alluded ill Gauri Shankar's case. Secondly,~ although this-witness did not like 
the mottoes, nevertheless he went back to the Conference on the· following. day 

o. P. 1669. and even attended the meeting held at Lower Circular Road. The witness is 40 
stamped as a liar through and through, and the production of a witness like 
him is calculated rather to damage than benefit the case of this accused. 

O. P. 11170: 

Kadam's second witness R. V. Dhulekar, Advocate, of Jhansi really deposed 
very little that was of much assistance to Kadam's case. He had known Kadam 
since 1916 01' 1917 as a Congress worker and in some other capacities also. He 
gave a very vague account of the- subjects disscussed at the Jbansi Kisan Mazdur 
Conference in 1928 and said that political subjects were not discussed at it. 
Then he had something to say about the" Krantikari " with which he said that 
Kadam accused. had no connection. In cross-examination however he had to 
say that there were some political subjects discussed from the economic point of 
view, and to admit that there were mentions of Russia. His statement in regard 
to Jhabwala's speech and its contents was decidedly 1l1lsatisfactory. .But he 
really gave himself away worst by first claiming to be entitled ,to give evidence 
as to the correctness of the official report of. the Gauhati Session of the Indian 
National Congress by saying that he saw"it. within 4 or 5 months after the 
Congress at a time when he w~s able to remember ~hat hild happened at that 
session, wllereas unfortunately it was found o;qly. a mmute or two later that the 
report of Hils session was not published until 1928 more than a year after the 
session took place. Then again his cross-examination on the subject of having 
seen Ii copy of Kadam's statement as an accused in this Court is most illuminat
ing He Eaid about this : " I have seen a copy of Kadam's _statement to the 
Co~rt outside tbe Court. I knew it was his statement because it was his state
ment I do not remember who showed it to me. There were several witnesses 
pres~nt but I do not know their names. I saw it but I did not read it. I sa\" 
the- beginning and so: I learned it was his statement. Learning it was his 1 
droPped -it because I thought that r should not read it.· I did not want to pre-. ' 
judice my mind in anyone's favour. Kad;un and I did not discuss the evidence_ 
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{l;.'was going to give before I tame into. the witness box. , He knew. that I lcne:w 
,&1l about,lWu..He, said J wasPreaideDt .ofth~ U~on,and a Congress, wpr~r' 
'and 1 should say alll; knew about. him," , This gentleman is a'lawyer and no 
comment by the Court on.a statement of this kind is necessary. Another answer' 
given by tJlis witness in regard to the mottoes put up in the pandal is also IS 

. worth 1·eproducing. ,He said ;" ;rl1e motto~s of .this Confer~nce were pu~ up 
! by Congress purely. Motto no. 4 ill P. 1094 1S not rep~esentahve of all sectlOAs 
. of the' Congress. It represents the view of that section which thinks there 
should be nq landlords and no rich people." The witness had also something to 
say about .. Krantikari ," which 1 may quote. He says: " 1 used to get 10 
" Krantikari'! regularly. It does not purport to be the prominent national 
weekly paper of the W. P. P. but the paper of the Peasants' and Workers' ,J .'l. 
organisation. 1 read the article on page 10 of no. 2 of " Krantikari " dated 
24-11-28 P. 431 entitled" U. P. and Delhi Mazdur Kisan Dal " or Workers' and 
Peasants' Party when 1 received the paper. 1 know both Krishna Gopal and lIS 
Lakshmi Narain Sharma well 1 talked to Krishna Gopal about. this." This 
witness did, I may note, support the theory that Lakshmi N arain Sharma did 
attend the A.. I. W. P. P. Conference by the evidence he gave in regard to P. 460, 
one of lhose 4 group.photographs which 1 have mentioned before, by stating 
that in this photograph he recognised Ajodhya Prasad, on his left a man from 20' 
Jhansi whose face only he knew, then Kadam, then Lakshmi N arain Sharma, and 
then Joshi accused. In this ,connection it is however worth cousideration that 
group photographs such as these are commonly taken at the end'of a conference 
and not at the beginning, which would suggest that Kadam accused was present 
at the end.of the A. I. W. P. P. Conference. 25 

• The case against Kadam accused rests, it will have been seen, largely on 
o. P. 1117L association and on ilie evidence as to how other members of the coilspiracy 

regarded him. First of all we have it iliat he got in touch at an early stage wiili 
the Bombav Party. There is notlling to show iliat he pursued this very far 
or that he was ever actually accepted as a member, but the letters. and his o.wn 30 
stutemellt show that after he got into touch with the Bombay Party he took durmg 
1928 . a very keen interest in the subject of Communism. .He had got into 
touch by this time with Jhabwala, Mirajkar, and.Joglekar accused, and on the 
occasion of his visrt t9 Cawnpore .must also have met a number of other members 
of the conspiracy. In association with Jhabwala accused he proceeded tp 311 
.prganise a branch of the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union at Jhansi, and very shortly 
afterwards he started a Kisan Mazdur Sabha. This Sabha was not of course 
organised in association with members of the Workers' and Peasants' Party, 
but it does not look as if it was a case of pure coincidence that within six months 
of his making enquiries from the Bombay Party and witllin a few months of 40 
coming'into contact wiili members of that Party he should have started a Workers' 
and Peasants' organisation of his own. 'Next we find Kadam organising a 
conference of workers and peasants at Jhansi to which Jhabwala, Muzaffar 
Ahmad and Mirajkar were invited and in which Spratt accused also took an 
interest, vide his letter P. 1116 to ilieOrg.anising Secretary of ilie G. I. P. Railway- 411 
men's L'mon (Joglekar) of the' 20t11 'OctOBer 1928, which shows that Spratt 
attached more significance to Kadam's invitation letter to Muzaffar Ahmad 
P. 2073P (= P. 289) (I. C. ,251) than Kadam has very naturally done. Then as 
to the nature of this conference we have to take into consideration the mottoes 
posted up (rather a small'matter perhaps) and what is much. mO.re important, 00 
the advance copy of ilie.Presidential speech P. 292. Kadam np doubt says that 

o. P. 11172. he obtained an explanation of this from Jhabwala, put as, at -this date, Kadam 
had been taking an interest in Communism for about a year 1 do not find his 
statement very convincing. Then we have to take into consideration Joshi's 
letters' written immediately after this ·conference showing that he took Kadam 110 
to be a very sincere whole-time work~. . That poaition, as 1 see it, was accepted 
by Kadam in the unly letter which' he wrote to Joshi after the conference, namely 

, P. 328 of the 2nd November. Ne%,t we have to consider Kadam's connection 
with the " Krantikari ", of whiohJhere is some IUggestion in Joshi's letters to 

·.Mansur and Gauri Shankar P. 20 (I. C. 274) and P. 1875P (I. C. 271), and a 60 
- clear indication in Kadam's own letter to Joshi P. 328.(1. C. 276). This con,.. 

'nection is further confirmed by the reference in. Kadam's,Jettel' to Muzaffar 
Ahmad P. 2015P (I, C. 296.) dated the 25th November 1928 in which heaslts for. 
information regarding ilia conference etc. for publication in· the I'Krantikari,'" : 
to be sent to him, making no mention whatever of the proprietors or managers of, . 65 
the paper.' There is further confirmation of this connection inLakshmi Narain's. 
letter P. 2148P (1) (1. C. 381) of ilie 25ili Il'ebruary t() Muzaffar Ahmad mention-
ing that he had received a letter from J !lShi through Mr. Kadam., Incidentllolly 

lA2JHCC ' , . ':. , • 
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'I tBi~t fllsore'ier hereto JGShl'ii,lettet ~~ 21~ (=P. 416 (16)(L C. II71U 
. mt,ercepted on the 14th February. In this tetter oJ oshi had a goo4 deal to IiaI1 
llbout " Kl'afltikari ", llboutthe position ·of which he was evidently <very douDtf.l 

!"r and said be was . writing very frankly to Lakshmi Narain, adding" let me 118&-',. 'J 
what he writes back". But ,along with this mention of doubts about Kl1antik,",i .... 
and Lakshmi Narain there was not.even a mention of Kadam. accused or Bugge&-. ,J 
tion of doubt about him. This letter does not of conrse support the connection 
of Kadam with the Krantikari but It does not seem to me to detract seriously 
from it. Finally in regard to this connection we have to bear in mind the faet 
that the ., Krantikari " always described itself and was described in the Party 16 
letter-paper as the organ of the Party and did, as far as its owners thought safe, 

0. P. 11173. put forward the Party ideas. Then we have it that from the time of the Jhansi 
;,1: Conference onwards Kadam acted definitely as a member of the U. P. Party. 

I have drawn attention to his letter P. 328 and his conduct in connection with 
the A. 1: W. P. P. Conference illustrated by the letter of Muzaffar Ahmad 16 
P. 2015P. He attended the Conference as a member of the Party and I am 
quite satisfied on the evidence that not only was .he elected to the Drafts Com
mittee but he also actively participated in the Conference by seconding the 
T. U~ ~Iovement Resolution, and that it was he and not ~kshmi Narain Sharma 
'who was elected to the National Executive Committee. Subsequently he con- 20 
iinued to act the part of fL member of the Party and it was as such that Joshi 
mentioncd him in P. 2148P as having started a Municipal Employees' Union aud 
in P. 1800 again in the same connection; and in referring to P.1800 I think tt 
is necessary to draw particular attention to the names mentioned in connection 
with each,centre. In connection with Gorakhpur Joshi mentions Dr. Mukharji, 215 
in conllcetion with Meerut Gauri Shankar, and in connection with Jhansi Kadam. 
'Thc conclusion is inevitable that these persons were the local leaders or repre
sentatives of the- Provincial Party in each place, and it will be noted that there 

,', is no suggcstion in the Qase of Kadam as there was in the case of Gauri Shankar 
that he was n backslider. It appears to me bearing in mind all these facts that 30 
the inference that Kadam accused did join this eons piracy and take an active 
part in it from the end of October 1928 up to the time of his arrest is irresistible 
and I find nothing in his statement or in the evidence given by defence witnesses 
on his behalf which leads me to a different conclusion. 

Disagreeing with all :five assessors I hold that Kadam accused haa taken part 86 
in a conspiracy to deprive the King-Emperor of his sovereignty of British India 

O. P. 1674, and ha.s thereby committed an offence under "ection 121-A, I. P. C. I convict him 
accordingly. . '., . • 
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, , 
0; P, 16'1S.We Int. heal'of VllIhwa NatJi Mukhar:ii~ or BiBwanath llulDarjee g,che 

....... lJ." usuaBy 8i~ l1imself, Gn the 2p.d June 19"27. when he made a speech Ida meetiag Ka.t1UL at Raihvay Employees at G~rakhpur (MuklIarjiis of course' a resident.t 
) Gorakhpur;, the gist of which' was Teported' by P: W. 110, Sub-InspectG.l' 

Ba.m. Surnt. in P. 2205. In this speech Mukharji said: "Nowdays we are t:P8-
pleased with this system of Government and are tryiug to change, it .......... . 
Why these few Englishmen are governing you' The chief causes of this are 
internal fenlts.. As we dislike the present system of Government, we' are 
absorbed in other ideas and you cause obstructions. " So he advised 1lDi.ty 
among the 1Iorkmen in order apparently to facilitate progress with the new 
ideas. In cross-examination this witness deposed that Mukharji was the moving 
spirit of the Railwaymen's Union at Gorakhpur at that time. 

" We nen hear of Mukharji at the Cawnpore Session of the A. I. T. U. C., 
,in connection with which he was a Vice-President of the,Reception Committee, 
vide the COrTp.sponftnce between him and Mr. N. M. Joshi, D. 19(}(89) & 
D. 1.90 (81). His name is not mentioned in Dange's T. U. C. Left r4!port, but 
,he appears in the group photograph taken at Mr. Villyarthi's tea party, of wmch 
,a copy was found in his possession and is in evidence as r~, 1383 with an, 
,inscription underneath it in Mukharji's own handwriting, " .tiroup of Trade 
Unionists". It will be remembered that in this fl'J'oup there were besidos 
Mukharji hlmself, Muzaffar Ahmad, Ghate, Dange, ,Usmani, Majid, Mirajkar 
and Goswami accused and a number of othellB. In regard to the nature of his 
participation in this meeting of the A. I. T. U. C., P. W. 119, Inspector Jagannath 
Sarin, depof>es that Mukharji in seconding a resolution on the'27th November 
about the lockout on the Bengal Nagpur Railway said that" the present Gov-

0. P. 18711. ernment wllllted to suck: the Indians, and the Agent Bengal Nagpur Railway was 
its integral part. So long as the present system of Government would last they 
or the workers could never get any comfort." In cross-examination the witness 
substitllted " supported" for " seconded". He also deposed that Mukharji 
was elected as Vice-President of the A. L T. U. C. for, the ensuing'year. 

Having thus come in contact with a number of the acc~sed Mukharji wrote 
on the 25th January 1928 to Muzaffar Ahmad accnsed the letter P. 1413 (I. C. 89). 
This letter begins with a reference to Muzaffar Ahmad's intention to hold a 
Workers' and Peasants' Conference on the 3rd and 4th March 1928, which seems 
to imply tbat the decision arrived at by the meeting of members of the Workers' 
and PeaRants' Parties of Bengal and Bombay at Madras at the time of the 
Indian National Congress and recorded in P. 1373 (2) had by this time become 
public property. That decision was that the formation of an All-India Party 
was desirable in the near future and that a Congress should be held for the 
purpose at Calcntta within the . period Febrnary 10th to March 10th 1928. 
Mnkharji went on to say : " Yon know that I have ocgan.ised here at GorakhPW' 
a Divisional Workers' and PeaSants' Sabha. . It has been working for the good 
of these classes of people for the last three years. I am sorry your conference 
does not e:!o.-tend any invitation to this body. I shall be glad if yon do it .aftot: 
hearing it from me. We shall be too glad to join you to strengthen your cause." 
Perhaps I should note here that P, 1413 is Mukh&l'ji's cfJi.ce copy of this 
·letter, which was intercepted in the post and copied and is pr.mted as P. 21000 
(I. C. 89). Muzaffar Ahmad replied to this letter·in P. 1414 (L C. 98) on the 
!lth Febrnary and informed Mukharji that the proposed All-India " W orkeroJ' 
and Peasants' Party" Conference had been postponed till December next, but 
that in the meantime a provisional committee of the W, P" P. of India would be 

O. P. MI77, elected arid would be making propaganda during the remainder ()f the year. 
, He goesoD.: "At present we have 'got Workers' and Peasants' Parties QJ. 

Bengal and Bombay. We have also got oU ~Ul>8 in the Punjab. We shall 
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be really very glad if the" Gorakhpur Kisan and Mazdul' Sabha " join ns. We '55 
.ere soon going to hold our annnal meetings in all 'the places for which resolutions 
have already been drafted on different subjects. They are as good as so many 
theses and will be the basis of our'propaganda work. I shall send you the copies 
(If those resolutions by the end of March next, by which time our Provincial 
Annual meetings will be over." These of conrse were the resolutiQns ultimately 
incorporated in AI A Call to Action". Muzaffar Ahmad then went on to say ~ 

,':: " I am pending herewith a copy of cur present programme from which you will 
.!oe able to understand our line of action. Please let me know by return of po$t 
if you are agreed to our programme, In that case we shall propose ya~ ~ 

~., 
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to the proposed Provisional Committee as we ·have none in our groupsfrom'U. P. 
t~ now. At least we have got no. active ~mrade. amongst us from U. ~. ~~,., n, 

;. " .. The two documents which Muzaffar Ahmad: enclosed with thill 'letter' to. 
Mukharji aecused, deserve careful consideration. They are P. 1414A & P,'lU4B, 

'of which P. 1414A.is a copy'of the )[anifesto' of the W. P .. P.to the Indian 
'National Congress and is the'same as P."23; and 'P'. 1414B is a Bengali 1eaflet 
entitled "The Programnieof the Bengal Peasants' and Workers' Party," 
which is very nearly though not quite identical with P. 1017, the " Whereas" 
document of the Bombay Party. P. 23 is a document which discusses the 
position of the Congress in regard to the Simon Commission and suggests the 
dangers of the present Congress standpoint. It then comes to the question of 

l' a Constitution for India and 'says that the broad principles of such a constitu-
o. P. 1&78 . tion are clear, namely that it must declare for complete independence. It then 

proceeds to put forward the sloga1l of a National Constituent Assembly, elected 
by universal adult suffrage, and to set out a series of demands, the satisfac
tion of which must be guaranteed t.o the peasants and industrial workers. 
Towards the end of this Manifesto we get the usual criticism of the bourgeois 
attitude in the following passage: "The programme of bourgeois nationalism 
(defence of. the interests of, the landowning and capitalist classes) has failed to 
stir the enthusiasm of the nation. :" Th.e people must ·assert itself and move 
towards freedpm in spite of the timidity of the bourgeoisie. , , , . , . , . . .. The 
National ConirtlS\l, if it wishes to conduct the struggle for national liberation, 
must become the party' of the people; representing not the fortunate few of the 
electorate, but the unfranchised majority," As regards P. 1414B the demands 
contained in this document are those which are found in the appendix to " A 
Call to Action, ", in fact the whole of tbe second balf of this document begin
ning from tbe words "Immediate Demands" js quite evidently the Bengali 
translation of that appendix. As regards tbe first half it ends with tbe follow-
ing passage: "There can be DO final remedy for the exploitation and sub
jection of peasants and workers and the lower middle class until all forms of 
,authority to rule the country come into their hands.. The supreme aim of the 
Peasants' and Workers' Party is to establish a Federated RepUblic in India; 
in which all means of production, distribution and exchange will be under the 
control of the masses and will be regulated by the community." 

.' The next letter 'of importance rece'ived by Mukharji accused was P. 1384 (3), 
,a letter from Dange dated the 14th February 1928 not quite a fortni~ht before 
the meeting of the Executive Committee oftbe Ai I. T. U. C. at Delhi. In this 

o. P •. ,11179. 'letter there were contained a circular letter from .Dange, some resolutions and 
'a personal letter .. In the circular letter Dauge wrote: "You must have 

· ~eceived the agenda for the meeting ~f the E. C. of tbe T. U. C. to be held at 
'Delhi this month, when an important question' of our affiliation to the I. F. T; U. 
-is being brought forward.· . As you know, the Cawnpore 'Congress has already • 
. decided upon this question for at least orie year to .come, and as such, the ra
'opening of this question is ultra vires. If you are attending this meeting, 
will you please raisll this point of order T" At the end of this letter there is 
a personal letter from Dange to Mukharji, in which he says: "I presume you 
'are attending Delhi meeting. You musf be aware of tbe grave implications of 
'our affiliation to the I. F. T. U." In thi~ connection it is to be remembered that 
Mukharji accused had presumably met Dange at Cawnpore, and that at that 

· 'Session, as appears from the T. U. C. Left report, P. 1878C (I. C; 74), the capi
talist character of the Second International had been discussed and stigmatised 
'by the members of the T. U. C. Left. This letter P. 1384 (3) was however 
received by Mukharji too late, as it appears from D. 190 (50) and D. 190 (50A) 
that the Committee of the B. N. W. Jtailwaymen's Association had passed a 
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. resol]ltion on the 8th February to the effect that the affiliation of the A. 1. T. U. C.,· '55' 
'to the I. F. T. U. was advisable, and'had on the 11th February sent a copy of an 
'extract of their proceedings to the Secretary of the A. 1. T. U. C. It was not 

,.' however till after the receipt of this letter that Mukharji replied to Muzaffar 
Ahmad on the 22nd February in P. 2OO7C (I. c. 116)', the office copy of which 
'was recovered in Mukharji's search and ill in evidence as P. 1415. In tbis 
'letter Mukharji wr!)te: .. Dear Mnzaffar Ahmad-Recevied your letter dated 
9-2-28 .. I have gone through your programme and I am agrced. You can have. 

0. Po ~6s0. 'me as your representativ~ from U. P .. I .shall also open a b~anch here in. the· 
· Province as soon as pOSSIble, and then mform you accordingly. When the 
;trlinch is organised. 1 shall try to.l\et it 'affiliat~ t() ~he All-~dia Party. You 
can llropose mr name to the Pro~slonal Conumttee if you think I shall prove 
'useful" ' , 



" :We'.oomeiiext t$'a' doculYuinl p.'l:ni(lr~co,;e~ed'iri the:~e~rclt'llf th~ ~Jab6~r 
'Union,'one'of' Mukharji 's nruoMai (}orakhpur, ~ee the eVidenc~ of P. W. 10~1 
'Mr~HemendraSh!illkar;,"'ho deposoo that at the bme of the search Dt. MllkMt;;Jl 
,was Bent, {orand asked for the key" but was unable to produce it and said it was 
with the Seeretal'Y'.' This Is a ,notice of a May ])lItmeeting which would bo'held 'i l 

.by the B. & N. W . .Railwaymcn's A~lIociation. The notice is dated the 26th April 
1928 and purports to be issued by Biswanath lIfukharji, General Secretal"1 
,B. & N. W. Railwaymcn'l! AsllOeiation. In the same office there was also found 
·a·file P. 1384 containing miscellaneous cOl.'Tespondence in connection with Trade 
Unions and Railway Associations._ This is.the file from which P. 1384 (3) came. Ie 
'It also contained a document, P.1384 ,(2) headed" I\ln-Pacifio Worker,~' Austra-
'!ian Edition. This is a letter to Dr. BiswaDllth Mukhllrji, Vice-Chairman of the 
A. I. T. U. C., purporting to be written by J. S. Garden for the Pan-Pacific Re
'latiolls Committee of the Australasian Connon of Trade Unions .. but is really a 
letter written on behalf of the ,P. P. T. U. S. as can easily be Merred from its 15 
jcontents., This lettel" contains a fairly full account of the P. P. T. U. S. and 
:states its objects etc~ It al~o mentions that the ,or~nislltion comprises" the 
'T. U.Movements ·,of·China, Australia, PhilippineR, Korea, Dutcll E!1st Indies, 
Ithe Militant Section of the Japanese and American ,.Trnde Unions, and last, but 

(:' 'certainly not least, the whole of tbe Tralilc Union Movement of the Firat Work" " 2t 
ers'Republic, Soviet Russia, with tcn million orgnnised "WorkQt4.1'· Among the 
lObjects of the organisation we may lIote item 3 : " to help.aU thl! oppressed people 

Q. PI 1681. 'of the Pacific to liberate tbemselve~ from tYle yoke of Imperialism." Towards 
'the end this document discupses the qnestion of IntE'rnational Trade Union unity 
and attacks the I. F. T. 'IT. The importance of this document is of course not 2ii 
so much its authenticity as the fact that Mukhai'ji lIecused should' have kept it 
with him. But I do not think it would be safe to Attneh very much importane,e 
'even to that, as tbe paper has been !limply filed among a Jnr~c nnmberof miscella-
neous papers relating to the B. & N. W. R!Lilwaymcn"s Association.' , 

The next piece of evidence in Mukbarji's ease is Me 'election at Meerut a,' ~ilO' 
President of the U. P. Party, Illthough!l,ewas not pre~ent at 'that Conferencf" '; 
Tbe prosecution have urged that tho members of the W. P. P. and of this 
:Conspiracy, who took part in tbe' M!lernt Conforenes. would not have elected 
'Mukhar,ji aecused as President of i'be new Party, if they hacl not been convinced 
from their oxperience of him at Cawnpore; where they had nearly aU met him, 35 
that he would be of some use t~ the Pllrtv, We bave it also from tho report of : 
tbe meeting published in the Krantikari :of' t10 24th ~ovember, part of P. 431, j' 
that Mukharji was appointed SeoTPtary.of the Gorakhpnr Branch. In this con
.nection it is important to remember that ill tbe search of Mukharji's house' 
~onducted by 1'. W: 107, K. S. Imtiaz Mohd. Khan, who prepared the search list .0 

·f • P. 1419, there were' recovered a largo nulnher of copies of the Krantikari includ
ing four copies ·of thc'issue of the 24th Novemher 1928. Mllkharji aecused did 
not deny his possession of these copies 'of the Krailfiknrf (vide his statement !it ',' ' •. , 
page 1Brl of the statements of the accused), but he said that he 'never subscribed 
to thl'Ul nor could he ever read tbem 8'! he was unable to do so owing to ill health.;, 45 
Frankly I do not believe that statement for a moment. It scems at any rate, 

e. P. 1682. highly nnlikely that he would not have taken an. interest in the report in the' 
iBSUe of the 24th' November in TCl!:nrd to the formation of theW. P. P. of tho 

">. U. P. and Delhi, and if he had dOlle 80,'no must ha"e read,the short paragraph • 
at the end of this report which ~tlltes tbat II the Provincial Secretary can be -50' 
a~ked for tbe address from whoTe hooks on Soviet Rnssia; Bolshevism,. Workers' 
and Peasants' Party and other such 8ubjects can be had." This is a passage 
which has to be borue in mind in the case 'Of other ,U. P.accused, and a passage 
wllich conveys very clearly the fact 'that the new Party was certaiuly not a 

,', Congress Party. Mnkharji accused alRo had in his po~~eE'!lion two copiea of the 55. 
first issue of the Krantikari dated the 17th November, to which I drew attention.· , , 
in tbe ease of Kadam aecused. , 

Tn point ~f date the next pieee of evidence in Mukharji's case is P. 143~, 
'J'; a letter to Mnkharji written by Dharamvir Singh, Vice-President, of the new: , 

Party, at Meerut on the 18th October in order to introduce P, C. Joshi accU8e~, 60 
to Mm. )n this letter Dharamvir Singh 'mentioned that Joshihl}d been e~.ectell· ,;,' 
Secretary of the U. P. Peasants' and Workers' Party and that MukharJl had ," 
been ('1ectecl President. He said, further that it was hoped tbat he w_oula aMept. ' .. 

,'" . the post R nd by cooperating with J osM help the Peasants,' ~d W OI:kers,l, Orga.zV.:I;, • 
,satio!!, ~i!! 'doCluin~nt was of .cours~ recovered iIi: Mukharji's'·sear.ch, an~: w.M;;· 65 

LoIUl[OC 
probablY'gIven to hlm by JOShI, when he'came to Gorakhpur. -,,;.., -' • 
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, r' ,We'dom!l n~t-.to a 'letter'from Mukhllrj~'to,'Kri1'lhM"GoPal13hl\rhtjl;,'EdiUr 
','lfthe,Kralltikan, P.434 (I. c., 259) dated'the 22nd' Octo'be'r~' 'This letter> 8~akll 
,-top,itaelf. In;it he says :,j';Thanks fot'yofu'llett~r' dated 8th October '1928 1" 
,ethe ~ette~ I'eferred to; was put inb.y tb.e defence asD; ,202 (57»'" asking me'to 

.. 1 ' contmbute to,y,mr paper, the Ktanhkim; 'I congratu,lat~ you 'upon your excellent /; 
o. P. 16sa, choice of .its name, I hope.it ~ill' ,fulfil 'Its'mission,' r amsotry' I could not 

comply WIth your request thIS tune, but hope -til do So in future." I note that 
'liltluiugh this letter' was written only some five wee'ks after the aSffault which 
'caused this accused so much ill health' in the next few months 'ther& ilt no 
~~Iltion of it or of his ill b,t'alth in this letter,', The assault according-to Mukhar- 10' 

, )1 S statement on page 165 took place on the 15th September. This letter, of 
, eourse alR().:shows~hat at the time when it was' written Mukharjf was certainly 
able to wrIter, 'and'there' seems no reason . why, if he was able to write letters 
on the 21st October, he should ~ot a month later have.,been able to read the 
Krantikari.·' ",. ' 1~ 
,t ' ' , 

, The next It'tter written by Mukharji accused is P. 321 (I. C. 267), dated 
the 1st Novembcr ]928, subsequently recovered in P. C. Joshi's search. In thil1 
he says : .. Your letter, intimating me' that I have been elected President of 
the U. P. Peasanta' and Workers' Party duly reached me., I have also received 
a letter from Comrade Muzal1ar .Ahmad." This same'ietter from Muzaffar 20 
.,Ahmad is mentioned h, him iJ!. his letter of the 30th October to Gauri Shanhr, 
:P; 213 (I. C. 2(3) in Which -he, says: "I wrote a letter to Dr. Vishwanath 
,Mukharji proposing to him to amalgamate hi~ Gorakhpur Divisional Mazdur 
and Kisan Sabha' with the newly-formed" Workers' aDd Peasants' Party of 
U; P. and Delhi " . ." Mukharji goes on to refer to the brutal assault which had 2~ 
been commit.ted on . him some six weeks earlier. Towards the end he saYIi : 
.. 1 want to know from you as to ,when you are expected to see me at Gorakhpnr 
or when ,we can conveniently co=ence our tour in the province for propaganda 
purposes. I. regret 1 ,could ntlt .Ilttend th~ ,Jhansi Conference owing to ill 

_ ht'aIth." The fact that Mukharji had accepted the Presidentship in this letter 3~ 
o. P. 1684. was co=unicated at QIlce ,to GAuri Shankar by P: C. Joshi in his letter, P. 209 

,,(I. C. 274;) dat~d ·the 2nd November, in which he also said that Dr. Mukharji 
, - 'had called him,.CJ'oshi) to Gorakhpur and (hat perhaps brother Muzaffar might 

,eome. Ml'lkharji himself also passed on the 1Ilews of his election as President of 
,the U. P. PeasRuts' and Workers' Party to Harihar Nath Shastri, General Sec- 3~ 
-retary of. the ,Cawnporjl .. Ma?lqur Sllbha inP. 1384 (1) dated the 6th November, 
. a letter 'whic'h does not se~m to have 'ever 'been printed probably because it has 
po other ~portance. : < • 

The next mention of Mukharji is'in Joshi's,letter to Muzaffar Ahmad of the 
19th November 1928, misdated 19th Oc'tober, P. 2069~ (I. C. 253), in which he 40-
says: "] am going to Gorakhpur day after Thursday night. I waited for you 

, that week, hnd the nex~ week the Convocation and its activities detained me here. 
,J will writlrto you aU 1 Bee at Dr. Mnkharji's and speak to him about the 
,Conference ,jhll~noes/ ~ OIt-the, '20tlt. November Joshi wrote a postcard to 
Mukharji accused. which;is in evidence as p.143a (1. c. 289). , In this he says: 45 
"I am '8orry'I could not come to you as promised. 1 waited and waited for 

: Comrade Muzaffar. ;. Last week was the convocation week 'and my friends would ! 
'not let me go out. ,; I am leaving this place for Gorakhpur on 22nd November, . 
Thursday night.' X.am sure I will not miss'you .. Anyhow I.will follow you to 
the interior, if you are there. I will tell vou everything personally. Conld you 5& 
manage to show me 'the work don,e by the party among the peasantry and Rail
waymen and also introduce me to the local workers there T I will stay there till 
,Sunday.'" . - , ", .:' : 

Next on the 22nd November, pr!)sfImably a d~ybefore Joshi came to Gorakh-
pur, Mukharji himSl>lf wrote to MIl:laft'ar Ahmad in P. 468 (3) (I. C. 290) in.the 5~ 
following terms ! .~ Dear Comrade Muzaffar," (Crown Counsel drew attention 

e. P. 11185. to the fact that in all previous letters Muklulrji began 'Dear Muzaffar 
Ahmad ') "1 dnly received all your letters and pamphlets that you were so 
kind to send me. ,Mr. Joshi .and myself will·now tour' throughont -the Whole 
province and bring into existence a strong party of the peasants and work~rs 60-

i, here. ·1 regret I could not reply to some of your letters and acknowledge receIpt 
i, ot, booldctR that you bave sent .10 me. 1 am trying to' reach Calcutta by' the 
f first week of Deeember and ; want to stay with you in ,order to have an idea 

. , of the ml'thod of work that you have adopted.- Will you not move a resolution 
(about my assault, in 'yonr. All-India SeSllion. at Calcutta ,n A.little further 65 
, on hiu!8.ys.1 ~"~:oQay\'L.ha.ve .received: certain'copies of Urdu pamphletlJ"il'OJB 
'your place which l' have got stuck to the,1I.lls »f,kilciillgS sian,diJIg'.m ;the 



,~Jlt. pu;ts, of, th~ town.\' "Thi!l.letter aleaTly,indicates. that-iMukhai'ji had 
,~Oci.v~·t~F\~j;y; considerabl!l:~m(,)unt :of literature .froin M.~zaffar ~ frbtn. 
~: tq }ime., M uzaffllf Ahmad ~entions-the, recel)?t .of. ~9 letter m' h~'lette! 
.le. Joshi pf-the 27th Nov:ember"P,,3U.(1 . .c. 301), m which he also 'asks Joshi 

c ,~o 'come tP,Caicutta earlier and mentions that" Dr. M.ukharji -will also come here 
, earlie!: '!, !Ss'.of COUll"S4l' Mukharji had promised: ' " ' ' 

, .' We get an account of JostJ,s VIsit to Gorakhpur in his leit~r to M~~ar 
Ahmad;l:'. ~070P, (I. C. 306) evidenUy dated about. the end of November. In 
this he says: .. Dr. Mukhsrji is;& man of very sincere ,and .serious type. Has' 
inmlense practical experience", but as 'it seem!!, to; ~e lacks breadth of ouUook. 
He has, however, a real hold.over-,the Railwaymen and peasantry.", He goes oJ! 
to praise the business-like manner, in which Mukhaxji's0ft!c! Jlnd Union, are 
conducted, and a Jitt,le further on ilays: .. The membershlp of the Railway 
Union is 7. th. he said, and of peasants' uniQJl.s 4, th.·' ~ 

.' " , . t 
',Mukharji Qi~ not at~end ~y of ,the Conferences held .in)lece!Dber. He 

o. P. 18860' was reelected VIce-PresIdent of the A. I. R. F. at JharU1, while at the 

t;1 
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A. I. W. P. P. Conference a resolution of sympathy: with bini WIE8 adopted and 
he was elected to the NatiOlJlai E4ecutive 'Committee liS one ilf the representa
tives of the U. P.~ vide Po 669. Mnkharji'tlcclIBed was, however, evidently nO,t 
aware of the resolution of sympathy, which, PNsumably was .:not'mentioned in 2() 
the newspaper reports, as he wrote to Muzaffar Ahm~ ,on tlie 30th December 

• in P. 416 (10) (I:, C. 337) saying,that he wb sorry he could .not attend" the Con
ference at Calcutta ewing to ill health and other domestic trouble. 'He went 
on to say :'.1 1 regret your Confercnce did not care to move a resolution con
demning ilie brutal aSllault npon"Ine on the occasion of a workers' meeting during 26 
September last." Towards the end of this letter he says':' ,H 1 ,have taken, the 
delivery of the books that yon have sent me throngh a Calcutta Bookseller ", 
which is doubtless' a reference to the list ef books mentioned in Jo.shi's letter 

'til Muznffar Ahmad, P. 2070P (I. C. 306): • . 
\J '" . •• .10. ~ ", 

- On the 9th January 1929 Mukharji·wrote a letter to P~C . ..Jos~ which was 
intercepted and copied by P. W • .126, P. S. I. Mangal'Singh Te.wari, in. P. 1095. 
In this he alludes as usual to his' ill health aud goes.on: '~.However 1 would 
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like to start wor.k in the Province. " Please, chalk out a, programme' of work and 
Bend it to me. Have you got the Jetter; perhaps printed.!, As .regards the 

.collections we shall do it dnring onr tour.' 1 wouJ,d like to see YOn' at Allahabad. 36 
Will you kindlylet me know when. 1 conld do. it." kchording.t8 th& Krantikari 
of the 4th Febrnaty 1929 Mukharji held 'Ii. I.,enin Day meeting at Gornkhpur on 
the 21st January. , The, report states that II at Gorakhpur the 5th Anniversary 
.Df Lenin, was ,celebrated with great pomp and eclat :on the 21st ultin10 under 
,the Presidentship of Dr. Mukharji., Peasants 'and labourers in. thousands 
attended the meeting." The Krantikari of the. 25th Fobruary 192p' also men-

, tions a !Gsan Sabhs. ~eeting beld' at the, v:illage4lf ·Patfain :the Gorakbpur 
o. P. 11187. district on the 6th February, 1929 nnder& Presid611tship of Dr.' Vi.shwa Nath 

Mukharji, at wliich it was resolVed that Dr. Mukhsrji and P:uran Chandra Joshi 
shonld make iI. tonr in the whole district,and know what is the condition of every \!i5-
place, and by collecting fnnds according to the reqnirements, -the poor peasants 
should be helped as far as practical. , '.' 4 . , 

. . :. ..,.. . ~ ~ . 

'. The next mention 'of- Mukharji aceused in the prosecution evidence is ill 
'Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to Joshi, P. 1096 (I. C. 383) dated the 2nd March in 
which he ,says:;11 I' am :l1ot getting 'I' Krantikari ". What is about 50 
Dr. Mukharji f Does he mean io .do p,nything' 'J To this enquiry Joshi 
replied in P. 2148P (I. C. 3'l9);a letter which wag intercepted on the 6th March, 
saying: '''Dr. Mukharji wanted. a prograriune; I got the peasants' thesis 
published in the " Krantikari " and 'the several issues gave plan of action. 
1 have not heard from him as to what he thinks abont it." 

" ' 

, The last reference we get to Mukharji in the correspondence is in Joshi's 
letter to Nimbkar of the 19th March, P; 1800 (I. C. 410), in which he.says"jn 
:regard to Gorakhpur: "Dr. Mukharji is mostly, silent., ,He has· not expressed 
any opinion on ilie party thesi1!, thongh I requested him to do it.' ;' From the press 
it appears he' held some !Gsan 'Illeetings. Another :press' report-he-presided. 6()o 

"over the Swaraj meeting on 10th March: , t the' meetlllg adopting the' Congress , ' 
, W OTking ComtnittM resolntion:' He reqru.rers verY ~a,refll1 handling .. , He wanted' 
a planotwork.' 'I sent him the'party thesis on 'Peasantrr,",'witll a ,sketch; ofoa 
plan of"actiolLo "He' is 1Il1ent mrit::~' {OJ l::,.;,;> ~'} Y',,,i i d·,,,h ,~""'l l\j;:'I., 
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: I,: emhmg' now to' fhe' documents recovered in Mukharji's s'earch, the :first 
'search was that of the office of the B. and N. W. Railwaymeil's Association. In 
this 'thii:first item ~s P. 1378, which is part of a series of theses on the present 
world-Wide' Labour unrest, which Mukharji accused says he was writing. "'." 

In connection with this article it is of importance to,note that another article 
on China was recoverl'd in Mukharji's house and is in evidence as P. 1421, headed 
.", Modem China III". In the first of these two articles he speaks of the labour 
strike all over China today as the most vehement sort of protest against the cruel 
trE'atmellt of the Municipal Council at Shanghai directl'y and the JaTlanese capi
talists and other classes indirectly, and also speaks of the present Chinese labour 
unrest alj the direct outcome of foreign capitalistic excesses. Further on in this 
article he quotes the remark of ,the American Minister in China that "Com
mlmism has no chance to get a foothold in China or to ultimatelv control the 
Govemment." Further on he says: "It is a matter of congratulation that the 
labourers of China are made of more lasting stuff than those of India." 

In the second artil11e, P. 1421, ",hich is headed" The Western conspiracy. 
and the Chinese struggle for freedom" he speak~ of the Chinese.renaissance I1S 
a thing of recent date, and goes on to speak with admiration' of Dr. Sun. Yat 
Sen as the first and foremost amongst· the pioneers of the nationalist evolution 
in China and the nationalist agitation against foreign agression. Then.hegoes 
on tCl I-alk about Russia. and Russia'S interest in China and to sug-gest that the 
Kuo Ming 'rang foundpd by Dr. Sun Yat Sen preached very much the same thing 
to help people, which Rowet Russia is preaching to the world today. Then he 
/rOeS on io contradict his first article by saving: " Therefore China has proved 
the best congenial. soil for the spread of the doctrine of Communism and there 
is no doubt that in the very immediate future Russia in stronl\' combination 
with Chiy/a will constitute the st.rongest weapon with which to root out Imperial-
ism root and branch from the entire universe." 

5 
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9, p, 1689. P. 1379 is an English magazine e~titled "Trade Unions Information If 
issued by the R. 1. L .. U. The next item P. 1l!82 is a copy of Miss Ag'nes 
Smedley's " India and the Next War" .. P. 13Rl! is the grOUTl phot.ogranh taken 
at the Cawnpore Trade Union Congress, and P. 1384 is It :file to which I have 
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referred before." . 
The next search which affects the case of Mukhatii accused is that of the 

office of the Kisan fi!abha close to Mukharji a~cused's honse. This search was 31i 
carried out by .P. W. 126; Inspector Nand Kishore Soti, who says he asked 
Mukharji for the key but failed to /ret it from him and had the door forced. This 
witness prepared the search-list P. 1412. In this search were recovered the 
letters P. 1413, P. 1414 and P. 1415 with which I have dealt alreadv and also 
P. 1416 a copy of the E. C. report for the year 1927-28 presented to the Annual 40 
Meeting held at Bhatpllra. This is the same as P. 52 and is printed in " A Call 
to Action" at pages 45 follC?wing. . 

Lastly we come to the search of Mukharji's own house by P. W. 107, .. 
K. S. Imtiaz Mohammad Khan, who prepared the search list P. 1419. In this, 
search the following items were recovered: P.1420 63 copies of different issues 45 
of the '! Krantikari ", P. 1421 to which I have just referred, P. 1424 an incom
lllete Hindi manuscript of a book entitled "Life of Mahatma Lenin, or The 
LifE' of the Revolutionary of Russia ", the last .chapter of which apTlears from 
Mllkbarji's statement, with 'which the Hindi translator agreed, to be more or 
less a tl'anslation of a portion of Rene Fullop-Miller's book" Lenin and Gandhi" 50 
D. 302 (In connection with this it 'is interesting to note that Mukhatii also had 
in his possession a frampd drawinl\' of.Lenin P. 1435)'; P. 1426 is a Hindi book 
entitled" Communi"m Kya Hai , " ; P. 1427 is another copv of the same 
E, C: report of the Bengal W. P. P. ; P. 1430 is a copy of Stalin's" Leninism." 

o. P. 1690. which appeared so far not to' have been studied as it was in clean condition and 55 
P. 1431 is a copy of the Meerut Resolutions coresponding to P. 208. 

, Mukharji accused put in in his defence a verY large number of documents, 
nearly all of them being letters which were found in the files in his possession 
recovered in one -or the other of the above searches. He called a number of 
Witnesses mainly with the object of proving these documents. I do not think 60 
that apart from the evidence they 'have /!iven with the object of authenticatin~ 
documents, these'witnpl'RPs prove anythin/r which.can affect Mukharii's cllse. It 
is of course a fact that Mukharji has been closely connected with the A. I. T: U. C; 
and has' been aCongreosman and was' still working 'in' cooperation with ,thl! 
Congress almost up to the time of his arrest . The ·evidence, including that for 61i 
the pros3CUtion, would strongly suggest that like Gauri Shankar he was'inclined 
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:to revert to hia former allegiance, but· that does not aifoot:the' real iSBue,namely 
whethet:he ever. joined the conspiracy; As regards the A:'I. '!r~ U. C, we have 
however to bear in mind the position which the B. & N.; W, Railwaymen's ASSQ~ 
ciation, an association of which he was definitely the live 'I'Iirein so far as it is 
possible for Mukharji accused to be the live wire of anything, took up in connec.
tioIi with the affiliation of theA. I: T. U. C. to the I. F. T. U. in February 1928. 
But that again is rather ancient history and a great deal happened between then 
and the.end of the year. " 

Coming now to Mukharji's statement it is rather lengthy but is largely 
devoted to the A. I. T .. U. C. and the Congress and so forth, matters which can be l() 
to a large extent negleeted, as they scarcely affect the real issue. He came, 
however, at the staTt to one of the most important points in his case. .Thisw,!-s 
the document P. 1414B the Programme of the Bengal Party. About this he Said 

o. P. 1691. on page 156 of the statements of the accused : " When I received this programme 
some time in February 1928 I carefully read it especially this thing, namely the 15 

, second paragraph of item 5, which is the ultimate goal of the programme. as I 
took it" (It is really the seeond paragraph of item 6 and is the passage which, 
states that" there can be no final remedy for the· exploitation and subjection of 
peasants and workers and lower middle class until all forms of authority to 
rule the country come into their hands. The supreme aim of the peasants and 2() 
workers is to establish a Fedllrated Republic in India. in which all means of 
production, distribution and exchange will be under the control of the masses 
and will be regulated by the community.") "This prograJDme struck 
me as a Socialist prograJDme of the Second International type." He went on 
to say: " I would emphasise that if I agreed to the programme of the W. P. p, 25 
of Bengal at all my agreement was confined to this prograJDme P. 1414B." 
There was a time in this case in which reliance on the Secolld International was . 
regarded by the Defence as a kind of magic password certain to secure the 
acquittal of' those who could prove or thought they could prove their allegiance 
to th~t International. But it is to be remembered that we have it in the· evidence 30 
of· Mr. Brailsford,. Court Witness no. 1 (whose evidence appears in the printed 
record after ihe evidence of P. W, 281 and P. W. 272 on reeall) that even the 
Second International would consider revolution'to 00 ,justified in a Colonial 
country, where there is no universal suffrage. .' On this point he said in cross
Ilxaminatioll : .' I think the Second International view is that if constitutional 35 
methods fail. they.would be prepared to break the law to gain their ends." ~ 
r-eading ovel' this passage he added that by constitutional methods failing. he 
meant • if constitutional opportunity should be lacking' or.' in the absence of 

o. P. 169"l. opportunity to attain our ends by constitutional methods '. He alse said elsewhere 
that the Second International would refuse to contemplate taking .up armata 40 
win po'\\'er for the' working class so long as they enjoyed the benefits of a:
democratic constitution. Then he went. on to say.: " In Great .Britain we do 
enjoy thosc benefits ........ By what I said about Great Britain I mean .thR( 
80 long as the working class has under universal franchise and a. democrati~ 
.constitution the opportunity of winning power by constitutional means, it ought 4,$ 
not to. resort to .violence: ....... I do not contemplate it applying to countrieB 
where there iB not universal suffrage." It must certainly be noted in this con~. 
nection that if Mukharji accused claims that this programme struck him as a 
Socialist progrlllIl1Ile of the Second Internation~ type, that is also a claim that 
he had stndied both Socialism and Communism, so that he was in a position to 5() 
distinguishhetween the prograJDmes of the two !nternationals. After some 
intervening discussion Mukharji came to his letter to Muzaffar Ahmad, P. 1415; 
in .which he accepted the programme of the Bengal Party and said: " It has 
been seen that if I agreed to this progra.mine of the Workers' and Peasants" 
Party of nengal and even if I promised to try to organise a Provincial Branch 55 
and nffiliate it to All-India Party, it was not with the conscious knowledge that 
it was a revolutionary progranime and that the party was a revolutionary one; 
but becausc I took the programme as a constructive socialist· one. " It might 
perhaps be possible for Mukharji to put forward this claim without too much 
Ilxaggeration so far as relates to his p-osition in February 1928 (P. 1415 is dated. 6() 
the 221ld, Fpbruary), but it is difficult .to reconcile the statement with the, 
knowledgo, which he must be presumed to have had.in December. He' went.oll . 

o. P. 1893. Ito say at ])age 163.: " My idea was to 'legislate capitalism out of existence '.',: 
hence he' says he adyocated the 'rapturing of the largest number of aeats iIi the·, 

,; District ~llo1 Municipal. ;Boards 'and the. Legislatures,: But the ocoasion of f!Us. '65 
advocacy goes lack prIor' to February 1928. At the top of page 167 he relied : 
oli,his correspondence w!th P. C. Joshi early in 1929,,~w)rich, he says, shows that': 
he had not ye~ got any Idea .of t~~,method of wor~.ParticuJ~I~~ere~ed: 0Il:J 

Lo2JMOC .' . 
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P. C. Joshi's letter P. 1800 as showing that he had Dot accepted the Part .. 
methods, and thnt up to the day of his arrest he was working with the impressio'it 
that the W. P. r. was just what he took it to be (or rather what he now says he 
took it ~o be), that is a Party with a programme of work which though socialistic 
in nature was :peaceful and constructive in its methods and therefore not at all 
inconsistent WIth his. Congress activities. At page 171 he came back to his 
attachment to the Congress, and quoted in support of it the fact that he was 
carrying on propaganda on behalf of Congress so far as the Nehru Committee 
rcport was concerned. The same point was again emphasised at page 174 
where he. said that it should be noted that he was carrying out the Congress 
programme passed at Calcutta at the time he was arrested, and the chief feature 
of this programme was to Jlopularise the Nehru Committee Report. That how
ever, even if true, does Dot rebut the prosecution case, although it may indir.a\;t> 
that like Gallri Shankar he was fast becoming a backslider. In the middle of 
page 174 Mukharji said: " Besides this it must be remembered that I had no 
opportunity to read the revolutionary literature of the party, if there were any, 
and had really not been able to attend any of its meetings." As regards this 
there is certainly no proof on the record that he had no opportunity to read the 
revolutionary literature of the Party. On the contrary we have it from his own 
letters that he was getting literature and pamphlets and was putting them up 
on the walls in t.he town of Gorakhpur. He went on to say: " I could not attend 
the meetings at Meerut, Jhansi, Jharia and Calcutta so my knowledge about the 
inner tactics aud the policy of the Party was nil." It is certainly a fact that he 
did not attend any of the meetings, but his letter 'to Muzaffar Ahmad after the 
Calcutta meeting rather suggests that if ill health had been the only obstacle, he 
would probably have been able to overcome it and come to Calcutta. In anv case 
it is not a fact that he was completelv hors de combat, because we have on the 
record his()wJI letters, P. 434 (I.·C. 259) of the 22nd October, P. 321, (I. C.267) 
dated the ]st November, P.1384 (1) of the 6th November and P. 468 (3) (I. C. 290) 
of the 2!!nd November. 

10 
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o. P. 1ti95o Mukharji went on to deal with the Cawnpore group-photograph, 'May Day, 
his correspondence with Harihar Nath Shastri and lllatters in connection with 
the A. I. T. U. C. and the proposal to form a Provincial Branch. It certainly 
is a fact that as late as the 6th November 1928 he was writing to P. C. Joshi's 
"opportunist and reactionary" Harihar Nath Shastri about work in the 36 
Provincial Branch of the T. U. C. and touring in connection with it, and telling 
him at the same time that he had been elected President of the W. P. P. 
But the question is. what 1s its effect' At page 184 he came to the " Kranti-
bri " and referred to his letter to Krishna Gopal Sharma P. 434 in which he 
congratulated Sharma on the' excellent choice of the name.' About this he .a 
says: "That does not mean that I conJ.,'fatnIAted him on the real meaning 
(}f that word ", and he goes on to snggeRt that hc thought the mission of the 
" Krantikari "was something humAnitarian. A little further on he said : 
" I have already said that the name Revolutionary is a fascinating one. This 
n~cessarily does not ~ean that the picture of a revolutionary which I had .in. '{5 
mmd was the one whICh the prosecution had held UP before the Court for the 
purpose of this case." On the following page I understand him to imply that 
he. was thinking of a revolution in the sense· of a revolution in the political 
atmosphere of the country and nothing more. The- explanation is not very 
~nvincing. In the same connection Mukharji said on page 185 that he kn,:w 50 
Pt. Krishna Gopal as a Congressman. Further on he came to the passage m 
which he said that he was unable to read the " Krantikari " owing to ill-health. 
He also said: .. I was never consulted for this paper being made a Party 
paper, like so many other things, a8 is clear from so many other prosecution 
exhibits or documents which consist of letters written by Mr. Joshi to Muzaffar 55 

~. P. 11196" Ahmad. Ghate and Nimbkar about me without my previous knowledge and con-
sent ", and he proceeded to. deny that Lenin Day was ever observed in Gor!lkh-
pur. Next on page 186 he dealt with his literary activitica, his books or arb!lles 
on Lenin and China. _ He says he wrote the book on Lenin because his working
class friends wanted him to do it, and this allParently because the Public 60 
Safety Bill commonly known as the Boshevik Bill and its discussions in the 
Legislative Assembly "had created a (luriositv and eagerness in the public 
',mind to Imow what was Bolshevism." Coming fo the articles on China he made 
JIo.attempt to explain the contradiction between. the two articles, or the passage 
,which I. have referred !n !!. 1341, In. connection with ~is article on Lenin. he 66 
: went into a brie~ descnption of the hIstOry of. InternatIonal T Labour OrganISB-, " : 
.. tiOI). which does not seem to he very helpful to the case. Ne~ he was !lsk~ 
about Stalin's" Leninism" P. 1340 and the pamphlet" What IS Commumsm 



,P. 1426 and .. India and the next War ", P. 1382, to whicb he gave a rather 
surprising ,reply :. "These hI/oks were found iII! ,:lcarabee ·as mentioned. I 
oon't want to:say:a:nyihing about them:i' I can '-only suppose thaUf he had 
said anythlng.aboutthem he would have hlid. to. say that they came from 
,Crucutt&- from Muzaffar ~ as suggested by ·the . prosecution. TheJ!.· he IS 
came back· again. to his Congress activities and dealt with these at considerable 
length. Then coming back to some of the letters whleh had been put to him 
earlier, in his explanation of P. 2069 he stated, relyirig upon Joshi's remark in 
that letter: "I will. write to you all 'Csee at MukIiarji's and speak to him 
about the Conference finance ", that this letter shows that up to the 19th Octo- 10 
ber 1928 (actually 19th November) both Messrs. Joshi and Muzaffar Ahmad 
did not consider him as a Party man. At the foot of page 205 Mukharji gave 
a summary of his case consisting of no less than ten' paragraphs. The most 

.,. P. 1697. important of these are as,follows : " (1) I have been connected with the Indian 
National Congress for many years. (2) I was anxious to form a . Labour 16 
Party in India on the lines of the British Party. (3) The inspiration of 
bringing a Labour Party into existence in India was not from Peasants' and 
Workers' Party or from the 3rd International but was from the Labour and 
Socialist (International) or its affiliated body of the Independent Labour Party 
of Great Britain (vide D. 190 (50A), and (51) and D. 198 (7»." It may be 20 
noted that D. 190 (50A) and (51) are the resolution adopted by the B. N. W. 
Railwaymen's Association regarding the affiliation of the A. I. T. U.C. to the 
I. F. T. U. and its forwarding letter, while D. 198 (7) is a typed article on the 
'need of a Labour Party in India. It does not appear to me that the last named 
doc'!U1lent is of much assistance to this plea. "(4) I accepted P. 1414B. under 26 
the impression that it was a socialist programme of· the I. L. P. type. My 
acceptance of the Presidentship and my correspondence in this connection Will! 
due to the same impression. (6 & 7) My articles on China and Lenin were not 
Communistic at all and were not' at all written from the Communistic stand
point. My Cawnpore speech had no Communistic tinge. (9) There is no 30 
truth in the allegation that my views are towards Communism and that I joined 
·the W. P. P. with full knowledge of its aims." 

. Perhaps the. strongest point in fav~ur of Mnkharj\ acclIsed is that I have 
formed in the course of the last three years the very lowest pORsible opinion· of 
his intelligence and I conceive that if he read P. 1414'8 as unintelligently as he 
conducted his own case he might quite well have failed to realisc that the under

. lying meaning of that programme WRS a mass mo,ement of the workerA. peasants 

36 

and lower middle classes aiming at securing <'Ornplete control of the State power 
~. P. 1698. for those classes only by revolutionary actioD. The Manifesto to the Madras 

SessIon of the Indian National Congress would not make him nnd_erstantl the 40 
position any better. Then as regards the documents and Party literature which. 
he evidently received beforc the end of tile year we unfortunately do not know 
what that literature was and therefore how far it was calculated to lighten his 
darkness. On the other hand we do knoW' that he was in receipt of the" Kranti-
kari ", and it is impossible to believe his ptatement when he ~aY1! he did not read 
it, and I do not think it would be possible for anyone to have readthe first two 
issues of the" Krantikari " without realising that the new Party was something 
4efinitely different from the Congress. There are many allusions to revolution 
and violence in both these issues and when we come to the method prescribed it 
is direct mass action. I suppose that Mllkharji would say that he understood 
that to mean non-cooperation or civil disobedience, and again I have to make 
some allowance for MukhaTji's intelligence. Up to the end of the year 1928 
·and indeed until the 9th January 1929 Mukh8.rji was evidently continuing to be 
interested in the new Party and was talking about starting work and having a 
Ilrogramme of work chalked out. It will be remembered in this connection 56 
that he had had the idea earlier of touring throughout the Province and bringing' ; '_. 
into existence a strong Party of the peasants and workers, which looks very 
much as if he thought that a strong revolutionary party could really be created 
'by a series of public meetings and not, as is so clearly implied in' the corres
pondence with Gauri- Shankar" by patient .!-,!lcruiting, ","ork in the villa,gell.. .. 
'. ' , . ': • ' ~ .. ". , >,'r ' . . ~. . • . ,j' .: • ' ", •• I •. 1 :"'.' 

",. As it appearll .. :to m,ethestrong!lstpoints against Mukharfi are ': (1) . his 
. acceptance of the Party prograJnl1le P. 1414B in which however the ultiIhirte'in-

;,' tentiQn to bring about a violent revolution is not 'clearly.ihdicated,· (2)his'elec-

60 

~. P. 1699. tion as President of the U. P. Party at the illstance of members of this conspirl¥Cy' 
. who hali been acquainted with him for nearly a yeax:, (il) his lcttcr to' the editor. 65 

of the ~. Krantikari,r'" expressing. his appr~ll.tion. ~f . the iuurt~· sel~~ted~or 
, " ,', . " " : ;~; 
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that paper, (4) 'his ~etter P.168 (3),:toJ\f1li!aB;a,!' Ahmad beginning ", Dear Com
rade .Muza:!far " whIch conveys the 'i~~!bnthat he had joined the same gang 
and III which he also acknowledgcs receipts of pamphlets and literature and 
(~~"his'p~sseesiMJ.:of. the, f~,,l{r.antikl\ri"!'W~~,~ }IlU~~ '~A~~ume4"t0,:.have 
reall; "Wl,.th these ~s t~!\le cOllsidpl'ell ,al~o;tJw factct.bat .1IIl,qvi,d"1nt,lY,WQ,llld,hj\ve, 
gone to the A .. I. W. P.: p, Conference if he had been able and that,even.i,Jl, tbe,. 
last letter written by him he was apparllnUy, proposing ,to co<'perate with the 
Party. On the other hand he is a man of a peculiar type with ,a, peculiar mental
itY J1.rid lam inclined to doubt whether much weight ,can ,really be attached: to 
his acceptance of the programme. ]<'or the rest the abscnce from his posses
sion of such documents as " A Call to Action" (the only document which he 
had in rus posses:sion was the E .. C. report (P. 52) which was not really calcu
lated to make him Ullderstann that the methods contemplated by the Party were 
revolutionary and nnconstitntiollal) and the fact that he is not proved to have 
actually done anything which could.be ,described as an act in furtherance of the 
conspiracy leave me in' considerable:doubt as to whether Mukharji really entered 
into and participated in this conspiracy. I ibink the evidence is capable of 
that interpretation, but bearing in mind Mukharji's astonislling stupidity I d~ 
not feel that.it would be safe so to.interpret it against him especially in the 
light of the close association .which he continued to maintain with reactionaries 
such as Harihar Nath Shastri.and·with the Congress movement generally. 

11>. P, 1700. Taking the caSe as a whole I think that Mukharji accused is entitled to the 
benefit of the doubt. . . 

.A.greeinp: with four assessors and disa:greein~ with one I hold that Mukharji 
accused is not' satisfactorily proved to have participated in this collBpiracy and 
I accordingly acquit bim.', • 

. , 

,",',n 
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PART XLVI. 

0. P. 1701. '. Befo~e' I~me to the question' of sentences, there are some miscellaneous 
matters to be eonsidered, some of which may perhaps have a hearing on that 
question. Others are points wlllch have been lost sight of in the process of 
writing this almost interminable judgment. A point of this latter kind is the 
position :>f such persons as M. 'N. RoY. C. P. Dutt. Sepassi. Iyengar. Begerhotta, 
R, P. Dutt, Donald Campbell, R Page Arnot, T. Bell, Chattopadhyaya, N. J. 
Upadhyaya, A. C. N. Nambiar. 'Yilliam Paul, Graham Pollard. Harry Pollitt, 
Potter Wilson, Rathbone. Robson, Ryan, Saklatwala, the late R C. L. Sharma, 
Agnes Smedley. Soumyendi'a Nath Tagore, Max Ziesse, Fazl Elahi; Glyn Evans, 
Lozovsky etc. I am quite satisfied that all these persons are in one way or an-

IS 

10 
, other linked with this conspiracy along with many other persons, whose nam~s 

will be found scatiemd here and there through the" record and .througlJ. this 
ju.dgment. These. pel'Sons were all rightly described by the prosecution at an 
early !'tage in this case as eo-conspirators. and there,.ean be no doubt that the 
same description ciul very correctly be applied to the absC?nding .accused A~r, 15 
Haidar Khan.and the late D. R. Thengdi accnsed who has died dunng the penod 
of five months which the writing of this judgIIlilnt has taken. In addition to these 
individual~ there are also certain organisations, in regard to which it is proved 
either that they have taken part in this conspiracy as organisations, or that the 
persons who eontrolled them have used them for eonspiratorial purposes. Such 
(,rganisations are the Co=unist International and its .affiliated bodies, the 
Krestintern or Peasants' Iliternational, the Red International of Labour Unions 
or. R. I. L. U., the Co=unist Party of Great. Britain, the National Minority 

. Movement, thll Workers' Welfare League of !#ilia, the Labour Research Depart-
o. P. 1702. ment, tbe Y oUllg Co=unist League of Gieat Britain, the Indian Seamen's 

. . Union, the Pan-Pacific· Trade~Unis>n 'SEl!lretariat and last bu~ by no means least 
the Leagne against Imperialism. : .. ,: • .' ..... ... :,.... .. 

Another point which I think I should mention here is with reference to the 
proof of the .oolossal number of d,?cumeh,ts~in ihis case which depends on haud
writing or on eonnections. that is to say references in other letters and the like. 
So far as was possible without-burdening Ulis judgment with innumerable crOS8-
references I have endeavoured in the case~of all the more important exhibits and 
. letters t,) indicate the nature of the proof, In the case of a great many this was, 
purely a question of handwriting and nothing more is necessary than a reference 
to the evidence of P. W. 133, Colonel Rahman, or the comparatively small group 
of other witnesses who identified handwriting of .the accused or of their cor,.. 
respondents by reason of previous acquaintancE! with.' it. In other cases a 
reference may be made to the evidence of .p, W.277, :Mr. Stott, the Government 
HandWl'iting Expert. I think that in practieally, every case the opinion given 
by him has been checked by the Court and .the Assessors ·.together, and I have 

. mentioned earlier that there· is really only. one document which I can recall, in 
. regard to which I felt some doubt as to whether the opinion given by Mr. Stott 
'was eorrect. There are of eourse a few documents to which I have referred 
which were not put to Mr. Stott or to any witness, but those Jew were llXamined. 
by the Court and the Assessors together, and there ·was nQt one· of them about 
which there was the smallest room for doubt. I may remark in this connection 
that .. there is not in this case any instance of disguised ·handwriting to be con
sidered. In the case of documents ·of which the copies were photographic, the 
above remarks equally apply. IIi cases, on the other hand, where there is on the 
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. record nothing but a manuscript or typed copY' oia document, which ,.was in' 50 
manuscript or typescript, the proof of authenticity is in nearly all cases indirect 

o. P •. 170B; and in the general part of the case I endeavoured to set out in every instance 
what that proof was. I have not done· that at all consistently in dealing with 
the individual cases, but it will be found that in the case of I think aU such 
letters there is proof either by means of .cross-references or by what I might 
describe as the" alternative to forgery ~. method. That is to say the evidence 
discloses that a letter purporting to be.from A to B was intercepted and copied. 
In 99 cases out of 100 the interception took place at the Post Office of destina
tion. Assuming that none of these letters arE!, forgeries prepared by the intel;;
cepting staff (and the proof of haud would be definitely on the person making 
such an allegation) we have it in all these cases that a letter came to a certain 
place addressed to a certain accused and presumably intended for that accused, . 
which purported to be written by a certain other accused. If it was not written 
by the person whose name appears ·on it, it must either have' been a forgery 
prepared by the writer or it must have .been written bY' another person of the 

La2J.MCC . . ' 
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'~am~'lIa~eli~~g ~~';b;e ~~~~ ~1~Qe',as,the'p~r~8~ \\ihii'p~r~ortlfto;have writ£en 
i~. . ffhis m' many msta!lce~ !lcti:l a. ~. a. ',r.lld. ~ct~~ .~~ a~sutdtini ,j; , : Tn.~a:riY "calles 

''agam';such letters. are mili11.lduals ,m, a senes, ()f )Vhich' other' 'Individuals 'aTe 
, 'admittt:d, >so . that it is . imppssibll\ "t,odpupt : t.h~( thesf!lls6 ahi' ~enUirie iette~s 
'em:matlllg. from the person. from whom they' purport to' 'elnlinilfe!' . 'I' think<' it 6 
would he safe to say that there is not a single document on ,which reliance has 
been placed thr.oughout this ease, about the authenticity of. which it is not possi-
ble to feel fully satisfied, and the' only; reason that I have not dealt with this 

• t, poiut m every ease 'is that there is a limit even to my patience; ,There are 2 
points to which I may draw attention before I leave this subject, namely, (1) that 10 

O. P. 1704. the only letter seriously challenged throughout the trial was the Assembly letter 
. 'of M. N .. Roy. and (2) that in their statements to this Court the accused in the 

vast ,majority of eases did not deny letters alleged to be theirs but merely said 
they did not admit, meaning thereby that they put the prosecution to proof of the 
do('ument cited. "16 

An~thel' point to which I think it is necessary to draw attention particula~ly 
in connection with the individual cases, which I have just been discussing, is 
that over and above the documents quoted in each of these short chapters there 
is also in the ease of some accused avery considerable llumberof documents t& 
which I have not specifically drawn attention. In the cases of Spratt, Muzaffar 20 
Ahmad and some others however I have noted that there was a very large 
number ()f additional documents. It must not of course be supposed that 
the documents which I have not mentioned in connection with individual cases, 
were left out of consideration, because I attllched no value to them. The 
explanation actually is that one ilan have an ' embarras de richesse " and that 25 
in !;Iuch cases the mclusion in' the discussion of an individual case of more 
documents than 'are actually necessary pnly results in confusion. The same' of 
course applies. to cases where there are numerous pieccs .of evidence to prove 
a particular fact. 

Another point a bout which some remarks appear to be called for is the 30 
length of the trial. The searches and arrests of the accused in this case took 
place on th~ 20th March 1929 and the preliminary inquiry in the Magistrate's 
Cou~t began. on the 12th June. There were considerable delays in' the 
Magistrate's Court owing to applications for transfer and declarations of an 
intention to apply-for 'transfer. I find that the adjournments m the Lower 35 

. " Court by reason of such applications and in order to give the accused time to 
(). P. 1706 • . examine the exhibited documents before arguments totalled up to no less' than 

'. 52 days in an inquiry which a.part from the time occupied in writing the order 
lasted almost exactly 6 months. ~ 

. In the Sessions Court the trial has lasted not quite 3 years, of which exactly 40, 
2 years and 61 months were taken up by the hearing in Court. It is of course 
to be borne in mind that the case really is on a y~ry large scale. There were 
31 accused persons on trial each with his own individual interests to consider. 
The prosecution actually produced 281 witnesses, a very large proportion of 
whom were really formal witnesses but very few of whom werc so treated bv 45 
the defence.. The prosecution exhibits total 2617 excluding subnumbers which 
bring the total up to' approximately 3,000, and the defence put m 785 documents 
(excluding subnumbers) only a small proportion of which however were 
rendered admissible by the production of the necessary proof. But in the 
course of these 21 years time was lost in a number of different ways for many 50 
of which the accused themselves wcre in the first instance responsible. For 
example 9 days were lost by a transfer application to the High Court, roughly 
10 days were occupied in the hearing and decision of bail applications, 9' days 
were lost owing to the absence OT illness of defence oounsel and 11 days were 
lost owing to the quite unnecessary withdrawal of . representation by accused 65 
who were absent ill. In addition to the above the Court was closed for 12 days 
U:!. the"QOurse of these 21 years because I was ill myself and for 5 days owing 

'to"thll illness, of assess6rs~ ,. Imighli perham! remark here- that I considet. that' 
jh&:assess,ors deserV(!'.~e greatest' credit}or,1heirvsry TCgular, and pnnetual. 
~ttenc4nce }hr!lUghopt . t~e ,Pr0lo,nged heanng of this ,ease.' .. ' : ' , .:. " .. p I 60 

.. , . doibing"back" to'tfu,e:lo~t' dnrin~ the' fu;arlng of 'the' ~se f~~ 'which~'thk 
accused 'Were'respOnsible, fOl':tho first Pix mon.t~ of the trial one .daY in every 
week Imd'fro'luently,,an extra half day were /tiven a~ the urgent request of the 
accused ,for the· .i.ns'Mction ,of exhibits, ii! addition to a period of.1o. days at tho 

o. P. 1;00. very beginning. How far this was really necessary it was impossible 'for the 66 



~~.?;3 " + 

,... Co~ ~t t)i~ ~~~ ~o j~dg~ ~?-t I, am ~nclined ,t~ thi~that the bulk of this time 
;.; ,Wall ~a)ly ,reqmred, bY. the, tl.ccU'sNl snd" I 'must . '1t..11mr tl/ui,t "for. my. 'J>'\Vll·'llil:t.py 
,,~f the, imm~nse:;~Qhjjnlro~ ~fJllbifR'_ it 'WaS almost· ~!1entia1.IO~ .th~ ~thar hud 
.\ '& p.eat dea~oHi:me. {li-x!d·t'his 1t,'isUnPllssible''fo'estimate tlCCl1rntelv.) •. )'vIII!.taken 
3, up UtI entirely. ]li).neC~SA}Y~((li9SS:I'~hriiln~tioll lof' 'pMselmtiOlIi ,witmissl" of.·whiah IS 
.in the vast majority 'of cases no use whlitc.>ver was mllde sI1hsequently. It was 

for this reason that the evidence of the 281 prosecution .witnesses lasted~rDm 
the IlthFebruary 1930 to the 17th )1{arch 1931. 'l'he time spent in. examining 

'the prosecution witnesses could certaiiily have· been reduced by- from 2 to. ,3 
months, had not the right of cros~-e'i:nminlltion been so' abu~ed ... IJI this con- 10 
nection I must note that it was only ,\\"th the ~rl'lIt(!st difficulty that I was . able 
to keep cross-examination within bounds at all, and it will be found from.the '!le-
cord of evidence of prose,cution witnesses that in some eases I haVe suminarised.>c 

.in a few Jines the nature of a whole s!lries of llnef<tiolls di!'allowed; ·the puttiEg 
of which occupied as much as half an ·hour. Had I recorded eaeh"question in lIS 
these cases the record would have been enormously enlarged' and the amount 

. of time 'l\l8sted would have been nearly dou.bled. A1;tother method by which 
much time was wasted was the making of objections to the' relevance of docu
ments tendered in evidence. Many of these were dOl'uments about whose rele

"vance the defence could have felt no doubt, but they had aU .to be considered. 20. 
'with care,. arguments heard. and orders wrltten ; there is a wholevolurile of 
such orders passed hy me (In the. file lind n cnrsory examination of thelte will 
make clear how much expenditure of time WIIS entailed. But the stage' of the 

• case in whicR the time really neCeRl<ary was rno!'t groRsly exceeded was the 
period occupied by the statements of the accused taken under section 342 C. P. ·0, 25 
That sc0tion provides that \' for the purpose of enabling the accused to explain 
anycircnJ\1stances appearing in the evidenc'e against him the Court.,.,.'. .... -
shill for the purposes aforesaid ·question him generally on the case. after the 
;witnesses for the prosecution have 'been. exanrlned and before he is called (In 

'. ' for bis defence." .The statements of almost all the accused in this ease contain 3Q 
a certain amoqnt of material which is more ot less irrelevant. - That I take to 
be almost unavoidable in a case of thia kind in which there is It mass' of evidence ' ~ 
and it is very difficult to be quite sure of the bearing of some of it. In such eases 
a Court "'ill naturally prefer so far as possible' and reasonable to let the 
accused give his explanation in the form' in which he wishes to give it. 35 

O. P. 1707. The Commnni~t accused in the present case however really sought to use their. '. 
·statements for the purposes of propaganda in answer to wh3t they conceived to " 
be the propaganda done against them by the prosecution in the opening state- v .. 
ment of Crown Counsel in the Lower Court. They, or rather I should say somt>" ... -: .•.. 
,~f them, therefore devoted a great deal of -time and space to the explanation of '40' ~ 
documents in evidence against them or of the ideas they had preached in, for 
example, strike speeches from a Communist point of view and not from a legal 
point of view, that is to say not with the object of satisfying the Court that there 
was nothing wrong, in the sense of being' against the law, in what they had ..... 
done or that a particular item of evidence did not support the llrosecution case 45 
aga.inst them, but rather with the Qbject of showing that there was some sort of 
ethIcal or philosophical or perhaps I should really say political justification far 
their conduct. This kind of reply was certainlY,not of much service as an answer . 
to the cbarge and I was inclined at first to question its relevancy and to endeavolW 
to curb it. !- little' ,co!lsideration of. the nature of. ~hese statemE7,nts however . 50' 
~de the problem distmctly more difficult.SubsectlOn 3 ofsechon 342 lays .' , 
It down that " the answers given by the 'accused may be taken into considera-
tion in such inquiry or trial" and it became clear at a very.early stage that the .. 
statements which were being made by the Communist accused: were very relevant 

,m.-tbe seuse that they bore out in the most direct manner many of the contentions 55 
. put forward in the prosecution case. In these cirel!IDStances it seemed to lJle 

that the proper course was to receive them'as statements under section 342/ In 
, this connertion ·it will be remembered that in the. cases of all the Communist 

. accused w1!ose individual cases I have discussed above, their own statements. all/i 
D. P. 1708, the statement made by Nimbkar accused and adopted by all the Communist, 60. 

accused are almost as valuable support fOlj the pro~ecution case as are the docu: 
.' " ments .teildered ·by the prosecution, But ~ven taking this fact into coruiidera:£io;n" 

I conSIder that the period of ,9 months. from t!l~ 18tp'March 1931 'to -the '21st " 
January:}932 occupied by the statements of'the accused -was fal' ionger'thlJ;n .-.';. 
should'!ia,'cbeen'necessary to Imable the accused to puttheircases.properl,y befofe . 65 
the Cou~t, :m~ that about half that period' should' have b"!l:n,qllite.snfficient!" ... 
• <. ~oming, to, the 'a,:gUmen:t~· the Senior, Counsel 'for the C~ownj-:M!i->Ke~~,. 

-, occupled.exactly 2 months iil, a veri carllflll and moderate'treatment of 'the 'who~ 
. :. , " " ...• :. ,~ • .. ' •. "., ," ,,' ... ! ,\' .~;"; ,.'( ! i ;. !;: r.;' __ ", ,." ~ 



ease; thlltis the general. cas'e first,and the~ca8e8;of-81 :irulividual·acousedafteJ:· 
wards. }'or the defence,A: lind thatthe't38e5'l of rio:ieaa than 15· &ccased f/,e.re 
argued in the space o.f 1: jq~ . .Ythile one·lI.oouse<lJpTef~ed not:to argue:his..ease 
at all. It stlClms,8jitonishing'm the circumstance&tliat the atgpment of .the t4Bes 
of the remaining 15 'accused occupied near)y 2months.i "There is .however lIome 
~XCUStl f?r tJorltt4l1. ~e n~ture oft~e case .and the diffieul11Y felt by de.fence oo~lIsel 
m arguink~th:""!Ilegabve onpomts which had been fo~ all practical purposes 
conceded: ijILthe statements of the accused. ,But the upsho& of. the whole matter 
.is .t~~','Q].U;,'~f the pe~iod of.3 tear". ~d .10 months du~ing whieh t~e IIc0!lsed in 
tins rease''have been eIther detamed ill Jail or out 'on ball as ulldertrlal pnsoners, 
MpeTiod;of at least a year could certainly have been cut off had the accused not 

. ~fui~"taid ,themselves 'Otl;t .~o delay the case -whenever they thought it safe 
o. P. 1709. :1$; dociu.:> In this connectioll-i'tri~il.Lbe noted that the majority of the $lRY~'; art' 

, ,due p~rtly' to the natur.E) of the .case and partly to the use made by the lICe\tsed 
'Iif\·tJie ordinary rights given·b.i'th!l C. P. C. to an accused person. And I'may 
'l'fote further that when on some occasion towards the end of the case the question 
,,~~'delaYI! was mentioned in Court,in connection with a protest against some reply 
gIven by the 8ecretary, of ,State fpr India in Parliament in answer to a question 
in regard to th~ dUration of this case, one of the Communist accused said tQ the 

,Court that 4!1dhe~~!llsJ~!-El1f4:s,made a full'.use of their-opportunitilJ'!' '(I do 
'B;ot profes~ t~'be quotl1l% 'Ii~;e~a(}t" words as Iodo not no:w, r~lII:ember ~crlI~ .. fbey 
~lJld have made .the trlal'llist at least a year longer,,:and .It IS llertamWO a fact 
~at 'Illid 'th~. Co~unist "IlcC!used notdeslred to makll a gesture by refnsi,;g to 
'Produce theu Wltness and had they, produced all of them the case wovld have 
lasted for at least several months longer than it has. ". . '. '. , 

Coming now to the qu!:Stion of sentences it will be ob\ious that there Ilre 
a number of points to be taken into consideration. The most important of these 
is the natpre and f:xtent of this conspiracy, and it is so long now since I left the 
ge:(leral part of the case that there is a danger of overlooking the conclusions 
at which I RITived in that part of the case: The evidence has shown with the 
utmost clearness that there has been in existence a cqnspiracy the leading mover 
in which is the Communist International, whose aim and ,object is to destroy the 
existing forms of Governnlent throughout the world and substitute for them 
Soviet Governments on the lines of that !low in existence in Russia. Specifi· 
cally with reference to India there has existed a conspiracy to deprive the Killg· 
Emperor of his sovereignty of British India in which the participators are the 
-.cru;nmullist)nternatio~a;l !lnda whole series, of organisations connected with it 

o. P. 1710. -in' one· '~Jly:.oi ,aIlQther, . th.e most. imponant o,f 'lVh~~h perhaps !'ore the Red 
., InternatlORal of Labour Umans .. th-e. (1JommU1llst 'Part:r- of Great' BntaM!"-nd the 

Leaglle AgainSt Imperialism: ~ :Amon~ the lesser organisations the liv~~ires of 
which have beeIt' vaking an' active· part are the Workers' WelfareI.eague of 
India and the Labour 'Research Department. It was in association with these 
.organisations and with certain individuals in Europe of whom the most important 
perhaps were M. N. Roy, C. P. Dutt and Sepassi, that the Indian accused in this 
'case organi~ed the Communist Party of India and the Werkers' and Peasants' 
Plll'tieswith t.he· ohject of furthering the aims of this conspiracy, and it .WIlS 
!specificaily in furtherance of this conspiracy that first Spratt accused .and 
subsequently Bradlev accused were sent out from England to. work in as~oeia-

". 
·tion with the conspirators in India and tha-tlater Hutchinson ,and .Adhikun 
'acl'us~d were sent out by conspirators abroad. As to the progress m!l-de ~y this 
,conspiracy its main achievements have been the establishment. o f,WOrite rs' .and 
Peasants' Parties' in Bengal, Bombay, the Punjab and the U~, P:/b~.'per~apA 
'9f::«eeJleY~ravity was the hold that the members of the .&omb~y P.arty acqUIred 
'~.the-Wll.ll'kers in the Textile Industry ill Bombay, .a~ .. $q;wn by the extent of 
the''CoiItJ:or'\vhi~4 t4ey exercised during the strike,¢':l928 and the,su~!ls8 they 
were -icmwing'~!l" pushing forward a. thore&g!liY: t:c'!':qliltionary pol,s:; .. i.n the 
Girni K'llfug:tli"\'lt"iollan af'teJi. the strike. {lame te·an..end. ';As regards indlVldualf< 
I think thM~:i~,~(iiseu~Gn ,fthe indiv¥I-l: OB.ses .the relative importance 
of the parts ~e"'3, tJ4e"G,iff-ereJJ,f:f.IleI'!!'lIi.h.- Deen- faIrly clea~ly s,hown. ... But 
it is to ~e l\(l~ed·ilJ~d<litioll (tho~4:;rd.!;~l!ol o~ course lose SIg~t of' the fact . 
that sechon 7<> 1. p.e. aoes not ;app1y JO efH;es :whICh fall u~der chapt~t6. of. fh.
Code) that MnzaffarAhmad, Danga _d, Usmaru aCcnsed did not1ak!!"p'art In a 

o P 1711 Communist cOllspiracy fer' ·the; first" time when they entered intg, ~jjO(ljation 
.' .. with other c01l91irators in thisoose.What is-lmpDrtant about thi$ ff,ft is th~t 

(1) it emphasises how much of a danger to the State these men ~1'(>''a.nd:,(2) It 
means, even more PO than in the case of oth~p accused, 'that they- 'f)1Uy under· 
stood from the very -beginning of their participation exactly what the- objects 

.. -'. J • 



.. 
Of 'thilf' >C!tln..."Pila'e¥I·~III't', Wld. ,tlt~t thR~ )\i~el jne~~., fI\~1\ ~ .[lfAl'tip,~:y J]}.~ . 
~ ,"lI3iw<M1I.ilaffar: Ahmad, wh~ laiter,,·.Il\.'i~nVlotllJII, ,!Il:i~~e .~W:llJ>orll.b¢»-'?F 
~llfled.ili',ob1niniIi{l;' hilt·reIf"\6II,PIt.me.dic,",grqu~ wi{tjJ.ip"fti,ve):y; ~hw;j; ~\lllf 
'1IJldJati' (1I1ee pl'OOeeded, to fll'sume,rthe «ole 0; 'af oouspirll.tox, ~. ap~ear~ Ifrom '1ihe 
'I!vidlll1Ce' ill' tll~s (>as":' As,tegIUI(ls tllldllnglll!B',aCllllI#\ed; mor~ ]JlI.rtilf1llar1y ,SJ,lll,tt 
I'mld Bradle!"I tllJt6 a very serious< !View, of the ciff~nce commitled by them., . Spr~tt 

5 

particularly is -an. educated man aDd yet ~e dehberatel.y C8llle9U~ to India '1i~h 
the' <lbject of assisting to, fUTthel' & cOnspiracy the obJect ,of, which he kne~ ,to 
'be'to bring' about a violent revolutian: -The fact that th,at. revolution, was not ' 
expected IwtmI.U~~ to come to pas~ for s0l!le years-to\co.me se~ms. to me ttl' be 1~0 10 
defence whatever." No one expects to brmg about a revolution In- a day .. It lS 

, in the light of all the above .facts that I have i!ndeavoured, to assess the. relative 
guilt of the different accused in this case and' to," make" the pllllishment to fit 

. tbe crime ".' Convicting these 21 accused as'stated in each pi' the individual 
chapters I fientence them as follow~ :- '. ,; \ . ' : 15 ... 

- Muzaffar Ahmad ~Ccused Transportation for life. 
, • >' , ' .... ,. '4 • • • ~ '~. 

O. 1'. 1712. 

" Dange, Spratt, Ghate, Jogwkar and Nimbkar :accused ea~·to transportation 
,for a period of 12 (twelve) years. . - , :.'.'" ' ,', , 

• -'r ",. 

Bradley, MiraJlmr and Usmani·'accused each to transpartation for a period 20 
of 10 (ten) years. ' .'. ~<',' " ," ." 

. Sohan Singh Josh, Majid and Goswami accu'sed each"to transportation for a 
period 9f 7: (seyen) years.· .' .,. ' " . ('.' , 

t , '. . . 

" Ajodhya Prasad, Adhikari., J? C.Joshi and Desai accused each'1."o tral'lspor' 
;tation for a ,period op (five} ye~s. .-,'. .' . 4 . 

0\., "~. 1, .. ", ~ 
. Chakrav8l'ty, Basak, Hiltchinliion,.Mittrl/., .lhabwala, and. Sehgru accused each 25 

to 4 (four) ye~rs Rigorous Imprisonment. ' 
o '''', , ': " ,'t: f",\/fl, ~ ~. , • 

SbaIl1llul 'Huda, Alve; Kasle, ,Gaui'i Shanka~' 'ftnd Kadam aoou~e<l each to :J' 
Sth)'e~) years'Rigorous Imprisonment., , ,,' . . , . ' ~ 

t ~ . 

. In eoncl~iling this jlldgulent' i think', it ll!,my· duty to call attention to the 
very careful and thorough wprk done' by the Investigation officers Mr. R." H. 30 
Hortoll, Special D. L G. of Police and his assistants Khan Bahadur Tasadduq" 
Husain and Mr. Khairat Nabi who must bave put in an imnl.ense amount af 
painstaking labour in the period between September 1928 and the searches 9£:' 
March 1929. It was their:enrl:fi'ti- ~tudy of intercepted documents'wbich led to: 
the very comprehensive search operations which were carried out simultlineO't!lsly' 35 
allover India on the 20th March, and entailed for them ,and the late Mr. 
Langford James with Mr. J. P. Mittra a further three months 1 ,work 41t the. 
highest pressilre. I bave further to thank· Senior Crown Counsel Mr. Jremp' 
(with his assistalitsMr.J .. P. Aiittra and Mr. Khairat. Nabi) for the yery 
complete yet resfrained and moderate manner in' which the case was put before 40 
tbe Court and e\'ery' allowance made in favpur of the accused. On no point that , 

, I ca.n recall was any obstacl~ .put by tbe prosecntion in the way of the aceJtsed . 
havmg ever~' 'l'easonable facllity. 'for the ,conduct of, their case. I m\{l:lt.,~lso 
thank defence counsel.for' the efforts whidr they. made on behalf ,of the abeused> 
in spi4-e of the fact tll!it .they were getting little 01' no aSRistan"efrom' thelli . .; in 45 

.• - fii.Ct~.J1'tber the reverse, for on at least onE! occasion an accllsed who had himself 
cross-examined a witness with disastrou& results to himself 'Sll.bsequently called 
upon d .. fenre counsel to eross-examine agai~l.with the, ohject of' undoing the 

. ,harm already done. ." ~,'~,;- '-",' .. ,.,', " 

. -.,'.: " "~"~'·~;'~"~~-t' ',~ '''<;'','''<'1,'' .. :: .. ,~~. ,I 

Reeolluly I canuot conclude this judgment 'without 'payi~lga 'tl'ibu,te' to!tbe 50 
O. P. 1718. staff of'my Court fer theIr eon.~ist~nt lind loval work in. the past 3 years. I· 

must mllke palticular mentio}) 'If my 2 stenographers Iffaf. H,usain Khan and 
Abdul Ghafur for their work in the last' 5 months., Tbey,p,ave worked day hi 
tiny out, holidays included, without a word (If compla:int in .spite of beingyery 
Reverel~' taxed, so much so that they have often been, unable jo finish their 55 
t;rllnRcriptions uutil as lAte as,10 O'clock at night. .".,.: '.,1 .. ~ " 
• _, 'Ii 



Last but by no means least lowe a very real debt of gratitude to 
Mr. J. H. Golder, Manager of the Govem:inel1't of India Press, Simla. It is duE' 
entirely to his ;energy, personal interest and attention that it has been found 
possible to have the whole of this \'ery lengthy judgment printed up and ready 
for distrihution at the time of thl' delivery' of the .ind/(1llent \\;thin only a few 5 
days of the actual writing of these last lineS. C , 

~~ Ii Jawuary 1988. 
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